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FOREWORD /3

This bock basically is intended for engineering and technical personnel who

maintain radar equipment in troop units. Its goal is to aid the reader to refine

physical processes in pulse devices and to master reading of radar station pulse

circuits. Understanding of physical processes in pulse devices and ability to

analyze, to read, any radar station pulse circuit is required for proper equipment

maintenance, effective preventive measures, and rapid detection and correction

of malfunctions

C Certain typical pulse signal transformations always will cur in radar station

pulse circuits. In turn, these transforma ions are made wit the aid of a limited

number of standard elementary circuits -- 'building blocks,a from vhich the basic

circuits in any pulse device are synthesized. The main content of this book is

devoted to study of suci elementary c.rcuits and their interaction. Basic information

on the role and place of pulse circuits in radar, on pulse signal characteristics

and parameters, on standard pulse transformations, and on pulse circuit types

intrrduce this material. A series of elementary items, which may be useful to

some readers as the.y work with this book. is found in the attachments.

A. V. Kuznetsov wrote a portion of the material at the Author's request (Chapter 
-

111, §6; Chapter V, §4; Chapter VI, §6 and 7; Chapter VII; Chapter IX, §7).

This is not the usual textbook for a course on pulse technology (theze are -.

rt--s~lator's note: deultiplication should be division. "
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sufficient of these, widely recognized, available to support higher and secondary

rnilitiry educational institution programs). First, only those devices that have

Found -aide use in extant radar equipment are examined in the book. Second, it

v'ili not contain information on calculation and design of pulse circuits. Main

attention has been placed on a description of the physical principles of their
f operation, characteristic features and properties, adj'stnents, practical use

variations, and the infiuence of typical malfunctions. Several problems /4

mainly of theoretical interest have beet, omitted. Third, the book is intended

in the main for independent work on the part of the reader, wt-ich reflects the

main form of instruction for engineering and technical personnel in troop units

and a basic element of the instructional process in educational institutions.

That fact stipulated some of the book's special structural features.

Questions (problems) in the form of exercises are provided in order to vitalize

the material and to increase effectiveness in material assimilation as the reader

projresses. Answers to these problems require comprehension, critical analysis,

and sometimes even some development ("invention") oF the material in Lhe basic

tex:. No questions or problems that can be answered simply by reading the text

or :hrough mechanical working of formulas are provided in order not to create

the illusion of material assimilation.

Responding to the questions requires the reader to formulate answers, which

encourages the maximum degree of profound assimilation of the mnterial. The

multiple-choice rethod of questioning is not used virtually at all in this book

because of the inherent drawbacks of this approach.

W . recoinend that answers be provided in written form. This teaches an

individual to formulate answers precisely and plays the role of "physical activity"

reinforcing the student's mental activity.

The answers to the questions, with the -equired explanations, are provided

in Chapter X For self-correction. They are to be referred to only after the reader

has written (or honestly tried to write) his own answer. It is *nssumed thdt the

reader will conduct himself in just this manner because, since he decided to use

this Dook, he is interested in profound assimilation of the material and understands

that his ability independently to find the correct answers in this sense is the

best criterion.
8



Working with exercises is very desireable. Therefore, some supplementary

information is included in the associated explanations, generalizations are provided,

and highlights underscored, with some problems examined from a different point

of view. Some of the exercises are designed also to prepare the reader for subsequent

material.

PROCEDURE FOR I\DEPENDENT USE OF IHE BOOK (Appeal to the Reader)

As ycu prepare to begin work, have a notebook handy. It is useful to outline

the material to the extent you deem advisibie. However, when encountering the

next question (problem) in the text, formulate your answer and, without fail, /5

write it down in the notebook (sketch the requisite characteristics, graphs, cur"es,

and circuits). If the question is difficult, go through the appropriate material

again, then again attempt to provide an answer.

Check it against the correct response only aft, : -ou have entered your answer

in the notebook. The answer will be found on the page indicated at the end o.'

each exercise. You also will find the neces3ary explanation there.

PROCEDURE FOR USING THE BOOK IN AN AUDITORIUM UNDER A TEACHER'S SUPERVISION

(Recommendation for the Teacher)

Effective use of the book in an auditorium under the supervision of a teacher

and the latter's participation are possible if the folio-ving two conditions are

fulfilled: a group of workable size (20-25 students) and the availability if

sufficient copies of the book. Individual paragraphs of the book (besides the

introduction to each chapter) or the description of some circuits can be omitted,

with the requisite changes made to the number and content of the exercises depending

on specific goals and study conditions. Approxim3tely 60-80 training hours are

reouired for full coverage of the book's material.

Each student must have a text and rctebook at the lessons. Chapter X, containing

the answers to the exercise, should be covered over in the buoks beforehand.

Introductory lectures on each topic,, which are assigned to the most-experienced

teazhers and which can be delivered to a batch of students (class), must precede

indiuidual work with the book. The c-ntent and number of such lectures are determinnd

9



in each invidual case, depending on the training and nature of the student cortingent

and the specifics of the educational institution. The overall task for the

introductory lectures is to prepare the students for indepeudent work with the

bork from a methodological and psychological poin , of view. Some of the lectures

must be given at the conclusion of a particular class fcz IJJmination of questions

not covered in the book.

As they work independently, students voluntari. y outline the material in

. their notebooks and can approach the teacher with an,, questions (for example,

on places they don't understand or which are not explained in the book, in connection

* with associations or proposals that occur, and so on). However, reaching an exercise

in the text, the student must precisely and intelligently write his formulated

answer (draw the requisite characteristics, graphs, cirves, circuits) and provide

them to the teacher for a critique. The teacher examines the answer and, depending

on the degree of its correctness and completeness, provides assistance to the /6

degree to which this is necessary for a particular student (approval, basis of

the error, indication of its causes, follow-up quvstion, brief explanation, and

3o on).* Experience shows that it requires an average of I minute per question

for the teacher's critique. The student is told to contiLue reading the book

only after approval is obtained for an answer.

The teacher maintains only one record during the sessions, a record of independent
work in the group. This record comprises a list of the group with vertical columns

ccrresponding to lesson numbers. Correct answers are denoted by a plus sign (+)

and incorrect, or unsubstantiated, answers denoted by a minus sign (-) (we use

red and blue grades). Since, in the final analysis, a correct answer is required

for each problem, a "plus" must be the final notation in each square. A large

number of "minuses" in any vertical column indicates the requirement for additional

explanation of this problem. It is evident that such a system completely and

clearly reflects the situation in a group at any particular moment, as well as

Lhe rate and quality of each student's work.

Studencs who complete the study of a given section ahead of time, with approval

*In some casks, the teacher may recommend that the student read the appropriate
explanation in Chapter X. Therefore, the teacher must have two or three "unexpur-
gated" copies of the book.

10
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or all responses, may be released from further mandatory attendance at lectures

on this section, while those obviously falling behind must be called in for mandatory

addtional consultations. It is advisible to allow exams (quizzes) tu be taken

ahead of time.

There is no reason for students to be reluctant to present the teacher answers

that may turn out to be incorrect, but, on the contrary, they should be interested

in frequent contacts with the teacher for the qualified continual monitoring of

the effectivencss of their work. Therefore, the critique the teacher provides

on answers must oe' constructive ard be designed only to aid the student, to approve

and vitalize their .ertal activities in the desired direction.

In particular, it i:. necessary (and the students must be absolutely convinced

of this) that an evaluation given by a teacher on a comprehensive exam or quiz

in no way depend on the plus-minus ratio. Where required, the use of minuses

can be eliminated if the psychological barrier on the part of the students to

the grading system is not overcome. Mutual efforts on the part of the students

during the process only facilitate learning and should not be prohibited. Possible

isolated attempts of dishonest mechanical copying of a comrade's answers without

the work being done are evident to the teacher and rapidly eliminated.

The teacher's efforts must insure timely examination of all answers that /7

are turned in to him, which may require intense efforts on his part during the

lessons. However, given establishment of the conditions described above, a favorable

atmosphere for creative enthusiasm is established rapidlf in the auditorium for

studying the material, which will result in increased effectiveness.

The approach recommended above for independent work with the book also is

applicable for studying the material in the auditorium. In this variant, the

students, working on the material, approach the teacher with questions only at

their own initiative. The teacher's activities during the lessons are eased since

he, in essence, is released from ongci.g monitoring and controlling assimilation

of the material. Instead, he can give periodic (three to five per semester) graded

check quizzes on individual sections (themes). These can be automated. This

approach to monitoring makes it possible, with a delay equating to the interval

between quizzes, to evaluate the results of independent work by the sk.dents and

to rank them accordingly.
11



CHAPTER 1 /8

GENERAL INFORMATION ON PULSE SIGNALS AND DEVICES IN RADAR

1. CONCEPT OF PULSE RADAR. PULSE SIGNAL PARAMETERS

The majority of radar stations (RLS) employed at present in troop units operate

in the pulse mode, i. e. emitting electromagnetic energy into space and receiving

it from an object in individual brief portions -- pulses. Here, pulses emitted

(outgoing and interrogation) and received from an object (echo or return) turn

out to be separated in time. Thanks to this, the pulse radar method makes it

possible most simply to determine the range to an object from the delay time of

a pulse received from an object relative to the emitted pulse, and to have a single

antenna at the RLS used alternately for transmission and reception. In addition,

the discontinuous structure of pulse siqnals makes it possible to use their time

selection (differentiation of pulses by the time of their formation) and, for

this reason, improve radar system capabilities: to divide signals in time from

different objects, to code signals by time parameters, to create multichannel

lines vith channel time division, and so on.

What are radar pulse signals? The brief deviation of voltage or current

from the set value is referred to as an electric pulse. The term "brief'" must

12
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be understood in the sense that pulse duration is less than or equal to the duration

of transient pror.esses arising in electric circuits whei, they operate.*

There are tvo types of pulses, which are distinguished by the nature of the

Phange of voltage or current during the action of the pulse -- video pulses and

radio [r-f] pulses.

u(t) f(t)

U4 U
O u ep !a

(a(W(d) - -

A brief increase or decrease in constant voltage or current is called /9

a video pulse (Figure 1,1a), In the first case, a po-3itive video p,,lse results,

while a pulse of negative polarity occurs in the other.

Nle will point out that processes arising "mhen the electrical balance in a
circuit is disrupted are called transient processes.

0.tU. ~. 13
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A packet of high-frequency harmonic oscillations is called an r-F pulse (Figure

1.1b). The frequency of these oscillations is called the basic frequency or

carrier frequency fo T - j where To is the period of the harmonic oscillations.

It is evident that it is senseless to talk about the polarity of an r-f pulse,

obtained from pulse modulation of video pulses by a microwave oscillator. Reverse

transformation, obtaining video pulses from r-f pulses, is accomplished by /10

r-f pulse detection (separation from the envelope).

IF there are no special reservations, in future we will examine voltage video

pulses.

The parameters of a single pulse are its amplitude (maximum value) U, form

f(t), pulse duration t.. , pulse rise time t$ , pulse decay time t, , and tilt

dissipation %.,(Figure I.la).

The envelope of a real pulse has a smooth nature due to the nature of the

transient processes in electrical circuits. This complicates strict (single siqn)

determination of t,. to. ten intervals. Therefore, values I.. t. 4. in practice

are meas.red at specific previously-agreed upon levels relative to pulse amplitude

and are referred to as active times.

As depicted in Figure I.la, active time t.& for a pulse with amplitude U

usually is computed at level 0.5U, active pulse rise time too usually is determined

as the time interval between the moments the envelope acquires values O.IU and

0.9U at the pulse's leading edge. Analogously, active pulse decay time ten is

determined at pulse decay.

Mathematically, a video pulse may be written in the form

u (t).-Lf(t). (1,1)

where f(t) - time function describing the form of the pulse (f(t) I I since,

when f(t) = 1, F(t) = U - the pulse reaches the amplitude value).

The form of real pulses usually is approximated by several simple functions

-214



0 t

Figure 1.2. Square (a), Trapezoidal (b, c), Exponential (d), Cosine
(e), Square-Cosine (F), and Gaussian (g) Pulses.

of f(t). Pulses of the most-characteristic forms examined in radar are depicted

in Figure 1.2.

F rom the energy point of view, a single pulse is characterized by its /11
energy u.; and pulse power Pw, , understood to mean power average for the pulse's
t i m e of " a c t i v it y P

u t l 

,;L# 

Ii .,

" :" 
I" r,, . .

f)

-0-

Figure 1.3. Periodic Square Pulse Trains (02 = 4).

Periodic pulse trains (Figure 1.3), trains of periodically-repeating r-f

15



and video pulses of a given form and amplitude, are used in radar. Additionally,

the parameters of such signals are:

-- resting time between pulses to

- pulse repetition period T.-t.+ta

- pulse repetition rate (number of pulse per second F. --Tk

- pulse duty ratio Q=
| t,

- pulse ratio

As a rule, pulse duration is much less than resting time t,<<.

Consequently, the greater t.,r<ZT. and Q_-I . The !utter inequality expresses

the basic time ratio in pulse radar.

Mathematically, a periodic video pulse train may be written in the form

a (t). = Uf ( -- nT.). (1.2)

where n = 0, 1, 2, 3,... /12

Like any periodic function*, a periodic voltage video pulse train may be

presented in the form of the sum of two components, direct and alternating

u(t),=.-+ a . Direct component U- is the average value ot the

signal for pulse repetition period To. Alternating component a- determines

only the form of the pulses, while the average value of the alternating component

for the period equals zero.

The direct component may be found graphically as the height of a square with

base T,. whose area equals area 7. limited by the voltage curve for period 7,

*Naturally, a real pulse signal is not a strictly periodic function. First,

all its parameters to a certain degree change over time and, second, it has a
beginning and an end, corresponding to the equipmcnt cutting in and out, i. e.,
its periodicity is not infinite (for any n). Thereicre, the more precisely the
signal is described by expression (1.2), the more stable its parameters and the
greater the number of pulse repetition periods it observes.

16



Area n1 conveniently is determined as the algebraic sum of the areas enclosed

by the voltage curve for the pulse activity time ar.d resting time: /l-7,..,

therefore

fl. 17,

For the pulses depicted in Figure 1.3a, voltage is missing during resting

times tl7,=' )  
, and, considering the square form of the pulses, I7.-Lt . Thus,

&" .- - Q = (1.3)

For those depicted in Figure 1.3b, which have the same form and amplitude

but are designated with a nonzero initial level L (value of voltages during

resting times), 17.- (U+U)I. and r..i '.

(1.4

- the direct component changes by the value of the initial level (considering

its sign).

Mathematically, t.e area enclosed by the curve of the function are expressed

by the specific integrals of this function accepted in the appropriate limits.

Therefore, for any pulse form, one may write

. "e(t).dt - "u(t).di+ u (t). di. (1.5)

It follows from the ratios presented that the direct component will depend /13

on pulse amplitude, form. poLarity, repetition period, and initial level.

Comprehension of the physical processes in pulse devices in many cases is

facilitated when representing pulse signals by their frequency spectra -- the

aggregate of harmonic components of different frequencies (see Attachffent 1).
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Spectral representation of pulse signals will lie at the b--is of the frequency

method of line circuit analysis (see Attachment 7).

From the pouer point of view, a periodic pulse signal is characterized, along
with pulse power *. , also by average power P.,, - power averaged during the pulse

repetition period. Since pulse energy equals *,-P~t, , and, from determination

P _L_ , then
c T.'

(1.6)

i. e., pulse power will exceed average power by factor Q. Ratio (1.6) is che

basic energy ratio for pulse radar.

§ 2. PULSE RADAR STATION COMPOSITION AND OPERATING PRINCIPLE

The following are pulse radar station basic elements (Figure 1.4): synchronizer,

transmitter, receiver, transceiving antenna (A), antenna control system, antenna

switch (AP), high-frequency energy transmission lines (LP), feeders or wave guides*,

displays, automatic range and angular coordinate target tracking systems, and

energy source.

The synchronizer sets the station's operating rhythm and insures t'at all

its units operate in strict time agreement. It generates short video sync pulses

with repetition period T, (Figure I.5a). These pulses are supplied to the

transmitter, displays, and automatic target range tracking system**.

The transmitter creates powerful outgoing r-f pulses and will comprise a

driver (sometimes omitted), modulator, and microwave oscillator. Sync pulses

reach this driver, where they are amplified to the level required to control the

modulator's operation. Powerful modulating video pulses are generated in the /15

*Antenna, antenna switch, and high-frequency energy transmission lines comprise
the station's antenna-feeder or antenna-wave guide system.

*The synchronizer also generates the supplemental video pulse trains required

for the operation of various RLS elements and devices connected thereto.
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Figure 1.5. For Target Signal Formation and Conversion: (a) - Sync
pulses; (b) - Modulating video pulses; (c) - Outgoing r-f pulses-
(d) - Echo r-f pulses; (e) - Intermediate frequency r-f pulses; (f)

Gate pulses; (g) - Target pulses at receiver output.

to the receiver input via the anten,-a switch along the transmission lines.

The antenn3 is for radiation and reception of high-frequency electromagnetic

energy. RLS use directional antennas, which radiate and receive electromagnetic

energy in narrow spatial beams. This creates the capability of determining target

bearing, its angular coordinates.

The antenna control system remotely controls antenna rotation in azimuth /16

and angle of site and is a convention,1M system of electromechanical servos.

The T-R switch, affected by outgoing pulses, automatically connects the antenna

to the transmitter output and disconnects it from the receiver. During the resting

time between outgoing pulses, it connects the antenna to the receiver input,

disconnecting it from the transmitter.

The receiver amplifies r-f pulses received by the antenna and converts them

to video pulses. A superhetrodyne receiver usually is used and it will comprise

an input device (VU), microwave oscillator (USVCh), hetrodyne (G), mixer (S),

intermediate frequency (IF] amplifier (UPCh), detector (0), and video amplifier

(VUS).
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An input device (preselector) provides the receiver's carrier frquency .

selectivity. The USVCh will serve For preliminary amplification of r-f pulses

on the carrier frequency (mainly for the purpose of reducing the receiver's ..oise

factor). R-F pulses are supplied From the USVCh output to the mixer. Also supplied

to the mixer is a constant harmonic voltage generated by the hetradyne, a low-power

autoriatic harmonic oscillator. The hetrodyne's voltage frequency is 1i<1o .

IF (varied) r-F pulses in-jo-. (Figure I.5e) are separated at mixer output.

Basic r-f pulse amplification will occur on an intermediate frequency in the UPCh,

which also determ..nes the receiver's overall frequency-selectivity properties.

Temporary selection of ta',et range signals may occur in the UPCh.* Video

gate pulses (Figure l.5g), whic, open the stage only long enough for the passage

oF pulses Fro.i the target selerlcd for tracking (Target B in Figure 1.5), are

supplied fo. this purpcse to on? normally-closed UPCh stage. Gate pulses are

generated in the automatic range tracking system, where the requisite time for

their delay relative to outgoing pulses is provided aut-nntically.

Amplified and gated IF r-f pulses are supplied from the UPCh output to the

detector input, where separation of the r-F pulse envelope will occur. Target

video pulses appear at the detector output and tJhey are amplified additionally

in the video amplifier tc the level necessary for RLS terminal d:cLces to operate

(Figure 1.5g).

The displays are designed for observation of the aerial situation, target

search and selection, visual determination of its coordinates, and preparation

for automatic tracking. Displays in operating principle are pulse uscillographs

with linear or two-dimensional sweeps. Time-base linear sweeps synchronized /17

by a sync pulse with the repetition Frequency of the outgoing pulse are create;

for range measurement.

These sweeps are obtained with the aid of sawtooth voltages or -urrents acting

upon the tube's deflection yoke. Intensifier pulses, which enable the tube only

during the forward motion of the sweep (the operating linear portion of the sweep's

sawtooth voltage or current) or, on the other hand, quench pulses for the retrace

*Also based on angular coordinates in some cases.
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of the sween, which disable the tube during the retrare, are supplied to the cathode

ray tube's (CRT] control electrode (or cathode) to eliminate ambig.uities in target

blip positions on the screen. Range sweep displacement, in accorcance with the

law of antenna rotation or the scanning (rocking) of its radiat.on pattern, will

occur for measurement of angular coordinates. Target video pulses are fed from

the receiver output either to the CRT deflection yoke or to its control electrode

(cathode). In the formyer case, target blips are received in the form of electron

beam excursions (amplitude siqnal. display) and, in the latter, in the form of

bright marks (brightness signal display). The amplitude display is used when

linear sweeps are used, and the brightness display when two-dimensional sweeps

are used. Coordinates are determined either from graphic scales or (more accurately)

from electronic scales. The latter are created with th3 aid of scale mark calibration

pulses. These pulses are gener:.ted in the synchronizer with repetition frequency

F.. corresponding to the value of the scale marks.

Automatic tracking systems are intended for automatic measurement of present

position cta. These systems operate as closed automatic control systems -- servos.

The measurement method selected for a given coordin:te determines system design.

Measurement of range (slant range) to the target r always will be accomplished

from lag time tr of the echo pulse relative to the outgoing pulse (Figur3 1.5).

This time for an RLS with a passive response, i. e., operating from pulses reflected

from the target, is linked with range by the simple ratio

r=C (1.7)

where C z 3 x 10 meters per second, the velocity of radio wave propagation.

An electronic servo automatically measuring lag time t r is used for automatic

range tracking. The i'4 ea of this system's operation is explained in Figure 1.6.

Sync pu'ses (I.6a) and target video pulses (I.6b) are fed to the system input.
A pair )f strobe (tracking) pulses (rigure 1.6c) one after the other, as well

as an outcut (measuring) pulse coinciding with the axis of symmetry of the /18

strobe pulse pair (Figure 1.6d), are generated in the system for each repetition

period.
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Figure 1.6. For the Automatic Range Tracking Principle: (a) -- Sync

pulses; (b) - Target video pulses; (c) - Strobe pulses; (d) -- Output
(measuring) pulses.

The target pulse's axis of symmetry in each repetition period lags relative

to Lhe sync pulse by J time proportional, in accordance with (1.7), to the true

range to the target,* while the strobe pulse pair's axis of symmetery lags by

time tr, proportional to the range value measured and issued by the system. The

strobe pulse delay by time tr is supplied by the system's constant delay circuit,

which controls the moment the .tvobe pulse generator is triggered.

The automatic tracking principle will comprise automatic tracking of target

pulses by the strobe pulse pairs (and by the measuring pulses as well). During

this tracking process, difference t.--t' , which is the automatic tracking

time error, strives towards zero, i. e., 1:-.t, - the range value supplied

by the system will strive towards true range. Target pulse tracking by strobe

pulses will occur due to the action of the voltage of error signal uc.-At generated

by a time discriminator, the system's sensing element. This discriminator will

comprise a two-channel coincidence circuit and a difference circuit. The former

generates two pulse voltages, whose amplitudes are proportional to areas of coir.-

cidence S1 and S2 or each strobe pulse with the target pulse (Figure 1.6b). Com-

parison of these voltages will occur in the latter and a voltage proportional

to d:fference S. -S:. r. !. e., to tracking time error S. -S -- S , is generated,

while the polarity of this voltage corresponds to the error sign. The difference

circuit's output voltage also is error signal voltage since it will contLin in-

formation on the tracking magnitude and error sign. i his voltage also is /19

controlled by the variable delay circuit, which displaces the strobe pulses (measures

With a constant error equal to half the target pulse duration (Figure 1.5).
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#
time t ) in the direction of error t r reduction, i. e., immediately following

the target pulses*.

Initiation of target tracking (target lock-on) requires a certain rough strobe

pulse-target pulse coircidence, if only that voltage uo. appears at t:1e discriminator

output. Under influence of this voltage, the strobe pulses will begin to displace

in the requisite direction. This coincidence will occur either automatically

* due to pe:iodic displacement of the strobe pulses within the limits of period

T. of the so-called search circuit or visually with the aid of a display. In

the latter case, an electronic range mark reflecting the position of the strobe

pulses is created, along with the target blips, on the display. The pulses for

receipt of this mark are generated simultaneously with the strobe pulses in the

automatic tracking system. Controlling the constant delay circuit manually, the

electronic range mark (and, consequently, the strobe pulses) must coincide with

the target pulse in order for the automatic tracking system to lock on the target.

A

Figure 1.7. For Periodic Sector Scan With a Fan Beam.

Gate pulses supplied to the receiver also are generated along with the strobe

pulses (Figure I.5f).

Automatic angular coordinate tracking can be accomplished through automatic

guidance of the antenna's geometric axis to the target. A servo (contained in

the antenna control system), which reacts to a deviatior of the antenna's axis

*The difference circuit's output voltage is detected beforehand and is integr-'ted
to create the requisite tracking system dynamic prooerties.
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from the target bearing and automatically corrects this deviation by turning the

antenna, is used for this purpose.

Some RLS employ a periodic fan beam sector scan. Here, angular coordijate

determination is accomplished in the tipping plane by measurement of time intervals,

i. e., the identical methods used to determine range. This scanning systen for

the vertical plane is explained in Figure 1.7, where V. -- scan sector, 5.,

- fan beam angle in the scan plane (the beam will flatten in this plane, but

is broad in the mutually-perpendicular plane), QO' - b-am axis (bearing of maximum

radiation and reception), OA -- bearing to the target. Scanning will occur /20

in accordance with the sawtooth law: a beam displaces with constant rate C~,

from the lover (initial) edge of sector Acm K t" the upper edge (forward motion

of the beam), then returns rapidly (beam retrace). Ta-get signals will arise

during the scan process only during target paint time to6. , ±. e., during the

time the target is located within the boundaries of beam angle 6,.. Beam angle

5. and scan rate Q,. are selected so that a series (packet) of echo pulses

, w ill arrive during that time from the target.

Ld.

Figure 1.8. For Angular Coordinate Measurement During Periodic
Sector Scan. (a) - Beam scan law; (b) - Target pulses at receiver
output; (c) - Angular reference pulses.

The mechanism for forming the packets and obtaining information about target

angular coordinate pe is explained in Figure 1.8. The sawtooth law of beam scanniny

over time is depicted in Figure 1.8a. The solid sloping lines depict the law
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of angle change ;'. between the lower edge of sector -I. and the beam axis during

the time of its forward motion T,, , 'jhile the parallel dotted lines with periods

show displacement of the upper and lower edges of the beam for this time. The

dotted line indicates the beam's retrace since, during retrace time Tt ,I

the RLS transmitter is blanked (shut off) to avoid ambiguity in target coordinate

determination. Packets of target video pulses arising during time 106.1

at the receiver output and, consequently, having duration TQ=t, , are depicted

in Figure I.Ob. The form of the envelope of each packet is determined by the

radiation diagram in the scanning plane, while the center of the packet (its

- " amplitude) arises exactly at the moment the beam's axis coincides with the bearing

to the target, i. e., when V-1"9V . Therefore, given a constant scan rate, /21

the coordinate of the target, computed from the lower edge of the :;can sector,

turns out each time to be proportional to time interval 1. betwieen the moment

of initiation of the beam's forward motion and the center of the packet:

.%=o, (1. 8)

Angular reference pulses (Figure I.8c), which coincide with the beginnings

of the beam's forward motion, will serve to fix the moments of the initiation

of the counting of intervals '. .

An electronic servo analogous to the automatic range tracking system and

the system automatically measuring intervals t, may be used for automatic angular

coordinate tracking in this case. The strobe pulse pairs in such a system are

generated with frequency scanning and, under the influence of error signal voltage,

track the pulse packet centers." Angular gate pulses, which are supplied to

the ,eceiver and provide an additional target signal time selection based on angular

coordinate by means of opening the UPCh only during the time of passage of the

pulse packet from the selected target, may be generated simultaneously with the

strobe pulse pairs.

*Reference pulses, as well as those blanking the transmitter, are generated
with frequency scanning by an additional angular synchronizer, which controls
the scan mechanism, at the station.

"Angular strobe pulse duration must be compatible with packet duration T,
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EXERCISE I.1

a) Prove formula (1.7). Derive the formula for range determination when

using an RLS with active response.

b) To avoid range ambiguity, an echo pulse must be received before the next

outgoing pulse is radiated (see Figure 1.5). From this condition, what is the

maximum RLS range if period T,.eo usec?

c) There are three targets at rI = 73, r 2  85, and r3 = 100 kilometers

in the sector of coverage of an RLS with passive response. What must be the delay

time of the gate pulses (relative to the outgoing pulses) in order that only the

pulses from the second target pass to the receiver output? How is gate pulse

duration determined ?

d) The least distance between two targets with identical angular coordinates

i,..... at which individual measurement to each target is still possible, is referred

to as RLS range resolution. How is value v... determined when measuring range

from the display and from the automatic tracking systLm (see Figure 1.6)?

e) What must the repetition frequency of calibrating pulses equal to create

5-kilometer electronic scale range marks on the display?

f) Periodic sector coverage will take place (Figures 1.7 and 1.8). Determine

the number of pulses in a packet ir scanning sector \.-=fn" , scanning frequency

.l Hz, beam retrace time T..-O ms, beam angle t..-2, and pulse repetition

freouency F.--; kHz. What will target angular coordinate .. equal if interval
t."J usec? (Page 443)

§ 3. STANDARD SIG.AL CONVERTERS IN RADAR STATION PULSE DEVICES. REVIEW OF
ELEMENTARY PULSE CIRCUITS

It follows from examination of a pulse radar station's structural diagram

that both video and r-f pulses operate in its circuits. The following will comprise

the r-f pulse activity sphere, which is referred to as the radar station's RF

section: microwave oscil~ator, antenna-wave guide system, and the receiver HF

stages up to the det2-tor, inclusive. The following will comprise the video pulse
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activity sphere, which is referred to as the radar station's a.f. section:

transmitter synchronizer, driver, and -cdul.cor, receiver video amplifier, displays,

and auto.atic tracking systems. These RLS units are pulse devices in the sense

that they almost entirely will comprise circuits for receipt, formation, and change

of video pulse parameters and their trains.*

The following are standard signal conversions in pulse devices: pulse

generation, pulse shortening (differentiation) and stretching (integration), pulse

expansion with retention of their form, pulse amplification (increasing the

amplitude), pulse inversion (changing the polarity), holding or changing the initial

level of pulses (level of voltage during resting times), pulse clipping ("shearing"

the peak), pulse time delay, pulse frequency repetition division, formation of

sawtooth (linearly-changing) voltages or currents.

The concept of these conversions is explained in Figure 1.9, in which example

diagrams depict several basic voltages in an RLS synchronizer and range display.

k L L k ILt t ' iL ,L L L LL t I I~ L

F I F F V I I F lrI I F F I I I rk L k k t

tU
Liu

Figure 1.9. Several Svandard Signal Conversions in Pulse Devices.

*Several other RLS devices such as the receiver automatic amplification regulation

system, a.f. noise-suppression system, and so on also are pulse devices.
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Diagram a depicts a harmonic voltage generated in the synchronizer by a master

sine wave self-excited oscillator. Diagram b depicts periodic voltage of almost

trapezoidal form obtained by upper and lower clipping of voltage a. Diagram c

depicts short bipolar pulses of exponential form obtained by differentiation of

voltage b; the repetition frequency of resultant pulses of one (positive, for

example) polarity equals the frequency of the initial harmonic voltage. niagram

d depicts pulses obtained after repetition frequency division of the positive

pulses in diagram c into a whole number once; the repetition period of these

pulses supplies station outgoing pulse repetition period T,, . Diagram e depicts

synchronizer output pulses obtained through amplification and inversion of the

d pulses. Diagram f depicts square pulses formed in a display by expansion of

the e pulses; the duration of these pulses supplies the duration of display sweep

retrace. Diagram g depicts square pulses obtained through displacement of /23

the pulse f initial level (a change in the direct component). Diagram h depicts

sweep sawtooth voltage obtained with the aid of the g pt.'srs. Diagram i depicts

pulses obtained as a result of pulse f differentiation 3iagram j depicts sweep

forvard motion intensifier pulses; the duration of these pulses corresponds to

the intervals between negative i and e pulses. Diagram k depicts pulses delayed

by time t; relative to the e pulses. These pulses deter,'.ie the position of the

electronic range mark. Delay time tr corresponds to the range to the target and

is supplied by the operator with the aid of control vo.ltage uy,,-t' (we assume

that there is ro automatic range tracking system). Diagram I depicts the range

mark pulses formed from the k pulses.

Standard signal conversions are made by elementary pulse circuits of the

.. following basic types.

1) Linear R-C, R-L, and R-.-C corrective networks, including:

- pulse modulator capacitance and inductive corrective networks;

- an R-C and an R-. integrator for pulse stretching, voltage

pulsation filtration, and a number of other purposes; /24

-- a differentiating R-C network and R-L network for pulse shortening;

transient R-C networks and pulse transformers for undistorted transmission

of the pulse voltage alternating component and isolation (separation) of stages

or networks based on the direct component;

shock-excitation tuned circuits mainly used for shaping a series of pulses

with a stable ri-petition frequency;
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- artificial lines used to bring the pulse delay over time to a fixed time,

as well as for shaping of pulses of a strictly-determined duration.

2) Video pulse amplifiers. Pulse amplification often is accompanied by

a change in tneir polarity. In this event, amplifiers are referred to as

amplifier-inverters. If pulse polarity is retained during amplification, the

amplifiers are referred to as repeaters.

3) Level holds (dc restorers), which insure the change and clamping of the

. pulse initial level.

4) Limiters, used to restrict the magnitude of pulse voltage, either cn

one side (unilateral limiters) cr simultaneously from both sides (bilateral limiters).

5) Square-wave generators. Pulse generators can operate in both a free-running

and monostable mode. In the former, the generator independently generates a periodic

train of video pulses, all of whose parameters determined by the generator's own

circuitry. In the latter case, the generator is controlled (enabled) by short

external pulses and generates pulses of long duration, determined either by the

parameters of the generator's own circuitry or by the intervals between two external

pulses.

6) Pulse repetition frequency dividers, which are pulse generators gererating

pulses less frequently by a whole number than the external pulses with the initial

repetition frequency suplied to them.

7) SawJtooth voltage or current generators, which, like pulse generators,

can operate either in the free-running mode or be controlled by external pulses.

The complexity of these generators' circuitry depends on the sawtooth voltage

(current) linearity requirements.

8) Pulse variable time delay circuitry. These circuits are enabled by external

pulses and are sawtooth voltage generators with forward motion duration (linear

sector) regulated depending on control voltage magnitude, at the end of which /Z5

output (delay) pulses are generated.

In addition, a series of circuits used for simple functional pulse conversion

are used widely in pulse devices. They include:

- coincidence circuits measuring the time of coincidence (mutual overlap)

of two pulses;

- difference circuits comparing the amplitude of two pulses;
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- level comparison circuits fixing the moments of equality of two voltages;

- pulse counters.

EXERCISE 1.2

From the aforementioned elementary pulse circuits, compile a functional diagram

of a synchronizer and range display corresponding to the curves depicted in Figure

1.9. (Page 4")
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CHAPTER I /26

R-C, R-L, AND R-L-C CORRECTIVE NETWORKS

§ . TRANSIENT PROCESSES IN R-C AND R-L NETWORKS

1. Charge and Discharge of a Capacitor Across a Resistance

We will examine the circuit shown in Figure lI.l. We will assume that, at
moment in time t' = 0, initial voltage at the capacitor is absent (u (0) = 0)
and switch K will be thrown to position 1. From this moment, charging of the
capacitor will begin from constant voltage source E. Charge current i, will
pass across circuit +E, switch K, capacitor C, resistance* R, -E. In accorcance
with Kirchoff's seand law, for this circuit the following condition must be met

E - u- +uc (II.1) " -

Since n,4~l ..C..=--4- . , this condition is written in the Form oF different--cl

equation

daE- RC__,. + (II.la)-

*The term "resistance" is used throughout this book. It would be more precise -to use the term "resistor" in those instances where thp discussion involves an
element of an electricAl circuit, rather than a property.
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Figure II.i. Capacitor Charge and Discharge Circuit Across a Resistance.

whose solution is expression

UC=- .I-e -  l.)

where -- RC -- circuit time constant (see ratios XI.9 and XI.12).

Differentiating (11.2), we will get the. expression for the discharge current

a a

E%_ ¢--leT (11.3)

. ag e -;

consequently, voltage to resistances R equals /27

i,R =Ee (11.4)

The curves for functions (11.2), (11.3), and (11.4) are constructed in Figure

II Za and are exponential curves (see Attachment 3, Figure 6).

We will explain the results obtained.

At moment t' = 0, voltage uc remains equal to zero, since voltage jumps in

a capacitor physically are impossible (see Attachment 2). But, when uc Z 0 in

accordanca with (11.1), source voltage turns out to be applied fully to resistance

R. Therefore, at the initial moment, voltage U. , and, consequently, current

, as well, are maxi-mum and correspondingly equal uRMn-E. i,10) E
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Figure II.2...Voltage and Current Curves in an R-C Network. (a) --
As the capacitor is charging; ) - As the capacitor is discharging.

Further, as current i, flovis due to accumulation of charges on the capacitor's

plate, voltage uc gradually increases. The *-ate of increase of this voltage

is proportional to the capacitor charge voltage magnitude at a given moment in

time:

daue I,. ,

But, z,=m- - or, considering (11.1) /28

(11.6)

This ratio reflects the fact that, in the capacitor charge circuit, voltage

uc turns out to be connected in opposition to source voltage E, i. e., it counteracts

the latter. Therefore, to increase voltage uc , current t, , and, :onsequently,

voltage u. as well, diminish. But, dimunition of current magnitude will lead,

in accordance with (11.5) to a decrease in the rate of voltage uc increase. This,

in accordance with (11.6), in turn will retard the decrease in current i, and , -
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voltage UR Thus, the increase in voltage uc and decrease in current ,, and

voltage un will occur at a continually-decreasing rate.

Since voltage in the capacitor due to its charge increases ever more slowly,

it reaches set value urm=E only when t= (it is evident that the capacitor

is unable to charge itself to a greater voltage). He',e,E-ucmO, i*(0)-O, uR(00)=O

Now, we will assume that, up to certain moment in time t", capacitor C succeeded

in charging itself to voltage L.L'Uc.(U.<E and, at that moment, switch K (Figure

II.1) will change to position 2. For ine sake of simplicity, we will take moment

t" as the initial moment t" = 0). At tnat moment, external voltage source E

disconnects and capacitor C plates are connected together across resistance R,

resulting in the capacitor starting to discharge across the resistance. Discharge

current to passes through the circuit: capacitor C "plus" plate, switch K,

resistance R, capacitor "minus" plate. In accordance with Kirchhoff's second

law, the following condition must be met for this circuit

Uc + "R -O, (11.7)

where u?=-t , i= =. .

Therefore, the circuit's differential equation will be written

to - PC du, =, and its solution will be

-'- (11.8)
UCco 'CO,

where :-RC - circuit time constant.*

Differentiating (11.8), we will get for discharge current

_1- (11.9)ru ' - I

*See ratios (XI.9, X1.ll).
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Consequently, voltage at resistance R equals /29

uR = R/ =-Lc~e (11 .10O)

ft The minus sign in expressions (11.9) and (11.10) indicates that current direction

in the circuit and, therefore, voltage u" polarity during capacitor discharge,

are opposed to those created during its charge. The curves of exponential functions

(11.8), (11.9), and (11.10) are depicted in Figure Il.2b and can be explained

in the following manner.

At the initial moment in time (t"=O)uc=U, r>hile discharge current

and voltage u. are maximum: I, = L R=. -Uc . Due to capacitor discharge,

voltage uc gradually decreases at a rate proportional to the current magnitude:

"U " But, based on (11.7)

ip R

Therefore, a voltage uc decrease elicits a decrease in current i. and voltage

un. decrease. A current i, magnitude decrease will lead to a decrease in the voltage

uc decrea.;e rate, which in turn retards the decrease in the current i. and voltage

un magnitude. Here, at any moment in time, based on (11.7), equality uM---uc

is fulfilled. The discharge process concludes where t.o when uc = 0 (capacitor

completely discharged), therefore ijcc) -0; u, oo ) -0

The duration of the transient processes in an R-C network, in accordance

with (XI.15), can be accepted in practice as equalling

where -- RC.

EXERCISE 11.1

Draw the curves of voltage uc, current i. , and voltage u. from Figure

II.a. Construct on these graphs curves uc , ,, , and un if source voltage
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Z decreases by a factor of 2; capacitance C increases by factor of 2; resistance

R decreases by a factor of 2. (Page 444)

2. Charge and Disch3roe of an Inductance Across a Resistance

We will examine the circuit shown in Figure 11.3. We assume that, at moment

t' 0 0, current in the inductance is absent il.(O)-0 and switch K will be placed

in position I. At that moment, discharge of inductance L begins from constant

voltage source E by current i,-t, across circuit: 4, switch K, inductance L,

resistance R, -E.

In accordance with Kirchhoff's second law, for this circuit

E & + U4p (11.12)

Swbstitutibgnu4 ij? , uLI in this equality, we nrc the circuit's /30

. difF-rential eqjation in the form

it- (II.12a)

and its solution

e (11.13)

where L - circuit's time constant;

R discharge current amplitude.

Voltage u., changes proportionally to the current:
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Figure 11.3. Inductance Charge and Discharge Circuit Across a Resistance.

while voltage in the inductance equals

U, L Ee'. (11.15)

The curves of exponential functions (11.13), (11.14), and (11.15) are constructed

in Figure II.4a and can be explained in the following manner.

Using equality (11.12) and the expressions for voltages u, =L~' and

Use R. , we will get

- -'(1.16)

Since current jumps physically are impossible in an inductance (see Attachment

2), at moment , . -.. o) i , -n -i and the source voltage turn out to be applied

completely to the inductance i'-C . Self-induction electromotivt /)!d1,

force Cemf] ,e, -, - L-I- , which at moment t' is maximum te~tO)--E) ,

opposes an increase in current.

*We will recall that, in accordance with the Lenz rule, given a'ny chmnge in
.urrent passing across an inductance, self-induction emf arises ii it opposing
this change; this amf is balanced by voltage,,--'.
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Figure 11.4. Curves of Current and Voltage in an R-C Network. (a) -During Inductance Charge; (b) - During Inductance Discharge.

Here, current growth rate(. i.) A also is maximum. Then, due to the

current i, increase, the rate of its increase and voltage UL decrease in accordance
with (11.16). Simultaneously, the rise in voltage u and the voltage u,,=iR
rate of decrease are slowed. In the constraint where -- cn , the current increase

ceases and it reaches amplitude magnitude =,Here, !,R (w)EUL(1o
- the source voltage is balanced completely by the voltage drop in the /32

resistance.

We will assume now that, at moment t" following achievement by current i,
of a certain value I. /a(Io<.) , switch K will transfer to position 2. Since
the external voltage source here is disconnected, while the.-L network is
short-circuited, discharge of the inductance begins.

We now for simplicity will accept the moment of discharge initiation as initial
moment t" 0.
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This condition must be fulfilled during the discharge process

UR- U. 0. (11.17)

dio

from whence the network's differential equation will be written U.

while its solution will be

..! (II.18)Ip=.roe "

L
where - - circuit time constant.

Based on an analogous law, voltage un also will change:

u ip I/Re (11.19)

The voltage in the inductance equals

di - (11.20)'" " == LU-- --.,Re- '

i. e., and as follows from (11.17),ur.--rn.

The curves of exponential functions (11.18), (11.19), and (11.20) are presented

... in Figure II.4b and can be explained in the following manner. Self-induction

.7- emf eL---U. arising due to energy stored in a magnetic field, opposes a decrease

in current i=.iL during the discharge process. Here, since self-induction emf

changes its polarity (derivative di. during a current decrease will become negative),

the sign of voltage u, also changes. At initial moment i -., (current jumps

are impossible in an inductance), u1,R and u,=.--.R , i. e., self-induction

emf, and, consequently, current decrease rate, are maximum. A subsequent current

decrease in connection with gradual consumption of the stored electromagnetic

energy (with its conversion into thermal energy in resistance R) will lead to

a decrease in the magnitude of voltages u,--u , i. e., to a decrease in

self-induction emf and current decrease rate. Under the constraint where

U-,- t  , (.-.)- -M -- ipt-. _i U
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The duration of the transient processes in an R-L network as usual can /33

in practice be accepted in accordance with (XI.15) as

t .3 , ( 1 .2 )

where

FXERCISE 11.2

Draw the curves of current " and voltages =f and ,= from Figure I.4b.

Construct on these graphs the curves for " , = , and UL , if resistance R

is increased by a factor of 2. Explain the results obtained. (Page 446)

3. Principles of Pulse Modulator Operation

The modulator at a pulse RLS is part of the transmitter and shapes powerful

modulating video pulses (see Figure 1.4). These pulses usually are used as microwave

oscillator plate voltage (this type of pulse modulation is referred to as plate

pulse modulation).

S1zpet Ju- IIKo.,mu I .

l~~nmb UI~acd o#m p.a)

Figure 11.5. Pulse Modulator Structural Diagram. (a) - Driver pulses;
(b) - Limiter; (c) - Commutating device; (d) - Feed source; (e) -- Energy
integrator; (f) -- Microwave oscillator.

A simplified structural diagram of a pulse modulatpr is presented in Figure

11.5 and includes three basic elements: energy integrator, power limiter, and

commutating device, which controls the driver video pulses. The overall principle

of modulator operation is as follows. The commutating device disconnects the

energy integrator from the microwave oscillator during resting times between pulses.
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The oscillator does not operate here since it lacks plate voltage (u. a). At

that moment, th-, - -,gv .*nprator is charged from the feed source across the

limiter. The i=LL-: --- ains tne power cnnsvrod from the source to the magnitude

nominal for that source. However, since charge timc, 1-iven a large .xlse duty

ratio 'a - , occupies an overwhelming portion of the pulse reFetition

period, sufficient energy is stored in the integrator.

The commutating device connects the microwave oscillator to the integrator

for a time equal to pulse duration t.. The integrator rapidly discharges to /34

the microwave oscillktor (there is no power limiter in the discharge circuit),

supplying it the energy accumulated during the resting time. This energy also

is converted by the microwave oscillator into a powerful outgoing r-f pulse.

Thus, modulator operation is based on the transient processes of energy

integrator charge and discharge. These transient processes must flow in a manner

that meets the following conditions:

- amplitude of the modulating video pulse Ua at a given feed source voltage

E must be as great as possible;

- the form of the modulating video pulses must be as close to square as

possible;

energy losses in the charge and discharge circuit must be minimal, i. e.,

modulator efficiency must be as high as possible.

A resistance or inductance is used as power limiter in the integrator charge

circuit. Modulator tubes usually play the role of commutating device. A high-voltage

transmitter rectifier is the feed source. A capacitor or inductance (choke) may

be used as the energy integrator, the modulator's basic element.*

A simplified circuit for a modulator with a capacitive energy integrator
is depicted in Figure II.6a. In this circuit, Ro - limiting resistance, r..

- reservoir capacitor, the commutating device is depicted in the form of switch

K with internal resistance R.., P, - internal resistance of the microwave generator

*An artificial long line also may be used as energy integrator.
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Figure I.6. Modulator Simplified Circuits: (a) - With capacitive
energy integrator; (b) - With inductive energy integrator.

in its operating mode (point a corresponds to plate, while point k to the generator's

cathode).

Switch K will be open during resting times between pulses and capacitor

will charge from the constant voltage E source; switch K closes during a /5

pulse and capacitor C, will discharge to the microwave generator.

Modulator operation is explained by the curves in Figure 11.7. When the

modulator is connected to the feed source, capacitor C. must charge completely.

Here, voltage uc increases by exponent (11.2) from zero to valueUc.s.with constant

charge circuit time ,-;C. y while charge current drops by exponent (11.3) with

the identical time constant from maximum value i. = to zero.

The capacitor will discharge to the oscillator with time constant -,-R, -R. C.

when switch K closes. Voltage u€ drops during the discharge process by exponent

(11.8) from value U .,, with time constant -. ; based on the same law (II.9)discharge

current i,.drops with a jump arising at the moment the switch closes. This current's
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Figure 11.7. Curves of Currents and Voltages in a Modulator
with a Capacitive Energy !ntegrator.

amolitude equals 7 , . A pulse of plate voltage u.-iR, with amplitude /36
1 R L - arises when discharge current flows in the oscillator.

In order for this amplitude to be as great as possible, two things are required.
First, essentially full charge of the capacitor must be insured during resting
times between pulses. Second, the comum.tating device must have low internal
resistance. Consequently, the following ratios must be provided: %.<W. (here,

')and '71 , <)e.(ee

By the end of the pulse, voltage in the capacitor decreases to value L"..,
i. e., to magnitude .UVLMICUcIE.= Accordingly, current i, decreases during
the pulse and plate voltage decreases to magnitude \L,, (peak of the shaped
pulse).

A simplified circuit for a modulator with an inductive energy integrator
is depicted in Figure 11.6b. In this circuit, R. - limiting resistance. which

includes the internal resistance of the commumtating device, switch K, within it,
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W. L.-- accumulating choke, P, - microwave oscillator internal resistance in

its operating mode. Suitch K closes during resting times betveen pulses and the

choke is charged from the voltage E o source; switch K opens during the time of

the pulse, resulting in discharge of the choke to the microwave oscillator.

A special feature of the circuit with an inductive energy integrator is the

capability of using a low-voltage feed source since, given appropriate selection

of circuit parameters, the amplitude of the plate voltage Ua pulses may exceed

source voltage Ea greatly.

Figure 1I.8. Curves of the Current and Voltage in a Modulator
..... with an Inductive Energy Integrator.

The curves in Figure 11.8 explain the operation of the modulator. Choke
L= uill be charged completely when the modulator is connected to the feed source

and switch K closes. Here, charge current .ZS-L increases from zero to maximum

value 'L =m-H% by exponent (11.13) with charge circuit time constant ", /

U.,,

Voltage -- C.u-es, at the first moment is maximum and equals Eo, but then decreases

by law (11.15) with the identical time constant. Since in the charge process
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plate voltage ua is aoplied as a "minus" to the oscillator plate (point a in Figure

II.6b), it does not operate (its internal resistance equals infinity). Therefore,

connection of the occillator to the choke does not exert any influence in the

charge proces..

The choke begins to discharge to the oscillator the moment switch K opens.

Ie:e, current iL begins to decrease by law (11.18) from value /z with tine constant

" Voltage L changes its polarity in connection with a change in the sign

di.
of derivative - and, with a jump, reaches an amplitude value that is equal /37

to -U.==.4 IRr E-. Further, voltages uL and u- decr4.ase in connection

uith the current iL decrease in magnitude with identical time constant .

Therefore, its peak decreases to magnitude .UL-.u1dRr. during the time of the pulse.

A modulator shortcoming is its low efficiency, which results from passage of large

current it =;L (given low -lL ) across resistance R during the entire resting

time.

EXERCISE 11.3

a) Stemming from the law of energy retention, find the ratio between the

• transmitter's pulse and average poaer.

b) How should the parameters of a modulator with a capacitive integrator

be selected, to reduce the decrease in pulse peak (see Figure 11.7)? How will

this impact upon modulator efficiency and pulse energy?

c) What ratios must be established with an inductive integrator to shape

-:. - pulses with amplitude E: and slight peak decrease L., ? At what pulse duty

ratio can these ratios be established? (Page 447)

§ 2. BASIC R-C AND R-. NETWORK TYPES /38

1. Action of a Square Pulse an an R-C Network. Basic R-C Network Types

Figure 11.9 presents a depiction of an R-C network and the curves of voltages

ue and u4 when affected by a square pulse with amplitude U and duration to Lt
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Figure 11.9. EFFect of a Square Pulse on an R-C ,Letwork. (d) - For.

its input. These curves are constructed for two values of network time constant

:--RC" : :-e. and -. ,'j are easily obtained from Figures 11.1 and 1I.2

if one considers that the pulse porch acts at moment t' (switch K in Figure 11.1 ..

will transfer to position 1), with its droop at moment r'-t'+t* (switch K will

transfer to position Z). Actually, given the effect of' the pulse porch acted --

upon by voltage u, 1 -,U , capacitor C begins to charge, w hich is equivalent (in

Figure 11.1) to charge C from the constant voltage , source. Under the effect

of the pulse droop ,=3 , capacitor C begins to be completely charged across

the input voltage source; if you take the sourc~e resistance as being zero, then

this is equivalent (in Figure 11.1) to an R-C network short circu.it.

Thus, the curves in Figure 11.9 may be cbtained by coincidence of moment

t" for the curves in Figures II.2a and 1I.Zb.

If you accept voltage from capacitor C ,,,u. as circuit output voltage,

then the circuit diagram is depicted in accordance with Figure l1.lla. In accordance

with Figure II.9b, a pulse wif~h a .stretched e'cponential porch and droop is obtained

at the output of such a network. The duration of this pulse will be greater and

its amplitude lesser the greater the network'$ time constant.

Assuming in network equation (II.la) -v.. -c=,u,,, RU: for random input

voltage and capacitor output, we will get

do .,, (1I.22)
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Civen

(11.23)

from equation (11.22) follows

- -vt ILt

or

-output voltage is proportional to the integral from the input voltacge. Therefore,

an R-C network with a capacitor output (Figure II.lla) is called an integrator.

Given

a, - (11.24)

from equatiun (II.22) follows

goal 2. UV (II.24a)

Condition (11.23) is characterized by a fast, and condition (11.24) by a

slow, fnction u,.x(O . Consequently, the network integrates fast functions, high-

frequency pulse spectrum harmonics in particular, better than it does slow functions,

low-frequency pulse spectrum harmonics in particular. Integration in accordance

with (11.23) for given signal form a,, will occur more precisely the greater the

time constant -. However, as follows from (II.23a), output voltage magnitude

decreases as - increases. Consequently, the more precise the integration effect,

the less it is.* Therefore, an amplitude condition of approximate integration

*For this reason, an R-C integrator almost always is used in practice, not
for mathematical integration of input voltages, but for other purposes involving
approximate integrating action of the network (see Chapter I, § 3).
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is

S,. L .(11.25)

Considering that voltage . under the effect of the input signal's porch

increases gradually, the folloving approximate integration time condition /40

corresponds to ineouality (11.25)

(11.26)

vhere t -- duration of the integration process.

In particular, the following is a condition for approximate integration of

a pulse of duration N.

" t. ( II .26a)

This is confirmed by the curves in Figure II.9b, from which it follows that only

when '-72>f. will approximate integration of a square pulse occur duriI-y the

time it is active.

If voltage u.,zu with resistance R is us.a as network output voltage,
then the network diagram is depicted in accorciance with Figure II.llb. Two shortened

exponential pulses of varied polarity arise at the moment of application of the

input pulse's porch and droop given --- <: at the output of such a network in

accordance with Figure II.9c. But, given 1:2>43 , there appears an almost square

pulse of identical duration 1. with a peak decreasing according to the exponential

law and with an exponential "tail" of opposite polarity.

Assuming Em.u,,, RC=- for random input voltage in network equation (II.la)

and considering that'c-us,-unaccording to Kirchhoff's second law and, for thic

instance, Ja-uug, we will get

+1 
(11.27)
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Given

"C'i uu, (11.28)

*from equation (11.27) follows

U .. ( I I.28a)

- output voltage is proportional to the input voltage deri%.ative. Therefor.,

an R-C network with a resistive eytput, given a sufficiently-low - value (see

below) is called a differentiating circuit.

Given

U (11.29)

from equation (11.27) follows

Si,. (II.29a)

Condition (II.28) characterizes a slow, while condition (1I.29) a fast, function

i.,I . Consequently, the network differentiates slow functions, low-Prequency

pulse spectrum harmonics in particular, better than if. does fast functions, /41

high-frequency pulse spectrum harmonics in particular. In accordance with (11.28),

differentiation for the given form of signal u,, will occur more precisely the

smaller time constant '- is. Hojever, as follows from (II.28a), the output voltage

magnitude decreases with a decrease in . Consequently, the more precise the

differentiation effect, the smaller it is.* Therefore, the condition of approximate

differcntiation based on the ratio of the magnitudes of voltages u. and ,.u,

may be written in the form

(11.30)U...3 <U I,,.

"For this reason, a differentiating R-C network is used in practice, not fur
mathematical input voltage differentiation, but only for pulse shortening (see
Chapter II, 4 4).
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Considering that voltage Us.,%=FR lecays gradually under the e, fect of the

input signal's porch, the fillowing approximate differentiation time condition

corresponds to inequality (11.30)

I (1.31)

here t -- duration of the differentiation process.

In particular, a condition of approximate differentiation of a pulse. with

duration !, is

(II.31a)

This is confirmed by tne curves in Figure Il.9c, from which it follows that

only when -<: does approximate differentiation of a square pulse occur.

Given

(11.32)

equality (11.29) is accomplished and u.,,;sU,, i. e., this network supplies an

output pulse almost without distortion, which is confirmed by the curve in Figure

!'.9c for -- >t.. Here, constant voltage is not transmitted across the network

thanks to presence of capacitor L. Therefore, the R-C network depictcd in Figure

1.llb, when condition (11.32) is met, is called a transient or isolating network

and is used for transmission of pulse signal alternating components f.ro' the output

of one stage to the input of another and separation of these stages based on the

direct component.

2. Action of a Square Pulse on an R-L Network. Basic R-L Netw.ork Types

An R-L network ano the curtes of voltages .. and u, under the effect of

a square pulse with amplitude U and duration :.1. on its input are depicted in

Figure 11.10. These curves also are constructed for two values of network time

constant : - . : -. </. and --. They are obtained easily from Figures /42

11.3 and 11.4 if one considers that the pulse porch acts at moment t', its droop
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Figure II.10. Effect of a Square Pulse on an R-L Network. (c) - For.

at moment C"mt°-t. , and pulse amplitude U = E and, if one disregards input pulse

soJrce resistance (given these conditions, it is sufficient only to match moment

t' in Figures II.4a and 1.4t).

(a) d'

Figure II.11. Basic Types of the Simplest Networks: (a) - R-C
integrator; (b) - Differentiating or transient R-C network; (c) -

R-L integrator; (d) - Differentiating R-L network.

The network diagram is depicted in accordance with Figure II.lla if voltage

u...-M-a with resistance R is used at the r'-L network output voltage. The curves

of the network's output voltage (Figure 11.10b) in this instance correspond to

the curves of ,oitage u...,-uc for an R-C network (Figure ll.9b). Therefore,

based on an analogy with the R-C network depicted in Figure II.lla, this R-L network

is an integrator, while the condition for approximate integration of a pulse with
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duration ^n , just as for an R-C integrator, in accordance with (11.26a) (see

the curves in Figure I.lOb), is

The network diagram is depicted in accordance witn Figure 1.llc if voltage

-U.LziL with inductance L is used as R-L network output voltage. The /43

curves of the network's output voltage (Figure Ii.10h) in this case correspond

to the curves of voltage Ue. .-u for an R-C network (Figure II.9c). Therefore,

by analogy with the R-C network depicted in Figure II.llb, this R-L netjork is

a differentiating circuit, while the condition for approximate differentiation

of a pulse with duration t.. , just as for a differentiating R-C network, in accordance

with (II.31a) (see the curves in Figure II.lOc), is

In both cases, R-L network properties may be explained by analysis of equation

(II.12a) and are analogous to the properties of corresponding R-C networks.

EXERCISES 11.4

a) Point out the R-C integrators in Figures 11.14, 11.16, 111.18, and IX.4.

b) Compute the time constant of the R-C network depicted in Figure II.llb

and determine the purpose of this network if C = 300 pF and R = 10 k

c) Why can't the R-L network depicted in Figure lI.lld be used as a transient

network? (Page 447)

§ 3. PRACTICAL USE OF R-C INTEGRATORS

1. Obtaining a Linearly-Changing Voltage

The only use for an R-C integrator (Figure II.lla), when its integrating

properties are used in the mathematical sense, is to obtain voltages that change

linearly over time.
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One must precisely integrate constant voltage u,1 .E-Con'st to obtain a

linearly-changing voltage:

;...4-ldt=4.=,,, = .-'/ ; U1.33)
0

Actually, the output voltage of an R-C integrator changes in connection

with the charge of a capacitor by the law of exponents (II.Z)u,,.== E(l e ,

i. e., it is distinguished from a linearly-changing voltage (11.33) by magnitude

-- I

E whirh is an integration error and increases as time passes.

Ratio (11.26) is a condition for approximate integration: e - ; here,

based on (XI.16)

Et (II.33a)

/

E _

Figure 11.12. Use of an R-C Integrator to Obtain Linearly-Changing
Voltage.

This is explained in Figure 11.12, from which it is evident that only /44

the initial sector of the output voltage may be used as linearly-changing voltage,

vhile the linearity of this sector is better, the shorter it is compared to the

circuit's time constant. But here, the cutput voltage's maximum magnitude decreases:

L', , £.&5
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2. Stretching Pulse Porches

The form of the pulse arising at the output of an R-C integrator when a square

pulse is supplied to its input is depicted in Figure 1 .3 (also see Figure II.9b).

U

tie t

Figure 11.13. Stretching an R-C Integrator's Pulse.

Capacitor C will be charged across resistance R during the action of an input

pulse for the time of its duration t. , while complete discharge of the capacitor

across this resistance will occur after termination of the input pulse. Therefore,

in accordance with (11.2) and (11.8), the output pulse's porch is described by

expression

u=U, )(11.34)

while its droop is expressed

(11.35)

where -=RC - circuit time constant; /45

- input pulse amplitude;
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v , .=LY ,( ,- -.) (11.3 6)

- output pulse amplitude.

Thus, stretching of both the output pulse's porch and droop will occur.

Output pulse duration always exceeds that of the input pulse (t., 1t>t1) due to

the stretching of the former's droop. Therefore, an R-C integrator operating

in the mode described usually is called a stretching circuit.

EXERCISE 11.5

a) To what are porch and droop duration, as well as complete pulse duration

at R-C integrator output, equal?

b) Draw the curves of R-C integrator output voltage when affected at its

* output by a square pulse with amplitude L.. and duration t.-4 usec if circuit

parameters are R z Q , C = 1,000 PF; r = 20 k C 200 pF; R = 2 k Q ,

C 0.006 uF. (Page 448)

C, o k

- H1  t u

C: Ut
* 3 55 Ug-

Figure 11.14. Variant for Using an R-C Integrator
in a Coincidence Circuit.
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A variant for using the stretching properties of an R-C integrator in a

coincidence circuit is depicted in Figure 11.14. The network comprises pentode

L, which, in initial state, is blanked along the first and second grid- by positive

bias u supplied to the cathode from divider R1. Rh . Therefore, the pentode

opens for plate current only when there is simultaneous action (coincidence) of

positive pulses in the pentode's first and second grids. The amplitude of pulses

u.i and u,: must be sufficient for reliable opening of the pentode along the

corresponding grids. A negative pulse of output (plate) voltage is created in

the resistance of anode load Ra while the pentode is open. Short positive input

pulses : with repetition period :,. are supplied across transient /46

circuit C3 R3 to the pentode's first grid. Positive square pulses w ,hose

duration is t2.T,, and repetition period is Tz. , are supplied across isolating

capacitor C1 and integrator (stretching circuit) R2 C2 to the pentode's second

grid. The job of the integrator is to separate only those pulses ,i,. which coincide

with the droop of pulses u,, (pulse 8 in Figure 11.14).

If there is no R-C integrator, then pulse ut: would act upon the pentode's

second grid without distortions. Here, first, false tripping of the circuit would

be possible from A pulses coinciding with t.he pulse ;.,.2 porch, and, second, proper

tripping of the circuit by B pulses would become unreliable. Thanks to the action

of the R-C integrator, the porch and drop of the pulse of its output voltage :42

are stretched. Stretching ("tilting") the porch of this pLlse rules out the circuit

being tripped by A pulses, while stretching of the pulse's droop insures reliable

circuit tripping by a 0 pulse.

EXERCISE 11.6

Formlate the requirements for the magnitude of the time constant for integrator

.. M.C, , fulfillment of which is required for normal nperation of the coincidence

circuit under examination. (Page 1149)

3. Obtaining a Time Delay

R-C integrators often are used to create a time delay at the moment pulse

trigger circuits or electronic relays are tripped. The following is the general

operating principle of such devices. A starting signal in the form of a pulse
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or of a change uf pulse of positive polarity with a steep porch is supplied to

the R-C integrator's input. This netuork's output voltage picked off the capacitor

is supplied to the contrul grid of starting triode ue--c . This triode in the

.- .: initial state is blanked by negative bias '.<F . , where L.v<1 - is triode

cut-off voltage. Under the influence of the starting signal, voltage at network

output (in the triode grid) begins to increase gradually and reaches cut-off voltage

P.. only durincj the passage of a slight amount of time after the effect of the

starting signal's porch. Therefore, the moment the triode opens, i. e., tripping

of the trigger circuit, is delayed accordingly relative to the starting signal's

' ' porch. Delay time !, will depend on the magnitude of the initial negative voltage

in grid . , cut-off voltage ,. , and the rate of voltage increase in the capacitor,

i. e., on the amplitude of the starting signal and the inttgrator's time constant.

Provision of sufficiently-high time delay stability requires that the voltage

in the tube's grid at the moment threshold cut-off voltage is exceeded increase

with a sufficiently-high rate. Therefore, network parameters usually are /47

3elacted so that the time delay obtained will correspond to the initial sector

of the exponent of the R-C integrator's output voltage.

L Cg u ,P fi

J7 0

El.,J~ __

U I

(a)

Figure 11.15. Trigger Circuit Starting Delay.

*One possible trigger circuit starting delay circuit and curves of voltages

explaining the obtaining of the delay are depicted in Figure 11.15. Starting

triode L in initial state is blanked by negative voltage U. picked off divider
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R , R 4 , R3 . The magnitude of this voltage may be changed with the aid of

potentiometer R . A positive square-wave trigger pulse across isolating capacitor

Cf, is supplied to the input of integrator R1 , C1 and stretched by it. Therefore,

the moment the triode unbiocks is delayed relative to the moment of action of

the trigger pulse t oorch by time t,. . A negative change of pulse of its plate

voltage u,-usw , by which the trigger circuit also is tilted (see Chapter VI,

Z), arises the moment the triode unblocks.

Changing the intitial negative voltage in the grid, it is possible within

slight limits _t, also to change the delay time: where U'.IU t,

A time delay on the order of units or fractions of microseconds is obtained by

using similar circuits.

RP t3
-Z Ug

= °- -:" Figure 11.16. Electronic Relay Tripping Time Lag. (c) --Start;

. ... "(d) - Actuator circuits.

A circuit for an electronic relay with fixed time lag t--const. is depicted

in Figure 11.16. The circuit is assembled on triode L and includes voltage divider
- R, R, command relay Pit integrator RI C, and actuator relay P..

The relay PI1 winding is deenergized in the intitial state. The normally-closed

contacts of this relay form divider circuit RI, R2t from which is picked off constant
negative voltage blanking the triode l .ayUp until this voltage, / 8

capacitor C 1 is chargedn: Cis .iz, i The command to start the circuit is supplied
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at moment to in the form of voltage feeding relay P1. When this relay trips,

its contacts open and the divide: circuit is interrupted. Recharging of capacitor

C1 along circuit Ea' resistance Ri, capacitor C1 , -Ea (chassis ground) begitis

from that moment. Durinq the recharging proces3, voltage in the capacitor increases

from initial value L*,,<O, , striving towards value E.oO by the law of exponents,

which, in accordance with (XI.l0), may be written in the form

Uc=UU 5= +(, -e-7 (11.37)

where I .- LC, - recharging circuit time constant.

At moment t, when this voltage reaches cut-off voltage, triod L opens, its

plate current will pass through the winding of relay P2 , and the latter trips,

switching the actuator circuits with its contacts. The voltage risinq further

in the grid is limited at the zero level due to the tube's grid current, for which

-.- sufficiently-large resistance U ], is selected (see 5 V.3).

Lag time I,.-tj--to obtained in this manner may reach several seconds.

. .- EXERCISE 11.7

a) What limits maximum delay time in the Figure 11.15 circuit? What limits

the selection of the integrator's time constant?

b) Compute the time lag obtained in the Figure 11.16 circuit if /49

Ea = s300 V, Eg -- -300 V, R =2 MQ , R2 = 200 k , C = 2 u, Ego = -8 V.

What malfunction will cause the circuit tc trip without a time lag? (Page 449)

4. Conversion of Pulse-Ouration Modulatio to Pulse-Amplitude Modulation

In the event pulses of varied duration are supplied to the input of an R-C

integrator, pulses with an amplitude proportional to the duration of the input

*We accept that X I..E.. X. -,. in expression (XI.10).
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pulses may be obtained at the network's output:

.- a. (11.38)

USX

n t

4 t

Figure 11.17. Conversion of Pulse-Duration Modulation
to Pulse-Amplitude Modulation.

This idea behind such conversion is explained in Figure 11.17.

An analogous principle may be employed fox selection (extraction) of pulses

by duration. To do so, R-C integrator output .jltage is supplied to the input

of the trigger circuit or pulse limiter from aelow with threshold voltage .

(dotted line in Figure 11.17. Then, pulses will arise at device output only in

the event that the pulses at the R-C integrator output exceed value Unov i. e.,

pulse duration at network input excer -4s the assigned duration t1 t,

EXERCISE 11.8

How must the R-C integrator time constant be selected in order to fulfill

relationship (11.38)? (Page 450)

5. Smoothing Filters

R-C integrators often are used as filters which smooth stray pulsations of

constant or s'iwly-changing voltages. We will determine the frequency charactezi..ics

of an R-C integrator in order to explain its filtering properties (see Attachment

6).
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(a) R C
'lox-

K (W)

0,707

0W

Figure 11.18. R-C Integrator Frequency Characteristics.

Using the method of complex amplitude, for R-C network circuitry (see Figure

II.18a) we will get
/... R.I ". j-'(

from whence, in accordance with (XI.20, the network's complex frequency char-

acteristic equals /50

~j ~)=I u , I .. -CR
= .. CR -177

Hence, based on (XI.23), we will get the expression for the network's AChKh

[amplitude characteristic] and FCthKh [phase characteristic] in the form

*For separation of the real and imaginary part ,. the numerator and the

denominator of expression .. are multiplied by expression -

complexly conjugated with the denominator.
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A'(-.---

= ar -'(11.39)
(w)- arc :YuCR = - arc tg w:.(

These characteristics are consLructed accordingly in Figure II.18b, c and

U show that, when harmonic voltage passes across this network, a decrease in its

amplitude and a delay in its phase will occur, while both effects manifest themselves

the more strongly, the higher the Frequency of the harmonic voltage (given

UP-OoK(w)-.0 (,w)----). Since low-frequtncy harmonics (given

W-0K(4)-I o.)-0) will pass across the network in the best manner, it

is a low-Frequency Filter f<.. The network's bandwidth ".2 will fall

between frequency wmiU and upper frequency limit w1 , which, in accordance with

determination of the bandwidth, will be found from condition ,(w,)

Using the first (11.39) expression for the networks AChKh, we will get

from whence

- -- (I.39a)

If pulses whose spectrum lies completely outsidn the limits of its bandwidth

are active at the network's input, then these pulses will be suppressed at /51

the network's output, i. e., pulse voltage smoothing will occur. The smoothing

action of an R-C integrator is explained in Fi ure 11.19.

Since the frequency of the first (lowest-frequency) harmonic of the pulse

spectrum equals pulse repetition frequency L . , then the frequency smoothing

condition is -

This condition must be met in all cases where R-C integrators are used as

smoothing filters.
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Figure 11.19. Voltage Smoothing (Filtration) by an R-C Integrator.

'" EXERCISE 11.9

Explain from physical representations the form of an R-C integrator's AChKh

and FChh (Figure 11.18). (Page 450)

6. Influence of Parasitic Parameters

a

Finure 11.20. For Determination of the Influence of
Parasitic Parameters on an R-C Integrator.

We will examine the influence of input signal source internal resistance ".

input capacitance '.,, , and resistance P., of the next stage (load) on an R-C
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integrator. An equivalent circuit for the network considering these parameters

is depicted in Figure 11.2a. This circuit immediately will lead tn the Figure

11.20b circuit, wnere .. .. I - - Resistance R' and capacitance C'

form an integrator with time constant - =. ,. >-,... Thus, source internal

resistance and the load input capacitance unly improve the network's integrating

properties. In the event cf necessity, their influence may be considered by the

correspcnding decrease in R and C. We will redraw the circuit in Figure II.20b

in the form shown in Figure 11.20c for consideration of the influence of resistance

and we will use the theorem concerning an equivalent oscillator relative to

points aa (see Attachment 5). Then we will get the circuit in Figure II.20d, /52

where, in accordance with (XI.19),

11 " s < ,,(I.1

while the time constant of the resultant network equals,

SC',,'< (II.41a)

Consequently, the influence of resistance RA,manifests itself in the decrease

of both network output voltage and its time constant. It is evident from ratios

otined that, given the assigned magnitude R, , it is advisible to use R'>R5,.

since this only reduces the network's output voltage, essentially without increasing

the equivalent time constant, i. e., without increasing integration p'ecisicn.

This consideration limits the maxinum value of resistance R.

§ 4. ?RACTICAL USE OF DIFFERENTIATING R-C %ETWjORKS

i. Pulse Shortening (Peaking)

A circuit for a differentiating R-C network was depicted in.Figure II.llb.

The main use of differentiating circuits is for shortening (peaking) pulses for

snaping short-duration pulses for triggering, cut-off, and synchranization of

pulse generators and for other purposes. Therefore, differentiating R-C networks

also are called choppers. The chopping action of an R-C network is explained /53

in Figure 11.21 (see also the curve for voltage , in Figure II.9c where
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-:<:,). Due to the action of the porch of a square input pulse (Figure II.21a),

in accordance with (11.3), an exponential pulse of capacitor charge current with

amplitude / _' (see Figure II.21b) arises in the network, while the voltage

in the capacitor increases by the law of exponents (Figure II.21c). When condition

(I1.3la) -- <', is met, the charge of the capacitor essentially ceases long

before the ternination of the ;;,ut pulse. Here, i,=O. " =L'..

COX

F.
a UX

Ubi

a

Figure 11.21. R-C Chopper Action.

,. jAn exponential pulse of capacitor discharge current of opposite direction

with amplitude l' =.i, ==I . j arises in the network in accordance with (11.9)

during the action of tne input pulse's droop, while the voltage in the capacitor

decays by the law of exponents to zero. The network's output voltage is picked

off resistance R and equals,,w,- D,,q-ucicR . Therefore, two short exponential

voltage pulses of cpposite polarity with idz,tical amplitude L:,* - -/R U,,
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(Figure 11.21d) arise at the network's output at the moments of action of the

input pulse's porch and droop.

It should be underscored that voltage jumps corresponding to the input pulse's

porch and droop always are transmitted completely to the network's output (see

Attachment 2). Duration of the output pulses is determined by the network's time

constant and coupled to it in the following manner. Since an exponential pulse

is described by the expression u,, = ',,- e , then, determining its active duration

,'., at level XL,., (a<0) , we will get oU. 1  L',.e , from whence /54

t,, == =In-. (11.42)

Using the normal method of computing the active duration of a pulse at level

0.5 UsU (see Figure I1.21d), we will get

t,. . In 2 = 0.7= (:. a

EXERCISE II.10

Redraw from Figure 11.21 the curve of the output voltage of an R-C chopper

and indicate how this voltage ;±ll change if:

a) the network's time constant is decreased by a factor of 2;

b) if the network's time constant is increased by a factor of 2.

c) if the input pulse's duration is increased by a factor of 2. (Page 451)

2. Influence of the Finite Duration of an Input Pulse's Porch

Above, we examined passage of a square pulse with vertical porches across

an R-C chopper. Now we will examine how the finite duration of an input pulse's

porch influences the amplitude and shape of this network's output voltage.

For simplicity wo will accept that the voltage in the pulse's porch increases

by linear law -.. bt , whereb = . is pulse steepness, after which it
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Figure 11.22. Influence of the Finite Duration of an Input Pulse's Porch.

will become constant (Figure 11.22). We will find the law of change of network

output voltage given action of a linear porch with the aid of the Duhamel integral

for the network's transient characteristic (see Attachment 8). Assuming in expression

(I1.14) that t>O E-at)-I, we will get the network's transient characterisitic

(XI.25) in the form ht)=- ' and, in accordance with (11.26), we get

be .t (11.43)

Hence, the increase rate, i. e., steepness of the output voltage's /55

porch, equals

. -be (II.43a)

.zt

At the termination of the porch's action, in accordance with (11.43), output

voltage reaches amplitude value

,e (11.4)

After thic, cspacitor charge continues, but already under the effect of constant

input voltage, in connection with which output voltage decays by the law of

exponents
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It follows from ratio (11.44) that, due to the finite duration of the input

pulse's porch, output pulse amplitud- decreases in ratio

= - e (II.44a)

This expression will strive towards 1 where (2-0 and decrease given

increase ±, striving towards zero where --

The duration of the output pulse increases to the magnitude of the input

pulse's porch:

t, Paz = t, + 3:, (11.45)

Ratios (II.43a), (II.44a),(TT.49make it possible to form the following conclusions.

Given any differentiating circuit Finite time constant, the influence of the finite

duration of the input pulse's porch manifests itself in a decrease in the steepness

of the input pulse's porch and amplitude (in comparison'with the steepness of
the input pulse's porch and amplitude) and an increase in the output pulse's duration.

The steepness of the output pulse's porch and amplitude increase during an increase

in the network's time constant. However, here, output pulse duration increases

due to stretching of its droop.

EXERCISE II.i

a) Draw the curves of a differentiating R-C network's input and output voltages

given the action on its input of changes of voltage with a vertical and sloping

linear porch of identical amplitude, if'-. :-:4, --- 05,.

b) Fort. late the condition of pulse porch differentiation. (Page 451)

3. Influence of Parasitic Parameters /56

We will examine the influence on a differentiating R-C network of the internal

resistance of the input signal source (of the output resistance of the previous
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stage) . , input capacitance a,, , and resistance RBX of the next stage (load).

An equivalent circuit for the network taking these parameters into account is

depicted in Figure 11.23a.

(a) 3f- )

Figure 11.23. For Cor.sideration of the Influence of Parasitic
Parameters on a Differentiating R-C Network.

Strict analysis of this circuit's properties is sufficiently complex and

is not par" of our task. However, even its purely qualitative examination permits

the followir; conclusions to be drawn. Resistance R, is connected in parallel

with resistance R and, therefore, only decreases the network's output resistance,

i. e., its time conatant. Consequently, this resistance only.improves the network's

...... .chopping action. Resistance R, , due to the change of voltage forming in it,

decreases the network's transfer ratio, i. e., output voltage amplitude. In addition,

this reai3tance increases the network's time cor-tant, which will lead to stretching

of the output pulse due to its droop. Capacitance Co, rules out voltage jumps

at network output, i. e., the output voltage's porch is stretched. Thus, it is

evident that the influence of parasitic parameters manifests itself in the decrease

in output pulse amplitude and additional stretching of its porch and droop. We

will examine this problem in greater detail, having assumed that a pulse or a

change of voltage with a vertical porch is acting upon the network's input.
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The Figure II.Z3a circuit easily will lead to the Figure tl.Z3b circuit, /57

where ? -, We will assume that C. . Then, it is possible

in the First approximation to disregard the influence of capacitor C for rapid

chanaes in output voltage during shaping of its porch, i. e., for the high-frequency

harmonics of the output voltage's spectrum. Actually, during pulse shaping time,

voltage in this capacitor increases only slightly and, therefore, has almost no

influence on output voltage. It is possible to consider from the spectral point

of view that, for high-frequency harmonics, capacitor C is only very slight

resistance, which need not be considered. In this event, the Figure II.23b circuit,

with the aid of the theorem on an equivalent oscillator, will lead to the Figure

RS.
*' I1.23c circuit, where R,= ,- -. . .,-A, This circuit is an R-C integrator

and shows that the output pulse's porch is stretched in conjunction with the process

of charging parasitic capacitance C., uith time constant -%.-R,C,. Therefore,

porch duration will comprise M oreover, since L',< % , output

. :voltage amplitude will decrease.

On the other hand, for .low changes in output voltage during action of the

pulse peak or change, i. e., for low-Frequency harmo..ics of the input voltage

spectrum, it is possible to disregard the influence of capacitance Cs,. since

its resistance will be great (current branching to this capacitancei .=C- _

is slight). Then, the Figure II.23b circuit will lead to the Figure II.23d

differentiating circuit. This circuit's time constant equals t,=--C(Rr+R') >-.

will lead to stretching of the output pulse's droop: t,.,,=,3C(R,+R') • In addition,

due to the change of voltage to resistance M, , output voltage will decrease

P R.
by a factor of ---- . The actual shape of the output pulse is shown in Figure

11.24 (dotted line I depicts the shape of the output pulse without consideratior,

For the influence of parasitic parameters, while dotted line 2 depicts the /58

shape of the output pulse without consideration for the influence of capacitance

r,,). Usually, C> (4--5)C,,. is chosen, with the output pulse's porch here

being still sufficiently short in comparison with its overall duration, which

is determined by the decay time. However, the extraordinary increase in C for

a decrease in the influence of Co is unadvisible since, with the assigned output

pulse duration, this would require a decrease in resistance Ri.-R'C, But,
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the latter would lead to a decrease in network output voltage due to the influence

of resistance P: . loreover, given 0,<R,, output pulse duration still will depend

insufficiently on resistance R(R').

4. Voltage Divider High-frequency Compensation

A"R., R
The voltage divider R1 , R2 circuit with transfer ratio K-=

is depicted in Figure I.25a. When pulse voltage is transmitted across this divider,

load input capacitance Cs. (of the next stage) exerts material influence. Since

- - this capacitance shunts the divider's output and its resistance decreases as frequency

rises, it elicits high-frequency distortions in the shape of the transmitted pulse

- stretching of its porches. Actually, using the theorem on an equivalent oscillator

relative to points aa, we will switch to the integrator circuit in Figure II.25b,

where R. Thus, the shape of the output pulse's porch will be determined

by the charge of capacitor C with time constant

• . u R,G,,.

Compensating capacitance C. (Figure II.25c) is connected in parallel to

resistance RI for divider compensation in the high-frequency realm. This capacitance,

shunting resistance R on high frequencies, imparts differentiating properties

to the network: the divider's transfer ratio increases for these frequencies

(AChI(h roll-off increases in the high-frequency area).* Selection of capacitance

-. magnitude will occur based on the following considerations. The influence

of capacitances C., and CA(.-,-->R1 . -+.R.) may be disregarded at low

frequencies and the divider's transfer ratio equals K.,= R. • On the other

hand, one may disregard the influence of resiatances R and R2

, R: (- R~.. .- R,) at high frequencies. Here, the result is capacitive
Cl

voltage divider C.. C., and transfer ratio A.., C./

*Since the steepness of the pulse's porch at divider output increases here,
.. capacitance C. often is referred to as an accelerating capacitance.
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Figure [[.ZS. For Voltage Divider Compensation.

It is evident that equality K-K.-corst (see XI.24) must be a condition

for undistorted pulse transfer, i. e.,

I?, (:'.

hence

C.,,R:., CI,,': (11z.4 6)

A divider with compensating capacitance C. is called a compensating divider

when condition (11.46) is met. Such a divider transmits, without distortion,

the shape of tte un, pulses acting at its input. However, the shape of these pulses

%x CcM-ae to that of oscillator pulses "r. is distorted due to the /60

influence of the internal resistance R, of the pulse generator. Oistorted

;", pulses are transferzed to the divider output already without additional

distortions when condition (1I.461'
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is met. Thus, pulse distortions are unavoidable even at the output of the compensated

divider. We will turn to the circuit shown in Figure II.ZSd, where oscillator

internal resistance '9- has been considered, in order to examine this problem.

Disregarding, as usual, the influence of resistances R1 and R2 at high

f frequencies, we will get the circuit shown in Figure II.25e. Given the effect

of the pulse 'r porch, capacitanceC,,in this circuit will be charged with time

constant

where
C.= oC

C, +,C.M,

But, if the compensating capacitance was aosent, then charging of capacitance

r.,., would occur with time constant "-RrCb.>'.* (C,ui>Co) . Therefore, connection

of compensating capacitance C, in this case as well will lead to a reduction

in the output voltage's porch.

Connection of compensating (accelerating) capacitances is used in triggers,

phantastrons, and other pulse circuits, when there is a requirement to compensate

for the influence of parasitic capacitances connected to voltage divider output.

EXERCISE 11.12

Obtain ratio (11.46) using the expression for the complex frequency char-

acteristic of the network depicted in Figure II.25c. (Page 452,

5. TRANSIENT R-C NETWORKS

i. Role of Trnsient R-C Networks. Linear and Nonlinear Transient R-C Networks

Radar station pulse devices may comprise vany tube ztagEs of varied purpose

connected together in a specific sequence. Stage connection, transfer of pulse

voltage from the output of one stage to the input of anot.her, as a rule will occur
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across transient R-C networks. A transient R-C network insures minimum shape

distortion, i. e., of the alternating component of the transmitted pulse voltage

and isolation (separation) of stages by direct compcnent. Separation of stages

by the direct component is required so that the second stage's operating mode

in direct current may be supplied regardless of the direct component of the first

stage's oubput voltage. The circuit for a transient R-C network was depicted

in Figure lI.lIb (it does not differ from a differentiating R-C network) /61

while, in accordance vith (11.32), ratio . must be met for a transient R-C

network.

The processes of charging and discharging capacitor C will occur alternately

in the R-C network when pulse voltage is tr-:nsferred across it. Capacitor charging

will occur with time constant - 1.- CR,. , where" R3 - resistance in the charging

circuit, while discharge will occur with time constant .=-Rp. , where RP--

resistance in the discharging circuit.

If resistances in the capacitor charging and discharging circuits equal each

other fR.=Rp-R) and, consequently, the time constants of the charging and

discharging circuits are equal (-,--) , then the transient R-C network is

r ,"erred to as linear. If the resistances in the capacitor charging and discharging

circuits are not equal kR, .PRp) and, consequently, the charging and discharging

time constants are unequal (-,) , then the network is referred to as nonlinear.

to

'%JL UI iL6n~ . Ril i u, n U"

F.gure 11.26. Linear (a) and Nonlinear (b) Transient R-C Networks.

The ratio of resistances R, and Rr usually is determined by the properties

of the stage's input resistanceR.,. connected to network output (Figure 11.26).
RR..

If resistance R., is not changed as the network operates, then R, =R, p.,

and the network is linear (Figure 1I.26a).
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If resistance Raw for charging cirrvnt has one value IRa,a), while that for

discharging current has another jR.,p) , then R,=-R, and the network is nonlinear
(Figure 1I.26b). For example, if R.-., >R (switch K will be open), while

, . (switch K will be closed), then

R. R,R,

while

R.,.pR R(1T.47)

EXERCISE 11.13

a) Point out transient R-C networks in Figures 111.18, 111.29, VI.5, and

VI.10.

b) Draw the curves of the current and voltage in the capacitor and of the
jutput voltage of a transient R-C network given the effect on its input of a change

in pulse (step) of constant voltage with amplitude U0. (Page 453)

2. Passage of a Single Pulse Across a Transient R-C Network

We will assume that a single square pulse is active at the input of a linear

transient R-C network. The curves of voltages uc and utwU-tu for this example
were examined in Figure 11.9 (example -,-.>t.i ) and are repeated separately
in Figure 11.27. At the initial moment in time (t = 0), u.sU,,z. uc-0 and UekSxL.,,.

,,,- , the input pulse's porch will be reproduced completely at the network's
output. Further, while the pulse (u=1 -U,.sconst) is active, capacitor C charging
will occur and voltage uc gradtilly increases:UC U,..e-) • Since
usu sz UUc- in accordance with Kirchhoff'r second law, then voltage usuz here

decreases by the same law of exponents and, at the end of the pulse (where t- ),

will comprise Uz.,,mW. Ups - U Wa, , where Uc , e - -- maximum voltage

to which the capacitor was charged. When t , capacitor C is charged /63

slightly for time t, . Therefore, b'.wL,- and ',.. L , =L,.
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Figure 11.27. Passage of a Single Pulse Arross a Linear
Transient R-C Network. (a) -- C Charge; (b) -- C Discharge.

At moment L-t= , the pulse's droop is reproduced co- iletely at the network's

output, output voltage with a jump decreases to value -Uc.,. . Actually,

when u,,..O. :ur--U,>,:.,& , we will get usw--Ucw& . Further, complete discharge

of the capacitor with identical time constant -. will occur. During the discharge

process, uawz--uc (where t ,t.. u,-O) and voltage u.., , remaining negative,

decays to zero by the law

a, - - -- t --

Thus, a single pulse is transmitted across a linear transient R-C network

with, in principle, unavoidable distortions, which show up in the exponential

decay of the output pulse's peak to magnitude .IU, 4'Ucw,,e and appearance after

its termination of an exponential "tail" of negative polarity output voltage with

amplitude -Uc, o Quantitatively, these distortions are evaluated by the factor

M ... € -- '.., - I - - .1 ..7
cows,.°, 4',,.° (11I.48)
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Since u,,, = ,,.,e ". as capacitor C charges, then U .... .= U,.... ,

and

~-e '-. (lI.48a)

hence it is evident that magnitude m will be less, i. e., the closer the input

pulse's shape is to being square, the greater the network's time constant :..

Actually, when : increases, the charge will occur more sl-vly. Therefore, during

time t; , the capacitor succeeds in charging itself to the lesser valse Uc,,,

resulting in the decay of the pulse's peak, as well as the negative spike amplitude,

decrease as well. However, here, if the network is linear, the output voltage's

tail elongates in the area t>t. , since capacixor C charging also slows.

If one supplies assumed value mr1e= and requires that pulse distortions not

exceed the assumed values (m < mj , then, after taking the logs of (II.48a),

ve will get

n
(11.49)

This formula makes it possible to compute the requisite magnitude of the

transient network's tim-; constant frcm known duration of the input pulse and assigned

value reo=.. For examp.'e, ifm,...O.I (Ul,& X.=O 9 UIN. ,,c), then - 10,5 t,

We will examine how the ratio of resistances R, and p. influences /64

the shape of the pulse at network output.

During charging, the capacitor acquires quantity of electricity

q,= ti'. where i, - charging current, while, upon termination of the output

pulse, given a #7nmplete charge, the capacitor must lose the identical quantity

of electricity

ip dt =q,.
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where t, - discharging current.

U 'w

R3 R"

Figure 11.28. Ratij of Areas Constrained by Curve u...:

(a) - For a linear R-C network; (b) -- For a nonlinear R-C netcrk.

But, according to Ohm's law

U... -u,.

where u ., and a ;- - positive and negative output arising dn the

charge and discharge of capacitor C, respectively. Therefore,

- - d- d.

The integral on the left side of this equality graphically equals the /65

positive area I .:-iited by the output voltage cure for the time the pulse is

active, while the integral on the right side equals the negative area n- liit'

by the output voltage curve after input pulse termination. Therefore, the laLter

expression may be written

Sn- or - 21 (11.50)
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It follows from this that if a transient R-C network is linearip,,.- R,

then the positive and negative areas limited by the output voltage curve must

be equal, i. e., 17-w[7- (Figure I1.28a). If it is nonlinear iR,=Rp) , then

the equality of the areas is disrupted. For example, if R,7oR, , then

fl-,7, (Figure II.28b). In this event, capacitor C rapidly discharges after

Wtermination of the input pulse due to the slight R, magnitude, which also will

lead to a redL.tion of the duration of the voltages negative "tail."

U 2

Figure 11.29. For Exercise 11.14.

EXERCISE 11.14

a D Drav curves of voltages u, and u.-,.if a pulse with positive initial level

L-1-u Fcure II.79) is active at the input of a linear transient network.

b) Draw the shape of the output joltage of a tr3nsient R-C network acted

upon by ;cuare pulse with U-O. if F9,ZRP , but r,= - LMS;>I.. (Page 453)

3. P~szage of a Pulse Train Across a Transient R-C Network. Direct Component

Loss. D)namic Bias

-l ;e will examine init.,ally passage of a pulse train across a linear transient

R-C net jork. 14e jill assume tnat a periodic train of square pulses is d,:tive
at the input of sucn a netwcrl., neginning at marent t 0 (Figure II.30a). Let

mandatory cordition (I.327 " be -net in this network, but the resting time

between ou.ses be insufficient for complete capacitor discharge '.<3: Then,

capacitor C, insufficiently charged during a regular pulse, does not succeed in

dischar,ing completely during the rest.ing time. Therefore, during passage of

a certoin nuMer of the first pulses in the train, positive voltage increment
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IIIigure 1l.l0llPassage ofnanPulsenTrain Across a
L c  ' - r 4 -- 44 F

Linear Transient R-C Network.

in the capacitor for the time each pulse c wi!I exceed in magnitude the negative

increment of this voltage for the resting time rollowing the pulse .%GUe. /66

6Uo, " .. (1.51)

As a result, as depixcted in Figure 11.3Gb, at the beginning of each subsequent

'-'ipulse, excess voltage Vc,>", viii exist in the capacitor. When inequality (11.51)

is met as a result of the accumulation of charges in the capacitor, this voltage

• .- -. qradually will increase from pulse to pulse (with a rise in the number of period

,~,L . . .r Simultaneously, voltage in the capacitor will increase

at termination of eacth siuccesive pulse (L ''>Lc =)•.

Since the charge of the capacitor during the time the pulse is active will
occur under the effect of voltage U,-. , .whil its discharge during resting

time will occur fFom initial voltage U. , then based on (XI.O), voltage increments

As'cn a , resp ctve y, equn
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AU. u Lj .$ v.)(l- ~) /67

,, (11.52)-WC. C. C.: C. eM ' I -

Since CLvd and -"Y, rise as time passes, then positive increments .CI,I

gradually decrease, while negative increments AUr, increase in magnitude. As

.... a result, the rise in residual voltage L', gradually slows down. After a certain

amount of time 't , dynamic equilibrium is established in the capacitor:

the amount of e{- -- :ity accumulated in it during the time of charge I.. and the

amount of "'tricity lost during the time of discharge to, will become equal

(J . The following equality begins to exist from this moment

. ..= i ACC. 1. (I1.52a)

while the residual voltage achieves the set value

CC. - &UC.

The law of change for the network's output voltage is depicted in Figure

11.30c. Based on Kirchhoff's second law, u",d,- -ust-uc . As is evident from

the curve, due *.o the increase in residual voltage in the capacitor Uc., the initial

'For simplicity, the moment of the beginning of the charge (initiation of the
pulse) is accepted as the initial moment of time t = 0 in the first 111.52)
expression, while the beginning of discharge (end of the pulse) is accepted in
the second expression.
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level of output pulses U... (dotted curve) displaces "downwards"L,..==-UCM and,

when tt , it becomes equal to

= - L%. (I I. 52b)

We will find the set val Je U.w- stemming from the ratio of areas n+ 3nd /7-

in Figure II.30c. Ratio ,M.50) must be met in the set mode and is

IR,=R,) 17-='7-. for a lin_:- network. Disregarding the distorted shapes of

the pulses, in accordance wlth ,tcire II.30c, in range t~ty we will get

.... ~17 n=- 7U..-U,=~ n--I,, ,  (11.53)

or, comparing these areas and considering expression (1.3)

c- -U (11.54)

Thus, when a periodic train of pulses acts upon a linear transient R-C network

in the set mode, its capacitor discharges to the value of the input signal's direct

component, while t.e initial level of the output signal displaces to the magnitude

of the alternating component with an opposite sign. Here,

S,,, +L.. =.,. -r Uu.- L.~. = U,;: L;.~ - (I I. 554a)

- only the alternating component will be reproduced at network output and, /68

consequently, a loss or the input signal's direct component will occur.

We now will move to a nonlinear transient R-C network (., == R,).

Disregarding, as usual, pulse shape distortions at network input and using

equality (11.53), we wi±l find that, in the set mode based on (11.50), the folloving

condition must be met 1 i,-,j_',)t, R,

PL INR (1.55)
hence - - . .

*For silci.ty In the first expression (11.52) we use the moment of c.ha=.e
initiation (pulse initiation) as the initial moment of time t = 0, and in t-a
second ex.ression - the disckarge initiation (pulse end).
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Figure 11.31. Passage of a Pulse Train Across a Nonlinear
Transient R-C Network Where R,$ R, .

It follows from this expression that, depending on the magnitude of ratio

- , the ouptput voltage's initial level may change (consequently, a&- opposed

to a linear network, it will not depend on the direct component of input voltage

Actually, if, for example, R,:.R, , then R2t.1 . Consequently,

:lb f7- and. in accordance with (11.55), Uit0. . The curves of voltages

u,,. Uc and usul for this case are depicted in Figure 11.31. Here, capacitor

C, slightly charged during the time of pulse t. , then rapidly discharges /69

during resting times as a result of the low magnitude of resistance RD . Therefore,

at the beginning of the action of each successive pulse, there is no residual

voltage in the capacitor (Figure I1.31b). Since uw- j -uc, , then each pulse

at network output begins from the zero level (Figure II.31c). In other words,

when P,-kR, , the output voltage's minimum value is fixed at the zero level

Uwj-O. Since U,,O also (see Figure II.3la), then output voltage essentizlly
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does not differ from input voltage and their direct components are equal

- We will recall that the direct component at the output of a

linear network always equalled zero, regardless of the value Ut..

U607

a U

0 --

7. L< ----

Figure 11.32. Passage of" a Pulse Train Across a Nonlinear
Transient R-C Network Where R,< R,

ft,

If, on the other hand, R <Rp , then ,€ i .. Consequently,

/7=,</7- and, in accordance with (11.55) U,t,-Uz . Voltage curves

corresponding to this event are depicted in Figure 11.32. Here, as a result of

the low magnitude of resistance R, , capacitor" C rapidily is charged during the
action of the pulses co their amplitude value U,1 , uhile it dischar-ges slightly

during rest tines. Here, the direct component of the output voltage, in accoroance

with forimla (1.4), is negative and equals

In this event, the maximum value of the output voltage is fixed at the 170
zero level U~u,-O.. -
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It is evident that, selecting the resistance R, and R,. ratio, it is possible

to change the output voltage's initial level and direct component within the

Us, range.

It should be underscored that, for a nonlinear network as well, the input

voltage's direct component as usual will not pass across an isolating capacitor.

The direct component of output voltage Law- is created independently of U.,,-

by virtue of the networks nonlinear properties.

So, a loss of the input voltage's direct component and bias in the initial

-- ... level of output voltage will occur generally due to the influence of isolating

capacitor C during transmission of a pulse train across a transient R-C circuit.

The sign and magnitude of this bias, in accordance with formula (11.55), will

depend both on network properties (resistances R, and Rp ) and on the input voltage

parameters (pulse polarity, amplitude, and duty ratio).

Voltage from a transient R-C network output usually is supplied to the tube

stage input. The initial mode of this stage is determined by the initial position

of the tube's operating point in its characteristic and is created by bias voltage

to the tube's control grid. Additional bias of the output voltage's initial level

to magnitude -- cU , stipulated by the influence of the transient R-C network,

changes the position of the operating point and is referred to as dynamic bias

or operating point creep. Usually, the latter is undesireable and is eliminated

by using so-called level holds connected to the transient R-C network output (see

Chapter IV). In some cases, on the other hand, dynamic bias is used specially

in pulse circuit., to replace external negative bias source E,. , for example.

EXERCISE 11.15

a) How does a change in initial level, i. e., in the direct component ;f

thw! input voltage (displacement of the "-a curve 3long the "vertical"), influ-nce

the output voltage of a linear and a nonlinear R-C network?

b) Cutting off a tube during resting times between pulses requires supplying

negative bias E,<E,. , where E., - tube negative cut-off voltage, to its control

grid. What input pulse and transient R-C network parameters will make it possible
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to insure tube cut-off due to dynamic bias? Examine the cases of a linear and

a nonlinear R-C network separately. (Page 454)

6. SHOCK EXCITATION CIRCUIT

L

Figure 11.33. Parallel Shock Excitation Circuit.

A tuned circuit excited by a change of current or voltage often is used during

pulse shaping. This type of circuit is called a shock excitation circuit. A

diagram of a circuit excited by a change of current I is presented in Figure 11.33.

This circuit will comprise inductance L and capacitance C connected to two /71

parallel branches (such a circuit is called parallel); r designates the resistance

of an inductor; R designates a resistance shunting the circuit. and it may comprise

curren generator internal resistance, load resistance, cr resistance specially

connected to create an aperiodic mode (see below). Current and voltage oscillations,

stipulated by the periodic exchange of energy between the inductance and the

resistance, arise in the circuit when it is excited. The frequency of the

oscillations is determined only by the circuit's parameters and, therefore, is

distinguished by high stability. Oue to presence of resistances r and R, a portion

of the energy retained in the circuit's reactive elements, is converted to heat

during exchange. Therefore, the amplitude of the excited oscillations unavoidably

decreases over time and. in the final analysis, the oscillations cease (such

oscillations are referred to as damped oscillations). Energy losses and,

consequently, oscillation damping, are great,-, the greater the resistanze r and

the less the resistance R.
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In accordance with Kirchhoff's first and second laws, after the action of

the change of current, for the circuit we may write

i, ic +C i9 t i + - + zL + iP.

ft Substituting value iL from the first equation in the second and considering

that usually R:2r. , after simple conversions we will get the circuit's differential

equation:
*" ' ". . w:UgL w •

where LL:

- damping factor.

Considering the initial condition (at the moment the action of the /72

change takes place 1.0, 8 >,,0 U .O Ic-- ) and assuming ,< v , we will

get the solution of the differential equation in the form

u= e-" sin (ua -- ) + IR. (11.56)

where R Rr

- frequency of the free oscillations in the circuit;

-- initial phase shift.

A curve of the damped oscillations in the circuit, constructed in accordance

with (11.56), is depicted in Figure 11.34.

For determination of the polarity of the first half-cycle of voltage in the

circuit, one should consder tfat, since current jumps are impossible in the branch

with the inductance, then, at the initial monent, current -ic . Therefore,

*Since the circuit contains two reactive elements (capacitance and inductance),
a differential equation of tie second order results.
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Figure 11.34. Damped Voltage Oscillations in the Circuit.

the polarity of the first half-cycle coincides with the polarity of the voltage

at the capacitor as it is charged by current 1.

If a<Cw, (slight damping), then wc-,w . Therefore, the amplitude of

the voltage in the capacitor equals

-c-= U = _ -= p,

where = I - characteristic resistanc e of the circuit.

The oscillation mode of a shock excitation cir:uit may be used for shaping

short calibrated pulses occurring with stable period T,.Tc. Oscillating voltage

arising in the circuit is amplified for this purpose, subjected to bilateral limiting,

ind differentiated. One possible use of the circuit in blocking oscillator circuitry

also is described in Chapter VII.

The circuit will convert to an aperiodic mode when condition :>,4 is /73

met (great damping) due to large energy losses in the resistances: only one "splash"

of voltage, whose polarity is identical to that of the first half-cycle in the

oscillating mode, will arise in it.

The circuit is shunted specially by slight resistance R to create the aperiodic
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mode. Here, one may disregard the influence of inherent losses in the circuit

(in resistance r) and consider that : . Then condition 2>wo may be

written in the form

hence R < 1'

Therefore, a condition of critical dampinn in the circuit, during which the

oscillating procuss already does not arise, is

(11.57)

If there is no shunt resistance (R--) then 2--==n4 (damping is determined

only by losses in resistance r). In this event, resistance r needs to be increased

to obtain the aperiodic mode. From equality *---o , i. e., , we will

get the condition of critical damping in the form

r=2 (11.58)

%T

Figure 11.35. Aperlodic Voltage "Splash" in the Circuit.

In a case where :2> we ,strongly-aperiodic mode), the solution of the circuit's

differential equation is written in the form

", (11.59)
u=IR e 7-e-
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i. e., it is the difference of two exponents, the time constants of which, due

to the fact that R is slight, usually is linked with inequality T>RC . The

curve of the aperiodic vol'age in the circuit (Figure 11.35) is constructed in

accordance with ([[.59). The duration of the voltage splash received is determined

f by time constant and approximately equals :.z3 . Consequently, uhen R

increases, duration decreases.

The aperiodic mode may be used for further shaping of the square pulse /74

obtained from the "splash."

Shock excitation of the circuit may be accomplisned not only during a positive

change of current, but also during a spasmodic decrease in current from magnitude

I to zero. Here, the processes in the circuit in principle do not differ from

those examined, since the current changing in accordance with law, - > t

may be represented by the sum of direct current I and negative change

-I ' Therefore, the shape of the voltage in the circuit will

differ from that presented in Figure 11.34 only in polarity and in the absence

of a constant drop in voltage I R. where I>0 (the last member in expression

11.56).

UUX1 i. C sv

Figure NI.36. Methods of Shock Excitation Circuit Connectiun.
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Typical diagrams for connection of the circuit to a triode plate and cathode

circuit are shoun in Figure 11.36. In both diagrams, the triode is operating

in the switched mode and uill serve for creation of changes in current exciting

the circuit. Negative square pulses blocking the triode are supplied to the triode

grid for this purpose. Damping oscillations in the circuit are excited twice,

%during t.he action of the input pulse's porch (blocking the triode) with a neg3tive

change of plate current and dLring the action of its droop (opening the tri Ce)

by a positive change of plate current. Hove~er, in the second diagram vi- the

circuit connected to the cathod3 circuit, when the triode opens, the circu.

effectively is shunted by the slight output resistance of the stage with cathode

load A.. T - *. Here, the mode in the circuit turns out to aperiodic, i. e.,
damping oscillations arise only during the action of porch ,h, . In addition,

increased amplitude of the negative input pulse is required in this circuit /75

since, during the action of a negative half-cycle of voltage in the loop, the

cathode potential oecreases and the danger of the triode opening arises. Thus,

the amplitude uf the negative input pulse must satisfy condition

> I.T, -' .(1I1.60)

where L'., - amplitude of the First negative half-cycle

EXERCISE 11.16

Drn the curves of voltage !., and u.. F.:- the circuits depicted in Figure

I1.36, .i ..;uming that oscillati.ns in the circuit arisiny during Lhe action of
porch -,,. re cdamped completely b-y the t-me pulse action terminates (during time

:.,, ,'.(Page .455:

7. PULSE TRA'.EFCR:ER

A pulce transformer (IIT is for tLrnsfor-mation of pulse voltages and is used

mainly for the follovirg purposes:

- changing pulse amplitude cr polarity;

'See formula (II1.71).
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- agreement of resistances (For example, of a load vith a feeder's

characteristic impedanc-);

-- couplings betueen stages or circuits with thei: isolation by the direct

component.

b An IT wiil comprise a primary (input) and secondary (output) u±nding placed

on a common ferromagnetic core. In several instances, an IT may comprise two

to three secondary? windings where there is a requirement for several output voltages.

Figure 11.37. Pulse Transformer Circuit.

A pulse transformer circuit is depicted in Figure 11.37 and does not differ

from the ci:cuit of a standard transfor-ier that trnnsforms conrercial freauency ,/76

altcrnaring voltages. in principle, the proceszs in a pulse 3nd a standard

transformer albo do not differ and are de.-cr-bed by kniowin equations:

Jt 41 ' . # ' % di
u,=LT- ;uM.=- T- T (11.61)

-;here, in accordance vith Figure 11.37, L-- inductance, wtle 1i -- current

of the primary vjidzng; L, -- inductance, ,jhile i, - current of the secccnar.F

wind.Jng; 'I - utual -nductince; ,.

the -main ;peczfz :?qui:,.nt levied ;n an T .z -'tiI d'tzrt;or.s in the

onae of the t:an t;mttd oulses. Ccnsi cering t %e ::c:zsI cnmPositL:in of pulse

systems, this -,eans trnat in .T :ust be tro1tanc.
r
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Figure 11.38. Simplified IT Equivalent Circuit.

The transformer's core primarily muut not be saturated in order to reduce

these distortions.* Magnetization flux D, , permeating both windings, and leakage

flux i) , and 0D,2 , each of which coupled with only one of the windings, arise

in the core as the IT operates. Therefore, an equivalent IT circuit may take

the form depicted in Figure 11.38, where L, - magnetization inductance;

L , and Lv2 - primary and secondary winding leakage induction, ('a, and

C1 2 -- primary and secondary winding parasitic (inter-turn) capacitances.**

It follows from examination of this circuit's frequency properties that magnetization

inductance stipulates pulse shape low-frequency distortions, i. e., reduction

of its peak. These distortions are less, the greater the inductance L. , i. e.,

the greater the flux O, , and, consequently, the core's magnetic permeability.

Leakage inductances stipulate the pulse shape's high-frequency distortions, /77

i. e., stretching of its porche3, and must be as slight as possible. Therefore,

one will strive for a coupling coefficient close to I in an IT:

K nu 'f - 1 (11.62)

High-frequency distortions also are created due to influence of parasitic

capacitances C., and C.2 , which shunt the IT input and output. Moreover, parasitic

capacitances, along with winding inductances, form oscillating circuits, which

receive shock excitation from the input pulse's porch and droop. As a result,

*This also provides the basis for conditional assignment of IT to the class
of linear circuits.

"Resistances of active loss.,s in each of the windings and in the core and
an inter-winding capacitance are not c-,isidered in the circuit for simplicity.
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Figure 11.39. IT Output Pulse Shape.

parasitic damping oscillations arise as the porch and droop act upon the IT output.

The normal shape of an IT output pulse is depicted in Figure 11.39.

The (11.61) equations for the Figure 11.38 circuit may be written

;,,= o W -- 'r ,1L ; .. , =s Wl-4 + "93 (11.63)

where W, and W2 - number of primary and secondary winding turns.

Hence, it follows that, if there are no leakage inductances (Lpj"L,2 = 0  ,

then

W, (II.63a)

where n= = _ - transformation ratio.

The power the transformer requires from the source equals p: 1 ui , while

the power in the load equals pI,.uF,i 2. • If one disregards losses of energy in

the IT, then Pi-P:.

, - (11.64)

It is convenient to use IT equivalent circuits in which the parameters of

the secondary network are converted to the primary (or, vice versa, the parameters

of the primary network to the second). In the first instance, if you do not
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Figure 11.40. Simplified Equivalent IT Circuit When Parameters of the
Secondary Network are Converled to those of the First Network.

consider leakage inductance and parasitic capacitances, an equivalent IT circuit

like the one depicted in Figure 11.40 may be used, where L,,=L, -- maonetization

inductance: - magnetization current creating flux ()D ; R"'. u - load

resistance, secondary network current, and secondary netvcrk voltage zod;ced /78

to the primary network, respectively. The values of the reduced magnitudes will

be found from the following considerations.

If there is no load resistance R. (IT running at no load), then t2-0 and

all the current of the primary winding would create magnetization flux iw-.i,

When resistance R, is present, current i. creates a degausbing field, whose action

is equivalent to a decrease in magnetization current passing accoss inductance

L, to slight magnitude i2:

i= =,/ -- i (11I.65)

This decreased magnetization current also creates magnetic flux inducing

reduced output voltage:

= (11.66)

Based on (11.64), looking upon current i2 as current arising in the r imary

winding as a result of the passage of current i 2 in the secondary winding, we

will get

5,- n;. (11.67)

Since current i 2 appears due to the influence of the load, then, in the

equivalent circuit, it flows across reduced load resistance R,.
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Further, in accordance with Figure 11.40, we get R'. But, since
:#qw,

u, -;- whl "-!--R, then

Final ly,

.U, =. (11.69)

IT structure must provide minimal leakage inductance and parasitic capacitance

values, a maximum magnetization inductance value, and slight losses of ene,'gy

in windings and the core (to eddy currents) even for Lhe high-frequency components

of the pulse spectrum. For this purpose, IT windings have an insignificant number

of turns placed one atop the other, while the IT core is wound with fine riboon

steel with a high permeability value and has a relatively-large cross-section

while being short. High-quality pot-type magnetic cores are widely used. /79

The steep porches of the currents passing through the IT windings induce high-voltage

(" L ji1
pulse voltages in its windings (U -=L This generates the requirement for

better IT winding insulation. Nonetheless, the most characteristic IT shortcoming

is the insulation's electrical breakdown.

U,- -

Figure 11.41. Damping Diode Connection Circuit and Action.

IT windings sometimes are shunted by resistances, which damp parasitic

Oscil1, ing circuits and convert them to the aperiodic mode, in order to

eliminate output voltage oscillations (Figure 11.39). However, here, in accordance

with Figure 11.35, output pulse droop is stretched. In some cases, the first
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positive half-wave of oscillation following the pulse trailing edge is especially

undesireable. This half-wave can act upon the next stage just as the basic pulse

does (for example, causing a repeat false triggering of the starting circuit).

Suppression of this half-wave usually is provided by a special damping diode connected

as shown in Figure il.41a. This diode is opened only by the action of negative

output voltage. Therefore, while the pulse is active, it remains blocked, i. e.,

it exerts no influence on pulse shape and, in particular, does not stretch its

trailing edge. The diode opens due to the action of the first negative half-wave.

Here, since the conducting diode's internal resistance is slight, damping

significantly greater than critical will be introduced into the circuit and further

oscillations cease (Figure 1l.41b).

EXERCISE 11.17

Explain why, in spite of the presence of inductivities of windings LI and

L2 , raoid (almost instantaneous) changes in currents iI and i2 are possible in

an IT when there is a change of pulse porch and droop. (Page 456)
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CHAPTER II1 /80

PULSE AMPLIFIERS

§ I. GE.NERAL INFORMATION ON PULSE AMPLIFIERS

.6 R.

(al ( )

Figure 111.1. Amplifier as a Two-Port (a) and Basic Amplifier Structure (b);
(c) - Feed source; (d) -- Amplifier; (e) -- Source; (f) - Load.

Pulse amplifiers are used in the receiver video amplifier and in other radar

station pulse devices when there is a requirement to increase video pulse amplitude

without shape distortion. In addition, pulse amplifiers organically are included

in such other pulse circuits as certain limiters, pulse generators, sawtooth

generators, equation conpcrison circuits, and so forth. Amplifiers are assembled

from electron tubes or transistors. In the most common form, an amplifier can

b.: a two-port having two input and two output terminals with an external supply

s rce connected to them (Figure !I.l.a). Amplibier input and outptut, as a rule,
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have one common point connected to the circuit's chassis ("grounded"). Control

of supply source energy will occur under the influence of a low-power input signal,

which thereby creates the output signal. Electron tubes or transistors here play

the role of control elements -- valves, regulating the flow of source energy over

time based on the law of input signal change. Thu3, from a power point of view,

signal amplification is stipulated by source energy consumption.

Voltages and currents in an amplifier generally also have direct and /31

alternating components. Direct components determine the mode when input voltage

equals zero. Alternating components determine the amplifier's "a-c" operating

mode. This very mode characterizes the passage of pulse signals across the amplifier.

Therefore, for analyis of pulse amplifier operation, we will use their structural

and equivalent circuits only for alternating components. The element dete.-mining

the amplifier's "a-c" operation are not depicted in these circuits, all d-c sources

being rcplaced by a short circuit, in particular.

An amplifier structural diagram is presented in Figure III.lb, in which the

input signal source is represented by emf generator e. with internal resistance

P loaded to amplifier input resistance R.,. , while the amplifier itself from

the output - it. the form ot emf generator ey, with internal output resistance

R,;,~ loaded to load resistance R..

Amplifier input resistance R,, is understood to mean its internal resistance

measured from the input terminals, while output resistance .. , is understood to

mean its internal resistance measured from the output terminals, i. e., resistance

which the external load "encounters."

Figure llI.lb amplifier input and output circuits conditionally are depicted

as isolated. Coupling between them is reflected by ratio

e K,= u.,

where K* -- amplifier voltage gain without considering the effect of load resistance.

*Any of the emf generators may be represented also in the form of a current
generator (see Attachment 4); here, other amplifier structural diagrams result.
In addition, generally speaking, all resistances in Figure III.lb may be complex.
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Amplifiers are categorized as voltage, current, and power, depending on the

ratio of the parameters in their input and output circuits.

If this condition is satisfied

R.,fR, . (I1.1)

then inout and output current are insignificant (the output signal source anJ

the amplifier itself operate virtually in a no-load mode), while input and output

voltages are maximum:

R,, rj..,:

In this event, the amplifier's determinant property is voltage amplificaLion

and its basic parameter is voltage gain, understood to mean the ratio of the cutput

voltage increment to the input voltage increment that caused it: /82

K.= K - " ' " . (1[1.2)

The (III.1) ratios are satisfied usually for electron tube amplifiers, wh;.ch

also will fall in the category of voltage amplifiers.

If this condition is satisfied

R.. -< R, R.. (111.3)

then input and utput voltage are insignificsnt (input signal source and the amlifier

itself operate virtually in a short-circuit mo,e), while input and output voltage

are maximum:

4. rye eye (III.3a)

In this event, the amplifier's determinant property is current amplification

and its basic parameter is current gain

K, - (I:' 1.4)
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Ratio (111.3) usually is satisfied for transistor amplifiers, which therefore

fall in the current amplifier category.

If conditions whereby the generator agrees with load (see Attachment 4) are

met for the source of the input voltage and of the amplifier itself

R- R.4 R, =R.. (111.5)

then input signal power consumed at ampli, ier input and output signal power supplied

to load are maximum and the amplifier is a power amplifier.

In practice, amplifier division into three categories will be less strict.

For example, the term current amplifier is given to a voltage amplifier based

on operating conditions at input with a current output jM. -.R,: .- '/,.

The term power amplifier is applied to a voltage amplifier based on operating

conditions at input with power output (k..'R. R,.,=H.) , and so forth. One

also should keep in mind that power amplification of a signal nmust occur in any

amplifier, even when agreement conditions (III.-) are not satisfied.

Pulse amplifier special features are linked with the requirement to obtain

minimum istortion of amplified pulse shapes. Electron tube and transistor amplifiers

have nonlinear volt-ampere characteristics. The amplifier operating mode is selected

so that essentially only the linear se.tors of these characteristics are used

when an input signal is active in order to decrease nonlinear distortions. This

also provides a basis for representing the amplifier by equivalent circuits 183

jurtified for linear devices.

Amplifier bandwidth must be as large as possible (see Attachment 7) to decrease

linear (frequency) distortions. Therefore, resistances are used as the pulse

amplifier ioad and, moreover, special frequency compensation meaberes are used

to compensate for the influence of stray and coupling capacitances.
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§ 2. ELECTRO\-iUBE AMPLIFIER OPERATING PRINCIPLE

1. Electron-Tube Static Characteristics and Parameters

Tube device output voltages are picked off load resistances connected to

the tube's pWatc current network. Tube characteristics and parameters, not

considering the influence of load resistances, i. e., describing the properties

of the tubes themselves, arE referred to as static.

(a

'ON

la

(a11

1 /42

(a

it.,-?{ . [

0U

o

Figure 111.2. Diode (a), Its Actual (b), and
Idealized (c) Plate Characteristics.

A diode, having only two electrodes -- a cathode and an anode (Figure III.2a)

- is the simplest ebctron tube. The properties of a diode as a nonlinear resistance

are re.;cribed completely y the diode's static plate characteristic (Figure III.2b),

by the relationship of its plate current to platp voltage:

= = (U) (111.6)
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In this characteristic, E,,. - diode cut-off voltage, t" -- saturation

voltage, I - saturation current. When ",>O (plate potential exceeds cathode

potential), a plate accelerating electrical fiela exists in the diode, under the

influence of which electrons emitted by Lhe cathode displace to the anode. In

area 0<,.,<. (area of spatial charg existence) relationship (III.6) essentially

is linear. When % -o , slight initial current I (ort the order of tenths of /84

a milliampere) exists in the diode since several of the fastest electrons emitte

by the cathode are supplied to the plate and there is no accelerating field.

Therefore, complete cessation of plate current (diode cut-off) will occur given

a certain negative plate voltage u,-E, which, for the majority of diodes, is

-0.25 to -0.75 V. In the range E,,,< ,<z , the plate characteristic is nonlinear,

which is stipulated by the random distribution of initial electron speeds. In

practice, the nonlinearity of the diode's plate characteristic and values E.

and /0 are disregarded and the idealized plate characteristic (Figure I1l.Zc)

is used.

Thus, the diode's main property is its unilateral conductivity. A diode

has no amplification properties due to the absence of a grid. Therefore, diodes

are used for nonlinear conversions of pulse signals not linked with their

amplification in such devices as detectors, level holds, and amplitude limiters.

We will examine a diode's basic parameters.

The ratio of the plate cu:rent increment to the plate voltage increment it

caused is called the diode's transconductance:

s= ,-.r J. (111.7)

Graphically, transconductance is determined to be the tangent of the slope

of the characteristic at a given point to the X-axis (S=ta=i (see Figure III.2b).

Tke diode's internal resistance to alternating current is the ratio of the

plate voltage increment to the plate current increment it caused:
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Values S and 9. are constant for the characteristic's linear sector, S decreases

in the lower and upper nonlinear sectors, while D, increases.

A diode's internal resistance to direct current is the ratio of plate voltage

to plate current:
I'K

It= (ITI.9)

A diode's internal resistances to alternating and direct current generally

do not equal each other. Thus, for point 1 in the linear sector RO-=e~j , but

g - -i, since p> , then R..R, . Values /?, and Roe coincide

for the diode's idealized characteristic.

The les.s a conducting diode's internal resistance (forward resistance) and

the greatc" a blocked diode's internal resistance (back resistance), the /85

mo:e arely are its electrical valve--like actions expressed. The internal resistance

of most d.odes used in pulse technology to alternating current for ti-e linear

sector of the characteristic will range from O-1l,O00 ohms, while the back

resistance will be hundreds of megohms.

- r"-

(Can
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Figure 111.3. Triode (a), Its Plate (b), and Its

Transfer and Grid Characteristics (6..
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A diode's stray interelectron capacitance C, (in Figure III.2a it

conditionally is connected by the dotted line outside the tubes bulb) may have

significance as diodes operate in pulse circuits. This capacitiance is referred

to as a transfer capacitance and usually comprises about 5 pF.

The simplest amplifier tube is a triode, which has three electrodes -- anode,

cathode, and control grid (Figure IIIo3a).

Triode plate current is a function of two variables -- plate and grid

voltages:

1(, ",). ( II.I0

Therefore, a trioe's basic properties are described by relationships of

two forms:

(.) where L',= const (III.Ii)

(8,) where U, const. (11I.12)

Relationships (III.11) for various fixed values Vg are referred to as /86

static plate characteristics (Figure III.3b), while relationships (111.12) for

various fixed values Lt are referred to as static transfer characteristics (Figure

III.3c).

Negative voltage E.D. in tronsfer characteristics where current 4 ceases

is referred to as cut-off volta-3e or triode cut-off. Cut-off voltage for higher

U, values increases in magnitude (transfer characteristics displace "to the left")

since a greater grid brake field is required tc neutralize the plate accelerating

field. Plate and transfer characteristics in oifferent coordinate systems reflect

the identical (III.l0) relationship. Therefore, they are coupled organically:

transfer characteristics may be plotted from the family of plate characteristics

and, on the other hand, plate characteristics may be plotted from the family of

transfer charecteristics (see dotted-line plots in Figure III.3b, c).

Giv.en U , grid current is, passing from the grid to the cathode arises
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by the control grid. Relationship

i ug) where LU = const (111.13)

are referred to as grid characteristics (grid current characteristics). They

are plotted on the same curve with the transfer characteristics (Figure III.3c)

and demonstrate that the conducting properties of the triode's grid--cathode path

are analogous to the diode, for which the triode's grid plays the role of plate.

We will examine d triode's basic static parameters.

Transconductance of a triode static transfer characteristic (abbreviated

simply as transconductance) is the term used for the ratio of the plate current

increment to the voltage ii, the grid that caused it, given constant plate voltage:

S--L - [.'a!'& 1 where U.' = cons (111.14)AU,

Transconductance characterizes the efficiency of the grid's control activity

and demonstrates by how many milliampe-es triode plate current changes when grid

voltage changes I volt. Value S equals the tangent of the triode transfer char-

acteristic slope for a given value V, at a given point to the X-axis (see triangle

6'I'e' in Figure III.3c, where S-tg,' ). S-2 5 mA/V in the linear sector of

the characteristics for the majority of triodes.

Triode gain JP is the term describing the ratio of the increments of plate

and grid voltages, each of which that, acting independently, would cause an identical

change in plate current:

where .-- const (111.15)

The concept of this parameter may be explained in the following manner. /87

Since the grid will be closer to the cathode than the anode, a change in voltage

u4 affects plate current magnitude greater by a factor of AR than such a change

in voltage u,. . In other words, obtaining a given change in plate current requires

that the plat3 voltage increment be greater by a factor of j than the grid voltage
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increment. Value u. may be determined both from the family of plate and from

the family of transfer characteristics. Thus, for example, examining triangle

','* in Figure III.3b, we see that a change in plate current by magnitude

Xj,..re requires either that, given L',=O , plate voltage be changed by magnitude

', -6e-75 V, or, given u-=200 V, changing grid voltage by magnitude AU,=4 V.

Examining triangle 6''e' in Figure III.3c, we see that obtaining an identical

change in plate current _\iq'6'='e requires either, given C', -20 V, changing

grid voltage by magnitude _%u.-.e'6'-4 V, or, given u-_0 changing plate voltage

by magnitude AL'.,=75 V. In both instances, we will get u= 1 =-L'5 : = •

It is possible also to determine gain from approximate formula

(111.16)

where 4, - triode cut-off voltage corresponding to given value U.

Values A& for triodes usually comprise several tens of unities.

The ratio of the increment of plate voltage to the plate current increment

it caused, given constant grid voltage, is referred to as a triode's internal

resistance to alternating current R, :

R, =- foNJ where U= const (111.17)

The physical concept of this parameter is identical to that for a diode.

Value R, will be found from the triode's plate characteristic for given value

Ud (see, for example, triangle 6ee in Figure III.3b, where R, = - -=ctg ).

The magnitude of resistance R, for triodes usually comprises unities or tens

of kilohms.

A triode's internal resistance to alternating current R.., is, as for a diode,

the ratio of plate voltage to plate current:

8, 
( i .1 8 )
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Value R.o is determined from the triode's plate characteristic and may be

changed within broad limits, both during a change in plate voltage (as a /88

result of the nonlinearity of the characteristics) and especially during a change

in grid voltage.

Using expressions (111.14), (111.17), and (111.15), we will get

SR, (111.19)

Ratio (111.19) is referred to as the triode's basic or internal equation.

There are three interelectrode capacitances in a triode, conditionally depicted

in Figure III.3a inside the tube's bulb. Grid-cathode capacitance C,, is called

input capacitance, plate--cathode capacitance C, output capacitance, and plate--

grid capacitance C.6  is called triode transfer capacitance. Interelectrode

capacitance values in triodes usually comprise unities of picofarads.

EXERCISE Ii.1

a) Prove ratio (111.16).

b) DeLermine and compare triode resistances to alternating and direct current

as points 4, , . in Figure III.3b.

c) Explain the relative position of the grid current characteristics for

various values 1. in Figure III.3c. (Page 456)

A triode shortcoming is significant (2-15 pF) transfer capacitance Cc.

which stipulates the stray capacitive coupling between input and output circuits

for the high-frequency components of the pulse spectrum.

A five-electrode amplifier tube, a pentode, which, along with control grid

n1' as screen grid g2 and suppressor grid g (Figure I1.4), to a significant

degree is free from this shortcoming. Screen grid g2 functions as an electrostatic

screen between the plate and control grid gl. Grid g2 "grounds itself" for the

alternating component across bypass capacitor C. to eliminate the capacitive
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Figure III.4. Pentode.

coupling between these electrodes, while constant positive voltage L',(U, 2 O.5 U,)

is supplied to grid g2 to create an accelerating field between it and the cathode.

Since t , some electrons displacing to the anode must be intercepted by

the screen grid and current ' arises in it.

Suppressor grid g3 usually is connected to the cathode. Therefore, an

accelerating field directed at grid g3 exists in the plate-grid 93 path, even

given slight plate voltage ;i ) . This field constrains the onset of the dynatron

effect - secondary electrons dislodged from the plate dropping onto grid g 2 -"

and returns them to the plate.

/ I Aua  . 2

a U44404.U

Figure 111.5. Pentode Static Plate Characteristics.

The family of the pentode's static plate characteristics i==:4,l /89

where U',.="-Ilt and of various fixed values Ug, is depicted in Figure 111.5.

Ratics .:-=u, given identical conditions are depi.1 ed by the dotted line.

Each plato characteristic has a sloping nonlinear sector in area :4.,<L,,p and
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an almost horizontal linear sector in area 14>L , , where L, - plate voltage

critical value corresponding to the boundary between these sectors. This plate

characteristic form is explained as follows. Since L.*. . , =11, then a strong

broke field directed at grid g3 forms in the path between grids g3 and g2.

This field is weakened by plate accelerating field, which penetrates partially

across the grid 93 turns. Given slight plate voltages u.<L',,, , a brake field,

which delays ele-trons flying across grid g2 with insufficiently-high speeds,

prevails in the aforementioned path and returns them to this grid. Here, current

' increases due to the decrease in current is . Therefore, this pentode operating

mode is referred to as the return mode. In this mode, due to the increase in

voltage ",, because of the growing action of the plate's field, fewer and fewer

electrons which flew to grid g2 are returned in its field between grids g3 and

g21 while remaining electrons drop onto the plate. Therefore, current i a increases
due to the current i42- decrease. Given sufficiently-large plate voltages

:,. -U.* , the brake field between grids g3 and g2 is compensated for by plate

dcvelerating field to the extent that already all electrons that migrated to grid

g2 drop onto the plate. Here, current 1,2 is created only because cf the electrons
en route to plate directly intercepted by grid g2 . This pentode operating mode

is referred to as the intercept mode. In this mode, the number of electrons

intercepted by grid g2 is determined (for given value 1'.,i) mainly by voltage
U. and virtually will not depend on voltage ua since plate accelerating field

essentially operates only beyond grid g2 and thanks to the presence of grid g3

in weakened form. Therefore, currents ia and 1g2 in area u1>L',p virtually will

not depend on voltage UO: i.=const. i, 2 _cot.-t. . For the majority of pentodes,
U, .,- 30 - 6A V.

Basic pentode parameters are determined by the identical ratios (11I.14--111.19)

as were those for a triode. However, since the presence of a screen (as well

as a suppressor) grid weakens the influence of the pentode's plate voltage on

plate current magnitude, pentode internal resistance to alternating current /90

is great and usually will fall in the R,-O.I-I M range. Pentode,~transccn-

ductance may reach 10 mA/V and more due to screen grid accelerating field. The

increase in Pi and S values, in accordance with (111.19), will lead to an increase

in pentode gain A& to several thousand unities. In addition, thanks to the screening

action of grid g2 (and g3 as well), the pentode's transfer capacitance Cq- decreases

to thousandths of pF.
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Pentode operation in plate characteristic horizontal sectors usually is insured

since it is in these very sectors that pentode internal resistance to alternating

current is constant and great: R, ==- , == -ctg . In addition, the very weak

relationship of plate current to plate voltage in this area stipulated wide use

of Pentodes as current-stabilizing one-ports (see Chapter IX, § 3).

Since all currents in a pentode are created due to cathode emission current,

then pentode full cathode current generally (where u.>0, u, >O, u 1 >O) equals

is = i, + isl + i,, U91, -C ia). ( i111.20)

Current it magnitude and, consequently, that of all its components, will

depend materially on control grid voltage (the relative position of the charac-

teristics for various Ui: values in Figure 111.5 explains this). Given

L r <Fr., , the pentode is blocked at the control grid (cathode current) and

all currents in it cease.*

Given fixed voltage Ud,>Eqos , current i4=const , while the ratio between

its components ia and ig2 will depend on the suppressor grid's potential. Therefore,

in several circuits, suppressor grid g3 is disconnected from the cathode and is

used as a second control grid, supplying negative signal ug3 to it.

The controlling influence of grid g3 is explainod in Figure 111.6, /91

where relationship i,= (u,3) and i1 2 =y(u.z) curves, where Ua = const for two

fixed U values, are presented.

These relationships are explained in the following manner: where u,3=O

and L',>U ., (intercept mode) , i:$- ic . In area u,3>0 , current ia increases

slightly since its increase where :4-const is possible only due to the ig 2 decrease,

which is small. When voltage u g decreases, the braking action of the field between

grids g3 and g2 increases, resulting in an increase in current ig2l while current

ia decreases (the pentode transfers to the return mode). Given a slight

sufficiently-high negative voltage uj-Edo3 value, the braking field between grids

*Only current fei and i.+i,, cease when E,o,<L,,c U
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Figure 111.6. Ratio of Currents I a and Ig2 to Voltage Ug9

(Transitron Effect in a Pentode). (a) - Where.

93 and g2 intensifies to such an extent that not a single electron can overcome

it and reach the plate. Here, current 1g2 will become maximum i,2 =i , while

plate current disappears. Voltage E,_1 is referred to as pentode suppressor grid

(plate current) cut-off voltage. A further reduction in voltage ug3 already will

not lead to a change in current ig2 since cathode current essentially will not

depend on the grid g3 potential.

Redistribution of pentode cathode current between plate and screen grid due

to the voltage change in the suppressor grid is referred to as the transitron

effect. Presence of the characteristics' falling sector i,2- (up) makes it possible

to use the transitron effect in a pentode to obtain spasmodic transitions in certain

sawtooth generator circuits (see Chapter IX, § 5).

EXERCISE 111.2

a) Under what conditions may screen grid current in a pentode equal zero?

b) Neqative voltage u93 is supplied to a suppressor grid when the latter

i3 used as a control grid. How does that impact upon elimination of the

dynatron effect?

c) Explain the relative position of the characteristics in Figure 111.6

for various fixed values of Ugj .  (Page 457)
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2. Fundamental Ratios in an Electron-Tube Amplifier

4-Ea

USX

#a

Figure 111.7. Generalized Basic Circuit for a Triode Amplifier
with Plate and Cathode Loads.

A generalized basic triode amplifier circuit is depicted in Figure 111.7.

The alternating compciant of input voltage me- influences the control grid, elicitinq

a change in tube control voltage ush and current ia. An increase in voltage u,

means a change in voltage u1g and current ia as well, while a decrease in voltage

uU means a decrease in voltage uct and current ia . Thus, plate current always

changes in phase with the stage's input voltage. Plate voltage E source,

plate load resistance Ra and cathode load Rk. are connected to the plate current

circuit. Stage output voltages ua and u, are picked off these resistances.*

Output voltage via plate output differs from source Ea voltage in the magnitude

of the voltage drop across resistance Ra:

,= - a, - E, - !(11.21)

while this voltage's alternating component equals

, 

u, ,= - iR,.(III. 

21a)

Therefore, if current ia increases, then voltage ua decreases. On the other hand,

*Resistances Ra and Ra are tube load resistances. They should not be confused

with amplifier external load resistance R. (see Figure III.lb). Therefore,

in future they are designated R, (see Figure 111.8).
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if current ia decreases, then voltage ua increases. Thus, stage plate voltaqe

always changes out of phase with plate current and. consequently. iith input voltage.

Output voltage via the cathode output equals the voltage drop at resistance

U= (111.22)

i. e., it charges always in phase with plate current and, consequently, with input

voltage.

Since the control grid is connected across the input voltage source to :he

low end of resistance RA , voltage uh turns out to be applied out of phase to

the tube grid-cathode path, i. e., acts backwards on circuit input. Actually,

in accordance with Kirchhoff's second law, for the input network circuit we have

U*,_ =U,+, - Uj =,=,_- " (111.23)

i. e., the tube's control voltage ust decreases by magnitude ut . Consequently,

thanks to connection of resistance R% , the stage turns out be be enveloped by

negative voltage feedback. Negative feedback action may be explained in the following

manner.

A rise in voltage si, will lead to a rise in voltage uit , which elicits

a rise in current ia and voltage ut . But, the increase in catlode potential

relative to the circuit chassis is equivalent to a decrease in grid potential

relative to the cathode, i. e., voltage u, , and, therefore, retards an 193

increase in current ia and voltage ua . On the other hand, given a voltage

u.. decrease, a voltage ut. decrease will occur, vhich is equivalent to an increase

in voltage uj% and retards the decrease in current i a and voltage "- . It is

possible symbolically to write the action of the negative feedback, given an ncrease

or decrease in voltage us, by magnitude=-lu,, in the form

A - "to- ;V,- .- Au,,- - ut-, (11.24)
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Figure 111.8. Equivalent Circuits of an Amplifier
with Plate and Cathode Loads.

Considering determination of static gain A& (111.15), the tube on the plate

circuit side may be represented in the form of emf generator e_- %up- with

internal resistance to alternating current R. (111.17). Since both load resistances
1

Ra and R. are connected in series with resistance Ri to the plate current circuit,

we will get the equivalent amplifier cir-jit (based on the alternating component)

depicted in Figure Ill.8a.

In accordance with this circuit

- _(111.25)

Substituting based on (11.Z3) u,,- -= u., - iR,, into this expression and

solving the resultant equation for current £3- , we will get

"$1'- (III.26)
I- R+R+(I +1 R

If stage output voltage is picked off plate load resistance (U,, =U.,.

then, based on (111.26), the equivalent amplifier circuit may
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be depicted in accordance with Figure IIl.8b, where

R,,.==9 + (I +- .R, (1II1.27)

--amplifier internal resistance to alternating current. Therefore, plate output

stage (111.2) gain equals

K , -"' = ' 1,_R, I&R. (111.28)

U 1 1 sx R* R,-.R+ 0 ,&Rt

while its output resistance (resistance the output terminals) /94

R = AJR. -- i I + -.&) R&I (111.29)

If output voltage is picked off cathode load resistance ,* . " =',.

then, having divided the numerator and denominator of expression (111.26) by

I + A' , we will get

9 1 - "" (111.30)
R, R. + R,

3 -o

and the amplifier's equivalent circuit may be represented in accordance with III.8c,

where

R., = R + R (111.31)

- amplifier internal resistance to alternating current. Therefore, cathode

output stage (111.2) gain equals

USA- MIX. U92 RO Ra + R 4I" i& (111.32)

- R, + , (. i! + .i ) .'

*The "-" sign in this expression reflects tho phase opposition of grid and
plate voltage changes.
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while its output resistance

R, R, It 1,kR, R 11. 33)R o u sb r R 4 -' R . R , -R .- + ) R io"

Analysis of ratios (111.28), (111.29), (111.32), and (111.33) allow the following

conclusions to be made:

-- in magnitude, gain Ka may be significantly greater than unity, .. e,

~i'I L, if R,.oR,. u. , however always A.:.;

- in principle, gain K. may not be greater than unity A*,'! and close

to unity if P.>>R.. , -I ;

- inequality P.. . always is satisfied for output resistances;

consequently, voltage from the piate output shou'4 be supplied to a high-resistance

load, while that from the cathode output is suppli.. i a low-resistance load.

Cathode output stage properties result from negative feedback action. Actually,

we will write ratio (111.23) for voltage increments in the form

:1a. - 1,= , I - , = Au,, (I -AK). (111.34)'k "89 )

Tube control volteqe increment -l'ok is the reason for appearance of the /95

output signal -- increment .l. Increments A, Aug. Auk have the identical sign

so increment A.1a arises only if 1U < -,... , i. e., A'K, < I •

In addition, when internal load resistance RA (see Figure lII.lb) is connected

to resistance R" , voltage decrease uh is compensated for by negative feedback

action by a current ia increase. Consequently, output voltage us will depend

slightly on resistance R, , which also explains the slight amount of output

resistance Rou, k .

We will note also that any current ia stray changes (for instance, due to

source voltage Ea oscillations, tube parnmeter changes over time, tube replacements,

and so on) are compensated for, in accordance with (111.24), due to negative feedback

action. Therefore, often an, amplifier has only a plate output, while resistance RA
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is connected only for stabilization of the d-c stage's operating mode.* However,

presence of resistance R, , in accordance with (111.28), always will lead to

a decrease in gain Ka -

Analyzing tube operation in an amplifier involves use of Eh? transconductance

of its dynamic transfer characteristic S, ratios of plite current inc-ement i

-ne cont. ! vol-iare increrT _u~h it caused _1. , given presence of load

resistances. Using expressions (111.25) and (111.19), we will get

R, RS. (111.35)
k,-k-,k 1-4.-- -. S,(I.

where S - transconductance of the static transfer characteristic (111.14).

The general expressions obtained above for gains, output resistances, and

tube dynp-.ic characteristic transconductance make it possible, as particular cases,

to determine the paraneters of two basic pulse amplifier types -- amplifiers with

a plate load only (RPO- and amplifiers with a cathode load only (R 0).
a

+Ea

Ra

Figure 111.9. Amplifier with Plate and Cathode Loads Without Feedback.

In several practical circuits, in two-stage pulse generators in particular,

amplifier input voltage from plate and cathode loads is supplied, not between

grid and chassis as shown in Figure 111.7, but between grid and cathode according

*And also for expansion of the stage's dynamic range and decrease in pulse
linear distortions (see below).
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to the Figure 111.9 circuit. In this case, as is easy to demonstrate, plate

and cathode output gains, respectively, obtained equal /96

- R (111.36)

K R4 (111.37)K,;= R, +ka - o•

+r

Us:m

Figure III.10. Amplifier with Grounded Grid.

We will get the (III.10) circuit if the input voltage grid terminal in the

Figure 111.9 circuit is connected to the chassis and RA.- o is accepted. This

is referred to as grounded-grid circuit or, more precisely, a common-grid circuit,

since the grid terminal is common for input and output voltages. We will encounter

such a circuit when we analyze the operation of a two-stage pulse generator.

Therefire, we will examine its basic properties briefly.

Since the source of voltage us: in such a circuit is connected to the cathode

network, tube full plate current will pass across it and its output resistance

must be slight. Therefore, a cathode follower (see below) is used usually as

the oltaqe u-- source. One may disregard negative voltage feedback action, given

the sliCht source output resistance.

Voltage "., changes the potential of the cathode, given fixed grid potential,

which is equivalent to a change in voltage between grid and cathode. Voltage 14

decreases when cathode potential increases and vice versa. Therefore,

,- ", and the tube may be represented by emf generacor el =,- -
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for consideration of the tube's controlling action. However, plate current in

this circuit changes, not only due to a change in voltage in the grid, but /97

also directly due to a change in cathode potential, even if the grid had been

connected briefly with the cathode. From this point of view, the plate current

circuit is a voltage divider comprising series-connected resistances R and R,.
a

to which emf e,= - u ._ is applied. Therefore, fnr the plate current alternating

component, we will get

and grounded-grid stag2 gain equals

' _ = U... ------ (111.39)

Stage input resistance is determined as:

u,,_ R + R. (111.40)

L+i

i. e., slightiy, while output resistance is determined from formula (111.29),

where Rs should be understood to mean voltage us, source internal (output)

resistance.

EXERCISE 111.3

a) Point out the polarity of the pulses at the outputs of the circuits depicted

in Figures 111.7, 111.9, and I1.10 when they are supplied a positive input pulse.

At which inputs of these circuits and for which load resistance values may the

pulse amplitude exceed that of the input pulse?

b) Prove ratios (111.36) and (111.37). (Page 457)

3 3. PLATE-LOAD ELECTRON-TUBE A11PLIFIERS

I. Amplifier Operating Principle

Plate-load amplifiers provide the greatest voltage gain and are the most-widely

distributed pulse amplifiers. Basic (simplest) circuits for such triode (a) and
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Figure lll.11. Basic Plate-Load Amplifier Circuits.

pentode (b) amplifiers are depicted in Figure III.11. Load resistance Ra is connected

to the tube's plate network in both circuits. Input voltage is supplied to the

control grid across transfer network C Rj, , which passes only the alternating

component of this voltage. Negative bias voltage E also is applied to the grid.g
Therefore, the voltage between the control grid and cathode equals

Ug& Ugt="ll u,,r Et (4V <0). (III.41)

Bias voltage Eg determines the tube's "d-c" operating mode. Its magnitude

is selected so that, given the action of voltage u:- , tube operation will occur

in the linear sectors in the negative area of the plate claracteristics ud,<O /98

when control grid current igi-O (see Figure III.3c). Current igi is undesireable

since the stage's input resistance decreases, power expended in the tube input

network increases, and, in addition, it will lead to onset of additional nonlinear

distortions of voltage uit (relative to voltage usz )*. However, even when

-g,<O , several electrons "settle" in the control grid, charging it negatively

and constraining plate current. Resistance Rg, which is referred to as leakage

resistance (Re-0.1I2 M Q) is connected to the circuit to "drain off" these

electrons.

*These distortions arise due to voltage &op in resistance R, of the previous
stage as the alternating component of current i flows across it.
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In accordance with (111.21), stage output voltage equals U Ea - IR,.

A

A -

U I

U04

Figure II1.12. For Explanation of Plate-Load Amplifier Operation.

The amplifier pentode circuit has additional elements forming the screen

grid feed network: voltage divider Rl, R2, with the aid of which voltage Ug2

is supplied, and bypass capacitor C4, across which the current ig2 alternating

component is closed. Amplifier operation is explained in Figure 111.12, where

voltage U,,-_ -l, for clarity is accepted as being in the form of bipolar triangular

pulses and voltage ugl coupling with current ia is depicted by the dynamic transfer

characteristic (see below). In this characteristic, E -- tube cut-off voltage,

Is, - maximum possible (considering the influence of the load) plate current,

referred to as dynamic saturation current.

In the initial mode where u,,mO , u,,-E,.const and i -I~0  Current /99

Iao is referred to as initial, or quiescent, current, while point A in the char-

acteristic, corresponding to the E and Iao values, is called the operating point.

Plate current U1 4 I. -lR. initial level corresponds to current Iao.

A negative pulse of current aa and a positive pulse of voltage ua arise during
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the action of a negative input pulse; the opposite occurs when the input pulse

is positive. There are no pulse shape distortions at amplifier output because

all operating values of voltage ug1 will fall within the linear sector of the

characteristic A'A" and, therefore, plate current changes in proportion to input

voltage changes. Operating point A was selected ire the center of the characteristic's

linear sector (input voltage changes symmetrically to both sides) by means of

bias voltage E selection for this purpose, while input pulse amplitude is

sufficiently small. Nonlinear distortions would result if the operating point

is chosen incorrectly or if the input pulses in the stage have extraordinary

amplitude.

EXERCISE 111.4

a) Reproduce the curves depicted in Figure 111.12, having left the dynamic

transfer characteristip and bias voltage E unchanged and having increased inputg
pulse amplitude by a factor of 2. What will maximum and minimum amplifier plate

voltage values equal is, this event?

b) How should voltage E change in order to insure amplification, /iOOg
without nonlinear distortions, only of the positive or only of the negative pulses

of maximum amplitude?

c) How can you obtain only the alternating c-mponent of plate voltage
- --.R4  at the stage output? (Page 458)

2. Dynamic Characteristics

Static plate (III.11) and transfer (111.12) characteristics reflect the

properties of a tube itself. However, in the dynamic mode, given presence of

plate load resistance Ra, in accordance with (111.21), plate voltage itself is

a function of plate current u.,E.-s.R. due to the voltage drop across this

resistance. Therefore, operation of a tube in an amplifier is determined by

dynamic plate and transfer characteristics, which, along with tube properties,

also reflect the influence of the load.

The characteristic, simultaneously considering relationships (III.11) and
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(111.21) for given values E and Ra, is referred to as the dynamic o.- plate load
a a

characteristic:

a -- , (uF) =(E - iAR,) where E, const, R= const (111.42)

This characteristic will be plotted from the family of static plate char-

acteristics and is the combination of the points of thej' intersection on the

relationship (111.21) curve. It is convenient to present (111.21) ir, the following

form to find the latter

. (111.43)

S(a) %l!~4l ~~r o446* is) ,,.

----------------------------------------------- {I -Yt< ,

*o6 sUY) - .,. 3,a ,
IU i ,

T 'I --- _ _ ;-_L .. .(eL

o I ..... ,' ,6-3" '2... .L.o' t

Ficjure 111.13. Dynamic Characteristics of a Triode (a, b) and
Pentode (c, d) Plate-Load Amplifier.

Ratio (111.43) is the load line equation. The plot of a triode dynamic plat.

characteristic is depicted in Figure Il.13a. Load line AS intercepts. a:. the

coordinate axes, portions equalling, on the basis of (111.43), OA-E,
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(given i,-O. u.6 -Eo , and 0B-- E4 (where u.-O j, -. L )). This line's slope

to the X-axis equals

2= arc tg A ",arct9 4; (111.44)

i. e., will depend only an the magnitude of resistance Ra -

Point A corresponds to tube cut-off. Given an increase in grid u voltage,

current ia increases only to value is, , at which tins plate voltage is minimal

u.-U.-,m . Values Ise and U*%= are determined by extreme upper point a

of load line intersection with static pl&te characteristics (for even greater

voltages U9 . these characteristics flow along with the load line and intersect

it at the same point d ). The tube's operating mode in which plate current is

maxinium and plate voltage is minimal is referred to as dynamic tube saturation /101

while current Is& is referred to as dynamic saturation current.

Dynamic saturation will occur because, given a decrease (due to an increase

in current ia) of plate voltage to value Um=,, plate accelerating field will

become so weak that a further increase in voltage U will lead only to redistribution

of tube cathode current among electrodes: an ever-greater share of electrons

is intercepted by grid (current 1g increases); plate current remains essentially

constant and equals the /s, value.

Since values ia and ua, corresponding to portion 5d , phy:3ically are unreal,

the dynamic plate characteristic is the combination of the points lying in portion

4. This characteristic makes it possible, for given values Ea and R., to determine

the magnitude of current ia and voltages ua and uRa = iaR a for any voltage Ug.
Thus, for example, in accordance with Figure III.13a, point a corresponds in

the dynamic characteristic to voltage Ug = 0. Projecting this point to the /102

X-axis, we will get values Ua and URa and, projecting it to the Y-axis, value

Iaa

The characteristic, simultaneously considering relationships (111.12) and

(III.ZI), is referred to as the dynamic transfer characteristic:

t=!d (r U) where Edconst R= cons (111.45)
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This characteristic will be plotted from the family of static transfer

characteristics considering relationship (111.21). Its plot for a triode is explained

in Figure l1l.13b. When the tube is closed int,<E ) , current ia = 0 and, in

accordance with (111.21), ua = Ea . Therefore, the initial point of static charac-

teristic (111.45) coinciJes with the initial point of the static characteristic

for u = E (point A'). This point also determines tube real cut-off voltagea

E g. An increase in voltage u results in onset of and increase in plate current.

However, in accordance with (II.21), plate voltage sinultaneously decreases.

Therefore, for each large current ia value, the point of the dynamic characteristic

will fall already in another (located "to the right") static characteristic for

a lower ua value satisfying ratio (111.21) (points a'.d'.4'.?P). Thus, dynamic

characteristic (111.45) always intersects the family of static characteristics

(111.12) and, therefore, has lesser transconductance. The transconductance of

the dynamic characteristic's linear sector is determined from expression (111.35)

if Q%-0 is placed in the latter:

SS (111.46)

-lug- R R,+R(

By virtue of the increase in voltage ug, plate current increases only to

value Isd , which corresponds to the static characteristic for rr.-. (point

A' ). Here, the tube transfers to the dynamic saturation mode, which is reflected

by the dynamic characteristic's horizontal sector. Just as was the case for the

static characteristics, dynamic plate and transfer characteristics organically

are coupled together. Therefore, it is simpler to plot the dynamic transfer

characteristic from the dynamic plate characteristic, without using the family

of static transfer characteristics. To accomplish this, it is sufficient to determine

i and U values corresponding to each point A. a. . . in Figure III.13a anda g
to transfer these points to the coordinate system [ia, u ]. Then, we will get.. g

points X'. &. a. f'., din Figure 1ll.13b through which the dynamic transfer char-

acteristic will pass.

A pentode's dynamic plate characteristic is depicted irn Figure III.13c, while
its dynamic transfer characteristic (these characteristLcs assume Ug2 = -onst)

is plotted from it in Figure III.13d using the aforementioned method. The basic

difference between the dynamic characteristics of a pentode and a triode /103

are that, for the former, dynamic saturation occurs at lower (usually still given
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negative) values ug1 . This is explained by the influence of the screen grid's

field facilitating redistribution of cathode current between it and the plate

at low plate v ltages.

Dynamic saturation of a tube in an amplifier arises during the action of

positive pulses of extraordinarily-high amplitude. In this event, the idea of

amplifier overload is brought up. A result of an overload is the onset of pulse

nonlinear distortions (see Exercise 111.4). On the other hand, in some circuits,

special use is made of dynamic saturation, such as in limiters with upper plate

current cut-off (see Chapter V, § 3).

EXERCISE 111.5

a) What are dynamic plate and transfer characteristics like when Ra = 0?

b) Redraw the pentode dynamic characteristics from Figure III.13c, d and

point out how they will change if resistance Ra is increased by a factor of 2.

(Page 459)

3. Amplifier Equivalent Circuits and Parameters

Assuming that Ro-D in (111.25), we will get

R. - RIi

Figure 111.14. Plate-Load Amplifier Equivalent Circuits.

The equivalent amplifier circuit based on the alternating component presented
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ir. Figure IIi.14a, where the tube is represented in the form of emf generator

&ut. with internal resistance Ri loaded across resistance Ra, corresponds to this

expression.

Using ratios (IiI.21a), (111.47), and (111.19), for the plate voltage

alternating component we will get

R,,R, RR,

-- ?- , (11Z.48)

Another equivalent amplifier circuit presented in Figure III.14b, where the

tube is represented in the form of current generator i =---- '._ operating across

resistances Ra and Ri connected in parallel, corresponds to this expression.

The Figure lIl.14: circuit also may be obtained directly througn conversion of

the Figure !1.14a circuit based on ratio (XI.17).

Assuming that R.-O in expressions (111.28) and (111.29), for a plate-load

amplifier we will get

K R, + R° (III.49)

, , R 
(111.50)

Using expressions (111.46) and (111.50), also fur gain we will get /104

K - - S". or K = - SR.... (111.51)

All these ratios may also be obtained directly from examination of the equivalent

circuits in Figure 111.14.

Relationship (111.49) is explained by curve IKI in Figure 111.15.

It follows from this curve that gain increases with an increase in resistance

Ra within the constraint (where R.-,= ) to tube static gain . . However,

an increase in resistance Ra will lead to a rise in the voltage drop across it,

not only due to the alternating, but also because of the direct, compcnent of

the plate current, i. e., to a decrease in the direct component of plate voltage

U a  As a result, given too high Ra values, the tube's operating point falls in
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Figure 111.15. For Selection of Plate Load Resistance.

the area of dynamic saturation, which brings with it a drop in amplification due

to a decrease in the transconductance of the dynamic transfer characteristic (in

its upper "bend") and onset of nonlinear distortions even of weak signals (see

Exercise 111.4). Reestablishment of the stage's normal operation in this event

requires an extraordinary increase in source voltage E a . Moreover, as will be

demonstrated, resistance Ra must be decreased for a reduction in output pulse

rise and decay time. Therefore, as a rule, in pulse amplifiers (especially for

pentodes) the following inequality is satisfied

R. - R1.
(111.52)

Here, in accordbnce with (111.50) and (111.51) /05

A Ki SR. (111.53)

Amplifier input resistance equals the equivalent resistance between the tube's

grid and cathode

Rmg a= I I (111.54)RI Rr. = R + Irt,

*Only for a triode, if the main requirement levied on the amplifier is obtaining
maximum gain; R4-'3.S R. ; here, K-0 T 08JI4
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where R -- leakage resistance, g

rj. - control grid--cathode path resistance.

If the amplifier, as usual, operates without grid currents (u., K) , then

>' g 1 and

R.. := R . ( II 1.54a)

Given the presence of control grid current (,;>O)

R .. (1I1.54b)

Amplifier input capacitance C,, determines the capacitive componer.t of the

input current arising due to the presence of interelectrode capacitances C, ,

and C ag. For capacitance Co, location, we will assume that input voltage changes

by a harmonic law and we will switch to the method of complex amplitudes.

-C

Figure 111.16. For Amplifier Input Capacitance Determination.

If one disregards the influence of reactive elements in the plate network,

then it is possible to represent the amplifier circuit from the alternating component

considering capacitances Cm and Cag in accordance with Figure ITl.16. It follows

from this circuit that the amplifier's capacitive input current eqLIs

/ ..t it. ,,+ /.

Since voltage U,, is applied to capacitance Csh and voltage U,,- U, to capacitance
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C , then
1,, ---jwC,,..; Ij, =/W= ( U, - L=

and the amplifier's in'jt conductivity equals

-!L =1 [C,. + C I- ]= j. (Cc. + Ca, (I K

=,fi[ + Cc ,(I + IK')I jwCa,

where L-. - -_ U
Chr I'll - complex gain. Consequently, the amplifier's /106

desired input capacitance equals

C.,, = C, + C,,U - KI). (111.55)

Thus, where K':>I , value C.. significantly may exceed the sum of capacitances
C.. and Cag and reach iundreds of picofarads. This is explained physically by

the fact that voltage exceeding input vol~age b> a factor of I- K turns out

to be applied to capacitance Ca: U,,-L='B- KU, -L',,(I + .K ) . This will
ag

lead to an increase in current Iag , which is equivalent to an increase in capacitance

Cag by a factor of I-- K

Amplifier output capacitance is determined by interelect-ode capacitance

Cal Cux - Co4. •

Actually, an amplifier's input and output capacitances also include a circuit

capacitance C. , which usually comprises several picofarads. Taking this capacitance

into account

C,=C.-C,, - C,(!o -Kt): C.0K sCWC. (li1.56)

Analyeis of linear pulse distortions will take place with the aid of the

equivalent amplifier circuit based on the alternating component depicted in Figure

IIl.17a, analogous tc :he Figure II.14a equivalent circuit, but it additionally
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A ('P)

Figure 111.17. For Analysis of Linear Pulse Distortions
at Plate-Load Amplifier Input.

considers the influence of output capacitance C,., connected to the plate of isolating

capacitor Cp , input capacitance C.. of the next staqe, and its input resistance

One mzy disregard the influence of capacitor C, in the area of the pulse

spectrum's high frequencies since its resistance is close to zero. Therefore,
-- p

the equivalent amplifier circuit will leaC to the circuit depicted in Figure III.17b,

where Cv-C,,+Ca - total stray capacitance. it is evident from that circuit

that, due to the influence of capacitance Cc , which shunts amplifier output,

its AChKh acquires a "roll-off" in the high-frequency area.* Pulse shape high-

frequency distortions, which manifest themselves in the stretching of their porch

and droop, arise due to this since the rate of output voltage change is constrained

by the rate of capacitance C, charge (discharge). If R,..> o, R,> R I

then one may disregard the influence of resistances R. and Ra, and consider thatI

the capacitance Cc charge (discharge) tine constant equals ".,-CfRo , hence

pulse rise (dec3y) time at amplifier output will equal

to ,C, = 3C.R,. (111.57)

The advisibility of decreasing resistance R in pulse amplifiers, in accordanced

with (111.52), also follows from this.

"Amplifier AChKh form is similar tu that depicted in Figure 9 (page 529).
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On the other hand, one may disregard the influence of resistances C /107

and ..L, in the low-frequncy area since their resistances are high:

_ .. 7 -R, Therefore, the amplifier equivalent circuit will

lead to the circuit in Figure IIl.17c. It follows from this that, due to the

influence of isolating capec.tor C, , amplifier AChKh acquires a "roll-off" in

the low-frequency area. As a result, low-frequency distortions arise, which manifest

themselves in the droop of the oulse. The magnitude of this droop is determined

from formula (Ii.48a) for transient network C,,R,,.

In the medium-frequency area, .,hen capacitive reactance is sufficientlyI
slight, while capacitive reactances *-.. and are sufficiently great, one

may disregard the influence of all capacitances in the Figure III.17a circuit.

Also disregarding in this circuit the influence of resistance R,, (where

Rs, R' ), we will return to the Figure III.14a circuit, whence it

follows that ratios (111.49) and (111.51) determine the stage's gain at medium

frequencies.

EXERCISE 111.6

a) Which tube, triode or pentode, should be used in an amplifier to obtain:

-- greatest gain;

- minimum linear pulse distortions?

b) What will amplifier output voltage and gain equal if:

- as a result of the "combustion" of resistance Ra, its magnitude increases

to infinity ;,-=, ;

- resistance P shorts out due to a short circuit in assembly (R.-Oi ?
a

c) Multistage pulse amplifier- comprising several plate-load amplifying

stages connected in series across transient R-C networks are used to obtain great

pulse amplification. What will be the polarity of the pulses at the output of

a three-sta'e amplifier if pulses of negative polarity are supplied to its input?

(Page 460)
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4. Amplifier Fundamental Circuit Arrangement /108

A standard schematic diagram of a pentode plate-load amplifier is presented

in Figure 111.18.

cT, Rq +E

Ra R1 c,2

Cp 1

u

Figure 111.18. Pentode Plate-Load Amplifier Schematic Diagram.

In this circuit, R -- leakage resistance, R -- plate load resistance,g a

Rs, - input resistance of the next stage, C;, and CP2 - interstage capacitors,

R - damping resistance, while (:aa -- bypass capacitor in the screen grid's feed

network, ChRh -- self-bias cell, CbR* - plate decoupling filter, L. -- compensatin,

inductance.

The screen grid supply network presented here differs from the Figure III.llb

circuit in that resi3tance R2 is absent. Here, constant voltage across grid g2

is determined only by scurce Ea voltage and the voltage drop across resistance

R due to passage across it of the direct component of current ig2:

U,, E. - ( .5

(current ig2 alternating component, as usual, is closed across capacitor C., ),
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S f-bias cell CbR, will create direct negative grid bias E . Bias is obtainedg
due to the flow of the plate current's direct component (as well as of current

ig 2 ) across resistance R. and equals

L*, + - " --- - I ;) R. (111 . 59)

The alternating component of currents ia and ig2 close across capacitor

c , for which its capacitance must be sufficiently great. This is not the sole

method of obtaining bias. In many circuits, it is obtained with the aid of a

voltage divider fed from an external source (self-bias). Use of dynamic bias

obtained across capa.itor (-' of the input transient R-C network when input pulses

pass across it also is possible (see Chapter II, § 5). In this case, negative

bias may be obtained only given positive input pulse polarity.

Plate decoupling filterC, R will smooth plate supply voltage pulsations. /109

Ocillations of this voltage will occur both due to fluctuations in the output

voltage of the supply source rectifier, and due to the influence of the operation

of the stage itself on the rectifier. The latter reason may lead to an undesireable

mutual influence of several stages across a common plate supply source.

Decoupling the stage from the supply source will occur in the following manner.

When the stage operates in the pulse mode, its plate current in the pulse may

reach a sic iificant magnitude (on the order of ampere unities), resulting in a

drop in rectifier output voltage if special measures are not taken.

Resistance R, selected is much greater than the stage's internal resistance,

corresponding to a "bump" of plate current R.> R,,, , in order to constrain the

current consumed from the rectifier. Capacitor C4 plays the role of an autonomous

plate supply source: when the tube is blanked (ia = 0), it charges across resistance

R, to voltage Ea, while, during the time of a pulse, it discharges across plate

load resistance R and the tube (i--ir) . The capacitor discharge time constanta

must be sufficiently great so that, during pulse time t, , voltage in it will

decrease slightly. On the other hand, during resting time 1. , the capacitor

essentially must be completely recharged to initial voltage Ea-
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All these requirements will be met if

Filter parameter selection also will oucur on the basis of these ratios.

Usually, when considering the filter, the permissable degree of plate voltage

pulsation in percents is '- 100%, where AU.-E,& (In is the magnitude

of the plate voltage reduction during the time of the pulse (resulting from capacitor

C, discharge). This makes it possible to specify the first (111.60) inequality

for capacitance LC, selection.

It is evident that networks R CA, R.Ch and R,C, are smoothing R-C low-frequency

filters (see Chapter II, § 3). Therefore, their parameters unconditionally must

satisfy ratio ( 11.40). The purpose of inductance La will be examined below.

EXERCISE 111.7

a) What will be the consequences of the failure of capacitor ,' in the self-bias

cell?

b) What type bias, autonomous, self, or dynamic, may insure tube cut-off?

c) Determine the requisite capacitance of the plate filter's capacitor C,

if, given I.'- psec, plate voltage pulsation magnitude - must not exceed

5% and the stage's internal resistance during pulse action equals R io- 5 k

R a :5 k Q . /110a

d) Compute the parameters of plate filter c, and ,. if t.-i usec,

r *,rij usec, Ea z 150 V, plate current peak value in a pulse I 0.75 A,

while plate voltage pulsation magnitude £ must not exceed 5%.* (Page 460)

*The conditions in this problem correspond to the operating mode of a triode

blocking oscillator (see Chapter VII).
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5. Frequency Compensation Elements

Simple High-Frequency Parallel Compensation Circuit. An equivalent amplifier

circuit in the high-frequency area was depicted in Figure III.17b. As a result

of the influence of stray capacitance La , which shunts the amplifier output,

its AChKh in this area has a "bump", which will lead to stretching of the output

pulse porch and droop. Compensating inductance La (see Figure 111.18) is connected

in series with resistance Ra to the tube plate network for AChKh compensation

in the high-frequency ares. Given the presence of this inductance, representing

the tube as a current generator in accordance with Figure III.14b and disregarding

the influence of resistances R. and R,, (R. 'no R, R, ,> Rj , we will get the

equivalent amplifier circuit depicted in Figure III.19a.

mv. L

(a) (d#)6

Figure 111.19. For High-Frequency Compensation with
Inductance L.R, R,) .

Inductance La is connected in parallel with capacitance C,. Therefore,

such compensation also is referred to as parallel. The action of inductance La

is explained simply from the frequency point of view. Capacitive reactance
decreases with an increase in frequency. But, here, inductive reactance

.4. also increases. Consequently, given a decrease in the resistance of one

parallel branch, the resistance of the other parallel branch increases. As a

result, the equivalent resistance of the branches between circuit output terminal

remains approximately constant.

Analysis of the transient processes in the circuit provides an analogous /111

result. Actually, given the action of current drop I, inductance La retards the
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rise in current in its branch, i. e., it increases the current of the capacitive

branch with CC li-IL''CI . Since capacitance C, is charged by greater current,

the rate of output voltage growth a = = increases. Here, the initial

rate of pulse porch growth remains identical to that without inductance La since,

in the first moment in any case, all current will pass across capacitance

C'. ICO) -I

Rise time is reduced when inductance L a increases since a greater (close

to the initial) value of charging current C, is maintained longer. However, it

should be taken into account that inductance La, resistance R, and capacitance

C, form a parallel oscillatory circuit. An oscillatory process arises in this

circuit given an extraordinarily-large La value, resulting in stray oscillations

being applied to the output pulse (see Chapter II, § 6). Its aperiodic mode must

be insured to avoid a shock excitation circuit. Therefore, inductance La usually

is selected from circuit critical damping condition (11.58):

R. h, hence

Ld ,P - 0,23R2C. (I ,6

An example of pulse porch at amplifier output, given square pulse action

on the input at moment t = 0 for various La values, is depicted in Figure IiI.19b.

Low-Frequency Compensation Using a Plate Filter. An amplifier equivalent

circuit in the low-frequency area was depicted in Figure III.17c. As a result

of the influence of interstage capacitor CO , the amplifier AChKh has a "bump"

in this area, which will lead to a reduction in pulse tilt based on the law of

exponents (see Figure 11.27). This reduction may be eliminated if one insures

an increase, based on the same law, in plate potential (point A in Figure II1.17c),

i. e., of the voltage at transient network input. The idea of low-frequency

compensation also concludes here in this case.

Compensation will occur with the aid of plate filter R.t. C. , which is connected

to the circuit just as is plate decoupling and and which does not differ externally

at all from it (see Figure 111.18).
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Figure 111.20. For Low-Frequency Compensation with a Plate Filter.

Given presence of a filter, representing the tube as a current generator

in accoroance with Figure III.14b and disregarding the influence of resistance

R. 'R, : R.), we will get the amplifier equivalent circuit depicted in Fioiire

III.20a. We will use this circuit to explain the filter's action.

Capacitance C, represents zero resistance for the pulse porch (current i

jump at moment t = 0). Therefore, point r0 potential remains equal to zero, while

plate potential (point A) increases with a jump to identical magnitude A',,

that would occur also without the filter. The charge of capacitor CO with /112

time constant -R,C will occur following this. During the charging process,

the potential of point P , and, consequently, of point A as well, increases by

the law of exponents.

We will assume that the filter is absent and we wfll consider that transient

network output voltage diminishes as linear law (-,..R,,C t,). Then, at the

end of the pulse, this voltage will decrease by magnitude - 1± where

U,. - pulse amplitude at transient network input (in the amplifier plate network).

Point A potential would rise by magnitude .UoJ =au.. I U R. during the

time of the full charge of capacitor CO if the filter is present. Therefore,

expression .u -e;. d - scribes the law of growth of this potential

from initial jump ALo .

We will assume that condition .CCRt, is met, i. e., point A potential
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during the time the pulse is active increases also as linear l-u

. , ./" =L', ."p t

Then, at the end of the pulse, this voltage rises by magnitude

- - I a. ..

Equating values \, and V ,(in accordance with Figure III.20b), we will

get the condition for precise compensation in the form

",or C,.,, = C,. (111.62)

from whence the requisite value of filter C: capacitance is determined. The magnitude

of filter resistance R: is selected from condition - I-. '.. However,

an extraordinary increase of this resistance is undesireable since, just like

an increase in resistance Ra' it will lead to a decrease in plate voltage across

the tube and requires an increase in source voltage E . Usually, R,<(3 ,R-,- .

§ 4. CATHODE-LOAD ELECTRON-TUBE AMPLIFIERS (CATHODE FOLLOWERS)

I. Cathode Follower Operating Principle

A cathode follower has high input resistance and slight input capacitance,

slight output resistance, gain close to unity (less than unity), and follows input

pulse polarity. Linear and nonlinear distortions of pulses transmitted across

a cathode follower are insignificant, while the amplitude of the transmitted pulses

may be coincident with supply source voltage E a . Moreover, a cathode follower

circuit is distinguished by its simplicity and stable operation. All this stipulated

wide use of cathode followers in RLS pulse devices as impedance-matching stages

and in many other instances when high input and low output circuit resistance

are required.

A basic triode cathode follower circuit is depicted in Figure 111.21. All

specified cathode follower properties are explained by the action of negative
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Figure 1II.2.1. Cathode Follower Basic Circuit.

voltage feedback arising thanks to connection of cathode-load resistance R (see
Chapter III, § 3). In accordance with (11I.23), for a cathode follower we have

UIX Utz l ~  t
U 1 RA-U

The feedback in a cathode follower acts not only by means of the alternating

component, but also by means of the direct component. Actually, if it.,-=_0, then

plate quiescent current I a will pass across the tube creating constant voltage

drop U,,=f,R, , applied with a "minus" to the control grid, across resistance

R.. This voltage acts as negative bias voltage

U = -- U .o = - R.. (111.63)

In accordance with Kirchhoff's second law, we have EG-udh+u-,x, for the

input (plate) network or, considering (111.22)

= '. -- R, (1 1.64)

In accordance with (111.23), (111.63), and (111.64), the curves of the /114

voltages in a cathode follower given the action of bipolar triangular pulses at

its input are depicted in Figure 111.22. The selected amplitude of these pulses

is sufficiently low and the position of the operating point such that voltage

u,, changes in the area O>ua >E=:, i. e., essentially, there are no nonlinear

distortions.
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Figure 111.22. Curves of Voltages in a Cathode Follower.

EXERCISE 111.8

a) What polarity may voltage !, have (relative to the chassis)?

b) An increase in resistance R. will lead to a rise in the magnitude of

voltage when a,, _n * Is tube cut-off possible here?

0) How does shunting resistance R4 with capacitor C. influence circuit

ooeration? (Page 461)

2. Graphical Analysis of Cathode Follower Opezzation

Processes in a cathode follower ma~y be explained clearly using a graphical

approach. The influence of load impedance Rk on cathode follower plate voltage u.,

is determined by ratio (111.64), which is similar to ratio (II.-Zi) for a /115

plate-load amplifier. Therefore, cathode follower dynamic characteristics are
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plotted just as are those of a plate-load amplifier (see Chapter III, § 3) given

replacement in load line equation (111.43) of resistance R by R,

Assuming in (111.35) that Ra = 0, for the transconductance of the cathode

follower's dynamic transfer characteristic we will get

v k j71~, CT (111.65)

otoA1z

A 
I f

Figure 11.2. Graphical Explanation of Cathode Follower Processes.

This characteristic is plotted in Figure 11.23} (curve j ) and reflects

relationship ,-,(U14, -. ,aJ . But, due to negative feecback action, voltage .gh

itself in a cathode follower is a function of current ia .

u ,- l , -i,,R, . In order to plot this function in the same diagram, we

will zepresent it in the form

l= u.,_ - ut

Ratio (11.66) for given instantaneous value ., is the equation of the line

referred to as the feedback line. In accordance with (11.66), the coupling line

intersects on the X-axis (where i a = ) portion ut ---- :,. and slopes to this

aa

axis by angle
d44

U 'V
-UXUXMX

Figure... . 111 . . Gr ph ca Exp ana io of C t o e F l ow r P o e s s



The feedback line for another value ul displaces accordingly along the /116

horizontal, and the angle of slope remains fixed. The family of feedback lines

for various voltage u.., values, which is accepted as the parameter, given magnitude

R, =cont, is depicted in Figure 111.23 by lines 0, 1, 2, 3. The point at which

the dynamic characteristic intersects the feedback line for a given value u,,

determines voltage u,, and current ia in the circuit (points AO, A1, A2 , A3 ).

So, for ,,,=u,, , feedback line I intersects the dynamic characteristic at point

AI with coordi itr; u,1 + • Other points of the lines physically have no concept.

Operating pin- A lying on the feedback line for u,,-O (line 0) determines

stage d-c operating mode. This is referred to as the bins line. Jnitial bias

b.,, and quiescent current I determine operating point position. The feedback

line displaces to the right for positive u., values and to the left for negative

values relative to bias line 0. Line 2 is plotted for value u= U." &Nc. where

point A2 fuA=OI reflects circuit state. Further increase in voltage a,, will

shift the reflected point to area utj,>O , i. e., will lead to appearance of

current i and resulting decrease in state input resistance, as well as to onset

of nonlinear distortions due to a dynamic characteristic upper bend.

Line 3 is plotted for value ,,=U,, ,, where point A3 t"+A~dEA,,K) reflects

circuit state. Further decrease in voltage u,, will lead to onset of nonlinear

distortions due to a dynamic characteristic lower bend, while, where -,<E5

to tube blanking. Therefore, value U1, constrains positive pulse maximum

amplitude, while value U,, . constrains negative pulse maximum amplitude at

stage output. Comparing in Figure 111.23 the magnitude of values U., ,., and

U., ,, , we see that this circuit is more amenable to positive pulse transfer.

The graphical construction presented makes it possible to use given resistance

RA magnitude to determine stage ope.ating point and dynamic range (values L'..,

and UL, I,. ) or, vice versa, to select resistance R. magnitude for the desired

operating point position. However, one must consider that a change in P. magnitLde

means a change not only in feedback line slope, but, in accordance with (111.65),

a change in dynamic characteristic transcc-jctance as well.

EXERCISE 111.9

a) How and how much does the dynamic range (maximum input voltage change)
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differ for stages with only a plata and with only a cathode load, given the identical

degree of nonlineai- distortions? For which stage will nonlinear distortions be

less, given identical voltaqe ... change constraints?

b) Complile plots hat are analogous to those in Figure 111.23, but /117

for a higher resistance h magnitude. How will an increase in resistance p impact

upon stage operation? What constrains the maximum amplitude of this resistance?

(Page 461)

3. Cathode Foj=ower Parameters

Assuming in (111.32: and (111.33) that Ra = 0, for cathode follower gain

and output resistance we will get

-,. Lt ,-., r&(,.68)

RR2 sit. (111.69)

Since .&>->I. for tr:.odes and especially for pentodes, consideiing (111.19),

these formulas may bn wr:.tt.n in approximate form

-----*I'- ; -Rjw=. sn " /,+ , -Kk -;-R -_ _ _ __ (111.70)
S,

Given SR,:.j , we 1jill get even simpler expressions

K, ;R..g (111.71'

It follows rrom the resultant ratios that cathode follower gain K..-<i also

is closer to unity (more precisely to value I-T. ), the greater tube transconduct-

ance S and resistance R . However, resistance R, increase will lead to quiescent

current I a decrease and bring stage operating point close to a dynamic transfer

characteristic lower bend (see Exercise 111.9). Therefore, der-ending on stage

operating conditions, re.'istance .' on the order of several hundred ohms, unities,

or even tens of kilohms ..o selected. Here, for example, even given a relatively-low
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transconductance value S :: 3 -la/V (6NlP, 6N5P,6|17C triodes) and low resistance

KQ, in accordance with (111.70), we will get K --1 7 .

Cathode follower output resistance . < and, given an increase in

transconductance S and resistance .' , also approaches ratio (more precisely,

magnitude - ). Since, for most tubes, transconductance S equals several

mA/V, output resistance comprises only several hundred ohms.

Figure III.24. For Determination of Follower Input Capacitance.

Cathode follower input resistance, given absence of grid currents, /Ila

in accordance with (111.54) equals , . We will use the method of complex

amplitudes to find the cathode follewer's input capacitance and ve will turn to

its circuit for alternating components presented in Figure 111.24. In accordance

with this circuit, Lput capacitive current IT is stipulated by tie presence of

interelectrode capacitances C., and C and equals
ag

,,,, - " Ao * t, f r

Since voltage L'.--L'.t- 'A, is applied to capacitance C,, and voltage u., to

capacitance Co, then
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and stage input conductance equals

[k I
i1' f( - K, + C.,g =/iC,,

then input capacitance equals

C., I -.! K) - C', z Cg (111.72)

since I . Compari.'g the resultant expression with (111.55) we see

that cathode rilower input capacitance is less by a factor of tens than that

for a plate-load amplifier due to negative feedback action.

High-frequency pulse distortions stipulated by the influence of circuit input

and output capacitances are unavoidable at cathode follower output, just as was

the case for a plate-load amplifier. Since follower capacitance _ is slight,

capacitance ,. shown by the dotted line in Figure 111.21 is of main significance.

This capacitance equals ' -,i,,-- -c -C,, , where C,A - tube plate--cathode

capacitance*, C,,. - capacitance between cathode and filament, C, - circuit /119

capacitance, and C,, -- load capacitance.

Figure 111.25. For Calculation of Follower
Output Capacitance Influence.

Accepting on the basis of (11.71) that ... - 1, we will assume

the cathode follower's equivalent circuit for high frequencies in accordance with

Figure 111.25. It is evident from that figure that the time constant for the

4*Capacitance c,, for the alternating component is connected in parallel across

resistance P. (and, therefore, is included in C,,, as a component) since the tube
j plate for the alternating component is connected to "ground" across a capacitor

bypassing the supply source.
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follower output network equals

-- C.,R(..... (111.73)

and is slight due to the insignificance of resistance R,*, :. . Therefore, steep

pulse porches are transmitted with insignificant distortions across the cathode

follower. Thus, when C,,=40 pF, R,,,.=250 ohms, we will getauz-0,OI usec, while

pulse rise (decay) time at output will comprise t,.,==3-...-0,03usec. However,

that will be the case only given sufficiently-low pulse amplitude. It is possible

that grid current may appear or the tube cut off and, as a result, there may be

additional stretching of the porches if there are great amplitudes and steep pulse

porches caused by capacitance c,, , which retards a change in cathode potential.

This is explained by the curves in Figure 111.26 using transmission of a positve

square pulse as the eAample.

U LOTI

0 U9 C t -

U

U's

Ug..

. ,U

Figure 111.26. Transmission of a Pulse of Great Amplitude.

'.e will examine these curves, having ratio r., =':, -, in mind. At moment

tl, cathode potential does not change i -L'.) and the pulse porch turns out to

be applied wholly to the grid--cathode sector due to the presence of capacitance

C...,,. Therefore, voltage ,. with a jump increases by magnitude U., . If

then grid voltage will become positive and grid current i appears.
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Further, because of capacitance C,,:x charge, voltage i.4 increases while voltage

"-drops according to the same law. Until moment t2 , until , , the /120

charge of capacitance e:, . will occur with currents ia and i , while, later, only

by current i a  Here, during interval t2--t,, porch steepness decreases for two

reasons: first, due to the increase of resistance .,.. and, second, due to

the decrease in pulse amplitude affecting the grid stipulated by the voltage drop

across the pulse source input resistance (of the previous stage) as current ig
flows across it. Then milking of capacitance C:. will occur with time constant

At moment t3, cathode potential does not change ,h- =L -L....z) and,

therefore, voltage u,. with a jump drops by the magnitude of pulse droop L,.

If k < L. here, then the tube is cut off. But, given a blanked

tube, the feedback circuit turns out to be disrupted. Therefore, in interval

t 4 -t 3 1 until , capacitance C,, discharge will occur across resistance

R. with time constant :__ =C,,.kM. >:, 3 - .i n) . Then milking of capacitance

C,,, will occur with time constant -tow . Thus, the output pulse's droop is stretched

to a significantly-greater degree than its porch is.

We will note in conclusion that use of a pentode rather than a triode in

a cathode follower, due to the large value of transconductance S at the identical

R,, value, provides great gain and less output resistance, while, due to lesser

capacitance C,, , it is possible to improve the shape of the output pulses.

EXERCISE III.10

a) Draw a cathode follower equivalent circuit in which the tube is represented

in the form of a current generator.

b) In accordance with Figure 111.26, at moment t4 , a decrease will occur

in the time constant of capacitance C... discharge in connection Vith unblanking

of the tube. Why is there no break at that moment in the u,. and . curves?

(Page 462)
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4. Cathode Follower Circuit Variants

+Fa+A.N, I CD -

H -- H--R#

+ R,

N,, u. : R,(C C

Figure 111.27. Cathode Follower Circuit Variants.

Several practical cathode follower circuit variants are depicted in Figure

111.27. These circuits differ from the basic circuit (111.21) by the presence

of and the methods of supplying additional bias voltage, which make it possible

to change the positicn of the stage's operating point. In the Figure III.27a

circuit, positive bias voltage E from resistance R2 of divider R,, R2 is

supplied to grid. Capacitor CA., bypasses resistance R2 by means of the alternating

component. Bias voltage C4 '. ) shifts the operating point based on the dynamic

transfer characteristic "upwards," which makes it possible to increase the maximum

amplitude of positive-polarity input pulses without decreasing resistance R,

i. e., stage gain.

Negative bias voltage is introduced into the cathode network in Figure III.27b,

which is equivalent to supplying positive bias to grid. Therefore, this circuit

operates just like the previous one. However, voltage r,<O decreases the output

voltage direct component, which will become equal to . -, - L.
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Self-bias network P.iL'j is used in the Figure III.27c circuit. Negative grid

bias is obtained due to the voltage drop only across resistance R.. equalling

The voltage drop due to passage of the plate current's direct component across

resistance R.. does not impact upon the position of the operating point thanks

to capacitor C, isolating the grid from the chassis ("ground") where the direct

component is concerned. When input voltage is active, the output voltage

alternating component, stipulating negative feedback action and gain magnitude,

arises only across resistance R,. . Usually, Rk 2>R, . Here, the position of

the operating point is determined by resistance R, and can be selected in the

middle of the dynamic characteristic linear sector, while stage gain and dynamic

range are determined only by resistance R . and can be made sufficiently large.

The Figure III.27d circuit operates analogously. Here, the position of the operating

point is provided also by resistance R,. but, since it is not isolated by a capacitor,

the alternating component of feedback voltage (and of output voltage), given the

action of the input signal, is picked off from the sum of resistances RhI+RA. .

EXERCISE llI.11

Explain graphically how to determine the position of the operating point

and dynamic range for the circuits presented in Figure 111.27. Write the expressions

for the gain of these circuits. (Page 463)

+r r

u rre A g 0-rt

L - T

Figure 111.28. Cathode-Load Stage as a
Current-Stabilizing One-Port.
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A cathode-load stage assembled like a cathode follower circuit often is ,'122

used to stabilize current ia passing across it. Here, it should be looked upon

as a current-stabilizing "TT" one-port, whose circuitry is depicted in Figure

III.28ao In this instance, the stage, in essence, is not a cathode follower (the

input voltage in it is not supplied, while the output voltage is not picked off),

but given voltage ua changes, current ia stabilization is insured due to negative

feedback action identical to that in a cathode follower (111.24). Actually, if,

for example, voltage ua is decreased, then current ia must also decrease but here,

voltage u,, drops and, consequently, grid voltage u,=-u increases. But,

this constrains a decrease in current i
a

We will represent the tube in the form of emf generator pugh with internal

resistance R. for quantitative evaluation of the stage's current-stabilizing action.

Then we will get the equivalent circuit of a one-port for the increments of current

and voltages depicted in Figure III.28b. In accordance with this cir.uit, considering

that, given u.=0 , 3,I.. - , we will get

a K -tI ,- -FIR

The latter expression makes it possible to represent the one-port by the

Figure MLI.28c equ.',.'ent circuit, where

R,, = - - =R, + (I +)R, II.4

-- one-port internal resistance to alternating current.

Thus, negative feedback increases stage internal resistance to alternating /123

current by magnitude ..R, . This explains the stage's current-stabilizing action.

§ 5. PHASE INVERTER. DIFFERENCE CIRCUIT

If load impendances equal to each other R, = ,.--R. are placed in an amplifier

with plate and cathode loads (Figure III.7), then, based on (111.28) and (111.32),

we will get

k,- (111.75)
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-- stage gains at plate and cathode outputs arc identical in magnitude and less

than unity. Since, in this instance, stage output voltages ua ard uh are equal

in magnitude but opposite in phase, such an amplifier is referred to as a phase

inverter.

When a pulse of given polarity is supplied to phase inverter input, a pulse

of different polarity, but of identical amplitude, will appear at its outputs:

UzW,.-U,.,* * Assuming in (111.75) that ). s, I , we will get

Ka. = ', I , from whence it follows that, given SR.:>

K.'== A, I (II1.75a)

Ra

UH us 2
if R1 611

t ,,,3 it *p -

MI N2

Figure 111.29. Difference rircuit.

We will examine cne characteristic use of phase inverters using the difference

circuit depicted in simplified form in Figure 111.29. This circuit makes it possible

to obtain voltage proportional to the half-lifference of two input voltages:

K (111.76)

and is used widely as a con.oarator in automatic tracking system discriminators

(see Chapter 1, § 2).
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The circuit will comprise Lwu identical triode phase inverters LI and L2
with equal plate and cathode ilads:

Ra I --= R, , Rot I= R'4. R'.-- R ; , =~ - R;,.(Ii 7a

The first stage has a plate and the second a cathode output, while voltage

divider ,? R,. R2 is connected between these outputs. Input pulse voltages --

both of negative polarity with amplitudes U'.1 and U,12 , are supplied to the

triode grids across coupling capacitors Lp, and Cp2 Output pulse voltage with

amplitude L,,,is picked off the contact arm of potentiometer Ra across coupling

capacitor C. . The contact arm is set beforehand in a position whereby, given

voltage equa-.ty u.,r=uo,2 independent of their magnitude, triere would be no /124

output signal ;; = C . Possible differences in stage parameters are compensated

for in this manner, i. e., balancing of the circuit will occur. Leakage resistances

R and R are connected only ti a portion of stage loads R', and R' in order
gI g2 a

to decrease the magnitude of triode initial negative grid bias. This insures

amplification of negative input pulses in the linear sectors of the triodes' dynamic

transfer characteristics (see Figure III.27d and Exercise III.11).

EXERCISE 111.12

Compile an equivalent circuit for a difference circuit, representing both

stages in the form of er.t generators t,-U,,.A and *2-
M

M,, • Using this circuit,

prove ratio (111.76). (Page 464)

§ 6. TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS

I. Transistor Amplifier General Characteristics

At the present time, amplifiers assembled on transistors are used widely

for amplification of pulse signals and harmonic oscillations. Transistors replace

electron tubes in these amplifiers. However, ,,o complete analogy exists between

electron-tube circuits and transistor circuits since the latter have several special

features.

Thus, for example, input current in the entire range of frequencies ex--ts
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in a transistor. Input current in electron tubes is stipulated by the presence

of interelectrode capacitances and appears only at relatively-high frequencies. /125

Presence of input current in transistors will lead to losses in input signal power.

Moreover, the magnitude of triode amplifier input resistance has a lower value

than that in tube amnlifiers. This requires that special measures be taken for

amplifier staoe agreement.

Couplings exist in transistors between input and output in the entire range

of frequencies, while, in tubes, stray feedback across plate-grid capacitance

begins to mainfest itself only at relatively-high frequencies. Consequently,

if we replaced a tube with a one-port in the video frequency area, then a transistor

during analysis will have to be replaced by a two-port.

The dependency of transistor characteristics and parameters on temperature

is an important transistor distinguishing feature. The determinant turns out

to be collector junction temperature, which, in low-power transistors, essentially

will depend on environmental temperature and, in powerful transistors operating

in terminal 3tages, will depend on power dissipated in the junction as well as

on heat abstraction conditions in it. At present, industrially-produced germanium

transistors can operate in a temperature range of -60 to +1000 C, while silicon

transistors operate in the -60 to +2000 C range.

U11 0'.f
- .al

Figure 111.30. Transistor Connection in an Amplifier Circuit:
(a) - Con n-base circuit; (b) --- Common-emitter circuit;

(c) - Common-collector circuit.

A transistor may be connected to an amplifier circuit in three different

ways, depending on which electrode is common for the input and output network.

Thus, there are three types of circuits (Figure II1.30):

- common-base (08) circuit;
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-- common-emitter 
(OE) circuit;

- common-collector (OK) circuit.

In a common-base circuit, emitter current is input current, while collector

current is output current. Current gain in a common-base transistor circuit is

determined as

V/, Iva . coast (111.77)

and always is less than unity.

The magnitude of current g-in a , determined as the ratio of the increments /126

of collector current and emitter current, essentially does not differ from the

magnitude determined by the ratio of the direct components of currents, i. e.,

S-to"., (111.78)

A magnitude of voltage gain in a common-base circuit significantly greater

than unity may be obtained. In actuality, a change in emitter current will occur

under the influence of alternating volta, us,=

where R., - Lnpu* resistance of the circuit for alternating current. This resistance

is slight since forward bias voltage E, is applied to the emitter junction.

A change in emitter current will lead to a change in collector current, resulting

in a change occurring in voltage across resistance R.

- .R.,

Voltage gain may be determined as

.1U* .1,R, R. (111.79)
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it is posrible co obtain magnitude R:>R. , considering that ( . ,if

ratio K.,I is provided.

It is not difficult to demonstrate that power gain also will occur in an

OB circuit. Power gain K, can be computed approximately using fornula

P , P-23 = S41.14 ,. R (111.80)

Thus, stage voltage and power gain in a transistor approximately equal the

ratio of load resistance to input network resistance. It is for this very reason

that semiconductor triodes got the name transistor, i. e., transformers of

resistance.*

Base current 11 is input current and collector current /, is output current

when a transistor is connected as a common-emitter circuit. Hence, current gain

for this circuit may be determined as

1,

7W"- lu, - coast (1.81)

Considering that 1/ =(AI,-- A A , magn.tude I>1 . /127

It is easy to establish the coupling between current gains in a common-base

and in a common-emitter circuit.

Actually:

I.

while _ , hence

' -- (111.82)

*The word "transistor" sters from the English words "transformer of resistance."
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Base current is the input current and emitter current iq the output current

in a common-collector transistor circuit. Hence, current gain

Considering that current ratio AI.=116 is fixed for any type of transistor

connection, we get

TT- ____ _ + (111.83)

2. Equivalent Transistor Circuits

Three basic methods are used .t the present time to study transistor amplifiers:

the linear two-port, the physical equivalent circuit method, and the graphical

method. The latt.r two found greatest use in engineering practice.

The equivalent circuit method is used most often for computation of amplifiers

operating a small signal, i. e., when the structure and pa:ameters of the equivalent

circuit remain fixed and are independent of signal level. Here, an equivalent

circuit is an electrical model in which physical processes occurring in a transistor

are reflected.

The graphical method is founded on use of transistor input and output static

characteristics. The beauty of this method is its clarity and the ability to

use it for a small and for a large signal. However, use of static ch.racteristics

is restricted to the d-c mode and the low-frequency area. Therefore, the graphical

method is used in practice mainly for selection of operating Point and analysis

of key transistor properties. Such amplifier indicato:s as current gain Ki, voltage

gain Ku, u put resistance R,, , and output resistariceR.,,are considered using

equiva lent circuits.

One of the clearest equivalent circuits obtained on the basis of physical

representations of transistor operation is a T-circuit (Figure 111.31). The

parameters of this circuit are transistor internal rcsistances. A current or

voltage generator connected to the input network reflects transistor amplification

properties.
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Figure 111.31. EquivaLent Circuit for d Transistor in a Common-Base Circuit:
(a) - With equivalert voltage generator; (b) -- With a current generator.

Two T-shaped equivalen~t circuit variants for a common-base transistor circuit

are presented in Figure 1I1.31: with voltage generator r,J,, (Figure IlI.31a)

and with current generator a,, (Figure III.31b). This circuit's parameter are:

-- forward-bias ea itter junction resistance;

- reversed-bias collector junction resistance;

r4 - base layer resLstance;

r. - equivalent generator resistance;

CX - current gain for a common-base circuit.

Magnitudes of interral resistances in modern transistors will fall in the

ranges:
-- several dozen ohms;

- frnm several tundred kilohms ta unities of megohms;

S- several hundr, d ohms.

Magnitude CC is detrmined by transistor materials and production technology.

In industrially-produced transistors, a = 0.95 -- ;- 0.995.

Equivalent generator resistance rm sometimes is eliminated from a circuit,

replacing resistance r. equal to it. Actually, equating the voltages of cor-

responding sectors a6 :n Figure III.31a and III.31b equivalent circuits, we get

hence
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In the circuit examined, transistor amplification properties are ccnsidered /129

by introduction of equivalent generator , , analogous to generator p.L in the

tibe equivalent circuit.

The polarity of this generator's voltage considers the circumstance that

collector current .. must coincide in phase with emitter current s (current

airection is indicated in Figure 111.31 by arrows).

@O6'm L dr .- I-( it .,-l

* - 0 -

p6

Figure 111.32. Equivalent Circuit for a Transistor
in a Common-Emitter Circuit.

An equivalent circuit for a transistor in a common-emitter circuit is depicted

in Figure 111.32. The Figure IlI.32a circuit usually is converted so that the

en.f generator i reflected by input current, base current i, in this instance.

We will examine the sector of the collector network between points a and b
One n3y write for this sector

(111.84)

Considering that 0=-,- in a transistor, we will rewrite expression

(111.84 in the following form:

u, = tr,- - H2K = r1 - 'K - (11 .85)

The Figure II.32a equivalent circuit may be converted to the form shown

in Figure IiI.S2b based on "ie resultant expression. As follows From formula

(111.85), the polarity of equivalent generator , is opposite of that of generator

This speaks to the fact that collector current and base current are opposite.
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Figure 111.33. Equivalent Circuit for a Transistor
in a Common-Collector Circuit.

An equivalent circuit for a transitor in a common-collector circuit is depicted

in Figire 111.33. Here, in the Figure III.33b circuit, just as in the previous

case, the equivalent genrator's emf is expressed as input current i6.

The equivalent circuits examined may be used only at low frequencies, where

transi:;tor reactivity need not be considered. Moreover, modulation of the width

of the base due to a change in collector voltage is not considered in these circuits.

Reactive elements in a transistor newd to be considered when frequencies increase.

Junction capacitances primarily are among such elements.

Enitter and collector junctions are areas with a space charge and, from /130

this point of view, may be characterized by charge capacitances C, and C, ,

respectively. Charge capacitance magnitudes are determined by pn junction geometric

dir;ens..ons and the properties of the material from which they are manufactured,

2nd alz;o will depend on external voltage applied to the junction. A change in

extern.,l voltage will lead to a change in the width of the spatial charge area:

the ara of the space charge expands with an increase in reverse voltage and the

charge capacitance decreases; shrinkage of the space charges will occur with an

increa:.e in forard voltage and capacitance increases. Since the emitter junction

displaces in a forward direction, while the collector junction does so in a reversed

direct:on, emitter junction charge capacitance C, turns out to be much grezter

than collector junction capacitance C, . Emitter junction capacitances comprise.

magnitudes on the order of hundreds of picofarads, while collector junction

capaci:ances comprise magnitudes from unity to several tens of picofarads. However,

one mat disregard emitter junction capacitance influence since it is shunted by

very slight resistance P. On the other hand, collector capacitance plays a
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significant role since it is connected in parallel to resistance , of great

maqnitude. For example, given a 5 pF collector junction capacitance and resistance

M , the capacitive and active components of collector resistance will

be approximately equal at a frequency of 30 kHz. Consequently, collector capacitanct

exerts material influence on amplifier frequency characteristics.

to R 1 t

491
L11

o~gI&=

t o i l Z t ip

Figure 111.34. Collector Current Transient Characteristic.

Diffusion processes in transistors exert significant influence on amplifier

frequency properties. A phenomenon similar to the finite rate of electron transit
in an electron tube is observed at high frequencies. A drop in gain a will occur

with a rise in frequency. Diffused motion of carriers near the base is the main

cause of the dccrease in gain. They will move randomly, with varied thermal /131

rates and along varied trajectories. This will lead to the fact that, given emitter

current jump-in by magnitude 1. Figure III.34a), there will be no corresponding

collector current jump-in. Collector current pulse porch (or change) will turn

out to be stretched (Figure II.34b). If the duration of the current's input

pulse coincides with collector current-rise time, then the transient process will

not succed in terminating and the amplitude of output current /. will turn out

to be less than set value i,=z/ .

Collector current pulse amplitude will drop when input pulse duration decreases.

An analogous picture will be observed given the action of a periodic pulse or

sine signal. Thus, the variety of the average rate of carriers diffusing near

the base will lead to a decrease in collector current amplitude with a rise in
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signal frequency. Fixed emitter current amplitude is equivalent to a drop in

the factor a magnitude.

Along with the transistor phenomenon noted, a lag exists in collector current

change relative to emitter current change. Lag t;me will depend on carrier mobility

and base thickness. The period of oscillations and diffusion time will become

coincident with a rise in signal frequency and the phase shift between the input

and output signal will grow. It is evident that transistors made of the same

material but having a thinner base will provide less lag and less dispersion of

carrier rates, i. e., they will be of a higher frequency.

On the basis of what has been said, it is possible to consider that gain

in a common-base circuit, determined as the ratio of collector current to

emitter current, will depend on frequency and may be characterized by modulus

and phase c2"

One may use the collector current transient characteristic (Figure III.34b)

for approximate evaluation of frequency dependence of C , which, without

considering lag, may be approximated with satisfactory precision by exponent /132

I - -i'

tit) =/, - '

Here, '. - time constant characterizing the rate of collector current build-up

and depending on the mobility of nonbasic carriers near the base and on the latter's

thickness.

Considering that ;.-zz , one may consider the collector current value

ir the set mode as equalling / (C ° -- current gain value at low frequency).

Consequently,

Since current /, after connection retains a constant value, then current

gain is a function of time
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This form of gain a transient characteristic is analogous tu that of an

R-C integrator (see expression 11.2). Therefore, based on an analogy with the

frequency dependence of R-C network gain K'current gain

frequency dependence may be uritten as

sju)(111.87)

In this event

The frequency at which modulus (X decreases by a factor of V2 relative

to its low-frequency value is referred to as current gain threshold frequency

(111.89)

Threshold frequency ., will fall within limits ranging from tens of kilohertz

to hundreds of megahertz, depending on transistor type. It should be noted that

the utility of the (111.88) formulas is restricted to frequencies

Figure 111.35. Equivalent Circuit for a Transistor in a
Common-Base Circuit Considering Capacit3nces.

An equivalent circuit for a transistor in a common-base circuit, considering

junction capacitances and frequency dependence of gain , is depicted in

Figure 111.35.
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Current gain in a common-emitter circuit (see expression 111.82) equals /133

(111.90)

Substituting value zq;i from (111.87) in the above expression, after simple

conversions we will get

(111.91)

Vhere i= - .

Hence, the gain threshold frequency in a common-emitter circuit

(111.92)

Consequently, !.fj,. i. e., a common-base circuit is more broadband than

a common-emitter circuit is.

Thus, a transistor gain drop in the high-frequency area mainly will depend

on a change in gain and on the magnitude of collector capacitance CN. The first

or second factor, or both simultaneously, may play the main role, depending on

circuit parameters and transistor type.

3. Dete.-mination of Transistor Amplifier Basic Indicators

We will examine the operation of transistor amplifiers in the linear ampli-

fication mode given slight signals. In this case, tfte operating point is selected

in that area of the volt-ampere characteristics where they may be considered linear.

In this event, transistor equivalent circuits may be used to determine basic amplifier

indicators: current and voltage gain and input and output resistance. We will

consider that transistor parameters are purely active, i. e., the transistor is

operating in the low-frequency area. Influence of the reactive elements of external

networks and of the transistor itself will be examined specifically using pulse

video amplifier circuits as our example.

Common-Base Circuit. This circuit is analogous to an amplifier with a common
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Figure 111.36. Common-Base Amplifier:
(a) - Simplified circuit; (b) -- Equivalent circuit.

grid. A simplified amplifier circuit is depicted in Figure III.36a, while /134

its equivalent circuit for alternating components is shown in Figure III.36b.

In this circuit, source E. is the amplifier supply source, while source Eo, is

emitter junction forward bias and, thus, determines operating point. Opposite

supply polarity must be used when npn transistors are used. Resistance P.,

connected to the collector network is the amplifier's load.

F ,13 C" x .

IUl,0

Figure 111.37. For Determination of a Transistor's Common
Operating Point in an 08 Circuit.

One can explain operating point selection using the family of 08 circuit

collector characteristics and load line (Figure 111.37). It is evident from Figure

III.36a that the load line equation, just as was the case in tube amplifiers,

may be written in the form
u,,= E, - iR.
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Providing with the aid of source E., initial current value , =., , we get

operating point A at load line intersection with the corresponding collector current

characteristic. Here, current I., almost equal to the emitter current magnitude,

flows across the collector network. Collector current creates voltage drop

U., I.R, across resistance R.. Consequently, in the initial mode, constant currents

flow across the transistor networks, while constant voltage UO exists in the collector

(Figure 111.38).

U81f

a

l~13M

0 I

IN

Ult

Figure 111.38. Voltage Curves in a Conmmon-Base Transistor Amplifier.

Let sinusoidal voltage e,=.inwi be supplied from moment t to the /135

amplifier input. The height of the potential barrier of the emitter pi-junction

will change due to the action of the input signal, wnv ch will elicit a corresponding

change in emitter current and collector current.

Given positive input signal half-waves, emitter current will increase, while

it will decrease given negative half-waves. Consequently, emitter and collector

current alternating components with amplitudes I., and I,., appear in the transistor.
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Since an increase in collector voltage corresponds to an increase in collector

current, the output voltage isolated from the direct component by capacitor C

will be in phase with the input voltage (Figure III.38e).

We will not consider the influences of coupling capacitor C and external

load p,, when determining basic amplifier indicators, assuming that capacitive

reactance X, is very slight, while resistance R. is considerably greater than

resistance R. . In this event, a Kirchhoff equation for the input and output

network may be written from the Figure III.36b equivalent circuit in the following

form:

0)= Vrs -. 2r.lt,.- Vt. No r- ,i.. (111.93)

Circuit input resistance may be determined as

=- (111.94)

In our case, emitter current j, is input current.

Solving the second system (111.93) equation for current , .e will get
r, - 'r, is.

a ,,-r r -rR. (111.95)

Then, eliminating current i" from the system's First equation, we /136

will get

r - - (I 1.96)

Herce, 1nput resistance

= = , - r- r - - (111 .97 )

We will compile the output network circuit for determinatdon of output
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resistance magnitude, hay .ng expressed current :. by input network parameters.

In accordance with the Figure III.36b circuit, we have

Hence

" . r- ,"(111.98)

Having substituted the current ,, value (111.98) into the second (111.93)

system equation and making simple conversions, we will get

" "., \4 / , r = (111.99)

Introdac.ing designations

:,, e- - , and r ,

expression (111.99) may be revritten in the following form:

e,'.,., = - ( ,' rS "" I,,;.(III .i00)

The minus sign speaks to the fact that, given inpu: signal positive polarity,

output current ,. will have a direction opposite to that we accepted for the

equivalent circuit. It is possible, in accordance with the resultant formula,

to represent the amplifier's output network in the form of the Figure 111.39

equivalent circuit. In that circuit, resistance R is transistor output

resistance

(11I.101)

Current gain A, " "may be found directly from the second system (111.93)

equation

(111.102)
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Figure 111.39. Equivalent
diagram of output network
of amplifier
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An important qualitative amplifier indicator is voltage gain, the ratio /137

of voltage u.,% to signal source emf er

A-, (111.103)

Considering that ,= R. , while e. (r,-r-Rr)l,-ri,, one may write

I, r~ ,r* -i- r, + Pr) --
K.,)

Hence, considering that A"=--- (see expression 111.102), finally we get

K, , (.( .104)

It is evident from the resultant expression that gain K, will depend on signal
source internal resistance Rr.

EXERCISE 111.13

How is the relationship of voltage gain to signal source resistance
R. physically explained? (Page 465)

The following inequalities usually are satisfied in transistor amplifiers:

Thus, for example, r,=0.7 M C?, r^=2Cr ohms, r3=20 ohms, and =0,!2 for

a P15 transistor.

ThereforL, discarding the small terms in expressions (111.97), (III.101),
(ll1.102), and (11l.104), we will get simplified formulas suitable for practical

calculations:

R,, A r,-- ; - :
(lIT.1OS)

(111.106)
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(111.107)

(111.108)

It is evident from analysis of the resultant formulas that a common-base

transistor amplifier possesses very slight input aid large output resistances.

Circuit voltage gain is much greater than unity i . ', , while current gain

is less than unity (Kp.<h) . Signal amplification in the circuit will /138

occur without a change in its phase.

The requirement for comparators in multistage amplifiers is a serious shortcoming

of common-base circuits. However, the capability to obtain high gain at

relatively-slight load resistances insures a decrease in frequLenc- distortions.

TI u!"'5' c

C, ~ 
C r-*~ r.0- d41 -

P *R ,

Figure 111.40. Common-Emitter Amplifier:
(a) -Simplified circuit; (b) -- Equivalent circuit.

Common-Emitter Circuit. A circuit for a common-emitter stage and its equivalznt

circuit for alternating components is depicted in Figure 111.40. In its properties,

this circuit is analogous to a common-cathode amplifier circuit.

Source _:' in this circuit is used to supply the transz~stor and to impart /139

init.:.l bias. The output signal is picked off resistance R,. and is transm~tted

across isolating circuit CY, to the next stage.
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Figure 111.41. For Determination of an OE Transistor Operating Point.

The amplifier's initial mode is determined by magnitudes Rr, R,,.E,, . OE

circuit collector characteristics with load line plotted are depicted in Figure

111.41. Operating point position is determined by the intersection of this line

with the static charact.-ristic corresponding to bias current ]. The magnitude

of this current may be Jetermined as

since resistance R,, magnitude usually is selected as much greater than resistance

passing across the emitter--base sector.

Emitter junction potential barrier height changes when alternating sine voltage

is supplied t7 input, wiich elicits a change in base and collector current. A

positive half-wave of iiput voltage (Figure III.42a) decreases base current (Figure

ill.42b) and, consquently, collector current as well (Figure III.42c). Therefore,

negative collector voltage increases (Figure III.42d) and output voltage turns

out to be opposite in piase to input voltage.

Just as was the case for the common-base circuit, we vill disregard the

influence of coupling c~pacitors C and C and the shunting acticn of rrsistances
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Figure 111.42. Common-Emitter Transistor Amplifier Voltage Curves.

-nd w when determining basic indicators, assuming that conditions

are satisfied.

The ystei of K-rchhoff's equations for this case will be written as:

(111.109)

We vwill uue these equations to find Z1l stage parameters, similar to /140

at um, dcr. f~r- the cornrt-base amplifier.

The reader is tasked incependently to find all 2,ommn-emiLter circuit indicatucs.

Input r-esi;tance

. - - - -
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OLtput resistance

'2 ,. : rK ], -- k.r -€ r

Current gain

(111.112)

Voltage gain

.' , - _ ' " - .r,.
- , , T,- , r, -- , r, r,-,, (II.113)

Considering inequalities ru I-2)>R. and r.(l-,>r, , uhich essentially

always are satisfied, and keeping in mind that -- I , the above formulas are

simplified considerably:

Ajr

.... : - I--,(111.114)

(111.117)

The -e-uitznt atherat:cal roto drmonst-atc that, given a cc-rn-enitter

tr!---;:t- circu:t, Input res~stance turn; out to be greater and output resistanrc

,ehu Lijr: in the cor.non-base circuit. Erail re:.sanc onct-rnt'z - connected

ao he em-itter netwo-k ta increase input res:stance. HcLever, stage gain decreases

;crIf-Jat here.

ov doon on, eAlIln the fact that the magnitude of the ;nput resi.,tance

in a cc.-ocn-c'iitter circuit is :;reotr than that in a -c-rin-bose circuit" .,Ih
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does connection of a resistance to the emitter network increase input resistance

magnitude? (Page 465)

Current gain in a ccnrvnn-emitter circuit is signifi--r-ly greater than unity,

vhile voltage gain is approximately equal to that in a common-base circuit. Signal

power amplification in this circuit is much greater than in a connon-base /141

circuit, thanks to the high factor A value. Inversion of the amplified signal

will occur in the circuit. The common-emitter circuit examined has found very

wide use in lov-frequency and video amplfiers.

Rr - :..

RR

Figure 111.43. Common-Collector AXmplifier:
(a) -- Simplified circuit; (b) -- Equivalent circuit.

Ccrtmon-Callector Circuit (Emitter Follower). A schematic diagram of a
cocmon-collectcr stage and its equivalent circuit for the alternaLing compcnent

are depicted in Fi.rure l11.43a, b. In its propetties, this circuit is analogous

to a cathode follower and usually is referred to as an emitter follower.

The amolifier's initial mode is determined by magnitudes of resistances

R.. RP and scurce voltage E. . The operating ooint's position, Just as was the

case examined Tbove, may be determined From the family of static output charac-

teristics ard load line. The load characteristic's equation t,-:i.s may be obtained

From the expression . =I .:. , considering that ;, 1 . Given factor a

sufficicntly close to unity, the load characteristic's app-oximate equation has

the forni
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Since the voltage drop in the base-emitter sector is slight, then bias current
, may be determ.ined from expression

.- 1.,

Considering I,-=3-!1, (see 111.83), we have

4.- (111.119)

Potential barrier height in this circuit will rise when positive voltage

is supplied to input, base and emitter curcent decrease, while emitter /142

voltage increases (it will become less negative). Thus, the phase of the amplified

signal in an emitter follower circuit does not change.

A system of Kirchhoff equations for the Figure III.43b equivalent circuit

input and output network may be written in the following form:

- -, t -(1- 1i.( .120)

We will find all the stage's parameters from these equations.

Input resistance

um
'  

, , -..r

(III.121)

Output resistance

(II1.122)

Current gain

A', ",, (111.123)
I, 1 P -
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Voltage gain

If the inequalities normally found in transistor circuits are satisfied,

then the resultant ratios have a simpler form:

R )(111.125).... ~ ~ R (3-1 1,, RO );

R.. .a Pau. - 'R, + r') 11 - - (111.126)

K,. K +.. -+ 1 (111.127)

_5 - 1 Re, (111.128)

Thus, input resistance is great in an emitter follower circuit, while output

resistance is slight. Current amplification is approximately the same as that

in a comon-emitter circuit, voltage amplification is 1--s than unity, and output

voltage is in phase with input voltage.

Tne enumerated properties are in full accord with those of a cathode /143

follower and, therefore, this circuit fcund very wide use as buffer and output

stages.

0ez- r ---

Lj

I

Figure 111.44. Composite Transistor.
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The necessity often arises in transistor technology to match pulse generators

with a very-high resistance output (on the order of hundreds of kilohms and even

unities of megohms) with a low-resistance load. In this event, special requirements

are levied on the transistor from the maximum CX (or ,C ) point of view. Composite

transistors, as shown in Figure 111.44, often are used to obtain gain ( approximating
unity. If transistor TI an d T2 current gain equals 1 and 2 respectively,

then the entire circuit's current gain I- equals

--- = -- -- I (111.129)

EXERCISE U1I.15

Prove ratio (111.129) using Figure 111.44. (Page 465)

Ca I and a2 are close to unity, then current gain has a value on
the order of hundreds and even thousands of unities in a common-emitter transistor

circuit. Having a resistance R, magnitude on the order of unities of kilohms,
input resistance magnitudes on the order of tens of megohms are possible.

EXERCISE 111.16

What will emitter foliowier input resistance equal if two composite transistors

ith gains a,-3#-0.98 and resistance R.-I kQare used in the follower? (Page 465)

4. Pulse Video Amplifier Circuits

Ccmmon-emitter and common-collector circuits have found greatest use in

transistor pulse video amplifiers. The commoi..base circuit is used comparatively

rc.-ly since it has low input resistance (on the crder of tens of ohms) and requires

special matching stages.

The common-emitter stage depi-ted in Figure III.40a may be used to amplify

video pulses. If the amplitude of the amplfied pulses is slight and the operating

point does not depart linear sectors of the transistor volt-ampere characteristic,

then amplification of the pulse signals does not differ from the amplification /144

of harmonic oscillations examined above. Representation of the pulse in the form
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of the sum of harmonic oscillations may be used to determine the distortions of

the pulse shapes if the transistor frequency characteristics are known. Along

with transistor reactive parameters influencing mainly high-frequency distortions,

reactive elements cf external networks, such as interstage capacitors, matching

transformers, self-bias networks, and the like, play a substantial role.

We will examine video amplifier frequency properties using the Figure II1.40a

circuit as our example since this type circuit has had widest distribution.

An equivalent circuit for a common- iitter stage, considering the influence

of collector 1C.) and emitter ,) junction capacitaces by means of their direct

connect;on to the equivalent circuit can be used for analysis of video amplifier

frequency properties. In addition, one also must consider the frequency dependence

of gain 21,,-) or 3 .) .

However, junction capacitances play a decisive role when using high-frequency

transistors with a large frequency limit r,.agritude (for example, P403 transistors

with frequency , --L, MHz).

r

e 11P6

C6 

r 
M._ .

Firgtre 111.45. Common-Emitter Video %mplifier Equivalent Circuit.

An OE amplifier equivalent circuit considering junction resistances is depicted

;.n Figure 111.45. The converted capacitance of collector junction C0 formally

may be determined from the equitalent circuit (111.40b) by replacement of collector

junction resistance . -- ' by complex impedance

(IiI.130)

determined by parallel connection of resistance rK and capacitance C,, (see Figure
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111.35). Having divided and multiplied the second term in the (111.130) /145

denominator by magnitude 1i ) , one may write

Z'

where
C,

C,,- ,_ :C,)-rl).'111.132)

It is convenient to analyze circuit frequency properties for the middle-,

low-, and high-frequency areas.

The capacitances of interstage capacitors c, and C, as well as transistor

nigh-fzequency properties, are not considered in the medium-frequency area. Selected

resistance ;-. magnitude is considerably greater than stage input resistance.

Therefore, it need not be considered during analysis. Ratios (III.110), (III.111),

(111.112), and (111.113) may be used to compute basic amplifier indicators. However,

one must consider chat load resistance P. shunts resistance R. . The subsequent

amplifying stage, whose input resistance is relatively small, usually is amplifier

load. Therefore, a magnitude determined by parallel connection of resistances

P. and R, should be substituted in ratios (III.110) and (111.113) or (111.117)

in place of P,:

P,,R
R--= . ,(111.133)

If the subsequent stage is assembled into an identical circuit, then load

zesistance , and may be determined from formula (III.110) or (1II.I4).

Presence of coipling capacitor C in the low-frequercv 3r!a decreases the

current across the load and, consequently, stipulates frequency characteristic

roll-off in this area, i. e., distortion of amplified pulse tilt. Capacitor

C. , whose presence decreases input current, affects the amplifier characteristic

in an identical marner. Conditions C 4 - 1 C1> :-:' need to be satisfied for

undistorted transmission of pulse tilt. Since input resistance magnitudes in

transistor amplifiers are slight, then coupling capacitor capacitance value often
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reaches several microfarads, and sometimes even tens of microfarads. This capacitance

does not increase transistnr amplifier weight and overall dimensions since supply

,oltaqe does not exceed several tens of vclts and, therefore, small components

may be used.

The influence of coupling capacitors, whose resistance is insignificant,

may be disregarded in the high-frequency area. We will consider only collector

junction capacitance Cq. It should be stated that emitter junction capacitance /146

C, also impacts upon amplifier frequency properties. The fact of the matter

is that capacitance C, , shunting junction resistance at high frequencies, will

lead to input signal redistribution. An increase in frequency means an increase

in the share of the signal impinging cr. base distributed resistance ,, and the

useful share of signal across the emitter junction decreases. As a result,

amplification falls off. One strives to decrease Lne magnitude of resistance

in high-frequency transistors for this reason.

But, since the impact of collector junction resistance C,. begins to manifest

itself at !over frequencies, capacitance C, then usually is not considered.

The circuit"4 complex gain in the high-frequency area may be determined by

substitution of complex magnitude Z, From (IMI.130) in expression (111.113) to

replace resistance r. and manitude R. (111.133) to replace resistance P. .

Oefort doing so, we -ill simplify expression (III.113), considering that inequality

f,.1l -i>,. always is justified:

+, , + R, ' " l -)(1I.134)
• I

Following t-'e aprorpriate substitutions in formula (111.134), we get

, OR,

t I
~~ ~ --'6" r , kf 

I 
-a;

(111.135)
IPA + Ro R, R, (F, +. R, p.,

-1 - +(F6+Rr),0--1)+

CollectLr load resistance in pulse amplifiers usually is minimal. Therefore,
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inequality r(I-=iR. is satisfied. In this case, expression (111.135) may

be simplified and, considering (111.117), rewritten in the following form:

A' ") .tror6-R, 4- R ) C,,j,.

1+ , + ro -i- R,, 1 -2) (111.136)

Kgq

I + j4,,

where

S C,, i R, "6K,
4 K(111.137)

Hence, the gain mcctilus is /147

A. V ... .,(111;!38)

V1?

Thus, time constant -. , determines uppe- frequency limit w, -- , and,

consequently, amplified pulse rise time.

We w'-ll simplify expression (111.137) somewhat:

r-C. (111.139)

It is cvident from this that %a must be decreased by decreasing resistance

a and transistors with a slight derivative C-'. value used in order to expand

the bandidth In the high-frequency area, i. e., to reduce the porches. We will

note that derivative C,, is a very important transistor high-frequency parameter

ind, along ,jith other parameters, will occur in reference books. Significant

decrease r. resistance R. cannot be used to expand bandjidth since a fall-off

of stage amplification occurs here.

Stage amplification properties to a str-r.g degree will depend on the macnitude

of threshold frequency /, when low-frequency transistors are used. We will assume

that load resistance is small and, therefore, the i.nfluence of capacitance C,,
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may be disregarded. Then, the amplifier frequency characteristic in the high-

frequency area may be determined from expression (111.117) by substitution of

complex value zii-) from (111.87):

+ _ , I - (Il.140)

vhere

- P -- (111.141)

Since inequality irj--Rr) .r, always is satisfied, then

= : -(111.142)

it is evident F-om this that, given slight load resistances, the upper /148

frequency limit uill depend aily on transistor type and completely deterir.es

amplified pulse rise time.

Transient processes determining rise time flow during the period of 4--5

time constants. Pulse rise time is accepted as computed between ]evels 0.1--0.9

of the output voltage (or current) amplitude value. Here, rise time equals

(111.143)

EXERCISE N11.17

There is a requirement to select a transistor to amplify a pulse of duration

',-4 usec with permissible rise time I< ' ) It. :

P14 -
1  -/ 1.0 -'?z; CX = 0.95;

P5 -- = 2.0 MHz; a = 0.95;

P168 - e = 1.0 MHz; CC = 0.98

P103 -- 1.0 MHZ; OX = 0.9. (Page 465)
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Figure 111.46. Video Amplifier with Negative Current Feedback:
(a) - Operating circuit; (b) -- Reduced circuit.

It was pointed out above that a common-emitter circuit has a lcwer frequency

limit value cumpared to a common-base circuit and, consequently, the ampiified

pulse does not have a good a porch shape. However, thi. circuit shortcoming may

be eliminated by using a compensating R-C network R,(', connected as depicted in

Figure III.46a.

If only one resistance P. is connected to the transistor emitter network,

then this will lead to manifestation of negati'-e current feedback and, thus, to

in increase in input resistance and a decrease in stage gain. Connection of carzcitor
in parallel to resistance 9. will lead to a decreasc in the degree of feedback

vith a rise -n frequency. Input resistance will decrease with an increase /149

in input pulse porch steepness and will increase the influx of carriers near the

base. Consequently, influx to the collector will increase as well. This will

iead to a reduction in pulse rise time. In frequency language, this is designated

an increase in gain at high frequencies and frequency characteristic equalization.

AppropriaLe selection of P. magnitude makes it pcssible to decrease pulse

rise L-ie tc a .ale close tj that of the rise time in a coron-base circuit.

ia4 we.er, a decrease in stage gain in the low- and medium-frequency area will cccur

and Qill lead to a requirement for more stages to obtain a_ signed signal amplitude

at output.

%onetheiess, the video amplifier circuit with emitter resistance P, (Figure
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III.46a) will find wider use than will the Figure III.40a circuit since it has

better initial mode temperature stability.

U UE u.

Figure 111.47. Change in Operating Point Position
Given Increased Temperature: (a) -- Where.

We will examine this question in somewhat more detail. Bias in the Figure

III.40a circuit is fixed since I, =- . Collector characteristics displace

to the area of nigher collector current values when temperature increases (Figure

111.47). Here, bias current , remains constant and the operating point (point

A) winfts along the load line and may reach the critical mode line (OS,, where

a t:jnsistor loses arplification properties.

EXERCISE 111.18 /150

". k 2 , A k k , and E.- -i. V in the Figure IIl.40a amplifier

,-ircuit. Using collector characteristics (see Attachment 9), determine:

a) maximum positive output pulse amplitude at normal temperature;

b) pulse amplitude change when temperature changes. (Page 465)

Temperature stability in the Figure III.46a video amplifier circuit is achieved

by a change in bias c-irrent with a change in temperature. We will use the theorem

of the equivalent generator to convert the Figure III.46a input network in order
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to demonstrate this. Ecuivalent circuit parameters (Figure 111.46b) are:

F,,

P8 'N, (111.144)

Considering that usually p-->r, and R,- >r, , bias current may be determined

from formula

cm -- N -- (11.145)

Collector current, ind, consequently, emitter current i, , increases when

the temperature incriase . The voltage drop across resistance R, will rise, thanks

to which base current Ii-v decreases, by means of which operating point stabilization

is achieved.

In other words, pre:;ence of resistance R. creates negative d-c feedbac",

which stabilizes the ini.ial mnde.

Selz U

aSal

Figure III. . Te-peraturt- )mo-nated Amolifier Circuit:
"a) -- With uiode; (b) -- Wito effective thermal resistance.

T. mperature cospensation through use of ncnlirear resistances such as thermistors

and seniccnductor Oiodes .onnected :n the return (inverse) direction are used

widely to stabilize transistor operating point. A tonperature-compensated video

amplifier circuit i- depi:ted in Figure 111.43. In the first irztance /151

i diode 3nd, in the teconi, a thermistor is used as nonlinear resistance. The
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principle of compensation means that bias in the base network changes when the

environmental temperature changes. Thus, for example, collector current must

increase, givw-n an increase in temperature and given fixed bias. However, diode

I back current increases when the temperature rises (Figure III.48c) and bias0

voltage decLeases. Therefore, collector network current essentially remains

unchanged. High results may be obtained in transistor mode temperature stacilization

if identical transistor and compensating element thermal inertness is insured.

Figure 111.49. Emitter Follower Circuit.

Comron-:retter Follover) A stanczrd circuit for a comrmn-

collctor stagn, referred to as ai, "e ntter follower," is depicted in Figure !11.49.

As pointed out above, an emitter follower is coaracterzcM1 by high input and low

output resistancQ . naking it possible to use it successfully as a deco1pling

and -kitching stage 3nd ar; a power amplifier. High amplification stability and

extrre circuit simplicity 'nay be added to the list of akantages.

Ani emitter fcllover't transfer constant, determined in accorcance with (111.128),

close to un.ty, even g-ien re~aLively-large load resistance P, alues. The

--%an.udc of :ze.3tance ', in tvm:tt'er follovers ine,7-dc :r puI3e trsnsfe, usually

Joe:; not exceed .rt,- of ki-hris. in th-s ciert, the stage's ipper frequency

m vil riot ;f- -rid ni 2Lrct:on jan 3~ nc r-Le,--uned -'sentially by

transistor arplificatior frequency limit.*

We will -ubstitute the corplex value of :a,- ,  o frc-n ;H.91 in the

*Tr.i,; a-;urnotion is justified 4hen uing low-frequency tionsstors (type P16,

P21, P30, P;2, ard ot, rers, for exzmple'.
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emitter follower transfer constant (111.128) formula to determine stage upper

frequency limiti

+ I(Rr|I -r , R, (1Rr-,.-6

where /152

" " (111.147)

Output pulse rise time computed at amplitude value levels 0.1--0.9 equals

to R, -* - .R, _

If signal source internal resistance is slight, then rise time 1$-2,2-,

obtained is almost identical to that in a common-base circuit.

Rise time when high-frequency transistors are used is determined not by

transistor frequency limit, but by base network time constant (Rr+r,)C, formed

by signal source resistance Rr , base resistance r6 , and transistor collector

resistance C.

Ir conclusion, we will note one other special feature of an emitter follouer

operating a capactive load (capacitance C. is denoted by the dotted line in Figure

111.49). An oscillating mode of output voltage determination is possible in this

case. B. N. Fayzulasev examined this problem in detail in [18), so we will dvell

only on the physical aspect of this phenomenon.

The capacitance shunts load resistance R, during pulse porch transfer,

given a capacitive load, resulting in an additional charge being introduced to

the transistor base. Emitter follower output curren. comprises resistive and

capacitive components. Capacitive current must cease by the end of the transmitted

porch, while the base charge must be determined only by the load's resistive

component. However, the base charge is unable to change instantaneously. Thcrefore,

current exceeding the established value will flow across the transistor. Capacitance
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C. continues to be charged as a result. Voltage with an opposite sign /153

will be applied to th emitter-base junction when voltage at output exceeds the

set~value and base current will change direction. Dispersal of excessive charge

and decrease in current across the transistor occur as a result. Voltage at outptt

takes on the set value following several over-oscillations.

Figure 111.50. Capacitance C, Connection for Oscillation Damping.

Damoing capacitor ( of slight capacitance is connected at emitter follower

input in those cases when the oscillatory mode is undesireable (Figure 111.50).

This decreases transistor input current magnitude, thereby constraining the onset

of an excess base charge. However, this has a deleterious effect on pulse porch

steepness.
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CHAPTER IV /154

CLAMP CIRCUITS

§ 1. CLAMP C:RCUIT PURPOSE, CLASSIFICATION, AND OPERATING PRINCIPLE

It was demonstrated in Chapter II, § 5 that, when a pulse train flows across

a transient R-C network, its output voltage initial level changes due to influence

of coupling capacitor C. In accordance with (11.-54), it changes in a linear R-C

network by the input voltage d-c component magnitude (a i-c cn nponent loss occurs).

In accordance with (III.55), it changes in a nonlinear R-C network by a magnitude

depending on pulse U.. amplitude and ratios ._& and 6i . It is evident that
t, RV

this level change will depend also on pulse shape and polarity.

If transient R-C network output voltage reaches electron-tube circuit input,

the change in initial voltage level will elicit tube operating point "drift"

(displacement) in its transfer characteristic. Operating point drift may impact

significantly on processes in the circuit and, in some instances, completely disrupt

its operation.

If dynamic bias caused by transient network influenct. is fixed, then it would

be simple to compensate for it by means of additional fixed opposite polarity

bias supplied to circuit input from an external source. But, as we saw, dynamic

bias will depend on parameters of the pulses supplied to transient R-C network
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input. These parameters may be changed as pulse circuits operate, first of all,

specially. For example, forard sweep sawtooth voltage and intensifier pulse

duration change with a jump during a staged scale change in the range display;

sawtooth sweep voltage amplitude and polarity change periodically during a type

P-display; ano so forth. Secondly, randonm pulse parameter changes always occur

due to unavoidable instability in circuit operation, influence of parasitic parameters

and interference, and so forth. Sometimes, just by virtue of its nature, pulse

voltage is characterized by a random structure (for example, r;dar receiver signal

at output).

Consequently, the intitial level of voltage at transient R-C network //155

output always is subjected to changes and, therefore, the method of dynaric bias

compensation by means of a fixed bias source is not applicable. Therefore, special

devices providing a fixed and predetermined initial output voltage level, given

any pulse parameter changes at network input ar.d at any moment in time, are connected

at transient R-C network output. These devices are called clamps. Thus, clamps

are tasked to stabilize the initial mode of circuits connected to transient R-C

network output.

Since it is possible to clamp either output voltage lower level !U.t or

its upper level V.. , while, in each instance, this level may equal zero, be

positive, or be negative, then six standard clamp circuits exist:

-- zero lower clamp U_-wz-O) ;

-- positive lower clamp (U_.>O)

- negative lower clamp (U,,<O)

- zero upper clamp ;'0)

-- positive upper clamp (U'.,>);

negative upper clamp (U7. 2<o•

These circuits' output voltages, given the influence of positive pulses at

transient network input, are depicted in Figure IV.l.

If, as a result of clamp operation, output voltage initial level turns /156

out to equal input voltage initial level L.,;a-_'., or C-L-, , then the clamp

is referred to as a level restorer. In particular, when Uu1 -t'-t 1 1 or

the clamp is referred to as a zero level restorer or zero restorer.
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Figure IV.l. Clamp Output Voltages: (a) - Zero lower clamp; (b) -
Positive lower clamp; (c) - Negative lower clamp; (d) - Zero upper clamp;

(e) - Positive upper clamp; (f) - Negative upper clamp.

Since where there is equality of identical initial levels fixed voltage

components uwz and ",, a 3o turn out be equal (L',Mz- U,..) , then a level restorer

often is referred to al.o -s a fixed component restorer.

Bilateral synchron .3 clamp circuits, used if input voltage polarity may

be changed during the op .-ating process, are a special type.

Cla p action is based on use of nonlinear R-C network properties. The diode

clamp circuit, a structural diagram of which is depicted in Figure IV.2, is used

most widely. The clamp comprises diode D and fixed bias source E. In principle,

the diode is a required clamp nonlinear element and is connected in parallel to
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Figure IV.2. Clamp Circuit Structural Diagram.

transient network output resistance R. Thanks to unilateral conductivity, the

latter converts it basically into a nonlinear clamp.

Actually, current may pass across the diode in one direction cnlv (from plate

to cathode), while diode internal resistance Rd is slight in the condu-ting state.
Therefore, depending on diode connection method, it will shunt resistance R either
during the charging process or during the discharging process, here decreasing

total network resistance to magnitude

RP.,
R -" < R "  (IV~l)

As a result, resistances in the capacitor charging network R, and discharging
network R. will become radically different: either R,- Re<P,-R or, vice
versa, Rp=.R,.R,1 R . Here, the voltage u, maximum or minimum value is clacped

at the zero level (see Figure 11.30 and 11.31).

The second clamp circuit element - fixed bias source E - is connected in

series with parallel-connected resistance R and the diode so that voltage /157

at clamp output equals

(IV.2)

This bias determines the required (differing from zero) initial level value

and, consequently, output voltage d-c component. Bias voltage E does not affect

diode operb.'ion and input voltage a-c component passage.
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Thus, with the help of the diode, the upper or lor (depending on diode

connection method) initial voltage level u. is clamped at zero, while bias E

ircreases or decreases (depending on E polarity) the output voltage initial level

to the requisite magnitude. Here, the clamped output voltage initial level will

not depend on input voltage parameters and is determined by the clamp circuit

itself.

In particular cases (giver. zero level clamping), bias E may be absent.

§ 2. ZERO LOWER CLAMPS

UC

Ulu

Figure IV.3. Zen' Lower Clamp Circuit.

A zero lower clamp circuit is depicted in Figure IV.3. We will examine its

operation as positive pulses with initial level L,.-0 are supplied to input.

The curves of circuit voltages for this instance are depicted in Figure IV.4.

Capacitor C is charged during pulse action when uexU, . Since here voltage

,:, -u-- i,>O and is applied with a "plus" to diode cathode and with a "minus"

to diode plate, the diode is blanked and charging current i, will pass across

resistance R,-R . Charging network time constant equals -,=CR , while

inequality (11.32) -. 't must be satisfied in order to have minimum a-c component

distortion.

Capacitor C discharges during resting times when u,,'0 . The diode opens

since here voltage i,,m--<0 and is applied with a 'plus" to plat- and a "minus"

to cathode. Therefore, in accordance with (IV.1), RpfR., and discharging current

ip mainly passes across the diode. Discharging network time constant .r--CR. .

Consequently, a significantly nonlinear network was che result when R,>> and
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Figure IV.4. Voltage Curves for a Zero Lower Clamp
Given a Change in Input Pulse Amplitude and Duration from Uss-O

">,- . In accordance with Figure 11.31, voltages in such a network change

Here, if P'C' , then capacitor C essentially succeeds in discharging /159

completely during resting times. Therefore, at the end of the resting time

us, -0 , i. e., the output voltage lower initial level is clamped at zero:

Uus2-0

Since the input voltage lower initial le.el in the examined instance also

equals zero, the clamp circuit operates in the zero lower clamp restorer mode,

i. e., as a d-c component restorer: Uswx-UsiO: L,,,.-U.- .

It is important to note that, if only . , then, as depicted in Figure

IV.4, clamping occurs also when input signal parameters change (L'9, tR. to) .

We now will assume that negative pulses are supplied to circuit input

Jus < 0). Voltage curves for this instance are depicted in Figure IV.5.
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ex

Figure IV.5. Voltage urves for a Zero Lowe: :lamp
During Negative Pulse Action When U,,-O .

Now, on the other hand, during pulse action where Ua -- U,,, capacitor C

charges across a diode with slight time constant -3-CR 2ot. . Therefore, during

time t. , capacitor C charging essentially ceases, while voltage in it at the

end of the pulse reaches value Uc..--U, , while output voltage reverts to

zero: 'aw-UM: -uc.U:--Usj0 .

During resting times, 4,,-0 and the capacitor discharges across large

resistance R with time constant :p-h....t, . Therefore, capac-itor voltage during

resting time changes slightly, while, since at the onset of resting time where

,.,=-0 I .9M,, --- Uc,.UO. -Then, output voltage decreases slightly compared

to its maximum value. Consequently, as usual, outpit voltage lower initial level

_U,.,-O is clamped at zero.
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Figure IV.6. For Exercise IV.l.

EXERCISE IV.I

Plot the curves of voltages uc and 11-1 for a zero lower clamp if voltage

depicted in Figure IV.6 (c,,<0 is supplied to its input. (Page 466)

§ 3. ZERO UPPER CLAMPS

A zero upper clamp circuit is depicted in Figure IV.7. It differs from the

zero lower clamp circuit only in the method of diode connection.

UC

Figure IV.7. Zero Upper Clamp Circuit.

We will assume that positive voltage pulses au,,2o.'; are supplied to /160

circuit is out. Capacitor C is charged during pulse u 3 -b, action. Since voltage

.,wt -&o,- 1C>O 0also is supplied as a "plus" to plate and as a "minus" to cathode,
charging occurs across the diode tR. n with slight time constant -- CR.,.

During rest times, ,.,=0 and capecito " C discharges. Since here voltage

.,,- -u,.<U also is applied as a "minus" to plate and as a "plus" to cathode,
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'--he d4.ode is blanked and capacitor C discharges across resistance R, =R with

large time constant .

Consequently, a basically nonlinear network resulted where R,>>R.: -

Voltages for such a network in the circuit change in accordance with Figure

11.32 ai-. [/- . If -,--<t. here, then capacitor C succeeds essentially in

charging completely during pulse action time, while voltage u,=O by the moment

the pulse cerses; as a result, output voltage upper initial level turns out to

equal zero: U,.,-u

Uer
41C

Oux

Figure IV.8. Zero Upper Clamp Voltage Cur-ves
During Negative Pulse Action Where T,.0 .

We will assume that negative voltage pulses (., < 0) are supplied to circuit

input. Voltage curves in the circuit for this example are depicted in Figure

IV.8.

During pulse action wh.,n u,-- -U,1 , the capacitor ch3rges, while /161

the diode turns out to be blanked for charging current: R ,--R ; -,-CR.;r.t. .

Therefore, during time i. , capacitor C succeeds in charging slightly and

UoUz -
4
.K - U( r-('

During resting time, u,,=0 and the capacitor rapidly discharges across

the diode with slight time constart =-CR . If -,<<I, then, during resting
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time, capacitor C discharges completely and, when the subsequent pulse becomes

active, voltage -

Consequently, output voltage u,. ... , i. e., as usual, its upper level

(' o -, is clamped at zero.

Since in this case C.,,,- U.,=o and, thus, L', 2.w.= Us.- as well, thc

clamp then operates in the zero upper-restorer mode, i. e., as a 4-c component

restorer.

EXERCISE IV.2

Plot the curves of voltages ue and a,., for a zero upper clamp if the voltage

depicted in Figure IV.6 is sLpplied to its input. (Paga 466)

uSx R

Figure IV.9. Use of the Triode Grid--Cathode Path
For Zero Upper Clamping.

A zero upper clamp in which the electrical valve-like actions of a triode

grid-cathode path are used instead of a diode, often are used in practical circuits

(Figure IV.9).

Such a circuit is used when positive puises are supplied to tr.ode input

and makes it possible to insure triode cut-off during resting times. Tne circuit

operates Ln the following manner. The triode is open while the positive pulse

is active and rapid capacitor C charge occurs across slight grid--cathode path

resistance (',.CR) by grid current ig . The capacitor discharges slowly during

restinq times across large transient network resistance R (grid--cathodk path

iesistance is infinitely great for discharging current). Here, negative voltage
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u,, 1  U,1 arises at resistance R and the triode may be closed by this voltage

(conditions for triode c~t-Off with dynamic bias vere ex-iiined in Exercise 11.15).

S4. NON-ZERO CLAMP~S

Figure IV.lO. Positive Lower Clamp Circuit.

We will examine th~e Figurn, IV.lO circuit. It differs from a zero lower clamp

circuit (Figure 1V.3) only bt' the presence of fixed bi-s source E>00

Source E is connected in accordance with Figure IV.2 (in series to parallel- /162

connected resistance R and a diode) and u... - bR--E in accnrdance with (IV.2).

if u.._0 then, under the influence of bias source E, capacitor C charges

across the diode, voltage source u, internal resistance, and bias E to constant

voltage' Uco--E .Here, u.,,--Uc0-E'.const .

It is important to note that, due to source E, no bias is supplied to the

diode (bias ;ource E "minus" is isolateo by the capacitor from diode cathode).

Therefore, giver input voltage action, the diode operates Just as it does without

bias source E.

Capacitor C voltage changes additionally shen input pulses ust are supplied

(component uc- appears) depending on pulse u., and ratio R, and R., parametersI (in, order that this ratio, as usual, is determined by resistances R and R,

source E internal resistance must be as low ais possible). Here, resultant capacitor

*B8ias source E polarity is determined relative to "ground."
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dultage equals UC¢U4+uc , where Uc 0--- , while voltage

uanua-uc-Enua c- , i. e., it changes exactly as in a circuit with analogous

diode connection, but without bias source E (zero lower clamF circvit).

Since u,,j-uN-E , the curve of the voltage at output of this circuit

displaces "upwards" to magnitude E. Thus, it is a positive lower clamp /163

circuit: Ue, 1 =E>O•

It is evident that the output voltage of any clamp circuit with a bias source

also will oiFire from the output voltage of a clamp circuit with analogous diode

connection, but without bias source E (zero clamp), cnly by displacement "upwards"

or "downwards" (,.epending on E polarity) by magnitude E.

C C C
R t

Figure IV.ll. Non-Zero Clamps.

EXERCISE IV.3

a) Draw the curves of voltages u,. u,. u,., for the Figure IV.lO circuit given

negative square pulse action.

b) Determine the Figure IV.11 clamp circuit type. (Page 466)

§ 5. D-C COMPONENT RESTORATION

A clamp is a d-c component restorer if d-c voltage components at transient

necwork output and clamp output turn out to be equal U.,..-U....
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The d-c component restoration mode is not simply reproduction of the input

voltage d-c component at clamp output. Actually, d-c component U... is not

passed by isolating capacitor C to network output. Value U,.,. for a given a-c

component u.., will depend on output voltage initial level. But, this level is

determined only by ths diode connection method and bias E in the clamp circuit

itself and will not depend on input voltage parameters (this is the whole idea

behind using clamps). Consequently, d-c component restoration requires that output

voltage initial level, independent of the clamp circuit, coincide with input voltage

initial level. We will assume, in order to explain this concept, that a positive
lower clamp restores the d-c component USMI..b.!x- , but, during the operating

process, from certain moment in time tl, input voltage initial level began to
change (Figure IV.12). Since U,.I-const for a given clamp circuit, the restoration

mode is disrupted here: L. #. .; L,, Lt=

us"

Ulux.

| .L/= U11f,. _UWX== U2,.

Figure IV.!2. Disruption of the D-C Component Restoration Mode
When Input Voltage Initial Level Changes.

Thus, d-c component restoration using clamps is possible only given input

voltage initial level constancy.

EXERCISE IV.4

A cathode-ray tube [CRT) with an electrostatic deflection system is used

in a horizontal range A-display and signal amplitude display. A simplified circuit

for supply of positive intensifier pulses mre,, to CRT control electrode, /164
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Figure IV.13. For Exercise IV.4.

(a) - Paraphase sweep amplifier; (b) - Intensifier pulse generator.

paraphase sweep voltage u,, and u,, to horizontal deflection plates Xl and X2,

YZ 111

and positive target video pulses .,,. to vertical deflection plates Y1 and Y

is depicted in Figure IV.lJ. Explain what consequences may result from influence

of transient networks R1C1, R2C2, R3C3 , and R4C4. Draw this circuit and connect

to it clamp circuits wnich eliminate transient network influence. (Page 466)

§ 6. BIDIRECTIONAL (SYNCHRONOUS) CLAMPING /165

Regardless of input voltage polarity, voltage at diode clamp output always

changes only in one direction from the clamped level: downwards if upper level

L'SS is clamped and upwards if lower level _, is clamped. This is referred

to as unidirectional clampin; and is achieved thanks to undirectional diode

conductivity.

Input voltage polarity in some devices may be changed during opsraLiuti.

Slight initial level T , then requires clamping, from which outpat voltage must

change to one direction or the other, depending on input vcltege polarity. This

is referred to as bidirectional clamping.
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USX 

nd0

UM

UM

Figure IV.14. Input Pulses of Alternating Polarity (a) and Voltage
at Linear Transient Network Output (b), Zero Lower Clamp (c),

and Bidirectional Zero Clamp (d).

The difference between unidirectional and bidirectional clamping is explained

in Figure IV.14.

Square input pulses, whose polarity was changed during operation from positive

to negative ( I .- ::, and ,, are fixed magnitudes), are depicted in Figure IV.14a.

If this voltage is transferred across a linear transient network, then, due

to positive pulse action, charges of one sign will be accumulated in the /166

capacitor, while charges of the other sign will be accumulated due to negative

pulse action. Therefore, the sign of "drift" voltage V],' will change (Figure

IV.14b).

Given unidirectional zero lower clamping U,,,-O , output voltage changes

only upwards from this level, regardless of input pulse polarity (Figure IV.14c).

Given bidirectional zero clamping V..,.O , zero lower clamping results from

positive pulse action, while zero upper clamping results from negative pulse action

(Figure IV.14d).
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Just as in unidirectional clamping, bidirectional clamping may occur not

only at zero, but also at the positive or negative level.

Capacitor C must discharge rapidly in some direction upon cessation of the

input pulse during bidirectional clamping, depending on the capacitor C voltage

sign. If the discharge constant for any discharge current direction -p'cto ,

the discharge essentially ceases during resting time and, at onset of the subsequent

pulse, asu-Usuz- O Therefore, a bidirectional clamp comprises two unidirectional

clamps, one which accomplishes lower clamping and the other which accomplishes

upper clamping at the identical level.

The charging circuit time constant must be great -:, t, so that pulse shape

distortions are minimal. Since charging current may flow in one direction or

the other depending on pulse polarity, both clamps must be blanked simultaneously

when pulses are active. Strobe pulses generated by a special circuit blank clamp

tubes at this time. Strobe pulse amplitude must be such that tubes are blanked

during maximum input voltage magnitude U. , while their duration must equal

output pulse duration to . Bidirectional clamps sometimes are called synchronous

since strobe pulses must act in synchronization with input voltage pulses.

tI r'4 ,
IX

Figure IV.15. Bidirectional Diode Clamp.
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We will examine a synchronous (bidirectional) clamp a3sembled from two /167

diode clamps (Figure IV.15). Diode D accomplishes zero lower clamping, while

diode 0 2 accomplishes zero upper clamping.

Both diodes are blanked synchronously by strobe pulses of varying polarity,

but of identical amplitude and duration, while input pulses are active. Diode

D1 is blanked by negative pulse uce.. supplied to its plate across transient network

R 1C Diode D2 is blanked by positive pulse uca2supplied to its cathode across

transient network R C2 . Strobe pulseU,,.,-uc,,.amplitude must be greater than

U., in order that diodes cut off reliably. Here, for any input voltage pulse

polarity, capacitor C chacges across the high input resistance of the subsequent

stage with large time constant -.,t . During resting times, both diodes are

open and, depending on the residual voltage sign, capacitor C rapidly discharges

across network RID1 or R2D2 (resistances R and R2 must not be large). Zero initial

level U,,. 3is clamped as a result.

i7: kUCCAi

Ug't1 0cmm

C

Figure IV.16. Bidirectional riode Clamp.

A synchronous (bidirectional) clamp assembled on two triodes is depicted

in Figure IV.16. Triode L1 accomplishes lower clamping, while L2 accomplishes

upper clamping.
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Tubes L and L2 and resistance R. form a voltage divider across which cur:..nt

i flows. Here, output voltage [/, ,clamping level is determined by potential

of point a relative to 'ground."

Value rjawzchanges slightly if tube L1 or L internal resistance changes (for

example, when they are replaced or Ea changes). Actually, L1 in the initial mode

may be looked upon as a cathode follower, with L2 serving as its cathode load.

Therefore, a change in L1 or L2 internal resistance is compensated for by a

corresponding change in L1 grid bias. As a result, the voltage drop across L.

and voltage _o.z approximately are constant.

he requisite 0,,, value is established by variable resistance R. , making

it possible to change current io .

Negative strobe pulses us,. supplied to tube grid simultaneously cut /168

off both tubes while input pulses are active. Therefore, charging circuit time

constant -,:>t. is great at any input pulse polarity. Both tubes are open during

resting times and, depending on polarity of the voltage to which capacitor C is

charged over time ta , it will discharge rapidly, either across tube L2 and resistance

R. or across tube L and plate voltage source.

Voltage u,, initial level change does not depend on clamping level Ut,

just as was the case for unidirectional clamp circuits.
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CHAPTER V /169

LIMITERS

§ 1. GENERAL INFORMATION ON LIMITERS

Devices intended to constrain voltage magnitude at a certain level are referred

to as limiters. Lijmiter output voltage follows the input voltage shape only until

u,, reaches a certain predetermined level, after which u,., remains constant.

Clipping threshold (of output voltage) u,4, is the term applied to the input

voltage value, which, when achieved, still does not influence E. magnitude,

i. e., a constraint is reached. The constant output voltage level maintained

upon input voltage attainment of clipping threshold E, is referred to as clippinq

level (of output voltage) U *.

Thera are three basic limiter types - upper, lower, anc clipper-limiter.

Limiter action, given these limiter types and varied Ea and U0 values, is explained

*The terms clipping threshold and level often are used interchangeably relative
both to input and to output voltage. Here, each time one mutt stipulate which
specific voltage this term refers to. The definitions we use for these terms,
first, avoid the necessity for such stipulations, and, second, are more correct
in essence (threshold - input signal critical value, level -- output signal fixed
value).
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Figure V.1. Limiter Action (dashed line depicts ,
solid line depicts
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Upper Limiting: (a) -io. , (b) - 0,>o. C,-lt (.) -. 1>0. .- O.

(d) (F.. - . , Ce) - ;, ,.'.

Lower Limiting: (f) -(g- - (g) -,,- % (h) - *..-.

(i) _- . ._ * ,-'.- , (j) . -

Bidirectional "External" Limiting: (k) - , -r.. v. <%

(1) -f,-.,." ., - -' C m) -_.. -, ,.-'..

Bidirectional "Internal" Limiting: (n) vf_-.<, , _ >0.o:

in Figure V.1 using sine-wave input voltage limiting as our example. In Figure

V.1 and in future, we will designate upper and lower clipping threshold as

and E3 , and upper and lower clipping levels as 0, and 1!

The input voltage portion lying below clipping threshold u.,<& , when

.. , is reproduced at output during upper limiting and then upwi-Uo-¢Cnsi

Figure V.la-e).
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The input voltage portion lying above clipping threshold zp,,>La , when

UsihE,, is reproduced at outcut during lower limiting and then usw-Uoconst

(Figure V.lf--j).

Both upper limiting with threshold E, and lower limiting with threshold /170

occurs during bidirect..)nal limiting (Figure V.lk--o). If E>E, here,

then the input voltage port.,n trapped between clipping thresholds E,>u,,>Ec

is reprodeced at output. L.,iting in this instance may be referred to as "external"

(Figure V,ik--w). if Y,<Ea , the input voltage portion lying above the upper

and br'ow the lower clipping threshold is reproduced at output. In this instance,

limiting may be referred to as "internal" (Figure V.ln-o).

In each instance, the clipping "hreshold value may be zero (Figure /1/1

V.la, f), positive (Figure V.1b, c, g, h), or n egative (Figure V.ld, e, i, j).

3oth thresholds f and E. may have different (Figure V.1k, n, o) and

identical (Figure V.11, m) polarity, but always EM .E

Clipping level U value may be determined either by clipping threshold

U.,t. in Figure V.la, b, e-g, i, k--n) or independently supplied (U°  0 where

E. - in Figure V.1c, d, h, j, o).
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n n --t ,Ik k k k 1,-

Figure V.2. Basic Limiter Uses: (a) -- Shaping a flat pulse tilt;
(b) -- Reduction in pulse rise time; (c) - Obtaining constant pulse amplitude;

(d) --Amplitude oulse selection; (e) --Polarity pulse selection.
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Limiters are used for the following purposes in RLS pulse devices:

-- For shaping a flat puise tilt (Figure V.la), in particular for obtaining

pulses of almost trapezoidal shape from sinusoidal voltage (Figure V.1k);

- for pulse rise time reduction (Figure V.2b);

- for pulse amplitude stabilization -- obtaining pulses of strictly-consta,,t

amplitude from pulses of varied amplitude (Figure V.2c);

- for amplitude pulse selection (Figure V.2d);

- for polarity pulse selection (V.2e).

Two operating modes varying in principle always may be identified in any

limiter:

-- transfer mode, when input voltage without distortions is reproduced at

limiter output (no limiting occurs); here, rtwx Kv. , wPre /172

K -'---- -cnnst '.0 - limitei derivative gain outside the limiting area; if

then, in the transfer mode, the limiter amplifies input voltage, i. e.,

it operates as an amplifier-limiter;

- limiting mode, when output voltage constantly uD, 1 =U=conl' and will

not depend on value u,, ; since Auwx-O here, then derivative gain in the limiting

area A'=o ; the more precise the latter equality, the more strict the limiting.

Thus, ideal limiter value K must c'%ange with a jump from a certain infinite

value to zero when input voltage reaches the clipping threshold. This signifies

that the limiter characteristic - the curve of relationship us,-Oiu,) - must

materially be nonlinear and be represented by a broken line having a sloping sector

corresponding to the transfer mode (K-const m 01 and a horizontal sector corres-

ponding to the limiting mode (K'-O) .

Characteristics of three limiter types are depicted in Figure V.3 as /173

exam.les, as is their action in accordance with Figure V.lb, i, k).

EXERCISE V.1

a) How must unidirectional limiters be changed for a change in clippi.y

threshold E. and for a change in clipping level U ?

b) Plot limiter characteristics causing the limiting in accordance with

Figure V.la, e, g, o). (Page 468)
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Figure V.3. Limiter Characteristics and Action: (a) wUpper
where f. - ; (b) - Lover where E-u,<o ; (c) "ciExternal"

Clipper-Limiter wheremite

A limiter must include a nonlinear element, w'hich radically changes its

resistance when input voltage attains clipping threshold L,, in order to obtain

a broken characteristic. Tube or semiconductor diodes and triodes, as well as

nultigrid tubes (pentodes), are used in this capacity.

Nonlinear elements are categorized by type, method of connection, and operating

m~oe:

-- series diode limiters;

-parallel diode limiters;

- grid limiters;

- plate limiters with plate current lower cut-off;

-- plate limiters with plate current upper cut-off;

- transistor limiters.
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§ 2. DIOOE LIMITERS

1. General Notes

The operating principle of diode limiters (just as that of clamp circuits)

is founded on the electrical valve-like actions of a diode -- to pass current

in one direction only, from plate to cathode. Tube and semiconductor diode circuits

and operating principle do not differ and, therefore, v.11 be examined together.

We will recall that direct resistance Rd (open diode -esistance in the area

u,>O ) for most tube diodes comprises 100--1,000 ohms, while back resistance

, (closed diode resistance in the area u.<G ) comprises hundreds of megohms;

' - ! - 500 ohms and R ,.O,1 - 10 megohms for semiconductor diodes.

An idealized diode characteristic is similar to upper or lower limiter

characteristics (Figure V.3a, b) since it has one brenk. Therefore, only uni-

directional limiting is possible with one diode. Limiting type (upper or lower)

will depend on direction of diode connection. The limiter characteristic (break

point) needs to be displaceo along the horizontal ( u,, axis) or vertical /174

(u,, axis), respectively, to obtain non-zero clipping thresholds and levels.

Outside bias sources E are introduced into the limiter circuit for this purpose.

A clipper-limiter characteristic (V.3c) must have two breaks, requiring mandatory

use of two diodes connected in opposition. Here, one diode provides Lipper limiting,

while the other provides lower limiting.

Thus, a diode limiter circuit includes a diode (or two diodes), resistance

for requisite voltage drops, and c.tside bias sources supplying clipping threshold

and level values.

There are two types of limiters, depending on the method of diode connection

relative to load impedance (limiter output terminals):

-- if the diode is connected in series with load impedance, then it is called

a series diode limiter;

-- if the diode is connected in parallel to load impedance (i. e., to limiter

output network), then it is called a parallel diode limiter.
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4Since diodes do not have amplifying properties, then K<I for diode limiters.

Therefore, diode limiter output voltage amplitude always is less than input voltage

amplitude, while, in principle, porch steepness may not exceed that of

Us,

2. Series Diode Limiters

I X

R 
tO 

I

Figure V.4. Lower Series Diode Limiter Circuit and Voltage Curves
For Zero Clipping Threshold and Level (E-j.-0 ) .

The simplest series diode limiter circuit is depicted in Figure V.4. Limiter

output voltage equals voltage drop across load impedance R, arising due to diode

current passage:

gems ' U* ' Vs., (V.1)

i. e., it arises only when the diode will conduct.

The circuit operates in the following manner.

Transfer mode. The diode opens when u,>O and voltage at limiter output

will equal

u... 1, R. see
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I
Value u,, obtained is less than value u., by the magnitude of the voltage

drop across the open diode us-,#R# (according to Kirchhoff's second law

A decrease in magnitude uO requires use of diodes with slight internal resistance

R4 and reduction of current in the limiter network ie , i. e., an increase

in load impedance R. . Therefore, the following inequality m.ut be satisfied 1175

in series diode limiters

R, > R . (V. 2)

Here, limiter gain in the transfer mode approaches its maximum value

Limiting mode. The diode is closed when u61<0 , current i,-O , and there

is no voltage at circuit output umei-O.

The action of this limiter when bipolar exponential pulses are supplied to

its input is depicted in Figure V.4b, while its action when sinusoidal voltage

is supplied (without considering u, ) is depicted in Figure V.lf. Thus, the

limiter will place a lower bound on input voltage with zero clipping threshold

and level: EI-0. U.-.O

U U t" U "I U

(-A

Figure V.5. Lower Series Diode L.miter Circuit and Voltage Curves
For Positive Clipping Threshold and Zero Clipping Level i4E>: 1.o-o.
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Fixed bias source E must be introduced into the limiter in such a way that

it not enter the output network in order to obtain the non-zero clipping threshold,

but, as usual, the zero clipping level. We will use the circuit depicted in Figure

V.5a as our example. Resultant emf in this circuit will equal the algebraic sum

of u, and E, which will displace the limiter characteristic along the horizontal.

We will examine how this will change limiter operation.

Transfer mode. Bias constrains diode opening for source E polarity connection

depicted in Figure V.5a. Therefore, the diode will conduct only when :,,,>C /176

and, if R 1 >R , then we will get

,,$us "URN 4s" R1.1 RUg R. -R.

output voltage, remaining pnsitive, will decrease by the magnitude of the bias.

Limiting mode. The diode will be closed when uuX<E and, as was the case

in the previous circuit, u,M-o . Co.spquently, lower limiting will occur with

positive clipping threshold and zero clipping level: E,-E>O. Uj..0 . Limiter

action when bipolar exponential pulses are supplied to its input is depicted in

Figure V.5b, while it action when sinusoidal voltage is supplied is depicted in

Figure V.lh.

UUSX

I Figure V.6. Lower Series Diode Limiter Circuit and Voltage Curves
: ~For Positive Clipping Threshold and Level (E,= _>0

Now, without changing source E polarity, we will transt'er it to the limiter
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output circuit. Then we will get the circuit depicted in Figure V.6a. As opposed

to the previous circuit, output voltage will equal

!., ,R., - .. (V.3)

Therefore, the limiter characteristic will displace by magnitude E along

the vertical. This, then, is the special feature of circuit operation.

Trans"er mode. Since bias E, as usual, constrains diode opening, it will

open, just as in the previous circuit, only when ,:.> L. Considering that bias

E is positive relative to "ground," output voltage will turn out to equal (given

' .. .. , , )

U . ",, E = ,.- -- P , - E := u,, r = , ,

Limiting mode. The diode will be closed when u,,<F and u z-x.Uo-E

Consequently, as usupl, in this case lower limiting will occur with positive clipping

threshold, but now not with zero, but with positive clippinq level E.-Uo-E>O .

Limiter action when bipolar exponential pulses are spp~iu to its input is depicted

in Figure V.6b, while it action when sinusoidal voltage is supplied is depicted

in Figure V.19.

(a) -

Figure V.7. Series Diode Limiter Circuits.

It is necessary to reverse bias source polarity (to connect it with a "minus"

to diode cathode) to obtain a negative clipping threshold in the Figure V.a and
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V.6a circuits. This simultaneously will provide a clipping level sign change /178

for the Figure V.6a circuit. Limiter action in these cases will correspond to

Figure V.lj and V.li when sinusoidal input voltage is supplied to their input.

A change in diode connection direction suffices in ordet to obtain upper

rather than lower limiting.

fin
0i "

Figure V.8. For Exercise V.Zb.

EXERCISE V.2

a) Characterize Limiters depicted in Figure V.7. Point out for each circuit

limiter type (upper, lower) and the E. and c, values. Find in Figure V.1 the

curveG which correspond to circuit operation.

b) Compile a series diode limiter circuit whose action would correspond

to Fi.gure V.8 when bipolar exponential pulses are supplied to its input. (Page 468)

As pointed out above, bidirectional limiting requires that a circuit comprise

two unidirectional opposed limiters with A- . One sLch circuit is depicted

in Figure V.9a and comprises two series-connected diode limiters. The action
of each limiter in the circuit was examined previously. If P:>.'. , then,

in the first approximation, it was possible to look upon the action of both limiters

independently and to consider that the first limiter sets a lower bound with

negative threshold and level L*- U. -- r , while the second sets an upper bound

with positive threshold and level .r-C', • Bidirectional "external" /179

limiting will occur as a result (see Figure V.1k).
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Figure V.9. Series Diode Clipper-Limiter.

If inequality R,: PR, is not satisfied, it shoald be considered that current

passing across diode 02 influences the first limiter clipping threshold E,

Actually, when diode 0 is closed, diode D2 is open by bias sources E1 and E2
operating in agreement. Therefore, the difference in potentials between points
a. dlu will be determined not only by bias El, but also by voltage drop across

resistance R, when diode D2 current i02 passes across it:

. £, +: - E .R E -E R,
u,6 - u'- - E , - i:Rl - E, + E? R, -E , R,

97771ER

a,-u, ~ (R, -ccsi R,;Ei R,2.R, R. f - k R

Diode DI will open when u.,-u , >o , i. e., u,,>&ut, Consequently, first

limiter clipping threshold and level will equal

i , - .R -' ,

Second limiter clipping threshold and level, as usual, will be determit.ed

by bias E2:

Another clipper-limiter circuit comprising two parallel-connected series

diode limiters with common load is depicted in Figure V.9b.
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EXERCISE V.3

Analyze Figure V.9b circuit operation. Point out clipping threshold and

level values and, in Figure V.1, find the curves corresponding to the operation

of this circuit. (Page 470)

3. Parallel Diode Limiters

VV
+O URm-

01

(a) Li

Figure V.10. Circuit and Voltage Curves for an Upper Parallel Diode Limiter
With Zero Clipping Threshold and Level vk,-., £ -0|

The simplest parallel diode limiter circuit is depicted in Figure V.lOa.

In addition to diode D, it includes limiting resistance R having, as was pointed

out earlier, principal significance. Limiter output voltage is formed across

load impedance R,, connected in parallel to the diode and, in accordance with

Kirchhoff's second law, equalling

aeo - *- u,, -ao u.. -R. (V.4)

where u% =iR, - voltage drop across resistance R0

Transfer mode. When u&.,<O , the diode is closed and output voltage turns /180

out to be applied to series-connected resistance R and R.. Therefore,

Uos 9,-,o s R. ue,- < U... ,
u,, -,, -u, ' -4 (V. 5)-

Value u,, is less than value u., by the magnitude of voltage drop across
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resistance R o  In order to increase us,, (to decrease ,RU ), there is a requirement

that

(V.6)

Then the limiter transfer constant in the transfer mode approximates its

maximum value

1 4 and u. -- .r

Limiting mode. Where u,.->( , the diode is open and its resistance R,

is slight. Therefore, one may disregard shunting influence of resistance R.

Rac R) and consider that input voltage is applied to series-connected rosistanc-s

R, and R . Consequently,0

-s ,, - u -2" 11 R. s Ids.
Rd + Ro- +3  R-

I + (V.7)

in order to decrease u.w, (:o increase u,,,), there is a requirement that

R. >R. (V.8)

Here, almost the entire voltage drop will occur across resistance R ando

u ,it0  •

Combining inequalities (V.6) and (V.8), we get the condition for resistance

R selection:
0

RoR. < R.. (V.9)

It should be underscored that, since conducting diode internal resistace /181

is slioht and may not equal zero, a certain input voltage portion equalling voltage

drop u, across the open diode mandatorily will be reproduced at output during

the limiting mode. Therefore, in principle, a parallel diode limiter may not

provide strict limiting.
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This circuit action is depicted in Figure V.1b where sinusoidal voltage

is supplied to its input. In this case, upper limiting (not strictf) with zero

clipping threshold and level will occur

E,=,o=0.

Bias source E also is introduced into the parallel diode limiter circuit

to obtain non-zero clipping thresholds and levels; diode connection direction

must be changed to accomplish the opposite type of limiting.

USX

U69,sw U6MX
E - 0 

-

(a) 6. -

Figure V.11. Upper Parallel Diode Limiter Circuit and Voltage Curves
With Negative Clipping Threshold and Level i -M'<o)

We will use the circuit depicted in Figure V.1la as our example.

Transfer mode. Since bias E constrains diode cut-off, it closes only where

u,+E<0 , i. e., where u,,<-E . But, given a closed diode, the bias source

does not influence output voltage magnitude (it is cut out) and uquZatue, (if

R..R. ).

Limiting mode. Where u@,+E>0 , i. e., u,,>-- , the diode is open and

u,... u, , n Uh - R

(if R.:R2 ).

Thus, upper limiting with negative and equal clipping thresholu and level:

A'---E; U.,-E (due to open diode infinite resistance, clipping level is reduced /182
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somewhat in absolute magnitude end limiting will not be strict). The action of

this limiter when bipolar exporeitial pulses are supplied to ite input is depicted

in Fioure V.llb.

EXERCISE V.4

Analyze the operation and provide the characteristic of the limiters depicted

in Figure V.12: for each, point out limiting type (upper, lower), clipping threshoWd

and level values, and find the Figure V.1 curves corresponding to circuit operation.

For simplicity, assume here that R.-.: R,-O • (Page 470)

Parallel diode limiter and clamp circuits are similar to each other in the

manner in which diodes are connected. This similarity sometimes leads to errors

in determination of diode purpose when reading pulse circuits. In fact, limiter

and clamp circuits and purposes are different. Voltage a-c component distortion

(pulse amplitude reduction) will occur during limiting, while the voltage d-c

component lost during passage across a transient R-C network changes (or is

reestablished) in a clamp, while the a-c component (pulse amplitude, in particular)

remains unchanged.

Parallel and series diode limiters also must be differentiated since their

circuits, operating principle, and basic properties differ.

EXERCISE V.5

a) Draw two circuits, an upper parallel diode limiter where LF.--L£-E>o

connected to transient R-C network output and a positive upper clamp where

/
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E7,",-E>o connected to transient R-C network output. Point out two principal

differences in these circuits.

b) Copy and fill in Table i.

c) Draw a series and a parallel diode limiter circuit considering internal

resistances of input voltage generator iR, and bias source R& connected to the

limiter output network. How do these resistances impact upon limiter operation?

(Page 471)

Table 1

Diode Limiter Type
Caonrismn Criteria

Series Parallel

Circuit Characteristic Features

ha-e Will Limitirq (ccur (JW-n is Diode Open, CIoseO

Limiting Qahity (Strict, Not Strict)

Basic Ratios in the Circuit and Uhat They Provide

(I vet in the rfer, Limiting Mode)

4. Influence of Stray Capacitances

IeI

figure V.13. for Calculation of Stray Capacitance Impact
on Diode Limiter Operation
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Stray circuit capacitancer -- diode transfer capacitance C*, , circuit

capacitance C, , and subsequent -.tage (load) input capacitance C, -- may turn

out to impact significantly when voltager with steep porches impact upon limiter

operation. A serit~ (a) and a parallel (b) upper limiter circuit with zero clipping

theeshold, considering stray cawcitances, are depicted ir, Figure V.13.

Co=C.+C, for the first circuit, while Co=-Cajk+C,+L. for the second circuit.

We will assume that identical positive square-wave pulses, beginning with negative

level L,.-U M  with amplitude U 1=-U'14U , are acting upon the inputs of both

circuits Figure V.14a).

us'x '

If-,t "

U..

Ucar

Figure V.14. Stray Capacitance Impact on Diode Limiter Operation:
(a) - Input voltage; (b) and (c) - Series limiter output

voltage; (d) - Parallel limiter output voltage.

Initially, we will examine st:ay capacitance impact on a series limiter.

At moments t and t2, instantaneous voltage drops with amplitude U,, act upon

circuit input. At these moments, one may disregard currents across the diode

and resistance R,, compared with currents in capacitances C, and C shunting
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them. Consequently, voltage jumps SU,, , the magnitude o' which will be determined

by instantaneous charges across the arms of capacitive divider C,4 , C0 "  /184

SU =U,, . - will be transferred to circuit output. Depending on ratios

U' and U" and Ck , C , jump 3L,, magnitude may be less or more than the magnitude

of the positive portion uf input voltage U' reproduced at output. The output

voltage shape when %U,,,<U' is depicted in Figure V.14b, while that when

* U,=>U' is depicted in Figure V.14c.

In the first instance, at moment t diode plate potential rises with a jump

to value U', while cathode potential rises to magnitude U.,<L . Therefore,

the diode turns out to be open and, following the jump across it, capacitance

C, overcharge will occur to magnitude U-"31 R, . Here, voltage

rises by an exponent with time constant Ri R (CO + C.) =RO(CO + C.A). At

moment t2, diode plate potential decays with a jump by magnitude U,, and takes

on value -U", while cathode potential decays by magnitude AU,,,<U'<U, , the

diode cuts off, and capacitance C discharges across resistance R. • Here, voltage3
, decays by an exponent with time constant v:-R,(Co+ C.,)

Since R,-x.R, , then %>or, and, output pulse decay, the decay time

of which will comprise f~a 3 2 3R(Co+C.,) , is stretched to the maximum degree.

Therefore, if decay time is given, then condition R. < 3 ' puts an upper

bound on load impedance magnitude, which satisfies condition (V.2), which places

a lower bound on magnitude M. .

In the second case, plate potential rises with a jump at moment tI to magnitude

U', while cathode potential rises to magnitude , L . Therefore, the diode

turns out to be closed and, following the jump, capacitance C0 will discharge

3cross resistance P. . Here, voltage decays by an exponent with time constant

-. R.(C.+ -C, ', to magnitude I" R, when the diode opens. At moment t , /185

diode plate potential decays with a jump by magnitude ',, , while cathode potential

decay3 b) magnitude %U, <L', and the diode closes. Since 2',.>L , then negative

voltage arises at output. This voltage disappears by an exponent with time constant

i ::R,(Cv-Cq) in connection with capacitance CO discharge across resistance R,,
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Diodes with slight capacitance C,, (here, magnitude of At L!L,,--L," jjumps

decreases) must be used in this case to decrease resultant stray "spikes "

We will shirt to the parallel limiter circuit whuse output voltage shape

is depicted in Figure V.14d. At moment tl, the diode is cut off and integrator

RC, C is formed due to action of positive drop U,, . Therefore, voltage

us,=-c, will rise by an exponent with time constant -.- RC, from level

u4 ==O to value U'. At moment t,, capacitance recharging will becin across

resistance R (the diode is closed) due to action of negative drop '.,. Voltage

,,s. will begin to decrease by an exponent with the same time constant -=RCO,

but at a high rate, since it will strive towards value -U". However, when

u,.,ImO , the diode opens, capacitance C will turn out to be shorted by slight
0

resistance R. , voltage across it will take on value t, and it will not change

further. Therefore, rise time exceeds decay time and equals t1 - 3RoCo

If value t is given, then condition R.)3C=&+c* +c ) # which satisfies condition

(V.8), will place a bound on resistance R magnitude.
0

EXERCISE V.6

What diode limiter type and what conditions make it possible to reduce Lhe

influence of stray capacitances to a minimum? (Page 472)

5. Computing Actual Diode rharacteristics. Diode Limiter Compensated Circuits

Differences between actual and ideal diode characteristics manifest themselves

when voltages slight in magnitude are limited (see Figure II.2b).

The influence of a diode actual characteristic (Figure V.15a) on operation

of a series diode lower limiter without outside bias sources when bipolar square

pulses are clipped (Figure V.15b) iu depicted in Figure V.15. "Premature" diode

opening when U,uE*4<O will lead to a change in clipping threshold and level

(we will get E.-E=<O, Uo-loR,) instead of ELn-Uo-O ), while initial characteristic

sector nonlinearity causes nonlinear u,, distortions near the clipping level /186

(Figure V.15c). Conditional bias sourc'i E. applied with a "minus" to cathode,
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Figure V.15. For Computation of Tube Diode Characteristics.

should be introduced into the limiter circuit tor computation of actual diode

cut-off voltage (Figure V.15d).

-E

Figure V.16. Compensated Series Diode Limiter Circuit.

It has been established that a 10% filament voltage change biases the actual

diode characteristic approximately 0.1 V "along the horizontal." Characteristics

also may be biased approximately 0.25 V "along the horizontal" due to diode parameter

spread and diode aging. All these instabilities equate to corresponding "bias" E,,

magnitude changes in Figure V.15d and, consequently, will lead to stray clipping

threshold and level changes. A second, compensating, diode connected so that,

given clipped diode zero drift, compensated diode zero drift will act in the opposite
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direction, is introduced into the limiter circuit to combat these phenomena.

A series diode lower limiter with zero clipping threshold compensated in this /187

manner is depicted in Figure V.16. The clipping threshold does not change during

simultaneous and identical zero drift in both diodes (a change in fictici.us voltages

Ed, and Eog ) since, as long as clipper diode D1 is closed, compensating diode

D2 initial current creates voltage drop U12-Eto2 across resistance R. equal

to and acting in opposition to "bias" E,.,. The second half of the tube -- a

dual diode, the first half of which is a clipper diode (this also explains the

approximate equality of clipper and compensating diode zero drifts) - essentially

is used as a compensating ciode. However, clipping threshold stability increases

only by a factor of 5-10 due to incomplete diode DI and D2 identity. Compensated

diode limiter circuits with non-zero clipping thresholds operating on the identical

principle are depicted in Figure V.17.

A
Eb T

( a)-

Mft

Figure V.17. Compensated Diode Limiter Circuits.
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EXERCISE V.7

Analyze the operation of the Figure V.17 circuits. Indicate limiter type

in each and explain the compensating diode action. (Page 472)

It should be kept in mind when semiconductor diodes are used that their

parameters will depend on temperature to a great degree. Thus, germanium diodes

operate stably at temperatures below 750 C, while silicon diodes operate stably

at temperatures below lOw -150 C. At higher temperatures, the back resistance

of these circu.ts rapidly decays and limiter operation is disrupted.

6. Influence of a Transient R-C Network Connected at Limiter Input

C, *

-)
e!

Figure V.18. Clipping Threshold Bias Due To
Isolating Capacitor Influence.

Accumulation of charges in the isolating capacitor (see Chapter II, § 5)

significantly may distort limiter operation if voltage at limiter input passes /188

across a transient R-C network in order to isolate d-c and a-c components. We
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will explain this using a parallel diode lower limiter with zero clipping threshold

and level as our example (Figure V.la). We will assume that isolating capacitor

C. under input voltage action was charged in the steady-state mode to voltage

U . Then, it is evident that this voltage will act as additional (dynamic)

bias E-,-, applied to the diode, which will lead to a change in clipping threshold

(but not level!). Input voltage and circuit parameters determine voltage Uco

polarity and magnitude.

We will assume that voltage us. , having p-sitive d-c component Us.. and
sinusoidal a-c component u,,, : u.- '"= u,". is supplied to circuit input (Figure

V.18b). We propose to use the limiter to place a lower bound on the a-c component

with E,-VL'-O . If capacitor co in the steady-state mode is charged to voltage

-' (as will occur in a linear transient R-C network), then d-c component

action would be compensated for fully, only the a-c component
us,,MUm-L .L uu..t ,iu" "Mflon ) would be applied to limiter input,

and the problem would be solved. But, due to limiter influence, the transient

network becomes nonlinear. Actually, under the action of positive half-wave component
goa- , capacitor C, additionally will be charged across resistance R (diode closed)

and, during action of the negative half-wave, it will discharge across two parallel

branches: resistance R, resistance R., and diode. Resultant network discharge

resistance R RR, is less then charging network resistance R.-R (we assume

for simplicity that R O,0 R,-0 ). Therefore, the steady-state voltage value

across the capacitor will decrease by certain magnitude Suc: Uc0.=L -84c

(Figure V.lb) and voltage at limiter output rises by that amount: /189
u;,. ass --s.s u._ + anc (Figure V.180).

We will recall that value ac is determined from condition (11.50) for nonlinear

transient R-C network output voltage in the steady-state mode

17- R.

As a result, a-c component i,,. will have a lower bound, not at zero, but

at negative clipping threshold value E' - -uc (a portion of negative half-waves

u,._ will be reproduced at limiter output). Output voltage clipping level will

remain zero since us.,-u6Au0 when the diode is open (Figure V.18d).
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Figure V.19. Method of Equalizing Isolating Capacitor
Charge and Discharge (R.-R,1 .

It is sufficient in this instance to make the resistance in capacitor C.

charging and discharging networks identical (i.e., dhe to limiter influence, to

convert the transient R-C network from nonlinear to linear) in order to avoid

a clipping threshold change. A circuit in which compensating diode 1. with

resistance R,-/R( is connected in parallel to limiter input to provide equality

.,-R, is depicted in Figure V.19. Diode ., opens when n,>0 (in the transfer

mode, when the limiter diode is closed), creating an additional branch for capacitor

C, charging current across resistance R, . As a result, we will get

, -Rp'-R---. .u=O(17 wTI.4, u"'--u,., and sinusoidal voltage

will be limited with the given zero threshold. However, this method of eliminating

isolating capacitor influence only may be used if voltage U,, at limiter input

(R-C network output) can be changed symmetrically relative to the zero level (i.

e., does not have an d-c component). If pulse voltage having a d-c component

that does not equal zero will be subject to limiting, then isoiating capacitor

influence may be eliminated using a more standard device - a clamp circuit connected

at transient R-C network output (see Chapter IV).

EXERCISE V.8

Pulse voltage picked off multivi'irator plate load (Figure V.20b), where

E<U., , is supplied to a limiter circuit with a transient R-C network /190

(Figure V.20a). Draw the circuit output voltage curve in the steady-state mode

considering capacitor C, influence. Select the clamp type whose connection eliminates

the transient network influence. Redraw the Figure V.20a circuit, having included

the clamp circuit selected in it and draw the output voltage curve. (Page 473)
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s C~a) ""-

Figure V.20. For Exercise V.8.

Load impedance R, may serve as transient R-C network resistance R when parallel

diode limiters are used. This is ruled cut for series diode limiters since the

diode current a-c component in them is closed across generator us, and installation

of an isolating capacitor breaks this network. Actually, if capacitor C, in a

series limiter circuit is connected to diode plate, then it will charge across

the diode to maximum voltage, following which capacitor discharge will turn out

to be impossible (the diode is closed to disrnarAng current) and current will

not pass across limiter load R, . If capacitor C, is connected to diode cathode,

then it cannot charge itself. Therefore, catcde potential will increase to value

Usz-and the diode cannot open. In both cases, a series diode limiter will not

c'.erate.

§ 3. MULTIELECTRODE-TUBE LIMITERS

1. General Notes

Derivative gain in the transfer mode is K>1 for multielectrode tube

limiters as opposed to diode limiters, i. e., input voltage amplification occurs

along with limiting. This makes it possible, first, to obtain output voltage

amplitude, in spite of its limiting, greater than input amplitude and, second,
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and especially significant, to increase output voltage porch steepness by a factor

of K compared to input voltage porch steepness. Clipping amplifier output voltage

is picked off the plate load. Therefore, clipping amplifiers invert input voltage

phase.

Multielectrode tube limiting may be obtained due to appearance of control

grid current (grid limiters), due to dynamic transfer characteristic lower knee

(plate current lower cutoff limiting), and due to the upper knee of this /191

characteristic (plate current lower cutoff limiting).

2. Grid Limiters

Control grid current i flowing across the grid--cathode path from grid tog
cathode arises if triode control grid potential exceeds cathode potential

u,,>O). The relationship between grid current and voltage u,, is analogous to

the diode characteristic (see Figure 111.2 and IIIJ). Therefore, one may look

upon the grid-cathode path as a diode which opens when ugk>O (the triode grid

is this diode's plate, while the triode cathode is its cathode).

+Ed

R0

--

Figure V.21. Grid Limiter Circuit.

The simplest triode grid limiter circuit is depicted in Figure V.21. Presence

of limiting resistance R0 connected in series from the contrcl grid to the tube

input network is a characteristic feature of this circuit. The grid limiting

process also occurs in this same network, shown separately in Figur& V.21b. Actually,
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a grid limiter input network circuit does not differ from a parallel diode upper

limiter with zero clipping threshold and level (see Figure V.10). Limiting resistance

Ro, in accordance with ratio (V.6), must be selected from condition R.>r,, ,

where r,& -- grid-cathode conducting path resistance. Resistance rpg for most

triodes comprises a magnitude of approximately I k Q . Therefore, limiting

resistance R is selected usually in a range of 100 k Q to 1--2 M Q . The Figure

V.2lb diode limiter output voltage is voltage H., acting between triode grid /192

and cathode:

where

uj= .

This voltage is amplified and inverted in the tube plate network. Thus,

one may look upon a grid limiter as a combination parallel diode upper limiter

and a plate-load amplifier.

ag

I. " I. L

Ug

df I\ Il, IUE a

(k) , ,

Figure V.22. Grid Limiter Operating Principle.

Grid limiter operation, given sinusoidal voltage limiting, is explained in

Fig,,re V.22. When negative half-cycles u,, u,4<O are active, ig =.O ("diode"

closed) and u,,-u,, since uvo-itRo-O . Grid current (Figure V.22a) appears
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when positive half-cycles us, are active and ug,*&O since almost the entire

voltage drop in the input network occurs across resistance R, >r,, . Therefore,

positive half-cycles "are clipped" at the zero level (Figure V.22b). Triode plate

current changes in accordance with the voltage uca law if voltage ugft clipped

in this manner changes within the bounds of the transfer characteristic linear

sector, whilr, maximum plate current value corresponds to value utg.O and equals

Iao (Figure V.Z2c). Limiter output voltage u"MU.&u.E-ioR, changes out of

phase with ulk (Figure V.22d). As a result, input voltage has an upper bound

with clipping threshold r*..0 , while output voltage has a lower bound with clipping

level

~(V.10)

+g a R + *

990

fi figo

Figurs V.23. Circuits For Grid Limiters
With Non-Zero Clipping Thresholds.

Outside bias source Eg is introduced into the input network to change /193

the clipping threshold (Figure V.23a, b). Self-bias may be used for the same

purpose (Figure V.23.c, d). In any case, however, expression (V.10) determines

output voltage clipping level.
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leading to porch stretching (mainly) and voltage ugo fall-off. However, the influence

fT grid limiter input capacitance manifests itself more strongly since the /194

selected resistance R 0 9'gnificantly is greater than in a parallal diode limiter

(triode resistance re is greater thsn open diode resistance R, ). Circuit output

capacitance C., operates just as in a pulse amplifier (see Chapter III, § 2) and

will lead to additional porch stretching and output voltage fall-off. Resistance
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R and Ra permissible values must be bounded in order to decrease the influence
of stray capecitance.

I

Figure V.25. Positive-Grid Circuit.

Grid clipping also occurs in those instances when the grid is connected

across large resistance Rtwr. to bus +Ea (Figure V.25). Such circuits are

referred to as positive-grid circuits and are used widely in pulse generators

and saw-tooth generators. U,,>o when a grid is connected in this manner and

grid current E. flows across resistance R and the grid-cathode

path.

Here

S', Ea 4g - 0

79 (V.11)

- grid pck.ential which has an upper clamp essentially at the cathode pukential /195

level. Thus, for example, we will get U,=O - . i'V when 250 k-,

R I HQ, Ea = 250 V.

We w,' ncte in conclusion that grid limiting also occ.rs when limiting resistance

R as such is absent, but output resistance of the previous stage (of the voltage

un, generator) R, is coincident with resistance ,,. , thu.; itself playing the

limiting resistance role. Therefore, if grid limiting is undesireable, and, as

the stage operates, voltage u,>O , then resistance R. must be as small aE
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possible. In this event, it -is advisible, for example, to use a cathode follower

as the previous stage.

3. Plate Limiters With Plate Current Lower Cutoff

lea

C,

UIZ tT  Ulm

Figure V.26. Plate Limiter With Plate Current In.er C.tff.

A triode is cut off 1ia = 0) if voltage applied to its control grid becomes

less than cutoff voltage ,<E,,. Here, plate voltage u.=E.-iR, rises to

the source voltage Ea value, which it cannot exceed. This phenomenon also i's

used for plate current lower cutoff plate limiting. This limiier circuit is depicted

in Figure V.26. It differs from a standard triode resistance amplifier only in

operating mode: if input voltage in the amplifier must change within the constraints

of the transfer characteristic linear sector, then the negative input voltage

portion in this limiter must fall within the tube cutoff area.

Limiter action uhen sinusoidal voltage is supplied to input is explained

in Figure V.27. A lower bound is placed on input voltage due to plate current

lower cutoff, while an upper bound is placed in tlie output voltage. The magnitude

of negative bias voltage E selected determines the clipping threshold value andg
the latter equals E,-E,-E 1 .

*Bias voltage E always will be applied as a "minus" to grid since, ',therise,
the input voltage Oositive portion will cause grid current and will be subjected
to grid clipping.
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Figure V.27. Action of a Limiter with Plate Current Lower Cutoff.

Ela,

0

Figure V.28. Positive Pulse Clipping Due to
Plate Current Lower Cutoff Where Eg = 0.

If there is a requirement to clip pulses of negative polarity, then bias

E may be absent, while grid potential may be clamped at the cathode potential

level (U9g = 0) due to grid current (see Figure V.25). Voltage curves for /196

this limiter type are depicted .n Figure V.28.
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Figure V. 29. Limiter with
er Cutoff of Anod~e Current
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It should be underscored that, in any event, output voltage clipping level

V.-E. given plate current lower cutoff limiting. Tubes with sharp plate current

cutoff are used in this limiter type to increase limiting precision.

EXERCISE V.10

Bipolar exponential pulses (Figure V.24a) are supplied to Figure V.26 circuit

inputs. Determine clipping threshold and draw output voltage curves for three

cases: E<E *. E.-Eo: EI>E,., if there only is plate current lower cutoff limiting.

(Page 474)

4. Plate Limiters With Plate Current Upper Cutoff

Plate current upper cutoff occurs due to tube dynamic saturation. The essence

uf this phenomenon was examined in Chapter III, § 2 and boils down to the fact

that plate current increases when there is a voltage rise in the control grid, /197

while plate voltage drops to specific limits /..,=st U. .. . As a result,

the tube dynamic transfer characteristic acquires an upper bend, which also is

used for limiting.

Triode dynamic saturation occurs when voltage ",, values are positive (see

Figure III.13b). But, when us,.O , control grid current, causing grid limiting,

appears in the triode. Ttus, this current always appears before plate limiting

begins. Therefore, use of triodes for limiting with plate current upper cutoff

only is possible in those rare instances when an input voltage generator has slight

output resistance RrCr, (here, .id limiting essentially has no impact).

Pentode dynamic saturation, thanks to screen grid action, still occurs given negative

voltages u,, (see Figure I1I.13d), i. e., precedes grid limiting. Therefore,

most limiters with plate current upper cutoff comprise pentodes.

This limiter-circuit is depicted in Figcre V.29 and is analogous to a standard

plate pentode limiter. However, as opposed to a limiter, its operating mode is

selected so that a radical upper bend is obtained in the dynamic transfer char-

acteristic in the u,,<O area. Large platc load impedance and increased screen

grid voltage are used for this purpose, which racilitates cathode current redis-

tribution between plate and this grid, which results in plate limiting beginning

prior to grid limiting, while its precision increases.
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Figure V.30. Action of a Limiter With Plate Current Upper Cutoff.

Curves explaining circuit operation are depicted in Figure V.30. An upper

bound is placed on input voltage (EgE..o= for the negative bias Eg magnitude selected

foi Figure V.30), while a lower bound is placed on output voltage at level U,

-- u,,,, , due to plate current upper cutoff.

EXERCISE V.11

Redraw the output voltage curve for a limiter with plate current upper cutoff

(Figure V.30d) and indicate how this voltage will change when magistude E decreasesg
and uhen resistance Ra increases. (Page 474)

5. Multielectrode-Tube Clipper-Limiters

Above, we saw that three limiting types were possible using multielectrode

tubes:

- grid limiting (upper bound placed on input voltage and a lower bound on

output voltage);
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-- plate current lower cutoff limiting (lower bound placed on input voltage,

upper bound on output voltage);
plate current upper cutoff limiting (upper bound placed on input voltage,

lower bound on output voltage).

Combining these types of limiting in pairs so that both an upper and a lower

bound would be placed on input voltage, we get the following types of clipper-

limiters: if an upper bound is placed on input voltage due to grid currents and

a lower bound due tc plate current lower cutoff, then this is referred to as a

transfer clipper-limiter; if an upper bound is placed an input voltage due to

plate current upper cutoff and a lower bound due to plate current lower cutoff,

then this is referred to as a plate clipper-limiter.*

Transfer clipper-limiter. The transfer clipper-limiter circuit does not

differ from the grid limiter circuit (see Figure V.21a, V23). However, the input

voltage range change must cover the tube transfer characteristic "spread" /199

in order to provide both manifestation of grid currents (given us1 maximums) and

tube cut-off (given u., minimums). The values of both clipping thresholds -E

and E, simultaneously may change, selecting the negative bias Eg magnitude.

Bias magnitude must equal to obtain symmetrical input voltage limiting.

Operation of this limiter is explained in Figure V.31. The lower bound placed

on output voltage (due to grid currents) is not as precise as upper bound um,

(due to tube cut-off).

Plate clipper-limiter. This limiter circuit does not differ from the plate

limiter circuit with plate current upper cutoff, i. e., a standard amplifying

stage (see Figure V.29). However, the output voltage change range must from both

sides cover the sloping sector of the tube dynamic transfer charac' -ristic in

order to provide both tube dynamic saturation (given u,, maximums) and its cut-off

(given u,, minimums).

Operation of this limiter is explained in Figure V.3Z. The upper bound placed

*The third grid limiting combination and limiting due to plate current upper
cutoff physically are impossible since both phenomena place an upper bound on
input voltage.
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Figure V.31. Transfer Clipper-Limiter Action.

on output voltage (at level Uo-U*,.,,) here also is not as precise as the upper

bound (at level U0 -E, ). As was the case in the previous circuit, the values

of both clipping thresholds simultaneously may be regulated by magnitude Eg /200

selection. Reduced plate supply voltage E. (to several tens of volts) often is
used in the circuits under examination to decrease the input voltage change

constraints required to obtain bidirectional limiting, as well as to "notch" a

narrower band from the input signal. This facilitates both tube cut-off and its

transition to the dynamic saturation area. As a result, the transfer characteristic

"spread" corresponding to the transfer mode, i. e., the upper and lower clipping

thresholds converge, is decreased.

Cathode-couoled clipper-limiter. As noted above, separate regulation of

clippinig thresholds , and E, is hindered when transfer and plcte clipper-limiters

are used and different upper and lower limiting precision is obtained. The Figure

V.33 cathode-coupled clipper-limiter does not have these shortcomings. It /201

will comprise two stages: a cathode follower (triode L1) and a common-grid amplifier

(triode L2). Both cathodes are coupled across common cathode load impedance R.
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Figure V.34. Cathode-Coupled Clipper-Limiter Action.

Limiter operating principle is explained in Figure V.34 and will comprise

the following. The transfer mode is insured when both triodes are open. Here,

triode L1 plate current creates voltage drop uh, (cathode follower output voltage)

across resistance Rh applied as a "minus" to triode L2 grid, i. e., decreasing

its plate current i... Since voltage u~j changes in phase with input voltage,

voltage u,2 changes opposite in phase with voltage , , while voltage u -u.,,
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changes opposite in phase with voltage u..- then limiter output voltage in the

transfer mode changes in phase with the input voltage.

When voltage i decreases to value £._ at which triode L cuts off

j:,,_ni , triode L2 plate current will become maximum and equal quiescent current

,,.: , while its plate voltage will become minimal. This insures that a lower

bound is placed on input and output voltages. When voltage u,, rises to value

Z7 at which triode L2 cuts off due to a voltage u., increase, its plate voltage

will become maximum. This places an upper bound on input and output voltages.

Thus, a lower bound is placed on input voltage due to triode L1 plate current

lower cutoff, while an upper bound results from triode L2 plate current lower /202

cutoff. This insures that an identically-precise upper and lower bound is placed

on output voltage. Resultant output voltage clipping levels also are equal: Uu-

L ~j,,,wEe-,0R*. -E.E, 7r, clipping thresholds and clipping level

are set by potentiometers R., and R., , which regulate bias voltages at the triode

grids.

A sufficiently-large resistance Rh (5--10 k ) is selected to prevent

grid current manifestations, given positive u,, values, which insures deep negative

feedback. Since a voltage u, drop here may reach several tens of volts, bias

voltages picknd off the potentiometers are positive.

Since the first circuit stage is a cathode follower, circuit input resistance

is great, while input resistance is slight. The second stage common grid constrains

signal "leakage" across triode L2 transient capacit3nrce C., when L2 is closed.

§ 4. TRANSISTORS IN LIMITER AND SWITCH CIRCUITS

I. Transistor Limiters

Transistor use as limiters is based on the nonlinearity of transistor dynamic

characteristics. The common-emitter transistor stage i3 the most-widespread circuit

(Figure V.35). It does not differ :n appearance from a transistor amplifier (see

Figure 111.40, for example). However, operating modes differ significantly.

A transistor in an amplifier operates in the large signal mode and its operating

point leaves the characteriztic's linear area boundaries, to the saturation area
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Figure V.35. Common-Emitter Circuit Transistor Limiter.

on the one hand and to the cutoff area on the other. An upper bound is placed

on output voltage (for pnp transistors) due to collector current saturation, while

a lower bound is placed due to transisitor cut-off. The saturation and the cutoff

areas are used simultaneously to obtain signal clipp..ig-limiting, selecting /203

the operating point in the initial state somewhere in the middle of the active

area.

RR,

iU I, -- 

I -C-
0 

. .A.I 

14= t

Figure V.36. Plotting an OE Transistor Load Line (a)
and Dynamic Characteristic (b).

Practical determination of clipping thresholds may be accomplished using

dynamic characteristic = ,, * For this purpose, the load line will be plotted
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initially in the static collector characteristic family, then the dyt aic char-

acteristic will be plotted based on the )oints where it intersects the static

characteristic. The dynamic characteristic plot is illustrated in Figure V.36.

Threshold clipping levels determine this characteristic's breakpoints.

Base current i6-1s, magnitude determines output voltage upper clipping threshold

at which collector current reaches saturation (i=-i . The following relationship

may be used to express transistor saturation condition:

S- . (V.12)

where , - average current gain value for a given transistor.

Collector voltage in the saturation area equals L'..,= , while collector

current equals

Ex - Uw wx E
R" R," (V.13)

The magnitude of return base current ie--Io at which uncontrolled /204

current 1.0 flows in the collector network determines lower cliping threshold.

In the cutoff area, collector voltage equals

U. -E. - , laR(V.14)

To obtain bidirectional limiting, the current drop across the input network

must equal the following magnitude

Here, the voltage drop across the collector equals

- E. - I..R - U....- (V.15)

Since values 1.,R, and LM. in sum do not exceed 0.2-0.3 V (where the
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resistance R1 magnitude is on the order of tens of kiloh-.;), tnzri essentially

it is possible to consider

AU. = E..

Collector current drop magnitude equals

Thus, a transistor in a limiter circuit possesses good switching properties.

There also is a requirement to note that signal limiting can occur when the

input voltage drop has a relatively-low magnitude. This may be on the order of

several tens of fractions of volts for germanium transistors and on the order

of 1-2 volts for silicon transistors. However, one should remember that a transistor

is controlled not by voltage, but by current, whose magnitude will depend on the

magnitude of transistor input resistance and signal source internal resistance.

Therefore, large input signal amplitudes essentially are required.

Resistance R (included here also is signal source internal resistance), whose

magnitude is greater than transistor input resistance in the conducting state,

is connected to the base network so that transistor influence on input current

is slight. In this event, one may assume that signal source emf magnitude determines

input current, i. e., i.

EXERCISE V.12

Is there an analogy between resistance R and resistance connected to a grid

limiter network? (Page 475)

Limiter operating quality will depend on selection of load impedance R.

magnitude. Actually, resistance R, needs to be increased to increase limiter

sensitivity to the input signal. The dotted line in Figure V.36 represents the

load line where R;>R, and the corresponding dynamic characteristic. In /205

this event, lower input current drop lij is required for bidirectional limiting.

However, circuit temperature stability deteriorates when resistance R. nagnitude
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is great. Current 1, increases sharp-y at increased temperature. Since saturation

current 1,. magnitude, determined by external element parameters, specifically

by resistance R. and source voltage E,, , remains unchanged, then collector current

drop \/.c-/..-,, decreases. Consequently, the voltage drop across the limiter

output also decreases. The following condition must be satisfied for normal limiter

operation across a broad range of temperatures

/,. l~l~ ,,,€.(V..16)

EXERCISE V.13

a) Select resistance R. for limiter operation in a temperature range up

to +650 C if .-- 15 V, I.,..-6O A.

b) Does resistance R. magnitude impact upon output signal amplitude when

the tErperature is fixed? (Page 475)

Resistance R. magnitude in practical limiter circuits is selected within

a range of several tens of kilohms.

2. Transient Processes in a Transistor Switch Circuit

Transistor operation in the switching mode is used not only for signal amplitude

limiting. The switching mode ia used in many transistor pulse devices, such as

switches, trigger circuits, multivibrators, and the like.

Good transistor switching properties make it possible to obtain shaped pulse

amplitudes close to supply source voltage, which advantageously differentiates

transistors From electron tubes.

Switching processes will depend littlo on stray and tr3nsistor junction

capacitance magnitudes since usually the load impedances across which a charge

(discharge) of these capectiances occurs is slight, on the order of unities of

kilohms. However, the switching process in a transiptor switch to a large degree

will depend on the lag properties of the transistor itself coupled with the infinite

rate of carrier diffusion and clean-out delay during deep saturation.
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Switching time will depend on tr nisistor type and on how it 's connected

in the circuit. This determines collector current pulse rise and decay time and,

consequently, maximum possible switching frequency as well.

We will examine transient processes in a common-emitter transistor switch,

whose circuit is identical to the limiter circuit depicted in Figure V.35.

(a)

to) It, t ILI _______ 4_

SI I

I

-E - I - -- - -- -

Figure V.37. Transient Processes in a Cormn-no-mitter Transistor Switch
(Dotted Line Depicts Process With Tripping Current Present).

In the initial state, let the transistor be cut off due to positive bias /206
souirce E,, connected between the base and the emitter. At moment in timre t = t

negative current drop .Ai-I>I6, is supplied to the transistor base (Figure 'J.37a).
The transistor unbianks in accordance~ with a law well-approximated by sn exponent
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(see Chapter III, § 6):

, (t)--,(I -e-), (V.17)

where -- collectro. current-rise time constant in a common-emitte- /207

transistor circuit.

Collector current at moment in time t = t reaches saturation and is clamped

at this level (Figure V.3/b). On time tox-ti-to may be obtained from expression

(V.17) if one considers that, when t = to, i,.O , while, if t = tl, t=/K.R

Hence, for rise time tt. we get a positive collector voltage drop (Figure

V.37c)

I tagj, 1 ln _ (V.18)

Usually, base current /, will strive towards an increase to accelerate the

switching process. Then, it turns out that , and formula (V.18) is s-r-plified

4. (1.19)

EXERCISE V.14

Demonstrate that the oo time approximate value may be obtained directly from

Figure V37b. (Page 475)

It follows from formulas (V.18) and (V.19) that transient process acceleration

in a common-base transistor switch may be achieved by means of a large degree

of saturation, which requires an increase in base current drop, We will note

that a current /. decrease for such purposes is undesirepble due to deterioration

in circuit temperature stability. However, the transistor deep saturation mode

has its drawbacks. It is a case where collector current during deep saturation
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does not decrease immediately after cessation of the current pulse in the base

network (time moment t = t2 in Figure V.37), but following slight time delay

Excessive carriers are cleaned out of the collector junction during this

period of time and this process occurs until the concentration of minor carriers

in the base at the collector junction reaches equilibrium value. After that

the transistor turns out to be in the active area and collector current dimunition

begins.

Collector current will fall to the initial value in accordance with an

exponential law

V

(V.20)

and, therefore, fall time is

i's, - (3 .5) 
(V.21(V. 21)

Dispersal and fall time may be reduced significantly if, during cutoff, base

current with a jump decreases from negative value /6 to positive value .

This is expl3ined by acceleration -f the dispersal of the charge accumulated in

the base under the influence of a strong blanking signal. The transient process

occurring as tripping current f, is supplied is depicted by the dotted line in

Figure V.37. It is evident from the figure that lag time p and fall time t,.

may be reduced significantly by increasing the tripping current. Given great

current I* magnitude, the approximate turn-off time value t.ua-4=+42 may be

determined directly from Figure V.37

Sl" (V.22)

Duration of collector voltage negative drop correspondingly may be determined

from the formula

' " (V.23)
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Collector current decrease t" in expressions (V.22) and (V.23) diffvrs from

3 since, during a certain time period, the collector junction will be under

the influence of forward voltage relative to the base and will act like an emitter.

One may consider that t-=t, for qualitative evaluations.

R, 0 - l .-

(a)

Figure V.38. Diode Clamp Method of On Time Reduction.

Transistor turn-off time may be reduced if collector voltage diode clamping

is used (Figure V.38a). The ab.olute value of the magnitudfr of clamped voltage /209

source E, is less than that of voltage E. . Therefore, the process of switch

initial state reestablishment ceases at level u.-E* . It is evident from Figure

V.38b that fall time may be determined in the following way:

E
(V .24)

One cannot say that this method of decreasing turn-off time is completely

satisfactory due to the decrease in voltage drops across the transistor collector.

In addition, this method will not lead to a reduction in lag time.

One effective way to increase switch response speed is use of an R-C network

at transitor input (Figure V.39a). Relatively-high actuating current arises in

*Time constant ( ' 1; (6] depending on transistor type a;;d design.
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Figure V.39. Use of a Boosting R-C Network
in a Transistor Switch.

this circuit when a negative voltage pulse (Figure V.39b) is supplied to the input

circuit

W C.

where U. -- input pulse amplitude;

- base-emitter conducting sector resistance.

This current, charging capacitor C, decreases to the assigned value
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4.. "  
R since usually RT (R+rt,) . Resistance R magnitude

is selected so that the degree of transistor saturation is insignificant and is

suffices only for compensation of circuit element perameter variation.

Base current curves are depicted in Figure V.39c, while collector current

curves are depicted in Figure V.39d. They explain the physical processes in the

circuit. Here, curve 1 reflects the character of the change in ficticious collector

current i,-.i6 , which would arise when input d-c i-1m , placing the

transistor in the deep saturation mode, is present. However, input current decreases

by virtue of capacitor C charge and ficticious collector current must change in

accordance with curve 2. In fact, collector current is clamped at level i,./,.

and rise time turns out to be insignificant. If circuit parameters are selected

so that magnitude 3A ,€, slightly exceeds 1,, , then this rules out delay in transistor

exit from the saturation state.

EXERCISE V.15

How is switch response speed linked with R-C time constant magnitude? (Page 475)

A large spike of base back current, which provides slight turn-off time,

arises at the moment the seitching pulse ceases.
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CHAPTER VI /211

TWO-STAGE SQUARE-WAVE GENERATORS (MULTIVIBRATORS)

§ 1. GENERAL INFORMATION ON TO-.STAGE SQUARE-WAVE GENERATORS

I. Generator Construction Principle. Self-Excitation Conditions

Two-stage square-wave generators (flip-flops, multivibrators) are used widely

in RLS pulse devices to obtain gate, blanking, and strobe pulses, display intensifier

(flyback suppression) pulses, pulses controlling sawtooth generator operation,

pulse repetition frequency division, pulse time delays, and so forth.

Dewkir .e 0pae 1 epwua~ (fle

(,,L )N Co) " u ) V11 6 t

Figure VI.l. Four Square-Wave Pulse Generator Operating Stages:
(a) -- First equilibrium state; (b) -- First reversal; (c) -- Second

equilibrium state; (d) -- Second reversal; (e) -- Base;
(f) -- Porch; (q) -- Tilt; (h) -- Droop.
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Square pulses have an infinite frequency spectrum (see Attachment 1). So,

from the frequency point of view, square-wave pulse generators simultaneously

must produce harmonic oscillations in a broad (theoretically infinite) /212

frequency band.* One may divide the complete operating cycle of any square-wave

pulse generator into four stages, conditionally and separately depicted in Figure

VI.l. In two stages (Figure VI.la, c) corresponding to pulse base and tilt shaping,

generator output voltage must be constant, but must differ by a magnitude equal

to pulse amplitude. Output voltage constancy is insured in the circuit's equilibrium

state electrically. Thererore, the generator must have two different equilibrium

states, while the duration of one determines resting time duration to and the

other pulse duration o . In the two other states (Figure VI.lb, d) corresponding

to pulse porch and droop shaping, generator output voltage in the ideal case must

change instantaneously -- rise or fall with a jump. A spasmodic circuit change

from one equilibrium state to another due to action of internal forces is referred

to as circuit reversal. Reversal occurs when a state of unstable equilibrium

arises in a circuit, when any, even a slight, random change in the circuit's

electrical mode will lead to an avalanche-like process resulting in the circuit

changing to a new equilibrium state.**

An avalanche-like process develops in the event that any initial change of

current or potential at a given point in a circuit is maintained and amplified

due to processes arising within the circuit itself. This is the essence of the

so-called self-excitation condition, it is evident that satisfaction of the

self-excitation condition means that any electrical changes in a circuit must

act in a closed loop: the output signal (the result of input signal action) must

give way backwards to circuit input, maintaining and amplifying the input signal

(the cause of the appearance of the output signal). Thus, a closed positive feedback

loop must act tvice in a generator, at the moment the pulse porch and droop are

shaped. This loop must be open when the circuit is in equilibrium states.

The overall seif-excitation condition is subdivided into a phase and amplitude

'Therefore, they are called multivibrato:s - multiple-frequency oscillation
generators.

"*An avalanche-like process is one that develops in a circuit on the avalanche
principle -- with rising (theoretically to infinity) speed -- due to the action
of internal forces.
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self-excitation condition. The former means that an output signal supplied in

reverse to circuit input must act in the same direction as does the input signal.

This signifies that the resultant phase shift between output and input signals

as the closed feedback loop is bypassed must equal (or be shorter than) 2w : /213

: b.,,- ,D = 2... (VI.l)

Feedback will be positive when this condition is met.

Amplitude self-excitation condition means that the output signal must exceed

the input signal in magnitude (the result is to exceed the cause). This signifies

that :esultant gain in the positive feedback loop must be greater than unity

as >(VI.la)

This condition insures an uninterrupted rise in the conversion rate, i. e.,

its avalanche-like nature.

U80

Figure VI.2. Multivibrator Schematic Diagram.

Two tube or semicondctor triode amplifying stages connected in a closed

loop so that each stage's output voltage i3 supplied to the output of the other

stage are used to satisfy conditions (VI.l) and (VI.la) in the generators examined

in this chapter. Therefore, the schematic diagram depicted in Figure VI.2 may

represent such a generator in overall form (the positive feedback loop for equilibrium
states is open).
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For a two-stage generator, conditions (VI.1) and (VI.la), respectively, are

written in the form

= 2 , (VI.2)

K',- 1tK > I. (VI. 2a)

where , and 4" - phase shifts;

K, and K11 - g-in moduli for each stage.

Phase self-excitation condition (VI.1) will be satisfied if each stage changes

voltage phase 1800, i. e., is a phase inverter I.=-c; Iu-" .

As is known, the frequency band in which self-excitation conditions are satisfied

must be as broad as possible to increase the reversal rate, i. e., pulse porch

and droop steepness. From this point of view, piesence of frequency-selection

elements -- inductances and capacitances -- in the circuit is undesirable.

Therefore, both stages in generator tube circuits are assembled as pulse amplifiers

from resistances with plate load (see Chapter III, § 2). Output (plate) /214

voltage from each such amplifier changes opposite in phase to input (grid) voltage,

which explains satisfaction of condition (VI.2), while its gain is greater than

unity, which explains satisfaction of conditon (VI.2a).

All two-stage pulse g,'nerator circuits are categorized as symmetrical (when

the circuits and all parameters of both amplifying stages are identical) and

asymmetrical (when the circuits and amplifying stage parameters are different).

Coupling of the plate (output) of one stage with grid (input) of another is referred

to as plate-grid coupling. Two identical plate-grid couplings are mandatory in

symmetrical circuits. Only one plate-grid coupling often is used in asymmetrical

circuits. In this event, the other is replaced by a coupling of cathode networks

created with the aid of cathode load impedance R, common to both stages. Since

the input of each amplifying stage is coupled tn the output cf the other and each

stage is a phase inverter, then their input (and, consequently, their output)

voltages change opposite in phase: if the input voltage of one stage rises with

a jump, then the other drops with a jump. Jump magnitude is constrained by the

nonlinearity of tube (or transistor) characteristics. The tube whose input voltage
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drops cuts off, while its output (plate) voltage will become maximum. Blanking

or this tube breaks the positive feedback network, i. e., disrupts satisfaction

of self-excitation conditions, resulting in the next equilibrium state appearing

in the cir-uit. A voltage rise at second tube input usually is clamped at the

zero level due to its grid current. Therefore, this tube's output voltage is

clamped in the equilibrium state at the minimum level. Thus, output voltage

horizontal sectors are clamped in circuit equilibrium states due to plate-grid

lmiting (see Chapter V, § 3).

r* Ea Utt

U biC

ff: t  R1 - - -.-- 1

(a)

Figure V1.3. Multivibrator as a Double-Arm Nonlinear Voltage
Divider (a) and Its Output Voltage Curves (b).

It is clear from what has been stated that the first tube always is unblanked

and tha second always blanked in the generator's first equilibrium state, while

the opposite is true in the other state. This provides the foundation, from the

output voltage shaping point of view, to represent the two-stage square-wave generator

by a common equivalent circuit in Figure VI.3a in the form of a double-arm nonlineor

voltage divider with commutator switch K. In this circuit, R,. R, -- plate

load impedances, /' ad ' .-_ tube internal d-c resistance, while the dotted

line depicts common cathode load impedance R, 'it is absent in circuits with

two plate-grid couplings). The extreme left and right switch K pojitions correspond

to the two stages of circuit equilibrium state. The jumps in the circuit (reversal

stages) are equivalent to switch thrcw-over from one extreme position to /215

the other. The curves of the circuit's tvo output voltages picked off the stage

plate loads and changing opposite in phase at the moment of switch throw-over

is thrown are depicted in Figure VI.3b.
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2. Basic Generator Types and Operating Modes

There can be three two-stage pulse generator operating modes depending on

the nature of the causes of spasmodic conversions, i. e., on the method ol throwing

switch K in Figure V1.3. The three basic types are:

-- multivibrators with stages of stable equilibrium, usually referred to

as flip-fiops;

-- multivibrators with one state of stable equilibrium, usually referred

to as monostable multivibrators;

-- free-running multivibrators without a single state of stable equilibrium.

Ulan I I

{o ukI~t F1(1 r-
30

t4 Una

Figure Vl.4. For Explanation of Flip-Flop (a), Monostable
Multivibrato7 (b) and Free-Running Multivibrator (c) Operation.

II

Both equilibrium states are stable in flip-flops. Each may in and of itself

continue as long as it desires and is disrupted only by an external stimulus.

Consequently, each circuit revorsal (switch throw-over) occurs only due to external

trigger pulse action. Here, the duration of the developed pulses and their repetition

frequency are determined exclusively by the time intervals between trigger pulses

(Figure VI.4a). Therefore, there is no control in a flip-flop circuit.

Only one equilibrium state is stable in monostable multivibratois and it

may be disrupted only by an external stimulus. Interr.: circuit processes determine
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how long the circuit remains in the second equilibrium state. Therefore, /216

the second equilibrium state is temporarily stable (quasistable). Consequently,

trigger pulses are required here for a circuit reversal nnly in one direction

- circuit reversal from a state of stable equilibrium to a state of temporarily-

stable equilibrium. A circuit reversal in the opposite direction occurs spon-

taneously. Here, trigger pulse intervals provide only the generated pulse repetition

period, with the parameters of the circuit itself determining the duration of

these pulses (Figure VI.4b). Therefore, there usually is generated pulse duration

control in a monostable multivibrator circuit. The circuit requires a timing

(time-setting) element (energy accumulator), which also determines how long the

circuit remains in the temporarily-stable state after triggering, in order for

it to return spontaneously to the initial state of stable equilibrium. A timing

capacitor connected to one plate-grid coupling plays thic role.

Both equilibrium states in free-running multivibrators are temporarily-stable.

Consequently, both circuit reversals (both switch K throw-overs) occur spontaneously

and do not require trigger pilse stimuli. The circuit timing element -- a capacitor

- determines hoa long the circuit remains in each temporarily-stable state.

Therefore, the circuit ha3 tvo timing capacitors connected to both plate-grid /217

couplings. The parameters of the circuit itself determine all :arameters of the

pulses generated in the free-rinning mode. The circuit generates a periodic pulse

train if circuit parameters remain unchanged during operation (Figure VI.4c).

A free-running multivibrator circuit controls generated pulse repetition period

and duration.

Presence of timing (as well as stray) capacitances always impacts unfavorably

on generated pulse shape. Therefore, flip-flops develop pulses that most-closely

approximate square pulses, vhile free-running multivibrator.7 provide the greatest

pulse shape distortions.

3. Principles of External Generator Triggering

Action of external trigger pulses, vhich cause a circuit reversal, is required

for flip-flop and monostable multivibrator operation. In principle, there is

a requirement here either to urblank a blanked tube with a pulse of positive polarity

(an unblanked tube is blanked here) or to blank an unblanked tube with a pulse
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of negative polarity (a blanked tube is unblanked here). In any event, an active

avalanche-like reversal process arises only in the time interval when both tubes

are unblanked since a positive feedback loop exists only at this time. Consequently,

a circuit re-ersal caused by positive feedback action means that a blanked tube

must be unblanked by a trigger pulse before the unblanked tube is blanked.*

Since it is mandatory that one tube is unblanked prior to triggering, then

there always is the chance to use it as an amplifier, a trigger pulse inverter.

Therefore, it is more advantageous to trigger with a negative pulse supplied to

untlanked tube grid. In this case, an amplified positive pulse, which is transmitted

across the plate-grid coupling to blanked tube grid, arises in the unbanked Lube

plate network. It is evident that an amplilied positive pulse unblanks a blanked

tube even in the event that negative trigger pulse amplitude at unblanked tube

grid s insufficient to blank it. Active circuit reversal will ensue as a result.

Thus, flip-floo and monostable multivibrator sensitivity to negative trigger pulses

is greater by a factor of K than to a positive pulse. Consequently, negative

trigger pulse amplitude may be correspondingly less than that of positive pujses.

Actually, prior to triggering, voltage at unblanked tube grid equalled U'.,,.=d)

(resulting from grid limiting) and voltage at blanked tube grad equalled /218

L,,I=,< E1  , then the amplituoe of negative trigger pulse fL'' required to unblank

a blanked tube across an unblanked tube must be selected from condition

An . (VI.3)

where K -- stage gain in an unblanked tube considering plate-grid coupling transfer

constant;

i-- blanked tube cutoff voltage.

The amplitude of the positive trigger pulse required for direct unblanking r
of a blanked tube must be selected from condition

,,,> - --,. I (VI.3a)

*In practice, there are cases where an unblanked tube is blanked initially
during triggering due to stray caoacitance influence. Here, a passive circuit
reversal occurs when the positive feedback loop does not close (see below).
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Along with a decrease in trigger oulse amplitud, negative pulse triggering

also has several other advantages, which will be discussed below.

Negative trigger pulses must act in sequence during flip-flop triggering,

first to the grid of one, then to the grid of the other tube (insuring flip-flop

reversal first in one, then in the other direction), while, during mcnostable

multivibrator triggering, to the grid of the same tube unblanked in a state of

stable equilibrium (the circuit spontaneously returns to this state).

The role of trigger pulses in flip-flops and monostable multivibrators (just

as is the case in other trigger devices) boils down only to the initial external

stimulus on the circuit leading to initiation of an avalanche-like reversal vrocess.

This process itself already develops spontaneously and independent of this stimulus

as self-excitation conditions are satisfied. This makes it possible, first, to

.se very short trigger pulses for triggering and, second, to trigger across special

trigger tubes (diodes, triodes). A trigger tube transmits to a circuit only that

oortion of a trigger pulse porch whose action suffices for stlmj.'Atior of an

avalanche-like process (for unblanking a blanked tube). After this, it closes

immediately, cutting the trigger pulse source out of the generator circuit and

.tereby eliminating their harmful mutual influence.

2. MULTIVIBRATORS WITH TWO STABLE EQUILIBRIUM STATES (FLIP-FLOPS)

. Flip-Flops With Two Plate-Grid Couplings (Symmetrical Flip-Flops)

A flip-flop circuit with two plate-grid couplings and external bias source

Z is depicted in Figure VI.5a. Voltage curves for characteristic circuit /2199

)oints without consideration for the influence of stray capacitances are depicted

Dy dotted lines in Figure VI.5b.

Two identical triode amplifying stages LI and L2 with plate loads RL, and

R,. form the flip-flop circuit. Each triode plate is connected vith the other

triode's grid across dividers R.. R,2 and R,.Rp, to create a closed positive
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0
---- A --- -Li

Figure VI.5. Flip-Flop With Two Plate-.Grid Couplings
and External Bias Source.

feedback loop. Resistanc s Q. and R, are connected to negative bias source

E to create 7equisite distribution of "d-c" potentials (tube blanking /220

capability). Accelerating capacitors CV, C 2 used for high-frequency divider

comnpensation making a decrease in the Influence of tube stray input capacitances

possible (see Chapter II, § 4), are connected in parallel to resistances R 1and

R 2' As a result, the flip-flop reversal rate increases. Capacitors C Iand C2

"a~~~~~ 2sptnimt~ ooig

Such coliplinq of )ne tuoe plate with the other tube grid often is referred



in principle may be absent. Negative trigger pulses ,,, and n2 are supplied

alternately to triode grids across coupling capacitors C,,. C,. (we will examine

trigger circuits across trigger tubes below). Circuit output voltages are picked

off plates: :,, . The parameters of both circuit halves ("arms")

are absolutely identical. Therefore, this is referred to as a symmetrical flip-flop.

We will assume that, after the circuit is cut in, it will be in an equilibrium

state where both triodes are open, their plate currents are identical io,=i.2 ,

whiie grid currents are absent (--i,2<O0 . This is a state of unstable equi-

librium. Actually, due to postive feedback loop action in which amplitude self-

excitation condition (VI.2a) is satisfied, any random current or voltage change

(fluctuation) in one circuit arm will lead to onset of an avalanche-like process.

We will assume, for example, that triode Ll plate current rose by maqnitude

1:,: . Then voltages u,, and u: will decrease, which will lead to a current

dec-ease, i. e., to a rise in voltages a., and t,. and, consequently, to

a further and even greater increase in current i,, and so on. The resultant

avalanche-like process symbolically may be depicted in the form

A

*At,# (Vl.4)

#Auto

It is evident that an identical process will arise during a random decrease

in current :.2 or voltages ;.. , as well as during a rise in voltages ;.. :, . .

The avalanche-like process will evolve in the opposite direction during a fluctuating

change in any of these magnitudes with the opposite sign. In this case, this

process will terminate in a circuit reversal to a state of stable equilibrium,

'where, as a result of tube nonlinear characteristics, the positive feedback loop

will be disrupted (or gain A. in this loop will become less than unity). This

will occur either during blanking of that triode whose grid voltage decreased /221

with a jump, or when an Lpper bound is placed on the other triode's rising grid

voltage due to its grid current. Flip-flop circuits usually are constructed so

that both phenomena occur.
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Thus, immediately after being cut in, the circuit converts with a jump to

one of twr possible states of stable equilibrium, while, in the first, triude

L is blanked and its plate voltage is maximum Iu = , .... 1 and triode L2 is unblanked

and its plate voltage is minimal : ; the opposite is true in the second

state. Each circuit reversal -- its conversion from one state of stable equilibrium

to the other -- occurs unly due to trigger pulse stimulus (see Figure VI.4a).

Triode plate voltages change with a jump in opposite directions during reversal

to an identical magnitude equal to output pulse amplitude:

* I,,, -= L',W12 = U-,, ,,.111. La Mall ,,.

We will examine basic considerations concerning circuit parameter selection.

Resistances R., R, 2 are selected using the same considerations used in pulse

" ers and usually comprise tens or unities of kilohms (see Chapter III, § 2).

Divider resistances R and R selected mus' be large enough to weaken dividerg
shunting action to amplifying stages. In order that a divider connected to an

unblanked tube plate essentially does not decrease its load impedance R, (i.

e., stage gain), this condition must be satisfied

R - R9 >->R,. (VI.5)

Here

R,. (R - Rel P." - R,
R, == R 4R

I -7 (VI.6)

Unblanked tube grid current flows across the divider connected to blanked

tube plate. As a result, blanked tube plate potential drops by magnitude IR,

Since the unblanked tube grid-cathode path shunts divider outnut when grid current

is present ,rt, .V) , then equivalent resistance between unblanked tube grid

and cathode will equal

R_ _ _ _ AV 
I . 7 )

R e t I ,  C '
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Therefore, blanked tube plate voltage turns out to equal

- ~7 - Rt

or, since rw,,R-. , /222

(VI.8)
R

In order that this voltage diff-.r slightly from source voltage

' -- (VI.Ba)

this condition rms, be satisfied

R :> R , , ( v I .9 )

In accordance with conditions (VI.5) and (Vt.9), resistances R and R ong
the order of hundreds of kilohms are selected.

Each divider transfer constant equals

,K. - ---- lugs (Vi. 0)

Divider parameters and negative bias E nmagnitude are selected so that, wheng
voltage U,/,,, is supplied to divider input from unblanked tube plate, the other

tube will be blanked by divider output voltage w when voltdge UO,,,., is supplied

to divider input from blanked tube plate, the other tube vill be unblanked under

the influence of divider output voltage LT,. . If the tube connected to divider

output is removed, then its minimum (for a0., ) and maximum (for U. ,j output

voltages, in accordance with Kirchhoff's second law, considering (VI.5) and VI.10)

will equal:

C4.. -M ,. ER E=(U.+-)K-

P' . € ER  
- I V . )
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One may accept that Uaw-2E,o for reliable tube blanking; voltage P '

must be greater than zero for reliable tube unblankinq and stabilization of its

output voltage Lj.ui . Then, grid current will arise in it when the tube is

installed and, since R>ret , its input voltage will be clamped almost at the

zero level t' ,g*-CO (see Chapter V, § 3).

One may accept roughly that .- E,>0. Considering these constraints,

ratios (Vl.1l) will be written in the form

(U.... -- Es) K. -E, 2E,, (V.;a
(',,+5 E)K, - E. E,,E_

Subtracting the first equality from the second, we will get (W,,pe /223

-L a,., 1) K 3 Ego

hence

K 2 , 3 ! E g.t 3 ; E o ;

1'a.46C '4 10, -.1 (VI.I2)

where - output pulse amplitude; value t is determined

in accordance with (VI.8), while value L,......will be found from the lod line

intersection point for selected resistance R with the static plate characteristica

for grid voltage U4 ... O (see Figure III.13a, for example).

Ratio (VI.12 makes it possible fro.i values L. . and Ego to compute requisite

magnitude K: and then, based on (VI.lO), to refine resistance R and R magnitudes.
g

Negativc bias E magnitude is determined from the second (VI.Ila) equality:

t=, d K: .@we - Fee, I

I -A', (VI.13)

Since stage gains in a symmetrical circuit are identical KA-Kj.-K , then

*Conditions L,...-E t. - Ego do not ccnsider the possibility of optimum
circuit parameter selection from the point of view of circuit stability and speed.
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amplitude self-excitation condition (VI.2a) may be written in the form

A'=,K2>I or K >I (VI.14)

Expressing arm gain based on (111.49), considering ratios (VI.6) and (VI.10),

we will get

=m R. Rr ;,R¢
+ V-v;-:Z -W+ 4 R.___ >

.K -pTR- (VI.14a)

This condition is satisfied automatically if divider transfer constant is

selected in accordance with (VI.12). Actually, since always K,<[ , then it

follows from (VI.12) that output pulse amplitude must satisfy inequality

>. ,>3 F, , satisfaction of which is insured through selection of sufficiently-

large plate load Ra resistances. If this inequality is satisfied, then we will

get N'- since a change in voltage at stage input (at triode grid) by magnitude

E¢. means that voltage at stage outout (divider connected to its piate) must

change by a magnitude of at least 3Ev..

EXERCISE VI.1

a) How will triode L2 plate voltage change if triode L, loses emission (filament

burns out) at the moment: when triode L2 was unblanked; when triode L2 was blanked?

How will circuit state change when the bad triode is replaced (under voltage)

by a good one?

b) We will assume that triode L is unblanked in initial flip-flop state,

triode L2 is blanked, conditions (VI.12a) are satisfied, and the circuit is triggered

by a real trigger pulse with finite porch steepness. We will disregard for the

time being the inf.uence of circuit stray cap.citances and we will consider that

the reversal process itselt occurs instantaneously. Under these conditions, draw

grid voltage .,, and . curves for two cases: if the trigger pulse /224

is supplied to triode L2 grid; if it is supplied to triode LI grid.

For each instance, determine what the trigger pulse polarity and minimum
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amplitude must be. In what instance will flip-flop reversal begin earlier? In

what instance will an active (avalanche-like) flip-flop reversal occur?

(P3ge 475)

Ea

L .
cz. "4 C

CZ z

Figure VI.6. Flip-tiop With Two Plate-Grid
Couplings and Self-Bias,

The external negative bias source in a symmetrical flip-flop may be eliminated

if self-bias, obtained with the aid of cathode load impedance Rh common for both

stages, is used. A symmetrical flip-flop circuit with two plate-grid couplings

and self-bias is depicted in Figure VI.6. Current of one (unblanked) triode in

each state of stable equilibrium flows across resistance R, . Since flip-flop

arm parameters are identical, then 4,-I- and constant voltage drop L'-4,P,

applied with a "minus" to the grids is created across resistance R, . Temporary

pulsations of this voltage arise only at the moments of circuit reversal and are

smoothed by capacitor C4 . A capacitance on the order of 0.001--0.01 uF is selected

for this capacitor, depending on the duration of the transient process-. in the

circuit. This circuit does not differ from the previous one where operating principle

is %.nncerned. If one accepts, as usual, that L'grng. , j.c €'Etr4  , then,

instead of ratios (VI.lla), one should write

U,, K, - U, - 2Eo;
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hence divider gain, as usual, will be expressed by ratio (VI.12)

K 31 Egol

while self-bias magnitude equals

' -Ego:. (vI.15)

i. e., less than the magnitude of external bias determined by exoression (VI.13).

This is explained by the fact that smaller currents (voltage U. , as opposed /225

to volt3ge Eg, is not applied to the dividers) flows across the dividers in both

states of stable equilibrium when external bias source E and the same valuesg
for R, , and R are absent. As a result, voltage drops across resistances Rg

applied with a "plus" to triode grids and, consequently, the negative bias magnitude

required to create plate-grid limiting, decrease accordingly. Resultant output

pulse amplitude I ,..j=L. -.,,r-U.1 e is somewhat less than in the previous circuit.

It is demonstrated in Figure VI.6 that trigger pulses are supplied across

coupling capactors Ct... (-. , not to grids (as in Figure VJ.5) but to triode pl3tes.
Here, a pulse supplied to given triode plate is transmitted from this plate across

the appropriate divider to the other triode grid and the triggering mechanism

is not altered. As will be demonstrated below, triggering to plates is more

preferable than triggering to grids, given that trigger tubes are used.

EXERCISE v1-2.

a) Explain why self-bias flip-flop output pulse amplitude at identical Iat

Ra, R, and R values is less then for a flip-flop with an external bias source.

How will a change in resistance Ra (that does not di3rupt circuit self-excitation

conditions) impact upon pulse amplitude?

b) How will capacitor r. breakdown impact upon Fi4ure VI.6 circuit operation?

c) What is the polarity of the pulses supplied when plates are triggered
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and to what triodes (unblanked, blanked) are they supplieo? What must the minimum

amplitude of these pulses be? (Page 477)

2. Flip-Flop Resolving Time. Influence of Stray, Coupling, and Accelerating
Capacitances

Flip-flop voltage curves depicted in Figure VI.5b are idealized since stray

circuit capacitance influences are not taken into account. These capacitances

were depicted in Figure VI.5a by a dotted line and, in the main, are the input

and output capacitances of each tribe.* Presence of stray capacitances precludes

instzrtaneous (spasmodic) grid and plate voltage changes, i. e., stretches flip-flop

triggering and reversal processes and distorts the shape of its output voltages.

Therefore, flip-flop conversion from one state of stable equilibrium to another

occupies a certain finite time interval, as a result of which flip-flop speed

and its resolv.ing capability are reduced.

The least time interval between adjacent trigger pulses during which assured

flip-flop operation still occurs from each pulse is referred to as flip-flop /226

resolving capability or resolving time tp •

Resolving time determines the greatest frequency of assured flip-flop operation

(if trigger pulses act in the form of a periodic train) F,,. , - and the• tpolp

least pulse duration, which may be developed by the flip-flop tN.4U=tP=p • Therefore,

the tendency in high-speed electronic devices, computers for example, is to use

flip-flops with the highest possible resolving capability, i. e., with the least

resolving tine.

One may represent resolving time in the form of the sum of three time intervals

-- trigger tx::., reversal time, and recovery time:

fps" MINt,, + .1104V + .11,. (VI.16)

"Capecitance C., also comprises a circuit capacitance, while capacitance C..,
also comprises a circuit and a load capacitance connected to flip-flop plate (input
capacitance of t~e next stage).
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Trigger time AI, is understood to mean the time the flip-flop is acted upon

by the trigger pulse to the reversal threshold, i. e., the interval from the onset

of the trigger pulse action until the onset of positive feedback loop action.

Reversal timL At... is understood to mean the duration of the avalanche-like

process of converting the flip-flop from one state of stable equilibrium to the

other, i. e., the time the positive feedback loop is active.

Recovery time _V. is understood to mean the duration of the transient processes

arising following reversal, i. e., after the positive feedback loop closes. We

will examine what each of these intervals depends on.

We will assume that triode tI in the initial state in the Figure VI.5a circuit

is unblanked, while triode L2 is blanked, and that flip-flop triggering occurs

by a negative square pulse supplied to triode LI grid. We will accept that trigger

pulse amplitude Ei>Un->1Ut"'- E accordance with (VI.3), i. e., not

sufficient for direct triode LI blank.ng, but sufficient for triode L2 unblanking.

This insures tat the positive feedback loop closes, i. e., an active reversal

characteristic (see Exercise 'I.lb). Flip-flop voltage curves under these conditions

are depicted in Figure VI.7. The dotted line indicates absence of accelerating

capacitors C , C2, while the solid lines indicate when these capacitors are present.

Trigqering time. Initially, we will assume that accelerating capacitors

are ab3ent. Under the influence of trigger pulse vertical porch (Figure VI.7a),

voltage ug, due to the influence of input capacitance C,,, will drop only graduially

(Figure VI.7b) due to charging of this capacitance from the trigger pulse generator

across coupling capacitor C., . An equivalent circuit fcr capacitance CIZ, charging

network is depicted in Figure VI.Sa, where R, -- trigger pulse generator /228

output resistance and, since triode LI is unblanked, then C,, should be understood

as dynamic input capacitance equalling C,. I-Cj,+C,,(I_- KA' in accordance with

(111.55). Disregarding in this circuit large resistance P., (it is connected
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in parallel with caper~taoice C,,r and R,,>R,) ., for the time constant of the

examined circuit we will get

C", C"

r'r 7R . C- (VI.17)

During time A==3-,, .. (time interval between points I and 2 in F ire VI.7b),

voltage z, will reach steady-state value U determined by the capac, nce

divider Cp!. C,,, arm relationship:

r I
.. c, .,: = -t1,.

+ C P

(we are assuming that, during this time, the rircuit still will not be brought

to the reversal threshold).

Since triode LI operates in the amplify.Ag mode, then, due to the vol'age

ui decrease, its plate voltage u, rises but reaches the steady-stote vaiue somewhat

later (point 3 in Figure VI.7c) due to the additional influence of output /229

capacitance C.w, . This capacitance is charged across the amplifying stage output

resistance, which, in accordance with 1III.50). -quals

i. e., with time constant

As i result of additional integrating action of capacitance C,,, , voltage

during a decrease in voltage -i,. by an exponent rises already not by the l~w

*Here and below, for approximate ti.e constant loration, just as before, we
will disregard netwo:t. elements exerting minor influen'e on pulse porch flow,
i. e., of spectrum hir.h-frequency ccerponentz.
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of exponents -- the rate of rise of this voltage at first increases, and then

decreases. The voltage u , rise is transmitted across divider R, Rg2 to triode

-2 grid. However, the voltage uj, increase additionally will be constrained due

to influence of input capacitance t:,,; . An equivalent charging circuit for this

:apacitance, it' accelerating capacitor CI is absent, :s depicted in Figure VI.8b.

Empicayin. the -quivalent generator theorem relative to points aa, for the capacitance

C,,2 chargipg time constant we will get:

,TS...IP. r C',.., - -C , . (Vl.20)

Equating expressions (VI.20) and (VI.19), we see that, since
R Rm,

R - a.... R,; Re., R,, , and, in addition, the triode input

capacitance is greater than its cutput capacitance C,.. >C..,. , then

Therefore, voltage u,2 will rise significantly more slowly

compared to " oltage ul, (Fiqure VI.7d). Here, the law of voltage u1. rise differs

even more from the law cf exponents thari doei the law of voltage , rise as

3 result of capacitance C,, additlon.l integrating influence. At the moment when

voltage ,.; reaches cutoff voltage (point 4 in Figure V1.7d), triode L2 will unhlan-.

-4ovever, satisfacticn of self-excitation condition CVI.2a) means that voltage

ue aLtLlly mu-t somewhat convert cutoff voltage so that the triode operating

point will leave the transfer characteristic sector with Eufficiintly-large

transconductance. Therefore, the jvalarche-li e reversal process will begin even

later -- when , oltaqe u C2 rachei, - certain threshold value L',>f,. 'point 5

in Figure V1.7d).

We will rote that, in the ;nte:val ntveen point; -,id 5, j'len triode L,

is ur)lanked, dynamic input ca x,:tanc . C., . ay Lc- , " e considered ,n expr ssion

(VI.2O). Theref.ire, tne rate of voltage u %.-.e in tni- interval will become

even less.

Thus, t:iqer tine . i deternuned by 0- ir, rval betacen poitS I and

5 and is s i.n ificant due to influernce of capacitanct-5 Cat Cw, , and mainly due
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to the large cap Icitance C,, 2 charging time constanrt (initially 5tatic, then /230

dynamic). It is evident that, if the trigger pulse ceases before Lhe positive

feedback loop begins to operate, then there will be no circuit rever'al. Therefore,

the minimum required trigger pulse duration must satisfy condition

(Figure Vi.7a).

A slight triggering time decrease may be achieved througn increasing the

steepness of the voltage ug, porch while the trigger pulse is active. in accordance

with (hI.17), a trigger pulse generator jith slight output resistance 7' should

be used for thi3 purpoue. However, this will lead to stretching the reversal

process since slight resistjnce R , ill shunt the positive feedack loop in the

triode L1 grid--cathode path.

The capacitance of coupling capacitors needs to be decreased to 20--50 pF

in order to reduce this harmful trigger pulse generator influence on the flip-flop

(as well as t - reverse influence of flip-flop unblanked triode slignt resistance

-.. when grid cur'rent to the generator is present). However, here flip-flop input

networks for trigger pulses are ccnverted into differentiators which, in turn,

will lead to the following. First, the duration of a differentiated (cnopped)

trigger pulse in the unblanked triode grid already may turn out to be insufficient

for flip-flop reversal. Second, as a trigger pulse of sufficiently-great duration
, ~ is differentiated, there is the danger of flip-flop misoperation by

a pulse of opcosite polarity arising at input network output during differentiation

of the trigger pulse dioop. In addition, a decrease in ca '-t.nce C, , in

accordance with (VI.18, 'jill lead to a reduction in capacitance divider C, :,

transfer constant and, consequently, in the amplitude of that pulse at this divider's

output (at triode Lt grid). Therefore, a trigger pulse generator must Generate

pulses of appropriately-great amplitude.*

W4e now will examire how connection of accelerating capacitors will impact

upon Lriggering time. Presence of accelerating capacitor C1 essentially does

not impact l'con the po'rch steepness of voltages uall u, . However, the rate of

voltage ug2 ri-e no, increases significantly. Actually, when capacitor C Is

"rased on the reisorc given, use of rigger tubes (see belo') is the most effective
way to decrease the mut'ji influence of the trigger pulse generator and flip-flop.
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present, the equivalent circuit for the capacitance C.,2 charging network may

be depicted in accordance with Figure VI.8c. Disregarding the influence of large

resistances R and R (they are connected in parallel to capacitances C and

and .. .. , we will get for this network's time constant

CC.,l(VI.21)
(I, CO22

Equating expressions (VI.21) and (VI.20), we see that, since R,, -- ,
" f_< +

while •-(_-ol < C,,. , then -,,p @&I ',P. .

Therefore, when accelerating capacitors are present, the interval between

points I and 5' already determine triggering time, i. e., it is reduced greatly:

,< -V,,. . The minimum trigger pulse duration required for triggering is

reduced accordingly .. <<. ... (Figure VI.7a). In addition, capacitor C1

in conjunction with capacitance C,,. for the voltage ual porch (change) forms

a capacitance divider with transfer constant

c C. I

C."

Therefore, selecting a sufficiently-large capacitor Cl copacitance 1C. 'C,,:)

it is possible to increase the amplitude of the change of voltage transmitted

across the divider from triode L, plate, making it possible to decrease trigger

pulse amplitude accordingly.

The accelerating capacitor role increases even more when plates are triggered

(based on the Figure VI.6 circuit). Actually, in this event, second divider R2P

RgI across vhich a trigger pulse is transmitted to this grid from the blanked

triode L plate additionally v.ll influence the amplitude and steepness of the

pulse porch at triode L, grid. A capacitance divider comprising three series-

connected capacitances C,.. C1. Co, is Formed for the trigger pulse when capacitor

C, is present. An increase in this divider's transfer ccnstant requires an increase

in both the capacitance of coupling capacitor Ci, and that of accelerating capacitor

C2 .

Reversal timhe. The positive feedback loop goes into action at moment t5
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(6ithout accelerating capacitors) or t (when they are present). Therefore, the

rate of grid and plate voltage change rises sharply. A bound is placed on this

r:ite for voltages Ual and ua 2 by the capacitance C.,,charge across resistance

.. ,, and the discharge of cooacitance Cow, across resistance R.,: , respectively

P... and R.,,, -- amplifier output resistances which unblank simultaneously

at the reversal stage). A bound is placed on the rate of voltage ugl and ug2

change by the recharge of capacitances C,. and C,, 2 , respectively.

This recharqe occurs in accordance with (VI.20) across large equivalent

resistances ,R R' (for C,,. ) and RR'r (for C,,, when accelerating

capacitors are absent; when they are present, in accordance with (VI.21), it occurs

across slight resistances RIwxl and Row.2 , i. e., significantly fastr. lrcrfore,

-'! changes of potential in the circuit occur at high speed. When voltage /232

ugl, decreasing, reaches cutoff voltage Egal (points 6 or 6' in Figure VI.7b),

triode L, blanks, the positive feedback loop is disrupted, znd the avalanche-like

process ceases.*

Consequentiy, reversal time equals the interval between points 5 and 6 without

accelerating capacitors and the interval between points 5' and 6' when these

capacitors are present, while <p <At,. All other conditions being equal,

reversal speed is greater, the greater the resulting gain in the feedback loop.

Therefore, reversol time, just like triggering time, decreases when the capacitance

:f accolerating capacitors increases (here, the transfer constant of the capacitance

dividers across which plate voltage changes is transmitted to grids) and when

triodes with large transfer characteristic transconductance are used (here, triode

gains increase).

P ecvorv rie. After the feedback loop closes, grid and plate potentials

continue to change to their fixed values, but already significantly mar "Jwl)

- at the rate of the passive processes of charging (discharging) of the corresponding

capacitances.

*I-lore preci'-Ly, this occurs somewhat earlier, when voltage ugj converges with

cutoff voltage to the extent that Lriode L1 transconductance already will be

insufficient to satisfy the self-exitation ccndition.
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If no accelerating capacito:s are present, then, since triode LI is blanked

already, the voltage Ual rise, which occurs at the rate of capacitanceC.,, charge

across resistance Ra to value !4., Ma..,;E, , is the source of further changes

of potentials ir the circuit. Remaining voltages accordingly change more slowly,

while the last to reach its steady-state level is voltage Ugj (point 7 in Figure

VI.7b). This also determines recovery time .t, .

When accelerating capacitors are present, recovery time rises due to their

recharging. Actually, in the initial state, capacitor C1 , connected to unblanked

triode L1 plate, was charged to voltage

L" . 1 Von - Le u., (VI.23)

while capacitor C2, connected to blanked triode L2 plate, was charged to voltage

t *C move =m L0,02oir - U1, MARC= =En > UO WWI,, (vI. 24)

We will as!;ume that, during triggering and reversal time, voltages uc and

essentially do not change (capacitances C1 and C2 are sufficiently large)

and now we will disregard the influence of stray capacitance. , Following reversal,

capacitor C1 mu.;t be charged to voltage Uc1 ,,,E , while capacitor C2 must

be discharged to voltage Lc , wn Ua2 mw - UIt ,, .

The capacitor C1 charging net-jork equivalent circuit is depicted in /233

Figure VI.8d. :n this circuit, r,42 -- slight resistance of triode L2 grid--cathode

path when its g-id current is present. A branch comprising resistance Rg2 and

bias source Eg parallel to this resistance is not shown (one may disregard the

influence of th-.s branch since . ). Using the theorem of the equivalent

generator relative to points aa, considering that ,b,2<R,..R,,<R . : " z r.e 'k' -

time constant w ' will get:

(R ,, rc,,) R, ,= .cRe: = o + rt*, +77-¢ RC.(I 5

Charging current i , flowing across resistances Ral and r reduces triode

tl plate potential and increases triode L2 grid potential. This current is maximum
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at the first moment and then drops by an exponent with time constant

Therefore, during reversal time, voltage ual does not reach fixed value U

by magnitude JL, -=/,,P A,, and, during the recovery process, rises to this value

by an exponent with time constant --PI (Figure VI.7c). Voltage ug2 initially

with a jump Vill exceed the zero level by magnitude -C =/, r , and then

will decrease do this level by an exponent with the same time constant (Figure

VI.7d). Sir-ce triode L2 is unblanked, then a negative exponential excursion of

its plate voltage with amplitude AL':=AL:. corresponds to a voltage u 2 positive

exponential excursion (Figure VI.7e).

The equivalent circuit foz the capacitor C2 discharging network is depicted

in Figure VI.8e. Using the theorem of the equivalent generator relative to point3

aa, considering that R., :R. , , for this network's time constant we will get:

R: (RC! 4" R A) RRf,= R (Re. t. C CR. C: (VI.26)

Discharging current i,2 flovinq across resistance Rg,, reduces triode L

grid potential. Therefore, immediately following completion of a reversal, voltage

u gi turns out to be lover than its fixed value Ut m by magnitude -Lt,- = IP.R ,

and then rises to this value by an exponent with time constant ':P,-

Equating expressions (VI.25) and (VI.26), we will get
I R.Re ,

R.,p> " - :: R,, . Therefore, voltage UgI will attain its fixe, jalue

later than do volt.ges ual Ug2, and u;2 (point 7' in Fiqure VI.7b).

Recovery time equals the interval between points 6' and 7' /234

at tlp: '.RI7 C (VI.27)a 3R * g, -

During time It, , flip-flop sensitivity to trigger pulses decreases. Actually,

th e stimulus of the subsequent pulse must lead to triode LI unblanking. However,

if this pulse leads to the fact that capacitor C2 discharge 'ill cease, i. e.,

jhen voltage ugj is less than its fixed value t, .,, then the amplitude of this

pulse may turn out to be insufficient. Therefore, the danger arises of a "lapse"

of this (and, therefore, of the subsequent) trigger pulse.
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Thus, inclusion of accelerating capacitors permits a decrease in triggering

time and, consequently, use of shorter trigge" pulses, a reduction in trigger

pulse amplitude (especially when triggering platei), and reduced reversal time,

i. e., to increase the steepness of the output voltages during this time.* But,

cn the other hand, this will lead to a rise in recovery time, a reduction in flip-flcp

sensitivity following reversal, and appearance of additional distortions in output

voltage shape. Stretching the porch of the positive change in plate voltage blanking

the tube is the most significant of these distortions (Figure VI.7c). In accordance

with (VI.25), the duration of this porch turns out to equal

3-.P, -- 3R.,Cl (VI.28)

Based on the reasons given, the capacitanc,' of the accelerating capacitors

is selected from compromise considerations -- either from the condition of complete

divider frequency compensation (111.46) CR-C&,.,R., which, when resistances R

and R are approximately equal, will provide C-'Cezz or several times greaterg

C (t1 3)C, . Since triode input dyramic capacitance usually will fall within

the limits C,-. 25-50pF, then C = 25 + 150 pF.

An increase in flip-flop resolving capability calls for use of triodes with

slight interelectrode capacitances and great transfer transconductance (6N6P and

6N15P t-iodes, for instance), as well as a decrease in resistances Ra, R, and

R9, which will lead to a decrease in the recharge time of all stray and accelerating

capacitances.** A resistance Ra decrease also will lead to a decrease in tube

dynamic input capacitances, which corresponuingly makes it possible to decrease /235

accelerating capacitors and thereby reduce recovery time. Connection of load

to tube plate across an output cathode follower is employed to reduce flip-flop

output capacitances and the capability of operating a loy-impedance load. These

measures are employed to reduce resolving time by aproximately I usec, i. e.,

to obtain a frequency of assured flip-flop operations up to 1 MHz. A further

*In addition, as will be demonstrated below, accelerating capacitors increase

flip-flop s mmetrical triggering reliability.

*First, when resistances Ra, R, and R are reduced, the magnitude of the grid

and plate changes of voltage decrease, which may lead tr disruption of flip-flop

d-c opeiiting mode stability. Second, powe" dispersed in the unblanked tube grid

rises. oth reasons place a lower bound on the magnitude of these resistances.
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increase if flip-flop speed is achieved by introduction of high-frequency comnensation

to plate networks (see Chapter III, § 3) connected to the feedback network at

cathode follower divider output (this makes it possible to decrease accelerating

_:apacitances up to 5--20 pF), by a decrease in the magnitude of grid and plate

voltage changes by using clamping (limiting) diodes, and by replacing triodes

with pentodes. These methods permit an increase in the frequency of assured flip-flop

operation to about 15 MHz.

Ulffz 7/0,411J 7fl
0 I 3 4 I f 7 , .8 9' V 3 1Z 14 I5'S I 1 '1 11 I7 i i I 5'

UO, flflf 1 ln l n f.-J,

Ua

o -

Figure VI.9. Flip-Flop Irregular Operation With
Periodic Pulse "Lapses."

EXERCISE 111.3

a) A3 was noted, due to the requirement to decrease the capacitances of

coupling capacitors, there is a danger of flip-flop misoperations due to trigger

pulse differentiation in input networks. When is this danger the least, when

positive pulses are used for triggering or when negative pulses are used?

b) how does an increase in coupling capacitor capacitance impact upon flip-flop

operation?

cl Explain the reason for onset of periodic trigger pulse "lapses" arising

each time following a series of flip-flop operations in accordance with Figure

VI.9. (Page 477)

3. Symmetrical Flip-Flop Trigger Circuits

A flip-flop trigger circuit must insure:
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-- reliable flip-flop reversal by means of pulses %or changes) of the smallest

possible amplitude;

- minimum triggering time, i. e., trigger pulse duration;

-- absence of misoperations; /236

-- least possible influence of trigger pulse generator output networks on

the flip-flop and flip-flop input networks on the trigger pulse generator.

As we already have seen, satisfaction of the first three requirements best

is insured during negative pulse triggering. Triggering occurs across trigger

tubes, used to insure trigger pulse generator cut off from the flip-flop immediately

following the beginning of reversal to decrease mutual flip-flop--trigger pulse

generator influence. In addition, thanks to its electrical valve-like action,

trigger tubes eliminate false flio-flop triggering by opposite-polarity pulses.

FlILp-flop triggering may be asymmetrical (individual) and symmetrical (common

or counting).

In asymmetrical triggering, the flip-flop has two individual trigger pulse

inputs, with pulses reversing the flip-flop in one direction supplied to each

input. This triggering is employed usually when the flip-flop is used as a pulse

stretcher, i. e., for shaping pulses whose duration must equal the intervals between

two adjacent trigger pulses, each of which generated by an individual generator.

In symmetrical triggering, the flip-flop has one common input for trigger

pulses, with each trigger pulse versing the circuit independent of the state

which the circuit is in prior to pulse arrival. Such triggering usually is employed

when the flip-flop is used for division of the repetition frequency or counting

pulses generated by one generator in the form cf a periodic train.

Initially, we will examine an asymmetrical triggering circuit. Asymmetrical

triggering without triggering tubes may occur aLross3 coupling craeitorT ,ithnr

to grids as in the Figure VI.5 circuit, or to plates as in the Figure VI.6 circuit.

As we already know (see Exercises VI.l, 2), in the first example, the flip-flop

is triggered each time by a negative pulse acting upon the unblanked triode grid.

in the second case, this is done by a negative pulse acting upon a blanked triode

plate. Plate triggering requires greater trigger pulse amplitude and it is advisible

to increase the capacitance of accelerating capacitors.
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i. e., 1-. s than cathode potcntial. The circuit inay be reversed from

this state only ',,. a negative pulse supplied to diode D1 and across it to triode

L, grid. Tr-.Je L2 unblanks during trioqering, triode L, grid voltage drops,

and diode DI will blank, cutting the corresponding trigger pulse generator out

of 'Lriode L1 grid. Diode cutoff will occur at the moment when its plate voltage

vquates to cathode voltage. This moment will arrive before the trigger pulse

porch ceases since, after reversal begins, triode L, grid vcltage decreases /238

raster than the trigger pulse porzh does (see Figure X.29). Diode D2 unblanks

when triode L2 grid voltage, rising, reaches the zero level, connecting the second

trigger pulse generator to this grid. Subsequent flip-flop reversal is possible

only by a negative pulse supplied by this generator to diode D2.

Coupling capacitors C;,. Cr2 rapidly charge to voltages applied with a
"plus" to diode cathodes as negative trigger pulse porches flow acruss the diodes.

These capacitors must discharge completely during resting times. Otherwise, diode

cathode potentials will incrzase gradually due to dynamic bias, which constrains

trigger pulse flow. Therefore, isolating network C'pRp time constants must be

sufficiently slight. One drawback of this triggering circuit type is that b1 anked

diode back resistance shunts large blanked arm divider resistance R . if thisg
back resistance is not sufficient, initial distribution of potentials in tha circuit

is disrupted. As a result, circuit operating reliability and stability will

deteriorate.

Negative trigger pulses in Figure VI.!Ob are supplied across diodes D, D2

to flip-flop tube plates. Since the cathodes of both diodes are connected to

bus +E a' while potentials of these plates (triode plates) are less thqn Ea, then

both diudes are blanked in the initial state. As was the case in the previous

circuit, the diodes do not permit positive trigger pulses to flow to the flip-flop

circuit.

We will assume again that triode L is unblanked in the initial state, while

triode L2 is blanked. Then diode D1 is close to unblankina (u 01 E a ) and a

negatiue pulse supplied to its cathode will be transmitted to the blanked triode

plates and then on to unblanked triode grid, causing a circuit rbversal. Diode

D2 is blanked by large reverse voltage '..,2,,, and does not pass a trigger
pulse since its amplitude usually is less than difference Eu-- U,,,
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Thuxs, flip-flop triggering occurs crach time across that diode cornected to

the blanked triode. After onset of the reversal, diode 0I immediately is blanked

due to rapid triode L2 plate voltage decrease. The trigger pulse generator is

cut off here more rapidly and more precisely than in the previous circuit sioce

the magnitude and steepness of flip-flop negative plate voltage changes are much

greater than the negative grid voltage changes. This is the basic advantage of

such a triggering circuit. In addition, as opposed to the previous circuit, d. Ie

D2 during reversal only approximates the unblanking threshold, but will re-nain

blanked. Therefore, the second trigger pulse generator is not connected to the

flip-flop circuit and does not retard its reversal.

However, as already noted above, triggering to plates requires greater trigger

pulse amplitudes than does triggerino to grids. Also, great reverse vultage /239

!.- turns out to be applied to the diode connected to the unblanked triode,

creating the danger of semiconductor diode breakdown.

A circuit for asymmetrical flip-flop triggering across trigger triodes L ,

L4 is depicted in Figure VI.lOc. Negative bias t,, is supplied to the grids

of these triodes. It selected magnitude is sufficiently great for reliable triode

blanking even given maximum possible plate voltage Ea- Therefore, toth triodes

are blanked prior to triggering and eliminate negative trigger pulse action on

the flip-flop.

We again will assume that flip-flop triode L is unblanked, while triode

L2 is blanked. Then, a positive trigger pulse mus be supplied to triode L3 grid

to trigger the flip-flop. Triode L3 unblanks while this pulse is active, its

current will flow across plate load impedance R a2 commcn with blanked triode L2,

and an amplified negative pulse transmitted to an unblanked triode L, grid will

arise in the ti-ode L3 arid L2 plate. Triode L3 blanks again before the trigger

pulse porch ceases if the rate of triode L, plate voltage decrease during the

reversal process exce.ds trigger pulse porch steepness. This is explained in

Figure VI.ll, where curves of grid and plate voltages, as well as the law of triode

L3 cutoff voltage level change (dotted line in Figur- VJ.11a) during the triggering

process, are depicted. For clarity, reversal rate is accepted as infinitely large.

A trigger pulse begi, s to act at moment t1 and unblanks triode L 3 at moment
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Figure VI.11. Trigger Triode L3 Action in the Figure VI.lOc Circuit.

t2, when grid voltage compares with the cutoff voltage Ego level for maximtT plate

voltage U,....=E, . Further, voltage ua3 begins to decrease and, at moment t3
when triode L2 unblanks, flip-flop reversal occurs. Here, voltage ua3 = u.2 with

a jump decreases to value uo N (Figure VI.llb). Acwever, the lower negat-ve

cutoff voltage mpqnitude must correspond to the lower plate voltage. Therefore,

cutoff voltage rises with a jump at the moment of reversal to level E, >E,, (this

level will fall above value "j.w1c=En U.,, if L',,< F-E - ). But, since

voltage ug continues to rise a, a lower rate determined only by trigger pulse /240

purch steepness, then, at moment t3, this voltage again compares with cutoff voltage

(point 3) and triode L3 again is blanked. Thus, trigger tubes unblank alternately

only during short time intervals (in Figure VI.ila, in the interval between points

2 and 3), while all the rest of the time they are blanked ar.d reli3bly cut triggei

pulse generators off from the flip-flop. In addition, as a result orf the amplifying

action of these triodes, trigger pulse amplitude may be significantly decrea3ed

compared with the previoua tzigger circuits.

EXERCISE VI.4

a) How does the influence of blanked diode D2 back resistance impact upon
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distribution of potentials in the Fiqure VI.lOa circuit?

b) What will happen if triode L in the Figure VI.lOc circuit malfunctions

(loss of emission)? (Page 478)

/aa,

Two~ ~ 0 * ~

Figure Vl.12. Standard Flip-Flop Symmetrical Trigger Circuits.

Standard symmetrical (counting) trigger circuits are depicted ir Figure VI.12.

Two methods of symmetrical tr; gering without trigger tubes are depicted in Figure

VI.12a.

The first method involves supplying positive trigger pulses across coupling

capacitor C,, to flip-flop common cathode load impedance R- . Each trigger pulse

increases over-all cathode potential, i. e., acts simultaneously on both grids

like a negative pulse (capacitor C, shunting resistance P- in this case must

be absent or it vould delay the increase in cathode potential while the trigger

pulse is active). Flip-flop reversal occurs from each trigger pulse, which /241

is amplified by the unblanked triodc and transmitted from its plate to blanked

triode grid. In this triggering method, the trigger pulse generator turns out

to loaded at all times to flip-flop cathode network slight input resistance (on

the order of l/S) and, therefore, must be powerful enough. In addition, the trigger
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pulse is transmitted to unblanked triode grid across large resistance Rg, which

forms an integrator with this triode input resistance. As a result, the trigger

pulse porch at grid is stretched, while its amplitude decreases.

The second method involves supplying negative trigger pulses across coupling

capacitor C,.2 to additional common plate resistance Ra * This method will lead

to a decrease in flip-flop output pulse amplitude (plate voltage changes). Actually,

since current from one of the triodes always flows across common resistance R'

blanked triode plate voltage significantly will be less than value Ea-

U ion

(41)

60

Ego

----------- --

-

figure VI.13. For Explanation of Proncesses During
Symmetrical Triggering Without Trigger Tubes.

Symmetrical triggering without trigger tubes always is less reliable than
asymmetrical triggering. It is a case where each negative trigger pulse in

: symmetrical triggering acts not only on unblanked triode grid, but simultaneously
" also directly on blanked tride grid, hindering Its ublanking. If trigger pulse
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amplitude here is insufficient, ther, Lhe circuit will remain in the previous state,

i. e., no triggering occurs. If trigger pulse amplitude is sufficient for blanking

an unblanked triode, then both triodes will turn out to be blanked while the porch

of this pulse is active. Then, triggering only may occur when accelerating capacitcrs

of great capacitance are present. In order to demonstrate this, we will /242

assume that triode L in the Figure VI.12a circuit prior to triggering was unblanked,

triode L2 was blanked, and a positive trigger drop with vertical porch was applied

to coupling capacitor C'p at moment t1 (Figure VI.13a). Drop magnitude is L.u> Er)

For simplicity, we will not consider the influence of circuit stray

capacitances.

We will assume initially that accelerating capacitors are absent. Then,

grid voltages will change in accordance with Figure VI.13b, c. The drop porch

will flow across a coupling capacitor and with a jump increase cathode potential,

i. e., reduce both grid voltages to an identical magnitude equalling U,

Therefore, immediately following the action of the drop, just as prior to it,

triode L, grid voltage remains more positive then triode L2 grid voltage. Further,

in connection with coupling capacitor charging, both grid voltages will rise by

an exponent with identical isolating network time constant -6-CVwR1 . Here, since

both triodes turned out to be blanked, both grid voltages will strive towards

identical maximum level L,, = . determined in accordance with (VI.ll).

However, since voltage u g began to rise from a higher value, it is the first

at moment t2 to reach cutoff voltage. Therefore, triode LI unblanked until trigger

drop action unblanks again, while triode L2 will 'remain blanked, i. e., no circuit

reversal occurs.

Now we will assume that there are accalerating capacitors in the circuit.

Then, prior to triggering capacitor C2 connected to blanked triode L2 plate will

be charged in accordance with (VI.24) to voltage ' , while capacitor

C in accordance with (VI.23) charges to voltage Uri w-U's...-L.:.,..<UC2,famc

We will asrume that during triggering and reversal time, these voltages essentially

did not change U ,cnst. ,. .st . In this event, grid voltages will change

in accordance with Figure VI.13d, e. At moment tl, just as before, both grid

voltages with a jump will drop by trigger drop magnitude U., , and then further

will begin to rise with the isolating network time constant. However, the levels

to which these voltages will strive now will turn out to be different: voltage
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ug I will strive towards level E, - b',- .-. 0 , while voltage ug 2 will strive
toward level C, - V,,:,.>O . Therefore, voltage Ug2 will rise at a high rate and

will reach cutoff voltage first at roment t3. As a result, previously- blanked

triode L2 unblanks, i. e., circuit reversal will occur.

The capacitance of the accelerating capacitors is increased to 200--500 pF

to increase the reliability of symmetrical triggering without trigger tubes.

However, as was demonstrated above, this will lead to deterioration in flip-flop

resolving capability due to the rise in recovery time. It should be noted that,

even in this case, flip-flop triggering occurs with a large delay, avoiding /243

the active reversal stage. Actually, after blanking of both triodes at moment

t,. only one of them (L 2 ) unblanks at moment t. The other remains blanked and

the positive feedback loop does not close. Therefore, only passive, "sluggish,"

flip-flop reversal occurs at a rate determined only by the coupling capacitor

recharge rate.

It is not difficult to see that the examined nature of the triggering processes

in essence will nut change if a square pulse of identical polarity acts on a flip-flop

instead of trigger drop. Actually, the decay of this pulse with a jump will increase

both grid voltages. However, the blanked triode does not unblank since a negative

pulse amplified by the unblanked triode will act simultaneously on its grid.

A circuit for symmetrical triggering with negative pulses to flip-flop grids

across trigger diodes D,, 02 is depicted in Figure VI.12b (this circuit comes

from the Figure VI.lOa asymmetrical trigger circuit through connection of trigger

diode cathodes). We will assume that triode L1 is unblanked prior to triggering,

while triode L2 is blanked. Then, diode D1 is unblanked (its plate potential

equals L,,wawe and is slightly more than zero), while diode D2 is blanked (its

plate potential equals U.",,<O ). Triggering is accomplished across unblanked

diode Dl, which immediately transmits a trigger pulse to unblanked triode L1 grid.

During the reversal process, diode D will blank due to a decrease in its plate

voltage to value Ut.,,, . Diode D2 unblanks, preparing the trigger circuit with

the next trigger pulse.

This trigger circuit's shortcoming is that, in spite of the presence of two

diodes, a negative trigger pulse still acts upon both flip-flop qrids simultaneously,
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which, as demonstrated above, reduces triggering reliability. In order to demonstrate

this, we will assume that trigger pulse amplitude is less than value L i.

e., insufficient for direct unblanking of blanked diode D2 due to reduction of

its cathode potential by the trigger pulse. But, diode D2 plate potential will

rise simultaneously with the reduction in its cathode potential (in connection

with an increase in triode Ll plate potential). Diode D2 unblanks when these

potentials are equal and the trigger pulse constraining triode L2 unblanking also

will pass. Flip-flop accelerating capacitances must be sufficiently great, just

as in symmetrical triggering without diodes, in order for the circuit to reverse

all the same.

A symmetrical trigger circuit using negative pulses across trigger diodes

to flip-flop plate networks is distinguished for significantly-greater reliability.

This circuit is depicted in VI.12c (it comes from the Figure VI.lOb circuit by

connecting diode cathodes). Here, diode cathode potential in the initial state

equals Ea, while their plate potential always is less than E . Consequently, /244

both diodes are blanked. We will assume again that triode LI is unblanked, and

triode L2 is blanked. Then, diode LI will be close to the unblanking threshold

and a negative trigger pulse will flow across it to blanked triode L2 plate, then

on to urblanked triode L, grid. Diode D2 is blanked by large back voltage
E- La ,,,, and, since the trigger pulse amplitude is significantly less than this

magnitude, then it may not unblank. Thus, the trigger pulse acts directly only

on the unblanked triode grid. As a result, the blanked triode unblanks and, as

was the case in symmetrical triggering, an active (avalanche-like) circuit reversal

occurs. Here, triode L2 plate voltage decreases with a jump, resulting in diode

Dl again blanking immediately following onset of reversal, cutting the trigger

pulse generator out. Diode 02 remains blanked, only approximating the unblanking

threshold upon reversal cessation. This also favorably impacts upon the reversal

rate since, right up to its cessation, the harmful influence of the trigger pulse

generator on the flip-flop is eliminated. The subsequent trigger pulse will trigger

the flip-flop across diode 02 and so on.

The shortcomings of this trigger circuit include (just as was the case for

asymmetrical circuits triggering plates across trigger diodes) the requirement

for a slight increase in trigger pulse amplitude and the possibility of breakdown

of semiconductor diodes with large reverse voltage. Symmetrical circuit triggering

across trigger triodes is the most reliable.
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EXERCISE VI.5

a) What will breakdown of Figure VI.12c circuit diode D2 lead to?

b) D:aw a flip-fl3p symmetrical trigger circuit across trigger triodes and

explain its operation. (Page 479)

4. Cathode-Cotpling Flip-Flop

CU, . R 2

Figure VI.14. Cathode-Coupling Flip-Flop.

A cathode.coupling flip-flop circuit is depicted in Figure VI.14. This is

an asymmetrical circuit. It differs from symmetrical flip-flop circuits in that

one plate-grid coupling (from L2 plate to L, grid) is absent and is replaced /245

by a cathode coupling formed with the aid of cathode load impedance R, common

for both triodes.

The circuit has twc states of stable equilibrium, just like any flip-flop.

Triode L2 is blanked, just as in a symmetrical circuit, by divider RV Rg2

output voltage when triode LI is unblanked. Resistance Rg2 is connected to negative

bias source E to create distribution of potentials required here. Triode L1

is blanked when triode L is unblanked due to the voltage U.,. drop created across

resistance A, by triode L2 current and is applied with a "minus" to triode 1L

grid:
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l.<, - . -- I.. < Er..;, (V 1.29)

Unblanked triode current flows across resistance Ri in any state of stable

equilibrium, resulting in the fact that negative current feedback is created for

this triode (the voltage ut drop always is applied with a "minus" also to unblanked

triode grid). This negative feedback stabilizes the flip-flop d-c operating mode.

Negative feedback is not active during the reversal stage when both triodes

are unblanked and resistance R, enters the positive feedback loop, causing an

avalanche-like changeover process. This is explained by the fact that currents

of both triodes ,-i,: -.. , which, just like grid potentials, change in opposite

directions, simultaneously flow across resistance RA during reversal. Here,

triode L1 operates like an amplifier with plate output (its input voltage is supplied

from resistance RA and applied directly between grid and cathode ulkI -- ,,& ),

while triode L2 operates like a cathode follower (its input voltage is picked

off divider output and applied between grid and "ground," while output voltage

for internal processes in the circuit is picked off resistance R, ). Examining

the triode L2 ioput network, we may write for an increment of voltages during

reversal (i. e., not considering fixed bias E ) Au 1,,2=U-I ..-Au.oz,, since .lU,, 2 =

-K:_Au , where K1 - arm on triode L1 gain and .Nuk=---Xu,: , then AU= t
-- urc i,I- l). Since A', -,I , then for increment magnitudes, we will get 3la,.:

>> Aiet and, consequently, during the reversal process .Ai2 >- Ai,, . Therefore,

voltage uk changes in the same direction as does cathode follower current ia2'

i. e., opposite in phase to current iall maintaining its change. Thus, if current

ial rises, then voltage u4 , i. e., triode LI cathode potential, decreases, which

is equivalent to a rise in this triode's grid potential (uA--u,), and will

lead to a further increase in its plate current.

Symbolically, positive feedback loop action during reversal to both /246

sides may be depicted in the form
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Self-excitation condition (VI.2a) as usual must be satisfied for the

avalanche-like process to arise. First arm gain is determined, just as was the

case for the grounded-grid stage (see Figure 111.10) with output across the divider
and, based on (111.39), equals

K K (. + K) R, . (VI.31)

where A- - divider transfer constant considering the influence of accelerating

z zcitor C ind stray capacitance C.2.

Second arm gain is determined, just as was the case for the stage with plate
anJ cathode loads and with cathode output, loaded to grounded-grid stage input

resistance (Ro-Rsie€):

Ku = , .,, R I . (VI.32)

where values &K andR., are computed from formulas (111.32 and 111.33) for

the triode L2 stage, uhile R,.&c is computed from formula (II.40) for the triode

L1 stage.

Divider resistances as usual are selected in accordance with conditions (VI.5)

and (VI.9). Accelerating capacitor C, plays an identical role and is selected

from the identicel considerations as was the case for symmetrical circuits.

We will accept, just as before, for blanked triode L or L2  M L ,=2 r1

(reliable blanking condition), while for unblanked triode L2  E,-- 1z >0 (grid
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limiting condition). Then, we may write the following ratios for circuit parameter

-election:

" -, = 2 . (VI.33)

-- triode L reliable blanking condition with triode L2 current:

S -F . . L E..' 0 (VI.33a)

-- grid limiting condition in triode L2 given blanked triode Ll analogous to the

second (VI.lla) condition;

(VI.33b)

(where U, u - E., -I,.-R,. L',, -I.,R,) /Z47

-- triode L reliable blanking condition given unblanked triode L1 analogous to

the first (VI.lla) condition.*

Currents Ial and Ia2 in these ratios will be found from tube dynamic

characteristics plotted considering plate and cathode resistances for each stage

(see formula 111.35).

Froin (VI.33a) considering (VI.33), we will get the requisite negative bias

magnitude:

(VI-.34)

*It is mandatory that triode L be unblanked when triode L2 is blanked. Actually,

its arid potential decreases only due to negative feedback by magnitude /I Z.
The voltage may not blank triode LI since, if that were to occur, then Ial = 0,

- , i. e., the reason for its blanking would disappear. (This concept often
is formulated in the following way: "a tube may not blank itself with its own
plate current"). Therefore, there is no special condition for triode L unblanking

when triode L2 is blanked, in accordance with ratios (VI.33), (VI.33a), and (VI.33b).
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It is most convenient to pick cathode-coupling flip-flop output voltage off

resistance :...';. Here, connection of load essentially does not affect

reversal rate since the triode L2 plate network is not included in the positive

feedback loop (VI.30).

Triggering a cathode-coupling flip-flop with negative pulses supplied alternately

to unblanked tube grids is not advantageous since unblanked triode L2 will operate

like a trigger pulse cathode follower, only decreasing its amplitude. Symmetrical

triggering to grids with single-polarity pulses (symmetrical triggering to plates

completely is impossible due to absence of one plate-grid coupling) may not be

used for this very reason. Therefore, triggering usually occurs with pulses

(4.,3 of alternating polarity supplied to triode LI grid (of the amplifier with

plate output). If triode LI is blanked, circuit re,,ersal occurs from the first

positive pulse, unblanking triode !_l; if triode LI is unblankcd, then circuit
reversal occurs from the first negative pulse, unblanking triode L2 (across triode

Li).

Flip-flop voltage curves for this type of triggering are depicted in Figure

VI.15. Voltage uk (Figure VI.15d), which changes during reversal in phase with

voltage ual, i. e., opposite in phase with voltage ua2, also may be used as output

voltage.

This triggering method sometimes is used to count the number of pulse polarity

changes. In this ejent, the flip-flop is reversed only with the first pulse of

the new polarity and does not react to subsequent pulses, until their polarity

changes (these pulses are depicted by the dotted line in Figure V1.15a).

EXERCISE VI.6 /248

a) It follows from copmparison of ratios (VI.34) and (VI.13) that a cathode-

coupling flip-flop requires a lesser negative bias E magnitude. How do you explaing
this?

*Resistance Ra2 is included in the circuit for just that reason.
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Figure VI.15. Cathode-Coupling Flip-Flop Voltage Curves
When Triggered By Alternate-Polarity Pulses.

b) Prove the validity of the voltage wa curves depicted in Figure
VI.15d. (Page 479)

A cathode-coupling flip-flop may be used also for shaping square pulses from
output voltage of random form supplied here in the form of "continuous triggering"

voltaye uu, to triode L, grid.

Flip-flop operation in the square pulse zhapi',; mode in the case of sinusoidal
input voltage is explained in Figure VI.16. When voltage ... rises, the circuit
reverses when this voltage reaches the threshold value at vhich triode LI unblanks:

'-! E SW .,I (point I in Figure VI.16). When voltage . decreases, the
circuit reverses when this voltage reaches the threshold value at which triode

L unblanks: A...- -. ( point 2 in Figure VI.16). Output

voltage - .. rises with a .Jump to magnitude Ea uL the moment triode L unblanks
since triode L2 blanks and decreases with a jump to magnitude ! - -
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Figure VI.16. Cathode-Coupling Flip-Flop Voltage Curves
in the Shaping Mode ("Continuous Triggering").

at the moment triode L2 unblanks. This voltage does not change during the /249
intervals between reversal moments.

EXERCISE VI.7

a) Redraw the Figure VI.16 voltage curves and add voltage ual and u. curves

to them.

(b) Why is a cathode-coupling flip-flop rather than a symmetrical flip-flop

used for shaping square pulses from random-shape continuous voltage? (Page 480)

§ 3. MONOSTABLE MULTIVIBRATORS

1. Cathode-Coupling Monostable Multivibrator

A cathode-coupling monostable multivibrator circuit is depicted in Figure
VI.17. This circuit differs from a cathode-coupling flip-flop circuit (Figure

VI.14) primarily by the type of coupling between triode L1 plate and triode L2
grid. This coupling in the flip-flop was potentiometric and accomplished across
divider R, R2 for both d-c (in stable equilibrium states) and for a-c (in reversal

stagee); accelerating capacitor C1 here played a supplementary role. This coupling

in a mulitvibrator is accomplished across network C R g2 i. e., it is a capacitance

coupling and therefore acts only on a-c; here, capacitor C1 in principle is /250

a mandatory circuit element. In addition, there is no outside negative bias source

E in a multivibrator.
g
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Figure VI.17. Cathode-r.upling Monostable Multivibrator.

These two circuit differences will lead to t .. 'ct that only one equilibrium

state in a monostable multivibrator remains stable, e., it may last as long

as is convenient: when triode L2 is unblanked, triode Ll, just as in a cathode-

coupling flip-flop, is maintained in the blanked state due to the voltage drop

across common cathode resistance RA due to flow of triode L2 current across it.

The other equilibrium state when triode L is unblanked and triode L2 is blanked

may not be stable since, due to capacitor CI disruption of the d-c plate-grid

coupling and absence of bias source Eg, the fixed cause for triode L2 blanking

when triode Lunblanks is eliminated (fixed divider output voltage U,,

where U ... is the cause in a cathcde-coupling flip-flop).

As can be seen from the circuit, triode L2 may be blanked only by capacitor

CI discharging current across unblanked triode L and resistance Rg2 since only

this current creates a voltage 11,%2 drop applied with a "minus" across resistance

Rg 2 to triode L2 grid. But, capacitor discharging current may exist only for

a limited time. Therefore, the second equilibrium state is quasistable (temporarily

stable), while capacitor CI, whose discharge rate determines how long the circuit

remains in this state, is called the timing capacitor.

Circuit parameters usually satisfy inequalities:

R,: >-pR, > R,; > H; R,, ,R, I,

where R -- unblanked triode L internal d-c resistance.
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Thus, prior to triggering, a monostable multivibrator will be in the single

possible state of stable equilibrium (triode L2 unblanked, triode L2 blanked).

It reverses due to trigger pulse stimulus - it converts with a jump to a state

of quasistable equilibrium, after a period of time reverting from this state with

a jump, but now spontaneously, stimulated by internal forces.

The identical positive feedback loop (111.39) -ound in a cathode-coupling

flip-flop is active in the circuit during the reversal stages. As usual, self-

excitation condition (VI.2a) must be satisfied in order for the reversal procesces

to have an avalanche-like nature: K1K11>I

First stage gain is determined, as was the case in the cathode-coupling

flip-flop, from formula (IV.73) for a grounded-grid amplifier ani, considering

that changes in voltage ual in a nultivibrator are transmitted completely across

-apacito, C1 to triode L2 grid, equals

Au", .+ 1) R4,
A" ' RiLL+ Rc (VI.35)

Second stage output voltaoe, as opposed to a cathode-coupling flip-flop, /251

is applied, not between grid and "ground." but between grid and triode L2 cathode.

Therefore, its gain is determined, as was the case for the stage with plate and

cathode loads and cathode output without feedback (see Figure 111.9) loaded to

input resistance of the grounded-grid stage:

A%'11 : + . "I<t

(VI.36)

where K. is computed from formula (111.37), R,,,c-lo -- from formula (JII.40),

and AR3.,. =• I.',.. " -A, -S

Voltage cuzves for a cathode-coupling monostable multi'vibrator without

considering stray capacitances is depicted in Figure VI.18. We will examine the
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flowing across resistance t', , creates a voltage change in it applied with a

.#minus" to triode L, grid. Here, condition (VI.29) must be satisfied: Ldh=-U,2=

-1,.R < L,), , . e., triode LI is blanked. Unblanked triode L2 plate voltage

is minimal and equals U,s2MKE-I,j2R., that of blanked triode LI is maximum and

equals Uj,.c=E., while capacitor C1 is charged to a voltage, in accordance with

(VI.37), equalling

Uc , = IMA , = -al : "ag U, = E. - C4. (VI.38)

and applied with a "plus" to triode L1 plate. The circuit "awaits" the arrival

of the trigger pulse in this state as long as necesary.

Trigqering and reversal. A positive trigger pulse is supplied at moment

t' across transient network CR,l to triode Ll grid. Its amplitude must be

sufficient to unblank triode LI: Uaa>LU2 -- EU. Positive feedback loop (VI.30)

closes when triode L, current appears and an avalanche-like circuit reversal occurs.
* As a result, triode L l unblanks completely, while triode L 2 is blanked reliably.

Here, voltages ',... :,4 , with a jump decrease, respectively, to values La0 ...

E.-I , . , ---. i ,, ----- I R < L': (see Exercise VI.6) and L' :,.m , while voltages
Ua 2 and w ith a jump increase, respecti~ely, to values U,.,,= E7 and

U41 , .o = - M

Voltage , may be found from the following simple circumstances. At /252

the moment of reversal, a negative voltage :, step, equalling the difference

of the negative steps of voltages ual and u1  is transmitted completely across

capacitor C to triode L2 grid. Since u,4-0 prior to triggering, then

.,~~~~~~~L ,,=-.' ,=-. , = - . 'if -ra.t ,
1/ a

or, since

then

.-- (VI.39)
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The following condition must be satisfied for triode L2 blanking /253

t A, ... < E r,. (v I.3 9 a )

which is insured due to sufficiently-high resistance R., >> R, magnitude.

Quasistable state I t' t<t ). Capacitor C discharge begins across unblanked

triode LI and resistance Rg2, as well as across resistance R,,, source Ea internal

resistance, and resistances RA and Rg2 in connection with the triode L, plate

voltage decrease at the moment of reversal. Thus, equivalent resistance in the

P, iR,. -4. k
discharging network will equal R,.,, pR, 2 + R, + R: + , or, since R,,c<.I ,
then R..p,. p R.. . Capacitor jr discharging current decreases in accordance

with the law of exponents j P----pe-p-3 , where Ip -- initial (amplitude) value

of this current, considering the opposite action of voltages uci and UAIUGI-Uh

and ratio (VI-37), equalling

=' L, -O- u. ZE,= - U,, .- E- I .W , - t
/P 9 RR. P3P,

I '--" (VI.40)R12

while

, A,,P = CR,. p,,p C IR . (VI.41)

The voltage drop across resistance Rg2 applied with a "minus" to trinde L2

grid changes in accordance with the same law:

U,, i - R = - L. ..Ne (VI.42)

where value u,: . already was determined beforehand by ratio (VI.39) and

now also may be obtained directly by considering (VI.40).

During the capacitor CI discharge process, the voltage in it gradually decreases,
striving towards infinity to value L. = L ,,, ,, - U,, , while voltage
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u.,2 increases gradually, stiving towards the zero level (where ip-O u..=O ).

However, as long as this voltage remains less than cutoff voltage :.. :. E,

triode L2 remains bLanked (Ua2 = Ea), while triode L remains unblanked. Since

Ir: -.31> , then t ,<I< and the influence of currenL -, on voltage Ual is

immaterial. Therefore, u, ,,..,, :s

Counter reversal. At moment t" when voltage U,12 , rising, equates to cutoff

voltage Ego 2 , triode L2 unblanks, again closing positive feedback Inop (VI.30)

and an avalanche-like circuit reversal in the opposite direction occurs. Here,

triode L2 urblanks completely, triode LI is blanked by voltage , drop,

voltages U_, , I,,,. and ,, increase with a jump, while voltages ,., and /254

Ua2 decrease. At moment t", capacitor C1 turns out to be discharged to a voltage

in accordance with (VI.37) equalling

SL: - I , == - 1 ,R~j - I.,R. -r F,.. (VI.43)

At that moment, in connection with the increase in voltage ual, capacitor

C1 begins to charge through network: +s, resistance R al, capacitor Cl, equivalent

resistance .I.. between triode grid and cathode, resistance P, , -Ea (chassis).

Capacitor i, charging current reduces triode LI plate potential by magnitude

increases cathode potential by magnitude t1R , and increases triode L2
grid potential relative to cathode by magnitude iR:.2 . Equivalent resistance

. in the final derivative may be replaced by grid--cathode path resistance

'... since, where u,.2>0 , grid current occurs in triode L2 , i. e., r<.

and

2 r¢,- "@t (VI.44)

Since charging current at moment t" equals its maximum value I , then the

magnitudes of positive voltage steps uall U%. u16 2 , respectively, equal

*Consequently, capacitor C1 charging occurs with triode L2 grid current, i.
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IL'I | i=I, |, iif,-i*!

:L". = ! .R . -- ~~ ~~~I.R..;.f" - f. ,) .IR; (T 5

where, considering (VI.43)

k, ,. - r,. - R ,, R.. (VI.46)

Negative voltage u,, step equals .ALU; =--. U', while negative voltage Ua2

step obtained is greater than at moment t', since voltage uis= will exceed the

zero level by magnitude Iv

Recovery tt> . Capacitor C charging current, having arisen at monent

t", decreases by the L. , of exponents

j, Ie

'where

C, R,,.- R, - C,R,, (VI.47)

-- charging network time constant (Rf+rsh2 'R,,).

Therefore, voltages .,:i, ., and gradually rise after circuit counter

reversal, while voltages "02 and decay to their initial values with time

constant . The duration of capacitor C1 charging determines circuit /255

recovery time (without considering stray capacitances) and essentially equals

t' = 3T,,, Ur 3R,2 (V1.48)

Thus, pulses of negative polarity are shaped at triode L plate and resistance

while those of positive polarity are shaped at L2 plate after triggering.
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The best pulse shape results at triode L2 plate since a coupling capacitor is

not connected to this plate. In addition, this triode's plate network, just as

was the case in a cathode-coupling flip-flop, is not included in the positive

feedback loop and, consequently, connection of load here essentially will not

impact upon the reversal rate. Therefore, circuit output voltage usually is picked

off triode L2 plate.

Output pulse duration equals the length of time the circuit remains in the

quasistable state. This is determined to be the time in which negative voltage

.+; rises (decreases in absolute value) from value I ., to value Ego2 during

which triode L2 unblanks. Equatingu.,,2 -EY. t=:.,in ratio (VI.42), we will write

Taking the logarithm of this expression, we will get t., ---

whereby, in accordance with (VI.39) and (VI.41)

t , --- .g I n / 'L t " - " - - / 1 P ,_ ( V .4 9 )

Essentially, resistance Rg2 usually controls pulse duration.

EXERCISE VI.8

a) What will be the result of non-satisfaction of condition (VI.39a)

b) What will be the result of triggering a cathode-coupling monostable

multivibrator with pulses having repetition period T.... satisfying inequality

..<T,..<.-. ? Draw the curves of voltages a,.,. u,.. . and ual for two or three

repetition periods r,.,.

c) What will be the result of non-satisfaction of condition (VI.29) c.=

I,: A', > L:' if U'S: - kt.r,, ?

Draw the curves of voltages u,,, and ua,. in the circuit for this instance.

(Page 480)
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2. Cathode-Coupling Retarding-Field onostable Multivibrator

#aI -C,¥

Figure VI.19. Cathode-Coupling Retarding-Field
Monostable Multivibrator.

A cathode-coupling retarding-field monostable multivibrator circuit is depicted

in Figure VI.19. This circuit differs from the cathode-coupling monostable multi-

vibrator examined above (Figure VI.17) since triode L2 grid is connected across

large resistance Rg2 to plate voltage +Ea source bus rather than to cathode.

Therefore, it is referred to as a circuit "with a positive grid."4  In addition,

voltage divider R, R2, from which constant bias voltage E,, positive relative

to "ground" is supplied to triads Ll grid, is present in the circuit under

examination. However, this second difference is not considered a principal one,

since the identical divider may be connected to the Figure VI.17 circuit as well.

A cathode-coupling retarding-field monostable multivibrator in principle

operates just like a cathode-coupling "zero"-grid monostable multivibrator so

the voltage curves in its characteristic points are similar to the Figure VI.18

curves.

Positive bias E,, magnitude is selected from condition

*It would be more precise to say with positive bias in grid. From the Figure
VI.17 circuit point of view, it may be referred to as a cathode-coupling "zero"-grid
monostable multivibrator.
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< R(VI.50)

during satisfaction of which voltage between unblanked triode L1 grid and cathode

remains negative (Uc-,-E.-U,<O) , i. e., insures that it operates without

grid currents.* We will examine the special features of circuit operation stipulated

by the presence of triode L2 positive grid.

Triode L2 must be unblanked in the initial stable state, when no transient

processes occur in the circuit, since the potential of its grid connected to the

+Ea bus exceeds cathode potential. But, grid current Ia2 flows here through network

+Ea, resistance Rg2 , grid--cathode path, resistance R, , and chassis (-Ea)'

Resistance Rg 2 is on the order of 1 megohm, i. e., , Therefore, almost

the entire voltage drop caused by current Ig 2 in this network occurs across resistance

Rg2 and triode L2 positive grid potential relative to cathode essentially turns

out to equal zero (LcA2 -O) .*

In other words, triode L2 in the initial state operates in the grid limiting

mode (see Chapter V, § 3). Triode L1, in spite of positive bias E., applied /257

to its grid from the divider, must be blanked, just as was the case in the previous

circuit, due to the voltage drop across resistance R&

CO -= (, + I,.) R, -- .R, ( /81 <C 1.2)

For this, circuit parameters are selected so that, in accordance with condition

(VI.50) and instead of condition (VI.29), the following condition will be satisfied

(Ul.51)::- E*,. > :E, .

Since u.,-E., while L-,..U , then capacitor C1 as usual is charged to maximum

*Therefore, in spite of the presence of divider R1 , R,, only the triode L

grid is referred to as "positive."

"Voltage u,,, comprises several tenths of a volt when magnitude

E :200+300 V.a 316



value equal, in accordance with (VI.38), L'c,,a-Ea-U,; and applied with a "plus"

to triode L1 plate.

Triggering and reversal occur exactly as was the case in a cathode-coupling

monostable multivibrator. As a result, triode L unblanks and triode LI blanks.

Triode L2 grid voltage decreases with a jump to a value, in accordance with (VI.39)

and (VI.39a), as usual equalling

U92 , -R, - -
+ (12I 1.,) R < E,.2  (V1.51a)

En

Ea L

Figure VI.20. Capacitor C1 Recharging Network.

The nature of processes in the quasistable state, compared with the previous

circuit, changes only due to connection of triode L2 grid, i. e., the "right"

capacitor C, plate, to the +Ea bus. Capacitor C1 connected in that manner after

triggering will strive already not to discharge, but to recharge itself to voltage

of opposite polarity. The capacitor CI recharging circuit is depicted separately

in Figure VI.2J. Recharging current i. flows from the "plus" capacitor plate

to its "minus" plate along two parallel branches, i. e., it branches into two

currents i. and C . Current i, flows across resistances R and R , while

current z, flows across unblanked triode L1 , resistance RN, plate voltage

source Ea, and resistance Eg2 . Full recharging current flows across resistance

R g and creates a voltage ioRga drop in it applied as a "minus" to triode L2

grid. Triode L2 also is maintained in a blanked state due to this voltage drop.
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The capacitor during the recharge process will strive to recharge itself

to voltage Uc. -=(E 4 -L_' "a,.)I--(E 4 -E-,," 4. R4 t)= -,R. <O , while voltage

40 2 will strive to rise to positive value

U. - E, - u,,-E - I.,.RA > 0. (VI.52)

However, when this voltage, rising, equates to cutoff voltage /258

E go2 , triode L2 unblanks and the circuit returns to the initial state. The processes

of counter reversal and subsequent circuit recovery occur in a manner identical

to that for a cathode-coupling mwnostable multivibrator.

- Vg%2 4 -~ la, '"

l

Ivo,NUN A Atoll

Figure VI.21. Triode L2 Grid Voltage Law of Change.

The curve of voltage u=,4 for a complete retarding-field ionostable multivibrator

operating cycle is depicted by the solid line in Figure VI.21. The law of change

for this voltage in the quasistable state is the initial sector of an exponential

curve caused by the capacitor C1 recharge process (dotted curve 1). The law of

change for voltage U4%2 in a circuit with a "zero" grid stipulated by Lte capacitor

C! discharge process is there as well for comparison (dotted line 2). Here, values

L'..2.,... and , are accepted as being equal in both cases for the purposes of clarity.

Recharge exponential curvP I intersects level Ego2 at a larger angle than does

discharge exponential curve 2. As a result of this, pulse duration -. shaped

by the retarding-field circuit, will change to a lesser degree than in a zero-grid

circuit as a result of this, given changes in supply voltages or tube parameters.

Actually, for example, if triode t nutoff voltage decreases by magnitude AEgo21
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as depicted in Figure VI.21, then a retarding-field circuit counter reversal will

occur at the moment determined by point 1'. This will occur in a "zero"-grid

circuit at the moment determined by point 2'. The pulse duration increment in

the first instance will be significantly less than in the second: :, ":,.

Thus, a retarding-field circuit has increased pulse duration stability and this

is its main advantage.

Another advantage of the retarding-field cirruit is the essentially /259

linear relationship of pulse duration tN to bias voltage E., . We will introduce

a formula for pulse duration initially in order to demonstrate this.

In accordance with (XI.1O), the law of volLage u .. change corresponding

to recharge exponential curve 1 in Figure VI.21 may be written

(vi.53)

where torp - capacitor CI recharge time constant. This time constant will be

found easily from examination 3f the Figure VI.20 recharging network. Recharging

current flows across resistance R92 and two parallel branches -- resistance Ral

and triode L with resistance R, . The secund branch is a current-stabilizing

one-port with negative feedback, whose resistance in accordance with (111.74)
C ,+R,, IR,, R I .,++ or, considering

equals R,, - I +;,) R, . Therefore ..=* C. R R,, R, , I R o
i~~ R,3, + R.,. + i.,/ R

R,, JR,, A. (I *+ .i Rill
that Rt:;R> R., Rt. I + &,I R11

-GOP-- CR . ( VI.54)

To find pulse duration, one must use t=t. Li expression (VI.53), while

U.2£ErI2. Then we will get

E (Ug.2... e '° + L':

or
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As is evident from Figure VI.21, only the initial linear sector of recharge

exponential curve I corresponds to the quasistable state. But, given that the

condition whereby the exponential curve initial sector is used ( i- . or
_. <! ), the latter equality may be rewritten as
ritp

+ - g .- L'g- C ... 

hence
EA, oL'k: MMII

- ' --

Substituting expressions for UAIW.. from (VI.39), L9 from /260

(VI.52), and -i,, from (VI.54) in the latter equality, we will get

. .C R'2 /a, (Raj + RO) -- 101R + E Q.
1* -==C1R,- 2

Considering that Ea:IIaiR,+Er,(EoIR,; Eo:.lErj and terms I.1 Rk and

E have different signs) in the denominator of this expression, finally we willgo

get

+RN)I-h, + (VI.55)

Consequently, pulse duration t, linearly will depend or current Ial flowing

across triode L in the quasistable state. But, the magnitude of this current

in turn linearly will depend on the magnitude of bias E,,. This is explained

in Figure VI.22, where current Ial values I.1">J.:>i',) are found from the triode

dynamic characteristic and feedback line for three values E,,(,,>E,>E;.)

It goes without saying that this linear relationship will take place during E,

changes only within those limits in which the operating point remains in the dynamic

characteristic linear sector. Thus, when the aforementioned condition is satisfied,

pulse duration t. linearly will depend on bias E,, magnitude.

*When ,c l 0'* +.
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lot

Figure VI.22. For Explanation of Current I Linear Relationship
to Bias E,, Magnitude.

a l

C 14 Rat

UI~

Figu-e VI.23. Magnitude C., Control in a Cathode-Coupling
Retarding-Field Monostable rMultivibrator.
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Thereforp, a cathode-coupling retarding-field monostable multivibrator may

be used for pulse duration linear modulatioi with voitage F., , i. e., as a linear

pulse stretcher. Voltage E,, in this instance is controlled using the circuit

depicted in Figure VI.23 (pulse duration linearly will depend on the magnitude

of R2 contact arm displacement) or is supplied by tha previous (control) stage.

EXERCISE VI.9

a) Draw voltage U0,2 curves for three voltage E.. values corresponding to

Figure VI.22 and use these curves to explain the relationship of pulse duration

to voltage E., magnitude.

b) Can pulse durataLion be controlled by voltage E.. (see Figure VI.23)

in a cathode-coupling "zero"-grid monostable multivibrator?

c) Indicate possible methods of converting a cathode-coupling retarding-field

monostable multivibrator to the free-running mode. (Page 482)

3. onostable Multivibrator Triggering and Forced Cutoff

The simplest circuits for triggering nonost3ble multivibrators with positive

pulses were depicted in Figures VI.17 and VI.19. In practice, triggering of

monostable multivibrators, as was the case with flip-f3ops, usually occurs across

triager tubes with negative pulses using a normally-uiblanked triode.

A typical circuit for triggering a nonostable mu2.tivibrator across trigger

diode D is depicted in Figure VI.24a, while one in whi,' triggering occurs across

trigger triode L3 is depicted in Figure VI.24b. The circuits depict cathode-coupling

retarding-field monostable multivibrators assembled on dual triodes, Uhile the

dotted line depicts cutoff networks, which will be examined below. In the first

circuit, a trigger pulse of negative polarity is supplied across transient network

C,.R; to diode D cathode. In the second circuit, a trigger pulse of positive

polarity is supplied across transiert netwcrk CpIR 3 to grid of triode L3 , normally

blanked by negative bias E . Both circuits are analogous to the correspondingg
tLip-flop asymmetrical trigger circuits to plates (Figure VI.lOb, c) with tl.e

single difference that only that part of the flip-flno trigger circuit connected
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Figure VI.24. Typical Circuits for Monostable Multivibrator
Triggering and Forced Cutoff.

to plate of' normal ly-blanked triode L Iis used to trigger a rultivibrator. In

both cases, as the trigger pulse acts upon this plate, a temnporary negative pulse
arises due to trigger tube current. This pulse is transmitted across capacitor

CI to grid of normally-unblanked triode L2 reducing jtr plate current. Here, /262

the voltage drop across resistance Rs ,b. :Rr., i. e., triode L 1athode potential,

decreajes. As a result, triode L unblanks, uhich also causes a circuit reversal.

During the reveral process and still prior to its conclusion, diode D or triode

L3 blank in connection with a rapid reduction in triode LI plate and are cut out

from the trigger pul3e generator multivibrator.

As is already known, monostable multivibrator counter reversal to the initial
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stable state occurs spontaneously when negative grid voltage of triode L 2 unblanked

in the quasistable state, rising, reaches cutoff voltage. Here, the moment of

counter reversal and, consequently, duration of the pulse shaped by the multivibrator,

will depend on circuit parameters and supply voltage magnitudes, which may change

during the operating process. Therefore, in some instances, stability of the

shaped pulse duration turns out to be insufficient even when a retarding-field

circuit optimum for this situation is used.

Synchronization of the moment of counter reversal by an external pulse, which

will arrive after a certain period of time following the trigger pulse and which

causes forced circuit counter reversal, is brought about in order to have strict

shaped pulse duration stabilization. Forced counter reversal is referred to as

multivibrator forced cutoff (or simply cutoff) and the external pulse causing

this reversal is referred to as a cutoff pulse. It is evident that a cutoff pulse

must act mandatorily on a circuit somewhat beforc it spontaneously returrs to

the initial state, i. e., the moment of forced counter reversal must precede the

moment of natural circuit counter reversal. Here, forced shaped pulse /263

duration t., will ne determined exclusively by the time interval between trigger

pulse and cutoff pulse and vill be correspondingly less than the real duration

of pulse t^, generated without forced cutoff (t.,<t 0 ) .

Cutoff pulses usually are of negative polarity ard, as depicted in Figure

VI.24a, b, are supplied across transient capacitor Cr,2 to grid of triode L unblanked

after triggering. An amplified positive pulse arises in this triode plate network

due to cutoff pulse action and is transmitted across coupling capacitor CI to

grid of triode L2 blanked in the quasistable state. Triode L2 unblanks if this

pulse is of sufficient amplitude and a forced reversal of the circuit to the stable

state occurs.

The forced cutoff mechanism is explained in, Figure VI.25, where it is accepted

for simplicity that, following triggering that occurred at moment ti, voltage

u,2 rises by a linear law. Without a forced cutoff, the circuit would revert

to the initial state at moment t , having shaped a pulse with duration z,.

Under the stimulus of the cutoff pulse, the circuit returns to the stable state

earlier (at moment t3), shaping a pulse of duration tom . Here, minimum cutoff
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of this pulse to the level of cutoff voltage E

If a cutoff pulse of identical amplitude arrived even earlier (at moment
Fwhen voltage u still had not risen sufficiently, then triode L2 would reain

blanked, i. e., no forced circuit reversal would occur. If, on the other hand,

the cutoff pulse arrived later (at moment t4 ), then its amplitude may be decreased

accordingly but, since voltage uIA2 by this momznt already has almost reached cutoff

voltage, forced cutoff reliability would be reduced (given a slight stray rise

in cutoff voltage ma' .itude, the circuit may reverse spontaneously).

One m.,v obtain the expression linking requisite cutoff pulse amplitude

U- at triode L2 grid with the given pulse duration and circuit parameters /264

zsily by using Figure VI.25. Actually, due to the similarity of triangles

A C and a6. , we have

U961 Muz fog, I Ue~Mu

hence

,. -an t .. (% .__2
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or

U>(I-(VI.56)

Usually, a ratio -f_. on the order of 0.5 - 0.7 is selected.

EXERCISE VI.l0

Under what conditions should you use a forced-cutoff monostable multivibrator

rather than an asymmetrically-triggered flip-flop to shape pulses of a given

duration? (Page 483)

§ 4. MULTIVIBRATORS IN THE FREE-RUNNING MODE

1. Basic Multivibrator Circuit

Examining the cathode-coupling monostable multivibrator circuits, we saw

that any of them may transfer to the free-running mode if the condition for blanking

triode LI in the stable state is disrupted by triode L2 plate current (see Exercise

VI.8c, VI.9c). Here, however, the processes of charging and discharging (for

circuits with a retarding field -- recharging) of one and the same capacitor C1,

which flow with materially different time constants d-puP-%,p will determine

how long the circuit remains both in one and then in the other quasistable state.

This will constrain the range of possible values for generated pulse duty ratio.

Therefore, a multivibrator with two plate-grid couplings usually is used

for operations in the free-running mode. A circuit for such a multivibrator is

depicted in Figure VI.26 and is referred to as a basic multivibrator circuit.

If all the parameters of its arms are identical, i. e., identical tubes and

Ral = Ra2, CI = C2, Rg ., then it is referred to as a symmetrical circuit.

We will compare the basic multivibrator circuit with a symmetrical flip-flop

circuit (Figure VI.15a). In the flip-flop, the plate coupling of each triode

with the grid of the other triode is accomplished across voltage dividers RI,

Rg2 and R2, Rgl, i. e., both for the d-c and a-c component. This coupling in
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Ra g, R, Not~g

Figure VI.26. Multivibrator With Two Plate-Grid Couplings
in the Free-Running Mode (Basic Circuit/.

the multivibrator is accomplished across R-C networks C1Rg 2 and C2Rgl, i. e.,

only for the a-c component. In addition, an outside negative bias E source isg
absent in the multivibrator. Therefore, first, in a multivibrator as opposed

to the flip-flop, plate voltage jumps across capacitors C1 and C2 are transmitted

completely to grids:*

: MZ, =: 2, .: - ,= R , ,,(VI.57)

and, second, and especially important, there are no reasons for fixed triode blanking.

The latter circumstance leads to the fact that both flip-flop stable equilibrium

states are replaced in the multivibrator by temporary stable (quasistable) states.

Actually, the voltage drop across resistance R applied with a "minus" tog
triode grid, i. e., arising during the flow through it of current in the "from

below upwards" direction may be the only reason for blanking of any triode in

a basic multivibrator circuit. But, only the discharging current connecting

the coupling capacitor across the other (unblanked) triode to the grid of this

triode mey play the role of such current. Since capacitor discharging current

decays over time by the law of -xponents, then each triode may be blanked only

for a limited time from the moment the other triode unblanks (the given capacitor

will begin to discharge).

*Capacitor CI and C2 voltages do not succeed in changing at time of reversal.
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Thus, the rate of capacitor C discharge will determine how long the circuit

remains in one quasistable state (triod( LI unblanked, triode L2 blanked), while

the rate of capacitor C2 discharge will determine how long it remains in the second
state (triode LI blanked, triode L2 unblanked). Therefore, buth capacitors are

circuit timing (time-supplying) elements. That state in which both triodes are

unLrIanked, for both a multivibrator and flip-flop, is a state of unstable equilibrim

from jhich the circuit will convert with a jump to one of the quasistable states

when self-excitation conditions are satisfied. The action of the positive feedback

loop when triodes are unblanked is analogous to a flip-flop and corresponds to

the symbolic rendition (VI.4). The self-excitation conditions undergo somewhat

of a change in connection with the change in plate-grid coupling type.

First off, capacitors C and C2 connected to these couplings in series /266

cause additional voltage phase shifts during their transmission from the plate

of one triode to the grid of the other, resulting in the possibility of disruption
of the phase self-excitation condition (Vl.2) (we will recall that requisite phase

shifts in the circuit are insured by the difference in phase of each triode's

plate and grid voltages).

It is evident that capacitors C 1 and C 2 will exert the greatest influence

on passage of the low-frequency harmonics of the spectrum of pulses generated

by the circuit. Considering the spectral content of a periodic video pulse train
(see Attachment 1), it is necessary that additional phase shifts be slight, even

for the spectrum's first harmonic, whose frequency equals pulse repetition frequency

!2, - 2=F,.- . It follows from this that the phase self-excitation condition

will lead to the requirement

_L or :2, (V1.58)

where *# -- least of the grid network time constants equalling C1 Rg2 or C2 Rgj .

In other words, it is necessary that these networks be transient rather than

differentiating for all pulse spectrum harmonics, including the first harmonic.

Now we will switch to the amplitude self-excitation condition (VI.2a). The
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circuit under examination includes two amplifying stages with plate loads, each

of which during a reversal (for rapid ua changes) is shunted across the coupling

capacitor connected to it by resistance Rgh between the other tube's grid and

cathcde (by the input resistance of the other stage). Therefore, based upon

(111.49) and considering ratio (V.57), we will get

.__, R . .7" Rg,__.,

where the second multiplier in each expression is stage load equivalent impedance.

It should be considered in each of these formulas that, due to the result

of the electrical valve-like properties of each tube's grid--cathode path, its

resistance Rs,1 and, consequently, the other tube's gain as the circuit operates,

radically change in magnitude. Actually, when the circuit reverses in one direction

(L unblanks, L2 blanks), voltage us, rises with a jump and will become positive,

while voltage ulta decreases and will become negative; the reverse is true when

the circuit reverses in the other direction. But, when uo,>O , grid current

appear; in the tube and, as a result of slight grid--cathode conducting path

resistance r*sk.R, , we get R,,,mrA . When us4<0 , tube grid current is absent

and Pj-R. . Therefore, for circuit reversal in one direction (L unblanks,

L2 blanks), self-excitation condition (VI.2a) must be written in the form /267

R , +.RA , ' _R., + , , , 

But, since Rg::R2R r,..CR. , then the expressions for stage load equivalent
RR,, R R1 .*t

impedances are simplified, i. e., )F A=R,,,; RW.s- :--1ro,, . Also con-

sidering that ratio (VI.59) must be supplemented by the analogous ratio for circuit

reversal in the opposite direction, finally we will get

-A -OF& -'A.:(VI.60)
R.. .t# > .R,r# + ~ a
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or, f or a symmetrical circuit (~= =~ ~ =R.; R., R,: R,; r. , r,*)

to)

c) U

U9, TI) uc t OAC

Ira

rJR9 M= C, C)

%1)Ojq

Figure V1.27. Voltage Curves in a Symmetrical Basic
Multivibrator Circuit. (g) - Charge; (h) - Discharge.

Voltage curves in multivibrator characteristic points without considering

stray capacitances for a symmetrical circuit are depicted in Figure VI.27. We
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will examine circuit operation, beginning with moment t I when, as a result of
positive feedback loop action, triode blanked and triode L2 unblanked.

-2

At that moment, triode Ll plate current rises with a jump, in connection
with which capacitor C1 begins to charge. Mearwhile, triode L2 plate voltage
decreases with a jump, in connection with which capacitor C2 begins to discharge.

#a Ca o i

r c R c t h pt rusi, Y1 R 2 at

Ea

Figure VI.28. Equivalent Circuits for Capacitor C 1 Charge (a)

and Capacitor C 2 Discharge (b).

Equivalent circuits for cnpacitor C IchreadC2isagereepcd
in Figure VI.28. Capacitor C 1charging current i,,i flows through network +Eat
resistance R al capacitor C,, parallel-connected resistances R.2 and rfl,,2 (equivalentresistance R, ), chassis (-E a). Capacitor C2 discharging current i,2 flows

through network capacitor C2 ("plus" plate), parallel-connected resistances Rio2

(triode L2 internal d-c resistance) and Ra2 , resistance Rg1 , capacitor C2 ("minus"

plate).

If you disregard capacitor C1 charge, then the voltage ua2 negative step
transmitted at moment t across capacitor C2 to triode Ll grid will equal (see

Figure VI.27a, d)

- -l - /.2R.2 -- (vI.61)

where Ia2 triode L2 plate current magnitude when u g2  0;

It. -- capacitor C2 discharging currer.r amplitude.
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Here, voltage Ua2 will decrease to value

Ua o a-IaIRa -2 (VI .62)

while voltage Ug1 will decrease to value U, ,,, which must insure reliable /269

triode L1 blanking:

..,e m o < E .. ( V I .6 3 )

Voltage Ual must rise with a jump by magnitude IlRal, where Ial -- triode

L, plate current magnitude when ug 1 = 0, and reach value UGla,.t--E, •

However, in accordance with VI.28a, capacitor C1 charging current, flowing

across resistance R,,, decreases triode L, plate potential. Therefore, the voltage
Ual positive step transmitted across capacitor C1 to triode L2 grid decreases

and turns out to equal only (see Figure VI.27b, c)

+ U, -- + IU,2 - (1.1 -/,)R.1 -I,ra,2 + I El (VI.64)

where I, -- capacitor C discharging current amplitude.

The last expression in (VI.64) is explained by the fact that step AUg 2 begins

with negative :.evel Ego2 (we will recall that the circuit reversal examined results

from unblanking of previously-blanked triode L2) and, due to current i,, , --iode

L2 grid potential must exceed the zero level (cathode potential) by magnitude

/,,R&2 ,where Rattrd l ('j: .

Thus, voltage ug2 rises with a jump to value

C"S mm' 1.,re,. > 0. (VI.65)

Due to this fact, unblanked triode L2 plate current slightly will exceed

magnitude a2 corresponding to fixed value Ug2 = 0, resulting in voltages ua2
and Ug2 additionally dropping by magnitude oa;_3uj (Figure VI.27a, d).

*When ug2 1 0, capacitor C1 charges in triode L2 main grid current ,
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Triode L blanking breaks the positive feedback loop and the circuit converts

to the quasistable state. Capacitor CI charging and C2 discharging processes, /270

hich began at tne moment of reversal, continue in this sLate. The capacitor

C. discharging process is the most important since it is exactly because of current

Ir: that triode LI is maintained in the blanked state, while triode L2 is unblanked.

Actually, during the capacitor discharging process, the voltage in it will strive

to decrease to value ( (Figure VI.27f), current i12 will strive to decrease

to zero, while negative voltage ,£.--ip 2 Rw, will strive to rise to voltage Ugl = 0

(Figure VI.27a) with time constant -ppa , which will be found easily from Figure

VI.28b:

= c, (R,' + o ) (VI.66)

R,,:.,

since R,' R,,?+ R.-.

However, as long as voltage ugI remains less than cutoff voltage Egol triode

LI remains blanked. The capacitor Cl charging process occurs with time constant

T.801 , which will be found from Figure VI.28a and, since r, Rtl and r,2-R.,

equals

,,p, C. (R., -r e + R gr, ) =C,R1 . (VI.67)

Equating expressions (VI.67) and (VI.66), we see that, since R,, 1 R, , then

"p'N'< : -00r.and, consequently, capacitor C charging succeeds in ceasing completely

during the time the circuit remains in the quasistable state. Here, capacitor
CI voltage rises by the law of exponents to value Ea (Figure VI.27e), current

i,, decays to zero in accordance with the same law, voltage Ual rises to value

U&I, n-E. (Figure VI.27b), voltage Ug2 decreases to value Ug2 = 0 (Figure VI.27c),

in which cornection voltage Uaz rises to value Ua.,=. (Figure VI.27d). At moment

t2 when voltage ugl, rising, equates to cutoff voltage Ego I triode L, unblanks,

the positive feedback loop again closes, and circuit reversal occurs in the opposite

direction. Here, voltages ual and ug2 decrease with a jump, resulting in the

fact that triode L2 bianks, while voltages ugj and ua2 rise with a jump. The
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identical circumstances that came into play in the first reversal determine the

magnitude of these steps.

The circuit will convert to the second quasistable state following reversal,

during which occurs the process of capacitor C2 charging due to the voltage ua2

positive step and capncitor C1 discharging caused by the voltage ual negative

step.

Equivale -b -.dpacitor C1 charging and C2 discharging circuits correspond to

the circuits * ;ic d in Figure VI.28a, b if all indices in these circuits are

replaced by their cpposites. Therefore, capacitor C1 discharge occurs with /271

tine constant

, .(V1.68)

while capacitor C1 charge occurs with time constant

,, 2 = C-R R2  
(VI.69)

The determinant here is capacitor C1 discharging since triode L2 is maintained

in the blanked state due to current i,. During this capacitor's discharging

process, the voltage in it will strive to decrease to value Ua2MX" , while negative

voltage ug2 will strive to rise to zero.

Since :,,P? , (RU2.c.R,2 , then the process of charging capacitor C2 to

voltage Ea while the circuit :emains in the second quasistable state succeeds

in ceasing completely. As a result of this, a gradual (exponential) rise J.n voltage

Ua2 to value , following the corresponding spasmodic changes occurs,

voltage ugl decreases to zero, and voltage ual increases to value ,

At moment t3 (t1 ), when voltage ug2, rising, equates to cutoff voltage Ego21

the next cirzuit reversal occurs: triode L2 unblanks with a jump, while triode

L blanks. Further, the processes reoeat themselves.

Thus, antiphase periodic pulse trains of almost square shape (Figure VI.27b, d)

: . . . . ........ . .... ..... .. ... ........ .. .. .. ,34



are shaped in triode platpq. The complete cycle of circuit operation (pulse

repetition period) equals

T= T-r (VI.70)

where T1 -- cycle portion equalling the amount of time the circuit remains

in one quasistable state (duration of the positive pulse at triode

L1 plate);

T2 -- cycle portion equalling the amount of time the circuit remains

in the second quasistable state (duration of the positive pulse

at triode L2 plate).

Capacitor C and C2 discharging processes determine intervals TI and T2 and

will be found as follows. During time t = T1 (t1 / t /" t2 ), negative voltaye

UgI rises from value L', .. to value Egol based on the law ,-'.,.e p

Assuming ug : E gol where t = T,, we will get E, . " ,from 4hence,
after taking the logarithm and considering expressions (VI.63) and (VI.66)

',In*ap..... CR, In i4i-. !,VI.71)

From analogous discussions for interval T , we will get /272

T2-- l -N1 -- CIRO In i:,

T P=". V =I" JE= I l I " V1.72)

As demonstrated in Figure VI.27, TI T2 for a symmetrical circuit.

Plate voltage pulse amplitudes obtained accordingly equal

., - E . -- L . , . --. R ; E; = . - - -. . = o . ( V I . 7 3 )

*We disregard the time of circuit reversal in both ditections.
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Considering (VI.67) and (VI.69), duration of the positive exponential porches

of pulses caused by capacitor CI and C2 cnarging processes equals

t41zz3-,,P, =3C,R. : 4, 3,,p2, X 3C . (V1.74)

These ratios constrain multivibrator minimum pulse duration.

The Figure V1.27 curves are plotted without considering the input and output

capacitances of each stage. The influence of these stray capacitances, just as

was the case in a flip-flop, will rule out instantaneous circuit reversals, resulting

in the fact that spasmodic voltage changes occur at a finite rate and will lead

to additional stretching of generated pulse porch and droop.

Circuit parameters are selected from the following basic considerations.
Plate load imped3nces Ral and R 2 are seiected in accordance with (VI.73) from

the condition that requisite pulse amplitude be obtained; their magnitude usually

will fall within the bounds of 3--10 kilohms. Coupling capacitor capacitance

to obtain a slight pulse rise time in accordance with (VI.74) must be as low as

possible, but significantly exceed circuit stray capacitances, and usually are

selected on the order of one or several hundred p.cofarads. Resistances R and

Rg2 to obtain self-excitation conditions (VI.58) and (V1.60) and pulse shape
approximating a square pu2se (satisfaction of ratiog !p.3V >"r,,,, and ,P >

must be significantly greater than plate load impedances , R

and are established, depending on given pulse duration, on the order of tens or

hundreds of kilohms.

The repetition frequency of the pulses generated by the circuit

F - I - I may range from unities of Hertz to hundreds of kilohertz.

Pulse duration TI and T2 control in accordance with (V.71) and (VI.72) occurs

either by a change in resistances R 1 and Rg2 (smoothJy) or by switching the coupling

capacitois (discretely).

Asymmetrical circuits with unequal discharge time constants -,, -P. /273

must be used to obtain pulses with unequal intervals (T1 / T2 ). Usually, a varied

resistance R g nd Rg2 or (to obtain great circuit asymmetzy) or capacitor 1

and C2 capacitances insures this. t=!e will examine what is used to constrain the
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maximum possible duty ratio value of pulses picked off, for example, triode L

T - T.
plate: Q.=-- . There is a requirement that C2 capacitance in expression

(VI.71) be less than C1 capacitance in expression (VI.72) to the maximum extent

possible in order that pulse duration tM=T, is less than resting time duration

t,=T: to the maximum possible extent. However, when C2 & C1 , capacitor C,

charging time constant will coincide with the capacitor C2 discharging time constant.

As a result, capacitor C1 will not succeed in discharging during intervals TI

and circuit operation will be disrupted. Therefore, the duty ratio of pulses

generated by a multivibrator, even if their shape is immaterial, :--ely exceeds

the value 100.

EXERCISE VI.11

a) Draw the curves of voltages ugl, ug2, and ua2 for an asymmetrical basic

multivibrator circuit if RgI = 2Rg 2 and remaining arm parameters are identical.

b) How is it posqible tn convert a basic ultivibrator circuit to the monostable

mode? Draw such a circuit when it is triggered by negative pulses and draw the

curves of voltages u... , Ugl, and ug2. What will determine du:ation of the pulse

this circuit generates? (Page 483)

2. Improved Variants of the Basic Multivibrator Circuit

t:, G-r

Figure VI.29. Multiv-brator With Improved Pulse Shape.

The shape of plate voltage pulses in the basic multivibrator circuit is distorted

mainly due to stretching of the leading edge caused by coupling capacitor charging
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processes. The circuit depicted in Figure VI.29 may be used to improve this leading

edge. Basic circuit structure and operating principle remain unchanged. Additional

resistances R and R2 are connected to the capacitor Cl and C2 charging network

and, therefore, decrease the amplitude ole charging currents 1, and /,,

picked off tube plate potentials after tibe blanking. As a rasult of this, the

magnitude of plate voltage positive steps rises (VI.64): -r x"., = (/. - 1.) Ua

and -. - -. )R= 2  . Resistances R and R2 on the order of 100 kilohms /274

are selected in order to obtain a noticeable effect. However, here a gradual

rise in plate voltages after steps to values Umam=-E,. occurs very slowly due

to the significant increase in charging time constants "a-.I and -8p2 . Therefore,

a sloped pulse tilt results. In addition, resistances R and R20 along with circuit

input capacitances C.,, and C., 2 form an integrator constraining rapid voltage

ugi and ug2 changes at the moment of reversal. As a result, reversal processes

are stretched out and voltage step transconductance decreases. Acclerating capacitors

Cgl and C 2 of slight capacitance (20--50 pF) shunt resistances R and R2 in order

to reduce the deleterious influence of the input capacitances. These capacitors

act just like they d.,d in the flip-flop. The shape of the plate voltage pulse

for the circuit being examined is depicted in Figure VI.30 (pulse shape for the

conventional basic circuit is depicted by the dotted line in this figure).

Uo

Aact

Figure VI.30. Figure VI.29 Circuit Pulse Shape.

The load connected to the plate of one (or both) triodes may impact materially

on a multivibrator's free-running frequency. The pentode multivibrator circuit

depicted in Figure VI.31 may be used to reduce the impact of load. Pentode screen

grid networks play the role of multivibrator plate networks in this circuit.

Gutput voltages are picked off pentode plates. Since capacitive coupling between

pentode plates and screen grids is very slight due to presence of suppressor grids,

the impact of load on circuit operation essentially is eliminated.
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Figure VI.31. Pentode Multivibrator.

The repetition f'equency of the pulses the basic circuit generates may change

significantly when tube: are replaced and when there are supply voltage oscillations

and stray parameter changes. This is caused by the slight transconductance of

a blanked tube grid voltage rise when they intersect cutoff voltage levels. The

retarding-field multivibrator circuit depicted in Figure VI.32 often is used to

increase free-running frequency stability. Processes of capacitor CI and /275

C2 recharge to voltages E-U., occur in this circuit instead of the processes

of their discharge to voltages U, . As a result, just as was the case in

the retarding-field monostable multivibrator (see Figure VI.21), the rate of blanked

tube grid voltage rise and, consequently, stability of tho moments of their reversal,

i. e., of both circuit reversals, rise significantly. In the main, the physics

of circuit operation do not change.

EXERCISE VI.12

Prove the for,mulas for the duration of pulses TI and T2 generated by the

Figure VI.32 retarding-field multivibrator. (Page 485)

§ 5. LEVEL COMPARISON CIRCUIT (AMPLITUDE COMPARATOR)

A level comparison circuit provides precise registration of the moment of

equality of two input voltages. A steep change (step) of circuit output voltage

is generated at that moment. Usually, this change then is differentiated, resulting

in a short comparison pulse, which also will serve as a marker for the moment

of input voltage equality. One of the voltages compared by the circuit, as a
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Figure VI.32. Retarding-Field Multivibrator.

rule, changes in accordance with a standard periodic law, has constant parameters,

and is referred to as a reference pulse. The other is a slowly-changing ("constant")

voltage and is referred to as control voltage since it controls comparison pulse

position on the time axis.

Comparison circuit operating principle is explained in Figure VI.33, in which

are depicted its structural diagram and voltage curves for two typical reference

vultages, sinusoidal and sawtooth (linearly-changing).

The first comparison circuit variant (Figure VI.33b) may be used:

- for conversion of sinusoidal reference voltage into square voltage pulses

u9uW whose duty ratio changes depending on voltage um magnitude;

-- to obtain, with the aid of sinusoidal calibration pulse voltage ucp

whose repetition period rigidly is synchronized with period T.,;

-- for precise determination of sinusoidal voltage phase by measuring /276

time intervals between comparison pulses and reference pulses supplying a zero

phase reference.

In the latter two instances, control voltage is made equal to zero to eliminate

the influence of sinusoidal voltage amplitude on comparison pulse position.

The second comparison circuit variant (Figure VI.33c) is used to obtain /277

a temporary comparison pulse time delay relative to the moments that a forward

stroke of a sawtooth reference voltage begins. If this voltage during a forward

stroke changes in accordance with a linear law, then the pulse delay also linearly

will depend on control voltage magnitude. Actually, in accordance with Figure
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Figure VI.33. For Explanation of the Level Comparison Circuit
Operating Principle. (d) -- Level comparison circuit.

VI.33c, disregarding the slight duration of voltage u.,, return stroke, for the

values of voltage urup falling within the bounds L.,,,.< U e,... , we will

get:

t,. To .- K(u:p I/,, .) : , t. - '.tt.p.(VI.75)
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where K - consC.

Here, the delay interval in each period T,. corresponds to that voltage

, value achieved at the moment of its equality with voltage u,, (voltage ij,

corresponds to delay i, , while voltage U,,, corresponds to delay t , and so

on).

Thus, a comparison circuit is used to obtain pulse-position modulation [PPM]

-- conversion of information reflected by voltage u,, magnitude into comparison

pulse phase (time position).

Generally speaking, it is possible to compare voltages using any nonlinear

device uhose volt-ampere characteristic has a sharp break. Thus, for example,

limiter transition from the transfer to the clipping mode (or vice versa) occurs

at the moment of equality of random-shape input voltage and constant reference

voltage -- clipping threshold E. (see Chapter V). The difference between level

comparison circuits and similar devices is that their output voltage will not

depend on input voltage shape and changes with a jump only at the moment of equality

of the latter.

A level comparison circuit must have two inputs. Since input voltages may

change relative to each ot': • as slowly as they please, then obtaining a precise

change of voltage u,,, at r. e ment of their equality is possible only due to

onset of an avalanche-likL ocess in the circuit. But, this requires that the

positive feedback loop in the circuit close and the amplitude self-excitation

condition be satisfied at the moment of transition. The circuit must be maintained

by an input voltage in one of two states of stable equilibrium during the remaining

time, depending on which of them is greater. For these reasons, level comparision

circuits are assembled as two-staqe square-wave generators operating Ln the control

voltage external control mode.

One variety of such multivibrator-type circuits is depicted in Figure VI.34.

It is similar to a cathode-coupling monostable multivibrator (see Figure VI.17),

but has two inputs: sawtooth (Iinearly-dropping) reference voltage u,:,, /278
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Figure Vl.34. Mlultivibrator-Type Level Comparison Circuit.

is spplied to triode LI grid, while slowly-changing control voltage u,.-.~

is supplied to triode 12 grid. Both voltages are positive.

In addition, large resistance RA and Rg2 magnitude is characteristic of

the circuit. We will explain below the requirement for this, as well as the role

additional diode D plays. The overall circuit operating principle comprises the

following.

Selected cathode load impedance p, is much greater than plate load impedances

A,->.o 12 : , . . Therefore, both stages turn out to be enveloped by penetrating
negative feedback and operate like cathode followers.

Since cathode follower gain is close to u~nity when R magnitude is great,

voltage u , uhich is created due to the unblanked tube current i flow across
a

resistance R, , approximates this tube's input voltage, i. e., u t.-l ,u

But, this voltage opposite in phase (vjith a "minus") turns out to be applied to
tne other tube grid. Therefore, at any give1 moment, that triode uhose input

voltage is higher unbianks and the other trlcde turns out to be blanked due to

voltage r'.. If, for instance, ,L. , , then triode L1 unblanks,
.f -, -/ I4- u,. U* .- ,., - , u; -u 0: and triode L2 is blanked. When

:; < ,r ,on the other hand, triode Lz is Fnbl.ked, while triode L1 is blanked

since :,, ... u,- . .,-: <0. A pouitive feedback loop (Vl.30), identical

to the one in the cathode-coupling rultivibrator, is active at the moments of
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voltage u,-. and ii. equality and circuit reversal occurs (negative feedback

at moments of reversal, just as was the case in cathode-coupling multivibrators,

is not active). It is important to note that capacitor C connecting triodeL

plate with triode L 2 grid is required only to create a positive feedback loop

but, in opposition to multivibrator circuits, is not a timing element. Actually,

only an external cause -- the tim"- interval during which one input voltage is

greater than the other -- determines how long the circuit remains in each of the

two fixed states.

La)

6Pt

d (c)

G6a

fur

Figure VI.35. Voltage Curves in a Level Caorison Circuit.
(g) -Charge; Nh D ischarge.
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Voltage curves in the circuit are depicted in Figure VI.35. The form of

these curves is explained in the following manner.

Figure VI.36. Graphic Explanation of Triode LI Operating Mode.
(a) - For.

Triode L is unblanked at the beginning of a forward stroke of a sawtooth

voltage, as long as i.equality un>u:, tt<t:) is satisfied. We may examine its

mode with the aid of Figure VI.36 where the dynamic plate-grid characteristic /280

(considering resistances Rk and Ral) and the feedback line for a given instantaneous

voltagel ;, value ar plte:1U 0 Uvteua p- This line's point of intersection

with the dynamic characteristic determines voltage ug&j and equals

Usti I 08 - Uk 1-al

Load line slope, in accordance with (111.67) equalling aaarctg ,is

slight due to the great resistance RA magnitude. Therefore, voltage uctj turns

cut negative for all values of uo, (the stage operates aith gr:zd cjrrents), but

*Thi3 plot is analogous to thbt used for graphical analysis of cathode follower

operation (see Figure 111.23, Exercise 111.9).
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is greater than cutoff voltage E a since Uoa>O Voltage uqkI decreases slightly

due to the decrease of voltaqe i, in accordance with the linear law, while voltage

Ual rises. In accordance with the same law and essentially with the same rate

of change as that of voltage uo0 , the voltage drop

It,, - U", - 111o, = loa - Er) - ;U1

Triode L2 grid voltage equals

ift: UFR n- Ui = Ul.,p - 110 + Ego, +oU (VI.76)

and rises according to the same law since u,. con~t Here, as follows from

(VI.76), since uon>u,r+U',. us,.<Ego, i. e., triode L2 is blanked*, and /281

its plate voltage is maximum Ua2 = E a

Equality of voltz, a uoumuyap arrives at moment t . However, in accordance

with (VI.76), voltage L, rises to cutoff voltage somewhat earlier, at moment

t,, when reference voltage decreases to a magnitude exceeding voltage uy.np by value

WI: usA2.Ego where u,,=auyp+8U1 . At that moment, triode L2 unblanks and the

positive feedback network begins to operate- appearance of current ia2 increases

voltage drop u' , i. e., decreases voltage u,41 and current ial, voltage ual rises,

its increment is transmitted across coup .ing capacitor C to triode L2 grid, causing

a further current ia2 increase, and so on. Continuing voltage uon decrease

facilitates this process. As a result, an avalanche-like circuit reversal occurs

at moment tl: triode LI is blanked, while triode L2 is unblanked.** Here, voltages

u"a, and u a2 decrease with a jump, while voltages ulu and Ual rise with a jump.

Voltage u8*2 when triode L2 is unblanked remains negative due to the large resistance

R. magnitude (triode L2, just like triode L,, operates without grid cu--ents).

It is clear from what has been said that voltage comparison occurs vith time

error a ,t,-,-g , which depends on voltage asU magnitude. Resistance R4 must

be increased in order to decrease this error, as is evident from Figure VI.36.

*We assume that triode cutoff voltages are identical: E = E = E
gol - go2 - go-

"Strictly speaking, circuit reversal will occur somewhat later, when voltage
s,., exceeds cutoff voltage by a certain magnitude.
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Capacitor C begins to charge along the network +Fa, resistance Ral , capacitor

C, resistance Rg2 , voltage uy" source output resistance, chassis (-Ea ) in connection

with the voltage ual increase at the moment of reversal. Charging current i, ,

flowing across resistance Rg2 , increases triode L2 grid potential, which facilitates

circuit reversal. Since this current, because of capacitor C charging, decays

by the law of expconents, an exponential voltage uit "bump" arises at triode L2

grid, creating an identical current ia2 and voltage u,2-to, "bump." But, since

its grid voltage when triode L is blanked equals ugU-o.-uk,, then an exponential

voltage "bump" of opposite (negative) polarity arises in its grid.

If the capacitor C charge occurs too rapidly following a reversal, then the

negative voltage u,,, "bump" would cease until dropping voltage uo. becomes less

than voltage ur, to the extent insuring reliable triode L1 blanking (see the Figure

VI.35b dotted line). Here, a random positive fluctuation of voltage u.. (or negative

fluctuation of voltage u,. ) arising immediately after ,iment t1 , may cause /282

a circuit counter misoperation. After this, the circuit again would reverse in

the requisite direction in connection with the continuing reference voltage decrease.

A sufficiently-large resistance Rg2 is selected (on the order of a megohm) in

order to extend the capacitor C charging process, i. e., the duration of the negative

voltage u,, "bump," for a time during which voltage uo, will become significantly

less than voltage ,, in order to eliminate the possibility of circuit misoperations.

This guarantees a reliable single circuit reversal at moment t

Triode L2 remains unblanked and triode LI blanked following a reversal until

inequality un<uynr (1<1<t2) is satisfied. During this entire time, current ia2

flows across resistance Rh and voltage UI=UA 2-i.2RA, changes in phase with this

current. Triode L2 grid voltage, remaining negative, equals

Ur=. 'yap - Lih2 > Et.

and essentially is constant, eliminating the -irea of transient process immediately

following reversal since voltage up-const . Voltage ua 2 changes opposite in

phnse with voltage ug,3. Triode Ll grid voltage equals

U01  4 0a -U37 < Eg
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and, since Uh,2rconst , changes in a manner almost identical to the voltage

change. Here, voltage Ual is maximum uot •

Equality u,,=u,, arrives at moment t2 during the reference voltage return

stroke. However, just as was the case for a forward circuit reversal, its counter

reversal occurs somewhat earlier, at moment t2 , when equality u,+;U 2-u,, is

satisfied. Time eiror 81=t4-1 2 is slight (3i2c:t) and has no significance due

to the high rate of voltage u05 rise during the return stroke since a circuit

counter reversal is not used further.

Triode L1 is unblanked during a counter reversal and capacitor C discharges

across this triode, resistance RA , voltage u-u source output resistance, and

resistance R Capacitor discharging current creates a negative voltage uA2Q

"bump." It is desireable to clip this "bump" since, on the one hand, the danger

of circuit misoperaticns during a counter reversal does not arise in connection

with the great rate of voltage u0, rise and, on the other hand, there is a need

to insure rapid circuit recovery prior to initiation of the subsequent forward

stroke of this voltage (to prepare the circuit for the subsequent forward reversal).

Therefore, diode D shunts resistance Rg2 for capacitor C discharging current.

This sharply decreases the capacitor discharge time constant, i. e., reduces /283

the recovery time of triode L2 grid normal potential.

Circuit output voltage is picked ocf triode L2 plate and then is differentiated

(see Figure VI.33a). Comparison pulses of negative oolarity, whose position (with

error 3t, ) corresponds to the moments of voltage u,). and u.,p equality during

each voltage u .... forward stroke (Figure VI.35f), are the result. Positive pulses

obtained at differentiator output at moment t2 are not used (depicted by the dotted

line in Figure V1.35f).

As already indicated, it is advantageous to increase resistance R, to decrease

comparison error , . Large resistance R. also facilitatcc tube plate current

stabilization, i. e., insures voltage uaZ drop amplitude constancy and, consequently,

that of comparison pulses, given varied voltage u,, levels. Therefore, a resistance

on the order of unities of megohms is selected. However, here, resultant

voltage ua2 drop amplitude is slight due to the tube plate current decrease and

satisfaction of the amplitude self-excitation condition is hindered due to the
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decrease in dynamic plate-grid characteristic transconductance. Resistance R,

often is connected to the cathode bias E, (EA,=E.) sovi'ce negative terminal rather

than to the circuit chassis to increase tube plate current and dynamic characLeristic

transconductance. Connection of a current-stabilizing triode or pentode with

neqative current feedbacl: to the tube cathode network rather than resistance

R., is a more efficient approach (see Chapter III, § 4).

EXERCISE VI.13

a) In what instances and how does a diode 0 malfunction impact upon the

operation of a level comparison circuit (Figure VI.34)?

b) How should the Figure VI.34 circuit be changed if sawtooth reference

voltage is rising linearly (during the time of a forward stroke), rather than

dropping linearly? (Page 485)

§ 6. TRANSISTOR FLIP-FLOPS

I. External Bias Source Flip-Flop

Transistor flip-flops are analogous to corresponding tube flip-flops and

ara tvo-stage amplifiers with a closed positive feedback loop. Transistors are

assembled in a common-emitter [OE] circuit in amplifying stages. HPre, such OE

circuit advantages, compared to a ccmmon-base (08] circuit, as large input resi.stances

and sufficiently-high current and voltage amplification are employed in this

transistu.- circuit arrangement. In addition, inversion of the amplifying signal

occurs in an OE circuit and is required to satisfy self-excitation phase /284

conditions during the regenerative process.

The keying mode of operation, i. e., one transistor is in a state of saturation,

while the other is in a blanked state, is used in the transistor flip-flop static

mode. Providing blanking and saturation modes with a slight reserve, it is possible

to obtain good circuit and pulse amplitude stability during a temperature change

or when transistors are replaced. In addition, a high supply source utilization

factor is insured in the keying mode.
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One keying mode drawback is that the saturation mode will lead to a reduction

in operating speed due to dispersal delay and a decrease in triggering sensitivity,

r

R2 R2  0

Figure VI.37. External Bias Source Transistor Flip-Flop.

The external bias source symmetrical flip-flop circuit depicted in Figure

VI.37 in layout is analogous to an electron tube circuit. We will analyze this

circuit for two states, the static mode and the switching process under trigger

pulse action.

5ttcrd.I th ta. ;.eon taniso isbakd hl[h te

-EN

, ;u - 'J 1 E,

Figure VI.36. fro AnaLysis of the Flip-Flop Static Mode.

Static Tde. In the st_c ;. ,one transistor is blanked, while the other

is unblanked and in the saturation rude. We will assume that transistor T is

unblanked, while transictor T _;s blanked. The condition of transistor T2 blankirg22
may be determined from the equivalent circuit depicted in Figure VI.38a. Here,
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csturated transistor TI is replaced by a short-circuited conductor (points K and

3 in Figure VI.38a) since the potential of its collector approximates zero.

Positive bias source E,, whose voltage magnitude must exceed the voltage drop

across resistance R due to current /,, Flow insures transistor T blanking.
2 2 lnig

It is evident from the circuit (VI.38a) that /285

R1 - ,#2 (vI.77)
U 6 o 9, ,R

Since inequality ,.>o determines the blanking condition, one may write

P2 < (VI.78)

The maximum value of collector junction back current l,,, (given the upper

re.lperature value) must be cubstituted in inequality (VI.78) for reliable blanking

in the temperature interval. It then is possible to transfer from inequality

(VI.78) to equality

i , , , =( V I . 7 9 )

The transistor TI saturation condition is written in the form

0 R,

Conbidering unblanked transistor T1 voltage u in the saturation mode

es equalling zeio, it is possible to find the expression for this transistor's

base current in accordarce with the Figuc'e VI.38b equivalent circuit:

' E -. IR E I , E,
1. 41.R, -- "k, (VI.80)

since ritio I,,R.cE.usally is provided by the R. magnitude selected. Considering

expression ,'VI.20), the saturation condition may be written in the fcrm

pR.
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Hence /286

R, I) R (VI.82)

Variation is great in manufactured transistors since value (X usually

is controlled during manufacture. Even a slight O: deviation from the assigned

value will lead to a material difference in 15 magnitudes. Thus, for example,

transistors in which a 1 = 0.98 and C 2 = 0.99 will have P 1 1 50 and

2 c 100. Therefore, there is a requirement to insure satisfaction of inequality

(VI.82) for an unfavorable value 3= ,, . It then is possible to transfer from

inequality (VI.82) to equality

+ . E R )R(VI.83)

or, considering (VI.79)

+ (VI.84)

Ratios (VI.79) and (VI.84) make it possible to compute divider R, R2 so

that, for given supply sources E. and E and resistance R, , the flip-flop circuit

will have 3 state of st.able equilibrium with sufficient reserve. These ratios

are introduced for case'. where transistor T is unblanked, while transistor T2

is hlanked. By virtue of circuit symmetry, these sane ratios are also the conditions

for the circuit's second stable statc.

The difference in collector potentials in the blanked UMM*RC and in the

unblanked U,. states determines output pulse amplitude. It is evident from

.F.,-4,.P, W
Figure VI.36ttL-, . In th- jrblanked state U,,: O Thus,

output pulse amplitude equals

R, (V3.85)L', = (E, --/ ,j ) -f- R.
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EXERCISE VI.14

How does magnitude f impact upon pulse amplitude, given assigned circuit

temperature stability? (Page 486)

Transient processes. Just as was the case for electron tube flip-flops,

the individual method of trigger pulse supply or symmetrical ("counting") triggering,

in which pulses of identical polarity are supplied across trigger diodes D0 and

D2 to the input of both transistors, may be ured to trigger transistor flip-flops.

A counting trigger network is depicted by the dotted line in Figure VI.37.

The circuit is triggered in the majority of cases by pulses of positive /287

polarity (negative-polarity pulses for npn transistors), which act upcn an unblanked

and saturated trar-sistor and make it possible to speed up carrier clean-out in

the collector junction region.

Let a positive pulse b. supplied to the base of unblanked transistor T1 .

The process of excess carrier clean-out at the transistor T collector junction

begins due to positive voltage action and, after a certain time f,, (Figure VI.39),

the operating point will turn out to be in the active region. Collector current

, will begin to decrease from that moment on. Consequently, negative voltage

, will rise. Negative increments -%u., are transmitted across capacitor C1
to transistor T2 base, decreasing positive bias. Base voltage u. at moment t2

will equal zero and transistor T 2 will unblank. Appearance of current ,, /288

causes transistor T2 collector voltage to increase. This, in turn, will lead

to a transistor TI base voltage increase, causing its further blanking. As a

result, the positive feedback network turns out to be closed and a regenerative

process occurs in the circuit if the self-excitation condition is satisfied.

The regcnerative process condition may be expressed by inequality

, > . (VI.86)

vhich is satisfied automatically if the flip-flop is computed correctly in the

static node.

Reversal time :.,, determined by transistor inertness equals -, in the first
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(a)

Figure VI,39. Transient Processes in a Flip-Flop.

3pp roximat ion. The influence of transistor collector capacitances C. on the

pr-ocess rate is insigriificant since charging of these capacitances occurs across

relatively-glight resistances R.

Collector voltages and capacitor C1 and C2 voltages change slightly during

the time of the regener-ative process. The process of circuit recovery in the

nev stnable 3tate, vhen tra ns-istor T 2 is unblanv-d and transistor T I is blanked,

begins from moment t 3 . Here, capacitor C 1 is charged by base current i62 thirough
the netvork , T 2 emitter-base, C1 , Ri. - -

'-e will note that, gi.ven slight time to,, and sufficiently-large capacitor

CI1 and C 2 capacitance magnitude, current Aia: changes will equal collector current

.si,, chanqs and, accordingly, Ail,-3~ At moment t 3 when the regenerative
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process ceases, transistor T2 base current will have magnitude

i+2 (s) =/+,, Ev - ! LY601 ,=
s.= K (VI.87)

since unblanked transistor base voltage Uo6=mO . Further, base current decreases

by the law of exponents

i () t4.e " (vI.88)

Disregarding the shunting action of resistances R and R (R.1-R. H P r1 2
the capacitor CI cnarging time constant equals -,p=CtR, •

A rapid increase in transistor T2 collector voltage occurs as a result of

the flow of rc1 tively-large base current 1. and positive porch f+ is shaped

(Figure VI.39e). If current i62 does not change and remains equal to I". , then

porch shaping will occur as in the usual switch (Figure VI.37c) and porch duration

If+) , in accordance with (V.19), may be determined:

Ivy 01.89)

In fact, base current decreases and, therefore, porch duration is /289

stretched somewhat, while saturation will occur somewhat later than when base

current is constant.

Transistor T1 collector voltage equals capacitor C1 voltage since U,2 =O

Therefore, the law of voltage u, change has an exponential relationship

u. (j): E - ( , U.) e ', ,(V,'.90)

where L' o -- unblanked transistor base voltage.
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Determining porch duration tz- (Figure VI.39c) when voltage uu, achieves

level (9EM , we will get

E-IL..,

Since usually j'L*jE., then

tro- I C,R, in 10 2 2,3C,R,. (V1.91)

Following reversal, capacitor C2 discharges along two parallel networks:

across resistance R2 and unblanked transistor T2 and across resistance R .

Disregarding the slight urblanked transistor resistance, it is possible to express

the discharging time constant by formula

PP - C2 R, +R" (VI.92)

R, +RR

Since usually R+;R >R, , while C = C2 , then capacitance discharge determines

flip-flop recovery time and has magnitude

R.R, (11.93)
R .- R,3/,)

It is desirable to decrease capacitance magnitude for given resistance magnitudes

in order to decrease recovery time and reduce porch t-,. However, unblanking

transistor (transistor T2 in our case) input current magnitude is clipped when

capacitance magnitude is slight due to large resistance R This will lead to

porch t:;" deterioration. The reasons for such a phenomenon were examined in

Chapter V, § 4. Thus, contradictory requirement3 are levied on accelerating

capacitance magnitude. Optimal capacitance value is determined by formula

03

Transistors with the greatest frequency limit (such as P411 and P416 /290

transistors, for example) need to be used to reduce transient process time and

to increase flip-flop speed. Also, the degree of saturation must oe reduced vhere

possible. An increase in trigger current amplitude is useful to decrease clean-out
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time if circuit operating conditions require that a saturation mode with sufficient

reserve be provided.

It also is possible to reduce transient processes if collector voltage diode

clamping is used, as was demonstrated in Chapter V, § 4 (Figure V.38).

Low-frequency transistors like the P15, P168, P26B, P268, P30, P42, and so

forth provide a switching frequency on the' order of hundreds of hertz. High-frequency

transistors like the P403, P410, P411, and P416 make it possible to increase switching

frequency to several hundred megahertz (13].

A

1z R' 7 Z

Figure VI.40, Unsaturated Flip-Flop Circuit (a) andSimplified Circuit for One Arm (b).

Unsaturated flip-flop circuits often are used instead of the circuits examined,

called a saturated flip-flop circuit. The unsaturated mode makes it possible

to eliminate the flip-flop reversal delay due to carrier clean-out. Introduction

of nonlinear negative feedback into the circuit is a widespread method of averting

unbiaked transistor saturation. An unsaturated flip-flop circuit and a simplified

circuit for one arm are depicted in Figure VI.40a, b, respectively. Here, nonlinear

negative feedback beteen collector and base is accomplished by diode D, hich

closes the feedback when the transistor operating po2..l approaches the saturation

region and opens it the moment the transistor blanks. A small portion of coninII
resistance Ra, desipnated Ri is connected in series with it to provide the requisite

level of diode unblanking. As long as collector-base path voltage U'. is greater
'Ithan the voltage drop across resistance R , due to divider iR and base I 0 currents,

diode D is blanked and negative feedback is inactive. Therefore, base /291
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current 1, will rise with a rise in input current = and, consequently,

collector current iN=,31 rises also. Diode D unblanks, preventing transistor

saturation, when output current reaches that value at which voltage L' , will equal

the voltage drop across resistance RI . Here, a further input current increase

will lead mainly to an increase in the component of collector current flowing

across the diode, while load current .'% will remain essentially unchanged. Collector

current is clamped close to the saturation boundary.

EXERCISE VI.15

How will pulse L., rise and decay time change when capacitances C1 and C2
change? (Page 486)

2. Automatic Bias Flip-Flop

2

Figure VI.41. Automatic Bias Flip-Flop.

An automatic bias flip-flop circuit is depicted in Figure VI.41. Bias in

this circuit is created by the voltage d,op across resistance R. as urblanked

transistor emitter current flows. The unblanking condition of the other transistor

is identical to that of an external bias source flip-flop circuit. Consequently,

it is possible to determine resistance R from formula

R p" (VI.94)
,we .81,e
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Resistance R, magn tude is selected from the condition of one transistor's

reliable blanking while the other is in the unblanked state, on the one hand,

and providing maximum output pulse amplitude on the other. It is advisible to

select the greatest possible resistance R, magnitude for reliable blanking.

But, when a transistor is in the unblanked and saturated state, its collector

voltage differs from zero and is approximately equal to voltage UL, . This will

lead to a decrease in the voltage drop across the collector when the examined

transistor is blanked. A resistance R, magnitude on the order of O.-0.2) R. usually

is selected.

EXERCISE VI.16 /292

Prove an approximate formula for determination of voltage L'R, using circuit

parameters, considering that the unblanked transistor is saturated. (Page 486)

Output voltage amplitude equals

R, -R. R. - .- (vI.95)

Amplitude here turns out to be 10--15%o less compared with an external bias

flip-flop.

Capacitor C, capacitance magnitude is selected from the condition of resistance

R, shuntinij during the reversal process, i. e., a-c component shunting. Here,

condition RC.:, t,.must be satisfied, where tn - reversal process duration.

Main drawbacks of this flip-flop include more components and less output

pulse amplitude, given identical supply source E, , compared with the previously-

examined circuit. However, negative d-c feedback, which stabilizes the operating

point :n case the transistor unsaturated mode is used, is created in an automatic

bias flip-flop due to resistance Ra . In turn, the unsaturated mode makes it

possible to rule out delay due to clean-out, i. e., to increase speed.
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3. Emitter-Coupling Flip-Flop

7,2

Figure VI.42. Emitter-Coupling Flip-Flop.

The emitter-coupling flip-flop circuit depicted in Figure VI.42 is another

flip-flop circuit variant. A special feature of this flip-flop is that resistances

and a boosting capacitance do not couple the transistor T2 collector to the transistor

T base. Therefore, a much better output pulse shape results. The emitter- coupling

flip-flop is used widely as a converter of sinusoidal voltage (or of any random-shape

voltage) into square pulses and also may be used as a pulse-height discriminator.

In this case, a regenerative process occurs vhen input voltage attains the tripping

threshold and the pulse obtained as a result of transistor T2 collector /293

voltage drop differentiation becomes the information on the assigned input signal

level.

Pulses of alternating polarity must be used when triggering a flip-flop with

pulses supplied tv the transistor T base.

The amplitude of the pulses at the transistor t2 collector essentially equals

U.=E,(I (vI.96)

§ 7. TRANSISTOR MULTIVIBRATORS

I. Transistor Multivibrator in the Free-Running Mode

Transistor multivibrators in design are analogous to tube circuits. Electrical
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processes flowing in these circuits as a pulse tilt is shaped also are analogous

to those in tube circuits and are linked with timing capacitance recharge. The

only difference here is that the blanked transistor exerts shunting action on

the recharging circuit and, most importantly, a relationship exists between sht-nting

activity and temperature. In particular, input network shunting of recharging

R-C network blanked transistors in multivibrators will lead to a change in pulse

duration or resting time with a temperature nhange. Processes linked with porch
and droop shaping differ materially from those in tube circuits. This is exolained

by transistor inertness due to the finite rate of diffusion of carriers and clean-out

delays examined above. Stray and junction capacitances play a lesser role than

transistor inertness since their recharging occurs across relatively-slight collector

network resistances.

I[T,7

Figure VI.43. Transistor Mulitivibrator Circuit.

The circuit fur a multivibrator operating in the free-running mode is depicted

in Figure VI.43 and is analogous to a retarding-field multivibrator. In this

case, coup.:ng network resistances are connected to supply source E. negative

terminal. As a result of this type of connection, capacitor C and C2 resistances

Ru and P. will have a tendency to recharge when transistors T and T /294

are in the unbianked state. It is advisible to connect the aforementioned resistances

to source positive terminal since bas_ voltage when the capacitor discharges will

strive towards zero, while transistor unblanking occurs when the voltage between

base and emitter is close to zero, i. e., the moment of reversal will be unstable.

Time diagrams explaining circuit operation ar:! depicted in Figure VI.44.

Here, we accept as our zero time reference random moment in time when transistor

T2 is unblanked and is satu-ated, while transistor T is blanked by capacitor
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Fiure VI.44. Time Diagrams Illustrating nultihibrator Operation.

C2 positive voltage. In actuality, saturated transistor T2 reresents a /295
short circuit, resulting in capacitor C2 being connected between transistor T
base and emitter. Capacitor C2 discharges across unblanked transirtor Tresistance

R,,and supply source E . If you disregard unblankei transistor internal
resistance and blanked tra-isistor shunting action, then the recharging netork

time constant will turn out to equal

:p,,9=" R I C .
(V1.97)

Circuit reversal will occur at certain moment t1 when transistor T base

voltage reaches a level approx nately equal to zero ( ,.j Ur2 -mO) and the transistor

will unblank. Appearance of collector current , will lead to an increase in
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collector voltage uw (its negative potential decreases), which causes capacitance

CI discharge. The main portion of collector current i,, initially will flow across

capacitor C and across transistor T2 input resistance. The excess discharge

in the T. base disperses as a result and transistor T2 leaves the saturation mode.
22

Collector current i,: begins to decrease and transistor T2 collector voltage begins

to drop. In this connection, capacitor C2 discharging current increases and,

consequently, transistor T1 base current increases. Thus, from this moment on,

the positive feedback network turns out to be closed and a regenerative process,

which concludes with the blanking of transistor T2, occurs in the circuit. Just

as was the case in the flip-flop, transistor collector and base voltages do not

reach the steady-state value immediately. Positive porch t, shaping in the

transistor T1 collector is similar to porch t1+1 shaping in a flip-flop (Figure

V1.39e).

There is no rise in voltage u., prior to transistor T2 blanking due to load

shunting R., by slight resistance rO2 (across capacitor CI). Transistor T

collector voltage will begin to increase intensively only from the moment transistor

T is blanked. Given sufficiently-great capacitor C2 capacitance, the voltage

in it during regeneration essentLally will not suceed in changing and therefore
-lie, = , .

A/L-r2- 1- wu2. Then, capacitor C2 begins to charge through network

--E,, r1,. C2, RX2. -Es.

Charging time constant -,p=C.R, usually is greater than time constant

-. .Therefore, porch shaping occurs just as was the case for a conventional

switch, qiven essentially unchanged turn-on current i61 =I 2 . Consequently,

it is possible to determine rise time t,? from (V.19), i. e.

E,

= R. R~~t
5u ="" k---T (VI .99)

Negative rise (decay) time I' in the transistor T2 collector is /296

linked with restoration of the charge ir, capacitor C2 and is computed in the stanonrd

way:

t02 2,3C .A',:. ( V I. 99 )
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Du.ing time interval t 2--'t transistor 'I is maintained in the blanked state

Jue to capacitor C1 voltage. A new multivibrator reversal occurs when voltage

- reaches zero (moment t2). Rise times v,-' and t- are determined from formulas
2

VI.98) and (VI.99), in which resistance and c.pacitor indices must be changed.

U6-

Figure VI.45. For D.termination of Shaped Pulse Duration.

I.Je vill use Figure VI.45, which depicts the nature of the change ir. transistor

base blanking voltage between two reversal moments t and t:=,', ,foI eproximate
0

d A,rmination of generated pulse duration f. and repetition period T.

The follovng !cesignations are used here:

,Ij blanked transistor initial base voltage;

E -- voltaqe level to which the exponential curve will strive;

- pulhe duration deterined by tine of blari<ed transistor state.

Base %oltarc during the time interval being examined changes by the law of
ex p Tn cn ti :

:q --E + (rU.E) e '.v"o
(VI .!OO)

at -- tiPm-ig cipaciance rc,'Tar-e time constant.

3.L
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In accordance with (VI.0O), pulse duration where 0,,=0 is determined /297

, In i I - -- (VI.l0l)

The time constant in the multivibrator circuit being examined is determined

from ( I.97) if you do not consider the shunting action of the blanked transistor,

while the voltage ievel to which the exponential curve will strive equais Et

Considering that U.,=Ucxsx.Ex', we get the pulse duration formula

1. = - In '2 - 0.7-:. ', )7R.t. (V 1. 10 2)

Pulse repetition frequency in a symmetrical multivibrator equals

T, 1,4R'C, (VI.103)

and, in an isymetrical multivibrator

}T - 0.7 RC;- + R,2 C. (VI.104)

These formulas are approximate and mjy have an error factor of 10% or more.

And, they are nut viable at all for increaaed temperatures. One must consider

blainked transistcr shunting by the inpit netjork in order to obtain more precise

W'.e aill ,-xanine the shunting rction of the blanked transistor base netwoik

a r-n th ter-bae junction ch.racteriatic approximates the theoretical, i.

...zorr _:Prra to 3 binked pn-junction chor.icteristir. Je Jill consider

, .iurt :nti cu:rent / c i onstant in the enti- pn-jurctiin volt-anwp re sector.

:r thiseent, 'te blanKed transistor input netvcrk is equivalent to an ideal

cu.rnt -. _>rerlr and the er-har ; 'nq network circuit will 1ccK like tnat depicted

in F:ur .6a. 't -_s potElible to r-!,uce t: i; circuit to Co,;e aith an /298

*3uch an a, . ion ,s g tfled given refit vely lar-e capacitance? msitudes
i ird C, ex i.nS 5CC--1,300 pF), wJhen the char-ed carucitor does not succeed

l di:; '-ar3:n- i.:nficantl, Jnile beth transistors arc .n tie unblanked state.
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C +

Figure VI.46. Capacitor Recharge Equivalent Circuit:
(a) - With a current generator; (b) -- With a voltage generator.

equivalent generator E...f,.y(Figure VI.46b). It follows from this that shunting

jill lead to a voltage increase in the recharging network to value

E' =:E, + I.R 6 . (VI.105)

This facilitates more rapid capacitor C recharge and pulse duration reduction.

The exponential curve corresponding to the case under examination is depicted

b. the line of long dshes in Figure VI.45. Pulse duration considering shunting

will equal

Since L',,E, in a multivibrator, then expression (VI.106) may be rewritten

in the form

t-RCIn(I +

4- ' (VI.107)

-here p_ ----- shuntinc resistance.

-*at ic , sc-.etime is refer ed to in the literature (13] as the rultiolying

f:jctar of a s;-unt. ,hen Lhe temperature increases, s.r-t current mnagitude will

rise, the mult.plying factor of the shunt increases, and generated pulse duration

dccreao.s. It is clear that it is desiraole to select resistance R, -f the lowest
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possible magnitude compared with R. magnitude in order to decrease the shunting

action in the circuit.

Resistance Rw magnitude in Pl3--Pl16 type germanium transistors at a temperature

of +650 C will fall in the range of 0.3--0.B megohms (E.=10 30 v). Under identical

conditions, resistance magnitude for P101--PI103 silicon transistors is

Pw=(8-70) megohms, while that of a P104 transistor is about 100 megohms.

EXERCISE VI.17

What constrains the threshold of a resistance Ro decrease? (Page 486)

EXERCISE VI.18

The follovinq is given for a sym-etrical multivibrator: R-Rp,=00 kilohms;

CI = C2 = 10,000 pF; E. = 30 V. Determine pulse duration I. relative change

when temperature changes from +20 to +650 C if the following transistors are used

in the circuit:

P14 I 10 uA at +200 C and I. 60 uA at +650 C);

P106 1. , = 1.0 uA at +200 and i. =6.0 uA at +650 C)

Form a conclusion about the applicability of formulas (VI.102) and (VI.107)

based on jbtained results. (Page 486)

2. '.IunotAUibe Tran-;5tor r ultivibrators /Z99

-- 4

Figure VI.47. EmitterCoup ing Mnostable Multivibrator.
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The emitter-coupling monostable multivibrator (Figure VI.47) is the most-

widespread trigger circuit variant. This circuit is analogous to a "positive"-grid

and cathode-coupling tube multivibrator (Figure VI.19).

We rill examine the sometihat-si-olified operation of this circuit, considering

that the processes of clean-out and regeneration are of negligible duration, and

there is an instantaneous change of currents and voltages during reversal. We

will evaluate rise time and factors impacting on their duration at the end of

this section.

NI iUX 2 1, Vol

I U

U'

0 I '

Figure Vl.48. Time Diagrams Illustrating ttonustable Muitivibrator Operation.

Curves illusti'ating circuit operation are depicted in Figure VI.48.

Trar3istor T. is urblanked in the initial stable state due to negative voltage

E.. supplied to its base acrost resistance Ra.. The transistor T2 3aturation

mode is used for reliable cperation. In this case, tVe voltage drop bctveen
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transistor T2 electrodes is slight (transistor T2 "is shrunk" to the point) and

this transistor's currents are determined by ratios:

E, E,

R. + R. and 6..-

The transistor T2 condition, written in overall form i,>1I. may

be expressed by circuit parameters

(R-2 + R,) " > Re - R, (V1.108)

Considering that always R6.>R,. , expression (VI.108) has the form

(R.,. + R.) '5 > R.. N1l.109)

Transistor T2 emitter current creates a voltage drop across resistance /300

RR

R., + R, (V+ .40)

which is blan.king current for transistor TI.

Negative unblanking voltage from divider R2, R3 is supplied to transistor

T base.* The voltage divider must be computed so that transistor T is blanked

,n the initial state, i. e., L'l 1 <L,,. The following simple ratio expresses

base potential

L R,R, k ' (I.111)

in which the voltage drop across divider resistances due to blanked transistor /301

T current I,. is not considered since a low-resistance (on the order of unities

of kilohms) divider R2--R3 is selected for temnperature stability.

It is possible to write the condition of transistor T blanking in the initial

state using circuit element magnitudes from ratios (VI.ll0) and (VI.lll)

'We will examine the purpose of this divider below.
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-R- (VI .112)

Capacitor C in the initial state is charged to voltage
t'*, ,- E. - L *,) - I.,R.. z E. - L ,

Both negative pulses supplied to the blanked transistor base network and

positive pulses supplied to the unblanked transistor base network may trigger

the circuit. Positive-polarity pulses may tricr-- the circuit being examined

across trigger diode D. Diode D in the initial .tate is blanked since voltage

-EP. acts at its plate and -E.-/.,R.,acts at its cathode.

Transistor T1 collector potential increases upon trigger pulse arrival and

this increase is transmitted across capacitor C to the unblanked transistor T2

base. As a result, excessive carriers at the base are cleaned out and transistor

T2 converts to the active region. Current across transistor T2 decreases, the

voltage drop across resistance R. also decreases, and transistor T unblanks.

Onset of current :-, will lead to an increase in potential "so" . The rise of

transistor TI collector voltage is transmitted across capacitor C to the transistor

T2 base, blankina it. The positive feedback network turns out to be closed and

a reversal occurs in the circuit, as a result of which transistor T2 blanks, while

transistor TI unblanks.

Since transis'or TI collertor potential rises following reversal, then trigger

diode D blanks, thus cutting the trigger netwcrk out of the multivibrator circuit.

It is desirable in the quazistable state reached to provide a transistor

TI saturation region for the following reasons. First, a more rapid rise in collector

voltage occurs jhen there is sufficiently-great input current 'A, required to

convert the transistor to saturation 146I4/) , i. e., pulse rise time is reduced.

Second, vnen transistor T1 is saturated, it is possible to obtain rraximum pulse

amplitude essentially independent of the transistor itself. Third, and finally,

transistor TI does not impact upon capacitor C recharging current magnitude and,

consequently, pulse duration will depend only on circuit parameters (without

consideration of blanked transistor T2 shunting).
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The following inequality must be satisfied with sufficient reserve in /302

order for transistor T to unblank and moreover for its saturation

>u, (VI.113)

Here . base potential, while ,", -- transistor T1 emitter potential after

reversal.

Since divider R2 , R3 current s-,gnificantly exceeds unblanked transistor T

base current, then the potential of its base changes slightly (one may consider

that L. -L.l and is determined :.n accordance with (VI.111).

The following evident inequality must be satisfied in the transistor T

saturation region

> (V1.114)

i. e., emitter current rises after saturation due to base current where collector

current !,. is unchanged. It is possible to determine the latter's magnitude

from foi.-ula

En -I, R, - *, E -I.,P.(1.1)
/,. = ., -- R., (VI .I15)

Substituting (VI.115) in (VI.114) and making simple transforms, we get

E. P.
L' = IR, -q e~

Hence, the transistor T saturation condition in the quasistable state, in

jccordance with (.I.i!3), .,ay be expressed by circuit parameters

R , < R , 1 UI . 1 1 7)

Equating expressions (VI.112) and (VI.117) and assuming a- I, it is possible

to note requirements for a ratio of collector res'stance magnitudes at which the
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requirements for transistor TI blanking in the circuit's initial state and saturation

in the quasistable state simultaneously are zatisfied, i. e.,

PA. (VI18)

This is clear also From physical considerations: transistor T2 current,

dependent upon R.;, magnitude, creates a voltage drop across resistance R,, ,

which is blanking for transistor TI; in addition to this, transistor T, current

must not create a large voltage drop ncross resistance R3. in order not to hinder

saturation of this transistor, i. e., . In practice, the fullowing usually

is selected

R . 2) R,

We will note that, as opposed to a tube multivibrator, it is impossible /303

in this circuit to eliminate resistance R since, here, negative bias required
2

for transistor T unblanking will not be supplied to its base.

I!

Na_- wrma#p r2  R,

&RR,

Figure VI.49. Equivalent Capacitor Recharging Circuit.
(c) - To T2 base; (d) -- To T2 miutter.

Capacitor Z recharges after circuit reversal along netjork -E.. R,, , transistor

Tit C, Pa.-E. A capacitor C equivalent recharging circuit is depicted in

Figure VI.49a. The shunting influence of blanked transistor T2 is not considered

in this circuit.
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In accordance with this circuit, the voltage to which the capacitor will

strive to recharge equals

c..= -I IE. - C', , R, , (VI.119)

There is a minus sign in expression (VI.119) since, when the process is

completed (if transistor T2 is removed imaginarily), capacitor voltage polarity

will change in comparison to its initial polarity. Consequently, considering

initial voltage L, 3 , the law of voltage change may be written in the form

c C- c ,, ' Ct c o - t' c ..) e  " ' (V I.120 )

where -C R, -. ' -- capacitor recnarge time constant.

Transistor T., vill unblank at the moment 'hen capacitor C voltage reaches

the zero level ,=o . This assertion is justified since unblanked and saturated

transistor T1 will be "shrunk" to a point and it is possible to assume that

a'.. -U . Hence, pulse duration along the base, without considering the porch,

may be obtained by substitution of values u,,, and Uc in formula (VI.120), /304

assuming I=t,

,In R, R. - ,.i - P. , , -s. R. i
R, x. , .:O (VI.12l)

The impact of shunting on output pulse parameters is considered precisely

in the same manner a3 was the case in the multivibrator circuit.

Amplitudes of the shaped pulses are determned from formulas:

(VI.122)

L;, rE. - - U.,,- . E. - U,,

,- L. (VI.123)
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Emitter current i,. appears following transistor T unblanking and transistor

emitter potential decreases. This will lead to an increase in voltage between

transistor TI base and emitter and, consequently, to a oecrease in current ,.,

and voltage u., . The collector voltage reduction is transmitted across capacitor

C to the transistor T2 base, causing its current t,: to increase. A second

avalanche-like process arises in the circuit and this process concludes with

transistor T I blanking. The small voltage drop across the transistor T1 collector

at the moment of the second reversal explains the presence of resistance R, (Figure

V1.48b).

%ext, reestablishment of the circuit's initial state occurs. During this

period, capacitor C charges clonq the network -- E.. P, , T2 emitter-base path,

C, RP,, -E . The capacitor charge time constant may be round from the equivalent

circuit (Figure VI.49b):

, C(R.,+ , ,). (VI.!24)

Recovery process duration

, 3 3--5)', -(3- 5 C(R. + . (v0.125)

EXERCISE VI.19

a) WhaL is the best way to control pulse duration in an emitter-coupling

multivibrator?

b) Is it possible to change pulse duration by changing divider RV R3

resiitances, as is the case in a tube multivibrator circuit? (Page 487)

Rtnc tI-e. Pulse :.2 shaped in the trinsistor T. collector usually iL used

as an cutput pulse. This pulse has a good porch and drcop shape. Pulse /305

rise time will depend on the magnitude of the triggering signal and has magnitude

tr. z:, given great input current A, . A high input current magnitude may be

obtained either due to trigger pulse source or due to transistor T1 collector

current (see Chapter VI, § 6), which at the reversal stage, will assist in transistor

T2 blanking. Decay time tr2 may be obtained from expression (V.23), in which
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I/,.. and /6=4 2  must be placed. As pointed out above, at the reversal

stage, transistor T2 base current is equal in magnitude to transistor T collectot

current, i. e.,

- R. R, (VI.126)

Collector current 1.2 may be determined from the formula

E, (VI.127)

Therefore, decay time equals

, .- ,•(VI.128)

Decay time may range from several tenths to unities of microseconds uhen

low-frequency P16, P42, P103, and P104 transistors are used. Rise time can be

reduced to hundredths of microseconds when high-frequency P403, P410, P416, and

other such transistors are used.

A positive-polarity pulse has a relatively-good porch shape and an elongated

droop. Rise time will depend on transistor T operating region, i. e., on current

3 3nd current /,,, magnitude. A rise time reduction to magnitude , requires

Jri nqcr..ia;e in base current t,, magnitude during the regerration process by shunting

r ,;: ? t c j.ith a capacitor of relatively-great capacitance (to several thousand

p'). Pul:,; . r:,e time will depend on the capacitor C charging time constant

and Ihas magnltude t,=:..

#. , A ~ '

7g 07

(a C~c ,t (----------

(a)-- Crcit; (b) Tine diagrams; (c) At point A.
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A cutoff diode employed in the manner depicted in Figure VI.50a is used widely

t3 make a fundamental improvement in pulse ,,I droop. At the moment pulse shaping

ceases, diode D blanks due to the drop in transistor T1 collector potential, cutting

capacitor C out of the collector network. Here, a steep edge arises in the collector

(Figure VI.50b), while capacitor C charges across resistance R. Circuit recovery

time r,..=i3-5 . R -iC is somewhat greater than in the Figure VI.47 trigger

circuit ith identical parameters. Diode D is unblanked in the initial state

and P. and R parallel connection determines transistor T cellector load /3061

mcgnitude. Resistances R. and R selected usually are identical and equal double

the R.. magnitude in the Figure VI.47 circuit.

._ja

Fi(gj.: VI.51. Divers?-Conductivity Monostable Transistor Multivibrator:

(a) -- Circuit; (b) - Time diagrams.

A diverse-condjctivity manostable transistor multivibrator circuit (VI.51)

iu find~ng jvde practical use. The comparatively-lov recovery time is its main

.: (v qn tag :

de'? jill ex:.i:n2 t.Ke physc3l proLss in this nultivibrator circuit. Tran'sistor

T, 2rpn-t,,po1 iz urblarked in the initial state s:nce voltage positive relative

to the em1itter is 3 -pplied to its base. Its saturated state is insured by selection

:- r, tacrc.-' ,r .: manitudes

A . S.' , ( A I . 12 9 )
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Since the voltage drop across the transistor T2 collector-emitter path /307 TI
is slight, then negative voltage close in magnitude to source voltage E is applied
to the transistor T1 base across resistance RAI . Consequently, transistor T

(pnp-type) also is unblanked and saturated if the following condition is satisried

. , "hR,,(V1.130)

There is slight negative voltage in the transistor T collector. Therefore,

the capacitor is charged to a voltage almost equal to E. . Voltage polarity

is depicted in Figure VI.51a).

Capacitor C begins to discharge and excess charge clean-out occurs in the

transistor T base Qhen a trigger pulse of negative polarity is supplied. A5

soon as the transistor T2 operating point turns out to be in the active region,

the potential of its collector begins to increase, causing an increase in transistor

Tl base potential. Transistor T blaking is accompanied by a decrease in its

collector potential. The positive feedback netvork turns out to be closed and

an avalanche-like process occurs in the circuit, leading to the blanking of both

transiators.

Previously-charged capacitor C begins to recharge across resistances R,

P , P., , triving to recharge itself to voltage -E . Here, curzent , creatcs

i volt:v;e drup of negative polarity (relative to the common point) across resistance

: , ~as a reult of vhich transistor is maintained in the blanked state.

It. collector voltage has a sligjht negative magnitude (Figure VI.51b) and, th, s,

transistor T, also is blanked. Since usually P,: >R,-R. , transistor T unblanks
2

it the -c- -nt that capacitor voltage achieves the zero level.

T:3ns- tar T2 collector potent-al b. ns to decrease uhen it unbl:rks, causing

jr:u:;t T I ur -orkn. An av31anche-1 <e process arises again in the circuit,

jith the result th,'at thu circult returns to the initial state. After this, the

cap2ctir begins to c-o:-e through the netcrk - F. , transistor T1, R, C, transistor

tas,_ .-n.'tter path, .Resistance R is connected to constrain the eaacitor
.n.rg.nj current nmi-itude, %jnicr dces not exceed the maxiu--pcr-nissible magnitude
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of current across the transistors. Resistance magnitude usually will fall within

the bounds of several hundrec ohms. Circuit recovery time

t .J- n 'c" (VI.131)

si-nce unblanked transistor TI resistance and resistance are much less than
R.

The flow of sufficiently-large base current ,,, ail! lead to forced establishment

of transistor T collector voltage, i. e., rise time t'. turns out to be slight. /308
2

Pulse duration in this circuit may be determined just as it was in a multi-

vibrator 'see VI.1O):

C C.q.; - P., R) In (I 0,7C-,. (VI.132)

since .Q: -:.> P.-.-Th.

Ths -uttxibrator may shape pulses with a very high duty ratio.

VIaximum duty r3tio - v be determvied fro,) the eypresricn

E\EP.'-_? VI.2Er

D-fter-mine the 1,3 n' pulse duty c3t.o in a u!',vbutov F:'gure '1.51)

wh,,r, ., :..* :i rhr, r 230 ohrrs. 'P:aqe '38)
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CHAPTER VII /309

BLOCKI%.G OSCILLATORS

1 1. BLOCKI'VG OSCILLATOR GEERAL CHARACTERISTICS

+ra

Figure VI;.l. Simplified Blocking Oscillator Circuit.

A blocking oscillator is a relaxation oscillatoi vhich generates short-time-

duration pulses and is a sirgle-stage amplifier with trans. orner Feectack (Figure

U11.1). Varied methods of pulse transfor.er winding connection are used to satisfy

phase self-excitation conditions, i. e., to create positive fec,ack. Thus, for

example, transformer windings, which accomplish the coupling betveen plate and
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grid networks, are connected in opposition to each other in a electron tube inverting

amplifier circuit.* Thus, a transformer, just like a tube, inverts the signal

and the resultant phase shift turns out "-o equal 2i , meaning that a regenerative

process is poJsible when amplitude self-excitation conditions are satisfied in

the circuit. Presence of only one amplifying element (of an electron tube or

transistor) is a very valuable blocking oscillator property. The follojing should

be added to the list of other b'ocking oscillator advantages.

A ulocking oscillator makes it possible to shape essentially square pulses

with a duration ranging from unities of nanoseconds to several tens of microseconds,

with a broad range of change in their repetition frequency.

The power of the shaped pulses, given high duty ratio (Q =  1000,

turns out to be very high even when lov-power amplifying tubes or transistors
are used. This is explained )y the fact that it is possible to obtain currents /310

greatly exceeding currents permissible during a continuous operating mode in tubes

and transistors due to a pulse emission or injection, given large control signals.

Restoration of emissivity then occurs during resting time.

For this reason, a blocking oscillator has very low internal resistance as

a pulse is being shaped and may operate a low-resistance load.

Pulses of varied polarity may be obtained from pulse transformer windings,

The amplitude of these pulses may exceed :upply source voltage.

A blocking oscillator circuit is simple in design ano will comprise few radio

components. The pulse transformer is the only element of complex design. However,

recently ferrite ring cores were introduced and transformer production technology

has become less complex.

The following are among the most significant blo'king oscillator shortcumings.

First, presence in the circuit of such accumulators of energy as transformer

*Black dots are used in Figure VII.1 to designate opposed connection of the
origin of the plate and grid 'vindings.
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inductance aid stray capacitance will lead to onset of oscillations, which, in

some cases, is extremely undesirable and requires special measures to eliminate

them or to decrease amplitude. Second, a blocking oscillator places a heavy load

on the supply source as a pulse is being shaped (very high current flows across

a tube or transistor) and, when a low-power source is used, the voltage in it

drops. This may impact negatively on the operation of other circuits connected

to the same source. Therefore, decoupling filters always will be installed in

the supply network to prevent source overload.

A blocking oscillator, like other relaxation oscillators, may operate in

a monostable, free-running, and synchronization mode. All these modes will find

use in various radio-technical devices. Specific blocking oscillator uses include

employment as generators of modulating and sync pulses in radbr stationsi. Blocking

oscillators are used in television equipment to shape sawtooth voltages and currents.

They are used in electronic computers as low-resistance switching circuits, pulse

counters, and so forth.

It should be noted that analysis of the operation and deterninatio i of the

quantitative ratios determining blocking oscillator parameters are complicated

to a significant degree by the circumstance that, in general, two varied energy

accumulators must be considered: transformer stray and timing capacitance and

inductance. In addition, operation of the circuit amplifyirg element occurs in

the region where the volt-ampere characteristic is nonlinear to a great degree,

where satisfactory piecewise-linear approximation is impossible. Therefore, /311

a graphical-analytical method using tube or transistor pulse dynamic characteristics

is used to analyze the processes in a blocking oscillator. A detailed examination

of graphical-analytical methods of evaluating blockinq oscillators has been made

in the literature (2, 3, 81.

S2. ELECTRON-TUBE BLOCKING OSCILLATOR PHYSICAL PROCESSES

I. i.lonostable Blocking Oscillator Basic and Equiva' ,'t Circuits

We will examine physical processes in a blockiny oscillator using a free-runnino

circuit as our example (Figure VII.2a). Here, the blocking oscillator is assemoed

oii tL.'- L., while tube L1 will serve as trigger pulse amplifier. Both tubes are
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Figure VII.2. Free-Running Blocking Oscillator Schematic
Diagram (a) and its Equivalent Circuit (b).

blanked in the initial state. Tube L2 is blanked due to the voltage drop across

the divider in resistances R1 , R2 from negative bias source E . As was the case

in monostable multivibrators, divider parameters are selected in such a way that

condition IL7.!-> 1,5 Ed is satisfied for reliable tube blanking. Capacitor

C connected to the grid network is charged to this voltage. Connection of windings

wI and w in opposition provides positive feedback between plate and grid networks.

Load winding a connection may be random depending on required output pulse /312

polarity. The presence of a load winding is not required in principle. For instance,

low-resistance resistor R. (on the order of several tens of ohms) may be ccnnected
to the cathode network to obtain positive-polarity pulses. The influence of this

resistance usually is not considered when analyzing blocking oscillator operation

because it is so slight.

38Z
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Resistance R, and capacitor C,, form a circuit and plate feed source Ea
decoupling filter.

Transformer winding stray and tube electrode capacitances must be considered

along with the aforementioned elements since they impact materially on shaped

pulse rise and decay time.

One may disregard pulse trinsformer winding leakage inductanc2 sincedesign

measures reduce them to a minimum; ,. e., "tight" coupling is used, in which the

coupling coefficient between windings

k M~~I
El E ,

where L1 -- plate winding inductance;

L2 -- grid winding inductance;

M - mutual inductance.

In future, we will examine only transformer plate and grid windings for

simplicity in blocking oscillator operational analysis. It is possible to convert

resistance R. into plate or grid network in order to evaluate the impact of this

resistance, connected to the third winding. Let us assume, for example, that

the resistance is converted into the plate network and, in accordance with (I1.68),

equals

R' . - R,

where n =' - t-ansformation ratio .,etween load and plate windings.

We will as. me - our examination of the physical processes in the blocking

generator that toL'. equivalent capacitance has been brought to the transformer

grid winding. In t; is event, the simplified blocking oscillator circuit may be

depicted as shown in Figure VII.2b. Circuit operation may be divided into three

sta,:vs: triggering and pulse porch shaping, tilt shaping, and pulse droop shaping.
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2. Pvlse Porch Triggering an" Shaping

A positiwe-polarity trigger pulse is supplied to trigger tube L, grid, whose

load is pulse transformer winding v,. If trigger pulse porch steepness is suf-

ficiently great, then a negative-polarity pulse is induced in the tube L2 plate

network. This negaLiv- n.2'rity pulse in turn is transformed to the grid /313

network in the form of a potitive-polarity pulse.* Tube L2 unblanks and plate

current i a flowing across resistance RR and transformer winding w, arises in
the plate network. Having designated these curre:,t components as i. and i,

it is possible to write -

The flow of current iI in the primary winding causes onset of self-induction

e I emf, whose polarity is depicted in Figure VII.2b by the uncircled signs. M.lutual in-

&,.ction ef e) arises in the grid network due to coupling among winding , increasing

tube L2 grid voltage. This will lead to a further plate current rise and, conse-

quently, also to a current iI rise. Thus, the positive feedback network turns

out to be closed and an avalanche-like current and voltage change in the circuit

is possible if the amplitude self-excitation condition is satisfied. The avalanche-

like current and voltage change in a blocking oscillator circuit has been referred

to as the blocking process. A foruard blocking process will lead to a rapid rise

in grid voitage, a growth in plate and grid current, and a voltage drop across

the tube plate. Cessation of the blocking process is linked with a decrease in

grid current rate of change, given large positive grid voltages.

It should be considered that, as a result of blocking process rapidity, capacitor

C voltage and energy of the transformer magnetic field do not succeed in changing.

A change in magnetic field energy is linked with a change in magnetizing current

I. This current, for example, brought to the transformer plate ui,ling, may be

determined in the following way. Onset of current i I in plate winding vI is

accompanied by a change in magnetic flux and appearance of grid winding w2 voltage.

Current i , which arises in the grid winding as a result of the presence of e2
-if, is directed so that it opposes a magnetic flux change, i. e., it decreases

*This is rnt the only method of triggering this type circuit. For example,
it is possible Lo trigger the circuit with positive-polarity pulses supplied
di.-ectly to the tube L2 grid network across a low-capacitance coupling capacitor.
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the magnitude of total ampere-turns. The resultant magnetic flux magnitude is

proportional to the magnetizing ampere-turns:

(VII.)

He',ing divided both parts of equality (VII.l) by ul, we will get

I = il -- - , .(VII.2)

where - transfornation ratio between grid and plate windings.

In accordance with current direcLion depicted in Figure VII.2b, it is evident

for a forward blocking process that

and

-*e + L,- (VII .4)

Substituting these values for cu-,ents i 1 and i 2 in expression (VII.2), for

magnetizing current we finally will get

- -+ --- , (VII.5)

It is evident from the formula obtained that magnetizing action by the rising

plate current is compensated for by the demagnetizing action of the simultaneously-

rising remaining currents it. ics, i, . Therefore, magnetic field energy W L= --

during the course of the entire blocking process essentially renains equal to

zero since there are no currents in transformer windings prior to triggering.

We will examine the development of a forward blocking process in more detail.

The condition for onset of an avalanche may be written in the following fo:m:

Pq> i, (VII.6)
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- -- stage gain;

. .voltage transfer constant from plate to grid.

Grid and load winding resistances must be brought tc the plate network to

determine stage gain. Here, one must consider that, ini'ially, grid voltage is

negative and grid current is absent. Therefore, load resistance connected to

the grid vinding is very great and one may disregard grid network shunting action.

As was demonstrated above, load resistance brought to the plate network has magnitude

R., = Rol"

Consequently, one may write the expression for stage gain as

K s. R R. (vii.7)
R , N,+R R "

where S. -- dynamic slope of the plate-grid characteristic.

Hence, the condition for onset of a forward blocking process is determined

by the ratio

--- 1- > (VII.8)

or /315

S, >---

R. (VII.8a)

The latter inequality demonstrates that onset of the blocking process requires

that tube dynamic slope at a minimum exceed the load characteristic slope by a

factor of n. Consequently, trigger pulse amplitude must be such that the operating

ooint during triggering shifts to the region of sufficiently-large tube plate-grid

characteristic slope values where condition (VII.8a) is satisfied.

Since grid current is absent at the onset of a forward blocking process when

Ug4/ 0, then current i2 arising under the stimulus of e2 emf closes acrc.; stray

capacitance L, , charging it. Grid current appears when voltage u achieves

the zero level and part of current i2 flows across the tube grid-cathode path.
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A rise in grid current occurs due to a further voltage u increase, while grid-cathodeg
path dynamic resistance R,h drops. In this event, grid network shunting action

rises and the condition for blo.king process exis'.ence must bo written with con-

sideration for resistance RO =Retn; brought to the plate network.

Thu i,S

. (VII .9)

Here

R R.
RN + R(A

Condition R>R,. usually is satisfied in practice, given positive grid

voltages. In this case, inequality (VII.B) may be rewritten in the form

S R,,, - S R en > I.( I l )

P I

Figure VII.3. Illustration of the Change in Plate and
Grid Currents During the Pulse Shaping Process.

Condition (VII.lO) for existence of a forward blocking process ceases to be
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satisf'i2d in the region of large positive grid voltage values due to the ise

in grid current characteristic slope and decrease in the plate current characteristic

slcpe (Figure VII.3). The latter is explained by the fact thac transformer winding

voi..3ges will rise when grid voltage rises, while tube plate voltage ua Z Ea - eI

drops. Therefore, electrons are redistributed between plate and grid and nlate

current decreases.

Value S,R ,n will become equal to unity at a certain irinent in time and

the condition for existence of a forward blocking process ceases to be satisfied.

Consequently, the rate of voltage rise in the circuit stops increasing. /316

Nonetheles3, pulse porch shaping continues and the voltages and currents in the

circuit continue to rise. Physically, this is explainid by circuit inertness

caused by the presence of shunting stray capacitances.

In actuality, current ice , which branches into equivalent stray capacitance

Cc , rose during the avalanche-like change in e2 emf.

Voltage in the transformer grid w iding and current across stray capacitance

Cc connected to this winding are coupled by known relationship

dt

It is evident thereby that current ice reaches its maximum value at the moment
the condition for -an avalanche-like change of voltages ceases being satisfied

and the rate of e 2 emf rise stops increasing. The presence of inductance in the

grid network does not allow this current to disappear instantaneously. Conse-

quently, this current will begin to decrease. But, the self-induction emf arising
here in the grid network will strive to maintain dccreasing current ice . Therefore,

the rise in transformer winding voltages continues, ever though the rate of their

rise begins to drop, i. e., the reversal process will be delayed. The rise in

transformer inding voltages will cease when current ice equals zero and, with

this, the reversal process ceases.

The tube operating point turns out to be in the region of significant grid

current slope and very slight (or even negative) plate current slope (Figure VII.3).

Here, magnitude . -- and avalanche-like voltage and current changes are

impossible. 
383
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3. Pulse Tilt Shaping

(a)Jw

od L

(i4 -

Uaj

t.

0

Figure VII.4. M1onostable Blocking Oscillator Voltage and Current Curves.

Capacitor C voltage (Figure VII.4c) and transformer rnagnetizing cui'rent I

essentilily did not change during~ rapid porch shaping. Relatively-slov /317

processes linked with the rise in transformer magnetizing current I and capacitor

C chirging begin to occur following the reversal in the b'ocking oscillatcr circuit.

It is possible during this period to disregard the influence of the stray capacitance
since~ current ia is infinitesimally small during the relatively-slow channes
in potential. One also may overlook the influence of plate current on ongoing

process~es during the intitial stage of pulse tilt shaping since the plate
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characteristic slope is slight. The grid characteristic slope is great and,

therefore, grid current changes determine circuit state.

Grid current will charge capacitor C since voltage e2 is positive relative

Lo tube grid. Tube grid voltage u, - e2-uc decreases due to capacitur charging,

which in turn will lead to a grid current decrease. In this event, the grid current

decrease causes appearance of self-induction emf in the transformer grid windinq.

Mutual induction emf arises in the plate network due to winding coupling. The

signs cf these emf are retained, just as was the case during a forward blocking

process (the uncircled emf signs in Figure VII.2) in accordance with the law of
electromagnetic indiction. Transformer winding voltages change relatively slowly

as a result. lagnetizing current I rises during this period mainly due tc the

geid current decrease coupled with a grin voltage decrease.

It should he noted that tilt shape may vary depending on the magnitude /318

of capacitor C capacitance. Capacitor C charges rapidly and grid current will

decay rapidly, given sufficiently-slight capacitanc (several hundred pF). In

this event, a sharp grid current decrease will elicit appearance of relatively-large
self-indiction emf and its magnitude may exceed that of e2 emf extant at the mcment

of pulse parch cessation. A rise in grid winding voltage will lead to a slight
decrease in tube plate voltage (dotted curve I in Figures VII.4e and VII.4f).

The capacitor voltage rise is insignificant if capacitance C is sufficiently

great (several tens nf thousands of pF) and e2 emf will decrease with a decrease

in grid voltage, i. e., the pulse tilt will slope (curve 2 in Figures VIi.4e and
iI I .4 f).

Finally, a decay in voltage ug may compensate for a voltage u, :ise for a

given capacitance C value, while voltages e2 and ua will remain approximAtely

constant. This event is of the greatest practical interest since it makes it

possible to shape an almost square pulse.

Due to the voltage decrease, the operating point gradually returns to the

region where the plate characteristic slope taKes on an ever greater value and,
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II
at certain point i (Figure VII.3), reacher : r-n.rtude at which the condition

for existence of a hlocking proce-s again .s :.ti3[.oJ.*

The pulse tilt shaping stage ends here. U.' snould be noted that the duration

of this process and, therefore, that of the shape6 plse, will depend on the capacitor

charge rate, determined by the R,.C time constant. Therefore, it is possible

within certain limits to control output pulse duration by changing capacitor C

capacitance.

4. Pulse Droop Shaping and Circuit Return to Initial State

An avalanche-like process leading to tLbs blanking arises again in the circuit

as soon as the operating point turns out to be in the characteristic region where

slope S, is sufficiently great and inequality "VII.lO) begins to be satisfied.

In actuality, a voltage ug reduction due to capacitor C charging t gins to

cauze a noticeable pldte current decrease. This leads to appearance of self-induction

emf in the plate network, which strives to maintain the decreasing plate current

(the pola-ity of this emf is depicted by the circled signs in Figure VII.2b).

,Mutual induction emf arising here in the grid network leads to a decrease in resulting

winding u 2  voltage. Now, voltage u drops, not only due to capacitor C charging, 319

but mainly due to the voltage in the transfomer secondary winding.

This in turn leads to a further, sharper, plate current decrease. Stray capacitance

C, begins to discharge during this process and a further rise in mgnetizing

current I occu:s due to the flow or current ic. across transformer windings.

i The eveloping avalanche-like process (the so-called reverse blcking process)
leads to rapid tube blanking. The capacitor turns out to be charged to a certain

voltage after tube blanking (Figure VII.4c). tMagnitizing current also has

a maximum value /-,ow . Relatively slow processes linked with capacitor C discharge

across divider resistance and with a magnetizing current decrease now begin in

the circuit. Equivalent transformer parameters determine the nature of the

magnetizing current decay and may occur in an aperiodic or oscillating manner.

4Strictly speaking, a reverse blocking process flows 3long other dynamic
characteristics since Pnother voltage acts in the tube grid due to capacitor C
charging. However, the nature of the reversal processes here is unchanged.
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The nature of the magnetizing current decrease is aperiodic if transforme' Vindings

are shunted by sufficiently-low resistanc.s and ceases in the initial period of

capacitor C discharge, as depicted in Figure VII.4b.

The quality of the loop formed by transformer inductance and stray capacitance,

given a low-resistance load, turns out to be great and a oscillatory process with

initial c-irrent , arises in the circuit.

The aperiodic r.cure of magnetizing current change usually is required since

tube unblanking may occur during the oscillatory mode during positive grid voltage

half-waves. In thIs cose, the blocking oscillator will operate in the free-running

mode and will shape distorted -inusoidal oscillations. in this conrection, given

a high-resistance load, a shunting resistance or damping diode must be connected

in parallel with tne tran.'for er.

Capacitor C voltage will qual U,,- r, followinq cessation of the transient

processes and the blocking rscillator returns to the intital state.

a)

I,,

I U

Figure VII.5. Pulse Shape at Differert Blocking Oscillator Outputs.
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EXERCISE V1I.1

Oscillograms of pulses at different blocking oscillator outputs are depicted

in Figure VII 5 (see Figure VII.2a). Determine the output point to which each

of the indicated oscillograms corresponds. Explain the difference in these

oscillograms. (Page 488)

5 3. BLOCKING OSCILLATOR ELECTRON-TUBE CIRCUIT VARIANTS

i. Free-Running Blocking Oscillator

(aE)

Figure VII.6. Free-Running Blocking Oscillator:
(a) - Schematic diagram; (b) -- Grid voltage curve.

Negative bias source E and resistance R2 must be eliminated in order for

the Figure VII.l blocking oscillator circuit to operate in the free-running mode.

In this case, the blocking oscillator will take the form depicted in Figure VII.6a,

in which the tube is blanked due to capacitor C charging during the pulse shaping

process. The physical processes involved with pulse shaping do not differ in

any way from corresponding processes in a monostable blocking uscillator.

The capacitor turns out to be charged to certain voltage , , which

exceeds blanking voltage (E go ) in absolute magnitude, following pulse cessation.

The polarity of this voltage is depicted in Figure VII.6a. Further, the capacitor

begins to discharge by the law of exponents U M(I) =c-,cc -
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Tube grid voltage Ug Z _uc increases due to capacitor discharge until unblanking

oltage -E is achieved. The tube unblanks and a re isal similar to that describedgo

e-,cve occurs in the circuit.

Resting time duratin- j, (see Figure VII.6b), during which the tube /321

is blanked, may be found from the expression

u, (1) -uc (1) = -l,'C .,.,e WE,

in which one must assume u -E when

Taking the logarithm of the latter inequality, we will get

t.-RC In EL! -.. 2, CI .m T.1

= _3R o *I&

Expression (VII.ll) may be used to determine pulse repetition period

T.,.tn+t*=,t since a olocking oscillator usually operates in a high duty ratio

mode.

Repetition period T is a very unstable magnitude since the slope of the0

exponential curve is very low at the point of blocking oscillator reversal. Large

T changes cause insignificant unblanking voltage Ego cilanges occurring due to

the change in supply voltages or when tubes are replaced.

A retarding-field circuit is used to increase the stability of the repetition

frequency of pulses the blocking oscillator generates (Figure VII.7a). Capacitor

C in this circuit discharges along network .E a' R, C, -E a. Capacitor voltage

here will strive to the @Za level (Figure VII.7b) rather than to the zero level,

as was the case in the blocking oscillator circuit (Figure VII.6a), i. C., there

is a tendency towards capacitor C recharge. Consequently, the expr.ential curve

will be shorter and will intersect the line at a large angle and voltage /322

E instability will elicit a lesser T change.
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a - j Schematic diagram; (b) -- Grid voltage curve.

Pulse repetition period T amay be determined, considering that the capacitor

begins to discharge from level ',Ic,, ,but succeeds in discharging only

to magnitude E.,E. (see Figure Vll.7bG, Therefore

T, = 2,3 Rc I E. +" I V," .. ;
e  (VII.12)

T - _ ,

It should be noted that the magnitue of resistance R in a blocking oscillator

is selected in the range of several hundred kilohms to several tens of kilohms,
at least. This is required in order to decrease the component of grid current

flowing from the plate supply source. In turn, this measure is stipulated by
the fact that tube grid current rises sharply at the moment of pulse generation

due to lage positive transformer secondary winding voltages and the power dispersed

by the grid rises. The heat mode of the grid, rather than of the plate, in some
cases determine the maximum power the tbe supplies. Thus, for example,

P, ,,.= 2.75 W, while Pjj n = 0.2 W for a 6N85 tube, with plate and grid currents
during the pulse comparable.

Resistance R within a teange of several kilohms and connected directly to

tube plate is selected in those cases then there is a requirement for a very high

pulse repetition frequency (on the order of several tens of kipohertz), given

a relatively-low duty ratio. In this event, the grid current component flowing

across resistance R decreases since tube plate voltage drops as the pulse is shaped.

However, pulse pRrch and droop deteriorate in such a circuit.
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EXERCISE VII.2

A retarding-field blocking oscillator is used in a modulator to shape square

pulses with duration ,= 3 usec and repetition frequencies FI = I kHz

and F2 = 10 kHz. Which element can be used to change the repetition frequency?

Why? (Page 488)

2. Blocking Oscillator with a Grid Network Circuit

ce 40u
S r

1 7
Figure VII.B. Blocking Oscillator with a Grid Network Tuned Circuit:

(a) -- Schematic diagram; (b) -- Grid voltage curve.

A resonant circuit included in the grid network (Figure VII.8a) or in the

cathode network is used in a blocking oscillator to improve pulse repetition frequency

stability. The period of inherent oscillations T,=27:.- selected in such

a circuit is significantly greater than the duration of the shaped pulse. In

this case, inductive impedance L, is great for rapidly-changing grid current.

Therefore, it may be disregarded while the pulse is being shaped. Circuit capacitance

C, , along with capacitance C, forms resultant capacitance C, (--',, which

plays exactly the same role as does capacitance C in Figure VII.6a. Grid /323

current charges both capacitors while the pulse is being shaped and, rince the

following is selected

C' - (5 - 10)C.
(V.11.13)

then the voltage increment is jL'c, <.ILt at the end of the pulse. The blocking
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oscillator tube is blanked immediately after the pulse is shaped and shock excitation

of the free oscillations in the resonant circuit results. These oscillations

are accumulated with exponential capacitor C voltage, resulting in the sum (Figure

VII.Bb) Ucm-(uc -'u.) determining the grid voltage. Selecting the ratio between

free-running period TO and period T. using a distinct method, one may conclude

that grid voltage approached unblanking level Ego sufficiently-steeply and pulse

repetition period instability decreased sharply.

EXERCISE VII.3

Determine which T and r. ratios (Fiaure VTI.8b) insure an increase in restingo

time stability if ratio (VII.13) is satisfied. (Page 488)

3. Blocking Oscillator with a Grid Network Delay Line

As pointed out above, tube parameters and the magnitude of the capacitor

capacitance in the grid network determine the duration of pulses shaped by a blocking

oscillator. The blocking oscillator circuits examined do not insure high shaped

pulse duration when tube operating mode changes, a tube wears out, or a tube is

replaced. Meanwhile, pulse duration may change by 50% or more.

Co

~U I

Figure VII.9. Blocking Oscillator with a Grid Netuork Delay Line:

(a) -- Schematic diagram; (b) -- Voltage curves.
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Pulse duration stability may be increased considerably if the capacitor in

the grid network is replaced by an artificial delay line opened at the end (Figure

VII.9a). This line's characteristic impedance is (R -- average value

of the resitance if the grid-cathode path of a tube operating in the pulse mode

where u 9 0).
g

The voltage drop arising across the transformer grid winding during the forward

blocking process will be divided between resistance R,, and line input resistance

R, • Since the line input resistance for an incident wave equals its characteristic

j impedance (Rj- 3 ) , voltages at line input and tube grid equal:

,, . Res; (VII.14)

a,= -- Er R.(VII .15)

The voltage active in the tube grid transfers the operating point to the

region where S,R,.n<1 and the avalanche ceases.

When the incident wave reaches the open end of t e line, its reflection with

the identical sign will occur. The reflected wave returns to line input terminals

after time interval

t m.2t. = 2n I O

where n -- number of elementary links; /325

S-- inductance of one link;

C -- capacitance of one link.

Voltage at line input at that moment rises sharply. Since UI-2,-e22¢onI,

grid voltage drops sharply, the operating point shifts to the region of significant

plate current slope, which leads to a counter reversal.

Consequently, shaped pulse duration will not depend upon tube operating mode

and is determined by the magnitude of the delay, i. e.,

- 1 TZ.-C, (VII.16)
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Next, the line discharges (VII.9c) across resistance R. Recoveries of line

inductance L do not exert an essential impact on the slow process and they can
0

be disregarded, assuming that capacitance C = nC will be found in the grid network.

It should be noted in conclusion that the pulse transformer used in the Figure

VII.9a circuit must be calculated for duration t>2t, in order that magnetizing

current does not saturate the core while the pulse is being shaped.

§ 4. TRANSISTOR BLOCKING OSCILLATOR

Transistor blocking oscillators in operating principle differ little from

corresponding tube circuits and are relaxation oscillators with orn dimplifying

element, where positive feedback is accomplished with the aid of a pulse transformer.

Various methods of connecting the transformer secondary winding make it possible

to use both a common-emitter and a common-base tranformer circuit. In addition,

there are several ways of connecting the timing capacitance.

4,°

AW

+. A

Figure VII.IO. Transistor Blocking Oscillator:
(a) -- Common-base circuit; (b) -- Common-emitter circuit.

Twc transistor blocking oscillatur circuits, one with a common base (Figure

VII.lOa) and the other with a common emitter 'VII.lOb), are depicted in Figure

VII.lO. Negative bias to base is accomplished in both circuits, which insures

good pulse repetition period stability. Thus, for instance, leakage resistance

R in the common-emitter blocking oscillator circuit is connected to supply source

E,,, which insures capacitor C recharge rather than discharge. In this sense,
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b

this circuit is analogous to the retarding-field blocking oscillator circuit.

The reasons behind only this method of resistance connection were examined in

Chapter VI, § 7).

We will examine the physical processes in a blocking oscillator circuit in

general terms (Figure VII.lOb).

Capacitor C, charged during pulse shaping to maximum voltage .,

recharges across the transformer secondary winding and resistance R. Recharging

current creates across the resistance a drop in voltage whose polarity is /326

shown in Figure VII.c1b. As a result, base potential turns out to be positive

relative to emitter and the transistor wiil be in the blanked state. Positive

base voltage decreases due to capacitor recharge (VII.lla). The transistor unblanks

act

(a)j uc

f L

ta

Figure VII.ll. Common-Emitter Blocking Oscillator Voltage Curves.
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at the moment it reaches cutoff voltage, approximately equalling zero and current

, a ears in the collector network. The appearance and increase in voltage

:, causes onset of self-inductance emf e2 in the primary winding, which corstrains

the voltage ;. increase. Mutual induction emf e2 of identical pola:it; arises

in the secondary winding, at which time base potential decreases. A further collector

current rise results. Base current is , which constrains the voltage e2 rise,

appears and rises, given p te base voltages. Thus, a forward avalanche-like

process is accomplished in the circuit and is similar to a tube blocking oscillator

circuit. The forward avalanche ceases due to characteristic nonlinearity of collector

current achieving saturation. Capacitor C voltage virtually remains unchanged

during the avalanche-like process since reversal rate is high and shaped pulse

rise time is slight.

Collector voltage in the saturation mode almost equals zero (Figure VII.llc).

Input current does not control collector current upon conclusion of a forward

avalanche due to presence of saturation and mutual inductance emf drops sharply.

Self--induction emf with a sign identical to that of mutual induction emf arises

in the secondary winding because base current dynamic characterist- slope h3s

a high value and because of the current is decrease. Presence of coupling among

transformer windings leads to onset of self-induction emf in the primary network

and collector potential remains close to zero as usual. /327

Presence of self-induction emf in the base windirg leads to base current

charging capacitor C. Capacitor voltage here increases rather rapidly since

emitter-base path direct resistance is very slight. Base potential increases

due to capacitor C charging and current in the input network decreases, facilitating

transistor exit from saturation. The tilt shaping process ceases at the moment

base current decreases to the point at which the magnitude of current gain 3

is sufficient for onset of a reverse avalanche-like process. The collector current

decrease elicits appearance of self-induction emf in the primary winding, while

emf polarity will be opposite to that which arose as current ;, rose. Base /328

potential increases aru current in the input network decreases due to positive

feedback action, which in turn causes a further collector current decrea .e, and

so forth. A reverse avalanche-like process arises in the circuit, which leads

to transistor blanking. Collector voltage decreases to source E, voltage and
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below. This is explained by the fact that magnetizing current reached a specific

value while the tilt was being shaped and it is unable to disappear instantaneously

following transistor blanking. Self-induction emf leading to a negative :f tector

current "bump" arises as a result. Resultant collector voltage significantly

may exceed collector junction breakdown voltage. Nontheless, there will be no

irreversible changes in the pn-junction structure thanks to the short duration

that this "bump" is active.

We will note that the "burr" may convert to stray oscillations (indicated

by the dotted line in the curves of voltages uo4 and u., ), given high stray

loop Q.

The rel;.tively-slow capac .tnr C recharging process described above begins

anew foll' aing transistor blanki.g.

EXERCISE VII.4

Connection of pulse transformer windings in a common-emitter transistor blocking

oscillator is depicted in Figurc VII.lOb (dots denote winding ends here). Ind.cate

how the pulse transformer windings mrtst be connrr.ted in the Figure VII.lOa

circuit. (Page 488)

Specific special features inherent only in transistors are not considered

in the processes examined. Thus, for example, the inertnesa of the processes

linked with carrier diffusion plays a material role during pulse porch and droop

shaping. This leads to pulse porch, and especially droop, stretching. The rate

of regenerative process flow in high-fcequency transistors is constrained by

pn-junctions capacitances. Pulse rise and decay time in blocking oscillators

containing modern transistors comprises hundredths of usec.

The capacitor C recharging process during resting time is com'd:cated compared

to the process in tube circuits by the presence of the shunting action of Llanked

pn-junctions. Consideration is taken of shunting just as was the case in for

a multivibrator (Chapter VI, § 7).
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However, it should be noted that shunting in a common-base circuit differs

from that in a common-emitter circuit. Capacitor C discharging currentq in both

1 70

C C_

(a) Ilk6

Figure VII.12. Blocking Oscillator Capacitor Recharging Network:
(a) - Common-base circuit; (b) -- Common-emitter circuit.

circuits are depicted in Figure VII.12. As is evident from the figure, along

with the current /,0 unstable component, one more current 1.' component, havi.-g

the identical sequence, is added to the capacitor discharging current in the

common-emitter circuit.

A change in environmental temperature in this case leads to a more /329

significant change in the shunting component of the current and, consequently,

to a more significant change in resting time between pulses.

A decrease in the influence of transistor shunting action requires an increase

in the current iR component through a decrease in resistance R. This essentially

requires that the following conditions be satisfied

to> !0 (1.. -r 41, .1.1

Corresponding capcitor capacitance selection insures the requisite pulse

repetition period value. The given pulse duration value constrains the maximum

possible capacitance value.

The resting time temperature stability increase is achieved also by introduction
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into the circuit of an additi-nal compensating element, whose parameters change

when the temperature changes. An example of temperature stabilization with the

F-4

IN

+f

Figure VII.13. Blocking Oscillator Circuit

with Resting Time Teperatu-e Stability.

use of semiconductor diode D is depicted in Figure VII.13. Back currents across

emitter and collector junctijns increase when temperature increases, but current

across resistance R decreases. The latter occurs because back current I across
0

the diode pn-junction also increases with a temperature increase and, consequently,

the voltage drop across resistance r increases. This leads to a current decrease

across resistance R. A current decrease across the resistance compensates for

the capacitor C discharging current increase flowing across the transistor /330

pn-junction. Normal circuit operation is insured, given the following resistance

ratios: Rp >R>r. Good results are obtained when compensating diode heat inertness

is identical to trnnsistor heat inertness.

It also is necessary to point out that the collector voltage "bump" during

transformation to the secondary winding significantly may increase base voltage,

with shunting action sharply increasing at that time. This may radically reduce

resting time.

EXERCISE VII.5

A diode sometimes shunts pulse transformer winding w. so there will be

no "bump" increasing shunting activity. Think how the damping diode in the Figure

VII.10b circuit needs to be connected. (Page Li89)
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The formula for computation of resting time between pulses without considering

shunting may be proven analogously to the formula for determination of pulse duration

in a multivibrator (VI.lOl), i. e.,

, = In I1 + - )

Here, the capacitor recharge time constant is T: RC, the voltage level
to which the exponential curve will strive (see FigUre VII.llb) equals E,

while it is possible to approximate the U magnitude as

tf = nE., (VII .17)

where n=--- -- transfory.iation ratio.

Actually, the transistor will be in saturation during tilt shaping and,

therefore, the voltage drop across the collector winding almost equals E. •

Then base collector voltage will approximate ::E, . Capacitor C charges

approximately to this voltage. A positive "bump" in the base winding, in view

of its brief duration, may be disregarded. Consequently, the resting time formula

acquires the form

t,=RCln (i =RCIn(I +n). (VII.18)

This formula may, with sufficient precision, determine pulse spacing. Since

usually g*. , then

T*o=t, + tnhat..

The effect of the accumulation of carriers linked with transistor bottoming

exerts a material impact on generated pulse duration, as do such external circuit

elements as inductance L, capacitance C, and reduced load impedance R, . The

operating point sometimes is prevented from approaching the bottoming region by

using clamping diode D (Figure VII.10b) to clamp collector voltage at tV

-(0.5 I) V level in order to reduce pulse duration.
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A blocking oscillator may operate in the monostable mode. Introduction of

positive bias source E¢, into the base network, as depicted in Figure VII.14a

NP

U3M? CUC

Fiqure VII.14. Monostable Transistor Blocking Oscillator Circuits:
(a) - With separate bias source; (b) -- With voltage divider.

o:' use of negative bias in the emitter network (Figure VII.14b) is necessary to

accomplish this. I- the latter case, bias is created due to source F,, in the

divider in :esistances RI, P. . Resistance R, shunts capacitor C, of relatively-

large capacitance (to unities of microfarads). A bias voltage magnitude ranging

from 1--2 V is selected.

P16A and P160 pulse transistors may be used in blocking oscillator circuits.

High-frequency transistors such as P403, P416, and so on are used for generation

of short-duration pulses ( I, i 1.0 usec).

Ferrite-ring transformers with a small number of winding turns (5--40 turns)

are used as pulse transformers.
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CHAPTER VII /332

PULSE GENERATOR SYNCHRONIZATION. PULSE FREQUENCY DIVIDERS

1 I. SYNCHRONIZATiON AND FREQUENCY DIVISION PRINCIPLES

The essence of synchronization is that the operating rhythm of a self-excited

pulse oscillator is set from with.ut by sync signals produced by .nother oscillator

(synchronizing generator or master oscillator). Pulse generators in RLS pulse

devices are synchronized in the following three instances.

First, when there is a requirement to increase the repetitior frequency stability

of pulses prcduced by a self-excited oscillator. In this event, a highly-stable

synchronizing generator provides synchronization.

Second, when there is a requirement strictly to match the operation over

time of several self-excited oscillators. In this case, all self-excited oscillators
are synchrc. ;ized from the same synchronizing generator and, therefore, produce

pulses strictly synchronized at identical moments in time.

Third, when there is a requirement for precise division of the pulse repetition

frequency into whole number multiples. In this instance, a synchronization mode

is insured in which the synchronized generator produces pulses by a whole number

multiple shorter than those produced by the synchronizing generator.
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The first problem, increasing the repetition frequency stability of pulses

produced by synchronizing generators, usually is solved in the second and third

instances. Therefore, as a rule, synchronizing signals must differ from the highly-

stable repetition frequency. Sinusoidal voltage produced by a highly-stable self-

excited master oscillator (usually with quartz frequency stabilization) may be

used as the synchronizing signal. But, short pulses with a steep porch obtained,

for example, by clipping and differentiating master oscillatcr sinusoidal voltage

(Figure 1.9) or produced by a special highly-stable sync pulse generator are used

mcre often. In future, we will examine synchronization by means of short /333

pulses, which is of the greatest practical use.

Coordination of synchronizing and synchronized generators is explained in

Figure VIII.l. The formier produces a periodic sync pulse train with frequenc>

U U

4"D 64

1 2 3 4 j 5 7

T fi utrem ic.rincipe oe f-Eiedue seatto

Synchronization. (d) -- Synchronizing generator F c
(e) -- Self-excited pulse generator F 0. c

ie (with period Te ). These pulses are suiplied to the self-excited oscillator

with inherent pulse repetition frequency F 0 (with period T 0). Under the stimulus

of the sync pulses, the self-excited oscillator operates with forced repetition

frequency Fe LA' (pith period T- s Kpalig), where K. -- whole nunher referred

to as the scalini ctor. If z 1, then F-F and the process is referred
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to as synchronization at the basic frequency or simply synchronization (Figure

VIII.lb). If A. j 1, then the process is referred to as synchronization on the

k-th subharmonic or pulse-rate division to the K3 -th multiple ( K, = 3 in Figure

VIII.c, i. e., three-to-one frequency demultiplication occurs).

Regardless of the A, value, the synchronization mechanism consists of the

fact that, during each free-running cycle, fjrced generator reversal occurs due

to sync pulse stimulus, precluding its natural reversal due to the stimulus of

internal forces. A positive sync pulse is supplied for this purpose to the grid

of a tube blanked in a quasistable state, causing its "premature" unblankirg.*

But, hence it follows that synchronizing generator circuit parameters must be

selected so that the period of its inherent self-excited oscillations (without /334

synchronization) mandatorily somewhat exceeds the period of fcrced oscillations:

Tj > T,-KT. (VIII.1)

Usually, T0 (l.2--l.5),T% (pulses which would be produced by the generator

with the inherent frequency are depicted by the dotted line in Figure VIII.l).

Self-excited oscillator forced reversal occurs with each sync pulse for

synchronization on the basic frequency. The circuit reverses in the frequency

division mode only with each k-th pulse and does not react to the remaining

(intermediate) pulses. It may be said that, in this event, synchronization occurs

with periodic "passes" of series of k-l pulses (sync pulses 1 and 2, 4 and 5,

and so forth "are passed" in Figure VIII.lc, for instance). This occurs in the

following manner.

As is known, self-excited oscillator blanked tube negative grid voltage gradually

rises by the law of e ponents (see Figures VI.27 and VII.7, for instance). Thus,

it is possible to select a sync pulse amplitude Uc. so that it turns out to be

insufficient for unblanking the tube with the (k-l)-th pulse, when grid voltage

still is too negative (and, consequently, particularly with the 1-st, 2-d...

(k-2)-th pulses), but sufficient for unblanking the tube with the k-th pulse,

*The identical principle was used for forced monostable multivibrator and blocking
oscillator cutoff (Chapter VI, § 3).
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when this voltage succeeds in approaching the cutoff voltage level by a magnitude
less than ! . It is evident that this condition is satisfied more easily, the

greater the grid voltage increment during the sync pulse period, i. e., the higher

the rate of change of the grid voltage rise. Here, frequency division stability

increases since requirements decrease For stability of both sync pulse amplitude

and of the orerating mode of the self-excited oscillator itself. Therefore,

multivibrators ane retarding- field blocking oscillators usually are used for

frequency division (Chapter VI, § 4, Chapter VII, § 3).

The same methods that were used to trigger monostable circuits (it is possible,

for example, to synchronize a blocking oscillator with positive pulses supplied

to the plate network and to synchronize a noltivibrator with negative pulses supplied

to grid of an unblanked or plate of a blanked tube) are used to supply positive

sync pulses to grid of a blanked self-excited oscillator tube in the quasistable

state.

Monostable blocking oscil.ators-and multivibraturs, as well as flip-flops,

also may be used for frequency division. The special op.-.'ing features of these

dividers will be examined below.

In any event, it is difficult to obtain stable frequency division by a factor
of more than 5-10 with the aid of one oscillator-divider 1. Ka always equals 2

for a flip-flop). Several dividers arE connected in series when there is a /335

requirement for a large number of frequency division multiples. Here, each subsequent

divider is synchronized (and is triggered in the event monostable circuits or

flip-flops are used) by the pulses from the preceding divider's output. The resultant

scaling factor is compared to the product of the scaling factors of all the dividers

within the circuit.

Synchronization and frequency division using tube circuits are examined below.

Synchronization and frequency division using transistor circuits are based on

identical principles.

§ 2. 8LOCXING OSCILLATOR SY%CHRONIZATION

A standard synchronizing blocking oscillator circuit is depicted in Figure

VIII.2. The process of blocking oscillator synchronization on the basic frequency
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Figure VIII.Z. Blocking Oscillator in the Synchronization Mode.(a) -- 6NIP.

o A

o . • I I - - - "
Eg o ,"i --j" ' "

Figure VIII.3. Blocking Oscillator Synchronization
on the Basic Frequency.

is explained in Figure VIII.3, while three-to-one frequency demultiplication is
explained in Figure VIII.4. For clarity, the shape of the positive sync pulses
is accepted as being square, while blocking oscillator grid voltage is depicted
without stray excursions and oscillations. The law of change for this voltage
if no sync pulses are supplied to the circuit is depicted by the dotted line.
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Figure VIII. 4. Frequency Division Using a Blocking Oscillator
( x, = 3).

In the first case, when each sync pulse is active, resultant grid voltage

exceeds the cutoff voltage level (ur+Uc>Er) , the tube unblanks, and forced

circuit reversal occurs. In the second example, there is synchronization only

with every third pulse since the tube remains blanked while the first two pulses

are active.

EXERCISE VIII.1

Determine the maximum scaling factor which may be obtained with the aid of

the Figure VIII.2 circuit if Ego = -10 V, 4,...= -50 V, and sync pulses with
frequency F. = 10 kHz are supplied to circuit input. (Page 489)

In general form, we will establish conditions insuring K, -to-one frequency

demultiplication. We will assume for simplified discussion that:

steps in the circuit occur instantaneously;
-- the duration of the pulse shaped by the blocking oscillator is infini-

tesimally slight c-r.ipared with the period of the inherent oscillations T rA.

i. e., there are no time intervals when the blocking oscillator would not be subjected

to synchronization;

-- negative grid voltage during resting times rises according to a linear

law.
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Figure VIII.5. Blocking Oscillator Grid Voltage Idealized Shape.

The idealized shape of blocking oscillator grid voltage is depicted in Figure

VIII.5 and corresponds with sufficient precision to the true shape for a retarding-

field blocking oscillator operating with high duty ratio Q---->1 In addition,

it should be considered that sync pulse duration is infinitesimally small compared 37
to their pulse spacing T...

The idealized law of voltage ug change for one oscillation period T0 and

the sync pulses travelling with spacing Tc applied to this voltage are depicted

re

/ 
C

Figure VIII.6. Minimum Sync Pulse Amplitudes at Blocking Oscillator Grid.

in Figure VIII.6. The varied amplitude of these pulses is selected from condition

E:, i. e., is minimally necessary for tube unblanking. In actuality,

all sync pulses have identical amplitude. The amplitude of each pulse depicted

in Figure VIII.6 should be understood as the minimum amplitude of all pulses during
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which synchronization will be insured by this particular (not the previous and

not the subsequent) pulse.

K. -to-one frequency demultiplication will occur if synchronization occurs

with the k-th sync pulse (here, forced pulse spacing will equal 7h--Kc ). But,

this requires that sync pulse amplitude at least equal value L:ri (othervise,

synchronization will occur only with the subsequent (kil)-th pulse2) and will /338

be no greater than value L',_, (otherwise, synchronization alreadf will have occurred

with the (k-l)-th pulse):

L" - . . t (vI I. 2)

Having divided all the terms of this dual inequality by constant marnitude

*Ug-,-16soi for the given blocking oscillator, we will get

V."_ 1,- 1' L eJc ,.----- - _________;__-__: _____.... _- ___

But, from the similarity of triangles with corresponding legs C'&-i and

I US .L - -Le T,_

and, from the similarity of triangles with corresponding legs L', and U

I L, d,, Ego I T W

.- Therefore, in final form, K, -to-one frequency demultiplication condition (VIII.2)

may be written

I. -' ;K -1)1 - K I To
-( - -- (VIII.3)

In accordance with (VIII.3) in generalized coordinates -, and iL',,,,--Er ,

the graph of the synchronization zone for varicus A,. values is depicted in Figure

III.7. The graph is plotted based on the following circumstances. The left

ter- of inequality (VIII.3) is an upper bound equation and the right term is a

lover bound equation of the synchronization zone for a given A,. value. The lower

bound of each zone simultaneously is the upper bound of the subsequent zone for
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Figure VIII.7. Blocking Oscillator Synchronization Zones.

a value greater by unity of K,: I-A, =I - (W- I- 1)" Zone bounds

(with the exception of the upper bound of the zone for Ka 1) are sloping line
T,

segments. Assuming 7 , in the equation for any bound, we will find that
1'€

all bounds pass through point i on the Y-axis. Assuming

I -K. 0, for a lower bound equation, we find that the lover bound of every

Te,
zone passes through point ", on the X-axis. If - Ka then /339

.=K,r.>':, , which w.ill contradict the basic synchronizaticn condition (VIII.l);

here, Kj -to-one frequency demultiplication will become impossible regardless

of values, ,L..-Er; since the k-th pulse will arrive after spontaneous circuit

reversal already has occurred. Consequently, each zone is bounded on the right
Te=

by vertical line y -* . The upper bound for the zone where K, = 1 is depicted

on the graph by a dotted line and is conditional. Actually, this bound corresponds

in Figure VIII.6 to amplitude UL =U, during which the circuit will be reversed
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* by the first pulse, regardless of the moment of its arrival. But, the same thing

also will occur all the more so given even greater sync pulse amplitude UC>U,,

i. e., , Ee,' . H:%uever, too great a sync pulse amplitude where

K: = I may impact adversLy on circuit operation.

The coordinates of all points falling within a given zone correspond to values
UC T.

=g man-E oi and T, during which K, -to-one frequency demultiplication /340
will occur. Thus, for example, the curves depicted in Figure VIII.3 ( K2 =)

correspond to point A - IO.- ' , while the curves depicted

in Figure VIII.4 ( K: = 3) correspond to point 5- r 0,25.--CC 03)

Most stable frequency division results at points which are centers of the

circles inscribed in each zone, i. e., equidistant from all zone bounds (in this

case, division of a frequency into the given number of multiples is retained during

the greatest stray changes of values Lc, Ll .... Ego. T, Td.

It is evident from the synchronization zone graph that an increase in K

means a reduction in division stability since the area of the zones is reduced.

Therefore, in practice, it is difficult using a blocking oscillator to obtain

a scaling factor exceeding K: - 10 415.

EXERCISE VIII.2

Draw the sync pulse train and blocking oscillator grid voltage curves idealized

in accordance with Figure VIII.i for points 8. f. .1. E. depicted in Figure VIII.7.

Explain the division process in each instance. Disregard sync pulse duration

in all instances and use fixed values To, Ego, and ,,.., (identical blocking

oscillators are used). (Page 489)

§ 3. MULTIVIBRATOR SYNCHRONIZATION

In principle, the multivibrator synchronization process is similar to the

blocking oscillator synchronization process 3nd usually is accomplished by supplying

positive sync pulzes to grid of one of the multivibrator tubes.
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A typical synchronized multivibrator circuit is depicted in Figure VIII.8.

A free-running multivibrator, as opposed to a blocking oscillator, operates witn

a relatively-low duty ratio (Q 4 100 - 200). Therefore, it is impossible with

o N,~ - N ,T

Figure VIII.8. Mult.ivibrator in the Synchronization Mode.

a multivibrator to disregard a portion of the self-oscillation period, when a

given tube is unblanked, i. e., the multivitrator will not be subjected to

synchironization.

The solid line in Figure VIII.9 depicts the idealized law of grid voltage

change for one multivibr3tor tube for one period of ;nherent oscillations TO0 =

T ol -o To02 , as -jell as the sync pulses applied to this voltage with the minimum

a -plitude of each pulse required for synchronization Uc- :u,-Er,. • The addition

shown by a dotted line brings the picture to Figure VIII.6 for a case of very

high duty -at.4! 'blocking oscillator synchronization). However, sync pulses which

arrived at interval *ol (they also are shown by a dotted line) in reality may

noc reverse the circuit regardless of their amplitude since the given multivibrator

tube i.s unblarkt.d at tr,3t interval. Consequently, nultivibrator frequency division

7,ay be bt.,nfd rot only "y "pass3g~e" of pulses of insufficient anplituce arriving

3t interval T 02' but also by "Ipassage" of pulse,. of any amplitude arriving at

interval T ol.

EXERCIS-E ',111.3

Draw the sync pulse train and voltage u g 2 and v--u* curvfs and determine
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Figure VII1I.9. Minimum Sync Pulse Amplitude~s at Multivibrator Grid.

I scaling factor K for the Figure VIII1.8 multivibrator circuit if control R5 is

in the middle position . =- --= , while pulse amplitude V,' is sufficient for circuit

reversal at any moment in time. Assume as you plot the curves that sync pujlses

begin to act only from tht~ second circuit oscillation period. (Page 491)

A graph of multivibrator s~nchzonization zones is depicted in Figure 'lll.10

and is plotted based on the followiing considerations. We will plot the synchroni-

zation zone for a case of very high du.ty ratio, initially just as we did in Figure

P.UC€

VIFi.7, in genpralized coordinates y and L,, Elt ,hrs /342

-- fictitious value for minimum grid voltage showmn in Figute VIII.9. Next, we

will consider that, since synchronization actually is impossible at time interval
tol, the forced oscillation period is bounded by rondition T, K1 FT,, TL

Hence, we will get

V11.7, i. ,s, w e U (VnII.d,

-t'- - - , - -E,418
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Figure VIII.IO. Multivibrator Synchronization Zones.

This condition additionally constrains each synchronization zone from the

left with a vertical line.

We will find the Y-coordinates of their points of intersection with the zone's

previous lower bounds in order to simplify plotting of additional left bounds.

We will use the expression for a lower bound from ratio (VIII.3) for this purpose

and we will substitute ratio (VIII.4) in it:

I t' IK, (1- = LeLt.70-T, const

But, considering the similarity ol' the corresponding triangles in Figure /343

VIII.9, we also may write

i ~r. _ ,ijr .r. _ -- T- 7 , --- =---con st,

U,~T =7f-l

I l r.. -- (VIII.5)

where G',=U g_.-r -- largest minimum pulse amplitude realistically required
for multivibrator synchronization.
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Thus, all zone left bounds intersect lower bounds at the identical level,

which does not depend on the K, value. The vertical bands formed above this

level for all zones (except the zone for A', = I) correspond to frequency division

due to change A -1 of sync pulses at interval Tol. The ctted line plotted
a t

at level -,.I. is only the conditional upper bound of all zones cince

the synchronization mode does not change when the amplitude of these pulses rises.

This method of multivibrator synchronization with pulses supplied to grid

of one tube provides synchronization only of the oscillation per or. Inherent

circuit parameters determine the magnitude of interval Tol, when the given tube

remains unblanked. It is possible to supply negative nync pulses simultaneously

to both multivibrator grids (just as during symmetrical flip-flop triggering)

vhen there is a requirement also to synchronize this part of the period. The

unblanked tube amplifies and inverts these pulses and they then are supplied to

unblanked tube grid, each time causing forced circuit reversal.

EYERCISE VIII.4

Draw the sync pulse train and multivibrator grid voltage curves for points

4 6.8. depicted in Figure VIII.7. Assume that values To, To,, Ego, and Us.,

U'.
for all cases are constant and that '.. (Page 492)

4. FREQUENCY DIVISION USING MONOSTABLE BLOCKING OSCILLATORS AND MULTIVIBRATORS

Use of monostable circuits for frequency division is based on the fact that

a monostable circuit turns out to be insensitive to trigger pulse stimulus for

a certain time following triggering. The interval of insensitivity equals the

sum of the time the circuit remains in a quasistable state and a part (for a blocking

oscillator) or all (for a muitivibrator) of the time needed to reestablish the

circuit to an equilibrium state.

The frequency division process when a monostable blocking oscillator /344

is used is explained in Figure VIII.ll. Positive trigger pulses are supplied

to blocking oscillator tube grid. The circuit is triggered by the first pu.se

and produces a pulse whose duration tn is determined by blocking oscillator

inherent parameters. The circuit does not react to the next k-l-th trigger pulses
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Figure V111.11. Frequency Division Using a Monostable Blocking Oscillator
( K2 = 4)

and only the k-th pulse again induces a circuit reversal. Thus, frequency division

using a monostable blocking oscillator occurs in a manner ide..L!laij to that using

a free-running blocking oscillator. The only exception is that the monostable

blocking oscillator will be in an equilibrium state (its tube is blanked by negative

bias E ) prior to arrival of the first and after arrival of the last pulse and

does not produce any pulses. Therefore, a monustable blocking oscillator is used,

for example, when trigger pulses, as depicted in Figure VIII.ll, are supplied

in the form of individual series (packets) and there is a requirement for division

of the pulse repetition frequency within each series. Negative grid voltage in

a monostable blocking oscillator upon completion of a counter reversal will strive

towar~s value Eg, which is not the case with a free-running circuit. Therefore,

all other things being equal, trigger pulse amplitude must be greater by magnitude

E C- .¢ than synch pulse amplitude for a free-running circuit.

The frequency division process using a monostable multivibrator is explained

in Figure VIII.12. The multivibrator is triggered by negative pulses stimulating
the grid of a tube unblanked in a circuit equilibrium state. This tube blanks

after the circuit is triggered by the first pulse and the circuit does not react

to the subsequent k-l-th negative pulses. Subsequent triggering vill occur with

the k-th pulse only after a spontaneous counter reversal and reestablishment of

the circuit to the initial equilibrium state. The scaling factor does not change

when trigger pulse amplitude cnanges (just as long as this amplitude is sufficient

421
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Figure VIII.12. Frequency Division Using a Monostable Mu'tivibrator
(K& 3)

to trigger the circuit). Therefore, higher frequency division stability results

than when a multivibrator free-running circuit is used.

EXERCISE VIII.5

What constrains minimum trigger pulse spacing and maximum frequency scaling

factor when a monostable multivibrator is used? (Page 493)

Use of monostable circuits also makes it possible to accomplish frequency

division in those instances when sync pulse repetition frequency may change, but

the scaling factor must remain conztant. Step (accumulator) frequency dividers,

which are a combination accumulatur (capacitance) pulse register and w.onstable

pulse generator, are used to solve this problem.

L- _ jfj

Figure VIII.13. Step Frequency Divider Circuit.

A typical step frequency divider circu. depicted in Figure VIII.13.

422
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It will eomcfise an accumulator register made up of diodes D1 , D2 and capacitors

C . C,1., .... hlockiny -.-llator assembled on triode L1 . The curves in Figure

Mx nnnnnnn n n n
Un1

0 1F L _F'- £
I'W

u°~ I I I,1

Figure VIII.14. Voltage Curves for a Step Frequency Divider Circuit
C = ).

VIII.14. for scaling factor Ki = 4 explain how the circuit operates.

Positive-polarity input pulses charge coupling capacitor CL, and reservoir /346

capacitor C, across diode D1 resulting in a rise in voltage uc, by magnitude

.lUc. during the time each pulse is active. Voltage uc, remains essentially constant

during resting times since capacitor Ca may discharge only across stray leakage

resistance R',.. Capacitor Cr, , on the other han2. rapidly discharges completely

across diode D2 and input pulse generator output resistance (diode D2 functions

as a zero lower clamp). Voltage ur. rises in steps (is accumulated) due to input

pulse arrival); voltage ugE,+uc., rises simultaneously by the same law, but from

negative level E . Selected circuit parameters are such that voltage UC. will
g,-

exceed threshold level Uo,. at which voltage u exceeds cutoff voltage E wheng go
the k-th pulse is active. As a result, the blocking oscillator will be triggered

by the k-th pulse and produce pulse usum.

Capacitor C, during onset of the blocking process will strive to recharge

itself with triode grid current. Therefore, it rapidly discharges to zero, after

which the grid current network prior to triode blanking closes across diodes Dl,

D . Thus, the blocking oscillator not only produces output pulses, but also

simultaneously insures a voltage u, "discharge." Then the circuit operating
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cycle is repeated, with the blocking oscillat-r tripping every time from the k-th

pulse regardless of circuit input pulse repetition frequency.

The scaling factor A', value will depend on amplitude L,,. , cutoff E /347go
and bias E voltages, and the ratios of capacitances Cpi and C., forming the

capacitance divider. The height of steps .16' decreases with the arrival of each

subsequent pulse prior to blocking oscillator tripping since voltage ,

stored following the action of the preceding pulse, opposes capacitor charging.

Stable circuit operation requires that the height of the k-th step be greater

by approximately a factor of 2 than the possible threshold voltage instability.

This hinders obtaining a scaling factor exceeding 10.

An increase in '(a requires that the number of stages be increased, i. e.,

theii awgnitude decreased, since voltage uc, in principle may not exceed value

t'., . Therefore, usually C.,'> L, . In addition to this, there is a requirement

that capacitors C, and C,. be charged completely while the pulse is active (here,

the amplitude of the k-th step will be maximum). Therefore, the charging time

constant must be selected from condition -,<ts, which, in turn, requires an

insignificant amount of generator output resistance "su. On the other hand,

the capacitor Ca discharging time constant must be as large as possible (to satisfy

the condition 1p:3,ct.,) so that the possible voltage u. decrease during resting

times will comprise an insignificant part of the magnitude of the k-th step

(otherwise, the circuit may not trip). That is why normal leakage resistance

R is absent from the circuit. This does not impact upon blocking generator operationg
since the grid current time constant closes across diodes D, D2 .

5 5. FREQUENCY DIVISION AND PULSE COUNT CCMPUTATION USING FLIP-FLOPS

Symmetrical flip-flops with symmetrical "counting) triggering with negative

pulses are used for frequency division (see Fiure VI.12). A flip-flop has two

equilibrium states and reverses with each trigger pulse. A flip-flop must be

triggered twice in order for one square pulse to be shaped at the plate of one

of the flip-flop tubes. Therefore, a flip-flop always will divide trigger pulse

repetition frequency only twice. It is important to note that this scaling factor

will not depend on trigger pulse amplitude (as long as it is sufficient for reliable

flip-flop tripping) and stray mode changes and circuit parameters (only if circuit
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reversal conditions and existence of two equilibrium states are satisfied).

Therefore, frequency division using flip-flops is the most stable and reliable.

Sequential frequency division using several flip-flops is employed when there

is a need to divide a frequency more than tvice. Since each flip-flop will /348

divide a repetition frequency twice, then, when n flip-flops are used, the resultant

• i,. i .. . ip

Id I

Figure VIII.15. Functional (a) and Schematic (b) Diagrams for
a Four Flip-Flop Frequency Divider Where K, = 16.

scaling factor will equal

K, -2'2. (vIII.6)

A functional diagram (Figure VIII.15a) and schematic diagram (Figure VIZI.15b)

of a four flip-flop divider with resultant scaling factor K22 4- 16. are presented

in the form of an example. The curves for the triggering and output voltages

of all flip-flops depicted in Figure VIII.16 explain the operation of this circuit.

All flip-flops are assembled on dual triodes (11, L2 ; L3 , L 4 ; L5 , L6 ; L7,

L8 ) and have identical circuits with identical parameters. %egative pulses along

a symmetrical trigger circuit trigger all flip-flops across diodes D, D2 , D3,
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Figure VI.111.6. Voltage Curves for the Figure V!II.15 Divider.

D4 , D5, D6, DT, D8 . N egative trigger pulses are supplied across transient network

C1R1 to first flip-flop input. Each flip-flop output voltage is picked off the
right triode plate (Li, LA L6, L8 ) and differentiated by the subsequent flip-flop

input R-C network (networks C2R2, C3R3 , C4R4 ). Flip-flop output voltages in Figure

VIII.l6 for clarity are depicted relative to level U., n., while only short negative

pulse which trigger the subsequent flip-flop are depicted as the result of their

differentiation (positive pulses are not depicted since they cannot symmetrically

trigger a flip-flop). Network CsR 5 differentiates fourth flip-flop output voltage

and it is supplied to an amplifier assembled on triode 19. Positive pulses arising

in this tziode's plate network trigger a monostable blocking oscillator assembled

on triode L across transient network C6 R6 and trigger triode 110. The blocking

oscillator produces output pulses coinciding with the last flip-flop output voltage

drop. Divider output pulses may be picked off the blocking oscillator plate network

and cathode load impedance R .

It follows from the Figure VIII1.16 curves that the first flip-flop will divide

input pulse repetition frequency twice, the first two flip-flops 4 times, the

first three flip-flops 8 times, and all four flip-flops 16 times. We will note
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that divider output pulses are produced at the moment ot simultaneous unblanking

of the output tubes of all flip-flops.

Series flip-flop connection is used also to count the number of input pulses

in the binary computational system. An number N in a binary system is represented

by the sum uf the powers of the digit 2 (the foundation of this system) in the
i form

A"=a += 3a'' ' o- >- .a + a,2 -ra--Ifor-a ,l -(VIII.7)

where I -- position number; m - quantity of positions required to represent a /350

given number; a1  factors, each assigned one of two values, 0 or 1.

The values of coefficients a are successive when representing a number,

while coefficients 21-1 are in descending order. For example, the digit 2 is

written in the form 10 (1 x 2 + 0 x 20), the digit 5 in the form 101 (l x 22 +

0 x 21 + 1 x 20 ), the digit 14 is written in the form 1110 ( x 23 + I x 22 +

I x 21 + 0 x 20), and so forth. Thus, any number in a binary system is written

using only the digits 0 and I. leanvhile, the two possible flip-flop equilibrium

states correspond to these two digits.* We will use "I" for that flip-flop

equilibrium state in which its output voltage is maximum (output tube blanked),

and use "0" for its second equilibrium state, when flip-flop output voltage is

minimum (output tube unblanked).

All flip-flops in the Figure VIII.15 circuit will switch from state "0" to

state "I" and back due to input pulse arrival. But the first flip-flop trips

from every input pulse, the second flip-flop from every second pulse, the third

flip-flop from every fourth pulsa, and the fourth flip-flip trips from every eighth

pulse. Therefore, in expansion of (VIII.7) for the number of the input pulse,

the state of the first flip-flop deternines the quantity of unities of the /351

first (least significant) digit, i. e., it shows whether or not term 20 will be

maintained in this expansion; the state of the second flip-flop determines the

quantity of unities of the second digit, i. e., indicates whether or not term

21 will be maintained in this expansion, and so on.

*Therefore, a flip-flop is referred to as a binary element in computer technology.
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Consequently, if, for a qiven moment in time, the states of all flip-flops,

beginning with the last and ending with the first (in descending order of digits),

are written successively using the digit 0 or i, we will have a binary record

of the number of input pulses N which had arrived at the circuit by that moment

in time. For example, in Figure VIII.16, flip-flop states upon arrival of the

third pulse are represented as 0011 (3), upon arrival of the fifth pulse -- 0101

'5), upon arrival of the eighth pulse -- 1000 (8), and so forth. Since there

are four flip-flips in the circuit being examined, then the maximum number of

pulses which it. may calculate equals the greatest number which is represented

in binary code with four digits .ua,. 1111 (15). The 16-th pulse will convert

the circuit to initial state 0000 and the count begins anew.

Essentially, NIXIE tubes connected to each flip-flop output tube plate may

be used to ind. ate flip-flop states in order to count the number of pulses.

EXERCISE VIII.6

What will be the scaling factor for a circuit comprising six sequentially-

operating rlip-rlops? How many pulses will this circuit be able to count? (Page 493)

§ 6. SEVERAL COMPLEX FREQUENCY DIVIDER CIRCUITS

I. Dividers With Feedback

Feedback is used in dividers if it is impossible to obtain the requisite

scaling factor by using several sequential monostable circuits or flip-flop divider

stages as a result of multiplying the possible scaling factors of aach stage together

(i. e., expanded to the corresponding multipliers): A' A.,KA' ..

The principle of using feedback in dividers involves divider output pulses

being supplied to several specielly-sclected preceding divider stages and causing

their out-of-sequence (premature) triggering. But, out-oF-sequence tripping of

any stage under the stimulus of an output pulse leads tc all suosequent stages

also tripping accordingly earlier than is the case for normal circuit operation

without feedback. Here, the circuit's subsequent output pulse, which again acts

upon the stages enveloped by feedback, also will appear correspondingly earlier,

4'28
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and so forth. As a result, divider output pulse repetition frequency will be

reduced, i. e., the circuit scaling factor will decrease. It is possible to shorten
"normal" circuit operating rhythm in which the assigned scaling factor value /352

will result through selection of the number of stages which must be enveloped

by feedback.

We will examine use of feedback in flip-flop dividers, which have the greatest

division stability. As we know, such dividers without use of feedback will divide

a pulse repetition frequency 2n times, where n -- number of flip-flops, and count

the pulses in a binary system. Let the requirement be to obtain scaling factor

1 - . while 2"> K'>2*-1 It is evident from the outset that solution of

this problem requires use of n flip-flops (the n-l-th flip-flco will provide

scaling factor 2'--< K,). But, it is necessary through use of feedback to reduce

the scaling factor by 2--K unities, i. e., to bring about an artificial snift

of the pulse count by this magnitude, in order to reproduce evary k-th pulse at

circuit output.

Which flip-flops should be enveloped in feedback for their out-of-sequence

reversal ("malfunction") by output pulses? It is evident from examination of

the divider operation in Figure VIII.16 that a "malfunction" of the first flip-flop

will provide a count shift by 1 (2 ), a "malfunction" of the second flip-flop

by 2 (21), "malfunction" of the third flip-flap by 4 (22), and so on. Therefore,

if digit 21--Ks is written in the binary system, then the presence in this rotation

of a unity of the lowest order will impact upon the requirement for a "malfunction"

of the first flip-flop, presence of a unity of the next higher order digit on

the necessity for "malfunction" of thu Recond flip-flop, presence of a unity of

the next highest order digit on the necessity for a "malfunction" of the third

tlip-flop, and so forth.

Output pulses must reverse the flip-flops to which they are supplied aloncg

the feecack network only in one direction -- from equilibrium state "0," when.

output tubes are unblanked, to equilibrium state "," when output tubes are blanked.*

Therefore, asymmnetrical circuits for triggering across output (unblanked) tubes

*We will recall that output pulses are produced at the moment of 3imultaneous
unblanking of the output tubes of all flip-flops (see Figure VIII.16).
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usually are used for flip-flop "malfunction." "Malfunction" pulses must be celayed

somewhat relative to the regular trigger pulses supplied to these flip-flops from

the output of the preceding flip-flops in order to insure initially regular, and

then irregular, reversal of flip-flops enveloped by feedback. Flip-flop resolving

time (see Chapter VI, § 2) determines requisite delay time and, by connection

to the feedback network, creates a delay line or R-C integrator. However, it

is possible to do without a special delay device since the natural stray output

pulse delay accumu! " ig due to finite triggering time and flip-flop reversal

suffices.

We will examine as our example how to use flip-flops to obtain scaling /353

factor A' = 9. Since 24" 9 23, then the required flip-flop number n = 4.

Next, we will find the required scaling factor decrease (pulse count shift), which

feedback must insure: 2 -9 = 7, and we will write this number in the binary system:

0111. It follows from this that obtaining KA = 9 means supplying delayed output

pulses ("malfunction" pulses) along the feedback network to the first, second,

and third flip-flops.

The corresponding divider functional diagram and its voltage curves are depicted

in Figure VIII.17. The first circuit output pulse appears under the stimulus

only of the 16-th input pulse. Consequently, until that moment, the feedback

network is inoperative and sixteen-to-one sequential frequency demultiplication

occurs, while the voltage curves in the circuit in no way differ frnm the Figure

VIII.16 curves. A "malfunction" of the corresponding flip-flops occurs only /354

upon appearance of the 1-st output pulse and a nine-to-one scaling-down process

occurs. Therefore, the interval during which the first 16 trigger pulses are

supplied determines the rise time of the given division mode, which in general

equals

t T,. 2'. (VItI.8)

EXERCISE VIII.7

a) Redraw the Figure VIII.15 divid-r schematic diagram, introducinE; minimal

changes to obtain K, : 9.
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b) Determine the scaling factor and draw the voltage curves for the Figure
V11l.18a circuits.

c) Determine the scaling factor for the Figure VIII.18b circuits.

d) Compile a divider functional' diagram where K,=5 and draw the voltage

c .rves for this circuit.

e) Compile a divider functional diagram where X, = 2. (Page 493)

2. Reference Train Pulse Gating Dividers

Significant output pulse spacing instability arises in multistage freouency
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Figure VIII.18. Flip-Flop Frequency Divider Functional Circuits.
(c) -- LZ (delay line].

dividers due to stray fluctuations in triggering time and reversal of each stage.

This instability essentially may be eliminated through use of reference

, g aa,,um h w a '9 -

r U-

Ulua

d

Figure V1I!.19. Reference Train Pulse Cating Frecuency Divider
Functional Circuit (a) and Voltage Cjrves (b). (c) -- Frequency divider;

(d) -- Gate generator; (e) -- Time gate; (f) -- LZ.

tr3in pulse sating div'ders. One pcssible functional circuit for this type divider

and its voltage curves are depicted in Figure VIII.19.
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The circuit oper rinciple comprises the following. Input pulses are

supplied to a multistage frequency divider with assigned value K3 and simultaneously

to delay line LZ. Flowing through the delay line, these pulses are delayed by

identical tir, ,-- Delayed input pulses are referred to as reference train

pulses u-a.. Divider output pulses.uLL, with assigned pulse spacing Tbbd--KAT91. , /355

but possessing time instability, trigger a gate generator. This generator produces

gate pulses Um. with duration tee.,.. It is evident that gate pulses also will

be unstable over time. Gate and reference train pulses are supplied to a time

gate, which is a coincidence circuit and which passes to output only those reference

train pulses which coincided with the gate pulses. Thus, the k-th reference train

pulses rather than divider output pulses are used as the circuit output signal.

Divider and gate generator instability will have no impact whatsoever on the time

position of these pulses.

EXERCISE VIII.8

Point out the basic circumbLances behind selection of reference train delay

time t, and gate pulse duration t.& (Page 495)
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CHAPTER IX /356

SAWTOOTH (LINEARLY-CHANGING) VOLTAGE GENERATORS

§ I. GENERAL INFORMATION ON SAWTOOTH GENERATORS

1. Sawtcoth Voltage Parameters and Acquisition Principles

Voltages which at given time intervals chanye at constant rate-57

are referred to as 3awtooth or linearly-changing voltages. Sloping line segments

graphically reflect the shape of the voltages at these intervals. In essence,

the passage of time is modelled electrically with the aid of sawtooth voltages.

Therefore, they are used widely in RLS pulse devices, either for linear control

o,er time of electrical processes (to create cathode ray tube (CRT] beam sweeps

lin.'ar over time, for example) or for linear conversions of electrical magnitudes

into Lime intervals (to obtain pulse variable time delay and pulse signal time

modulation and demodulation, for instance).

A sector of linear voltage change is referred to as a working or forward

stroke. A cector of voltage recovery to the intitial level upon ccmpletion of

a working stroke essentially is not used and is referred to as flyback. Flyback
shape is slight, but its duration must, as a rule, be as small as possible.

Savtooth voltage is referred to linearly-rising or linearly-falling, dependinq

on whether it rises or falls during a working stroke.
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Figure IX.I. Sawtooth Voltage Parameters.

The following parameters characterize sawtooth voltage (Figure .IX.l):

-- linear sector (working stroke) duration t.

-- recovery time (flyback duration) t,

-- resting time ,, /357
-- change (repetition) cycle T.-t,-tm.-fG;

-- linear sector amplitude (saw amplitude) t.:.- U., ,- .,,,

-- average rate of change during a working stroke (saw slope)

V - t € (IX.l)

-- nonlinearity factor

( * fz, - 'du, '

( d-u, ese g,,e .(IX.2)

I!where \ t/.."t "' -t /.=t ... -- maximum and minimum rate of sawtooth

voltage change, respectively, during a work-ng stroke.

Nonlinearity factor (IX.2) indicates the relative magnitude of the rate of

sawtooth voltage change (slope) during a working stroke. The smaller the 3,,

value, the closer the law of voltage change is to the linear.

' =,} _. u -, -u P,, . c=,os and 3, 3 for ideally-linear voltage.

Realistically, always .3>0.

It is desirable, along with the requirements for sawtooth voltage linearity,
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for its amplitude U., to be as large as possible. In principle, however, this

amplitude may not exceed circuit supply source voltage E a . In that sense, the

supply source voltage utilization factor determines t ooth generator efficiency

< ' (IX.3)

Sawtooth voltage is shaped in the majority of sawtooth generator (GPN) /358

practical circuits in a capacitor as it charges (discharges, recharges) across

a resistance. Thus, R-C integrator processes (see Chapter II, § 3) are used to

obtain sawtooth voltage and only the initial, most linear exponential voltage

sector is used as a working stroke of a sawtooth voltage. Therefore, the following

inequality is a condition for obtaining a working stroke of high linearity (11.26)

t.or , (IX.4)

where .. -- R-C network time constant for the process (capacitor charging,

discharging, or recharging), which is used to shape the working stroke.

Consequently, a working stroke must be shaped during partial capacitor charging

(discharging, recharging), when the voltage in it still is relatively unchanged

from its initial value. Therefore, a contradiction always exists between the

requirements for obtaining sawtooth voltage of high linearity and of great amplitude.

The higher the linearity, the less the amplitude UI.

Capacitor voltage must be reestablished to the initial value during recovery

(flyback) to . Therefore, in accordance with (XI.15)

1,= 3".,. (IX.5)

where ". -- R-C network time constant for a process during which flyback shaping

occurs.

The simplest equivalent circuit to which any generator of linearly-changing

voltage may be reduced is depicted in Figure IX.2a. This circuit includes an
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Figure IX.2. General Equivalent Circuit of a Linearly-Rising Voltage
Generator (a) and Its Output Voltage (b).

integrator with equivalent parameters R,C,, equivalent constant voltage source

E,, and switching element -- switch K with internal resistance RK. Actual

circuit output voltage is depicted in Figure IX.2b. The circuit operates in the

following manner.

We will assume that switch K was closed in the initial state (t 4 t ) and

minimum voltage equal to the voltage drop across resistance R1. was established

in the capacitor: U - .. . The switch opens at moment t and capacitor

C, charges from source E, across resistance R,. Here, capacitor voltage rises

along an exponential curve with t;.e constant ',=°1 =R.C,, v wing towards

value E,. However, at mrnent t2, long before the charging process ceases, the

switch closes and the capacitor discharges across resistance R,. . Here, capacitor

voltage drops from maximum value Uc a,,e achieved by moment t2 during the charging

process along an exponential curve with time constant tj ., R,mC, initial value
L". mN . The circuit is in the initial state when discharge is complete and the

processes may be repeated for shaping of the subsequent "saw tooth." Thus, the

working stroke of a linearly-rising voltage is shaped during partial charging

of the capacitor, when switch K is open (t, - -:: <.up ; flyback (circuit

recovery) occurs durin complete capacitor discharge (to -3.,.rl . In order to
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obtain t, Vt,. when working stroke linearity is high, condition :ap- must

be satisfied, i. e., R, R,* In addition, the smaller resistance R,., the

less the Ucul, value, i. e., the greater the saw amplitude UJ=UC -- LC V

all other conditions being equai. Therefore, the basic switch requirement is

low internal resistance magnitude in the conducting state.

Diodes, triodes (tubes or semiconductor), pentodes, thyratrons, and relay

contacts may be used as switches in GPN circuits.

EXERCISE IX.l

Compile an equivalent circuit for a linearly-falling voltage generator, using

elements identical to those in Figure IX.2a. Draw the circuit output voltage

curve. What ratios must be satisfied in the circuit so that its output voltage

parameters are the same as those of the linearly-rising voltage depicted in Figure

IX.2b? (Page 495)

There are three basic GPN operating ;,iades, depending on the method of /360

switch control (throwover), in the Figure IX.2a equivalent circuit: external

control, monostable (triggering), and free-running. The essence of these modes

is explained in Figure IX.3.

The duration of external control pulses :,-le determines the duration of

the working stroke (length of time switch K remains in the open state) in the

external control mode (Figure IX.3a).

The GPN is triggered by short external pulses (switch K opens due to the

action of these pulses) in the monostable (triggering) mode, while processes occurring

in the GPN circuit itself determine working stroke duration (i. e., the moment

switch K closes)(Figure IX.3b).

The GPN operates free of external stimuli in the free-running mode and processes

occurring in the CPN circuit itself determine the moments svitch K opens and closes

(Figure IX.3c).*

*In essence, the external control mode also is monostable. Therefore, it is

more accurate to tern the second mode triggering, rather than monostable.
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Figure IX.3. GPN Operating Modes:
(a) -- External control; (h) - Monostable; (c) -- Free-running.

2. Expressing Sawtooth Voltage Parameters Via Exponential Voltage Parameters. /361
Formulation of the Linearity Problem

We will express sawtooth voltage parameters via exponential voltage parameters,

the initial sector of which is used as the workinq stroke. We will use -NE, to

designate the equivalent voltage drop that stimulates a change in capacitor voltage

during the working stroke. (For the Figure IX.2 circuit %E-E-U,,. The

magnitude of this drop clearly is determined as the voltage step at circuit output

obtainei when tha , . -z oula- 'f cizp tor C is cut ;ut cf the circuit.)
Then t,"e capacitor voltage rise process during the working stroke is described

by expression

(Ix.6)

Different:ating (IX.6) over time, we will find that the voltage rate change is
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maximum at the beginning of the working stroke (t = 0) and is minimum at the end

of the working stroke (t ta ):

- e -.--.- (IX.7)

Therefore, based on (IX.2), for the nonlinearity factor we will get:

(d~ ) - d.t ie* , ___ "--' a I, - e (IX.8)

When the condition that the initial sector of exponential cur%.e (IX.4; iu

used is satisfied, it is possible to use approximate formula I-e-'=x, if

1:4 and to consider that

(IX.8a)

do, due I

But, -- = I-LI, -, where iC -- capacitor charging current during the working

stroke. This current decreases by an exponential lay from initial (maximum) value

". at the beginning of the working stroke to finits (,minimum) value

'a, at the end of the working stroke.

Therefore

j C (IX.9)

ano the expression for the nonlinearity factor may be written in the form /362

.= I,--/,'iX 10)

Assuming in (IX.6) th.-t t,.t we riil get the expre3sion for sa'jtooth

voltage amplitude
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or, considering (IX.8),

CIA =.1., (Ix.12)

Hence, on the basis of (IX.3), the supply source voltage utilization factor

equals

'a E1  E., (IX.13)

Assuming a = I (realistically, .a <1), from the last expression we will

get maximum nonlinearity factor value

, _E° (IX.14)

when the working stroke is obtained during complete capacitor charging, i. e.,

its duration is maximum it ,3-,; .

Finally, if one considers the rate of v 1tage rise during the working stroke

(saw slope) as constant and equal to the rat! of exponential voltage rise at the

beginning of the working stroke, then, on the basis of (IX.1), (IX.7), and (IX.9),

we will get

d .,,= 1A ".1 U X.15)

The resultant expree&3ions are justified for linearly-falling voltage as well.

How does one go about increasing working stroke liiearity -- linearizing

exponential voltage? Rotio (UX.lO) answers th3t questicn, since it demonstrates

that the nonlinearity factor will equal zero if calccitor current constancy is

provided during the working stroke shaping prc:,ss: 3, 0 when h-I.,-= con-.

Actually, in this case

u, c icdt= Idt ;t.i if -d1 =const (IX.16)

-- capacitor voltage changes by a linear low (with constant rate (IX.15).
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Thus, sawtooth voltage linearization requires that capacitor current be stablized

during the working stroke. The following three linearization methods are /363

used in GPN circuits with increased linearity:

-- use of current-stabilizing one-ports [two-terminal networks);

-- use of compensating positive voltage feedback;

-- use of compensating negative voltage feedback.

We will examine the essence or these methods below.

§ 2. SAWTOOTH GENERATORS WITH A LINEAR R-C INTEGRATOR

I. Limitations Arising From Linear R-C Integrator Use

If a linear R-C integrator is used in a GPN, then its equivalent circuit

corresponds to Figure IX2a when actual parameters replace equivalent parameters:

R, R; C, = C; :, -,,, = RC, E, = E,:
.%,==E - 'c., "E (a pit L'r Ej (X.17) )

Therefore, based on (IX.8a), (IX.12), (IX.13), (IX.14), and (IX.15), output

voltage parameters will equal

qt, LL g 
8

i
1  

~-_ (' ,'. 8)

Consequently, in principle it is impossible to obtain L'>E,, i. e.,

" when a linear R-C network is used.

If, for example, source voltage equals Ea = 300 V, and the nonlinearity faztor

must not exceed I%, then saw amplitude may not be more than 3 V, while its increase

during a given Ea value may be achieved only at the cost of a deterioration of

linearity, and an improvement in linearity by the loss of a further decrease in

amplitude. Therefore, linear R-C integrator GPN are used only when high linearity

( .3, 10%) and great saw amplitude are not required. It ia more precise to

refer to the output voltage of such GPN as exponentially- rather than linearly-

changing and the GPN as exponential voltage or sweep generators.
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EXERrISE IX.2

What is the physical cause of the fact that voltage uc during capacitor charging

across a resistance changes essentially linearly only at the beginning of the

charging process twhen t<< 1,,p), while ; < ?<E? (Page 497)
a

2. Triode Exponential Sweep Generator

The generator circuit and input and output voltage curves are depicted in

Figure (IX.4/). The generator ooerates in the external control mode and produces

;&is
C, -~ - -----------

a- - ..c UW UF
*TC 'j,

Figure IX.4. Triode Exponential Sweep Generator.

linearly-rising voltage. Triode L functions as switch K--discharging tube. /364

Output voltage is shapec in capacitor C, i. e., picked off triode plate:

,,aw,=U¢-.l . The circuit operates as follows. Negative square pulses of

sufficient amplitude to blank the triode are supplied to triode grid. The triude

is unblanked during resting times and minimum voltage is established at circuit

ou~put

1- ,.. :' .. =o--,,o=o... ( IX. 19)

where R. -- triode internal resistance to direct current.

Upon arrival of the subsequent pulse, which blanks the triode, capacitor
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C charges across resistance R from plate voltage sour .- E,. Here, output voltage

rises from value :c,-- by the law of exponents

"c =(E, - U,,,, 1 -e- U ... ( IX. 20)

jhere Ra C -- capacitor charging time constant.*

At the moment the input pulse ceases ,=t,) , this voltage attains /365

maximum value

" '-- ] (I X ' ,
t"C "age (Ej -4 .. l-e " U,-"...

after which the triode unblanks and rapid capacitor discharge occurs across it.

Output voltage drops to initial level Uc~v during the discharge process by

the law of exponents:

uc - (L,'c .&,, - L'c...) e " L

where -:rp = R. C -- capacitor discharge time constant.

Then the process repeats itself. Output voltage forward stroke and flyback

duration obtained equal, respectively

.=. t i. = , , 3RC, (IX. 21)

*Expression (IX.20) corresponds to (XI.10) and also may be obtained from evident
rat o .E,, -u, - E, - ,,R Capacitor chargIng current decreases by law h

,,.hile the max.-,um value of this current equals I, = . Thus,
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while its amplitude

- = (E L'~)(IX.22)
L.A gag Uc.. wag Uc .Nam (E. --U .)( e '"P J(x Z

Given assigned ratio -- , the greater the E and the less the LG,,,value,
",p S

the greater the ', value. It follows from ratio (IX.19) that both internal

resistance R. and its quiescent current 4 must be as small as possible
10 P10 mus bea malapsil

for a U.%, decrease. The former provides triode type selection and connection

of its grid across a large resistance to plus source bus +Ea (here, due to grid

clamping, grid potential is clamped at slight positive level U g% 0). Sufficiently-
go

high plate load impedance R must be selected in order to decrease plate currenta
I awhen R. is slight.ao 10

- -
d'

a re

LIA U;8** Z gv

Figure IX.5. For Determination of talue U g.. (R' > R,,.

Lalue U. ,a is determined, as depicted in Figure IX.5, by the point of

intersection of the triode plate characteristic for valle u = U and load line
g goE -rt

p.' ',see Chapter 11, ^ 3, Figure III.13a). This point ',ust fal! in the

charocteristic of the critic:l mode corresponding to triode dy.1amic saturation, /366

given proper :esistance R selection.* (It is demonstrated in Figure IX.5 that
a

triode d',nam:c saturation iF insured vhere resist:ance R - Ra, i. e., r--.13t3nce
I ~a a

R as rot large enough). C.iarging time constant -p R C is selected froma a

ccmpromise c-.:-cumstances: on the one hand, its value must be sufficiently great

*We vill recall that the load line intersects on the X-axis of s,-nents
u Ea and sloped towards it at angle ,=arc tg-•a a R
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for obtaining s,,fficiently-slight nonlinearity factor - aid, on tLe

other, is sufficiently slight to nhtain assigned saw amplitude U_-E,3,.

Capacitor C capacitance should be as slight as possible to reduce recovery

time to'P C. Hovever, this capacitance significantly must exceed circuit stray

capacitance C , which is the sum of triode output capacitance, circuit capacitance,

and the input capacitance of the subsequent stage, comprising about IO--15 pF.

This is necessary to decrease the impact of capacitance C, changes on output

voltage parameters. Condition C >C, , given selected magnitude -up = R aC,

may constrain the maximum resistance Ra magnitude.

EXERCISE IX.3

Draw the output voltage cuLves for the circuit examined (Fig ire iX.4) for

several control pulse spacings if, at " oment t', while the second p i,;se is active:

a) control pulses ceases arriving;

b) the triode partially lost emission;

c) the triode completely lest emission. (Page 497)

One can envision a "stepped" (discrete) change in the scale of the scanning

range in range diz:ohlys v,.n an exponential sweep. Working stroke, i. e., ccntrol

pulse, duration (t,-t) changes spasmodically for this purpose. It is desirable

when jvutchinq scile that there is no change on the screen, first, of sweep origin

position and, second, iwcep trace length. Sweep vitage U,_,, initial level

constancy atsfie the first - -;uirement, while constancV of its amplitude I',

provides the second. But, the rate of sweep voltage I rise iust be changed

accordingy to -eta.in sweep amplitude when working stroke duration changes.

ICtuaIy, i fL:cons,. hen the scale is switched, then 'L. Figure

ExFRCISE IX.4

. hlt -,jt~hngs -ust be iade in the Figure IX.4 circuit in o.-der to change

J..'p oti'e Auinrj transitzn from scale I to scale 2 in accordance with Figure

. .t.-ct , ! .an the lirearty ccnditi(,n is satisfied? How jill nonlinearity

'actor . nang" here? (Page 498)
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Figure IX.6. For Exercise IX.4. (a; -- Scale.

We now will examine how capacitor leakage resistance Ryr and load imoedance

Rw (input resistance of the subsequint stage) affect output voltage shape. In

Figure IX.7. For Calculation of the Influence of
Resistances Shunting Capacitor C.

acLordance with the FigL:e IX.7a circuit, both capacitances shunt capacitor C.

Transforming this circuit by the theorem on the equivalent generator relative

to po.fnt5 -.3a, we will shift to the circuit in Figure IX.7b, where

R. v; E.

The cipacitor in the :eSL, tant circuit will charje with shorter time constant

P.
*, (2 < ".,,) _ from an equivalent lowered voltage source (E,<E,)

The dcr,,a:e in the cliarging time constant during the given wocking stroke /368
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duration leads to an increase in the nonlinearity factor. Actually, based on

(IX.8a), we will get

q t.,t, t ( , -.R..z  R.)
: la _ R ( I X .2 3 )

The reduction in equivalent generator voltage will not impact upon voltage

amplitude since the rate of capacitor voltage rise will increase to the same degree

due to a decrease in !,ap

U ', = E .' - E , ' - 't ' , -!
- _) (,.X.23a)

Thus, capacitor shunting by resistances leads to a deterioration in sawtooth

voltage linearity, which is justified for any GPN circuits. Therefore, output

voltage in many practical GPN circuits is picked not directly off a capacitor,

but off those circuit points, the voltage between which changes by the same law

aE is the case for the capacitor, but connection to which the c3pacitor essentially

does not shunt the load. Output voltage is picked off the capacitor acrGs a

buffer stage with high input resistance -- a cathode follower, if such points

are absent in the circuit, as is the case with the circuit being exa.,ined.

Negative pulses blanking the triode and positive pulses unblanking it also

may be used to control an exponential sweep generator. In this event, circuit

recovery (C discharrje) occurs while the pulses are active and their duration must

be sufficiently great: t.>t. The working stroke is shaped during resting times

t.1 -to, when the triode must be blanked. This is done either with an outside

negat.ve bias source or through &,namic bias resulting from passage of positive

pulses across coupling capacitor C V

The possibility of output voltage distortions due to control puls.e action

directly at circuit output across triode transfer capacitance C is a shortcoming

of this circuit. Thcse distortions essentially may be eliminated if a pentode

is used as switch in place of the diode.
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3. Diode Exponential Sweep Generator

Generator circuits and voltage curves are depicted in Figure IX.8. The generator

operates in the external control mode (ato) and produces linearly-rising voltage.

,
Cl

U.:
,rtic ,, MW " -

A

Figure IX.8. Diode Exponential Sweep Generator.

Diode D, plays the role of switch--discharging tube ind positive-polarity /369

control pulses are supplied across coupling network CR, to its cathode. Diode

Dl blanks ( u:,; 4 0) while the control pulse is act-,,- and capacitor C charges

from source E across resistance R. Diode D1 is unb-', ed ( tlo, -* 0) during

resting times and the capacitor discharges across the dicde and resistance Rk

with time constant ',Pal-R4C (we will disregard diode internal resistance R,

* :'- A ). Here, capacitor voltage will strive towards the initial value equalling

(if one disregards R, ) l It is evident that circuit recovery

time equals /5 -"..3"jip -

Ratios (IX.18) as usual determine output voltage parameters.

EXERCISE IX.5

a) Explain the purpose of diode 02.

b) Prove the circumstances for selection of the .Ri magnitude.

c) Formulate the requirements for control pulse amplitude ',,. (Page 498)
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4. Thyratron Exponential Sweep Generator

The generator circuit is depicted in Figure IX.9a. The generator produces

linearly-rising voltage and may operate both in the free-running and external

C, a - - - - -

IY

Figure IX.9. Thyratron Exponential Sweep Generator (a'
and Its Output Voltage Curves for the Free-Running Mode.

synchronization mode. The thyratron plays the role of switch--discharging tube.

Plate voltage at which ionization of the thyratron gas occurs, i. e., thyratron

"firing," is referred to as firing potential U3 . Plate voltage at which gas

deionization occurs, i. e., thyraton "quenching," is referred to as quenching

potential Ur. The special feature of the thyratron used in this circuit is that

firing potential significantly exceeds quenching potential U3>Ur . Self-

excited relaxation oscillations arise in the circuit due "o this particular feature

and it lacks the positive feedback network mandatory in other self-excited /370

pulse generators.

We will examine circuit operation in the free-running mode. The output voltage

curve for this instance is depicted in Figure IX.9b. The thyratron .';s not fire

at the moment plate voltage E a source is ccnnected since plate potential is unabled

with a jump to rcach firing potential due to presence of capacitor C. Capacitor

C charges from source E across resistance R since the thyratron will not conduct.a a

Here, cac~acitor Loltage at thyratron plate) rises along an exponential curve

with tire constant -,, = R C. The thvratro. fires at moment tI when this voltageI a"

reaches value U., a:id a rapid capacitor discharge occurs across it with time ccnftant

ra,p= R IC, where R. -- slight internal resistance of the conductinj thyratron.

The thyratron quenches when cacacitor voltage decreases to value Ur (moment t2 ),

.csulting in capacitor C teginning to charge anew,, and so forth.
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Potentiometer -Pa rakes it possible to control the magnitude of thyratron

negative grid bias and thereby to change firing potential U. (quenching potential

/ essentially does not depend on the grid voltage). Resistance R constrains
g9

conccting thyratron grid current. Ratios (IX.18) for output voltage parameters

remain justified for this circuit as well if the condition whereby the C charging

exponential curve is used as initial sector working stroke is satisfied:

', < I *However, saw amplitude here will not depend on source voltage
F

Fa, uorking stroke duration, and the charging time constant and always equals

L', - t L', , while circuit parameters exclusively determine working stroke
and flyback duration and, consequently, saw frequency.

EXERCISE IX.6 /371

Based upon the expression describing the laws of capacitor C voltage change

during its charging and discharging, prove the formulas for output voltage forward

.troke and flyback duration ", and r. . How will a aecrease in potential t,.;

and source voltage Ea increase impact on output voltage parameters? (Page 499)

Along with simplicity, circuit advantages include slight flyback time, which

is explained by insignificant conducting thyratron resistance (R = 40 - 80 ohms)1

and very low (about 10 V) level Llv,.=Ur. Firing and quenching potential

instability, as well as the possibility of premature thyratron firing due to finite

deionization time i, following thyratron quenching (moment t2), are considered

circuit shortcomings. Premature firing leads to a reduction in working stroke

duration and a decrease in saw amplitude (dotted curve in Figure IX.9b). Therefore,

the deionization process must cease ce-pletely still at the beginning of the working

stroke, wnile voltage uC has only risen slightly, i. e., condition t, 1, must

be satisfied. But, this constrains maximum saw frequency to values of 50-100
O~z.

Positive pulses suppl.d to thyratron grid across isolating circuit C1 R

are used for external generatL- synchronization to stabilize saw frequency. Sync.

pulse spacing must be somewhat lLss than the inherent oscillations of the circuit.

In this event, every pulse in the steady-state mode forcibly will ignite the thyratron

slightly before the capacitor voltage reaches value U • Values t., and U.,

will decrease accordingly.
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3. SAWTOOTH GENERATORS WITH CURRENT-STABILIZING TWO-TERMINAL NETWORKS

1. Sawtooth Voltage Linearization Principle Using Current-Stabilizing Two-Terminal
!etworks

Nonlinear resistance, whose magnitude changes in proportion to the voltage

applied to it, resulting in the force of the current passing across it remaining

constant (,, =W "nr), is referred to as a current-stabilizing two-terminal

network [one-port].*

Volt-ampere characteristic , of an ideal current-stabilizing two-terminal

netuork is depicted in Figure IX.lOa. We vill connect such a two-terminal network

Figure IX.lO. Ideal Current-Stabilizing Two-Terminal Network Volt-Ampere
Characteristic (a) and Its Connecting Circuit to a

Capacitor Charging Circuit (b).

to i capacitor charging network using the Figure IX.lOb circuit. Voltage applied

to Lie two-terminal network equals it.?-E,-ic and it decreases due to the voltage

u C rise as the capacitor charges. Hcvever, the current passing across the /372

two-terninal network and discharging the capacitor i,,..i1 a. remains contant.

Therefore, in accordznce with ratios (IX.16), voltage uC rises strictly by a linear

law. It is evident that if the current-stabilizing two-terminal network is connected

to the C3pacitor discharging network, ther the voltage in it will decrease also

by a strictly-linear law.

*Here and in future, we will use TT t6 designate current-stabilizing two-terrinal
network terminals.
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Naturally, the characteristics of actual current-stabilizing two-terminal

networks differ from those of an ideal network and their use makes it possible

to increase sawtooth voltage linearity only to a certain degree.

The pentode, whose volt-ampere (static plate) characteristic ia (ua )

is depicted in Figure IX.11 and, given clamped control and screen grid voltages,

t

£ .const*1It ,-n.tz _
I If -c,. t
1, KP UaO tia

Figure IX.ll. Pentode Volt-Ampere Characteristic.

plays the current-stabilizing two-terminal network TT role in tube circuits is

depicted in Figure IX.ll and has a virtually horizontal sector (see Chapter III,

§ 2, Figure 111.5). The voltage applied to it u,,-u 1 drops from certain initial

maximum value Uao during capacitor charging (discharging) across the pentode.

However, a3 long as it remains greater than critical plate voltage U.,,' , plate

current changes slightly ia = const. Given u-L',p , current stabilization is

disrupted since intense cathode current redistribution between ptate and screen

grid begins (current ia drops sharply, while current ig2 rises). Thus, pentode

voltage may range from U,.ac-U.conly to UL,=WX-U,, when working stroke linearity

rises. This constrains the maximum sawtooth voltage amplitude by magnitude

t ,, -do P. (IX.24)

Value U may be compared to plate supply source voltage and ccmprise /373ao

several hundred volts and pentode properties ( L',,, 
= 30 + 60 V) determine value

Three variations of pentode use as a current-stabilizing two-terminal network

arc possible in practical circuits. The two-terminal networks corresponding to
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= l'h. . . . : - Jop,,:9.

T T T

T T T

Figure IX.12. Pentode Current-Stabilizing Tvo-Terminal Network
Circuits (a), olt-Ampere Char3cteriutics (b), and Equivalent Circuits (c).

these variants fa), a simplified plot of Lheir volt-ampere characteristics (b),

and the equivalent circuits to which they will be reduced (c) ire depicted in

Figure IX.12.

Variant I. Clamped Crid Potential Pentode Figure IX.12a, I).

Broken line OASnay be used to approximate the pentode volt-ampere /374

characteristic where EgI = 3 and Eg2 = 'cnst (Figure IX.12b), Line I coinciding

with current-staoilizing sector .45, acturnjltes at the X-axis at angle A -rc*ZT

where P, -- pentode :nternal resistance to alternating current, and intersects

cc:re-t E' on this axis. Therefore, the sector 4tmay be written in the form

1,- Hence, the equivalent circuit for nonlinear two-terminal network
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TT where ua IU.,,, is represented in the form of sequential connection of linear

resistance R . and fictitious constant voltage source E', which maintains current
ia = i,, (Figure IX.12c, I).* The greater the value of Ri and E' (i. e., the

more horizontal sector 45), the higher the current-stabilizing action of the

pentode, given the assigned average current ia value. This is explained physically

by the fact that, when E' increases, the voltage ua change during the working

stroke exerts an ever decreasing influence on currenc magnitude. Ideal current

stabilization requires that E' = = , R i = = , i. e., sector .45 would be

horizontal (see FigA.re IX.lOa). Most pentodes have an E' value on the order of

several kilovolts, which significantly exceeds plate supply voltage: E' . E
a

It is easy to determine the parameters of sawtooth voltage obtained when
on

a capacitor charges across the pentode ifthe F iue IX.12c, I equivalent circuit
on Figure IX.l1 ,

replaces the two-terminal network TT. Then, considering that R.,='p RiC;

_AEPEa + El (we disregard value Ltc .., CEd1) in the case under examination,

based on (IX.8a, IX.12, and IX.13) we will get

2M == , -! .)%;: E E 3. ( IX. 25).1" 77; U" (E. - ' 3;. Ea .

Comparing these ratios with ratios (IX.18) for the case in which the capacitor

charges across resistance R and considering that E' A E a' we see that, in this

case, saw amplitude L', and the source voltage utilizntion factor are significantly

greater, given identical nonlinearity factor A. . Essentially, this linearization

method makes it possible to obtain I. ' % where . a = 0.5-0.8.

Variant II. Pentode enveloped by negative current feedback (Figure IX.12a,
[I).

N;egative feedback -. created due the voltage drop across pentode cathode

load mpedance R,:.- :9,- • As indicated in .i Ill.-, negative feecback

action increases two-terninal network resistance to alternating current and provides

additional pentode current stabilization. As a result, working stroke linearity

rises in comparision to the previous circuit. Here, however, negative bias /375

'Introduction of source E' ascribes to R. a sense of resistance to alternating
current.
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Ugl 40 reduces average pentode current value. Therefore, during identical time

.. , the capacitor will charge (discharge) to a lesser degree than in the previous

instance (where ug1 = 0), i. e., saw amplitude and source voltage utilization

factor will decrea-_..

Considering negative coupling action, in accordance with (111.74) two-terminal

network TT res-istance equals R,T,,R,-(1-p)R, , where /L -- pentode static gain

( g l 1). Therefore, line II in Figure IX.12b, coinciding with the current-

stabilizing sector of this tjo-terminal network's volt-ampere characteristic,

sl ,es at a lesser angle =arc tg , than line I (which also provides better

crrent stabilization) and passes under it (which corresponds to a lesser current

value).

The line II equation is written as i,--- " , hence the two-terminal network
A1 . ec h wotria ewr

equivalent circuit is represented in accordance with Figure IX.12c, II. Merging

the Figure IX.lOb two-terminal network circuit with this equivalent circuit and

considering that, in this case, % = 1:,., C= -r I -r j C. AEL, = -/

based on (IX.8a, IX.12, and IX.13), we will qet:

R, - , - E, :-"'  (IX.26)

Comparing these ratios with (IX.25), we see that, given the same magnitude

.', as was the case in the previous variant, the nonlinearity factor significantly

decreases; however, here, saw amplitude and source voltage utilization factor

'ecrease by the identical factor. Essentially, this linearization method makes

it possible to reduce value P, to tenths of a percent.

Variant II. Pentode enveloped by negative current feedback, with positive

constant bias in the control grid network (Figure IX.12a, III).

The current-stabilizing action of thiq two-terminal network is approximately

the t;ame as for two-terminal network II (also provided by negative feedback).

However, positive bias E g increases the pentodu rurrent direct component, thanks

to ,hj h the capacitor charges (discharges) to a great degree during the same

working stroke time. Therefoze, values L' and ga will rise while high linearity

is retained. Line J11 in Fi' .jre IX.12b, coinciding with the current-stabilizing
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sector of the volt-ampere ch.r3cteristic of this two-terminal network, is sloped

at the identical angle as was line II, 41= auZarctg R", I but it passes above

it, intersecting large segment E' +4 Eg1 on the X-axis.*

The line Il equation is r= , hence the equivalent two- /376

terminal network equation is in accordance with Figure IX.12c, III. Merging the

Figure IX.10b twjo-terminal network TT with this equivalent circuit and considering

that, in this instance, , = ap= R,1 C = [R, - I R,I C, E. =E,, - F - 11E, , :>E'>>E

based on (IX.8a, IX.12, and IX.13) we will get

C , E E7 : E ,
, " Fjr (IX.27)

Comparing these ratios with (IX.26), we see that, given the same magnitude

t, extant in the previous vari3nt, the same slight nonlinearity factor is retained.

However, saw amplitude and source voltage utilization factor increase significantly.

The results obtained for capacitor charging across the three current-stabilizing

two-terminal networks examined are compiled in Table 2, with expressions (IX.18)

initially introduced for comparison for a case in which a capa,'itor charges across

linear resistance R. Maximum nonlinearity values , (IX.14) also are presented

the re.

These results also are explai-.,d in Figure (IX.L3), where the approximate

*3hace of linearly-rising voltage is depicted for identical working stroke time

for all four instances CR = Ri is assumed for clarity).

All ratios remain in force for linearly-falling voltages shaped by /377

means of capacitor discharge. T;hre is 3 requir,:,nent only to replace plate iuppl'

source voltage Ea in the formulas for U, and in the nimerator of formulas for

*Under the influence of positive bias Egl, p/ate current rises in the same

-ianner as it would if plate voltage rose by magrn udeU Eg.
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Table 2

KEY "' ) Elemen 3c.s whic thr.-ctr,,res b Wee

15" -- , -=

a with the maxinum capacitor voltage at the beginning of the working stroke

,,. (often Uc,;,xc = E a).

Besides a pentode, a triode, whose internal resistance to direct current

i3 less than that of a pentode, may be used as a current-stjbiliz:.ng one-part

for ,:avtooth voltag e !"-nearIZation. Howevert since a triode volt.-ampere char-

acteriztic does not have 3 "horizontal" sector, in this c ? powerful negative
current F-v:~ack and postive olas in the grid netork (cariant Ib) are mandatory.
Here, ratios (B.20) determine atoth voltage parameterg if E' z 0 is placed /37

in them:

at

C, -E -

. L-etan thatg f a etdnermator , udth a Cur-ernt-Stoos'bz.no -._pntCde

fro lin!ary-rch v:ne ,oitae qnerator cir nc and the curves o teir input
(for cnt.fa c and psititey are ident:a ) and output \eltatoi are- aepicted

n FlrJure ;o.14. X..2 circuits opeiate in tae exteral ccntol .- . Tislac differ
from thdetriode exponntial "uwep eni tor F rv X.4) cnly in that a current
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Figure t(.l 3. Corparotive Shape of Lircarly-Rising Voltoge
For Cj-,w's Examined in ratIe 2.

Kv v a) -hir.,e throug;h two-terzindl net-aok !I!; t, charze t -rouzh
-.4 -ter:bIni net-,.ork I; c) cirge through two-termiil network II;

.;ailizing tjo-ter.;.nal netvork TT is connected in both circuits .npaeo

piate load i-nredance I. As a result, as was indicated above, output voltage

linearity is increased significintly. Triode L 1in both inutancos as usual functicns

ai- ,ajtcrh V- s ctoarf-inc tube; rapid c-ipacitcur C dischar' ;e occuM35 across it 'urinq

renrj tq befv-nn control pul-,s. P-ntode L, cnvelu.,>i'j by nerptj'.'e curr rt

feeback 'varijnt II in Figure 1X.12) is u-ed in the Figure Ili circuil't as

the zrrent-stabilizing tjo-teminal net-ic.k across -Jhich capac.or C charges

j;.iio control pulses are active. Ratios (!X~.26) de~er-iinc t output voltage

pajr-ter5 of this circuit. Pentode L.,, also envt op-d by nerative current feecta.:k

but jith additional pa~itiv.c bias Cg, in the control grid netjork ,,ariant III

in F.vulre IX.12), is ttsed in the Figur! IX.14b circuit as the cuzrent--tabilizing
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Fr !.14. C--rr-rt-Sttbilizing Pentode Linearly-P.L-zing V-1tage Generatjirs.

t ,) ~1 r.'r, j . 'K . -,:y13.,-u'cf, E ialso provid s screen grid potential. Circuit

Gut; It Oltatw iz; pic;,- -iff ..ft.;en penrioce cathoQde arnd "ground" rather tthen
~"~Cr-1~tQV Pore, ft diffors fizcm liren-rly-ris nq vo~tui u ~ -y alln~Iy
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.r ~ - -.r:tUn~~:r~ r the 1nzrt f-2tor d'2,croax;es. Rat -uu J\N. 27

t~~~ L, .i' e r 3 0Of th ' ir CU1t .
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EXERCISE IX.7

a) Explain vhy negative feedback action in the Figure IX.14a circuit leads

to uuLput voltage linearization.

b) How does connection of positive bias E to the control grid network /379

impact upon Figure IX.14b circuit output voltage parameters? (Page 499)

Independent voltage Eg, Eg2 sources need to De used in the Figure TX.14

circuits Lince, as a result of the increase in L2 cathode potential as the capacitor

* cHarers, not a single one of the poles of these sources has a clamped potential

and, consequently, cannot he connected to circuit chassis ("grounded"). The follcuir

circuit does not have this shortcoming.

3. !ineirly-Rising Voltage Generator with a Charged Capacitor as Positive /380
Ri-is Source

The generator circuit and curves of voltages explaininq its operation are

depicted in FiGure BX.15. Triode L, to vhose qrid negative control pulses are

suppZi-d, j3 usual plays the role of switch--discharging tube for capacitor C.

T:iode L.,, -.rveocd by .erjative current feedback with positive bias in the control

g. d, : the current-stabilizing tvo-teruii.l network TT across which capacitor

C ,:harq'";. W ts-;trce P. creates the npjative feedback, while capacitor C2 creates

pcstivc b .i. Tr,;uct L 'dill serve fo- capacitor C, replenishment during resting
-3t _i,'.,, ,¢ o .r, put pul es.

The -ircut :crntes as follouws. Triodes L. and L are unbianked during

-t s';, t'-,-'s h t.j~'un : ut cuises. Cipc.tor C discharges across triode L to

vulta.e L Urm Lx .:4*s jth ti1e con tant :.,p - .C-,. . Triode L1  positive

r . t; :nt.rraj :esi tance to direct current R ia, i. e., reduces

ue " /' . Ccto- C', is cnaiged by triode L3 currLnt to voltage

C: )2 :,i.cd 3 h a "plus" to tz:ide L2 grid. Ptentiomete, R. ay be

use'd to cntr-l _ . r.. .. t i -arniLud. ard, consequently, cltcig uC as well.

a3
TrodrI L, ;,nd, -r.ed~ate1 thereafter, trode L3 are blanked upon input pulse

* irr:'al 5nd cn iic.tor C chazres across current-stabilizing triode L2 . Simultaneousl,
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Figure IX.15. Linearly-Rising VoItage Generator Ojith Charged Capacitor
As Posit:ve Bias Scurce.

capacitor C.) divc'laru'2s acrusj re.i'st,?nce R, whose selected m~gntude i, /131

ac I n ly h rl fcntn o t Peba ntetid oto

22

TriudeacLc ahe pu' while c he ctore

iue L Iand L ar1 -Riing V taga when teratorWit care Capoctor

rapidly d.,char' chres acro triode L and capacitor C, recharges acrocs triode

L3 Output otage s pcked off cacicitor C and ratios (IX.27a) determine its

P;Ir-I r, . The circcuit a yit po sibe to obtain sawtoth voltrioe ith amplitude

1 0 22O V and ncn!ine~rity fn-ictc:' 3, 1-3%.
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The linearity of this voltage at the very onset of the working stroke

deteriorates because triode L3 blanks somewhat later than does triode L l* Actually,

a certain amount of time is required after triode L blanks for capacitor C voltage

to rise to that AU, magnitude at which triode L3 cathode potential will increase

enough for its blanking. it is evident that = E - , wher'e

1.. = - I ' ,. I

But, as long as triode L3 remains unblanked, C charging occurs not only by

triode L2 stabilizing current, but also by triode L3 current across resistance

R 2 ' alue UC will not exceed several volts, given a sufficiently high R2 magnitude.

EXURCISE IX.8

a) Draw and explain the approximate shape of distortions at the onset of

the working stroke arising due to nonsimultaneous triode L and L3 blanking.

b) How will output voltage parameters change, given an "upward" shift of

the Figure IX.5 potentiometor R, arm? (Page 500)

4. Linearly-Falling Voltage Generator witr, a Current-Stabilizing Pentode

The gonernor circuit and the curves of its input and output voltages are

depic. in Figure IX.16. The circuit operates in the external control mode and

shapes .he working stroke by means of capacitor discharge across a pentode (variant

I in Figure IX.12). IrIode LI, to whose input positive-polarity control pulses

are supplied, functions as the swltch. This triode unblanks when the control

pulse is active and capacitor C charges rapidly across it from voltage source

+E ihe capacitor chargc3 to voltage " since pentodea
L2 si:ultanevusly is unblanked here. But, pentude internal resistance to direct
current is much greater than that of the triode Rio2> Riol. Therefore, Ua2

. U 1 andl " a-

Triode L1 is blanked during rest :-g times since its cathode poterial /382

U6..-uc greatly exceeds grid potential where W,, = 0. Here, canacitor C is

discharged by virtaally ccnstant current across pentode L2 . Voltage uC is reduced

virtuetly by a linear law during the discharge process to value U c,.. which
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Figure IX.16. Linearly-Falling Voltage Generator With Current-, .-jilizing Pentode.

is attained by the time the subsequent control pulse begins. The action of the

subsequent pulse cauzes the process to repeat.

Pentode current, i. e., the rate of capacitor C discharge, is controlled

by variable resistance R, which supplies the magnitude of negat ve bias to the

pentode control grid. Given the assigned working stroke duration ilk=t=), this

makes it pc=t.ible to change the U'c . value and, consequently, cavtooth '.Oltage

amplituCe U , Valuje L'c.m decreases when negative bias decreases (when the

R., ar-,s ,; vnifted "upjars"). Hovover, there is a requirement to satisfy condition

t'c wa,> V' v in order that capac~tor discharging current stabilization at the

end of the working stro;=e is not disrupted. Here, triode L 1 also is maintained

in the blanked state until the end of the working stroke since UC...> E, I!*

*Dynanic bias 3rising in the triode L, grid when posi:tive control pulses pass

across capacitor C l fcilitate L I blanking (see Chapter 11, §5).
464
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Pulses of significant amplitude L,,ZbUC.ACare required f~r circuit control.

Actually, there is a requirement that UmI-Uc,= jc>Ee in order for triodeL

to be unblanked during the ertire control pulse duration. Otherwise, the triode

vill blank before the control pulse ceases due to the cathode potential increase,

which leads to a reduction in value UcM..Cand amplitude U.,. Ratios (IX.25)

determine circuit output voltage parumeters and, in practice, one may obtain

I= .6-0.3. Resistance R, may be connected to the pentode cathode

netvork to increase linearity. In this event, capacitor discharge during the

working stroke is more constant, but by less current (variant II in Figure IX.12),

resulting in the fact that, in accordance with (IX.26), value at i. e.,

linearly-falling voltage amplitude, will decrease along with th .,, decrease.

EXERCISE IX.9

Draw the approximate shape of the Figure IX.16 circuit output voltage if

L .... < U.. . (Page 500)

4 4. SAWTCOTH GENEPATOR WITH CO.PENSATING POSITIVE VOLTAGE FEEDBACK

1. Savtooth Voltage Linearization Principle Using Positive Feedback

Charging current equals E= " as a capacitor charges from source E

across a resistance and it decreases due to the rise in voltage uc, which opposes

source voltage E. The nonlinearity cf the voltage uC rise lav (see Exercise IX.2)

13 a result of the current decrease.

The essence of this lineariz3tion method is that voltage uC aution is ne'itralized

by -oecial compens;ation voltaie ;e, , Jhich will be introduced into the charging

nt,t-ork thvou,;h tne positive feectack loop. Ccroensatixn voltage must equal volt3ae

Uc but act opposite in phase vith it: u,---uc Here, capacitor charging current

turns out to be constant

Z -- . co St (IX.23)

Onc should undersLanrd wC and u. as being variable components (increments)

of thece voltages.
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and, in accordance with (IX.16), capacitor voltage will rise by a linear law.

We will assume that one of the capacitor plates is "grounded" (has chassis

clamped potential). Then the capacitor charging circuit during the working stroke

(aa

tr

a + i .s ) Cd ..)

Figure IX.17. For Compensating Positive Voltage Feedback Use.

is depicted as snown in Figure IX.17a. Car.acitor voltage itself, which across

an amplifier with gain K = I will be int:oduced in reverse into the charging network,

is used as compensation voltage. It is evident frum Figure IX.17a that only points

ijk %ay be amplifier input terminals, while points ak may be output terminals.

Trerefore, the amplifier connection circuit corresponds to Figure IX.17b. Point

a potential also .rkast rise if point g potential rises. Consequently, the amplifier

mu.At not invert the input voltage phase (K = +1). In addition, it must have high

input resistance so as not to shunt c3pacitor C and slight output resistance /384

so that a low-:esistance load may be connected. A cathode follower satisfies

these requirements (sp. Chapter III, § 4).

* IFeedback active in the circuit is positive since the point g potential rise

across the amplifier, source E, and resistance R again is transmitted to the "upper"

capacitor plate (at amplifier input).

The equivalent circuit for the Figure IX.17c variable components, where KuC

-- amplifier output voltage and R.w, -- its output resistance, corresponds to
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the Figure IX.17b circuit. Considering that R..,<CR , for this circuit we

will get

ic = -u+~ R- ZZ , r' --8 A

hence

_E 1-K' d
UC c --- dt T- t -Rd. _or _+ U 0.

The solution of the last equation (given zero inicial conditions) is

U, EX - . (1X.29)

The Figure IX.l7d equivalent circuit corresponds to expression (IX.29), from

which it fcllows that the examined linearization method is equivalent to an increase,

by a factor of I---" , both of source voltage, i. e., extant charging voltage

drop, and of charging resistance, i. e., of the charging time constant. /385

Therefore, equivalent charging network parameters (see Figure IX.2) will equal

.A , R 1-'C7 ; R.= --F - ; ,< :, R C = (IX.30)

Considering (IX.30), based on (IX.8a, IX.12, IX.13, and IX.14) we will gEt

J. *--K);U.= E I'.; * T . I - K 'IX.31)

It follows from these expressions that the closer the amplifier gain is to

unit'.' 'where K = 1, 3, 0), the greater the resultant sawtooth voltage linearity.

Given the aosigned nonlinearity factor value .3. = const, rautooth voltage amplitude

U., and source voltage utilization factor a rises by a factor of TA. cmoarMd

to a linear R-C integratcr (we will recall that they may not exceed values

wave E 1) . Essentially, the result is 2 7 23% where
"=0.6-0.8 for a cathNode follower with K :0.95-0.98.a
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EXERCISE IX.lO

a) Using the Figure IX.17b circuit, explain wiy capacitor charging current

remains constant.

b) Plot on one graph the capacitor voltage curves when the capacitor charges

across a resistance and based on the Figure IX.17b circuit, given identical C

and R values. Assume K = 0.8 for ease in plotting. (Page 501)

Practical realization of the Figure IX.17b capacitor charging circuit during

the working stroke is complicated because the charging voltage E source turns

out to be insulated from "ground" (not one of its terminals has chassis potential).

This rules out direct use of plate voltage source E as the source. Therefore,a

a capacitor of large capacitance, preliminarily CiJuring tive t2) charged to voltage

7a' plays the role of source E during the working stroke shaping process in practical

positive-feedback GPN circuits.

2. Linearly-Rising Loltaqe Generator with a Capacitor as Charging Voltage So, rce

The generator circuit and the curves of the voltages at its characteristic

points are depicted in Figure IX.18. The generator operates in the external

control mode. Linearly-rising voltage is shaped in capacitor C, while capacitor
C, plays the role of charging voltage source (C2 NC). Triode LI is the svitching

element -nd neatve-polar:ty control pulses blanking it kuring working /386

stroke period [,-t. are supplied to its input. A cathode follower is assembled

on triode L2 and positive feedback is accomplished across it, linearizing the

vorking stroke, while circuit output voltage is picked off it. Capacitor C2 recharges

across diode D during resting times. The circuit operates as follows.

Initial state. Tubes LI, L2 and diode D are unblanked prior to control puis

arrival. Capacitor C discharges across triode L1 to mininum voltage

Sa u a. I" = a, R10 , where P I Rio -- diode D and triode Lit

respectively, internal resistance to direc" current. Since R',,!- , (triode

L1 positive grid insures that Rio, is very . .ight), voltage Uc.,, concrses cnly

several volts. Capacitor C2 is charged from voltage source Ea across diode D
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Figure IX.18. Linearly-Rising Voltage Generator 1With A
Capacitor Ai Charging Voltage Scurce.

ind res _L-ncc P, to r-d3ximum %oltage almost equalling Ea
, - . - - -- , Ii, 2E o u .7 <E ). Circuit output voltage is minimum

2 since munnmu- voltaqe L'CWi., is applied to cathode follower input.
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Operating stage. A control pulse blanks triode L at moment t In /387

this connection, capacitor C begins to charge from source Ea along network +Eat

diode D, R, C, -Ea (chassis). The voltage uC increase (of point S potential)

is transmitted across the cathode follower to point B ind leads to a rise in

point A potential since ut=un-ur:, and, as long as the diode is unblank-d, voltage

uC2 =const. As a result, diode cathode potential uA will exceed value Ea (theta

potential c'- its plate). At moment tl, when this excess will equal diode cutoff

voltage E. see Figure 111.2), the diode blanks and cuts source E off from capacitora

C. From this moment on, capacitor C continues to charge only from capacitor C2

along network C2, R, C,RP..,., C2 , where R,,1 2-- cathode follower output resistance.

Since C2 ---1C, voltage uC2 during the capacitor C charging process decreases by

sight rragnitude AU C2. The increments of point 5 potentials will be identical:

-.Au; -'. n=-u, if one considers that UC' = const during working stroke time,

ruile cathode follower gain K = 1. Therefore, the dirference in potentials is

U A.-,uR i,,rR-cont , i. e., capacitor C is charged by constant current i,=const

As a result, voltages uC and u... rise by a linear l3w. Condition -:,Rf:>!,

must be satisfied in order that this law be retained further during the entire

working stroke *,:,'. . In actuality, the capacitor charging procEss will continue

until the end of the working stroke if capacitor C during ti;:e tI. does not succeed

in charging to "source" voltage, i. e., if :cv, <,--. But, since thte rate

of voltage uC rise, in accordance with (IX.15) and +IX.30), equals V E-, - const,

then uc t and c -t, < E. , hence t. < RC

Significant nonlinearity arises only in the beginning of the working stroke

at interval It z t1-tl, given that this condition is satisfied. Actually, diode

D still is unblbnked during this intetval and shunts resistance Rk . But, in

accordance with kII1.68), cathode follower gain turns out to be significantly

less than unity, i. e., + <---s, given slight equivalent resistance in the

cathode network. As a result, first, the rate of output voltage rise turns out

to be much less than the rate of voltage u. rise r.d, second, current i .,
L

stabilization is insufficient , 4-onst ) due to positive feedback weakening

when K < I and voltages ur and u.,, are not linearized. A diode with che lowest

possible iaiue E,, must be used to decrease the initial nonlinear sector.

Recoverv. Ac trie moment the control pulse ceases t2 , triode 1. unblanks

and capacitor C rapidly discharges across it to initial voltage l ..... . Here,
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the potentials of points B(u),B(: ,t~z), and A :apidly decrease by the law of

exponents. Diode D unblanks at the end of this process, at moment t , when /388

potential uA drops virtually to its initial value (it will become equal to E

+ F., ). Capacitor C2 is replet~iithe, after this along network +C a' diode D,

C., A', -E (chassis) to initial voltage L'-:,,EE • Thus, capacitor C,

replenishment beqins after capacitor C discharging essenttally ends. In the main,

the time of capacito," C, replenishment across the diode determines circuit recovery

time since "! ,( a- R....) :

-, = 3-:18P

Sufficiently-large resistanco Rk is selected to increase cathode follower

gain. Therefore, the triode L2 operating point following capacitor C discharge

is established at the initial nonlinear sector of this triode's characteLstic

close to blanking voltage (see Figure 111.23 and Exercise 1I.9). This leads

to onset of additional nonlinear distortions at the beginning of the working stroke.

In addition, at moment t3, when diode D unblanks, initial capacitor C replenishment

current, passing across resistance Rh, will increase L2 cathode potential by

magnitude A I.Ur.-E. -U,. Triode L will blank if the ma-,iitude of this

,t,-p .,? -dO aiue -- In this cise, right up until it unblanks, resistance

P, vil enter the C. charging circuit instead of cathode follover output

resistance . , resulting in a rise in circuit recovery time. This can

lead to capacit.or C, not succeeding in being replenished fully during the resting

ti.me between ccntrol pulses, given a slight control pulse duty ratio. A voltage

'V ,,,?crem e lads to reduction in the rate of output voltaqe rise during the

vorking st.-oxe and, consequently, that of saw amplitude as well. The "lover"
end of resistance Ph often is connected to the negative voltage :our-e E,-0

szee the next circuit in Figure IX.19) rather than to chassis in order to eliminate

're-e unde;irable phenunena. Since this is equivalcnt to :up!yng pcsitive bias
r. "a cathode f AXcer grid, then its :pert'ng point in the inlt-al -o.e*i 7hift3

to the linear s'ctor of the characteristic, the initial alue of its current rises,

and triode L2 does not blank at oment t .

Ratios (IX.31) determine circuit output voltage parasters. Hcve er, the

resultant nonlinearity factor is greater than value n - " mainl berause
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"aource" \olt3ge uC2 during a forvard stroke decreases somevhat. Realistically,

va!lu,- .3. is at least 0.5%.

EXERCISE IX.ll /389

Hov vill the output voltage parameters of the examined circuit

.... I , 3- :., change when resistance R increases? Draw the output voltage curve

4nen tnis resistance increases by a factor of 2. (Page 501)

3. Linearly-Rising Voltage Generator Circuit Variant With Improved Linearity

A variant of the previous CPN circuit with additional output voltage nonlinearity

co.cn-at-.un and voltage curves at characteristic points are depicted in Figure

01
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IX.19. The circuit differs from its predecessor (Figure IX.18) in that /390

charginq capacito. is replaced by two series-connected capacitors C' and C":

Part of the output voltage . R is suppi ed across

resistance R, to cap;ac-tor C" u th resistance /h , jh-ch is included in the cathode

follower loa :Y, =l', -R

We will assume that voltage ue during the working troke ri. by a strictly

linear law. Then, voltage u, =A'L,. , where K -- prcportiona; fac:r, will

rise by the identical law. This voltage is applied to integrator " .ut.

.ne may consider, if the time constant of this network s zufficiently great:

- / Ct, , that, under the stimulus of voltage u_ , its output voltage

'jill rise in procortian to the integral of the input 'oltage:

K(.,,:d - (',.,:" , i. e., b. the square lau.

Actwily, capacitor C" also is charged by capacitor C2 discharging current,

vhile if the integrator was .3osent (R, = C0 ), the voltage uC would rise by an

exponential curve with a decrea3ing rate while this current is flowing. It is

ct s;bie to select the ratios among circuit parameters (C. C. R,, so that,

is 'i -- .ult of the total char-ing of czaacitoi: C" uncer the influence of olta "s

:1. inJ u,-, the .z/msre rebatlsnzhip wculd predominate all the :sa-e over the

!xpznentala and resultant '.oltage uC vill increase at an increasiny rate (Figure

..!,. 'ata"e k:r, juct as previously, rises under the irflucnce of volta:;e

ICi by -i ',i of e'..?onents kf~L.ure IX.l9d). Therefore, total Loltage u u

u C and, c n'..qzItly, circuit output .. age as Jell, are lin:jrized -; nificantlyL
Fi gure IX.19e). T circuit it pocsible to reduce vaL)e % .o 3.1%.

' " 1 . n .niv.daali> wze: -j . ml mc -" ,

0) ',;,at ;i t ,". jr~ c_ of .c.."" dis .Page 5&2. .,
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5. SAWTOOTH GE',ERATURS WITH COMPE SATI\G NEGATIVE VOLTAGE FEEDPACK

I. Sawtooth Voltage Linearization Principle Using %,egative Feedback

This metiod _t .jtcotlh voltage linearization bascally i. Similar to the

previou , -.uthod: capacitor charging current -- , t . biliz ,d

wih the aid of comperisation voltage equal to capcitor volta:ge U,, but actirg

c"-pozite in .:se Lo it - resulting, in accordance with (IX.16, ,in

capacitor voltae rising by a linear law. The difference is that compensation

voltage will be introJuced into the capacitor Lharging network via the negative

feedbjck netjork. HPre, if previously the potential of one capacitor plate is

cia,- ed at the "grouna" potential level ,,hen positive feedback is used ceFiure

&t

{t r__N

C "C
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,' .f c ;
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1 , -  - -  -... ir '- I L . I
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' :n the prev, u3 Ibeit
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An amplifier connection circuit corresponding to those conditions is /392

depicted in Figure IX.20b. Voltage uC rises and voltage um, decreases by a linear

law during the capacitor charging prcicess when compensation condition u,,--u,

is satsified. The linearity of this voltage will deteriorate if sautoot:. voltage

is picked off the capacitor due to load impedance stunting the capacitor. Therefure,

sawtooth voltage is picked off amplifier output 4..-u and falls linearly.

We will explain which requirements the amplifier must satisfy. An increase

during the capacitor charging process of the potential of point g in Figure IX.20a

must be compensated for by an identical decrease in point a potential in oider

to stabilize charging current. In this event, the difference in potentials is

*'.a=ConI., while since :J,=L-R, then i 3 = const. (on the contrary, point

a potential in Figure IX.17a must rise). Cor equently, the amplifier must invert

the input voltage phase, i. e., must have negative gain K. The feedback extant

in the circuit is negatLve since the rise in point g potential elicits a decrease

greater by 3 factor of 1K I in point a potential, which is transmitted in reverse
across Ihe capacitor to amplifier input.

But, what must the magnitude of amplifier gain !K;=:-. be? Amplifier

input voltage increments must be infinitely small: %Ugh- 2,ur+Au,,-O when

_u..-AUC -Output voltage increments Au,,,- _1utIu,, must b_ finite. 2ut,

this is only possible, given infinitely great gain magnitude !K l----i '

Thus, an amplifier .ith gain K = -cc is required for an ideal linearly-falling

voltage.

GPN circuits converted to an equivalent circuit shown in Figure IX.20b are

referred to as electronic integrators. Actual amplifiers used in similar circuits

have finite gain, with one striving to obtain the highest possible value JK I > I.

Several ampliflying triode or pentode stages with plate loads often are used for

this. The number of stages must be odd (one such stage may be used in the simplest

case) in order to obtain overall negative gain since each such stage inverts the

phase of its input voltage.

We will assume that the Figure IX.20b amplifier output voltage equals infinity

(the amplfier operates without grid currents) R.,.oo; i,-O in order to find the
final K

law of circuit output voltage change Then, currents flowing across resistance
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R and across capacitor C must equal iR = iC. But, from Kirchhoff's second /393

law for the input loop encompassing source E, resistance R, and points g, k we

have E-UR+U.-iHR.. 1 I hence IR - For the loop encompassing

points k, g, capacitor C, points a, k we have uc-u,-u.bz, hence
du

i.r , c ,d -u U" . Equating resultant expressions for currents iR and

iCt we will get -i - or, considering that , we

*' d( UUAwill get Q A:-C _, ,hence

.RCK - I - - E. or_. _ AE ,,,Solution::., [CI - I-7- -- E, o',U A ' - Ii "u A I,

of this equation for zero initial conditions takes the form

U.11"S=UC --K,6 [I-e - W '] (IX.32)

The Figure IX.20c equivalent circuit corresponds to expression (IX.32).

Thus, this method of sawtooth voltage linearization is equivalent tc an

increase by a factor of IKI in extant charging voltage drop (given a ;imultaneous
change in its polarity) and an increase by a factor of K + 1 in the equivalent

charging network time constant:

AE, - E, .- KE; ,.RC(.k + 1). (IX.33)

In accordance with this, based on Figure IX.ZOd the integrator may be representEd

also in the form of a series-cornected R-C integrator with equivalent time constant

RC(l + K) and an inertia-free sign inverter with high negative gain.

Based on (!X.Ba, IX.12, IX.13, and IX.14) and considering (IX.33) for the

given sawtooth voltage linearization method we will get

A, 3 (IX.34)

It follows from these expressior.a that the greater the amplifier gain magnitudt

(for an ideal integrator where K = -0 , . - 0), the greater the sajtooth voltage

linearity. Given assigned nonlinearity factor value . const, sawtooth voltage
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amplitude I., and source voltage utilization factor rise by a factor of K

compared to a conventional R-C integrator.

Essentially, a X, value on the order of tenths or hundredths of a /394

percent is possible if amplifier gain comprises several nundred percent.

EXEZISE IX.13

a) Explain why Figure IX.20b circuit capacitor charging current is kept

almost constant when there is a finite, but sufficiently high, negative K.

b) Plot the following voltage curves on one graph: u r -- capacitor voltage

when it ch-arges across a resistance, u,. -- at amplifier input. and a.....-- t

amplifier output for capacitor charging in the integrator circ.iL WFigure IX.2Ob),

given identical C and R values. What determines the rate of change at the beginning

of the working stroke and linearity for each of these voltages? For plotting

convenience, assume that K = K + I = -10.

c) What must the K value be in a circuit using compFisating negative feedback

(Figure IX.20b) in order to obtain, all other things being equal, that degree

of savtooth voltage linearity round in a circuit using compensating positive feedback

(Figure IX.17b) where K = 0.95? (Page 502)

As follows from Figure IX.20a, b, and d, there is no requirement to use an

independent (insulated from ground) charging voltage source E when using negative

feedback GPN since the negative terminal of this source is "grounded." Therefore,

realization of such GPN essentially is simpler than positive feedback GPN. As

a rule, amplifier plate voltage source Ea, whose "minus" as usual is "grounded,"

is used as source E.

There is a multitude of various practical negative feedback GPN circuits

(in particular, widely-used nhantastron circuits, which will be examined below,

fall into this category). The basic characteristic features of these circuits

are presence of an inverting amplifier with high gain (usually a pent: Je) and

integrating eler onts: resistance R in the amplifier input n-twork and negative

feedback capacitor C ccnnecting amplifier output (directly or via a cathode follower)
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vith its input. Here, any GPN circuit operating 3n this peinciple may be converted

to the Figure IX.20b equivalent integrator circuit for the operating stage (the

perioa when the output voltage working stroke is shaped), while ratios (IX.34)

determine its output voltage parameters.

2. Externally-Controlled Pentode Linearly-Failing Voltage Generator

The generator circuit and the curves of the voltages at its characteristic

points are depicted in Figure IX.21. An amplifier with plate load R and large

~ % c) o ;
L. -_

t

Figure iX.21. Pentode Linearly-Falling Voltage Generator
in the External Control ;lode.

gain IKI -SRa> I is assemibled on pentode L1. A pentode screen grid controls

the circuit: positive-polarity control pulses (Figure IX.21b) are supplied /395
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across transient network C1 R to this grid. Diode D, which is a control pulse

zero upper clamp, is connected at the output of this network. Circuit output

voltage is picked off pentode plate load impedance R a
a

EXERCISE IX.14

Compare the Figure IX.20b and IX.21 circuits. In the latter, find integrating

network elements, trace the feedback network, and indicate that the feedback is

negative. What voltage in this circuit is integrated to obtain the output voltage

working stroke? (Page 504)

Input pulse amplitude must exceed pentode blanking voltage for circuit control,

i. e., based on plate current U'1>4E. . Voltage ug3 essentially equals zero

as a result of diode D clamping action while the pulses are active, this voltage

is negative during resting times due to dynamic bias in capacitor C1 , and it equals

pulse amplitude (IX.21c). Therefore, the pentode is unblanked while the pulses

are active and is blanked with respect to plate current during resting times.

Constant negative bias E go3 is supplied to the suppressor grid if dynamic

bias does not provide for pentode blanking with respect to suppressor grid /396

during resting times (given a high pulse duty ratio, for example).

The circuit operates in the following way.

Initial equilibrium state (t 4 t1). The pentode is blanked with re' -ect

to plate current in the initial state by negative suppressor grid voltat

Ugo3ZEgo3 and i a  0 0. Capacitor recharging voltage also is absent (iC = 0)

since capacitor C voltage does not change in the equilibrium state. Therefore,

current tRa = i a + C = 0 does not flow across plate load impedance Ra, there

is no voltage drop across this resistance, and plate voltage equals source voltage

Uao = Ea - aRa'a = Ea . The control grid is connected across resistance R to bus

+E . Therefore, the pentode is unblanked with respect to cithode current, which,a

where i a = 0, comprises control and screen grid curre.ts: I=' + i

Resistance R usually is on the order of unities of megohms (R> R 9 Therefore,

screen grid current prevails: ig2*igI and g, ; ig 2 .

Control grid current flows along the network +Ea, resistance R, control
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grid--cathode path, chassis (-E a). Essentially, the entire voltage drop in this
network occurs at large resistance R (R 5 r,) and control grid potential only

slightly exceeds cathode potential U glo* .*

Screen grid current flows aiong network +E a' resistance Rg92 screen grid--cathode

path, chassis (-E a). Here, the positive screen grid potential relative to cathode

Uq2 = E a -_ IRg 2  0 turns out trc be slight and usually comprises 30--50 V due
to the significant voltage drop a,-'ross resistance Rg2 ' Capacitor C is charged

to initial voltage equalling the potential difference between pentade plate and

cuntrol grid: UCo = U - Uglo Ea with a "plus" to plate.

Operating stage (t 1 t / t2). The circuit is triggered at moment tI during

control pulse porch action. The pentode unblanks with respect to plate current

at that moment. Positive plate current step +AIal causes a negative plate voltage

step by magnitude -AUal = -lRa . This step completely is transmitted acruss

feedback capacitor C to the pentode contrc! r.Yd: -AUgli = -AUal. However, the

control grid potential reduction constrains the plate current rise, i. e., a plate

voltage decrease. Therefore, positive feedback action at moment tI will lead

to a reduction in the magnitude of the negative step of voltages ua and u, which

may not exceed ctoff voltage Ego "

i= L,, <IE, I. (IX.35)

Actually, if AUgl -IEg91 , then the peritode would be blanked with respect

to control grid, which, however, cannot be since the reason for its blanking is

absent here: Al al 0 0, AUal = AUgjl = 0. Thus, voltage ugI will become negative,

but will not reach cutoff voltage, immediately after the circuit is triggered.

It may be demonstrated (see Exercise IX.15) that, given sufficiently-high

resistance R and Ra values,

-(IXa.3a)

CGrid clamping (voltage E a const in this case), already familiar to us, ocLu
in the control grid network.a
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Where Ugl 0, control grid current ceases (igl = 0). Therefore, pentode cathode

current following triggering will comprise plate current and screen grid current

Cathode current at the moment of triggering decreases with a jump due to

the reduction in control grid potential. Plate current rises (appears) uith a

jump simultaneously at the moment of triggering. Both causes stipulate a spasmodic

screen grid current decrease, which symbolically may be written 1,4 -,'- tr,, .

As a result, screen grid voltage rises with a jt.np by magnitude AUg 2j = AIg2lRg 2 .

A quasistable state is established in '.he circuit while the control pulsc

is active following triggering, during the process of which linearly-falling voltage

also is shaped at output. Here, the following processes transpire. Control grid

potential (capacitor C left plate) will strive to rise since control grid current

ceased. This leads to a rise in cathode and plate currents, i. e., to a reduction

in plate potential (capacitor C rignt plate). As a result, immediately following

triggering, the capacitor C recharging process begins across the pentode along

network +a , resistance R, capacitor C, pentode plate--cathode, chassis (-E a).

Here, negative control grid potential is maintained by recharging current ic since

af,=. - ic (IX.36)

Ohm's law determines the initial value of this current if one considers the potential

difference at the ends of resistance R, which arises immediately following triggering:

E .+AVCr, E, + U,, E, +IEemI (IX.37)
= R - vR

capacitor C

If there is no negative feedback, then current 'C during the~recharging process

,jill decrease from initial value IC by an exponential curve with time constant

C(R + Ri)-CR(R>Ri). However, negative feedback constrains the current

' decrease. Aztually, the decrease in this current leads, in accordance with

(IX.36), to a voltage Ug1 increase and, consequently, to a cathode and plate current

rise, i. e., to a plate voltage drop. But, the voltage ua decrease across /398

capacitor C is transmitted to the control grid, constraining the voltage increase

in it, i. e., ;, -rent iC decrease. As a result, the decrease in this current

is delayed to a greater degree, the greater the pentode gain K U2
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Symbolically, negative feedback action during a working stroke may be represented

in the following way:

----------------------------- 1

* C. .. * (IX.38)" 4 e u e " - " * a t e - , d * d i~e  - -A I ,

It was demonstrated above that recharging current iC stabilization by negative

feedback leads to an increase in the capacitor C recharging time constant by a

factor of K + 1. "herefore, voltage Ug1 rises now by an exponential curve with

equivalent time constant ':. = RC(K+I) = -- RC, i.e., significantly more slowly.

Voltage u g rises slightly and virtjally linearly during the time of the working

stroke if feedback action continues during the entire working stroke and condition

t, t,.< ,  is satisfied. Plate voltage, changing opposite in phase to grid voltage,

also drops by an almost linear law corresponding to the initial sector of the

exponential curve with identical time constant -. . However, the rate of this

voltage's decrease and, consequently, the bounds of its change as well during

the working stroke, is greater than voltage ugl by a factor of K. Essentially,

when the K value is large enough, voltage ugj during the working stroke succeeds

in rising only by fractions of volts, while plate voltage drops by hundreds of

volts.

The slow rise in control grid voltage elicits an also slow (due to the cathode

current rise) screen grid current io2 rise. Therefore, screen grid voltage Ug2

decreases sumewhaL ',.ng the aozk!,, stroke.

The working stroke shaping process is explained additionally in Figure IX.22,

wnere the pentode dynamic characteristic and the plate voltage curve obtained

from it are plotted. (The latter does not differ from the Figure IX.21d curve,

but is turned 900 relative to it to obtain clear coupling with the dynamic

characteristic). A f3mily of pentode static characteristics for the corresponding

operating stages of potentials ug2  const; ug3 = const and the ranging values

u I Z 0 during the working stroke is used to plot the dynamic characteristic.

The special features of plotting a dynamic characterist'r 41 this case are stipulated
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Figure IX.22. For Shaoing the Output Voltage Working
Stroke. (a) -- Criticality line.

because both plate load current Raas well as capacitor recharging current C
flow. across the pentode in the operating stage:

in. o' + ic,

Therefore', load line .15 , which reflects the relationship of plate load current

EI.'' only to plate voltage, is plotted initially. This line is sloped

to the X-axis at angle x -arc tg ,R, and intersects at the axes of segment U,-

El (11 - 0 and E (it= . Recharg~ing current iC during the working stroke

may be considered constant and sequal to its initiel value (IX .37) iC= I C, Then

the relationship of overall plate curzent to plate voltage wjill be reflected by

line sr parallel to line .45 , but raised above the latter by magnitude I C,
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Plate voltage corresponds to point A in the initial state (prior to triggering):

Jao E since the pentode is blanked with respect to plate current. The point

representing circuit state at the moment of triggering (tI) shifts with a jump

from point A to point B. failing at the intersection of line Bfand the static

characteristic of initial value ugi = -AUgll received with a jump. Plate voltage

is reduced with a jump by magnitude AUal = AUgll accordingly. /400

Next, the depicted point gradually shifts to the left along line Bf during

the capacitor C recharging process due to the voltage u g rise. Here, plate current

rises and plate voltage drops by a linear law as a result of negative feedback

action described above. However, this process may be continued until such time

as the depicted point coincides with point rf'. falling on the criticality line,

i. e., until control grid voltage exceeds value . Dynamic saturation arrives

when there is a further voltage u g rise: plate current no longer rises (pentode

gain drops to zero) and plate voltage is clamped at minimum level U r.

Consequently, the latter must end before plate voltage drops to value U.,, in

order for plate voltage linearity to be retained until the end of the working

stroke (the Figure IX.22 ,orking stroke ends at moment t2, with representative

point r corresponcing to tnis in the characteristic).*

The rate of plate voltage decrease in the linear sector, based on (IX.15)

and considerinq (IX.33) (if the magnitude of the AUa jump is disregarded) equals

V-. (IX.39)

Hence, resultant saw amplitude equals

E (IX.40)

It is evident from Figure IX.22 that the maximum possible saw amplitude results

jhen the working stroke ends at moment t2 (to which representative Point r'

corresponds) equals

UA ,1 ,=E. - lU 1 -up. (IX.41)

*We will recall t at control pulse duration 1,-1, determines working stroke
duration in the circuit.
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Given large resistance, R, A _I 4 ,p<EJ; , t . . Therefore,

resultant plate voltage utilization factor " .. c is close to unity

(essentially, . 0.8-0.9, given . values on the order uf tenths of a percent).

Maximum working stroke duration corresponds to value , and, in accordance

with (IX.40), this duration equals

. mak .t, =L -- . RC (IX.42)
Ea

Recovery. We will return to Figure IX.21. The control pulse ceases /401

at moment t2 and the pentode is blanked with respect to the suppressor grid.

Capacitor C, discharged by the end of the working stroke to voltage Ucw'=U,,,I,

must be charged to initial voltage Ucc = Ea in connection with the increase in

plate potential when the plate current ceases. The t.me for charging this capacito.

also determines -:ircuit recovery time.

Capacitor C at the recovery stage is charged by control grid current along

network +E a, resistance R a, capacitor C, control grid--cathode path, -Ea (chassis).

The network time constant equals

1:,, =9 C (R. + %,} CR,, ( IX.43)

At moment t2 due to the voltage drop created by initial charging current

in resistance rk,, control grid and plate potentials rise with a jump by magnitude

U 2---- U. .- C,, ..R r ,,* (IX.44)

Then, because charging current decreases by the law of exponents, control

grid potential will drop Dy an exponential cuive to initial value U glo0, while

plate voltage rises by an exponential curve to source voltage Ea -

The charging time cons"ant (IX.43) determines circuit recovery time and Pouals

3RC (IX.45)

The control grid only controls screen grid current ig2 after the pentode

blanks with respect co plate current. Since screen grid potential changes opposite
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in ph3se with t!us current (ug2 = Ea - ig2Rg2) , then an exponential current ig2

bump and negative exponential voltage Ug2 excursion arise at moment t2. The duration

of this excursion also corresponds to recovery time t,. The circuit will remain

in the initial state following recovery until arrival of the subsequent control

pulse.

Basic circuit parameter selection. Pentode LI must have high plate-grid

transconductance S in order to have high gain. It is desirable to have a low

blanking voltage in the third grid in order to decrease control pulse amplitude.

The pentode is blanked with respect to plate current during switching pulse resti-g

times and significant plate current virtually totally (less slight control grid

current) flows across the screen grid, causing it to heat up. Therefcre, saft

power dissipation with respect to the screen grid must be as great as possible.*

In practice, 6Zh2?, 6Zh5P, and 6Zh4 pentodes usually are used in this type /402

of GPN circuit. Large Ra resistance must be selected in crder to obtairi high

gain. However, an extraordinary R increase still does not lead to a rise ina
K due to the decrease in plate current transconduntance. In addition, the resistance

Ra magnitude, in accordance with (IX.45), impacts upon circuit recovery time.

Essentially, resistance R ranges from 0.2-I megor.m. Capacitor C and resistancea
R are integrator elements, whose time constant RC must be as high as possible

to obtain 3utput voltage linearity. However, an increase in this time constant

leads, in accordance with (IX.39) and (IX.40), to a decrea..ie in the rate of output

voltage change and of its amplitude. This circumstance also is decisive for selection

of the magnitude of the RC product.

In accordance with (IX.45), capacitance C must be minimal to reduce recovery

time. Here, however, it significantly must exceed circuit stray output capacitance

, having a magnitude of IU-15 pF.

Given the selected capacitance C magnitude, the requisite RC value is insured

by t:1e resistance R selection. The decrease in current iC constrains the maximum

R value and, consequently, pentode plate ctirrent ia = iRa + i0. As noted above,

*An additional 5--10 kilohms of damping resistance sometimes is connected in
series to the screen grid network to facilitate the heat situation, given a high'
s"itching pulse duty ratio.
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the place current decrease leads to a decrease in the slope of the plate-grid

characteristic sector used. A currrot igl rise constrains ninimum value R and,

consequently, dissipation power in the pentode control grid. Selected capacitance

usually ranges from hundreds or thousands of pF, while resistance R ranges from

hundreds of kilohms to tens of megohms.

EXERCISe IX.15

a) Attempt to prove ratio (IX.35a) for the macitude of the voltage ugl

and ua jump at the moment of triggering.

b) We know that voltages u g and ua change opposite in phase for a pentode

unblanked with respect to plate current. Therefore, ;ontrol grid voltage must

rise linearly to obtain linearly-falling plate voltage (see Figure IX.21 curves).

However, on the other hand, in accord-.,ce with (IX.16), capacitor recharging current

during the working stroke must be strictly constant i = Ic = const to obtain

ideal linear output voltage. But, in this case, control grid voltage

ugj = Ea -- CR Plso will be constant. Consequently, linearly-falling plate voltage

must be obtained when control grid voltage is constant. How dn you explain this
cont radiction?

c) Imagine that Figure IX.21 resistance RA (sufficiently slight so as not

to disrupt circuit operation) is connected to the pentode cathode network. Draw

the shape of the voltage which may be obtained across this resistance. (Page 504)

This circuit r.quires surnly of control pulses of great amplitude and has

a long recovery time. The f. :t shortcoming is caused because piecise clamping

of the initial output voltage lue at level E requires a complete absence /403a

of pentode plate current in the initial state. Reliable pentede blanking with

respect to the third grid occurs when negative bias UgX -U,, of approximately

-100 + -200 V.

The oecond drawback stems from the fact that plate load impedance R is includcd
a

in ratio (IX.45), which must be large in order to obtain high gain, i. e., high

output voltage linearity. The control pulse duty ratio must be at least 5-10

due to the long recovery time.
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3. Linearly..ralling Voltage Generator Circuit Variants With Reduced Rec'very
Time

Clamping diode GPN. The generator circuit and output voltage curve are depicted
GPN

in Figure IX.23. The circuit differs from the Figure IX.Zla circuitlonly in the

4-t--------

C,

U.t

IA

Figure IX.23. Clamping Diode Linearly-Falling Vcltage Generator.

presence of clamping diode Dz. Positive voltage U0 ,-Ea is applied from potenti-

ometer R. to the cathode of this diode.

Oiode 02 is unblanked in the initial state since diode plate is connected
across resistance R to bus +E and there is no pentode plate current prior tn

a a resistance R,.
circuit triggering. This diode's current flows along network +EaI diode D2, the

"'*er" portion of resistance P,, chassis (-E ). Conducting diode internal
a

re.;istance is slight ( I, < Ra) and, due to the voltage drop across resistance

Ra , the potential of its plate (and, consequently, of pentode plate) is clamped

at the leAI of its cathode potential U G Uo. Capacitor C is charged to this

voltage in the initial state.
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Pentode plate voltage decreases with a jump at the moment of triggering, /404

i. e., diode plate rotential will become less than the potential of its cathode

and diode D2 blanks. Diode D2 remains blanked during the entire operating stage

since pentode plate voltage then decreases and does not impact upon the linearly-

falling voltage shaping process. Capacitor C begins to charge following control

pulse cessation and plate voltage rises along an exponential curve with previous

time constant R a C, striving towards level Ea (Figure IX.23 dotted line curve).

However, as soon as plate voltage achieves value U0 , diode D2 unblanks and the

furthe.- rise of this voltage ceases. As a result, recovery time t. decreases

significantly due to severing of the "tail" of the voltage ua exponential curve.

The sawtooth %oltage amplitude decrease due to the decrease in its initial level

is a shortcoming of this method.* However, reducing this level by no more than

20% (U 0 O.E a ) results in a recovery time decrease by a factor of 1-3.

Use of a clamping diode also makes a decrease in control pulse amplitude

possible.

EXERCISE IX.16

a) What type circuit is formed with the aid of diode 02 (Figure IX.23):

clamping, parallel, or series diode limiter?

b) Why does use of a clamping diodeAmake a decrease in control pulse amplitude

possible? (Page 505)

Cathode follower GPN. The generator circuit and output voltage curve are

depicted in Figure IX.24. The circuit differs from the IX.21a CPN circuit only

by presence of a cathode follower assembled on triode L2 . Pentode L1 plate voltage

is supplied to cathode follower input, resulting in triode L2 always being unblanked.

Capacitor C is connected between the pentode control grid and cathode follower

output (but not the pentode plate). Therefore, the negative feedback circuit

connecting pentode plate with its control grid, is closed across the cathode follower.

*Since plate voltage u.,, minimum level here remains as before, then the decrease
in plate voltage initial level leads also to a reduction in maximum working stroke
duration t:....(value U must replace value Ea in formula (IX.42)).
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Figure IX.24. Cathode Follower Linearly-Falling Voltage Generator.

Resistance Rh is sufficiently large so that the cathode follower transfer constant

will be close to unity. In this event, potentials of points a and k change to

an identical degree (these points notionally may be connected for voltage ua and

;, increments). Therefore, connection of the cathode follower does not change

the nature of the processes in the operating st.age and essentially does not have

a deleterious effect on output voltage working stroke linearity. However, capacitor

C is charged following control pulse cessation by pentode L1 control grid /405

current across slight cathode follower output resistance R rather than

across large resistance Ra, along network +Ea, triode L2, capacitor C, pentode

control grid--cathode path, chassis (-E a). As a result, capacitor C charging

time constant turns out to equal

-t,-- (R,. Ng + PlAz) C, (IX.46)
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i. e., decreases compared to time constant (IX.43) almost at ratio R iR,, IK

(essentially by a factor of 1,000). Circuit recovery time is reduced accordingly

t, = 3v=p =-W 3 (Raw& an + rel,) C. (IX.6a)

Given slight magnitudes of resistance R,,,,, and capacitor C capacitance,

charging of the latter along the aforementioned network may cease earlier than

charging of stray capacitance C..C ,+C,+C,,w=, which shunts pentode output

(dotted line in the Figure IX.24 circuit). This capacitance is charged during

circuit recovery across resistance R a . In this event, stray capacitance charging

duration determines recovery time

t. -3R.C. (IX.46b)

Circuit output voltage is picked off the cathode follower load. Thus, /406

besides reducing recovery time, the cathode follower plays the role of buffer

amplifier. Having high input resistance, it does not shunt pentode output. In

addition, the circuit may operate a low-resistance load since cathode follower

output resistance is slight.

EXERCISE IX.17

Will sawtooth voltage be shaped at pentode plate in the Figure IX.24 circuit

if triode L2 completely lost emission (ia2 = 0)? Draw the ug3, ual, ug., and

'us, voltage curves for this instance. Disregard the influence of stray capacitance

ca, . (Page 506)

4. Monostable Screen Grid Coupling Phantastron

Square positive-polarity switching pulses from an external source were supplied

to pentode suppressor grid in the external control mode of the GPN circuit depicted

in Figure IX.12a. Output pulse working stroke duration t.,,,t. determined the

duration of these pulses. However, the circuit itself shaped pulses of identical

shape, polarity, and duration in the pentode screen grid (Figure IX.12f). They

also may be used as switching pjlses if supplied to the suppressor grid.
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Negative voltage feedback linearly-falling voltage generators, whose own

circuitry produces switching pulses, are referred to as phantastrons. The circuit

is referred to as a screen grid coupling circuit if the pentode suppressor grid

is coupled to the screen grid in the phantastron circuit.* Just as is the case

for any trigger circuit, in order for a phantastron to operate in a monostable

mode, there is a requirement to provide:

-- an initial state of stable equilibrium (prior to triggering);

-- the possibility of forming two spasmodic changes (avalanche-like processes):

one during triggering at the beginning of the working stroke for circuit "reversal"

while the trigger pulse is active and a second at the end of the working stroke

for spontaneous circuit return to the initial state.

Positive feedback, absent in the Figure IX.21a GPN circuit, must be active

in order to obtain avalanche-like processes in a phantastron.** Positive /407
Ceedback is created due to the transitron effect, the essence of which was examined

in -hapter III, § 2 (see Figure 111.6). We will recall that the transitron effect

is bL:-=, upon the redistribution of overall pentode cathode current between plate

and screen grid during a suppressor grid potential change and onset of screen

grid current as a result of this falling sector of the characteristic

=g2 ' (U93). Any voltage ug3 increment within this sector leads to a cophasal

(of the same sign) voltage ug2 increment. (Actually, voltage ug3 rises, for example,

then current ig2 decreases, while screen grid voltage ug2 = Ea - ig2Rg 2 also

rises.) The resultant ug2 increment arising as a result of the initial ug change,

acting in phase backwards on the suppressor grid, maintains the initial ug3 change

if the screen grid is coupled with the suppressor grid. The result is a closed

positive feedback netwuork, whose action may be depicted symbolically as:

-I (IX.47)I~eli--mUi" IAI ''~ "--N-m. p,/

Gain is this loop equals A.. =U.L and will depend on the slope cf the falling

sector of the screen current characteristic S _2m-Ef . s self-excitation

*It might be more precise to call it a circuit with suppressor and screen grid
coupling.

**In addition, in accordance with the principle being examined for shapig
linearly-falling voltage in a phantastron, negative feedback between pentode plate
and control grid as usual must be active during the operating stage.
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condition will be satisfied when Kg2  , i. e., any u increment will lead toUg3

onset of an avalanche-like process.

The circuit for a phantastron in the monostable mode with screen grid coupling

and voltage curves in its characteristic points are depicted in Figure IX.25.

C C

t~

-E

.. ... .. :_ _ _
U11

Figure IX.25. Monostable Screen Grid Coupling Phantastron.

Resistance R and capacitor C, as usual, are integrator elements. Divider

RI, R2 , R3 connected between buses E, and -E a supply screen and suppressor grid

initial potentials. The suppressor grid is coupled with the screen grid across

resistance R2 shunted by accelerating capacitance C2. The purpose of this capacitance

is identical to that in flip-flop circuits (see Chapter VI, § 2). Short positive-
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polarity pulses supplied to suppressor grid acruss transient capacitor C trigger

the circuit. Output voltage is picked off pentode plate.

We will examine circuit operation.

Initial state. Divider R1 , R2, R3 parameters and negative bias E magnitude

are selected so that the potential of point A, to which the screen grid is connected,

is positive and sufficiently large, while the potential of point 6, to which

the suppressor grid is connected, is negative and exceeds in magnitude pentodp

blanking with respect to suppressor grid (see Exercise IX.18). Therefore, /408

the pentode is blanked with respect to plate current and plate voltage equals

E a. Control grid potential approximates zero due to the flow of control grid

current across large resistance R. Here, significant cathode current virtually

completely (less slight current igi) flows along the screen grid network ihi,2

and screen grid potential ug2 is reduced to a slight positive magnitude due to

the voltage drop across resistance R This is a stable circuit state and continues

until trigger pulse arrival.*

Circuit triggering. The pentode unblanks with respect to plate current while

a positive trigger pulse acts upon the suppressor grid. Onset of plate current

leads to action of the aforementioned positive feedback loop (IX.47) based on

the transitron effect: current igz decreases and there is an increase in voltage

ug2, which across accelerating capacitance C is transmitted backwards to the

suppressor grid. A parallel branch, amplifying loop action, is connected to the

loop in sector ia - ig2* This branch arises because a plate current rise means

a plate voltage reduction, which is transmitted across capacitor C to the control

grid and leads to a reduction in cathode current i. = ia + ig2" Therefore, current

igZ is reduced for two reasons: not only due to the current ia rise, but /409

also due to the current 1, reduction. The avalanche-like process at the moment

of triggering symbolically may be depicted in the following manner:

*Thus, the circuit state prior to triggering does not differ from a circuit

with external control, with the exception that, in the circuit being examined,

a special negative bias voltage source E 4 0 is used for pentode blanking with

respect to the suppressor grid. 9
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(KEY: (a) -- Trigger pulse] ' ,,U. -Iu---

The avalanche-like process ceases when voltage Ug3 with a jump achieves a

slight positive value at which the suppressor grid loses its controlling properties

due to a decrease in transconductance ia = 4 )(ug3) and ig2 =* (ug3) (see Figure

111.6) and positive feedback loop gain drops. This is equivalent in symbolic

rendition (IX.48) to disruption of the positive feedback loop in the common sector

at point M. In addition, along with the positive feedback, negative feedback

exists in the circuit and it exerts a braking influence at the moment of triggering

(depicteo by the dotted line in the symbolic rendition). Actually, the current

i, decrease in and of itself facilitates a decrease rather than an increase in

current ia, i. e., an increase in voltages ua and ugl, while the latter leads

to a rise In current ik , i. e., will constrain its decrease. The effectiveness

of negative feedback action rises due to the plate current rise resulting from

the increase in gain with respect to the plate network. It is evident that positive

feedback action may prevail over negative feedback action only until such time

that the rate of current ig2 decrease exceeds the rate of current ih decrease

since, here, a current ia rise is possible. The current ih decrease ceases when

this condition is violated since it could lead already to a current ia decrease,

i. e., to a rise in voltages ua and ug1 . Therefore, the avalanche-like process

ends.

Oerating stage. Only the negative feedback network (IX.38) is active in

the circuit at the moment of triggering following reversal. Just as was the case

in the Figure IX.21 circuit, the same processes occur here involving capacitance

C recharging by constant current across the unblanked triode. The only difference

is that voltage ug3 gradually is reduced during the working stroke due to the

slight rise in suppressor grid current because of the cathode current increase.*

Otherwise, operating stage voltage curves do not differ from the corresponding

*This voltage may be clamped at level ug3 - 0 if a zero upper clamp (analogous

to the Figure IX.21 circuit) is connected parallel to the suppressor grid--cathode
path.
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Figure IX.21 curves. The operating stage continues until plate voltage, /410

decreasing by a linear law, reaches minimum (critical) value U=,p.

Recovery. Pentode amplifying qualities disappear when plate voltage reaches

value U,,,p , the negative feedback network breaks, and voltage ug1 begins rapidly

to rise with time constant -r = RC (see Exercise IX.18c). Here, the positive

feedback loop closes: the voltage ugI rise will lead to a current i4 increase

and, since plate current no longer rises, to a current ig2 increase. The latter

leads to a voltage ug2 decrease, which is transmitted to the suppressor grid across

accelerating capacitance C2. The voltage u93 decrease causes a current ia decrease,

i. e., a plate voltage increase, which is transmitted backwards to the control

grid across capacitance C. The action of this loop is amplified due to the transitron

effect: a current ia decrease when current ih increases forces a current ig2

rise. As a result, a second avalanche-like process arises in the circuit. This

process symbolically may be written in the form

*Wgq~*Mg-4~ ~(IX.49)

Positive feedback action ceases when voltage u g is reduced to pentode blanking

voltage with respect to the suppressor grid Ego3* i e., plate current disappears

(in symbolic rendition (IX.49) this is equivalent to disruption of both loops

in the common sector at point 5 ). Voltages ua and ug1 rise with a jump by magnitude

(IX.44) E 1, -- E- - as a result of the spasmodic cessation of plate current,

while voltages ug2 and u drop with a jump as a result of the positive plate

current jump. Then, as was the case in the Figure IX.21 circuit, capacitor C

charges along network +E a, resistance Ra' capacitor C, control grid-cathode sector,

chassis (-E a). As usual, the charging circuit time constant equals p%-R aC

and, in accordance with (IX.45), determines circuit recovery time. The curves

of the voltages in the recovery stage differ from the corresponding Figure IX.21

curves only in the voltage ug3 negative exponential excursion. This excursion

is similar to the voltage ug2 exponential excursion and arises for the identical

reason -- due to the current ig2 exponential bump. Actually, since screen and

suppressor grids are connected to one divider, then the :hange in point A potential

will be accompanied by an identical change in point 5 potential (Figure IX.25).
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Voltage ug3 takes on the initial negative value supplied from the divider upon

conclusion of the recovery process.

A cathode follower connected as shown in Figure IX.24 may be used in /411

the circuit to reduce recovery time and the possibility of operating a low-resistance

load.

Circuit triggering by pulses supplied to plate often is used along with the

examined method of triggering with respect to the suppressor grid. This triggering

method decreases trigger pulse amplitude several-fold. The physical processes

in the circuit remain identical here.

EXERCISE IX.18

a) Compute initial voltages Ug2 and Ug3 in the Figure IX.25 phantastron

if Ea - 300 V, Ea - -250 V, RI . 20 kilohm, R 2 - 75 kilohm, R3 - 55 kilohm,

1 -3mA.Ig2- .

b) What does working stroke duration ,, for the examined phantastron circuit

equal?

c) How may one change (increase, for instance) working stroke duration

• without changing recovery time i. ? How will this impact upon output voltage

linearity?

d) Draw a monostable screen grid coupling phantastron circuit with a cathode

follower and triggered with respect to the plate network. Explain the triggering

process. What must trigger pulse polarity be? Why must the amplitude of these

pulses be less than when the phantastron is triggered directly with respect to

the suppressor grid? (Page 506)

5. Variant Using a Phantastron as a Variable Pulse Delay Circuit

The monostable screen grid coupling phantast rn examinec above often is used

as a variable pulse delay circuit. The time delay obtained with the aid of such

a circuit may be altered over a broad range - from several microseconds to several
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milliseconds. Control voltage uyc supplied to circuit input provides the delay
magnitude and it changes in proportion to the cnqinge in this voltage

= (IX.50)

where K, proportionality factor, referred to as delay control

transconductance.*

A variant of such a circuit and the curves of voltages in its charact-ristic

points are depicted in Figure IX.26. The circuit is a ri,-:nostable cathode follower

U3WI_______________ +__4_

(a)* I
-it--1Li01 - - 3

19P R

Figure IX.26. Variable Pulse Delay Circuit.

*Delay control transconciictance K, indicates howj many microseconds delay time
ts changes when control voltage changus I V.
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phantastron (triode L2 ) and clamping diode D1 . The cathode follower is connected

as depicted in Figure IX.2a and will serve to reduce recovery tille. The clamping

diode is connected as depicted in Figure IX.23, but already will serve to clamp

plate voltage initial level rather than to reduce recovery time and, at the /412

same time, is a trigger tube. Negative pulses with respect to the plate network

trigger this circuit across this diode (see Exercise IX.18d).

Control voltage u,,<E is supplied to diode cathode from potentiometer R4
of divider R4, R5 , while negative-polarity trigger pulses are supplied across

separating capacitor C . Output voltage is picked off pentode third grid across

differentiator C3R6 . In the initial state, the pentode, just as in Figure IX.25,

is blanked with respect to the third grid by negative bias picked cff divider

Ri, R2, R . Therefore, there is no pentode plate current (ia = 0) and no voltage

drop is created across resistance R a . Diode 0 I he initial state is unblanked

since the potential of its plate connected to bus + alwa/s exceeds the potential

of its cathode supplied from the potentiometer: U, .- U0 ~<E, . Diode current /413
t,, flows along network +Ea, resistance Ra, diode 0, resistance Ryn (into which

the "lower" portion of resistance R4 and resistance R5 are introduced), chassis

(-E a). Here, the potential of connected diode and pentode plates is reduced by

the magnitude of the voltage drop across resistance R and will become equal toa
U - E.- z,,R. . Diode current

i ____._______ Ed -

(R.i -FR, R, 9where R, -- unblanked diode internal resistance). Consequently,

E°-U"P Ra_° (IX.51)

-- initial phantastron plate voltage level equal to control voltage.

Rather than being supplied from a potentiometer, ccntrol voltage in practical

circuits may be produced by the preceding electronic circuit. Then, resistance

R,p houLd be understood to be the output resistance of this circuit's final stage.

This resistance must be sufficiently low so that, as usual, condition
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is satisfied, i. e., _U p. Therefore, a cathode follower is used as the

stage off which control voltage is picked.

A positive-polarity trigger pulse reduces diode cathode potential, i. e.,

ca.,;es a brief curront 4 increase. Here, a negative plate voltage J "bump"

arises due to the increase in the voltage drop across resistance R . Next, thea
process we already have examined whereby the phantastron is triggered with respect

to the plate network occurs: a negatate plate vL-cage pulse across cathode follower

L2 and capacitor C acts upon the pentode control grid; pentode cathode current

and, consequently, screen grid current as well, decrease, while screen grid potential

rises; a positive voltage ug2 pulse is transmitted across capacitor C2 to the

third griu and unblanks the pentode with respect to plate current. A spasmodic

plate joltage decrease by magnitude AUal occurs at the moment of triggering, resulting

in plate voltage becoming less than control voltage. Here, diode D1 plate ptential

will become less than the potential of its cathode and the diode blanks. Thus,

immediately following triggering, diode DI cuts input networks off from the

phantastron and these networks exert no further impact on its operation. A

tenporarily-stable circuit state occurs following triggering and linearly-falling

voltage is shaoed at plate during this state. The operating stage continues until

such time that plate voltage attains critical value L,,r. Therefore, the /414

sawtooth voltage amplitude equals

L', = [I ,, - al - a KP (IX.52)

Circuit recovery to the initial state then occurs. The essence of the processes

occurrinn Ju-ing the working st:oke and during circuit recovery is identical to

that in the phantastron circuit examined in Figu:e IX.25.

As was the case for circuits examined previously (see Figures IX.21 and IX.25),

a virtually square positive-polarity pulse is shaped in the third grid during

the working stroke. This pulse acts upon differentiator C3R6 input (see Figure

IX.26). A positive exponential pulse, corresponding to the moment of circuit

triggering, and a negative exrnential pulse, corresponding to the moment the

working stroke ceases, arise at the output of this netwcrk. The negative pulse

also is an output pulse: it turns out to be a pulse delayed relative to the moment
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of circuit triggering by time t,-=t, . Thus, the circuit-generated time delay

equals working stroke duration.

The initial plate voltage level (U,,o-up) changes when control voltage changes.

However, the rate of plate voltage decrease in the linear sector (saw slope),
r

in accordance with (IX.39), remains as before: V'= =const. Nor does the minimum

plate voltage level, from which circuit recovery begins, change: U UsV=con-1

(only the pentodL characteristics and resistance Ra magnitude determine value
i',., ). Therefore, a control voltage changes will lead to a proportional change

in working stroke time, i. e., delay time t. The relationship of .14 to 5Aur

clearly is explained in Figure IX.26c, d, e, where voltage curves for two control

voltage values are presented: L;, (solid line) and U,, (dotted line).

EXERCISE IX.19

a) A square pulse from the third (or from the second) pentode grid, rather

than sawtooth voltage sh3ped at plate is used in the examined circuit to obtain

output voltage -- a delayed pulse. What is the significance here of plate voltage

linearity?

b) Use circuit parameters to express delay control transconductance K,

in ratio (IX.50).

c) How are maximum and minimum delay time obtained and what do they equal?

Why has resistance R5 been included?

d) How will presence of stray capacitances shunting the pentode plate--cathode

and suppressor grid--cathode paths impact upon circuit operation?

e) What will be obtained at circuit output if positive-polarity rather /415

than negative-polarity trigger pulses act upon its input (on diode DI cathode)?

(Page 508)

*An analogous result will be obtained if a differentiated pulse of voltage
from the screen grid is used as circuit output voltage: this pulse also has positive
polarity and duration eqLalling :I
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6. Free-Running Screen Grid Coupling Phantastron

Examing the operation of a screen grid coupling phantastion circuit (Figure

IX.25), we saw that this circuit remained in a state of stable equilibrium, provided

by the supply of constant negative bias to the suppressor grid, prior to triggering.

The circuit operating cycle began from the mcment of triggering and ended by

independent circuit return to the initial state. Trigger pulse action boiled

doin to pentode blanking with respect to the suppressor grid. Consequently, providing

the circuit with automatic triggering -- spontaneous pentode blanking with respect

to the suppressor grid upon completion of each cycle -- suffices to convert this

circuit to the free-running mode.* In other words, there is a requirement to

insure pentode blanking with respect to the suppressor grid only during circuit

recovery time. This task will be accomplished if negative blanking pulses produced

by the circuit itselF act upon the suopressor grid, while each pulse must coincide

with circuit recovery tim.. Automatic triggering then will occur at the moment

each such pulse ceases &droops).

Where does one obtain these pulses? Examining Figure IX.25 voltage curves,

we note that negative pulses of sufficient amplitudes with porches which, as is

required, coincide with the moments the operating stage ceases (moment t'), are

shaped at pentode screen grid. True, each such pulse continues right up to the

next external triggering, which will be absent in the free-running mode. However,

it is possible simply to clip these pulses to the requisite magnitude at level

Ego3 if they are supplied across an R-C differentiator to the suppressor grid.

This idea is explained in Figure IX.27, where the input and output voltages of

the differentiator coupling the screen and suppressor grids are depicted. The

task is simplified by the fact that such a differentiaLor already exists in /416

the Figure IX.25 circuit: accelerating capacitor C2 and resistance R3 . There

is a need only to remove resistance R2 (there is no requirement for a voltage

divider to supply suppressor grid constant negative potential in the free-running

mode) and disconnect negative bias source E Here, capacitor C2 will play a

dual role: first, the positive feedback network between screen and suppressor

*Here, the circuit initial state ceases being stable and it is converted to
a quasistable state, like the circuit state in the operating stage.
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Figure IX.27. For Screen Grid Coupling Phantastron Automratic Triggering.
(a) -- Moment of automatic triggering.

grids closes across it (we will recall that positive feedback is required to create

spasmodic transitions at the beginning and end of the working stroke); second,

it (along with resistance R3 ) will be a timing element. The resultant free-running

screen grid coupling phantastron circuit and curves of the voltages in it are

depicted in Figure IX.28. We will examine circuit operation, beginning with its

state at the end of a working stroke.

We already are aware of the processes during the working stroke: just as

was the case in the negative feedback GPN circuits examined earlier, capacitor

C is recharged across unblanked pentode by virtually constant current along network

+Ea, resistance R, capacitor C, plate--cathode path, chassis (-Ea). Negative

feedback network action provides recharging current c-nstancy. Here, negative

voltage, which rises slowly, is maintained in the contzc! grid, while plate voltage

drops by a virtually linear law. The screen grid current flowing across resistance

Rg2 is slight (since the pentode is unblanked with respect to plate current).

Therefore, voltage Ug2 is high. Circuit parameters are selected (see below) so

that the transient process in differentiator C2R3 ends long before the end of

the working stroke. Therefore, no current flows across capacitor C2 and resistance

R3 1 there is no voltage drop across the latter, and suppressor grid potential

equals cathode potential u = 0. Capacitor C2 is charged here to voltage Ug2

with a "plus" to screen grid.

The operating stage continues until moment t2, when linearly-falling plate

voltage attains minimum value U,,,. At that moment, negative feedback action
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figure IX.28. Free-Running Screen Grid Coupling Phantastron.
(a) - Discharge; (b) - Charge.

ceases, but the positive feedback network closes (IX.49), resulting in the
already-familiar avalanche-like process occurring: voltages u and u g rise with

a jump, while voltages Ug2 and ug3 fall with a jump. The negative suppressor

grid voltage step leads to pentode blanking with respect to plate current:

IAUg31 I I Ego3j . Then, capacitor C charges in connection with the voltage

ua increase, while capacitor C2 discharges in connection with the voltage ug2
decrease. Control grid current charges capacitor C along network +E a, resistance

Ra, capacitor C, control grid--cathode path, chassis (-E a). This current decreases

along an exponential curve with time constant tap, CR . Therefore, plate voltage
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rises along an exponential curve, striving to level +E a, while voltage u,,, /417

with the identical time constant, decreases, striving towards level u g-O.

These levels are maintained then until the beginning of the next cycle. The voltage

u., positive exponential excursion leads to a current iVi,2 exponential "bump."

Therefore, a voltage ug2 negative excursion of identical shape is created.

Screen grid current discharges capacitor C2 along network capacitor C2 right

("plus") plate, screen grid-cathode path, resistance R3 1 C2 left ("minus") plate.

This network's time constant equals vPws-C:(rgi+R3) . As discharging /418

current pass across resistance R 3 a vultage drop across it arises and is applied

with a "minus" to suppressor grid. Negative voltage u rises along an exponential

curve with time constant - as a result of the decrease of this current, striving

to the zero level. However, at moment tl, when this voltage, rising, attains

the blanking voltage Ego3 level, the pentode is unblanked with respect to plate

current and the positive feedback network (IX.48) goes into action. An avalanche-

like process, identical to the one when a phantastron is triggered externally,

occurs here. As a res. t, voltages ua and ugj are reduced with a jump, while

voltages Ug2 and u3 rise. A quasistable circuit state corresponding to the operating

stage and described above then arises. The only difference from the Figure IX.Z5

circuit is that capacitor C2 at moment t 1 begins to charge along network +Eas

resistance Rg2 1 capacitor C2 , resistance R,3 chassis (-Ea) in connection with

the rise in screen grid potential. This network's time constant equals

".UP2 Z C7(Rg 2 +R3). Charging current will drop along an exponential curve with

the identical time constant, reducing screen grid and increasing suppressor grid

potential. Therefore, voltage ug2 rises along an exponential curve, while negative

voltage ug will drop to the zero level. Next, the processes automatically repeat

themselves.

The desire is to select those circuit parameters insuring that the effective

linearly-falling output voltage sector would occupy the basic range of the period,

i. e., the ineffective range of the period , = t 1 -t 2 would be as small 3s possible.

The cepacitor C2 discharging time constant mainly determines ineffective range

duration. However, this duration must be sufficient For complete capacitor C

charging, i. e., no less than recovery time t*m3., : 3 CRa- Resistance Ra is

dccreased to tens and hundreds of kilohms that, however, leads to corresponding

deterioration of working stroke linearity due to a pentode gain decrease. It
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is also possible to use a cathode follower, which simultaneously in this case

is a buffer (see Figures IX.24 and IXo26), is this circuit to reduce recovery

time.

The deterioration in working stroke linearity compared to previous circuits

also occurs due to the positive exponential voltage ug3 bump at the beginning

of the operating stage. This bump disrupts plate current constancy and, consequently,

capacitor C discharging current, and must be as short as possible. Usually, the

ineffective range of the period comprises tenths or hundredths of a complete period

of oscillation T-ta+tg. Therefore, Tmlt, . Ratio (IX.42) determines cutput

voltage working stroke duration t, = RC. Resistance R controls this duration

and, consequently, phantastron oscillation frequency Fm I . Oscillation frequency

ranges from unities to several thousand hertz, depending upon circuit parameters.

EXERCISE IX.20 /419

Draw the curves of voltages ua and ug3 in the scale used in Figure IX.28

if:

a) resistance R is increased by a factor of 3;a

b) resistance R3 is increased by a factor of 2;

c) capacitance C2 is decreased by a factor of 3;

d) resistance R is decreased by a factor of 2;

How will these changes in the circuit impact upon output voltage parameters

(amplitude, linearity, oscillation frequency, stability)? (Page 509)

7. Monostable Cathode-Coupling Phantastron

We will return again to the externally-controlled GPN circuit depicted in

Figure IX.21. If cathode load impedance Rh is connected to the pentode L1 cathode

network, then a virtually square pulse of voltage u,- i4R, of negative polarity

will be shaped in this resistance during the working stroke (see Exercise IX.15c).

The potential of this grid relative to cathode will become equal to voltage uh

with an opposite sign: u2--uk if now pentode suppressor grid is connected to

the lower resiataF.ce R, terminal. Consequently, a positive-polarity pulse

from resistance R, will act upon the suppressor grid. This pulse also may be

used as a switching pulse produced by the circuit itself instead of an external
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Figure IX.29. Monostable Cathode-Coupling Phantastron.

control pub3e. Circuits that operate on this principle are referred to as
cathode-coupling phantastrons. A monostable cathode-coupling phantastron circuit
and the curves of its voltages at its characteristic points are depicted in Figure

Positive pulses acting across transiert network C R to the pentode /420
suppressor grid trigger the phantastron.
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We will examine circuit operation.

Initial state. Oue to control grid current flow ac.-oss large resistance

R, its potential approximates cathode potential U glof in the initial state

and large cathode current I4o flows across the pentode. This current creates

across cathode load impedance R voltage drop UAo.-4=IRA, which acts upon the

suppressor grid like negative bias and blanks the pentode with respect to plate

current: U.--Uo<E= . Therefore, plat' voltage is maximum and equals +Ea

Since ia = 0, large current I,,ea o flows through the screen grid network and screen

grid voltage is slight. Thus, circuit initial state prior to triggering is identical

to that in a monostable screen grid coupling phantastron (see Figure IX.25), with

one difference: the large voltage drop across resistance R, , rather than the

external source of negative bias Eg, insures pentode blanking with respect to

plate current.

Circuit triggering. The pentode is blanked with respect to plate current

while a positive trigger pulse acts upon the suppressor grid and plate voltage

is reduced. This voltage reduction is transmitted across capacitor C to the control

grid and leads to a cathode current decrease. Here, the voltage u% drop decreases,

1. e., suppressor grid voltage ug3 = -uk rises. This leads to a further plate

current rise. Thus, a positive feedback network, whose action facilitates the

transitron effect, is formed: a current ia increases means a current i% decrease

due to a screen grid current ig 2 decrease. As a result, an avalanche-like process

arises, which symbolically may be depicted in the following manner:

-L - -Am '-- I r___ I ... _- ..6yr, - (ix. 53)

The negative feedback loop simultar.eously is active, exerting a constraining action

at the moment of triggering (depicted by the dotted line and encircled signs).

The avalanche-like process ceases when transconductance ig2 -- (Ug3 ) drops

to such an extent due to the current ig2 decrease that the plate current rise

already may not be accompanied by a current i4 decrease. Thus, at the moment

of triggering, voltages ua and u4 drop vith a jump, 6hile voltages ug2 and u 3

rise. The negative plate voltage step across capacitor C is transmitted to /421
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the control grid. The voltage steps may be written -AUs, .-. JU,

since the voltage between control grid and "ground" equals ual-ugki-us (see Figure

IX.29a). Her', resultant step A'L',A also is negative since tube gain with respect

to the cathode network always is less than unity and, consequently AL'A<AU,

The magnitude of step AU,,, , as in previous circuits, may not exceed control

grid blanking voltage %U,41< !Eri. However, plate voltage step AUa is several-fold

greater since the sum of %Us, -r-%IULdetermines it in a cathode-coupling phantastron.

Operating stage. As was the case in the phantastron circuits previously

examined, virtually constant current recharges capacitor C across the unblanked

pentode following circuit reversal. As usual, negativz feedback network action

(IX.38) insures recharging current constancy. The curves of the operating stage

voltages essentially do not differ from the corresponding Figure IX.25 curves.

The voltage between screen grid and "ground" during the working stroke changes

within smaller limits kmore constant) since it equals U,,=u,lU, . Meanwhile,

if the first term decreases in connection with the gradual current ig2 rise, then

the second, on the other hand, rises.

Recovery. Pentode amplifying properties disappear, the negative feedback

network is disrupted, capacitor C recharging current begins rapidly to decrease,

and control grid voltage rapidly begins to rise when plate voltag3 attains critical

value ',m= . Here, the positive feedback network again closes and an avalanche-like

process leading to spasmodic voltage changes ar.ses in the circuit. Positive

feedback action c ises at the moment the pentode is blanked with respect to plate

current, followed by capacitor C charging to the initial voltage with time constant

-cup CR a . Curves of the voltages in the recovery stage do not differ from the

corresponding Figure IX.25 curves.

Just as was the case for a screen grid coupling phantastron, negative pulses

supplied to plate may trigger a cathode-coupling phantastron and a cathode follower

also may be used to decrease recovery time. The following are cathode-coupling

phantastrcn advantages over screen grid coupling phantastrons: absence of a special

negative bias E source, good positive pulse shape obtained in the screen grid,

and the poscibility of obtaining a negative pulse shaped in resistance Rk .

However, the circuit more often is used as a delay circuit operating on the same

principle as the Figure IX.26 circuit due to the large magnitude of the negative

plate voltage step at the moment of triggering.
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EXERCISE IX.Z1 /422

a) How will presence of cathode load impedance R, impact upon the linearity

of phanatastron output voltage in the operating stage?

b) Use a symbolic rendition to explain the avalanche-like process (positive

feedback action) at the moment the operating stage ceases.

c) Draw a cathode-coupling phantastron circuit with plate network triggering

operating as a variable delay circuit and producing delayed positive-polarity

pulses. (Page 511)

§ 6. TRAPEZOIDAL VOLTAGE (SAWTOOTH CURRENT) GENERATOR

Cathode-ray tubes (CRT] with ar electromagnetically-controlled beam, which
have advantages over CRT with an electrostatically-controlled beam, usually are

used in radar station displays. A magnetic field created by deflecting coils

deflects the electron beam in magnetically-controlled tubes. The electron beam

is deflected in a plane perpendicular to magnetic field direction. Beam deflection

magnitude is proportional to magnetic field strength, which in turn is proportional

to the current flowing through the coil. Therefore, the law of current change

for the coil deflecting the beam in a given plane determines beam behaviour over

time. It follows from this that the current of the appropriate coil must change

by a linear law during the sweep working stroke in order to create a sweep linear

over time (evenly-divided scale) in a display:

, =a VV' (IX.54)

where V,='.-=const-- proportionality factor equal to the rate of current change

and determining the sweep rate for a given tube type.

The law of coil current change during flyback is not applicable since the

tube is blanked during this time.

We will explain the shape of the voltaqe which must be applied to a coil

so that linearly-changing current will flow through it (Figure IX.30).
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Any coil has inductance L. and resistance r, . Therefure, it may be

represented in the form of a series connection of these elements (Figure IX.30a).

U1,

UUg

Figure IX.30. For Determination of the Shape of Deflecting
Coil Voltage To Create a L.1 tar Swetzp.

Voltage applied to the coil equals the sum of the voltage drops across the resistance

and indjctance:

U. -, t,'. (I'A.55)

For given values r. = const and L3  const, the fir't term of this expression

is proportional to current iA, while the second is proportional to the rate of
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change of this current If the current changes by linear law (IX.54), /423

then expression (IX.55) may be represented in the form

u, - V,rt + L.VV, (IX.55a)

from which it follows that the voltage drop across resistance r. also changes

by a linear law, while the voltage drop across inductance L. (equalizing self-

induction emf) is a constant magnitude.

In this connection, the curves of voltages u,, UL u 3=u,+u -re plotted

in Figure IX.30 for sawtooth voltage t, .*

So, trapezoidal voltage must be applied to the coil in order to obtain

linearly-changing current in it. During the working stroke, this voltage has

a blanking level with height Ufl-uL-LV. and a linear sloping sector with slope

tg,-V,,r .

We will express the rate of current change in expression (IX.55a) by means
I.

of working stroke duration ano current amplitude V, -- to explain the coupling

of the voltage u. shape with coil and sweep parameters.

Then we will get

ug.t- .-,,+ ./-L-L. -=

" V ( + , (IX.55b)

where L coil time constant.

It is possible to disregard the first term in parentheses given fast sveeps,

when t, , i. e., -!L ( - ' ! during the working stroke) and consider

-r,- , = const. Consequently, for fast sveeps, trapezoidal sweep /424

voltage may be replaced with square voltage. Given slow sweeps when, on Lre other

*Current 1. flyback also is assumed to be linear for simplicity.
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hand, t, :Z-. , i. e., I it is possible to disregard the second term

in parenthesis and consider u=I 1.- ,t. Consequently, for slow sweeps, trapezoidal

sweep voltage may be replaced with savtooth voltage. Where t,= ua =/, r.

i. e., trav !coidal voltage at the end of the working stroke (t=t.) equals doubled

blanking level height U N- 2.%U,.

A triode exponential sweep generator (Figure IX.4) may be used to obtain

trapezoidal joltage in the simplest case if its R-C integrator is replaced with

0

U IM N LC Irc Ea ..

UIX SML X

0.,UUZ

Figure TX.31. Triode Trapezoidal Voltage Generator.

an integrodif'erentiating R-C network. The circuit for such a generator and the

curves of the voltages in it are depicted in Figure IX.31. This circuit differs

from the Figu:'e IX.4 circuit only in the presence of additional resistance R connected

in series with, capacitor C to the output network. Triode LI is unblanked in the

initial state and, as usual, output voltage equals value U,..,(IX.19). Capacitor

C charges alor;g network +o resistance Ra, capacitor C, resistance R, chassis

(-E ) while a control pulse blanks the triode. Capacitor charging current equalsa
£ i

,-- -, here .4 C(Ra+R) -- charging network time constant.

This current is maximum at the moment of triode blanking and creates in resistance

R voltage step

1,,R (x.56)
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Then, output voltage rises by the law of exponents, striving towards /425

level +E a, i, connection ith capacitor charging.

The 2omplete law of output voltage change during a working stroke is described

by the expression

R 30

kE ta ,~ R

Ra

L', ..,+ Eq. - - e-

+ + (IX.57)

The first term of this expression is the initial output voltage value, the

second is the magnitude of the step at the beginning of the working stroke (blanking

level height), the third is the law of exponential output voltage rise after the

step. Triode LI unblanks at the moment the control pulse ceases and capacitor

C rapidly discharges across the triode and resistance R to initial voltage U.

Thus, as usual, control pulse duration t,=t, determines working stroke time,

,jnile circuit recovery time rises somewhat in comparison with (IX.21):

= 3C(R io+R).

Condition t, .- .,, must be satisfied to obtain a sufftciently-slight working

stroke nonlinearity factor. Here, the exponential output voltage sector may be

considerd linear, j. e., capacitor charging current as constant (1=/,) . Then,

a trapezoidal pulse of output voltage duri-g a working stroke will be describedbyexr~sIn R =~t .- Proportionality condition orbyv cxpr'ession tt, --- ' ,,L-g,, .r-, tOr

must De satisfied far this pulse to be similar to the requisite

utia;' zhace in the coil (IX.55a), hence we will get

CR= z, or (IX.58)

-- t~ jgener3tor cutput netork tire constant must equal the coil time constant.

,atiJa.fction of this conditiun for selected C magnitude is achieved by resistance

R control.
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A deflecting coil for a trapezoidal voltage generator is a low-resistance

load Ir. ,,) . Therefore, it always is connected to the generator across /426

a buffer stage -- a sweep current generator. A cathode follower is used in the

simplest instance as a buffer stage. If a paraphase (symmetrical) sweep is used,

then the trapezoidal voltage generator controls the paraphase sweep voltage amplifier,

while the latter controls a push-pull sweep current amplifier, to the output of

vhich the deflecting coils are connected.

The Figure IX.30a equivalent coil circuit did not consider coil stray distributed

capacitance C. . This capacitance shunts resistance f, and inductance L,

and may attain significant magnitude (up to 100 pF) for multiturn coils. Capacitance

Cx influence mnifests itself in distortions of the current sweep initial sector

for two reasons. First, capacitance C, may not instantaneously charge itself

and, therefore, makes instantaneous onset of the voltage blanking level at the

beginning of the working stroke physically impossible. Second, along with inductance

L, , capacitance C, forms a parallel oscillatory loop prnviding shock excitation

at the moment the working stroke ceases. Damping oscillations arising in the

loop at this time constrain minimum flyback time and are accumulated at the onset

of the forward motion.

A special pulse of great amplitude and slight duration sometimes is added

to the trapezoidal voltage at the beginning of the working stroke in order to

force capacitance C, charging at the beginning of the working stroke, i. e.,

to increase the blanking level slope. Coil shunting by resistance R. is used

to eliminate damoing oscillations arising in the coil iiop. In accordance with

(11.57), shunting resistance magnitude must satisfy condLtion
1 1, L.

R. < R.P- . 7 in order to conve-t the loop into an apt-riodic loop, i. e.,

to introduce damping less than at the critical level into it. In addition, shunting

resistance must be sufficiently great so that the basic pcrtior, of the generator

current will pass through the coil, creating a swe-p, while only an insignificant

portion of thL current will branch to resistance

EXERCISE IX.22

a) Plot the curves of the coil voltage u,-u.+ULif sweep vorking stroke time
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u, compared to its Figure IX.30 value is decreased by a factor of 2; increased

by a Factor of 2. Retain the present current amplitude I (overall sweep dimensions)

and flyback time t..

How must the parameters of the trapezoidal voltage generator circuit (IX.31)

be changed in order, given satisfaction of the u.,. and u. similarity condition

(IX.58) and initial output voltage level constancy, to provide the voltage M.,,

shape changes corresponding to the resultant curves?

b) How will trapezoidal volt, ge generator output voltage change compared

to that depicted in Figure IX.31 if, without changing control pulse duration,

resistance R is decreased; increased? (Page 511)

§ 7. TRANSISTOR SAWTOOTH GENERATORS

I. R-C Integrator Exponential Voltage Generator /427

The generator circuit is depicted in Figure IX.32a. Here, resistance R.

and capacitor C form an integrator. Transistor T, co;,nected in a common-emitter

IxI

" :.a

Figure IX.32. R-C Integrator Transistor Trapezoidal Voltage

Generator Circuit (a) and Voltage Curves (b).

circuit; operates in the switching mcds. Circuit advantages include simplicity

and relatively short re covery tire.

Voltage curves explaining the operation of this circuit a'e depicted in Figure

IX.32b.
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The transistor is in a state of saturation in the init:al state and collector

voltage approximates zero (Figure IX.33). Input current (base current 6 ) equal

Figure IX.33,. Transistor Characteristics in the Common-Emitter Circuit
Illustrating Operation of the Figure IX.32 Circuit.

to or exceeding magnitude fi, supports this state.

Initial c3pacitor voltage UCo equalling collector voltage is measured in

tenths of a 'olt.

While a positive square pulse blanks the transistor, capacitor C charges

by a lav described in its first approximation by the expression

,c - (E. - 1.oR.) (Ile (IX.,9)

The time the transistor exits from saturation (first carrier clean-out) and

the time lag stipulated by transistor frequency properties are not considered

here since they are slight ccmpared with switching pulse duration. Transistor

shunting action also is not considered.
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It is evident from expression (IX.59) that the rate of output voltage /428

change will depend on the current I,, magnitude and, at the initial moment, equals

dur I = E s

' :-o - C IX.60)

where . Rh-

Capacitor C capacitance must be sufficiently great to decrease the influence

of current !,o on the rate and, consequently, also on the amplitude for the given

forward motion duration :. . Here, there is a requirement to decrease resistance

magnitude to insure the assigned output voltage rate change value. A safe

collector current R, magnitude determines the minimum I,,. value.

There is a requirement to select t to provide a slight nonlinearity factor

value, just as was the case in R-C integrator tube generators, which leads to

a low supply source utilization factor value . . where U. - sawtooth

voltage amplitude.

One must turn to the form of the conventional integrator to evaluate /429

the nonlinearity factor magnitude considering Figure IX.32a circuit shunting.

Figure IX.34. Capacitor Charging Circuit:
(a) - Equivalent circuit; (b) -- Reduced circuit.

We vYll consider that subsequent stage input resistance is sufficiently great

(an emitter follower on composite transistors is used, for exan.ple) and load shunting

action may be disregarded. The Figure IX.34a circuit may characterize transistor

T in the blanked state.
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One considers the shunting action of the blanked transistor in this circuit

by introducing shunting voltage generator E,-Ilr and collector junction resistance

r, . Considering initial capacitor voltage UCO = 0 and transforming the circuit

by the theorem about an equivalent generator, we get an integrator (Figure IX.34b),

uhere

, , (IX.61)

P- -+ ,(IX.62)

Hence, the nonlinearity factor may be written in the form

It'. , I + R'.

pv L,. __to ___,_ (IX.63)

where L - sawtooth voltage amplitude determined, where t,<.=-/C, from

the formula

U. - '-. (IX.64)

In practical calculations where r,.::,;@and current Ig magnitude is slight,

the formula is simplified and has the form

'; 3 (IX.65)

In those cases when condition r,>R. is satisfied, the approximate /430

nonlinearity factor magnitude may be obtained directly from expression (IX.59):

U,

This is in complete conformity with formula (IX.63) for the assumptions made.

Capacitor C discharge across transistor T begins when input pulse action

ceases. Capacitor voltage decreases from maximum value Ucuto minimum value

Lc,,. The transistor is in the active region during the entire capacitor discharge
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process and it may be looked upon as a c, rrent 3/6 generator. The transistor

converts to the saturation mode only when capacitor discharge ceases.

We will present the equival-nt ca ..citor discharge circuit in the form depictea

in Figure IX.35a for recovery time evaluation. This circuit may be corrected

Figure IX.35. Equivalent Capacitor Discharge Circuit:
(a) - With current generator; (b) -- With voltage generator.

to the form of a conventional R-C network, as depicted in Figure IX.35b. Here,

In this case, capacitor voltage changes by the law

ac-- (U.+U.)e +" +U.. (Ix.67)

which is illustrated in Figure IX.36.

Discharge ceases at the moment when uC 0. Then recovery time may be determined

directly from expression (IX.67):

t. -= RC In (I + h , (IX.68)

The resultant formula is simplified if .,<E,, I+R, (which essentially takes

place):

¢. R, - =. .c u, (IX.68a)
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It is evident from this that a recovery time decrease requires that /431

one have the greatest possible current /4 value, which corresponds to greater

transistor bottoming in the initial mode. This phenomenon may be explained by

-..sing Figure IX.133, vhere initial discharging rurrent values w-re itnun trated

for instances when the transistor was at saturation threshold and in

a bottoming state A=IAI>4 m . Discharging current is determined as the difference

in the collector current 1. ordinates corresponding to the current characteristic

where ;A = const and the load line.

In the first instance (where :=IA,, ), recovery is slow since the initial

discharging current Io magnitude is slight, while its relative decrease during

UU

lc MaKC

Figure IX.36. For Recovery Time Determination.

the discharge process is great. In the second instance (where 1-I16 ), recovery

occurs relative more rapidly since discharging current /p, is greater and the

relative decrease less.

Safe magnitude of the power dissipated by the transistor determines the clamping

of the maximum discharging current magnitude.

This CPN circuit will find practical use in those instances when there is

a requirement for voltage with a nonlinearity factor 3 1 10-15's.

EXERCISE IX.23

a) What link exists between circuit temperature stability (the requirement
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for constant amplitude, for example) and the requirement for rapid recovery to

the initial state?

b) Determine safe switching pulse duty ratio in the Figure IX.32 CP'. ciicuit

if: 1. 1,000 usec, R. = 10 kilohm, C = 0.25 uF, R6 = 160 kilohm, E. = -20
U.

The transistor characteristics used in the circuit are depicted in Figure

IX.33. Disregard transistor shunting action. (Page 512)

2. Current-Stabilizing One-Port Sawtooth Generator

The inability simultaneously to obtain great sawtooth voltage amplitude and

a low nonlinearity factor is a shortcoming of the GPN circuit examined above.

.9)

Figure IX.37. Transistor Current-Stabilizing One-Port GPN
Schematic Diagram (a) and Equivalent Circuit (b).

Therefore, circuits utilizing the current-stabilizing properties of transistors

have found wide use. One such example is the circuit depicted in Figure IX.37a.

Here, transistor TI plays the role of switch, while transistor T2, connected as

a common-base circuit, acts as a current regulator. The stabilizing properties

of one-part a6 (Figure IX.37b) determines such an important GPN indicator as the

nonlinearity factor.

We will assume that internal element resistances (load impedance RR , blanked

transistor T1 resistance, capacitor C leakage resistance) connected to the one-port
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is very great at the sawtooth voltage shaping stage. Then, all one-port collector

current flows only across capacitor C and its change determines the degree of

output voltage linearity, i. e.,

t'Rq - 'i. .Il

-7--- ='"4, ,,•

Transistor T2 collector characteristics, which in external form are reminiscent

of pentode volt-ampere characteristics, are represented in Figure IX.38. In this

INI

7 i 1 A'1~ I I
-i

lie, I I
I I

-t I

0[NUON U. mU ofm u

Figure IX.38. Common-Base Transistor Circuit Characteristics

Illustrating Operation of the Figure IX.37 GPN Circuit.

case, a slight discharging current change corresponds to a capacitor C voltage

change ranging from U Co 2 U.on to UC = UK... , which is caused by the form

of the transistor characteristics.

Negative feedback caused by the presence of resistance R in the emitter network

constrains the tendencies of discharging current to change, along with the

current-stabilizing action of the transistor itself, and this increases the degree

of output voltage linearity. Actually, if one assumes R = 0, then the point

representing system state (point A in Figure IX.38), due to capacitor discharge,

will shift along one of the transistor static characteristics (i=/,) and, by

the end of the working stroke (Uc-U 1 ,u), will occupy a position corresporiing

to point A'. The magnitude of the collector current drop equals dl,. Given

resistance R in the emitter circuit, current i, will strive to decrease due to
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capacitor discharge but here voltage in the base--emitter sector will decrease /433

since ,,---i.R . The latter circumstance leads to the fact that a slight

emitter current increase occurs in the discharging process and the representative

point shifts, not along one characteristic, but changes to characteristics

correbponding Lu a largo ur.,nt . value. By the end of the working stroke,

the representative point will occupy a position corresponding to point A". The

magnitude of the collector current drop equals AI2 and turns out to be significantly

less than in the previous case.

The magnitude of resistance R must be increased to increase one-port current-

stabilizing properties. However, a significant R increase is undesirable since

voltage E must be increased to the same degree to insure the given initial discharging

currenL I,, magnituce.

EXERCISE IX.24

ThinK about why there is a requirement to increase source voltage E when

zesistance R increases. Upon which output voltage parameter does the voltage

E magnitude impact where R = const? (Page 513)

It is possible to obtain an analytical expression for nonlinearity factor

., , stemming from the following circumstances. Magnitude 3,, is determined

by the known ratio

vhere S1 - one-port a6 current change.

The A change may be expressed by the voltage change between points a and

6 (Figure IX.37b), i. e., the capacitor C voltage change, and the internal /434

resistance of this one-port, which in this case is common-base circuit output

resistance determined in accordance with (III.101). It follows from what has

been stated that

(IX.69)
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q

Hence

U. U

+ R . ,, + "6/

When resistance R increases, output resistance will rise, striving within

the range to value

R _ r, +- r - r+ .

Consequently, the minimum nonlinearity factor value given the assigned amplitude

and initial current, is determined by the expression

-,U., . (IX.7l)"

Under actual conditions, this %, value may not be realized since one may

not have a resistance R magnitude that is too large for the reason stated above.

Usually, the selected resistance R magnitude is such that, when

0 .O,9r,

and therefore

PH, = 1 U._ _ (IX.72)

In addition, the shunting action of internal element resistances also leads

to a nonlinearity factor increase. Essentially, it is necessary to reckon only

vith load impedance R.,. since the back resistance of blanked transistor T emitter

junction rp>r, . A composite transistor emitter follower is used as a matching

device to eliminate the shunting action of load.

Having familiarized ourselves with the principle of discharging current

otabilization, we briefly will examine the physical processes in a GPN circuit

during a complete 6.ycle, i. e., during period T.

Current-stabilizing transistor T2 and switching transistor T are unblanked
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in the initial state since their base voltages are negative relative to the emitters.

Transistor f voltage is slight and capacitor C charges to voltage approximating
F;

Transistor T1 (Figure IX.37a) unblanks when a positive-polarity switching

pulse is supplied to input (Figure IX.39a). Capacitor C begins to discharge /435

VIZ

r*t ----------

-4

Figure iX.39. Curves of Voltages at FiguLe IX.37
GPN Circuit Input and Output.

across current-stabilizing transistor T2 , Discharging current remains essentially

constant, while capacitor voltage remains linear (Figure IX.39b) since switching

pulse duration is less than complete capacitor C discharging time. Sawtooth voltage

amplitude may be determined from the formula

U -- IX.73)

where

Igg= +/I°' =,.,(i -- ) (IX.74)

Transistor TI unblenks when the switching pulse ceases and capacitor C charges

to the initial value. There is a requirement to insure a transistor T saturation

mode for the purpose of reducing circuit recovery time, so this selection is made

R4 , <~g
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EXERCISE IX.25

What is the purpose for connecting resistance R. to the transistor T1

collector netwoxk? (Page 513)

In conclusion, we will introduce a circuit used in practice (Figure IX.40).

A divider composed of resistances R -R -R 3 is used in the circuit instead of

,n Ar C T, T UM

Figure IX.40. Practical Transistor Current-Stabilizing
One-Port GPN Circuit.

a negative bias Eource. Variable resistance R2 makes it possible to control output

voltage amplitude. The following transistors are used in this circuit: P16A,

P16B, MP42B, and P268 as switching transistor 1,; P168, P26B, and P106 as /436

current-stabilizing transistor T2 ; P16A, P16B, P268, and MP42 in the emitter follower.

3. Positive Voltage Feedback Sawtooth Generator

A transistoi positive voltage feedback GPN circuit (Figure IX.41) is analogous

to the electron tube circuit (Figure IX.l8). Transistor T1, playing the role

of switch, is untlanked and will be at saturation in the initial state. This

is achieved throLgh selection of resistance . Oiode 0 also is unblanked.

Capacitor C voltage approximates zero. Transistor T2 is connected to the emitter

follower circuit and is intended to accomplish positive voltage feedback. Capacitor

C is charqed to %oltage '( 2.,,,approximately equalling E,. since the voltage drop

across conductinc diode D internal resistance and resistance i?, are slight.
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rig'_re IX.41. Tzansistor P3-itive Feedback GPN Circuit.

Switching transistor T and diode D are blanked when a positive-polarity

switching pulse arrives and capacitor C begins to charge. Capacitor C2 , whose

selected capacitance is significantly greater than that of capacitor C, plays

the role of voltage source. As was the case for the tube circuit, charging current

virtually does not change and the rate of capacitance C voltage rise remains

unchanged. This is because emitter follower output voltage (point B ) /437

decreases simultaneously with a capacitor C voltage decrease. This voltage change

across feedback capscitor C2 is transmitted to diode D plate (point A). Since

emitter follower transfer constant K,. =1 , then the potential difference between

points A and 5 is retained as constant and the current flowing across resistance

R. and capacitor C will be constant. Consequently, capacitor C voltage will

change by a linear law (Figure IX.42b).

Transistor T unblanks when the switching pulse ceases and capacitor C discharges

across it. Discharging time is determined just as it was for the R-C integrator

GPN circuit. Discharging time t, turns out to be insignificant since a bottoming

rode is provided for transistor TI . Reestablishment of capacitor C2 ch.rging

begins after capacitor C discharge since diode D remains blanked during this entire

ti-'e dnd the capacitor C2 charging network turns out to be open. Therefore, overall

circuit recovery time will be determined by the expression

1, = tP + it, (IX.75)
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Figure IX.42. Voltage Curves for a Positive Feedback GPN Circuit.

where tp-- capacitor C discharging time;

t,-- capacitor C2 milking time:

I. - (3 - 5) C, (R. + R,).

The second term in expression (IX.75) has great weight since capacitor C2
capacitance magnitude is significantly greater than that of capacitor C. The
magnitude of resistance R, must be decreased in order to decrease capacitor C2

charging tia,. However, transistor T2 input resistance and emitter follower transfer
constant K,. decrease here, which leads to a deterioration in the linearity of
the shaped voltage.

\rCrIr3E IX.26

HOW can circuit recovery time t. be decreased without harming output voltage

linearity? (Page 513)

The amplitude of the generated voltage is determined by known formula /438

U.-
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where I.-- initial charging current value:

Rig

The nonlinearity factor for the given sawtooth generator may be written by

means of an analogy with the nonlinearity factor for an electron tube circuit

where Kem-- emitter follower gain:

r,+R,r6(

The shunting action of blanked transistor TI is not considered in expression

(IX.76) since the resistance RN magnitude isually is much less than transistor

T resistance r, .

P258, P268, and P104 transistors are used in the circuit in the emitter follower

and P16A, P26, and P106 transistors are used as the switching element. D101,

0201, 0204, and other such diodes may be used as diode D.

The major advantage of this generator is its slight output resistance, which

equals emitter follower output resistance during the working stroke.

4. Negative Voltage Feedback Sawtooth Generator (Integrator)

The simplest circuit for a generator of this type is depicted in Figure IX.43a.

Transistor T is blanked in the initial state due to bias source EN. Base

potential equals zero. Capacitor C is charged to voltage EN .

Diode 0 blanks and transistor T unblanks when a negative-polarity switching

pulse is supplied to input. The sum of the capacitor C discharging currents and

the current flowing across resistance R, determines collector current following

unblanking. Evidently this mode occurs when transistor T base voltage is negative.

Consequently, base voltage step AU (Figure IX.44c) and the collector voltage step

equal to it (Figure IX.44b) turn out to be negative. It is possible to eliminate
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Figure IX.43. Transistor Negative Feedback GPN Circuit:
(a) -- Equivalent circuit; (b) - Simplified circuit.

the collector voltage step if relatively-slight resistance r (depicted by the

dotted line in the figure) is connected in series with capacitor C. As was the

case previously, transistor T base voltage decreases with a jump by magnitude
AU the moment the switching pulse is supplied. However, capacitor C discharging

current creates a voltage drop across resistance r of such polarity that the collector

voltage step is determined by the difference:

AU, = U - /P Ipgr.

where I -i- . -- initial discharging current value.
p~q R

Having selected resistance r magnitu. e from the condition

'%U= . Lr.

it is possible to obtain complete initial collector voltage compersation.

The generator circuit in running order is a conventional integrating amplifier

with a feedback network formed by capacitor C and resistance R. Voltage -E, is
supplied to integrator input.

The physical processes occurring in the circuit are analogous to the processes
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Figure IX.44. Voltage Curves for the Figure IX.43 GPN Circuit.

in an identical tube generator, i. e., capacitor C discharge with virtually constant

current occurs in the circuit as a result of negative feedback. Actually, the

discharging current decrease causes a decrease in base potential and, /440

consequently, a collector current increase. Collector potential increases, thus

constraining the discharging current decrease. The capacitor C discharge with

constant current stipulates output voltage linearity. The representative point

attains the criticality line (un-O) if switching pulse duration exceeds the

R-C time constant and the transistor loses amplifying properties. Capacitor linear

discharge ceases and a horizontal sector appears in the collector voltage curve.

Shaped voltage UM amplitude almost equals supply source voltage E. , i. e.,

the source voltage utilization factor approximates unity. The slight deviation

from unity is explained by the f3ct that, on the one hand, initial voltage does

not equal E, , differing by magnitude loR, and, on the other, the voltage drop

across the saturated transistor U,,,,,, differs from zero. Magnitude Uk~af does

not exceed 0.1-0.2 V for low-pover alloy transistors. Current /,, magnitude

for P14 and P15 germanium transistors at room temperature does not exceed 5--10

uA or 1.0 uA for P104 germanium transistors. Resistance R, magnitude usually

is no more than 10 kilohms. Therefore, sawtooth voltage amplitude LI M differs
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from E, by no more than 0.2-0.3 V. Since the rate of uutput voltage change

is determined by the expression

due -. I.*q 4=E

Sdt C RC'

and maximum amplitude UNxE. , then the maximum switching pulse duration at which

voltage linearity is provided during a complete forward motion equals

t, .,, = RC. (IX.77)

Diode D unblanks the moment the switching pulse ceases. Base and collector

voltage increase with a jump.

EXERCISE IX.27

Why isn't the collector voltage step compensated for when the switching pulse

ceases? (Page 513)

Capacitor C charging begins after this. Recovery time may be considered

to equal

f. - (3 -5) C [R, + R, + R,) = (3 - 5) CR.,

since usually R.>t,(R.+ R,).

The same methods used in tube circuits to reduce recovery time may be used

here. For example, clamping the initial level in the transistor collector /441

at level -E.g (in absolute value less than voltage E, ) with the aid of diode

D2 , as shown in Figure IX.45, often is used. In this event, recovery time is

determined by the formula

t, -w CR. In . (IX.78)

Just as was the case in tube circuits, this method leads to a decrease in

output voltage amplitude for given supply source E.
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Figure IX.45. Clamping Diode Connection Figure IX.46. Corrected
To Reduce Recovery Time. Positive Feedback GPN Circuit

During a Working Stroke.

The nonlinearity factor in the transistor integrator circuit is determined,

just as it was for the electron tube integrator circuit, i. e.,

The difference lies only in determination of the equivalent time constant

It is necessary to consider that a transistor, as opposed to an electron

tube, has finite input resistance value R.

A simplitied integrat- .rcuit in running order is presented in Figure IX.43b.

Here, input resistance conditionally is depicted by the dotted line. After

transformation by the theorem of the equivalent generator, the input network has

the form depicted in Figure IX.46. Here, resistance R.- R ,

Consequently, the equivalent time constant is determined by the expression

; ',(K+1) ==CR ( I0 +K) -( + K)RC (IX.79)
S .,

uhere K -- common-emitter amplifier gain; /442

Y_- common-emitter amplifier input resistance.
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Input resistance and gain may be determined by formulas (111.114) and (111.117),

respectively.

Thus, finally, the nonlinearity factor magnitude will be written in the form

10= RC I-< c( + .(Ix.8o>
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CHAPTER X /443

EXERCISE ANSWERS AND EXPLANATIONS

EXERCISE I.1

a) For passive response RLS, emitted radio waves are distributed to the

object (target), refle Ld fromr it, and relurned to the RLS. Therefore, the time

from the moment of pulse radiation to the moment of its receipt is t=
C

hence

For active response RLS, there is a requirement additionally to consider

relaying time at the object (transponder tripping time) 1P. Therefore,
t, -1 I

+r hence =

b, From the aforementioned condition, t,<T, must be satisfied, hence
3 ' j. jO-"

S= . Where T = 600 usec, ,90 km.

c) Gate pulse delay time must correspond to second target lag time

,567 usec. The shorter the gate pulse t.,.. duration, the more

accurate (precise) the target signal gating. However, this duration must be

sufricient so the target gated pulse completely will past- through the receiver

even when there is a possible gate pulse delay inaccuracy. Therefore,

where t. -- received target pulse duration, tr.,., -- maximum

error in the automatic tracking system producing the gate pulses.
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d) Individual measurement of range to each of two targets from the display

is possible if the pulses from these targets are visible individually, i. e.,

the pulse from the most-distant target arises after cessation of the pulse from

the nearest target (otherwise, the pulses will combine). Consequently, the minimal

difference in lag times is ... -ti-t,,-h. , hence lr'..=C 2 = C-. . For

example, where t. = 0.5 usec, '.,. 75 meters. The requirement is that only

the pulse from a given target must coincide with strobe pulses for the automatic

tracking system to track that target. Consequently, in this case, the total duration

of the strobe pulse pair C,: C..= !. constrains this value.

e) Calibrating pulse spacing to create range marks at interval .Ar. 5

km must equal T, = 'A4 33 usec or their frequency fa,-MI. 30 kHz.

f) The number of pulses in a packet (see Figure 1.8) equals Ma , , /444

uhere r"-tfo&_. . packet duration (target painting time), Qcx- 71" --QcX I n

rate, T,-T.,-To, -- beam forward stroke time, T,- -- scanning period.

In accordance with the conditions of the problem, T, 0= 50 usec; T .1 = 50

10 40 usec; fo6.=,-_ 2.67 usec; T== = =0.4 usec; and . -6.7

pulses. Rounding off the result to the nearest whole number, we will get N,

6 pulses.

Where t, = 32 usec, .== 0.7t,= 07532 = 24*

EXERCISE 1.2

A functional diagram of a synchronizer and range display corresponding to

the Figure 1.9 curves is depicted in Figure X.l.

EXERCISE II.1

The given curves are .' icted in Figure X.2. First off, we will recall that,

in the graphs, circuit tine corstan
. Tr equals a subt3ngent-the segment intercepting

the 'angent to the initial point of the exponential curve on the horizontal line

to ards which the exponential curve will strive to infinity (see Attachment 3).

This circumstance facilitates plotting and comparing exponential curves.
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FiguJre X.2. Voltage and Current Curves As A Capacitor
Charges Across Resistance: (a) -- For Initial Values E, R, C;

(b) -- For £.4;(c) -- For C 2C; (d) -Fr R 2

Circuit time constant v-m CR'= T decreases by a factor of 2 when the /446

resistance decreases by a factor of 2 (RI = Rl. Therefore, charging time decreases

by a Facto,: of 2, i. e., the rate of function uc, i. , and u R change rises by

a factor of 2. In addition, the initial charging current value rises by a factor

of 2 1, "c~ (curve 2

EXERCISE 11.2

These curves are plotted in Figure X.3. Inductance L discharging time constant
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Figure X.3. Current and Voltage Curves When Inductance Discharges Across
Resistance: (a) -- For initial values Io, L, R; (b) -- For R1  2R.
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changes by a factor of 2 '---- , where -- initial time constant,

when resistance F is increased by a factor of 2 (R' = 2R). Therefore, the duration

of the charging process is reduced by a factor of 2. The initial value of the

current in inductance 1,-I, does not change since the previous inductance charging

circuit parameteis determine it and they are retained at the moment discharging

begins. Therefoie, the discharging current t, decrease occurs faster by a factor

of 2.

I

Initial voltage value uR a -uL increases by a factor of 2: UR = IoR' = 210 R;

UL = -IaR' = 210R. This is explained from the physical point of view by the fact

that, when resist3nce R increases, the power dissipated in this resistance in

the form of heat rises P= i R . Therefore, the electromagnetic energy stored

in the inductance magnetic field is expended more rapidly and, consequently, the

rate of current * decrease rises. But, here, self-induction emf risesdip

0 - m consequently, voltages 9L -- L and UR-UL Since the initial

values of voltages uR and uL rise by a factor of 2, while the time constant decreases

by a factor of 2, the rate of decrease of these voltages increases by a factor

of 4. "

Thus, the resistance R increaso in the inductance discharging circuit, given

the identical initial discharging current, causes a proportional rise of /447

initial UL and UR values. This circumstance is of important practiral significance.

First, it must be considered in circuits where a disruption of the inductance

coil supply circuit from the constant voltage supply occurs.

It is a case where inductance coil discharge to the large resistance of the

disruption path i:self occurs when this circuit is broken. Therefore, at the

moment of disruption, coil voltage rises with a jump to such a large magnitude

(-jhere R = uL ), and an electrical breakdown between coil turns or to
"9round" nay occu . To avoid a breakdown, the coil usually is 'hunted by a r'.cial

resistance R. , .he magnitude of which is sufficiently small so that the w-ltage

uL "bump" is with.n tolerances when tne circuit is disrupted..

Second, the g.ossibility of obtaining large voltage uiL at the moment the

inductance supply circuit is disrupted specially may be used in those instances

when there is a rcquirement to obtain pulse voltages of great amplitude exceeding
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constant supply vultage. A pulse modulator with an inductive energy integrator

is one of the devices in which this principle of increasing voltage is used (see

Chapter 11, 5 1).

EXERCISE 11.3

a) During resting time t. energy V',=Pi. PcpT. (where Q >> 1, i 7. ), T

where D, _. average power consumed from the supply source, i. e., average

transmitter power, is stored in the integrator. Since modulating pulse energy

equals wP.. , here P. -- pulse power and, with respect to the law of power

retenton, -n , then P.,T.-P.1. . Consequently, P,- P,,o, which

corresponds to formula (1.6).

b) There is a requirement that, during pulse time '. , capacitor C. be

discharge- slightly (see Figure 11.7), i. e., that condition ,9P..t1 be satisfied,

in order to decrease pulse tilt reduction IU.-,%Uc in a modulator with a capacitive
I I

integrator. In this case, charging current amplitude /,-= - also decreases,

which 'ill lead to a reduction in losses in the charging network and, due to this,

to an increa3f in modulator efficiency. Ho'jever, given a slight AU0 magnitude,

only an insignificant portion of the energy stored in the capacitor is supplied

to the microwave oscillator during the discharging process

Sc, (u ..- ' ,1c.AUJ (L,.e + L.)

Hence, it follows that an increase in pulse energy, given source voltage

o-L'c.... and 1U value, is poss-,ble only due to an increase in cipacitor C.
c

capacitance.

c) Ccnditon T, , must be satisfied for ccrmplete choke charging, i. e.,

c:arging current to rise to its maximum \alue [= , to occur in a moduiator

with a cipacitive integrator dur-,!iq resting time. Here, pulse amolitude equals

E; -rnd condition U will 'e sat-sfied wlen P,,R, , i. e.,

.,e ti*- redLJcticn . vill be slight ir during discharge time

, :re current AIL decrcase , " s-t, i. e., % . Simultaneous

,;ati.tfic-on of ccndit:oris T, t" t, " is possible only jhen the shaped

pulie uutv ratio .; hijn (toer .  t.-H .
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E)ERCISE 11.4

a) R-C integrator output voltage is picked off capacitor C, while resistance

R is connected in series between network input and output. Therefore, the following

ar. R-C integrators: network C2R2 in Figure 11.14; R1C1 in Figure 11.16; /448

R,C. (plate filzer) and -,'c (screen grid supply network) in Figure 11.18; Ra C

in Figure IX.4.

b) The time constant of the Figure 11.1lb R-C network for the parameters

given equals -L=U-*.W Ju- it, = 3 usec. However, it is impossible to designate

netiork purpose. One may only assert that it is not an integrator (but this is

eviJent without knowing network parameters). It is impossible to determine if

thi:; is a differentiator or a transient network, even knowing its time constant,

if ..nput pulse duration is not given. Where t , it will be a differentiator,

and will be a transient network when ,,.'.

The Figure II.lld R-L network, where t>i. , transmits a pulse virtually

witout distortions (see the Figure II.lOc voltage uL curve where -:- -t. ).

However, it may not be used as a transient network because its input and occput

are iot separated with respect to the d-c component.

EXERISE 11.5

a) 'n accordance with (XI.15), complete capacitor charging time is .

Ther fore, if !..>3% , then capacitor charging essentially ceases (U,.,-U.,) and

output pulse porch duration corresponds to complete charging time t,.. If

Figure X.4. Ratio of Pulse Shape at R-C Integrator Output
To Its Time Constant ( <t<;,)
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t.,.<3 , then the capacitor charging does not cease while the input pulse is active

IL..,<L,, and ft-1 .... Thus, tt <t.,, . Complete capacitor discharging time

following input pulse cessation tzm-&, determines output pulse decay time. Complete

output pulse duration

to oux - to as + tc to 9I + 3,

b) These curves are plotted in Figure X.4. Where R = 1 kilohm, C = 1,000 pF,

network time constant - =-Iv'I' iO-" to = I usec, i. e., t Since t,3?,

then U,., =U,; t. outt,, .+ 3 = 7 usec (curve a).

Where R = 20 kilohm, C 200 pF, -2=.lO'.200.10-12.100 4 usec, i. e.,

I., =-.- . With respect to time constant determination, we will get

U...=0,63 Uo, to .,= 16 usec (curve b).

Where R = 2 kilohm, C = 0.006 uF, f"'=2 1016.10-'.Ion = 12 usPc, i. e.,
,,-=3t,,, . In this event, the output voltage porch virtually is linear and,

therefore, L",., =U,, = (curve c)

EXERCISE 11.6 /449

The time constant for stretching network T = R2 C2 must satisfy conditions
,>t.,. 3-<r.. 3e<7Ts-t,,-.,, for normal operation of the Figure 11.14 coincidence

circuit. Second grid voltage (capacitor C2 voltage) rises slightly while pulse

A is active when the first condition is satisfied, resulting in the pentode not

unblanking while this pulse is active. In addition, when this condition is satisfied,

while pulse 6 is active, second gr J voltage decreases slightly from its maximum

value, which also insures that the pentode unblanks while this pulse is active.

Satisfaction of the second condition insures completion of the capacitor

C2 charging process while pulse u,, 3 is active, resulting in voltage uC2 succeeding

in rising to its amplitide U,,, bv the end of xiis pulse. This makes it possible

to use pulses -. of minimum am'plitude, which must only be sufficient For pentode

unblanking with respect to the second qrid.

*If resting time between input pulses is sufficiently great for completion
of the discharging process, t,>j
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Satisfaction of the third condition insuret completion of the capacitor C2
discharging process during resting times. Otherwise, the: e would be residual

voltage exceeding second grid potential present in the capacitor at the beginning

of the subsequent pulse usta. As a result, per'tode unblanking might become possible

in spite of the first condition being satisfied.

EXERCISE 11.7

a) Triggering pulse duration determines maximum time delay t...,<t. in the

Figure 11.15 circuit and will be obtained if capacitor C1 voltage at the moment

the triggerig pulse ceases still continues to rise at a sufficiently-high rate.

This requires satisfaction of condition -R,C,>-1'- (capacitor charging must not

cease during time 1. 1.

b) In the Figure 11.16 circuit, triode L unblanks at moment t = tl, when

ug = Ego There'ore, in accordnnce with (11.37) En=t,- +[(Eo- -

hence

" E, ut or 1, = t, -I In _- - .-E--o -ug

Initial negative triode grid voltage equals

while the integrator tin constant comprises

I = RAC, = 2.101. .10 - = 4 sec.

The unknown time delay will equal

300 + :45
Is =i t, 4In 3-A-+ - = 4'n 1.77 = 2.3sec.

The circuit will trip without a time delay if, due to assembly error, capacitor

C is disconnected from triode grid or chassis. Here, triode grid voltage rises

with a jump to value L.... -O at the moment of triggering (relay P, trips).
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EXERCISE 11.8 /450

Proportional relationship (11.38) U,--ls, is obtained when network output

voltage rises by a linear law while the input pulse is active (i. e., corresponds

to the initial sector of the exponential curve). But, this requires that

- lt, ,, ,,, . The amplitude of each output pulse must not depend on the previous

pulse and the network output voltage during resting times must disappear completely.

This means tiat condition c-c = ""IY%.4. rC must be satisfied.

EXERCISE 11.9

It is possible qualitatively to explain the form of an R-C integrator AChKh

(Figure II.18b). Capacitor C connected in parallel to circuit output terminals

is an infinitely-large resistance X1r = - for constant voltage ( LJ = 0).

Therefore, constant voltage will be transmitted in full (without attenuation)

to network output, i. e., K(O)-K(w. ,.._.. Capacitor resistance decreases with

an increase in harmonic input voltage frequency, resulting in output voltage and,

consequently, AChKh value, drop. Within the range -A, -."", i. e., network

output is shunted for a short time, while output voltage disappears. Therefore,

the AChKh asymptotically will strive towards zero.

Figure X.5. R-C Integrator Vector Diagram.

It is convenient to explain the shap.- of this netvork AChKh (Figure II.18c)

using a vector diagram of the complex amplitudes in the netvork depicted in Figure

,X.5.*

*Positive phase angles are computed clockwise in Figure X.5.
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First, we will recall that current flowing across a resistance always leads the

phase in this capa.citance by angle -r • nce this particular network includes

series-connected resistance and capacitance, then the complex amplitude vector

of the network current I will lead the complex amplitude vector U.1 by angle

>->Q . The magnitude of this angle will depend on the ratio of the active

and capacitive resistance in the network, so, since the latter will depend on

frequency, then .-.(=) . Output voltage is picked off capacitance C. Therefore,

the vector of complex amplitude Uut always will lag behind vector i by angle 4.
As a result, vector i..= will lag behind vector U., by angle *()=()-+ "
Consequently, output voltage always will lag input voltage in phase (all resultant

AChKh values ar3 negative). As a result of the infinitely-large capacitive

resistance, for constant voltage a(0 = i and 4(0)-o , i. e., there is no phase

shift. Angle aw decreases and the output voltage phase lags more and more behind

input voltage phase vhen the frequency increases as a result of the decrease in

capacitive resistance. Therefore, within the range "-m Xc-0, 6(w)-. 0 and

EXERCISE 11.10 /451

These curves are plotted in Figure X.6 ( u.3 , curves corresponding to Figure

11.21 and the paragraph c problcen are depicted by the dotted line).

U9 ;

41)

0 t
P, 00

o ) ,,"' (e..)-

Figure X.6. Differentiator Output Voltage Change:
(a) -- Where 'I Decreases by a Factor of 2; (b) -- Where 7r Increases

By a Factor of 2; (c) -- Where 'as. Increases By a Factor of 2.
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Capacitor charging nnd discharging are faster when time constant I decreases,
resulting in output pulses being clipped accordingly (curve a).

Capacitor charging and discharging are slower, resulting in output pulses
being stretched accordingly (curve b), when time constant 7 decreases.

Output pulse shape does not change when (.as increases, but a pulse corresponding

to the input pulse droop displaces accordingly (curve c).

EXERCISE II.11

a) These voltage curves are depicted in Figure X.7. Pulses u..,,with a

vertical porch and exponential droop, amplitude UMX,-Ua , and duration t..-
(curves u.,, in Figure X.7b-d) arise at R-C chopper output when a change in

Figure X.7. Passage of Changes in Voltage with Vertical and Sloping Porches
Across a .tretching R-C Network At Different I" Va:lues.

voltage =., with a vertical porch is active at its input. In accordance with
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Figure 11.22, pulses u.2,, with an exponential porch and droop (curves U.,, in

Figure X.7b, c, d) arise when change in voltage u,,, with a sloping linear porch

is active at network input. Based on (11.44), we will get:

where =to..2 0.63U 0 (Figure X.7b); t'=2, C, O, 4SU (Figure X.7c);

where 0'=0-5CI U. 2:0.43Uz (Figure X.7d).

b) In accordance with (11.31), inequality t<1#. is the condition for pulse

porch differentiation. However, here, based on (II.44a), we will get -

Thus, the more precisely the porch is differentiated, the less tne network /452

output voltage.

EXERCISE 11.12

The expression for the complex frequency characteristic for the Figure II.25c

compensated voltage divider equals:

Un +) Lz 22.

where ±z-R-Z ,R,

R,.h + _

R, R, R,

R,3+ + +-WT

Therefore, R, /453

+
+

*The graph in Figure 6b (page 526) may be used for approximate determination

of exponential function (--, for given values L4.
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Where 11-1 (this equates to ratio (11.46)), we will get *c)o-..censt

which corresponds to undistorted pulse transmission condition (XI.24).

EXERCISE 11.13

a) The Figure 111.18 transient networks are C ,R,,. Cp,R,, ; Figure 111.29

-- C, PR Figure VI.5 - CP,R,, CP.Rg.; Figure VI.l0 -- all networks

CpR. C Rp
CP., 'N P.

b) These curves are plotted in Figure X.8. They reflect the process of L

capacitor harging across a resistance and demonstrate that a transient R-C network -

1I4

lie

0550

..

Figure X.8. Constant Voltage Action on an fl-C , etwork.

does not pass constant voltage (Following complete capacitor charging u,, 0).

Thus, when pulse voltage is active, its d-c component will act upon the network.

Conseguently, when pulse voltage is transmitted across a transient Rl-C network,

losses will occur in its d-c component.
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EXERCISE 11.14

a) These curves are depicted in Figure X.9. A change in input voltage initial

level does not impact upon output voltage since this level acts like constant

fl

Figure X.9. Passage Across R-C Network of Single Pulse With _U>O .

voltage which does not pass to network output. C~pacitor C voltage magnitude

changes only by magnitude Us.

b) Output voltage shape under the given conditions is depicLed in Figure

X.1O and correspcnds to ratio (I1.50). Since t,> , , the reduction in output

pulse tilt is slight but, uhere Rp)R, , the capacitor will discharge very slowly

after the input pulse ceases, resulting in the fact that negative residual voltage

Vill be active at network output for a long time.

EXERCISE 11.15

a) The output voltage of both a linear and a nonlinear transient R-C network

remains unchanged, given any changes in initial level, i. e., of the input voltage

d-c component. This is because d-c component L,, , regardless of its magnitude
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Figure X.lO. Passage Across Transient R-C Network of
Single Pulse Where R, < Rp , > t.

and sign, is always balanced in the steady-state mode by the voltage in the /455

network blocking capacitor.

b) Since _,.,---Wc, in any case it is possible to blank a tube with respect

to dynamic bias only given positive input pulse polarity. Here, in accordance

with (11.54), it is necessary when a linear transient network is used for _E_ 1=
Q

> In accordance vith (11.55), it is necessary when a nonlinear

network is used that >;1 , = -. ,>IEI • Since ft, t. , then the

minimum input pulse amplitude required to satisfy this condition will be obtained

when R . However, in any event, inequality L'.>I E,. mu st be satisfied.

EXERCISE 11.16

These voltage curves are depicted in Figure X.11. The triode is unoIanked

prior to the beginning of input pulse action in the circuit with a loop connected

to the plate netvork and its plate current also flows completely across inductance

L in the direction from +1 . Since coil resistance is slight, thnre essentially
a

is no voltage drop across the loop and -.. ,-E.. When pulse u., arrives, its

porch blanks the triode and loop shock excitation occurs. Since current k initially

retains its direction, it charges capacitor C, passing across it "from below upwards"

and increasing the potential of its "lower" plate. Therefore, the first half-cycle

of output voltage oscillations is positive. In accordance with the condition,

while the pulse is active oscillations are damped completely, until cessation

of pulse u, Ea (triode blanked). The pulse ,., droop agains unblanks the
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Figure A.11. Voltage Curves in Shock Excitation Circuits:
(a) -- With loop connected to the plate network; (b) -- With loop

connected to the cathode network.

triode and excites the loop with a positive plate current change. Since current

in the inductance may not rise instantaneously, plate current initially passes

completely cross capacitor C in the direction "from above downwards." Therefore,

the first half-cycle of output voltage oscillacions is negative (plate potential

drops when current i rises). Arisinj oscillations are damped somewhat more rapidly
a

due to the slight shunting of the loop by high triode internal resistance. Thus,

output voltage will retain the d-c component equalling Ea, while the polarity

of its first half-cycle is opposite in polarity to the input voltage change.

We also will note that the mdximum u., value significantly may exceed level +Ea

Prior to the beginning of pulse action, current ia completely passes across

the inductance in the direction from cathode to "ground" in the circuit with loop
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connected to the cathode network. Here, u,0, 0. The triode is blanked when

pulse ,. porch is active. Current iL initially retains its direction and charges

capacitor C, decreasing the potential of its "upper" plate. Therefore, the first

half-cycle of output voltage oscillations will be negative. The capacitor immediately

begins to charge with plate current when the input pulse droop unblanks the triode

and the output voltage "bump" u.,-uc will be positive. No oscillations will

arise here because of powerful loop shunting by slight cathode network output

resistance.

EXERCISE 11.17

Current steps in a network containing an inductance physically are impossible

(see Attachment 2). However, current steps in each of the windings of an IT [pulse

transformer] with slight leakage inductances are possible if only the difference

in these steps, computed for one of the windings and, in accordance with (11.65),
equalling the magnetization current M change, equals zero. Actually, since the

magnetization current W. M. itself determines overall IT magnetic field energy

where L,,-L,,-o , then only steps of this current are impracticable. Steps of

currents iI and i., are possible, but must occur simultaneously and be coupled

in such a way that if a current iI change accomplishes additional IT core magne-

tization, ther a current i2 change correspondingly must demagnetize it (or vice

versa).

EXERCISE 111.1

a) We will assume that grid voltage u 0 0. Here, plate current I for
g a

a given U value passes across the tube (for example, see points 6. t" in Figure
a

111.3). There are two ways to reduce plate current to zero, i. e., to change

it by magnitude Ala = Ia -- 0 = Ia: either by decreasing plate voltage to zero,

i. e., by changing it by magnitude AUa = Ua -- 0 = Ua, or by reducing grid voltage
to the triode hlanking level, i. e., changing it by magnitude AUg = 0 -- Ego

Therefore, in accordance vith triode gain determination (111.15), e will get

b) Triode internal resistance to alternating current at points a, b, and
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c (in Figure III.33) is approximately identical since plate transconductance /457

at these points is virtually identical and equals

" . V&a=e 75- 12.5 kilohms.
A1 , Z IO'

Triode interral resistance to direct current R* =-7' equals

123. I0- 2.0, -1 . iom

-R.O= 8.7 kilohms i. for point a; 6-R, 1 2 15.6 kilohms
T4 1 I0-' i

125 10 poin
> R i for point 1; ,-,a=7 = 52 kilohm > RI for point c.

Thus, when crid voltage U changes from +4 to -4 V, R. z const, while value

R rises approximately by a factor of 6.

c) The gre;iter (all other conditions being equal) the triode plate voltage,

i. e., plate accilerating field, the more electrons that will pass through grid

to pl3te and, consequently, the fewer of them that will be "intercepted" by the

grid, i. e., participate in formation of grid current i . Therefore, the greater

the voltage Uat the "lower" the grid characteristic will pass.

EXERCISE 111.2

a) Screen grid current 1g2 in a pentode may equal zero only in the event

the pentode is blanked with respect to cathode current by negative bias in the

control grid (Ug <Egol). If ug!> EgQ, current 'g2 must exist since Ug2 ; 0

and the screen grid alway3 "intercepts" some of the electrons passing ziross grid

g1 " The ratio of voltages U and U only influences the magnitude of this current.
Vg3 a

b) If volt3ge u g is supplied to suppressor grid when Ua >0, then the

accelerating action of the field betveer plata and this grid increases; therefore,

it is v-pcss~rle for secondary elecLron. discharged from plate to hit grid g3

and, cons- qurntl,, there is no dynatron effect.

c) The app opriate cathode current change it = 1a + ig 2 explains the relative

position of currnt ia and ig2 characteristics in Figure 111.6 for various Ugl

values (U gl < 0 nd UgI = 0). The speed of electrons flying off grid g2 incrrases

with a voltage UC1 increase and a more powerful braking action on the part of
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grid g} is required for their full return to this grid. Therefore, blanking voltage

93 it 1 1Ego3 rises in magnitude: Ego3 < E go 3 when

EXERCISE 111.3

a) A positive plate current pulse arises when a positive pulse is active

in the Figure 111.7 and 111.9 circuits. Here, voltcge ua = Ea - iaR a will decrease,

while voltage ,-i.. will rise. Consequently, a negative-polarity pulse will

be obtained from the plate outputs of these circuits, while a positive-polarity

puLe will be obtaned from the cathode outputs.

A pulse of increased amplitude may be outained in the Figure 111.7 circuit

frow the plate output if, based upon (111.28), P 4> vnile a pulse

of decreased amplitude always will be obtained from the cathode output, in accordance

with (111.32) or (II.34).

Based on (111.36) and (111.3-), a pulse of increased amplitude may be obtained

in tn:e Figure 111.9 circuit from the plate output (where R > -P' 
4
- 9 and from

the cathode output \,where R >

Cathode potential will rise in the grounded-grid circuit (Figure III.10)

vj,.n a positive pulse is active and, since voltage urn--.z, plate current /458

-,;!! decrease. Here, plate voltage will rise, i. e., a pulse also of positive

polarity ai-.-ei -it output. Tae amplitude of this pulse will be greater than at

input if P. in 'ucccrrance with (111.39).

b, There L no nqatIve feecback in the Figur-- 111.9 circuit ' - =%._)

Ind ectar . #, on,1 decrca-,s the plate currn: value. Therefore,

_i, nd, ccnsequently,
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EXERCISE 111.4

a) These graphs are depicted in Figure X.12. The ug values used extend

beyond the boundaries of the characteristic A'A" linear sector when input pulses

So ,o9 "

At

L 0t

Figure X.l%. For Explanat ion of Plate Cold A.mplifier Operaticn.

1I .,:th n amplitude increased by a fctor of 2 relative to the Figure 11.12 amplitude

• :i:e 7]ct-ve. s a result, nonlinear distortions of the shapL of current i anda
,eutag,- uj oukt s arise• Since ,, > -£,---4, then the tube turns out to be blanked

wfna nej]aLlve pulse porch is activ, in the Ug Ego region, i. e., in the interval

oet'jeen 'onents 2 ani 3. In this interval, i a 0 and, in acco'dance w.ith (111.21),

iwat Jc]t attains naxinur, poszible vclue U.,,,,= E Tube dynamic saturation
a

'ano.;4rn a poc~tie pu1se is active in the region Ug>U , i. e., in the interval

:O t . "o' .. t. " tand t 7 . In th-s ,nter~al, current ia attainb maximum value /459

: .. -! , n~le plate voltage s miznmal and, in accordance with (11.21),
Fi -g uhus, there :s negatiin e pulse clipping due to loner plate

ju,:nt cutoff itube blank-ngi and postive pulse lipping due to upper plate

"Je.' -cutft'.s daresl c rnturaticn)ren inpu pulse apitude increases.

b)~tjq u3a J otG Eqsoulde. ars.Sne thenaed the tuet urn p oin t to-n bebnke

i I rte toon t ' :en n' positive pulse s actv n' ereo aup;', i. ein the inte, vah

II

i -

t~pt-- u, it t..andt 7*In hisntc~al curen 1 atais mximm vlue/45



amplitude of the pulse during which no nonlinear distortions have yet occurred

will be maximum and equal the projection of the entire set.cor A'A" to the X-axis.

B,:a,3 voltage should be decreased in magnitude (operatin:, point shifL Lu point

A"' for the identica! circumstances when only positivr jolarity pulses are amplified.

c) In order to obtain only the a-c plate voltage cGiponent at stage output,

this voltage must be picked off across the transient R-C network.

EXERCISE 111.5

a) For any current ia value, ua = Ea when Ra  0 0. Therefore, a vertical

line passing through point ua E of the X-axis depicts the dynamic plate

LO (Ml U 0

5 Ir

(aa

F 1 f rt4 -J -Z -f0

Figure X.13. Pentode Dynamic Characteristic (R 2R )a a

chiiactc'ri:tic. (This also follows from the fact that atei w.T~hen R

0). The crm'.c transfer cnaracteristic coincides vith the static transfer

charicteristic for value u E .
S a

b, Pentzde dna:m'c charact2ri'tjc, for R a 2R are plotted in Figure X.13

ke dotted ine dcpicts chz,:actari itcs correcpanding to the previous R valuea

in Fig'ure 1i.13c, d). The load line is FtLatter (segment 05'--41 is less by aRz

:ctor ol" 2 t, 2n ccf ,ert r5 = £ r' 1n e 9 w 3r !" -a. commensurajtely iF decreased).
-re, . Curt -, nd miriAium voltage Ca., ace decreaced andI

pnentode dynimia. &aturatlcn t:egins at less voltage U -3 V (point e:. Thi 1

-2xploui,.d physical2.y by the fact t!--., given a resistrnce R ain:.rea3e, the
a
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voltage drop across it rises for the identical current i values, as a resulLg
of which plate voltage decreases and, when there is an increase in control /460

grid voltage, redistribution of cathode current between plate and screen grid

begins, given a lesser Ugj value.

The dynamic transfer characteristic begins from the same point A' (resistance

Ra magnitude does not affect blanking voltage), while its transconductance decreases,

which also follows from ratio (111.46).

EXERCISE 111.6

a) Presenting expression (111.49) considering (111.19) in the form K
S'R,
+ ie, and considering that, for a pentode, the values of transconductance

S and internal resistance to alternating current R are greater than for a triode,

we will see that the greatest gain will result when a pentode is used.

The influence of the total stray capacitance of the circuit C.-C,+C,.,,

where capacitances C. and Coare determined in accordance with (111.56), cause

the high-frequency pulse distortions. Capccitances C and C., are significantlyag

lass for a pentode than for a triode due to presence of screen and suppressor

grids. Therefore, there are feer high-frequency distortions when a pentode is

used. The influence of the transient R-C network causes low-frequency distortions

and essentially they do not depend on tube parameters.

b) In accordance with (111.49), amplification must become maximum (K -g
where R = D . Realistically, in this case the tube plate current network will

a

be blanked, no plate voltage will be supplied to the tube ('a = 0), and, consequently,

K =0.

In accordance witr (111.21), when R = 0, plate voltage will rise to supplya

scurce %oltage u a E a= const and, consequently, as was the case in the previous

example, we will get K 0 0. The plate voltage rise in this event will lead also

to an increase in the plate current d-c component, i. e., of power dissipated

in the plate. As a result, the tube may malfunction due to electrode overheating.

c) The output voltage of an amplifying stage with a plate load changes opposite
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in phase with input voltage. Consequently, when negative pulses are supplied

to the three-stage amplifier input, they will be inverted three times and positive-

polarity pulses will be obtained at amplifier output.

EXERCISE 111.7

a) Breakdown capacitor C. in the self-bias cell briefly shunts resistance

R. . Since there will be no voltage drop across this resistance, negative bits

in the control grid will disappear (Ug = - 0 = ) As a result, the plate current

d-c component will rise and the plate voltage d-c component will decrease. Here,

the stage will convert to the dynamic saturation mode (for a pentode) or will

approximate it (for a triode). Displacement of the operating point to the region

of the upper "bend" in the dynamic transfer characteristic ,ill lead to a decrease

in gain and onset of nonlinear distortions.

In addition, control grid current igi will arise when u g 0, which will

be accompanied by a rise in power consumed in the tube input neLwork and additional

nonlinear distortionc due to the vultnge drop across the output resistance of

the input signal sojrce. The rise ii the plate current d-c component may lead

to a tube malfunction due to ovedieating of its electrodes.

b) A tube rjy be blanked (E < E ) only with the aid of self- or dynamic

bias :n the !att r case, only upon arrival cf positive input pulses of sufficiently

great Dmplituc.). Tute self-blanking with the aid of self-bias physically is

i.pcuszble since all currents in a tube would cease when it blanks and, therefore,

-- -!' ,.R,-, i. e., the re-cron for its blanking would disappear.

c) Given a 5!ight relative -educton in capacitor C. voltage, its /461

diac-.ar-e dur-rg p.u' , e ti:' t. nu t cccur by an -ientially linear law. Therefore,

using the first raLio (XI.16), ihere ;-i.. Xtoi0E. , we w. get 1C'F, -
,"-~ -- ' . Ew. ______

hence TP,3P C , )?,, +R. - or CsTL.k ,,

Cone~q;2ntly, C 2,GCO Lf .

d) AL. u-sual, cznsiderin] that capacitor C, discharge with current ia while
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the pulse is active occurs by a linear law, we may write -- c-_ , i. e.,

U., t .t. 075.10-,.I1( _O. u

C, hence C1=i, -,"0.1 uF

During resting time, capacitor C4 must succeed in charging to voltage Ea -

Assuming on the basis of the second condition (111.60) ",=C.RP =-1- (T. =1)f

we will get R$ = r M=. O10 5 kilohms.

EXERCISE 111.8

a) Tube plate current may flow across resistance P. only in one direction,

from cathode to circuit chassis. Therefore, voltage . for an unblanked

tube and U.0 for a blanked tube, but it may never be negative.

b) Tube self-blanking with voltage drop L.% created by its plate quiescent

current physically is impossible (see Exercise 111.7). Therefore, the tube ma\

be brought as close as desired to the cut-off area by increasing resistance RP

but always L'.---L,>E,

c) CapaLitor R. shunting of resistance C. will not alter the stage operating

mode with respect to d-c: the d-c component of current ia as usual will pass

across resistance P. , creating voltage drop L1 0-- Uasin it. However, when input

voltage is active, the current a-c component, just as in the self-bias cell, will

ciost across capacitor C. Therefore, no output signal arises: "l-, : O.

There will be no negative a-c component feedback: -p,_=u,..

EXERCISE IIi.9

a) In accordance .jith Figure 111.23, the representative point for a cathode

follower rill not leave the boundaries of the essentially linear sector of dynami

characteristic A,A, if input voltage changes in the range o U,N ,,, + U,, ,.

For a platc-load amplifier u,, *-,,_ and a significantly lesser range of changes

~U~sAUUe,, i .*#,I correspcnds to the identical sectcr of the characteristic.

Using (111.34), we will get 4!i,,.. * It also follows from
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from this that, given an identical range of input voltage changes, the sector

of the dynamic characteristic used in a cathode follower will be shorter by a

factor of - and, conequently, (given proper operating point selection),

more linear than in a plate-load amplifier.

b) This plot is shojn in Figure X.14, where the Figure 111.23 plot for the

previous R. value ( a c, UL,5 .. and , ) is repeated as a dotted line

U U

Figure X.14. For Explanation of Cathode Follower Operation
When Resistance Pa(Ri,>R is Increased.

for comparision purposes. Dynamic transfer characteristic transconcuctance, in

accordance with (111.65), decreases somewhat when resistance R. R;>R' is increased

(usually R, (R. ), while feedforwards, in accordance with (III.67), are flatter

(a. 'O ). Therefore, operating point A0 will shift "dovrnr.ards" along the

dynamic characteristic, i. e., necative bias U,, will rise with respect to

-._iritude, while quiescent current I will decrease. Value u,,.ill decreaseao

with resoect to rma;nitude, while value ',,...wilI rise. This makes it possible

to transmit acrosi the catir-de follower positive pulses of gr ater a plitue,

without entering the region u,,>O . The maximum resistance P. magnitude is

clipped by the aproach of the operating point to the region of the lover dynamic

characteristic bend.

EXERCISE 111.10

a) H:,,'.ng divided the numerator and dencminator of" expressions (111.68)
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and (111.69) by the product R.R, , ue will get:

S I
I R, I,R& +S ;R f=I,R+ ItR+S

Figure X.15. Equivalent Cathode Follower Circuit With Current Generator.

The equivalent cathode follower circuit depicted in Figure X.15 also corresponds

to these expressions.

b) There is no break in curves uta and u, at moment t4 in Figure 111.26

for two reasons. First, at interval t 4 -- t 3 when the tube is blanked, capacitance

Cw, 'Jill strive to discharge across resistance R% to zero (where i = 0, u,a

0); after the tube unblanks (t > t4 ), discharge of this capacitance occurs,

even trough across lesser resistance P.... , but only to voltage U,,-t.*R,.

Second, from the moment of tube unblanking, transconductance S rises, while resistance

-L decreases only gradually due to operating point displacement to the

linear sector of the characteri-tic.

EXERCISE 111.11 /463

Operation of the Figure III.27a circuit is explained in Figure X.16a. We

will get u, =5, - -i
o R. when positive bias E is supplied, hence the feedforward

(3 Er "' upZ_ Ur

equation (111.66) wJill be written in the form i.-,,.u,,. Thertfare,

Dias lne 0 %straiyht line fur value 0,,- 0) intersects on the X-axis 3x: ent

E ', , i. e., ib located to the right cf the bias line for E 0 (doLted

line). As a result, operating point A° shifts "upwards" along dynamic characteristic

D, i. e., ouiescent current I rises. Values U', .,and U.,.,,, which are
aa

constroined by lines I and 2 and ,hic;t are computed relative to bias E , determine

the dymmic r3nge. A11 lines are sloped to the same angle -arc . The plot

for the Fioure 1I1.27b circuit is completely analogous. Gain for both circuits

equals K 1- -
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Figure X.16. For Explanation of Cathode Follower Circuit Variants.

Cperation of the Figure I1i.27c ircuit is explained in Figure X.16b. Self-bias

for this circuit is obtained only at iesistance R~, . Therefore, bias line 0

passes through the origin of the coordinates and is sloped at angle = ' I:

This line also dctermnines operating pojnt A position. The a-c component /464
0

of 'he feecback voltaoe arises only at resistance P,, when input voltage is active.

Therefure, stage operation with respect to the a-c component is characterized

by fetdforwards sloped at angle irct, The line indicated by the dots

paces through the operating point and is sliped at angle C'. It intersects

on the X-axis the segment equalling Eg. This signifies that the position of the

operating point voud be the same as if outside bias E > 0 is intrcduced into

the circuit jith respect to :ne of the rreviouF; \ariant; in plae2 of self-bias.

Values a.. ond L., .,. are constrained by lines I and 2 and are ccputed relative

Lt magnitude E . Circuit gain equals

The Figure III.27d circuit is plotted in the same manner. But, since feedba

voltage is picked off in tnit circuit from both resistances R., and .,
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feedforwards are sloped at angle r= 1 9. + R For this reason, stage gain

equals
KI~a

EXERCISE 111.12

When equality (III.76a) is satisfied, in accordance with (111.75), stage

gains will be equal in magnitude and opposite in sign K,, - K K. Consequently,a2!
U +,

+

Figure X.17. Difference Circuit Equivalent Circuit.

negative voltage a--K,,, arises at the first stage cathode output when negative-

polarity input voltages are active, while positive voltage rs-Ku.1 , arises at

second stage plate output. Representing triodes L and L2 with emf generators

C! and !2 aith internal resistances Ril and R12, we will get the equivalent circuit

for an a-c component device depicted in Figure X.17. Differing polarities of

enf eI and e2 a-e reoresented in this circuit by their opposites in phase relative

to ".-round," i. e., matched connection. Therefore, current i passing 3crCss divider
P will equal

,, R. --2

We will 3zsume that the circut is compltely synmetrical, i. e., R il Ri2 ,

R1 R29 and the potentiometer R. arm is C 7trictly in the middle position.

Then, exatuning the loop: generator e --resistance Rl--potentiorreter arm--
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F--

circuit output terminels--resistance Ril, in accordance with Kirchhoff's second

law je will get

R, +
i,--i + Uus

hence

(e! + 0,) (R, + R,, + RR
,I.., :--(R .O -, R +RI.RlR IrRj

or, vhere /465

P = R ' = R, u,,= e----"-----'-

Therefcre,

"Out 2

The relationship of gain K to generator resistance P. is explained by the

fact tnat a vt3ge drop across this resistance is created due to input current,

'jh:le the voltage drop across transistor :rput decreases.

EXERCISE 11!.14

Emitter current is input current in a conn-oase amolifier. But, base current,

cc'priz3ing a small portion of the emitter current, i, input current for a comon-

-iitter pIifier. This current flors across the signal source and transir-tor

input network. Consequently, it is possible to Use a source Vuth a greater intu:nal

resistance than in a common-base amplifier.

Connection of resistdnce to an emitter netvork leads to appearnrice of negative

feecback, resulting in a decrease in input current magnitude, i. e., input resistance

rises.
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EXERCISE 111.15

It is evident from Figure 111.44 that transistor T1 collector current equals

-1., a , uhile base current equals 41,-.,d - ,a. But, transistor T base

current is input current for transistor T2 and, therefore, its collector current

2I

* • i j.

Output current equals the sum of the collector curreots:

'P.1 = il - v 'W3 A + 31 2:

Hence, current gain

EXERCISE 111.16

Current gzin magnituce -z 0.99996 is determired from formula (111.129).

Further, ve deteriine input resist3nce magnitude from formula (I'l.125)
=R,

R= .5 megohms.

-'\L CV 1 S 1[.17

Transistos P15 and P103 :ie~t the stipulateo conditions.

£,EC"E 111.18

1. The load line 'vill be plotted in the collector caracteristic family:

, • j' au, = -=, 3.0. . i,1 ' .. i = 4, = J2 V'.

2. The opf r:ting point position is determired by the intersection of the

1oad line and stit' -.:cllector characteristic, corresponding to bias current

=f 7- =. "u
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Initial collector voltage L.,= -5 V corresponds to the operating point /466

where temperature is 200 C and is uc, = -4.3 V at an irzreased temperature.

3. Intersection of the load line with the criticality line determines minimal

collector voltage .... I . -1.2 V.

4. Maximum positive pulse amplitude at output where t 200 C equals

w -- t', no 3.8 V.

Pulse amplitude ihere t : 300 C equals

3.1 11.

5. The change in amplitude with a ch~nne in temperature comprises

L'.= -U. =0.7 V.

EXERCISE IV.1

These .Itge curves are depicted in Figure X.13.

0

jck
o ia 'o .

Figure X.13. Zero Lower Clamp Cpertion Given
\eqatve Input Voltaje Initial Level.
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EXERCISE IV.2

These curves ire depicted in Fi-re X.19.

U ax $

Figure '(.19. Zero Upper Clamp Operation Given
Action of Positive Pulses With U,,<0

EXE:RCISE DV.3

:j) These curv.es are o- pjcted in Figure '(.20.

aa --

tt

L~.,,-.

I
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b) A negative lower clamp is depicted in Figure IV.lla, P- positive upper

clamp in Figure IV.llb, and a negative upper clamp ;.n Figure IV.llc.

E-,EPCI'E !V.4

This circuit is depicted in Figure X.21. Residual voltage U Co. , pplied wiith

a "miinus" to CRT control electrode arises in capacitor C1 when posit.~ve intensifier

7

r~~~~urL*~~~~~ FrEzCLseV4 a - aar

cup~~e; -:iesfr us e~rtr

13 :C'~ :rstn.~t.wk s. r3Jt,~ rtre~s4u41

sun'.~~C i"; ~r's - hrc,1~~u *-san't~ i*rC3~p' ro~db urc

in~ ~ ~~~~~ 45 03i~c~~t au trC s~r~dj~~vs n~t~e ~
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of the screen, diude D3 forms a negative lower clamp), should be connected to

the network C3R3 output to stabilize the sweep position with respect to the

horizontal.

Unstable residual voltage UCo4 applied with a "minus" ,'o upper plate YI arises

in capacitor C4 when positive target video pulses .... flow across transient

network C4 R As a result, the sweep line will shift downwards from the CRT-

horizontal diameter. A zero lower clamp, diode D4 , should be added to stabilize

the sweep position with respect to the vertical.

EXERCISE V.1

a) It follows from examination of the characteristics depicted in Figure

V.3 that displacement of the characteristic along the X-axis corresponds to a

change in clipping thresnold E. , while displacement of the characteristic along

the Y-axis corresponds to a changa in clipping level U.

b) The characteristics and curves of the input and output voltages for the

given limiter types are shown in Figure X.22.

EXERCiSE V.2

a) In the Figure V.7 limiter circuit, the diode is unblanked when u.,<o

with ... .. (transfer mode); the diode is blanked when u.,>O, with u,.,= 0

(limiting mode). Consequently, the circuit sets an upper bound with a zero /469

clipping threshold and level E,-..-O (Figure V.la).

For the Figure V.7b .imiter circuit, the diode is unblanked uhen ,JE<O,

i. e., up,<-E , here UN,.U,, ; the diode is blanked when u,z+E>o , here

u.,, -- E . f'onsequently, the circuit sets an upper bound with negative and equal

clipping threshold and level 1..D,.... (Figure V.ld).

For the Figure V.7c limiter circuit, the diode is unblanked vhen .,-<O

i. e., 1,j<E , here u.,.=,-; the diode is blanked when u..-E>o, here

u,.,-l . Consequently, the circuit sets an upper bound with positive clipping

threshold ?,-E and zero level V..- (Figure V.1c).
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Figure X.22. Limiter Input (Sinusoidal) and Output Voltage Characteristics
and Curves: a) -- Upper where .. D. = 0; (b) -- Upper

where -<a . r = 0; (c) -- Lower where en-u > ;
(d) - "External" clipper-limiter where i,-. E >o. C.-u. O.

For the Figure V.7d limiter circuit, the diode is unblanked when u,,-E<O

i. e., u,,<E , here u,,u,,; the diode is blanked when u,- -E>O , here

u... -E . Consequently, the circuLt sets an upper bound with negative and equal

clipping threshold and level &,-Va-E (Figure V.lb).

b) The curves dzpicted in Figure V.8 correspond to an upper bound with zero

clipping threshold and negative clipping level. We will get tte corresponding

limiter circuit for the following reasons. A lower bound with threshold C..o requires

that the diode be connected so that it would conduct when - .>'< and be blanked

when , But, this requires that no external bias must act upon the /470

diode. On the other hand, ne-gative (relative to "ground") bias source Ei-,a

must be connected tc the limiter output network to obtain £<O . equal bias

of opposite polarity E2  -E I must compensate for the action of this source so

that it does not disrupt the clipping threshold. Bias source E2 must not be part
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+ .-

Figure X.23. Series Diode Lower Limiter Circuit . UE,)

oT' the limiter output netijork so as not to influence the clipping level. A limiter

c..rcuit with these proper*:ies is depicted in Figure X.23.

E:'ERCISE 11.3

Diode DI in the Figure V.9b limiter circuit is unblanked when u..>E,.

Consequent y, the circuit branch with diode DI and bias source EI sets a lower

biund with positive threshold e-E . Diode D2 is unblanked when u.,<-, .

C)nsequently, the circuit brar,ch with diode D2 and bias source E2 sets an upper

b:und with negative thret.hold E,--£. Since E.<E,, then, "external" clipping

will occur as a result. As long as input voltage varies within the range E-

E>u.,>E,. E, , both diodes will be blanked and, since bi.s sources are not included

in the limiter output network, U ,-o Consequently, the overall clipping

level equals U,-U-O . The action of this type limiter corresponds to Figure

t.lo.

iXERCISE V.4

For tne Figure V.12a limiter circuit, the diode is blanked (transfer mode)

,ihen u.,<E . Here u~w,-v.,-r - output voltage decreases by magnitude E.

bound will be set wher the diode unblanks, i. e., when ,,,,>E . Here u",.-O

'the bias source will not be included in the output network). Consequently, the

ircuit vill set an upper bound with positive clipping thresG old E.-E and zero

clipping level C-o (Figure V.1c.

7 r thc Figure V.l.b limiter circuit, the diode is blanked (transfer mode)
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when '.,>L . Here u,= 1 -i., (the bias source is cut out from blanked diode output

and does not impact upon magnitude us.z ). A bound will be set when the diode

unblanks, i. e., vhen u.,<E . Here u;..-E . Consequently, the circuit sets

a "lower" bound with a positive clipping threshold and level E.-L.=t (Figure

V.Ig).

For the Figure V.12c circuit, both diodes will be blanked (transfer mode)

as long as E,>u.,>E,. Here u,,-u,. When u.>E, , diode D unblanks and

,,-E, >0 (scur-e El is cut out by blanked diode D2 ). When u.,<E, , diode D2

unblanks and au,.-E,<O (source E is cut out by blanked diode D1 ). Thus, the

circuit sets an "external" bilateral bound: "upper" with positive threshold and

level E,--7j-E>O; "lower" with negative threshold and level C.-Lo-Es0 (Figure

V.1k).

EXERCISE V.5 /471

a' These limiter and clamp circuits are depicted in Figure X.24. In spite

of the seeming similarity of these circuits, they have the following major dif-

ferences. First, the limiter circuit must contain limiting resistance R o  /471

(a)

Figure X.24. Parallel Upper Diode Limiter Circuit With Positive Clipping
Threshold and Level (a) and Positive Upper Clamp Circuit (b)

When Connected to Transient R-C Networks.

R. /, ~ which are absent in the clamp circuit. Second, bias E in the limiter

circuit is applied to the diode and thereby changes value u,,. at jhich the diode

ublanks, i. e., determines clipping threshold A..E ; bias E in the clamp

circuit does not impact upon diode operation (the source E "minus"~ is separated
from the capacitor C, diode plate) and supplies only clamped level U,=,-E.
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b) A comparison of series and parallel diode limiter properties is presented

in Table 3.

Tdble 3

Diode Limiter Type

Comarismn Criteria

Series Parallel

Cjrjit Flsracteistic F'atures Oiode careted in series Diode oonnected parallel
with the lod with tt la; Limiting

resistance R. present

'..t Will Limitvng 0r Jhen diode is blared When diode is utlanked

Linituiq QuaLity Strict \* strict

Basic Ratios in the Circuit and Wmt
They Provide R, > Rp - kpmed Re R ! -

transfer node (K incresse) Limiting mode (K' decrease)

transfer nude (K increase)

c) Diode limiter circuits considering input voltage generator internal

resistances R, and bias source Rj are depicted in Figure X.25.

' ...

(a)

Figure ,.? . For Consideration of Generator Internal Resistances
R, and P-s Source R, impact Upon Diode Limitcr Operation.

For the series limiter (Figure X.25a), resistance 0, reduces voltage i,,,

and t %s differential transfer constant in the transfer mode. Actually, considering
U.,

R, , 3xpression (V.1) must be written in the form u,.,,iR, Pr U* 1  R and

condition (V.2), insuring that K 1, ii the form R.>R, -R . Resistance

R. may be .omputed as part of load resistance R. and only facilitates satisfaction

of condition (V.2).
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for the parallel limiter (Figure X.25b), resisLance R, may be corsidered

in limiting rEsistance R and only facilitates satisfaction of condition (V.8)

, whico increases limiting strictness. Resistance R, in the limiting

mode is added to unbianked diode resistance R. and thereby limiting strictness

deteriorates.

Consequently, it is more advantageous to connect series diode limiters to

a circuit with slight output resistance R, . Here, it is possible to include

in them bias sources with great internal resistance Rz . Parallel diode limiters

may be connected to circuits with great resistance R,, and resistance R, for

them must be as small as possible.

EXERCISE V.6

It follows from examination of the Figure V.14 curves that distortions in

pulse shape caused by the influence of stray c~pdcitarces will be absent at a

series diode limiter output, given condition A.,= /-,, C =.. . However,

such an ideal result may be obtained only where R,-O (see Chapter II, § 4).

EXERCISE V.7

Diodes D1 are limiting and diodes D2 are compensating in all Figure V.17

circuits. Since dual diodes are used in the circuits, the characteristics of

the limiting and compensating diodes in each cir,.,'t are identical and shift in

an essentially identical manner during changes in. filament voltage or during tube

replacement or aging (Em - Eon). An upper series diode limiter with positive

clipping threshold and level ].-I-E>O is depicted in Figure V.17a. As long as

diode DI is blanked (u,,>), diode D2 initial current creates across resistance

R. voltage drop U 6 -I.R 5 -L,. applied with a "minus" to diode D plate, i. e.,

compensating action of "bias" L,, (diode D1 characteristic shift).

A lower series dicde limiter with positive clipping threshold and level /473

_, is depicted in Figure V.17b. Bias source E supplies value E'_L

across diode D2 . rhis diode's current ,,,<E) , given blanked diode D,, creates
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across resistance R, voltage drop Us = 1,R = E xe applied with a "minus" to

diode DI plate. Voltage E., is created due to diode D initial current Io2 and

com.pensates for the action of "bias" fjol.

An upper series diode limiter with positive clipping threshold and level

= is depicted in Figure V.17c. The voltage drop across diode D2 and

resis~ance R2 arising due to diode 02 current flow deterriines value E and it equals

(1 R, ,, RR, "E=. R.--) ) R-- = R, - Ri i, - R

In addition, due to diode D2 initial current Io2, negative voltage
Y, a 'where R2 . R3 ) which compensates for the action of "bias"

EXERCISE V.8

An upper parallel diode limiter circL:, with positive clipping threshold

and level E.CO -E is dFoicted in Figure V.20a. Voltage '.,. at the transient

network output in the steady-state mode will ;4ve negative initial level

L',= - a// due to residual coup.ving cipacitor C, voltage Jhen Figure V.2db

voltage is supplied to the transient R-"- network. Dyrrnic bias magnitude will

be determined from (11.50) considering that 
R,= HR,

Circuit output voltage is depicted in Figure X.26a. There is a requirement

to insure rapid capacitor C, discharge during resting times between positive

pulses us,, i. e., to decrease constant discharging time (where RP < P WC..o)

in order to eliminate dy,'mic bias lUc . It is necessary to use a zero lower

clamp for this purpose. A limiter circuit with such a clamp (diode D2) is depicted

in Figure X.26b, whije its output voltage is shown in Figure X.26c, Positive

square pulses begirning at the zero level with amplitude U.,-E are obtained

when the clamp is connected at limiter output.

EXERCISE V.9 /474

a) For the Figure V.23a circuit, bias E is applied with a "minus" to cathode,g

*For simplicity, we disregard diode D2 internal resistance (RerR,)

**We disrecard diode D2 internal resistance ,R.S<R,+ R,).
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Ulm

Figure X.26. For Action of a Clamp Connected to Limiter Input.

i. e., promotes the onset of grid current. Therefore, the limiting mode will

begin when u.,+E>O. u,>-E, , the clipping thr.shold will be neqative

*.. --E,<a , and output voltage wil correspond to Figure V.24b.

For the V.23b circuit, bias E is applied with a "plus" to cathode, i. e.,g
hinders onset of grid current. Therefore, the limiting mode will begin when

6.,-- ,>O, u.,>E, , the clipping threshold will be positive E.- E.>o , and output

voltage will correspond to Firw- .- '.4c. The same thing (X.>o will occur tor

the Figure V.23 c, d circuits: in zhe first instance, bias applied with a "plus"

to cathode arises in resistance q. due to plate current; in the second case,

bias applied with a "minus" to grid arises in resistance R due to plate currentg
flow. Thus, only the clipping threshold may be increased by using self-bias.

b) Lower grid limiting cannot be accomplished since grid current may flow

only An one direction, from grid to cathode.

EXERCISE V.10

When E Ego, the clipping threshold of the given input voltage (Figure

X.27a) is positive C>O , while output voltage corresponds to Figure X.27b;
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Figure X.27. Plate Current Lower Cutoff Limiter Input (a)
and Output Voltages: (b) -- Where t( e ,.tom ; Cc) --

Where - ;(d) -- Where

where E Ego E.-o , while output voltage corresponds to Figure X.27c; where

E> Ego , E.<o , while output voltage corresponds to Figure X.27d.

EXERCISE V.11

The output vcltage of the plate current upper cutoff limiter depicted in

Figure V.30d is repeated in Figure X.28 by means of the dotted line. In this

case,Es-06 E-Uo... Oly a portion of the negative half-waves Ul, , which also

will be reproduced opposite in phase at output, will "approach" the transfer /475

characteristic linear sector when the negaLive bias E magnitude is decreased.

Con3equently, uhen E <E , the clipping threshold will decrease (<9.), while
the clipping level remains unchanged (Figure X.28, curve a).
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a

V4Mum'

Figure X.28. Plate Current Upper Cutoff Limiter Output Voltages.

Plate voltage is reduced when plate load impedance R is increased. As a
a

result, first, dynamic saturation begins where there is less control grid voltage

and, second, Is, and '.-. threshold values decrease (see Chapter III, § 3).

The first will lead to a clipping threshold df-crease (where bias E is unchanged),
g

while the second will lead to a clipping level decrease _o=u,,<Uaw,, (Figure

X.28, curve b).

EXERCISE V.12

There is no anslogy between resistance R and grid limiter network resistance.

Resistance R may not lead tu signal clipping when there is no saturation.

EXERCISE V.13

a) We determine the minimum safe saturation current value 14 ; 0.6 uA

from ratio (V.16). Consequently, load impedance q4 = = 25 kilohms.
I'm

b) Collector voltage amplitude decreases with a resistance R. increase

since product i,.a. increases, while voltage U. ... essentially remains unchanged.

This is illustrated in Figure V.36 where R.>R..

EXERCISE V.14

It is evident from Figure V.37 that the time inter%al determined by the segment

intercepting the tangent to curve 1,(t at level 4. eqLels ,3 NN
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EXERCISE V.15

Time constant 7 = RC must te selected so that capacitor charging will conclude

before the transistor beg;.ns to cut off, i. e., condition t.> 3-5jRc must be

satisfied. In othe" words, time constant RC determines circuit speed of response.

EXERCISE VI.1

a) Triode L1 was blanked wu.U.... when triode L2 was unblanked

iuz-U'.vP1. In this event, when triode L1 malfunctions, its plate voltage

will remain uncianged. Consequently, triode L2 will be unblanked, as usual, and

its output voltage will not change.

Triode L1 was unblanked (u,- U. ... ) when triode L2 was blanked (,:U. ..

in this case, when triode L1 malfunctions, which is equivalent to its blanking,

its plate voltage will rise to value u...... Consequently, triode L2 unblanks

and jis plate voltage will decrease to value U.,...

Thus, when triode L I male'uncticns, triode L2 will be unblanked in any case.

When malfunctioning triode L1 is replaced by a working one, tne latter immediately

will be blanked due to the actiun of voltage O,-L.... , while triode L2 , as

usual, remains unblanked.

b) Reversing a flip-flop from a given initial state requires either that

triode L be urblanked by a positive-r .arity pulse or triade L be blanked by

a negative-polarity pulse. In any case, the reversal pruress will have an active

(avalanche-like) nature only in thc time interval when both triodes are /476

unblanked. The curves for supply of a positive pulse to triode L2 grid are depicted

in Figure X.29a, while supply of a negative pulse to triode L1 grid are depicted

in Figure X.29b (we di-,::egard the influence of stray capacitances). In accordance

iti (VI.ll), initial grid voltages equal:

In the first case, beginning at the moment of trigger pulse tI action, voltage

Ug2 rises and, n. mGment 2 (Ug2 E go2 triode L? unblanks. Here, the positive
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U,

Egh - - -  --

Figure X.29. For Explanation of the Flip-Flop Trigo~ing Process:
(a) -- With a positive pulse; (b) -- With a negative pulse.

(Influence of Stray Capacitances Not Cons_ dered)

feedback loop closes cn an instantaneous (with respect to the condition) circuit

reversal occurs, resulting in grid voltages taking on new values with a jump.
U, 3u2E,. UEB=ma.O. Inequality (Vl.3a) L/,,.>IU,u.. , determines the minimum

required positive trigger pulse amplitude, while the reversal occurs with a delay

equal to trigger time u , 4t-t, due to finite pulse porch steepness.

In the second case, beginning from the same moent tl, voltage ug decreases.

Since tiiode LI is unblanked, it amplifies and inverts the negative pulse. /477

I5V

Therefore, a positive pulse amplified by a factor of K1 , where formula (VI.14a)

determines gain K1 magnitude, is transmitted to the triode L2 grid. Consequently,

when voltage gI decreases, voltagn Ug2 rises at 3 rate greater by a factor jf

KI than the trigger pulse parch steepness at triode LI grid. As a result, tri,'de

12 unblanks (at moment t2 when Ug2 -Ego 2 ) before it is possible for triode L

to bl~rk (time t2). Here, the positive feedback loop closes (triode LI also unbianL:.
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at moment t2) and an active circui.t reversal occurs. The reversal ozcurs with

a delay equal to triggering time e,=t2 - . , e . , the flip-flop will

reverse earlier than is the case jn the first irstc'',2.

Negative trigger pulse amplitude may be decrea i by a factor of K1 due to
its amplification by triode L, i. e., may be insufficient to blank triode L

dao i dI '- - Pulses
directly and must only satisfy condition (VI.3): ! gv- A' .

u,.. and Kiu,,, in Figure X.29b are depicted for the amplitude identical to that

it. Figure X.29a (i. e., excessively high) V3aa =', while pulses u-. and

K1la', are depicted for amplitude ', decreased by a factor of Kl

EXERCISE V1.2

a) Connection of resistance R, will lead to a decrease in unblanked tube
current, given the identical plate load impedance Ra magnitude. Therefore, unblanked

tube plate potential - will rise. The amplitud of pulses
U. w e. .$ - U. ... will decrease since value U. s,, will remain unchanged for

a blanked tube.

If resistance Ra is decreased so that the current across the unblanked tube
remains unchanged when resistance R, is connected, then the value U. =.. rise
occurs due to the decreasr, in resistance R An increase in R , in acpordance

with (VI.8), will lead to a decrease in value '.m,,, , which also will lead to
a decrease in u. , .

b) Triode cathodes will turn out to be "grounded" with respect to the d-c
component and self-bias will disappear when capacitor Ct breaks down. Both tubes
always will be unblanked since the output voltages of the Figure VI.6 dividers

nlways are positive relative to "ground." Due to the flow of tube grid cirrents,

the potentials of their grids simultaneously will be clipped at level u .e-0,P

while plate potentials are clamped at level Uswas. Circuit reversal will become

impossible (the positive feedback loop always will be open) since none of the

grid potentials of any of the tubes will be able to increase. Consequently, the

circuit never will be able to leave the stated equilibrium state. Disappearance

of outside negative bias E9 in the Figure VI.5 circuit will lead to the identical

result.
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c) As usual, it is more advantageous to trigger with negative pulses across

unbianked triodes since the mechanism of t.iggering to plates is identical to

the mechanism for triggering to grids. These pulses should be supplied each time

to the blanked triode plate, from which it wil.. be transmitted across the appropriate

divider to the unblanked triode grid.

The smplitude of trigger pulses must be greater by a factor opposite to the

transfer consLant nf this divider when triggering to plates than when triggering

to grids.

EXERCISE VI.3

a) False (repeat) triggering by a pulse of opposite polarity arising as

a result of differertiation of the trigger pulse droop by an input network is

possible, given slight coupling capacitor capacitance after a flip-flop is triggered

by a trigger pulse porch. A negative pulse will cause false triggering when positive

pulses are used for triggering and a positive pulse will cause false triggering

when negative pulses are used. But, since flip-flop sensitivity to negative pulses

is qreater than to positive pulses, then, in the first case, the probability /478

of false triggering r.ies (if a positive pulse triggers the flip-flop, it is mandatory

that a negative puise trigger it). Consequently, triggering with negative pulses

also is more advantageous from the point of view of decreasing the danger of mis-

operatic is.

b) An increase in accelerating capacitor capacitance will lead to a reduction

in triggering time and reversal time, but it will increase recovery time and worsen

the shape of the output voltages following reversal (see Figure VI.7).

c) The effect depicted in Figure VI.9 may arise if trigger pulse spacing

T,,. is somewhat less than flip-flop resolving time tp,.

In this event, accelerating capacitors do not succeed in discharging completely
during resting times between trigger pulses and, therefore, prior to the moment

of the next triggering, blanked triode grid voltage turns out to be less than

its fixed value Ls.. (see Figure VI.7b). Initially, the amplitude of the positive

pulses in the blanked triode grids turns out all t.-e same to be sufficient to
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trigger the circuit (pulses 1-6). However, since for accelerating capacitors

discharging time constants (VI.26) are greater than charging time constants (VI.25),

then residual voltage acting like dynamic bias in the grids is accumulated gradually

in these capacitors due to sequential circuit reversals. Therefore, grid potentials

will decrease gradually and, given the action of a certain pulse (pulse 7), the

unblanked triode (L 2 ) already does not unblank. Since the circuit will not reverse,

then the next negative pulse (pulse 8) acts upon the blanked triode grid and also

will be "passed through."

But, during time t-3T,1 o , the accelerating capacitor connected to plate

of the triode unblanked during this entire time (LI ) succeeds in discharging

completely. Following this, circuit triggering will be restored with arrival

of the next pulse (pulse 9) at the grid of this triode, Then, the processes repeat

themselves: the flip-flop regularly is tripped by several pulses (9-14), twc

pulses (15, 16) "pass through," and so forth.

EXERCISE VI.4

a) For Figure VI.lOa, the circuit for a divider supplying grid voltage of

blanked triode L2 1 considering finite back resistance Ri,,o of blanked dicde

aNa

3,5 1

Figure X.30. For Exercise VI.4.

02 may be depicted as shown in Figure X.30a. Having used the theorem on the

equivalent generator relative to points aa, we convert this circuit to the form

depicted in Figure X.30b. In this circuit, R;=. R--m R' Roe- R,,t1 while
R, + xr, " ,
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eq..valent geneiator voltage equals triode L2 estinated negative grid voltage

(vlere Rivse,- )

u. en +r B-e Pt, M UP ,mk < Ego

Therefore, triode L2 grid voltage will turn out to equal L"f . vU.'....'- /479

i. e., it will rise relative to estimated value U,,,., . Triode L2 bianking

reliability will decrease as a result.

b) When Figure VI.lOc triode L4 malfunctions, a positive pulse supplied

to this tridode grid will not impact u,.on the flip-flop circuit. Therefore, a

further reversal will become impossible after subsequent flip-flop triggering

across triode L,, i. e., the circuit will renain in a state whereby triode L

is blanked and triode L2 is unblanked.

EXERCISE VI.5

a) Diode D2 in the Figure VI.12c circuit may be broken down by great reverse

voltage E.-U .... when triode L is unblanked and triode L. is blanked. A diode

D2 breakdown will lead to the following consequences.

First, the next negative trigger pulse after the moment of breakdown acts

not only upon triode L1 grid (acros.% diode D1 ) , but also across breakdown diode

D2 to triode L2 grid. As a result, both triodes will turn out to be blanked and,

in the best case, only passive circuit reversal may occur, given presence of

sufficiently-great accelerating capacitances (see Figure VI.13d, e).

Second, slight resistance Re across breakdown diode D2 will shunt resistance

Ral resulting in the fact that triode L, plate load impedance will decrease.

This will lead to an unblanked triode L, plate voltage rise and thus a rise in

blanked triode L. grid voltage. Consequently, the 3mplitude of output nar;c.

in triode Ll grid will decrease and triode L2 blanking reliability wil deteriorate.

In addition, the triode L, plate load decrease will lead to a dlecrdase in flip-flop

arm gain K1. This may impact unfavorably on the speed of the subsequent (active)

circuit reversal.
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Figure X.31. Flip-Flop Symmetrical Trigger Circuit Across Trigger Triodes.

b) A circuit for symmetrical triggering across trigger triodes L3, L4 is

presented in Figure X.31 (it is derived from the Figure Vl.l0c asymmetrical trigger

circuit by connection of triode L3 , L4 grids).

In the initial .tate, both triodes are blanked by negative bias Eg.

Positive-polarity trLgger pulses act simultaneously on their grids. Selected

pulse zmplitude is such that the only trigger triode unblanking each time is the

one connected to pla:e of the flip-flop blanked triode. A negative pulse amplified

by a trigger triode arises in the flip-flop plate and this pulse acts upon grid

of the flip-flop unblanked triode, it is amplified by this triode, and it unblanks

the blanked triode, causing circuit reversal. The other trigger triode, connected

to flip-flop unblaned triode plate, is not unblanked by the trigger pulse since

its plate voltage iv so rlight.

EXERCISE VI.6

a) Negative bias E in a cathode-coupling flip-flop impects upon the triodeg
L2 operating mode with respect to direct current. It must be less than in a

symmetrical flip-flop since voltage webs additionally is reduced, given presence

of cathode coupling (triode L2 cathode potential increases relative to "ground") /480

by magnitude Vat. when triode L2 is blanked and by magnitude V,,. when triode

Lz is unblanked.

b) Unblanked triode current Ial or I a2, increasing cathode potential relative
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to "ground," flows across resistance R. in both stable equilibrium states.

Therefore, voltage u, , as was depicted in Figure VI.15d, always is positive.

The law of change for this voltage is explained in the following manner.

UInblanked triode L2 operates in the grid limiting mode where , .. Here,

L2-1.sR . Unblanked triode LI, as a result of negative feedback action, operates

with negative bias and ',,, ... ,- -',,--.,R,. Therefore, Ia Z>al for stable

equilibrium states, hence U,,>u,, . The latter inequality also results because

voltage Uh= must be sufficient to blank triode L1  (U13>IEgow) when triode L2

is unblanked, while voltage U,, must not blank this triode (U,,<IEflI) when triode

LI is unblanked since this is done by plate current I al. Consequently, voltage

u, is greater when triode L2 is unblanked and less when triode L2 is blanked,

i. e., it changes opposite in phase with L2 output stage plate voltage. This

conclusion also is justified for monostable cathode-coupling multivibrators (see

Figure VI.18).

EXERCISE VI.7

a) Thece vlItage curves are depicted in Figure X.32. At the moments of

reversal, voltages m.' and u, change with a jump in the identical directions

U-

Figure X.32. Cathode-Coupling Flip-Flop Voltage Curves For the Shaping Mode.
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as was the case for pulse triggering (see Figure VI.15 and Exercise VI.6b). But,

in the shaping mode when triode LI is unblanked, its plate current Ial changes

in phase with control voltage. Since ual 2 E a--ialRal while - here,

then the appropriate control voltage sector will be reproduced opposite in phase

at triode L, plate and in phase at its cathode. Consequently, square pulses are

shaped only at triode L2 plate.

b) The triode L, grid in a cathode-coupling flip-flop is not connected with

any other circuit point. Control voltage applied to triode L1 grid in a symmetrical

flip-flop (see Figure VI.5a) would "get through" in stable equilibrium states

across resistance R of the second plate-gr'id coupling to triode L2 plate. As

a result, distortions similar to the control voltage shape would accumulate at

voltage Ua2 pulse tilts and bases.

EXERCISE VI.8

a) If condition (VI.39a) Us,,l<.E,,o is not satisfied, then triode L2 will

not be blanked when a trigoer pulse acts to unblank triode L1. Therefore, triode

L aga;rn will be blanked by voltage Vis-t.o,>lE, I upon trigger pulse cessation, /481

i. e., no circuit reversal will occur. it will remain in the initial stable state.

b) These curves are depicted in Figure X.33. Given the established conditions,

,.,-t.<:., i. e., trigger pulse spacing is insufficient to complete the multivibrator

restoration process (capacitor C1 charging) following a counter reversal. Therefore,

negative voltage u,, does not succeed in rising to its fixed value ua,,--,,.

prior to the moment the second trigger pulse arrives and a trigger pulse of greater

amplitude is required to trigger the circuit (triode LI unblanking).

In addition, prior to the moment the second trigger pulse arrives, voltage

ual does not succeed in attaining fixed value U,,.4a, = EaP while positive voltage

u,, does not succed in dropping to zero. Therefore, during the second triggering,

voltage uos t ill drop with a jump by magnitu.' au', <avL, to a less negative

level then during the first triggering: , > U,,.= . Consequently, following

the second triggering, this voltage will attain level E in less time than followingI go2
the first triggering: <t. . But, mpov- more time r,,,-t* t > T, -e, during

which recovery essentially may be d5mpleted remains for circuit recovery prior
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Usg,=

r--=n -- --

Figure X.33. Cathode-Coupling Monostable Multivibrator Voltage Curves
Where t,<T..m<t+i,

to arrival of the third pulse. Then the third pulse will occur with normal initial

conditions and resultant quasistable state time wll be identical to that following

the first triggering, i. e., it will equal to . As a result, again there will

be insufficient time for circuit recovery prior to arrival of the fourth pulse,

and so on. Thus, the civcuit sequentially will shape pulses of different duration

te and to

c) These curves are depicted in Figure X.34, given these conditions. We

will begin with examination of the processes from moment t" of circuit counter

0IU # -4W

, _C, .,t..

Figure X.34. Free-Running Cathode-Coupling Multivibrator Operation.

(a) -- C1 Discharge; (b) -- C1 Charge.
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reversal. At that moment, when triode L2 unblanks, triode Ll, just as before,
will be blanked by a negative voltage u,, "bump." Actually, at moment t", /482

voltage W. with a jump will rise to value IA - which will exceed

cutoff voltage magnitude IE glI when U.-3 'Egoll Next, in connection with

a capacitor C1 charging current decrease, voltage u, also will decrease, while

negative voltage u"h, will rise, striving towards fixed value U., at which

triode L1 blanking already is not insured U, < IEo,I . Therefore, spontaneous

triode L1 unblanking, i. e., a "direct" circuit reversal, will occur at moment

t', when voltage uca, equates to cutoff voltage E Then the processes repeat

themselves. Consequently, the circuit converts to the free-running mode. Here,

the capacitor C1 discharging process, i. e., ratio (VI.49), as was the case in

the monostable mode, determines the time TI the circuit remains in the former

quasistable state (triode LI is unblanked, triode L2 is blanked). The capacitor

C1 charging process with time constant aw,-C,*., determines the time T2 the circuit

remains in the new quasistable state (triode L is blanked, triode L2 is unblanked).

EXERCISE VI.9

a) These voltage curves are depicted in Figure X.35. A bias voltage E.,

increase leads to a linear rise in current Ial (see Figure VI.22). Expression

zi E.L 1 Z

C _ 
t

Figure X.35. For Exercise VI.9a.

(VI.51a) determines the magnitude of the triode L2 grid voltage negative step

at the moment of circuit reversal in a quasistable state:
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L'10 lon - let (Ra + RM) + 1OR..

i. e., it vill depend linearly on current Ia, magnitude. Voltage UdA, will begin

to rise from a more negative level, striving in accordance with (VI.52) towards

value L%. =-E,-1,1R&, which also (even though to a lesser degree) will decrease,

when voltage E. increases. Recharging time constant us., does not change when
magnitude E., changes. Therefore, the graphs of voltage Uos in a quesistable

stage for various Es, values is a family of essentially parallel segments of"
virtually straight lines. As a result, the duration of the shaped pulses turns

out to be 1>rcarly-dependent on the magnitude of voltage U,16 i. e., on

voltage E., in the final analysis.

b) It is possible to control pulse duration by the voltage E,, magnitude

in a cathode-coupling "zero"-grid monostable multivibrator, too. Just as in a

retarding-field multivibrator, a voltage E,, increase will lead to value U,,,,,
becoming more negative, resulting in a pulse duration rise. However, since a

capacitor C1 discharge, rather than a recharge, occurs in a circuit with a "zero"

grid in a quesistable state, resulting in the law of voltage as,. rise /483
corresponding to a more-linear sector of the exponential curve, the resultant

relationship of ts, to E., is significantly less linear than in a retarding-

field circuit.

c) It is sufficient to violate condition (VI.51), which insures triode L

blanking in a stable state, to convert a cathode-coupling retarding-field monostable

multivibrator to the free-rurning mode. This may be accomplished either through

a decrease in resistance R, or by an increase in voltage E. or, finally,

by an increase in resistance Ra2. Here, triode L1 will be blanked following a

circuit counter reversal only for a limited time due to an increase in cathode

potential as capacitor C1 charging current flows across resistance Ra (see Exercise

VI.8c).

EXERCISE VI.lO

The duration of the shaped pulse is determined in an identical manner, both
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when a fL .'ed-cutoff monostable multivibrator and when an asymmetrically-triggered

flip-flop are used. The determinant is the time interval between the external

pulse reversing the circuit in one direction and the external pulse reversing

the circuit in the other direction. However, a monostable multivibrator always

will be in the single possible stable condition to which it automatically transfers

when external pulses disappear (interruptions in pulse arrival) prior to arrival

of the first trigger pulse. Consequently, a monostable multivibrator without

fail will be tripped by the first trigger pulse. There is no guarantee of this

with a flip-flop, which may be in one of two possible stable states and will be

tripped by the first trigger pulse in only one of these states.

EXERCISE VI.ll

a) These voltage curves for a basic asymmetrical multivibrator circuit are

depicted in Figure X.36. Based on ratio (VI.71 and VI.72), we will get TI = 2T2

4,,

0 =

Figure X.36. Basic Asymmetrical Multivibrator Circuit Voltage Curves
(Rgl = 2Rg2)
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when Rg= 2Rg 2 * The interval T2 reduction by a factor of 2 is explained by the

decrease 4n the capacitor C1 discharging time constant, which results in an .;crease

in the rate of triode L2 negative grid voltage rise when this triode is blanked.

b,' Supplying outside negative bias sufficient to blank the triode to the

grid network of one triode (L1 , for example) Egl< Ego 1 is sufficient to convert

* La Ilo c, H%

HKA

oil!

Figure X.37. Basic Monostable Multivibrator Circuit.

a basic multivibrator circuit to the monostable mode. A stable state then arises

in the multivibrator (triode L1 is blanked, triode L2 is unbla iked), and only

an external pulse may remove it from this state. The resultant circL t and the

given voltage curves in it are depicted in Figure X.37.

Circuit triggering requires that the amplitude of a positive trigger pulse

amplified by triode L in the triode Ll grid be sufficient for its unblanking:

CJw.>lg.-Euul. Here, circuit reversal in the quasistable state will occur (triode

L is unblanked, triode L2 is blanked).
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Bias source EgL is not included in the capacitor C2 charging and discharging

network, but is a part of the capacitor CI charging and discharging network.

Therefore, the voltage Ug2 curve will remain identical, while the voltage /485

UgI curve will change in tne following way compared to the free-running circuit.

rollowing a positive step, at the moment of triggering voltage ugl will decrease

in ccnnection with the capacitor C, charging current decrease, striving now, however,

towards value E,,< 0 rather than towards the zero level. Here, as long as

ug >0, capacitor C2 charging occurs by triode L, grid current, i. e., with slight

time constant l.s, = C2 Ra2. But, when ugl< 0, grid current ceases and further

charging of this capacitor occurs already with significantly-large time constant
ap2 C,(Ro, + R,)fRg, > Raj . Therefore, the voltage Ugl decrease -ccurs initially

at a high, then at a low, rate.

There is a negative voltage ug step at the moment of circuit counter reversal,

followed by a gradual rise in this voltage in connection with a capacitor C2

discharging current decrease. However, since it will strive towards a negative

Eg value, triode L1 remains blanked and triode L2 unblanked until arrival of a

naw trigger pulse.

Triode L2 must unblank before triode L blanks in order for an active circuit

counter reversal to occur. Here, the amount of time the circuit remains in a

quasistable state (generated pulse duration to ) is determined just as interval

T1 w3s for a free-running circuit. Otherise, only a passive circuit reversal

will occur at the moment triode L is blanked, while the stability of this moment

(i. e., pulse duration) deteriorates in connection with the slow voltage u g

approximation to cutoff voltage Egol.

EXERCISE VI.12

Duration of pulses generated by a free-running retarding-field multivibrator

is determined from the same circumstances as was the case for a monostable

retarding-field multivibrator. Here, it is neccessary only to consider that,

in this circuit, cathode load impedance R, is absent. Assuming that R. 0

in ratio (VI.55), we will get rwc,R,, R +, + Eg and analogously
r, -C'f r I.R" + E
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Comparing these expressions with expressions (VI.71 and VI.72), we see that,

all other conditions being equal, pulse duration in a retarding-field circuit

is less than in a basic circuit (with "zero" grids). Therefore, the required

magnitude of resistances RgI and Rg2 is greater in a retarding-field circuit than

in a basic circuit.

EXERCISE VI.13

a) Diode D in the Figure VI.34 circuit boosts the capacitor C discharging

p-ocess arising when the circuit reverses during a reference voltage return stroke.

If this diode malfunctions, then great resistance Rg2 will enLer the discharging

network, which greatly will stretch the voltage u1,, negative exponential "bump"

(see Figure VI.35d).

This will manifest itself primarily when there are large voltage u,,, vilues

approximating maximum voltage u.. . Actually, as depicted in Figure X.38, in

this case the interval between t.ie moments of circuit tripping t and t2 will

I t, . t, *1-t

U9KZ1 2-1[

0 t I

Figure X.38. For Exerc. se VI.±3.

be slight (a counter reversal occurs at the end of the return stroke, while a

forvard reversal occurs at the beginning of a reference voltage forvard stroke)

and. prior to moment t,, capacitor discharge will not succeed in concluding.*

*fomparison error 9ti. caused by voltage 1U, is not reflected in Figure X.38
for -he purposes of simplicity.
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Because of this, at moment t 1 given voltage equality u,,p.os , voltage u,,8
will be less than cutoff voltage Ego2 by magnitude AUp-l,,Rg,, where 1, --

discharging current value at moment t1  As a result, triode L2 unblanks later,

at moment t1 . The lag in the moment of direct circuit cripping will be greater, /486

the greater the voltage u,. (u,,<.,..* ..

b) The polarity of the diode D connection should be changed when linearly-rising

reference voltage is used.

EXERCISE VI.14

It is evident from expression (VI.82) that, given a sufficiently-great factor

v alue, resistance R magnitude turns out to be many times greater than resistance

T Therefore, the amplitude of a pulse with growth P rises, approximating

value

U' = Ex - ImR, = E

EXERCISE VI.15

Output pulse U,., rise time 4+1 (Figure VI.37) decreases with an increase

in capacitor C1 capacitance. The decrease in capacitor C2 capacitance leads also

t a reduction in rise time #' . Consequently, output pulse u..,, shape improves.

However, output pulse U..,,oshape deteriorates here.

EXERCISE VI.16

Considering that collector and emitter currents are approximately the same,

it is possible to determine bias voltage LP, from the formula

U f, t I,R , I,R , too E , - .

R X

EXERCISE VI.17

A decrease in resistance R, magnitude requires an identical increase in

capacitor C capacitance to obtain a pulse of a given dration. But, this leads
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to an increase in the capacitor C charging time constant and, consequently, t,

negative pulse porch or positive pulse droop stretching.

EXERCISE VI.18

1. The recharging time constant -- RoC = I usec. Pul.e duration determined

from formula (VI.102) comprises

I.= 0.RC = 07.10-' sec z 700 ,psec.

2. We determine shunting resistance magnitude /487

R,=E

For a P14 transistor, uhere t z +200 C Rw = 3.0 megohms; where t = +650 C,

R, = 0.5 megohms.

For a P106 transistor, where t = +200 C R = 30.0 megohms; where t +650 C,

P. z 5.0 megohms.

3. We determine duration considering shunting using formula (VI.107).

When P14 transistors are used, when t = +200 C t. 10- in 1.97 = 686 usec;

where t = +650 C #a',- 1 ,In 1.93 = 600 usec.

When P106 transistors are used, when t = +200 C t. Iin 1.99 = 696 usec;

vhen = +650 C t" M 10-'In 1.90 = 690 usec.

4. The relative pulse duration change (in percent) comprises:

when a P14 transistor is used

M e -- 1 0 1 7
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when P106 transistors are used

% - 1%

Conclusions. Comparison of results obtained indicates that formula (VI.02)

provides an error exceeding 10,% when germanium transistors are used at room

temperature and is unacceptable for an increased temperature. Consequently, formula

(VI.107) must be used.

Formula (VI.02) provides satisfactory results over a broad range of temperature

changes vhen silicon transistors are used.

EYERCISE VI.19

a) In accordance with formula (VI.121), a change in C capacitance, recharging

resistance Re , and initial capacitor C voltage may be used to control pulse

duration.

Design cumplexity is the basic drawback of using a change in C capacitance

to control t.

A change in resistance Re also is inadvisible since the transistor T2 operating

mode changes, as does circuit temperature stability.

The method whereby initial capacitor voltage changes but transistor modes

11, &Is

Figure X.39. Pulse Duration Control in a Transistor onostable ultivibrator.
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do not provides the best results. For that pirpose, capacitor C is connected

to a part of resistance R.. rather than to the transistor TI collector, as depicted

in Figure X.39.

b) A change in resistance R2 and R3 does not impact upon the duration of

the shaped pulse. Only the transistor TI mode changes.

EXERCISE V1.20 /488

1aximum pulse duty ratio

Q' I + t., =I + RC In 2 O.7R,,
10CCT -+ 4~5RCT (4;j-5jR

Q 70 + 80 when R4, = 100 kilohms and R = 200 ohms.

EXERCISE VII.1

The Figure VII.,oscillograms in the oLuer indicated correspond to points

. 8 and 4 , respectively (Figure VII.2a). Due to transformer coupling in

load winding w , the signal has a shape identical to that of voltage e1 in winding

€1" Consequently, the shapes of pulses at load and at tube plate also must coincide

since ua = Ea-e 1*

The difference may lie in selected pulse polarity at Icad and its amplitude.

The decrease in magnetizing current by an aperiodic law causes the "bumps" in

the aforementioned oscillograms.

The pulse at cathode load is shaped due to plate and grid current flow and

always is of po3itive polarity. It will not comprise a "bump" since plate and

grid currents disappear instantaneously after the tube blanks.

The grid current decrease explains the flat pulse tilt (see Figure VII.4d).
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EXERCISE VII.2

Fixed and variable resistances usually are connected instead of resistance R

(Figure VII.7a) to change pulse repetition frequency within minor limits. The

repetition frequercy chance in this case is accomplished best by switching two

different resistarces. It is undesirable to change capacitor C capacitance for

two reasons: fir.t, the duration of the shaped pulse will change and, second,

tilt slope will change, which often is undesirable.

EXERCISE VII.3

It is evident from Figure VII.8b that, where AUc (AUc , pulse spacing TO

must fall within the limits

T.(, ++)<r.<r.(I +.).

uhere n -- numoer of complete resonant loop oscillation periods contained in resting

time interval l,

EXERCISE VII..4

Pulse transformer windings in a common-emitter circuit are connected in

opposition since the transformer must be an inverting transformer to accomplish

positive feedback (see the polarity of self-induction emf el and self-induction

emf e2 in Figure VII.iOb). There is no signal inversion in a common-base transistor

circuit. Therefore, pulse transformer windingc must be matched. For conditional

depiction of such a connection, the points must be placed at the ends of windings

connected to collector and base outputs, respectively.

EXERCISE VII.5

The diode must be connected as depicted in Figure X.40. In this case, diode

o unblanks and shunts the transformer winding when collector voltage is reduced

below the to level due to self-indction emf.
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CO-

"AW,

T

Figure X.40. Damping Diode Connection.

EXERCISE VIII.l

Solution of the problem requires comparison of sync j;iLse repetition period
I I

-F - -- = 100 usec with blocking oscillator inherent self-excited oscillation

period (inherent pulse spacing) T . The latter for a reta..jng-field blocking

oscillator (Figure VIII.2) is determined from Formula (VII1.12)

T@ s 2.3RCIS Ej. + I .

where u ... ,---U..=. (see Figure VII.7b);

C - capacitance;

R - grid (timing) network resistance.

The greater the scaling factor, the greater period T. will be, given the

assigned To magnitude. Period T for the Figure VIII.2 circuit will be maximum

for the extreme "upper" potentiometer R5 arm position when R-R....-Rs+R,. Thus,

for this circuit considering its parameters for given values U,.. and E •go

1@ ,won 2.3 (Re + . .C, IS !E.+ iE " .I@a

=2.3.g50.IO240O.lO-"3.iO. 13P u 0 2SOO.122 = 278 usec.

- inherent period of oscillations will exceed sync pulse spacing by a factor
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of 2.78. Consequently, the maximum possible scaling factor is K,=., x 2 (the

third sync pulse will arrive already after spontaneous circuit reversal).

EXERCISE VIII.2

For point a located inside the K, = 4 zone, we have

T,. ,__., _____

The corresponding curves are depicted in Figure X.41a and demonstrate /490

that, in this case, four-to-one stable frequency demultiplication will occur.

For point r. located on the right edge of the K. = 2 zone, we have:

0.3. The corresponding curves are depicted in Figure /491

X.41b and demonstrate that, in this case, two-to-one unstable frequency demulti-

plication will occur. Actually, under the given conditions, periods of inherent

and forced oscillations theoretically coincide T',... In practice, this will

lead to the fact that, even when there are slight changes in the magnitudes of

T. or To, oscillations will occur, some with an inherent and some with a forced

per ioc.

For point 2 falling on the common boundary of the K, = 2 and K,

3 zones, we have: JL-O.5; I U.l LF- E = 0.5. The corresponding curves are

depicted in Figure X.41c and demonstrate that, in this event, first two-to-one,

then three-to-one, unstable frequency demultiplication will occur. This is explained

by the fact that, under the given conditions, grid voltage rises exactly to the

cutoff voltage level under the action of each second pulse following a reversal.

Here, depending on fluctuating changes of magnitudes i-*-_j and

the circuit may either reverse (and then K, = 2) or not reverse (but then it

will reverse with the third pulse and Ka = 3). Thus, the period of forced

oscillations randomly will take on the value T_-3T, or T*-2T..

For point E falling below the K. - 1 zone and to the right of the A, 2 2

zone, ue have: CL. , ¢ 0.2. The corresponding curves are depicted
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Ip -L- 11111

Figure X.41. Idealized Voltage Curves. rar a Blocking
Oscillator in the Synchronization Mode.

in Figure X.A1d and deuonstrste that, in this event, the blocking oscillator will
produce oscillations with inherent period To and there will be no freuency

t I 02.0

EXERCISE VII.J

frequency 4ivision using the Figure VIIl.8 multivibrator circuit
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under the given conditions is possible only due to "pass through" of negative

sync pulses arriving at interval To0 (when triode L2 is unblanked and triode L1
is blanked). To find this interval, it is sufficient to determine the duty ratio
of the inherent multivibrator oscillations. When the potentiometer R5 arm is

R 5

in the middle position: Rgj: R = 50 kilohms, Rg 2 R + - = 25 kilohms.

Therefore, based on formulas (VII.71, VII.72), considering that CI = C20 R1

R2 , Egol 
= Ego2i wo will get To01 = 2ToZ'

Thus, we have T.-Tu+T.I. 5T- or v 3.. But, this means that three /492

pulses to which the circuit will not react always will arrive in interval Tolp

. re 1 I I ii I I I I I I 1 -it
of I I-T

Figure X.42. Idealized Voltage Curves for a Multivibrator
in the Synchronization Mode.

(Tom 2Ta, To cT)
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the fourth pulse without fail (based on the condition that amplitude U. is

sufficiently great) will force a circuit reversal. Consequently, Ka = 4. These

curves are presented in Figure X.42.

EXERCISE VIII.4

For point A located in the K, = 2 zone, we have .L=0.25
-gVuE 0j > jUI=,-EgI 0.6. The corresponding curves are depicted in

Figure X.43a and demonstrate that, in this case, two-to-one frequency di.vision

will occur because one pulse each time arrives in interval To,, vhile the

subsequent one will force the circuit to reverse.

For point S. located in the K, = 3 zone, we have: - 025 /493
-; 0.4 < .'L, =0.4 < V. 0.6. The corresponding curves :,re dnp1cted

in Figure X.43b and demonstrate that, in this event, three-to-one frequency

division will occur because one pulse each time arrives at interval Tol ,

the subsequent pulse does not impact upon the circuit due to its insufficient

amplitude, and only the third pulse will force the circuit to reverse.

For point B. located in the same K, = 3 zone, but in its vertical band,

we have: tin. 5 : jT7 z =0.9. The corresponding curves are depicted in

Figure X.43c and demonstrate that, in this case, three-to-one frequency dit-sion

also will occur, but each time two pulses already arrive at interval T01

and the third reverses the circuit.

EXERCISE VIII.5

Circuit recovery time T. ..- t. constrains trigger pulse spacing when a

monostable multivibrator is used as a frequency divider (see Figure VIII.12).

When r7 -.. , pulses to which the circuit does riot react arrive

during time 1. of the quesistable state. After this, the circuit will be triggered

by the pulse which arrived immediately following circuit recovery. The resultant

maximum scaling factor equals

6A6

/
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EXERCISE VIII.6

26
K, = 2= 64 when six sequentially-operating flip-flops are used. The maximum

number of pulses this circuit will be able to count is . = 111111 (63).

EXERCISE Vlll.7

a) The functional diagram and voltage curves for an amplifier where K, =9 ....

were depicted in Figure VIII.17. Bringing the Figure VIII.15b circuit to the

given mode requires that the first, second, and third flip-flops be enveloped

by feedback. Since each flip-flop's negative output pulses are produced when

output (right) tubes unblank (see Figure VIII.16) when the divider is operating

without feedback, then pulses supplied from divider output to the stipulated

flip-flops with respect to feedback must reverse them in the opposite direction,

i. e., lead to blanking of the right-hand tubes. Positive-polarity pulses picked

off output blocking oscillator resistance R. may be used for this purpose, supplying

them to the right-hand tube cathodes (which is equivalent to supplying negative

Figure X.44. R. 2 9 Flip-Flop Divider Schematic Diagram.

pulses to the grids of these tubes). Requisite pulse delay may be obtained in

the feedback network by using an R-C integrator connected at blocking oscillator
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trigger tube L1 0 input. The schematic diagram of a K, 9 divider circuit obtained

in this manner is depicted in Fi(jure X.44.

b) For the Figure VJT-.18a circuit, n = 3 and 23 = 8 in the absence

of feedback. A "malfunction" with the help of feedback of the second flip-flop

j S .9n it f if 14 15 &1i 17 18 '21 2i 2 13 24 2.5 IsUu~ ~ ~ ~rrr~ Ii  I I IrttM~tT~?t~t~t I~

,.,nonnnnnnnonnnnn,
I I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 I I I T- r

o I I

eaF I

Figure X.45. Voltage Curves for the Figure VIII.18a Divider Circuit.

will provide a decrease in K, (counter shift) by 010 (2 unities). Therefore,

the resultant scaling factor is K,= 8-2 = 6. The circuit voltage curves are

depicted in Figure X.45.

c) For the Figure VIII.18b circuit, n = 5 and K, 25 = 32 in the absence

of feedback. A "malfunction" with the help of feedback of the first and fourth

flip-flops will provide a decrease in K, (counter shift) by 01001 (9 unities).

Therefore, the resultant scaling factor is Kx= 32-9 = 23.

d) Obtaining KA8  5 requires that the cir-uit include three flip-flops /495

(Z3 > 5 >22), which without feedback would provide eight-to-one frequency

livision. In order for K, = 5, the pulse counter must be shifted by

8-5 z 3 unities, i. e., by 011. Consequently, feedback must be supplied to the

first and second flip-flops. A functional diagram of a K, 5 divider and its

voltage curves are depicted in Figure X.46.
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Figure X.46. K, = 5 Flip-Flop Divider Functional Diagram (a)
and Voltage Curves (b).

e) Obtaining Ka = 42 requires that the circuit contain six flip-flops /495

(2 6>42 >25), which, without feedback, would provide 26 = 64 fold frequency

13

Figure X.47. K, 42 Flip-Flop Divider Functional Diagram.

livisio. In order for K, = 42, the pulse count must be shifted 64--42

z 12 unities, i. e., by 1100. Consequently, feedback must be supplied to the

third and fourth flip-flops. A functional diagram of this divider is depicted

in Figure X.47.
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EXERCISE VIII.8

Reference train pulse delay time to must exceed the maximum possible magnitude

of divider output pulse timp lag instability. Otherwise, the divider output pulse

may arise later than the corresponding reference train pulse and it will turn

out to be impossible to gate the latter.

Gate pulse duration must satisfy condition T,,>tc,>t* in order to guarantee

gating of the requisite reference train pulse and not allow the subsequent reference

train pulse to pass through to circuit output.

EXERCISE I;(.1

A linearly-falling voltage generator circuit and its output voltage are dejicted

in Figure X.48. In the initial state (t<ti, switch K closed), the capacitor

" R3 Rf1am

.~~~ hi' G r r

UC MOMC

tz tj

Figure X.48. Linearly.Falling Voltage Generator Equivalent Circuit
and Output Voltage Curves.

is charqed to voltage 'cw s R,.
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Forward stroke shaping occurs due to the partial capacitor C. discharge

across resistance R. during the time switch K is open. Therefore, working stroke

linearity is insured if lp=p r.,R , = . Circuit recovery /496

(return stroke shaping) occurs during complete capacitor charging when switch

K is closed. During the recovery process, output voltage rises from value

Ue,,,. achieved at the end of the working stroke to value Uen.. with time constant

" =Co. MR, Here, t,-3 ,#. In order to obtain t,, given a

high degree of working stroke linearity, it is necessary to satisfy the condition

TNIp' 'so , i. e., R,oR,, (here, 3Jp zc,R,,). Besides, the lower the switch

internal resistance in a conducting state, the greater the U, .,..value (where /497

R,2RoR L..--E,), i. e., saw amplitude Un'Uc.,-Uc.... Thus, the same

ratios must be sa.isfied as was the case in the linearly-rising voltage generator.

EXERCISE IX.2

The linearity of the R-C integrator collector voltage in the beginning of

the charging process (where -. 0 ) is explained by the fact that as long as
TS&P

this voltage, rising gradually, remains still much less than source voltage, it

virtually will not counteract the latter. Therefore, capacitor charging cdrrent
re- c Eessentially remains constant: where ac < Ee -= :-- -. But, when charging

current is constant, capacitor voltage rises by a linear law.

EXERCISE IX.3

Given these malfunctions, exponential sweep generator output voltage curves

arising at moment t' are depicted in Figure X.49.

I~f

Figure X.49. Manifestation of Exponential Sweep Generator Malfunctions.
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a) If disabling pulses stop arriving at circuit input at moment t', then,

beginning at that moment, the triode always will be unblanked and the capacitor

rapidly will discharge across it to voltage Uct.., after which output voltage

will not change u,.,-UC..-const (curve a). An input pulse amplitude decrease to

value V,,<Ifvi will lead to the same result.

b) A partial loss of emission in a triode will lead to a decrease in /498

quiescent current lao , which is equivalent to an increase in trircde resistance

to direct cierent R. This entails, first, an increase in voltage Zce... initial10

level, towards which the capacitor will strive to discharge and, second, an increase

in discharging time constant 1p..p = CRio, 4. e., in circuit recovery time.

As a result, saw amplitude will decrease, while its average level gradually rises

to a value whcn dynamic equilibrium will be established in the capacitor: the

amount of electricity obtained during charging time r compares with the amount

of electricity lost during discharging time r. (curve b).

c) It will be impossible for the capacitor to discharge across the triode

when the latter completely loses its conductivity and, beginning at moment t',

the capacitor will charge completely across source E a . As a result, output voltage

will attain level Ea during time interval t-S.., and then will remain constant

(curve c).

EXERCISE IX.4

The rate of voltage change Juring a working stroke when converting from scale

I to scale 2 must be reduced by a factor of 2: Pa - i., - Tv, m -T tga, . But, snce

I-- AL, then this requires that capacitor charging time constant 'tam

CRa be increased by a factor of 2. An increase for this reason in resistance

R will lead to an undesirable change in level Uc ... . Therefore, it is advisiblea
to increase capacitor C capacitance by a factor of 2.* Consequently, it is necessary

accordingly to change magnitude C simultaneously with a change in control pulse

" Even thougi time constant ,,,,, z CRio, i. e., circuit recovery time, will
rise here.6
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duration during the scale switch. If here . . . then nonlinearity factor

, '-"- will not change.

EXERCISE IX.5

a) Diode D is a lower zero clamp and is intended to stabilize the initial

level of diode L cathode potential, i. e., of value u,,

b) Resistance R, must be as small as possible to reduce circuit recovery

time t. and decrease level .• But, the requirement to satisfy the /499

condition for undistorted input pulse transmission across isolating circuit

=CpRt. constrains the ability to decrease this resistance. In additiuni, a

resistance M, decrease loads the input pulse generator.

c) Control pulse amplitude must be sufficient for reliable diode LI blanking

during the entire working stroke. Control pulse amplitude must setiafv the condition

U,,> Uc=, since diode plate potential rises to value 1 ..... - .. by the end

of the working stroke.

EXERCISE IX.6

The following expression describes the law of capacitor voltage rise during

a working stroke for the Figure IX.9 GPN circuit

UC - U, +fE(t...--U,) )

where R aC -- charging network time constant.

The working stroke ends when voltage uC attains firing potential UC.,,.-U,

when 1 -a hence

U{U+)

Solving this equation for ta., considering that V, <r, we will get:
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The law for capacitor voltage decrease during a return stroke is described by

c ,= t ,p , where #*&p = RiC -- discharging network time constant. The

return stroke ends when this voltage is reduced to quenching potential:

.c here t=to , hence u,-U. , . Solving this equation for

we will get

1. t la Ur

Values t, and t.. and, consequently, saw change period T-,.+t, aecrease,

i. e., sweep frequency rises, when firing potential increases. Saw amplitude

U,.U,-U, drops, while nonlinearity factor . decreases due to the reduction

in working stroke duration.

Only value t. V.-cons;is reduced vhen source voltage Ea arises, with sweep

frequency rising as a result. Saw amplitude remains unchanged, while the non-

linearity factor decreases.

EXERCISE IX.7

a) Voltage drop -,,,--u,---.R applied with a "minus" to the pentode

control grid is created in the Figure IX.14a GPN circuit as capacitor C charges

across pentode L1 in resistance R& . Capacitor voltage rises because of the

charging process, while the voltage applied to the "TT" one-port drops (uu,,-E.).

Here, pentode plate current will strive to decrease. But, the current ia2 increase

leads to a decrease in negative bias magnitude Ufa*---N,, i. e., in pentode /500

internal resistance to d-c Rio, which, in turn, constrains the current decrease.

As a result, pentode internal resistance to a-c R. rises, pentode current stabilizes,

and output linearity increases.

b) Connection of positive bias sou.rce EgI to the pentode control grid network

(Figuza IX.l4b) decreases pentode internal resistance to d-c, i. e., increases

the average capacitor C charging current value. As a result, the capacitor charges

at a high rate, which leads to a rise in suw amplitude U, and source voltage

utilization factor ta" Output voltage linearity remains as before since pentode

internal resistance to a-c and, consequently, negat.'-e feedback action as usual

determines its current-stabilizing action (see p_.tm s).
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EXERCISE IX.B

a) For the Figure IX.15 circuit, the approximate shape of the output voltage

distortions arising due to noncoincidence of triode LI and L2 Dianking is depicted

Figure X.50. Figure IX.19 GPN Circuit Output Voltage Distortions.

in Figure X.50. Here, tI - moment the control pulse front blanks triod* L,,

t 1 - moment of triode L3 blanking, while the dotted line depicts output voltage

shape if these triodes were to be blaiked simultaneously at moment t1 . Triode

L2 and L3 currents flow across capacitor C in interval At = t1 -t I . Consequently,

capacitor discharge occurs more rapidly than when triode L3 is blanked (only with

triode L2 current). However, triode L current gradually decreases in connection

with the rise in the potential of upper capacitor C plate and triode L3 cathode

when its grid potential is clanped. Therefore, an exponential sector arises at

the beginning of the working stroke (in interval At). At moment t,, triode L3

is blanked, capacitor C charging with stabilized triode L2 current continues,

and output voltage rises further by a linear law.

b) Triode L grid potential rises (relative to "ground') when the Figure

IX.15 potentiometer R. arm is moved "upwards." Therefore, during resting times

between control pulses, capacitor C2 charging across triodes L3 and LI will occur

with more current and the average voltage uC2 level will rise. Capacitor C during

a working stroke will be charged with greater current since this voltage plays

the role of positive bias in the charging triode L2 grid network. As a result,

sawtooth voltage amplitude U& and source voltage a utilization factor will

rise. Nonlinear distortions at the beginning of the working stroke simultaneously

will rise since a greater capacitor C voltage increment will be necessary due

to the voltage U. increase for triode L3 blanking following triode L blanking

(the initial level of voltage u... in capacitor C remains unchanged).
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EXERCISE IX.9

Pentode plate current radically decreases when Lbcw..-L,.U.u<U..p (see Figure

IX.l1). As a result, the capacitor discharge rate at the end of a working stroke

U t

Figure X.51. Figure IX.16 GPN Circuit Output Voltage Distortions
Where U,"f,8<U, •

decreases. The approximate form of the output voltage distortions arising at

this time is depicted in Figure X.51.

EXERCISE IX.lO /501

a) In the Figure IX.17b circuit, when the capacitor charges, the rise in

voltage uC, i. e., the potential of the resistance R right terminal, is transmitted

across an amplifier with gain K = +1 and source E to the left terminal of this

resistance. As a result, potential difference at the ends of resistance R and,

consequently, the current flowing across it remain constant:

us - COnst. i; .

b) These curves are depicted in Figure X.52. Voltage uC when capacitor

C is charged from source E across a resistance rises along exponential curve a

with time constant ,,ap a RC, striving towards value E. When the capacitor charges

in accordance with the Figure IX.17b circuit, based on the Figure IX.17d equivalent

circuit, voltage uC rises along exponential curve b with the equivalent time constant

*. -' " , striving towards the equivalent voltage Et..- . When K = 0.8,

f , E-. Given identical working stroke duration 1. const, nonlinearity

factor 0. decreases by a factor of G-Jr , while voltage amplitude rises.
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Figure X.52. Capacitor Voltage Curves When Charged Across Resistance
R and Using Compensating Pcsitive Feedback.

The rate of voltage rise at the beginning of the working stroke in both cases

remairs identical and equals

EXERCISE XI.ll

An increase in resistance R in the Figure IX.18 GPN circuit will lead to

a proportional decrease in the initial levels of voltage tic... and output voltage

In addition, capacitor C charging current during the working stroke,

i. e., the rate of output voltage rise, and, consequently, its amplitude . (where

const) will decrease accordingly. Output voltage linearity will rise /502

and the value of the nonlinearity factor ", 
- K ) will decrease. The change

in resistance R essentially will not be reflected in circuit recovery time :,

Therefore, output voltage will correspond to Figure X.53 (R" = ZR').

ra-)

Figure X.53. Figure IX.18 GPN Circuit Output Voltage Change
When Resistance R Increases (R" z 2R'). (a) -- Output voltage.
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EXERCISE IX.12

a) When R, = 0 in the Figure IX.19 GPN circuit, capacitor C' voltage would

turn out to be applied between triode L2 grid and cathode 'Uc=u,&I, while triode

L2 grid current would arise during the capacitor C' charging process. Here, capacitor

C' would turn out to shunted by slight resistance ,o., and voltage linearity would

be reduced radically.

If one assumes that k; = 0, the integrator input voltage u. would be

absent and, consequently, there would be no additional output voltage linearization.

b) Rapid capacitor C" discharge occurs across diode D2 during resting times

between control pulses. This explains :he strict clamping of the voltage C .. =

initial level. Capacitor C" would jischarge across large resistance R2 if this

diode is absent, which would lead to an increase in circuit recovery time.

EXERCISE IX.13

a) For the Figure IX.20b equivalent integrator circuit, a cavacitor charging

current decrease iC z iR occurs due to the amplifier input voltage &,6 rise

counteracting source voltage E: iw- T-616 It is possible to explain the sta-

bilization of this current and, consequently, linearizatu. of the output voltage

in this circuit in the following manner. We will assume that the potential of

the capacitor C left plate (point g) rose by magnitude -U,& during the capacitor

charging process. Then the potential of the C right plate (point a) will decrease

by magnitude Au.,--KJl,, as a result of amplifier action. The change in C plate

potential difference will comprise

IN- lg ~a 1 -J 1 i.Aeg(I + KLO

hence u.. Consequently, increment Au,, corresponds to increment duC

less by a factor of I + K. Therefore, given sufficiently-great magnitude K, the

off chanqes during the C charging process will be insignificant and the current

maintained is virtually constant and proportional only to source voltage E:

-- const. The decrease in the range of change of voltage /503
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U.. and current i. during a working stroke is equivalent by a factor of 1 + K

to an identical increase in capacitor capacitance and, consequently, to the integrator -

time ccns~.ant: -. RC(I+K).

b) These curves are depicted in Figure X.54. Voltage uC rises along exponential

cucve a with time constant I RC, striving towards value E, as capacitor C charges

U
NE

C"

Figure X.54. Voltage uC at R-C Integrator Output (a)

and in the Integrator Circuit: at Amplifier Input me& (b)
and at Its Output V.n (c).

and from source E across resistance R. The rate of rise of this voltage at the

Ebeginning of a working stroke equals Vpr M tR,, (tangent 1), while the nonlinearity
t,

factor when t. -. RC .. x-L--. It is convenient to use the Figure IX.2d equivalent

integrator circuit to plot the curves of voltages uo and n.,. Voltage me

rises alorg exponential curve b with equivalent time constant , RC(I+K), as

usual striving towards value E. The rate that this voltage rises when t = 0 is
£

less by a factor of I + K Vs,,, K igt,(tangent 2), and linearity

RCa, +ki rises accordingly during the identical working stroke duration.

The range of the voltage m#4 change during a working stroke decreases in comparison

to an R-C integrator by a factor of K due to the decrease in rate vo

Amplifier output voltage repeats the shape of the input voltage, but it is
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inverted and amplified by a factor of K. Therefore, voltage -U... changes along

exponential curve c with the same time constant . , but will strive towards

level KE. Consequently, the linearity of this voltage also increases by a factor
t.

of K: ," RC NI but the rate of its change rises by a factor of K and, just

as was the case for exponential curve a, is determined by time constant r = RC:

- KE e, C Z V - tg: . The amplitude of the linearized saWtooth voltage rises

accordingly when t. = const.

c) For a circuit using positive feedback (Figure IX.17b) /504

. L t ...RCK and -, RC! +K. for one using negative feedback (Figure IX.20b).

Comparing these expressions given identical to , R. and C values, we will get

I ! I
I--K, - , hence for given value K, -0.95:ICK 20--".-I - 20. Essentially,

even one amplifying stage with a pentode plate load makes it possible to obtain

a significantly higher K2 value. This is explained by the fact that sawtooth

voltage lineavity when negative voltage feedback is used may be significantly

better than when positive feedback is used.

EXERCISE IX.14

Resistance R in the pentode control grid network and capacitor C connected

between its plate (amplifier output) and control grid (amplifier input) are integrator

network elements in the Figure IX.21 GPN circuit. The feedback network connects

amplifier output with its input across capacitor C. Feedback is negative sinrp.

amplifier plate and grid voltages change opposite in phase and any change in plate

voltage transmitted across capacitor C to the control grid will counteract the

cause of this change. The pentode control grid across resistance R is connected

to plate voltage source +Ea, which also plays the role of constant input voltage

E in the Figure IX.ZCb integrator circuit. Consequently, output voltage working

stroke is obtained through voltage +E, integration.

EXERCISE IX.15

a) The magnitude of the plate and control grid voltage negative step at

the moment of triggering -AUal a -AU gl may be determined from the following
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circumstances. When the pentode is unblanked with respect to plate current, both

plate load current and capacitor recharging current ia = iRa + iC will pass across

it. At the moment of triggering, voltage drop Ual across resistance Ra and voltage

drop Ea + AUg 1l = Ea + AUal across resistance R arise with a jump (due to the

AUUgl 1 negative jump, the potential difference in resistance R increases). Therefore,

after the step, plate load current, capacitor recharging -urrent, and complete

plate current, respectively, will equal:

IR..

But, the plate current value found may also be expressed usint transfer

characteristic slope and control grid voltage resulting after the tep:

, ES " £ I-- AU J = $ (I E go .-- .

Consequently,

auEf + (I ESS I-WUO.

hence

I Eg I - E/SR

Au, + I +ISR + L1 SR,.

When resistance R and R values are sufficiently great, it is possible /505a

to disregard the second term in the numerator and the second and third terms in

the denominator. Then we will get

b) A contradiction is only apparent. Actually, in accordance with (IX.34),

pentode gain must be infinitely great for precise capacitor C discharging current

stabilization at the operating stage, i. e., for ideal output voltage linearization.

But, where K- M =a , finite plate voltage changes are obtained for infinitely-

small control grid voltage increments, i. e., where u,,f. const. Actually, gain

always is finite. Therefore, a voltage ua decrease must be accompanied by a

voltage u increase, i. e., by a decrease in discharging current Eda ,
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which also is the reason for disruption in output voltage linearity. The greater

the K value, the higher the current iC constancy, the smallur boundaries within

which voltage UgI changes during a working stroke, and the higher the output voltage

linearity.

c) The curve of the voltage which would result in cathode load impedance

R, is depicted in Figure X.55. This voltage equals ua,,.6 and repeats the

u h

at

Figure X.55. Resistance R& Voltage Curve in the Figure IX.21 GPN Circuit.

law of cathode current change and, consequently, pentode control grid voltages

(see Figure IX.21e). But, voltage u, always will be positive since cathode current

never equals zero and passes across resistance R& only in one direction--from

cathode to chassis. Thus, a negative-polarity pulse would be shaped in resistance

Rs during a working stroke. This circumstance, as will be explained below, is

used in a cathode-coupling phantastron.

EXERCISE IX.16

a) Diode D2 clamps initial output voltage at level ',.<E. in the Figure

IX.23 GPN circuit. Diode current passes along the network +Ea, resistance Ra,

diode 02, "lower" portion of resistance R. , chassis (-E a).

Considering that diode D2 is unblanked only when pentode L1 is blanked with

respect to plate current and disregarding slight resistance '. , it is oossible

to represent the diode connection circuit as depicted in Figure X.56. It follows

from this circuit that a parallel upper diode limiter with positive clipping threshold

7,-,>o actually is formed with the help of clamping diode D 2
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Figure X.56. Clamping Diode Circuit Connection Per Figure XI.23.

j) The great control pulse niplitude in the Figure IX.21a circuit (without

clamping diode) is stipulated by the requirement ror complete pentode blanking

with respect to plate current in the initial state. This requirement is lifted

when a clamping diode is included in accordance with Figure IX.23 since the flow

in the initial state of slight pentode plate current does not impact upon /506

initial output voltage level. Actually, if pentode plate current does not exceed

value E , then pentode plate potential will be reduced due to the flow

of this current to no more than value Z.- IER - - . R.U.,, , the clamping

diode as usual will be unblanked, 3nd it will place a bound on output voltage

at given level U0 . Therefore, control pulse amplitude may be decre3sed essentially

by a factor of 1.5-2 when the clamping diode is used.

EXERCISE IX.17

If triode L2 in the Figure IX.24 GPN circuit lost emission, then the capacitor

C right plate will turn out to be cut off from pentode plate, i. e., the negative

feedback network will be broken. Therefore, the GPN circuit will turn out to

be disrupted and there will be no sawtooth voltage shaped at pentode pla te (in

spite of its continuity). The curves of the voltages in the circuit for this

instance are depicted in Figure X.57. Control pulses unblanking the pentode with

respect to the third grid will be inverted in the plate network. Voltage ug1

essentially will be constant and equal cathode potential (ugl * 0) due to grid

limiting in resistance R. No current will flow across capacitor C and resistance

A, so there will be no output voltage.
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Figure X.57. Figure IX.24 GPN Circuit Voltage Curves
Given a Cathode Follower Malfunction.

EXERCISE IX.18

'z 'IR'

Figure X.58. Circuit Sjpplyng Initial Grid Potentials g 2 and 3
in a Monostable Screen Grid Coupling Phantast.ron.

a) The circuit supplying iitial phantastron second and third grid potentials

depited in Fiure IX.25 is shon separately in Figure X.58 for the given parameters.

We will consder that capacitance C 2 does rot exert any nfluence hatev'er

on distribution of ccstant potentials, the second poles of supply sources Ea

and E 9are connected to "gr'ound" (chassis), and these sources are atched. We

9£

will ex.iiine closed loop source E a resistance Rl1 resistance R 2-- resstance R 3--

source Eg--"ground" (4a' Ea" Current I will fcv (from E a to E ), along with
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current Ig2 flowing only across resistance R,, is this loop. Therefore, based

on Kirchhoff's second law /507

SE , t + /) R, + IR, + IR,.

hence

Es + ES- ISIR,

or, for given values Ea, Egi R1, R2, R3, and Ig2

,. 3 +250 --3"Io-s-0°."p

120 + 75 +55)1, =O.P0327 4.3.27 mA.

To compute voltage Ug2, we will examine this closed loop source Ea--resistance

R 1-second grid--"ground" (-E a). In accordance with Kirchhoff's second law, for

the second loop

(- 1+ Ii,) R, + VC,.

I hence

h e c U , - - ( I + l , , R , .

or

U,,-'300-3+ 3,7hlG--20-.= 175 V.

To compute voltage Ug3, we will examine closed loop "ground" (+Eg9)--third

grid-resistance R3-source E9 . In accordance with Kirchhoff's second law, for

this loop considering voltage polarity relative to "ground"

-- U,, - IR..
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hence

U,, = - Er + IR,

or

U*=-250 + 3.27.10-.5.101 --70 V.

(the pentode is blanked with respect to plate current).

b) For the Figure IX.25 phantastron circuit, the working stroke begins at

the moment of triggering and ends when linearly-falling pentode plate voltage

attains minimum value U,..-u*.*. Therefore, the duration of the working stroke

generated by the circuit equals the maximum duration of the working stroke for

the Figure IX.21 circuit and is determined by ratio (IX.42) ta,.RC.

c) It is possible to increase either resistance R or capacitance C in order

to increase interval t, . In accordance with (IX.39), either will lead to a

decrease in the rate of the plate voltage drop across the linear sector and, since

values U,.,, =E a and v...,U,,, remain as usual, to a rise in value t, .

However, a capacitance C increase will lead to a rise in recovery time (IX.45):

to. 3CR A change in resistance R magnitude (just as that of capacitance C)

will not impact upon output voltage linearity. Actually, in accordance with (IX.34),

the nonlinearity factor equals An-RZ or, when ta = RC

I +

d) The circuit for a monostable screen grid coupling phantastron with cathode

follower and triggering with respect to the plate network is depicted in Figure

X.59. Trigger pulses are supplied to plate across transient capacitor C and

must be of negitive polarity. In this event, a negative pulse transmitted across

cathode follower L2 and capacitor C from plate to pentode control grid elicits

a reduction in cathode and screen currents. The latter will lead to a "bump" /508

in voltage ug2 transmitted across capacitor C 2 to suppressor grid, causing the
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Figure X.59. Monostable Screen Grid Coupling Phantastron
With Cathode Follower and Plate Network Triggering.

pentode to unblank with respect to plate current, i. e., circuit triggering.

CA negative pulse of' voltage ug arises when a positive-polarity pulse is supplied

to plate and circuit triggering will not occur.

A trigger pulse transmiitted from control to screen grid is amplified, with

sin~~ltaneous inversion by a factor of Y( - -- in the screen grid network.

C,,

Therefore, the amplitude of the negative trigger pulses supplied to plate may

be less by a factor of Ke than that of positive pulses supplied directly to

suppressor grid.

EXERCISE IX.19

a) Although plate voltage in a variable delay circuit is not used also as

output voltage, it is its linearity that provides linear coupling of control voltaqe

u,- 1, - f., # -3
chagesanddelyFiue X.5. Thiost leal S c abeen byi eauining Figuretr

penod Weub with repc from rlatio curent ore, sicit acrdaer i th

Therefor, sa e amplitude ofteneaietrge ule uple opltsa

then
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Since AU al const and 14, const, then the second term on the right side
of this expression is a constant magnitude and, for control voltage increments,

we will get U2, ,, a,,p. Comparing these this equality with equality (IX.50),
we will see that the delay control slope is a magnitude op ite to saw slope:

" But, in accordance with (IX.39) V- and

-RC

c) Maximum delay time will be obtained when the arm of potentiometer /509
R4 in Figure IX.26a is shifted to the extreme "upper" position, when

Us.B- t '). .*.. . . Here, resultant working stroke duration will be identical
to that in a phantastron with a clamping diode: t.=...-t..,.,-RC . Control voltage
and delay time decrease when the potentiometer R4 arm is shifted "downwards."
Minimum delay time equals zero and will be obtained for value ,+U..,

when '. = 0.

Resistance R is included to place a lower control voltage bound at level
L-ar...>0 . In addition, if this resistance is absent, then given the "lower"

potentiometer R4 arm position, the trigger pulse supply network across transient
capacitor C1 would turn out to be shorted and the circuit would not trigger.

d) The presence of stray capacitances shunting plate-cathode and grid--cathode
paths will lead to stretching of the plate voltage steps at the beginning and

JUg,

Figure X.60 Stray Capacitance Impact Upon Variable
Delay Circuit Plate Voltage Shape.
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end of the working stroke (Figure X.60). Stretching of the negative-going pulse

arising at the moment the circuit triggers leads to onset of an interval of plate

voltage t.. nonlinearity immediately following triggering. Proportional relationship

(IX.50) will be disrupted in this interval, i. e., for slight delay time values

Pusitive-going pulse ua stretching upon conclusion of the working stroke

leads to a slight circuit recovery time increase.

e) Diode current and, consequently, the voltage drop across resistance Ra

will decrease, i. e., a pcsitive plate voltage pulse will arise, when a positive

pulse acts upon diode D1 cathode. This pulse will be transmitted across cathode

follower L2 and capacitor C to pentode L1 control grid and will cause a cathode

current "bump" and, consequently, screen grid current (there is no plate current

since the pentode is blanked with respect to the third grid). The current Ig2

"bump" will create a negative voltage ug2 pulse, which will be transmitted across

capacitor C2 to the third grid and across differentiating network capacitor C3

to circuit output. Thus, a phantastron will not be triggered by positive trigger

pulse action and a negative pulse will arise directly at the moment of "triggering"

(this corresponds to false value t3 z 0), regardless of the value of the control

voltage at circuit output. Therefore, it is inadmissible to supply positive pulses

to circuit input.

EXERCISE IX.20

These curves are depicted in Figure X.61a-d, respectively.

a) Capacitor C charging time constant C,,,,= CRa, i. e., circ.-t recovery

time t,-N&,, rises when resistance Ra increases. Output voltage will not

succeed in attaining level Ea by the start of the subsequent cycle (moments tI)

since the duration of the nonoperating portion of the period does not change

= const). Therefore, maximum saw level amplitude and stability

will decrease. Working stroke and oscillation period will be reduced due to the

reduction in level u,,. • On the other hand, a resistance Ra increase will

*Boosting capacitance C2 reduces the nonlinearity interval to several usec.
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Figure X.61. Free-Running Screen Grid Coupling Phantastron Voltzge Curves
Where Circuit Parameters Change.

lead to a rise in pentode gain K -- SR a(if the transfer characteristic slope /510

Ca

decrease still has not manifested itself). As a result, the capacitor C equivalent

discharging time constant a RC(K+l) will rise, i. e., output voltage linearity

will deteriorate.
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b) Capacitor C2 charging and discharging time constants

r,.,2-C,,R,,-R,). ,,,a,,. CflRs+F,,&s will rise when resistance R3 increases. As a result

of this, the rate of voltage u93 exponential changes will decrease following positive

and negative steps.

Stretching of the negative exponential sectors of voltage ug3 will lead to

pentode blanking with respect to suppressor grid for a longer time and duration

of the nonoperating portion of the period will rise. Thus, period of oscillations

will rise, i. e., their frequency will decrease. Maximum saw level stability

will deteriorate due to more complete capacitor C charging. Stretching of voltage

Ug3 positive exponential sectors will lead to working stroke linearity deterio-

ration in most of its sector. Otherwise, output voltage parameters dc not change.

c) A decrease in capacitor C.capacitance will lead to a proportional decrease

in its charging and discharging time constants, i. e., to a rise in the rate of

voltage ug3 exponential changes following positive and negative steps. The pentode

will be blanked with respect to the suppressor grid for a shorter time as a result

of acceleration of capacitor C2 discharge, i. e., the duration of the nonoperating

portion will be reduced. Output voltage will not attain lev3l E since /511a
capacitor C does not succeed in discharging during the short time ( ,.p = CRa
= ccnst). Therefore, saw amplitude and working stroke duration will decrease.

The period of oscillations will decrease, while the frequency will rise. Output

voltage linearity will deteriorate in a lesser initial sector as a result of the

acceleration of the capacitor C2 charge.

d) A resistance R decrease will lerd to a proportional rise in the capacitor

C discharge rate Iv akF) , i. e., to an in.rease in output voltage operating

sector transconductance. Working stroke duration will decrease by an identical

factor since maximum and minimum output voltage levels will remain unchanged.

Oscillaticn frequency will rise accordingly. Output volfaqe linearity will lemain

a: usual (without cons:ieratLon tc: the itiratunce of positive voltage u excursions)

since, at the same time magnitude ta changes, time constant o RCK+I) will

change by the same factor and nonlinearity factor -1 -,K + Iill not change.

An increase in operating sector transconductance will lead to more precise

registration of the moments of working stroke cessation t2 due to the increase
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in the angle at which linearly-falling voltage intersects level u.,. Therefore,

oscillation period stability will improve.

EXERCISE IX.21

a) Resistance Ra in the Figure IX.29 phantastron circuit decreases pentode

gain with respect to the plate network. As a result of this, equivalent time

constant T. = RC(1+K) decreases, while nonlinearity factor u.,, RC(3+K) rises.

Therefore, plate voltage linearity in a cathode-coupling phantastron is not

as good as it is in a screen grid coupling phantastron.

b) It is possible to depict the avalanche-like process in a cathode-coupling

phantastron at the moment the operating stage ceases (when plate voltage attains

value L...) symbolically in the following fcrm:

4
*lap-.m .a 60 " hU gj" " 6' t

c) This circuit is depicted in Figure IX.62. Delay time is controlled just

is,

Figure X.62. Cathode-Coupling Phantastron Used a3 Variable Delay Circuit.

as it was in the 7igure lX.26 circuit due to the change in the initial plate voltage

level h.-u,,,
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Positive-polarity delayed pulses are obtained through network C2R2 differen-

tiation of the droop of the negative pulse shaped in resistance R, (see Figure

IX. 29c).

EXERCISE IX.22

a) These coil current curves are depicted in Figure X.63a and the coil voltage

curves corresponding to them are plotted in Figure X.63b (the dotted line repeats

the Figure IX.30 curves).

Tha. rate of the current rise during a working stroke is increased by .a factor

of 2 if working stroke duration is increased by a factor of 2 ('.- ',I. Therefore,

the voltage us blanking level height and the steepness of its sloping sector /512

will be increased by a factor of 2. Obtaining the corresponding changes in the

shape of the Figure IX.31 generator output voltage while retaining similarity

condition (IX.58) and value U.wa. requires that resistance R be increased and

caracitance C be decreased by the identical factor. Control pulse duration must

be decreased by a factor of 2.

The rate of current rise will dacrease by a factor of 2 if working stroke

duration is increased by that factor (t. aJ

Therefore, voltage an blanking level height and the steepness of its sloping

sector will decrease by a factor of 2. Accordingly, resistance R in the generator

circuit should be decreased, while capacitance C should be increased. Control

pulse duration must be increased by a factor of 2.

b) Generator output voltage curves for R' < R erd R" >R when t, z const

are depicted in Figure X.63c (the dotted line repeats the Figure IX.31 curve).

A resistance R decrease provides a decrease in blanking level heinht, a rise in

the steepness of the sloping sector, and recovery time reduction; the opposite

occurs when resistance R is increased.

EXERCISE IX.23

a) A recovery time decrease requires a capacitance C magnitude decrease
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Figure X.63. For Exercise X.22.

(see IX.68a). But, given a slight capacitance magnitude, the rate of ouptput

voltage change and thereby amplitude, for the given switching pulse duration,

significantly will depend upon the temperature-unstable current ha magnitude

(see IX.60).

b) The safe duty ratio magnitude determined as 0- may be /513
I.

computed if resting time duration to equals circuit recovery time 1, Formula

(IX.68a) must be used to determine magnitude t.

Current gain 9 magnitude in this formula will be found from collector

characteristics and input current , hile sawtooth voltage amplitude

is determined in accordance with (IX.65).

Answer: Q = 3.5.
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EXERCISE IX.24

Source voltage E magnitude impacts upon emitter curient magnitude and,

consequently, also on average discharging current value Iz /,-(Figure IX.38).

Therefore, in accordance with (IX.73), source voltage E magnitude impacts upon

sawtooth voltage amplitude.

EXERCISE IX.25

There can be no collector T1 saturation mode if resistance R. i- absent

from the collector T1 network. The voltage between transistor T1 collector and

e-itter will change significantly when temperature changes. Consequently, the

initial capacitor C voltage value will change.

Therefore, the transistor T1 saturation mode, including resistance R. in

the collector network, is used for voltage Uco temperature stabilization, Selected

resistance R, magnitude is such that the voltage drop across it in the initial

state will not exceed 2-3 V.

EXERCISE IX.26

Recovery time will be small if, first, the transistor T1 bottoming mode is

used and, second, the smallest possible resistance R, magnitude is selected.

Transistors with a high a value should be used to increase the emitter

follower transFer constant and input resistai.nce. Use of composite transistors

in the emitter follower provides good results.

EXERCISE IX.27

The collector voltage step is not compensated for since the amplifier turns

out to be blanked when the switching pulse ceases.
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CHAPTER XI /514

ATTACHMENTS

ATTACHMENT 1

1. Pulse Signal Frequency Spectra*

A pulse signal may be represented as the sum of the harmonic functions of

time-cosinusoidal and sinusoidal components.

The combination of these components is called the frequency spectrum and

the individual components are called harmonics.

An infinite trigonometric Fourier series determines the frequency spectrum

of a periodic video pulse train (1.2) and, for pulses of unit amplitude (U = I V),

may be written in the form

+ V"COGIKO' - k).(XI.l)

The strict spectra theory is presented in videspread special literatu:e (see
L-5 for example).

"Where U I V and t, f(t).
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iI

where C' - d-c component equal, in accordance with (1.5) -- L. ( *

-.wiX" -- angular pulse repetition frequency tPRF];
T.

K -- harmonic number;

U. -- amplitude;

,-- initial phase of the k~th harmonic.

Its K number determines the frequency of each spectrum harmonic and equals

._(g, ; the first (fundamental) harmonic with frequency Q-Q. corresponds

to value K = 1; the second harmonic with frequency U,-29. corresponds to value

K 2, and so on. Thus, the spectrum of a periodic train of video pulses will

comprise an infinitely-large number of harmonics, whose frequencies are the squares

of the PRF. Since it will not comprise harmonicc of other frequencies in this

spectrum, it is a discrete (line) spectrum, while the frequencies of any two adjacent

harmonics are separated by interval 3-,-D.

U1

p!w) - -

'or

Figure 1. Approximate Form of the Amplitude (a) and Phase (b)
Spectra of a Periodic Train of Video Pulses.

The approximate form of the amplitude spectrum (combination of harmonic

amplitudes) and phase spectrum (combination of harmonic initial phases) of a periodic

train of video pulses is depicted in Figure 1.
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The concept of the complex amplitude of the k-th harmonic LU, =t - " usually

is used to determine harmonic amplitudes and initial phases.

A complex amplitude is expressed by pulse signal parameters with integral

ratio

(XI.2)

It is more convenient to determine the continuous envelope of cornlex /515

amplitudes as a function of the current value of frequenny (,) instead of computing

complex amplitudes C, (i. e., values Li and ;a

* U-j g- '=° .- f.- J /tz)d' t. (XI.3)

Modulus U( L,') and argument ( ) of this expression are the envelopes

cf the amplitude and phase spectra, respectively (dotted lines in Figure 1.).

Finding thcse envelopes and knowing PRF u. , it is possible when necessary simply

to establish the internal spectrum structure: the ordinates of functions U( UJ

at points ru. ,.Il provide the 3mplitude values of individual harmonics G,

while the ordinates of functions , ( .J) at these same points will provide the

values of their initial phases .

We will note that, in accordance with expression (3), where L) 0

r

U® =L'"v- 7 -~/ tji -(XI .4

Pulse duration usually is limited 3t the zero level and, since ft) 0 during

resting tires, it is sufficient to accomplish integration in expressicns (XI.2)

and (XI.3; only within the limits of pulce duration t.

As an example, we will find the spectrum of a periodic tra3n of square pulses
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with a unit amplitude. For a square pulse, representing it in the form of a prerise

function of time in accordance with Figure 1.2 we have

(S)- where (XI.6)
0 the rest of the time

Therefore, based on expression (XI.5), we will get

2C."- $ ~ dt 2 sinE
u)-7. =-".-T. "i. W- '

or, using ratios T.-Qtw. .-24 (0 __ duty ratio, f-- current frequency /516

value in Hertz):

2"dn Vt. (xI .7)

#T.
47,

45 '
44 1Ji

.\u~

43 I 
, "

A$ fs fl f i FI# J/c.o Fn PH 1( f

r 
"17 T)~4 #L~P 3!u~FIn

4 A", #,},P ',? ,.'r,/.

Figure 2. Amplitude (a) and Phase (b) Spectra of a Periodic Train
of Square Video Pulses with Unit Amplitude with Q = 3.

A graph of modulus U(f) and argument 0(f) of this function for value

Q 3 are depicted by dotted lines in Figure 2.

*Based on the Euler formula, .' J .
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The first graph shows that the spectrum harmonic amplitude envelope decreases

non-monotonously with a rise in frequency, periodically reverting to zerc at points
M

- (m = 1, 2, 3, . )

The second graph demonstrates that harmonic initial phases change with a

jump by 7T at these same points.*

I II

Since PRF ,-7 " , then the first harmonic frequency is P,.P..,
2

when Q = 3; the second is F, -97.. ; the third is F,=3,=-- , which coincides

with the point at which the spectrum envelope reverts to zero for the first time;

the fourth is F,,,4a-. , and so on. Consequently, the third, six, and other

multiple-three harmonics are absent in the spectrum.

We will investigate the part various spectrum components play in shaping

the initial pulse train.

To do so, we will determine and sequentially sum the d-c component just for

the first four harmonics of the spectrum found. In accordance with Figure 2 graphs

(or with direct substitution of corresponding frequency values F,-JKF, into /517

expression (XI.7)), we will get: U(O) - 0.66; UI - 0.55; P -- 0; U2 - 0.27,

( _2 = 0; U3 = 0; U 4  0.14, P 4: . Ccnsequently, considering (XI.4), the

d-c component equals C_- T 2c 0., while, in accordance with (XI.l), the ex-

pressions for the first, second, and fourth harmonics (the third harmonic is absent)

will be written in the form

a, w U, co (Qt - - 0"5 co 2F,1 m 0".5M cot .
4,,

'6U1 M , os- -2 - T.) 0.27 wU 2M:- M 0.27 co' -L t.
T.

a, U, cos (4.et - 0. 14 coo (2eFj - i) r - 0. 14 cos t

Serial summing of these components is done in Figure 3. The d-c component,

the first harmonic, and their sum are depicted in Figure 3a. The second harmonic

is ar.ded to this sum in Figure 3b. The fourth hartin:c is added to the sum of

the d-c component and the first two harmonics in Figure 3c. The initial train

*At points (~m : 1, ' 3, . . . .), da ft.n on0and :hanges sign.
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of square pulses where Q 3 is depicted in Figure 3d for evaluation of the result

obtained.

I U.L.14tas et

a4

,u, t I U ,=U 12,g L * UCz5?4Lt

U,+,a~t, z ( QtX

r.t U.'t,u~nM~ ,

Figure 3. Reconstructicn of a Periodic Train of Square Video Pulses
with Q = 3 with Frequency Spectrum Component Summing.

It is now possible to draw the following conclusions. The d-c component, /518

as already demonstrated above, determines only the average pulse signal value

for the period and does not impact pon pulse shape (should it be absent, the

entire signal would only shift "downwards" along the vertical by value U. ).

The first harmonic provides a somewhat coarse framework for the pulse signal and

determines PRF. Addition of the second harmonic increases pulse steepness and

"frees" resting times, resulting alrzady in formation of a smooth (almost bell-like)

pulse train shape. The impact of the fourth harmonic, 'hich acts opposite in

phase to the First and second harmonics ( 4 . 7r), manifests itself in a further

incre.ase in the rate of pulse rise, as well as in the flattening cf their tilts.

However, pulse shape after its addition still is far frc-1 square, and oscillating

voltage remains in the resting times. Final pulse shaping, Iorma,.ion of vertical
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porches and flat tilts, will occur due to all remaining spectrum harmonics we

have not considered (fifth, seventh, eighth, tenth, and so forth). it is apparent

that the shaping of radical pulse envelope breaks ("corners") and steep porches

may result from action only of voltages changing rapidly over time--high-frequency

harmonics. Consequently, precise reproduction of the pulse shape requires summation

of the entire infinitely-large number of the harmonics of their spectrum.

We will explain briefly the overall relationships of envelope shape and spectrum

structure to periodic pulse signal parameters using our example (see Figure 2).

It follows from expression (5) that only pulse shape f(t) and duration f.

determine the form of the spectrum envelope and it will not depend on PRF F.

Actually, due to factor F when there is a change in frequency F. (repetition

frequency r. = . ), the amplitude of all spectrum harmonics will change pro-

portionally, as will the frequency interval 11,-F. between adjacent harmonics--

spectral energy distribution. The shape of the spectrum envelope (both amplitude

and phase) does not change.

Intervals between adjacent harmonics increase with a pulse repetition increase

(period r. decrease), i. e., the spectrum will become more clearly defined or

"more transparent", while harmonic amplitudes rise. On the other hand, given

a repetiLion frequency decrease (period r. increase), intervals between adjacent

harmonics decrease, i. e., the spectrum will become "denser," while harmonic

amplitudes decrease.*

The relationship of the spectrum envelope to square pulse duration is evident

from the fo!wing. Point IL, at which the spectrum envelope reverts to

zers for the first time, withdraws to the high-frequency range when there is a

*In the range where F.-o(r. - -, we ,jill convert from a periodic train of

video pulses to a single video pulse. Here, intervals between harmonics 1'.

3nd amplitudes of all harmonics will becom infinitely small. Thus, the sum of

an infinitely-large number of harmcnic compnents infinitely small in amplitude

and infinitely close in frequency may represe!nt the single pulse. In other words,

a single pulse has a continuous, rather than a discrete, spectrum comprising the

harmonics of all frequencies.
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decrease in pulse durAtion t.. Here, the first and all subsequent "lobes" of

the spectrum expand. In the range where f- -0 -, -" and the amplitudes of

all spectrum harmonics turn out to be identical. Consequently, the spectrum of

a pulse of infinitely-slight duration is uniform in the entire frequency range.

All points /-"in which the spectrum envelope reverts to zero, shift

towards f = 0 when pulse duration increases, i. e., the spectrum will become narrower

and is concentrated in a band of lower frequencies. Where to -0 , the

spectrum of an infinitely-long pulse (if the latter is a precise function /519
of time) degenerates into a d-c component. This is natural since such a pulse

is constant voltage, which may not contain harmonic components.

It is possible to demonstrate that, for any other pulse shape as well, pulse

sp.ctrum width Afs is coupled with its duration by inversel7-poportional relationship

- (XI.8)

where b - fartor depending on pulse shape and the method (level) used to compute

'. and Af.s

The concept of spectrum width requires refinement since, theoretically, pulse

spectra are limitless with respect to frequency. Spectrum width usually is determined
from power considerations as the band of frequencies adjacent to point f = 0,

in which the overwhelming portioi of complete pulse energy is concentrated.*

This band is referred to as the spectrum active power width or intrinsic amplitude

band. Thus, for example, taking the width of the first lobe (it will comprise

more than 900a of pulse energy) as the 3quare pui3e spectrum width, we obtain

.If, -L (b = I i. onsequently, Af s = 106 Hz when t. usec.**

The spectrum envelope tu. nulses of another shape has another form. However,

*Enargy transferred by each harmonit is proportional to the square of its
amplitude.

**Such a significant video pulse spectrum width, in particular, explains why
high-frequency feeders are used for their distortionless transmission.
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the overall tendency towards a decrease in harmonic amplitudes with a rise in

frequency (harmonic numbers) always is preserved. This is coupled from the physical

point of view with the fact that the main part of the pulse signal energy always

is concentrated in the low-frequency band of the spectrum and, with an increase

in the frequency of the harmonics, their power "contribution" drops. This is

stipulated mathematically by the influence of multiplier e-1'' in expression

(XI.5) an the integration result. Actually, in the low-frequency band, for which

condition . is satisfied, i. e.,

* ' I U 2 10',(h) dt = const.

0

harmonic amplitude essentially is constant and equals double the d-c component

value.

Harmonic amplitudes decrease in connection with the nature of the functicn

'
-

'' change when frequency increases, when the latter's value L will equal

C-

Square pulses have a broader spectrum. This is explained by the role of

hiyh-frequc.ncy harmonics in shaping of vertical porches and flat tilts of such

pulses (zee Figure 3). Bell-shaped pulses (see Figure I.2g), a shape described

by function f(t)um," (Gausse curve) without breaks and linear sectors, have

the most concentrated spectrum. The spectrum of such pulses is narrower by a

factor of approximately 2 than the spectrum of square pulses.

ATTACHME"1 2 /520

PULSE DEVICE LINEAR ANDl NONLINEAR ELEMENTS

Categorization of all pulse circuit elements as linear or nonlinear is critical

for analysis of physical procecses in pulse devices.

*Function e- ' is periodic -" - c- do-1On - with modulus

I d-i ectin~'VZ 1+ Ion Where t-t. and frequency L increases, harmonic
amplitudes decrease in connection vith the dec:ease in the area of cosinusoidal
and sinusoidal component half-cycles.
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Linear elements are those characterized by the independence of their parameters

from the magnitude of the voltage applied to them and the current passing across

/

a)

Figure 4. Volt-Ampere Characteristics of Linear (a)
and Nonlinear (b) Elements.

them. Therefore, the volt-ampere characteristic of a linear element-relationship

i Z (u)-is a straight line (Figure 4a). The linearity of this charac'eristic

signifies the constancy of ratio , equalling element resistance, i. e., the

validity of Ohm's law. Three types of linear elements exist: resistance R (elements

in vhich accumulation of electrical energy is impossible and only its conversion

into heat energy occurs), capacitance C (elements capable of accumulating the

energy of an electrical field), and inductance L (elements capable of accumulating

the energy of a magnetic field).

R, L, and C descriptions and units of measurement, their designations in

circuits, basic integrodifferentiating ratios characterizing these elements,

expressions of their a-c resistance, as well as their characteristic properties

in fixed and transient modes, are depicted in Table 4.

Capacitances and inductances, being reservoirs of the energy of electric

and magnetic fields, respectively, exert a decisive impact on the nature of transient

processes. Therefore, we will dwell on the table's last two entries.

In a capacitor, electrical field energy is stored betveen its plates and

equals wc a= , where uC - capacitor voltage proportional to the charge

(amount of electricity) q in its plates #cm" • Since energy Wc will depend
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Table 4
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KEY: (a) Element and its conditional designation in circuits; (b)

Units otF measurement; (c) - me; Cd) -- Di'ensions oP a qtentity and ratios;
(e) - Designation of' nominal value in circuits; (f) - Basic equations*;

(g) - Resistance to a-c; (h) -- Impact upor network fixed mode; 1i) -- Impact
on transient processes; (j) - Resistance R (resistor); (k) -- ohm; (C) --lV
ohm = I--; (m) - Creates voltage drop UR; clips current value i.; (n) --

Does not pass direct current Ic = 0; (o) -- Kilohm (K ); (p) -- Megohm

(M ); (q) -- Capacitance C (capacitor); (r) -- Farad (F); (s) - Microfarad
(mF); Ct) -- Ficofarad (CF); (u) -- Voltage uC steps are impossible; (v)

-- Inductance L (incctance coil); u) - Henry (H); (x) -- Millihenry (mH);
(y) -- Microhenry (uH); (z) -- Not notated; (aa) -- Voltage drop UL = 0 absent;

(bb) - Voltage kL jumps are impossible; (cc) - a x sec.

*Initial voltage and currert values (vhere t 0) are designated U(O) and I(0),

respectively.
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on charge q magnitude and is not coupled with movement of charges, i. e., with

the current passing across the copacitance, it has the nature of potential energy.

We now will assume that capacitor voltage instantaneously changes by value AUc

Then the energy stored in the capacitor also must change instantaneously by a

magnitude proportional to AU c. But, an instantaneous change of this energy requires

infinitely-great power %current across the capacitor): where /522

U- 0 PC- = -- .. ±*- which is physiLally unrealistic. Consequently, the

amount of electricity and capacitance voltage may rise (when C charges) or fall

(when C discharges) only Gzadually. This signifies that capacitance voltage steps

physically are impossible. It is precisely as impossible, for example, instantan-

eously to change the water level in a tank: that would require creation of an

infinitely-large stream of water filling or draining the tank. Given any realis-

tically-constrained inflow or oitflow of water, its level will change only gradually.

An important result flows therefrom: distortionless voltage steps in a network

are transmitted across a capacitance.

Actually, in any closed network, input and output terminals separated by

capacitance C (Figure 5a), in accordance with Kirchhoff's second law, must satisfy

U&

Figure 5. For Transmiss .on of Voltage Steps
Across a Capacitance and Inductance.

condition ,- . If input voltage r.nanges with a jum3 by magnitude AL,

then, since voltage uc may not change irstantaneously, output voltage also must

change with a jump by magnitude IL'..,-AuJ .

Magnetic field energy in an inductance coil is stored in surrounding space

and equals W, --. " Since this energy will depend on current passing across
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the coil, i. e., on the rate of charge displacement, it has the nature of kinetic

energy. Therefore, current steps passing across an inductance physically are

impossible. They also would require infinitely-great paver in the network:

U OPL - " It is precisely as impossible, for example, instan-

taneously to change the speed of a moving body possessing specific kinetic energy.

An important result flows from this fact as -well: voltage steps may not be

transmitted across an inductance.

Act-nlly, in any closed network, input and output terminals separated by

inductance L (see Figure 5b), in accordance with Kirchhoff's second law, must

satisfy condition Uo8-UL+Q.., . If input voltage changes with a jump by magnitude

Sue. , then, since current k may not change instantaneously (AIL = 0), a step

of output voltage also is impossible t....ILR.-OJ • Here, an input voltage

step is compensated for completely by a voltage step in the same inductance alUl-aU...

which balances self-induction emf --L±L - u arising in the inductance.
as I.

It should be noted that, since there are stray capacitances and inductances

in any real netuork, transient processes may not occur instantaneously in the

network. This, in particular, explains the inability to shape, transmit, and

amplify pulses of an ideally-square shape.

The relationship of nonlinear element parameters to currents and voltages,

i. e., they have nonlinear volt-ampere characteristics (Figure 4b), characterizes

nonlinear elements. Therefore, we will not apply Ohm's law to nonlinear elements.

These include vacuum tubes, ion and semiconductor instrumerts, and saturated-core

inductances. It should be noted that, in many instances, when amplifying pulse

signals, for example, nonlinear elements are used in the region where their

volt-ampere characteristics may be considered to approximate linear characteristics.

In other cases, in pulse :mplitude clippers and pulse generatirs, for example,

nonlinearity of the characteristics of these elenents, on the other hand, plays

a determinant role.

Netwo:ks comprising only linear elements are referred to as linear netwcrks,

while networks containing nonlinear elements are referred to as nonlinear networks.

The difference in these networks, from a mathematical point of vieu, is that processes
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in linear networks are described by differential equations with constant coefficients,

while those in nonlinear networks are described by differential equations with

variable coefficients. The applicability of the principle of superposition to

linear networks is their basic characteristic property from the physical point

of view.

Overall, the principle of superposition (also referred to as the principle

of independent action) may be formulated in the following mariner: in a linear

system, the resultant effect of the sum of the actions equals the sum of the effects

caused by each action. Consequently, if any number of independent emf connected

in any manner act upon a linear network, then the resultant current and voltage

in any network element equals the algebraic sum of the individual currents or

voltage drops caused by the action of each emf. The principle of superposition

is the basis for superposable mLthods of linear system analysis, whose essence

is that a signal of complex shape acting upon a linear system input is the sum

of the elementary standard signals, after which the system output signal (reaction,

response) will be found as the sum of system reactions to all elementary signals.

The method of frequency analysis and the method of transient characteristics

are fundamental superposable methods.

Kirchhoff's laws, the concepts of voltage and current generators, and the

equivalent generator theorem also lie at the foundation of linear network analysis

as a result of th2 principle of superposition.

ATTACHMIENT 3

EXPONENTIAL PROCESSES

The differential eqJations of linear networks comprising one reactive element

(capacitance or inductance) will be rewuced to the form

d.9d + z . (XI.9)

where x z x (t) - desired time function (the law of ctI-nge of voltage or current

at network output);
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y y t) -- known time function describing the action of external effects

on the network (of applied voltage or current);

" -- constant coefficient depending only on the parameters of a

network having a time difference and referred to as network

time constant.

If, at moment t = 0, the network is subjected to a switching drop (step change)

of constant voltage or current, then a transient process arises in it described

by general solution of equation (XI.9) for y = Y = const. This solution is written

in the form

*(t)'X(-)+1X(O)-X(-V) " XIJO

where X () - initial (for t = 0);

X (0) - final (for t - ) value of the voltage or current at netv,'rk

output;

e = 2.718. . . - logarithm base.

!f a netvork short circuit occurs at t 0 0, then X (C) 0 and, based on

(XI.lQ) we obtain

. t-X O, •(XI.ll)

If this network is connected to a constant voltage or current source, then,

given zero initial conditions, i. e., when X (0) = 0, based on (XI.l0) we obtain

,:;t ,,A;= , ./.(XI.12)

The graphs of functions x1(t) and x2 (t) are depicted in Figure 6. In the

first instance, they are falling and, in the second instancc, rising exporential

curves.

Function x1 (t) has initial value XCO) (where t 0, e -I ), and then
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Figure 6. Graphb of Exponential Functions.

monotonously decreases, asymptctically striving to'ard3 zero at infinitv (Vhere

n

Function x2 (t) at the initial moment in time equals zero (where t 0,

. = ), ten mor~atonously rises, asynntotically striving at infinity to value

X (00) (where ,_ - ). The magnitude of the degree indicator for
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liven moments in time t determines instantaneous exponential function values.

%pproximate values of these functions computed for different moments in time expressed

.n unities of the time constant are depicted in Table 5.

table 5 ~~Ica.~~ ' i _____

0,..) 632. (m 0865. 0.95X (a) 0.982X a O:WX (o.)

KEY: (a) -- Process time t.

Data from this table may be used for approximate plotting of exponential

.urves uith respect to the points. It is evident from the table that the time

:onstant equals the interval during uhich function x (t) decreases to value

].368X(O) (by a factor of e) or function x2(t) rises to value O.632X() (by

factor of I - , )2.

The rates of change of functions x (t) and x2(t), respectively, equal:

t at
Jx~4- ',x O - J ,t__! ( , : XI.13)

i. e., in both instance!, they decrease monotonously with respect to magnitude /526

ilso by an exponential law. The instantaneous magnitude of this rate in the graphs

:the slope of the exponential curves) equals the tangent of the slope of a tangent

line drawn to the exponent at a given point: V = tg C • The maximum value of

:he rate is obtained at initial moment in time t 0:

A' X 1_ .

ther' tga., -. tangent of the slope of the tangent line to the exponent at the

init~al point <

Therefore, ti.e constant 7 may be determ-ned graphically as the magnitude

3f the subtangent line to thL exponential curte (Figure 6).
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Theoretically, transient processes described by exponential functions will

last an infinitely-long time. In practice, the accepted duration of tnese processes

equals the time interval up to the end of which exponential functions still differ

slightly from their stead-state values X( C). An often-used transient process

duration equals

tp,- (X1 .15)

(in accordance with Table 5, Ec moment t =3 , exponential functions differ

from their steady-state values by only 5f).

7 xpanding term e into a Maclaurin series, we obtain

-- : t, t' t4

+ +

Where -4- in this ecpansion, it is possible to disregard all terms, beginning

with the third, due to their ijisignificance compared to the second term. Therefore,

initial sectors cf exponential functions in region t- T may be approximated

sce-.,hat by straight lines (by tanrerL 1ines at the initial points):

(i If) , X (0) t  -X (00 (Xl.16)

This stipulates use of the initial sectors of exponential curves as linearly-

changing voltages :currents).

ATTACH E'NT 4

1 OLTACE AND CULRRIE.T GE\FPATORS. rE4ERATOR-LOAD MATCHING CONDITIONS

Electric3l signal energy sources a~tays have a certain amount of internai

resistance ?, . For convenience in circuit analysis, this internal resistance

conditionally is depicted outside of the source itself, connecting it either in

series with the source or in parailel to it. In the first case (Figure 7a), the

source ;s rcfczred to as an emif or voltage generator relative to load imp--ance R..

Here, zero intc'rial resistance is ascribeJ to the emf generator itself so that

source emf P. does not depend on load impedance magnitude. In the second case
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"Figure 7b), the source is referred to as a current generator. Here, infinitel -

large internal resistance is ascribed to the current generator itself so /527

that current i. supplied by the source does not depend on the load impedance

maqn it ude.

Both source depiction methods are equivalent for an external ,,etwork (they

provide ident.cal load current and voltage values) if

Ir , (XI.17)

Actually, load current for an emf generator equals . . For a current

RrR
generator, load voltage equals I.., ,.- and, consequently, load current

,. . Equating current ', values for both cases, we obtain= Ir . U .

Rr.
k, - / , A- ,hence Ir -

The concepts of emf and current generators are used widely for vacuum tube

and semiconductor instrument representation by equivalent circuits in the linear

reqion of their characteristics.

The power an Lmf generator supplies to load (consumed load) equals

Investigating this function to the maximum (differentiating it with respect

to p. and equating the resultant derivative to zero), we will find that this

pcwer will be maximum if

Rr- R.( 1. 8

and will comprise P.W,, j -- half the generator power Pr-EJr R •'. The

second half of the generator power is consumed in its internal resistance R, •

Condition (18) is referred to as the gen.rator-load matching condition.

This condition must be supplemented by the condition of mutual reactive component
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compensation, given presence of generator and load reactive component resistances

in a-c systems:

X,- (XI.18a)

ATTACHMENT 5 /528

EQUIVALENT GENERATOR THEOREM

We will assume that there exists a linear network comprising emf sources

and having two cut-ut terminals aa to which load impedance R. is connected (Figure

(a) dck)

Figure 8. For Formulation of the Equivalent Generator Theorem.
(c) - Linear network).

8a). In ac-ordance with the equivalent generator theorem, equivalent generator

voltage u. with internal resistance R. may represent this network (Figure 8b).

The electromotive force of the equivalent generator is determined as the voltage

at network output terminals when the load is cut out (idling voltage), while its

internal resistance R. Is determined as network output voltage which the load

"sees" confronting it. Source internal resistances must replace all emf sources

in the netuork in order to compute resistance R. ; here, sources whose internal

iesistance is not considered (accepted as eqLilling zero) are short-circuiter.

Use of the equivalent generator theorem makes it possible simply to compute load

impedanre current and voltage by the formulas:*

U, -u.R.7077 R.F'A " - + R. Xl.19)

*Generally, resistances P, and R, may be complex.
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Proof of the equivalent generator theorem is based on the principle of

superposition.

This theorem is used often in pulse technology to compute complex charging

(discharging, recharying) network ti.me constants of capacitances and inductances.

Here, the points at which a capaci'. ice or inducatance is connected to the rest

of the circuit usually are used Lis -quivalent generator output terminals, thus

leaving all emf sources and resist r,-:E in the equivalent generator. It is sufficient

for network time constant computatcior r determine only resistance R. , which

will be the equivalent resistance in -tie charging (discharging, recharging) network.

ATTACHMENT 6 /529

LINEAR NETWORK FRI:QI':NCY CHARACTERISTICS

Res:.stances of capacitances and inductances to a-c will depend on frequency.

Therefore, linear networks, which are comprised of these elements, possess

10 W_ Q ,

Figure 9. Linear Four-Terminal Network (a), Its Amplitude-Frequency (b),
and Phase-Frequency (c) Characteristics.

frequency-selective properties, i. e., they react differantly to the harmonic
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effects of different frequencies. Frequenry- selective properties are evaluated

with the aid of network frequency characteristics. Examination of this question

requires that we represent the linear network in the most general form by a linear

four-terminal network (Figure 9a). We will assume that harmonic voltage C.'.'

is supplied to the input of this four-terminal network. Here, V., r.A.' -

complex amplitude, U., - real amplitude, e., - initial phase, w.1Kf --

input voltage angular frequency.

Harmonic voltage U;.,J" of identical frequency LU also arises in the steady-

state mode at four-terminal network output but, overall, with a distinct complex

amplitude u... , i. e., with another real amplitude U..,. -.od with

initial phase -,. If now otly the frequency of the input voltage is changed

(where U'.,-cont ), then the complex amplitude of the output voltage, i. e., its

real amplitude and phase, also will change, thus being a function of frequency,

i. e., L..,-L), U IwI-*,* , .

The ratio of harmonic voltage complex amplitudes at four-terminal output

and input to the frequency function is referred to as the system complex frequency

characteristic:

t ' CB S . (XI.20)

The modulus of this characteristic, equl to the ratio of output and /530

input voltage real amplitudes to the frequency function, is referred to as the

amplitude-frequency characterimtic (abbreviated AChKh).

A tw (XI.21)

The argument of the complex frequency characteristic, equal to the phase

shift (difference) between output and input voltage7 in the frequency function,

is referred to as the phase-frequency characteristic (abbreviated FChKh):

(XI.Z2)

If the co',olex frequency characteristic, us..ng the Plgebraic form of writing
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a complex number, is written in the form K(.P -A(.l -IB(.), then the AChKh and FChKh

values, respectively, will be found From the formulas:

K+ 8c = +b. - a-)=acir-. (XI.23)

A possible form of the frequency characteristics is depicted in Figure 9b, c.

Knowledge of these characteristics makes it possible, with respect to known

harmonic input voltage amplitude, phase, and frequency, to determine harmonic

output voltage amplitude and phase. Actually, based on (21) and (22), we obtain:

-"(ei , . K 1.1 *,,Il. 1 i'le., 14, +. I, (VI.

where K( L-') and ( (i) -- AKhCh and FChKh ordinates corresponding to input

voltage frequency L. Thus, linear system frequency characteristics completely

determine p+--"je of the harmonic voltage of any given frequency across the system.

As shown in Figure 9b, the amplitude-frequency characteristic generally may

have "dips" (reductions) in the lo-frequency ( L.< Lio) and high-frequency

band ( LI LI ). An AChKh "dip" in any frequency band demonstrates that the

transmission across a given network of harmonic voltages of these frequencies

occurs with a relative decrease in their amplitude. Bandwith .1 - the band

of frequencies within which AChKh ordinates decrease relative to its maximum value

by nG more than a factor of V r , is an At'hKh resporse criterion.*

Consequently, bandwidth is restricted to frequencies whose AChKh value is
T Q ,707 • These are referred to as the upper- . and lower-

i..) frequency limits, respectively. The weaker the expressed network frequency-

selective properties, the broader the bandwidth, and vice versa.

E;.amining the movement of the phase-frequency characteristic in Figure 9c,

we will note that its positive values (L((.) O) correspond to output voltage

phase lead, while the negative values ( ( LJ)-< 0), on the contrary, correspond

to output voltage phase lag (delay) relative to input voltage.

*Oeterinination of bandwidth at any other, predetermined, level also is possible.
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ATTACHMENT 7 /531

ESSENCE OF LINEAR CIRCUIT FREQUENCY ANALYSIS. PULSE DISTORTIONLESS TRANEMISSION
CONDITIONS. LINEAR DISTORTIONS

Linear network frequency characteristics (21) and (22) completely determine

the passage of a harmonic oscillation of a given frequency across the network.

But, any pulse signal may be represented by its own frequency spectrum--in the

form of the combination of the harmonic oscillations of different frequencies

(see Attachment 1). Since the principle of superposition is valid for linear

systems, it is possible to examine the effect of each spectrum harmonic independent

of the action of all other harmonics. Therefore, finding the frequency spectrum

of a pulse signal acting upon a linear network input and knowing its frequency

characteristics, it is possible to find the result of the effect of each spectrum

harmonic on this network. It is evident that each harmonic with frequency L'l

during passage across a linear network will change in amplitude by a factor of

K(t * const

?(w) W

mit tau,

0o w

Figure 10. Ideal Distortionless Linear Network Frequency Characteristics.

K(I and displace in phase by angle L ( J).* As a result, a combination

of harmonic components, which forms the output signal frequency spectruim, arises

*In principle, it is impossible for the harmonic of rew frequencies to appear
at linear netwiork output since the frequency of each harmonic dnes not change.
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at network output. Finding this spectrum, it is possible to use it to determine

the output signal itself as a function of time .

It 4s evident that the signal at network output will be similar to the signal

at input 1n...,-Ihn.,, i. e., distortionless transmission of pulses across a linear

network will occur if the spectrum at network output will turn out to be similar

to the spectrum at input, i. e., if amplitude and phase ratios between all spectrum

harmonics remain unchanged during passage across this network. But, this requires

that the network amplitude-frequency characteristic be expressed as a constant

magnitude, i. e., that the bandidth be infinite, while the network phase-frequency

characteristic must be linear and pass through the origin of the coordinates (Figure

10):

K o l conw hig =

+ . (XI.24)

where to - tangent of the AChKh slope to the frequency axis. Actually, AChKh

constancy in the ert. re frequency band denotes that the amplitudes of all spectrum

harmonics change by identical factor K during passage across the network. FChKh

linearity denotes thai the time delay of all spectrum harmonics at network output

also will be identical

Therefore, the signal at network output completely lags by time t (phase

delay time) and will change with respect to magnitude by a factor of K, /532

while its shape will remain unchanged.* Thus, expression (24) is a condition

of distortionless pulse transmission across a linear network.

Realistically, due to influence of capacitances and inductances, linear network

frequency ch3racteristics always differ from the ideal characteristics (Figure 9).

As a result, when a pulse signal passes across a real linear network, the amplitude

*It is possible to show that the same result will be obtained if ¢Owi-to.+',,
where n - any whole number (dotted line in Figure 10), while the output signal
changes its polarity in the event n in an odd number.
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and phase ratios among the harmonics of its spectrum change and the shape of the

signal at output differs from that at input. Signal shape distortions caused

by linear network frequency-selective properties are referred to as linear or

frequency distoctions. There are two types of linear distortions: low-frequency,

caused by the AChKh "dip" in the low-frequency range, and high-frequency, caused

by the FChKn "dip" in the high-frequency range.

The approximate nature of linear distortions in the shape of a square pulse

is depicted in Figure 11. It stems from the relative role of the pulse spectrum

(a)

(§...-

Figure 11. Linear Distortions of a Square Pulse (a);
(b) - Low-Frequency; (c) -- High-Frequency; (d) -- Total.

low- and high-fr.4 uency harmonics in shaping its envelope (see Attachment I).

Low-frequency distortions arise due to relative suppression of lou-frequency

harmonics in the output signal spectrum and ,anifest themselves in pulse tilt

reduction and, upon its cessation, onset of an opposite-polarity output voltage

excursion (Figure 11b).

If the d-c component of the input pulse spectrum does not pass across the
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linear network at all (K(O) 0), i. e., is absent at network output, then the

algebraic sum of the areas of the different signs bounded by the graph of the

output voltage will equal zero. High-frequency distortions arise due to relative

suppression of high-frequency harmonics in the output signal spectrum and manifest

themselves in stretching of pulse porches and impartation of a flat character

to its envelope (rigure 11c). Given both types of distortions, the resultant

pulse envelope is "lat, with stretched porches, receeding tilt, and an opposite-

polarity excursion (Figure lld). If the network has an oscillatory character

(it includes both capacitances and inductances), then damping oscilla'ions

additionally may be imparted to the output pulse envelope (depicted by the dotted

line in Figure lld). These riscillations arise as a result of oscillatory network

shock excitation when input pulse porches are active (see Chapter II, § 6).

Thus, from the spectral point of view, linear distortions result from deformation

of the signal spectrum envelope--disruption of the amplitude and phase ratios

among its harmonics when spectrum frequency structure is retained.*

Networks will strive for the shape of the frequency characteristics to

approximate the shape of the ideal frequency characteristics (24) to the maximum

in order to decrease pulse linear distortions. Special frequency correction

measures--compensation for the AChKh "dips" in the low- and high-frequency range

(see Chapter I1, § 3)-are used to this end.

ATTACHMENT 8 /533

ESSENCE OF THE TRA:NSIENT CHARACTERISTICS METHOD

The transient characteristics method is founded on the principle of super-

position, just as is the frequency method of linear network analysis. We will

introduce initially the concept of the unit function (connection function) and
the transient characteristic for familiarization with the essence of this method.
Unit function O(t is a step (change) of voltage or current of unit amplitude

'From the spectral point of view, nonlinear distortions are the result of signal
spectrum transformation--its enrichment by new frequencies of harmonics.
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and is plotted in Figure 12a. Unit function 2(t- t'. delayed relative to moment

t = 0 by interval t' is plotted in Figure 12b.

The unit function is used as the standard linear network input signal, making

it possible to study its transient mode. The shape of a linear network output

signal, arising when the unit function ac.s upon the network, is referred to as

network transient characteristic h(t). Thus,

8(1) = tt **, where &I i , (XI.25)

Due to network linearity, input signal delay by time t' will cause an identical

output signal delay, while an increase in the input signal by factor a will cause

a rise in output signal by the identical factor. Therefore, response h(t--t')

corresponds to input signal 0(t-r' while response ah(t--t') corresponds to

input signal a.et-rJ)

These circumstances make it possible to use known network transient char-

acteristic h(t) to find its response to input voltage of random shipe, having

/ hi,,
u,

Figure 13. Representation of Randomly-Shaped Voltage
By the Sum of the Elementary Stages.

represented beforehand this voltage as the sum of an infinitely-large number of

elementary steps of infinitely-slight amplitude delayed relative to one another

by infinitely-short time intervals. This is explained in Figure 13a, where voltage
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I"., is represented approximately first by the sum of a finite number of /534

steps with amplitude AUI, AU, AU3... and with identical delay of each step

relative to the previous one equalling t'. The step envelope obtained in this

manner will more accurately correspond to the shape of voltage ,.u,,, the greater

the number of steps used for its approximation. Precise correspondence is obtained .

when the range of the number of stages is increased to infinity, where

U - dt. .U- i ,. at' \ a
( jt- ), -,- dt /

and each step arising at moment t = t' vill be expressed as

d i~.,- ./ : -I,, It i3 necessary to add all elementary steps

operative in the interval from 0 to 1, in order to obtain the resultant input

voltage value at moment t:

The network response to each elementary step is expressed through the network

transient characteristic as

u Iti *, = JIu jt)*A (t - t)

In accordance with the principle of sperpositlon, a complete network response

equals the .um of the responses to all eie.entary steps. Therefore, output voltage

will be found using the formula

St.='-"f' tt-r) (xI.26)

'XI.-'6

The rat.o is refe.'ed to as tne D.Jhamel integral.*

If the input voltag'e has finite :t-tp L';O0.. ,hen t = 0 (Figure l3b,, then

a response to this step, equalling w .. ,i , rill be added at network oLtput.

*Here, t' -- integraticn variable, t - derivative, but constant for tho r-orfnt

in tvT-c su.rmation process.
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u

•.--ar:m.:rs f Triodes Usl';' in Pulse =ircui~-.

' U U I S
0ue Type a A V V rA mA/\.

6SIP 6.3 0.15 250 -7 6.1 2.26

653P 6.3 0.3 15G -- '6 19.5

6515P 6.3 0.44 150 - 40 45

6S26B-K 6.3 0.22 120 -- 9 5.2

65286 6.3 0.31 120 -- 16 19

6S378 6.3 0.44 80 -- a0 16.5

6551% 6.3 0.13 75 -- l0 11.5

6'.IP 6.3 0.6 250 -- 7.5 4.35

6.'2P 6.3 0.34 Z50 -1.5 2.3 2.1

6%3P 6.3 0.35 150 - 8.5 5.9

6\6P 6.3 0.75 120 -2 30 11.0

6\BS 6.3 0.6 250 --8 9 2.6

6'.9S L.3 0.3 250 -2 2.3 1.6

61.14P 6.3 0.35 90 -1.3 10.5 6.8

6',15P 6.3 0.45 100 - C 5.6

6'.163 6.3 0.4 10O -2.4 8.0 5.0

5S.ZP 6.3 0.3 10 -- 15 2.7

6.3 3 150 -- 14 9.5

p ...



FR
wom W pF

26.2 11.6 -- 1.8 1.4 1.1 1.35
50 - 100 3 6.7 1.65 2.4

52 1.24 30 7.8 11.0 1.8 5.0
25 -- 220 1.4 3.3 3.5 1.4

40 -- ICO 2.4 5.8 2.2 3.0
13 -- 43 4.5 6 4.7 3.9
32 - 132 1.0 4.7 2.2 1.75

35 11 6(0 2.2 3.8 1.75 1.85
98 50 -- 1.0 2.35 2.9 0.7
36 6.2 240 1.5 2.7 1.55 1.6
20 -- -- 4.8 4.5 2.1 3.5

20 7., -- 2.75 2.9 1.0 3.9
70 44 -- 1.1 3.0 3.5 2.8
5. .. .-- 1. 5 4.9 2.9 J.3

2.1 1.15 1.8
38 6.8 50 1.6 2.0 0.4 1.4

25 -- -- C.9 2.7 1.65 1.5
32 -- 6d0 1.8 3.6 2.j 1.5

48 5 100 2.6 4.0 2.2 1.9

TI



U Ua u
lube Type A v va

U gl

V

6ZhIP 6.3 0.175 120 120 -2.0 V 6.2

6ZhZP 6.3 0.175 120 120 -2.0 V 5.5

6Zh3P 6.3 0.3 250 150 -1.6 V 7.0

6Zh4 6.3 0.45 300 150 -2.0 V 10.0

6Zh5P 6.3 0.45 300 150 160 ohms 9.5

6Zh8 6.3 0.3 250 100 -3.0 V 3.0

6Zh9P 6.3 0.3 150 150 80 ohms 15.5

6ZhlOP 6.3 0.3 200 100 80 ohms 6.5

6ZRIlP 6.3 0.44 150 150 50 ohms 25.0

6Zh2OP 6.3 0.45 150 150 70 oh-ns 16.5

6Zh2LP 6.d 0.34 150 150 -1.1 V i5.0

6Zh22P 6.3 0.46 150 150 -1.2 V 27.0-

6Zh32P 6.3 0.2 250 140 -2.0 V 3.0

6Zh38P 6.3 0.18 150 100 80 ohms 13.0

6PIP 6.3 0.5 250 250 -12.5 V 44.0

6P9 6.3 0.65 300 150 -3.0 V 30.0

6PIJP 6.3 0.76 250 250 -6.5 V 48.C

(120 ohms)
6PI5P 6.3 0.76 300 150 75 ohms 30.0
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, S R a P g2 ,, s, -

-nA mA/, K W W I p- pF

3.2 5.2 300 1.8 0.55 4.1 2.45 0.035

5.5 3.7 350 1.8 0.85 4.1 2.3 0.035

2.0 5.0 500 2.c 0.55 6.5 1.5 0.025

2.2 9.0 1000 3.3 0.45 9.0 5.0 0.015

3.5 9.0 240 3.6 0.5 8.5 2.2 0.03

0.8 1.65 -- 2.8 0.7 6.0 7.0 0.005

4.5 17.5 150 3.0 0.75 8.5 3.5 0.03

5.5 9.5 100 3.0 0.75 8.5 4.1 0.025

7.5 28 36 4.9 1.15 14.0 3.5 0.04

6.0 16.5 90 4.0 1.2 8.6 2.45 0.04

6.0 15.0 95 4.0 1.2 5.9 1.9 0.035

9.0 25 55 7.0 1.8 9.0 2.4 0.05

1.0 1.8 2500 1.0 0.2 4.0 5.5 0.05

3.2 10.6 175 2.5 0.65 5.8 2.4 0.02

7.0 4.9 42.5 12.0 2.5 6.5 3.6 0.7

6.5 11.7 80 9.0 1.5 13.0 7.5 0.06

7.0 11.3 30 12.0 2.0 11.0 7.0 0.2

4.5 14.7 100 12.0 1.5 13.5 7.0 0.07
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:A r.7-- t e r S f: T.'n34z::rs ' e n tus ;i is.

T>pe CJ drt iv.t a3
T,.pe t 1- .7W V mA nA

WM-A5 GE prp 1.0 M5 50 MD 300 50-10

.p& A gE prp 0.2 20 70 - 403 2--0

.1-F. M Ge prp 0.2 200 0 - 40 30-80

W39 Geprp 0.5 150 15 20 150 12
r39B Ge pr 0.5 50 15 20 150 2

-&O Ge prp 1.0 150 15 2 150 Z--Z

;-P41 Geprp 1.0 150 15 20 150 30-d)
P-2 Ce prp 1.0 = i5 30 "00 2B-60

WP42A Ge prp 1.0 210 15 50 300 30-90

:.P4M Ce prp 1.0 200 15 50 ;00 45-135
Pl01 Si rpn 0.2 1-0 20 20 100 9-18
P102 Si rpn 0.5 150 10 M 100 15-30
P103 Si rpn 1.0 150 10 2 100 18-35
P!0a Si prp 0.1 150 60 10 50 13-35
P15 Si prP 0.2 150 40 10 50 15-40
P106 Si prp 0.5 150 15 10 50 15-35
P4_1 Ge pp 30 10 10 10 16-300
P& Ge prp 60 100 10 10 20 16-250
P40 Ge pp 1M 100 10 10 20 30-100
P403A Gepv IM 100 10 10 20 16-2])
P414 Ge prp 60 100 10 10 30 25-100
P414A Ge prp 60 100 10 10 30 60-120
P415 Ge p-p 12 100 10 10 30 25-100
P415A Ge pnp 12 100 10 10 30 6--120
P416 Oe prp 40 IMD 12 25 12 2-80
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H"ad CLrrat F"jc l-
[koat 200 C  Fr Uk  for wi wum

S v Ckan
are deermnned

50 30 - - -

75 70 50 B00 0.5
75 7 50 8 0.5
15 5 60 132M 0.5
15 5 60 13200 0.5
15 5 60 13200 0.5
15 5 60 1.32M 0.5
25 15 - - -
25 15 - - -

25 15 - - -

3 20 1 - 0.5
3 10 150 - 0.5
3 ID 150 - 0.5

50 20 40-a) - 0.465
50 20 40-80 - 0.LA5
50 15 40-80 - 0.465
10 5 15 3M0 5.0
5 5 I0 Iow 5.0
5 5 i0 500 5.0
5 5 I 50) 5.0
4 i0 i0 I000 5.0
4 10 10 1000 5.0
4 I0 10 1 500 5.0

4o 10 0 500 5.0
3 20 a 500 5.0

67o
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rliterial and I , L.1. p CArX.ACttv -V AV"
, pe t-t .W V mA mA

Pi6A Ge prp 60 10 12 25 120 6G-I5
P416B Ge p-p 80 100 12 25 120 100-20
P 1 Ge prp M I00 25 200150 20

P602 Ge prp 3 103 30 n 15M 4G-100
P64 Ge pnv 3) '.03 45 2 510 i0
P605 Ge prp 40 4a) 45 200 1500 M-a
P606 Ge p-p 40 4W 35 2M 1500 3)-M
P607 Geprp 60 1500 30 300 20-Z
P608 Se p-p 90 1500 30 300 60 40-1,2
P609 Ge p-p 13 150 0 30 300 60 40-13

::ntiued.

c Currnt rFr f Jifz,

i,. at 200 C Far Uk  for which t lues

are deterzi-d

3 10 a 5M 5.0
3 10 8 5M 5.0

2M 10 2 750 5.0
100 10 2rn 750 5.0

4fl 45 20 503 5.0
znO 45 170 Fa 5.0
m 45 130 50M 5.0
300 30 50 5(X" 5.0

300 30 50 500 5.0
5W 30 50 500 5.0
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-CO

4. P13 Transistor Collector Characteristics 
heCo'non-Bse Anc~r'ceaistd~o~eM%,rJ~I Thenr Connected toaa n d ~~ ; c u t o r ~ o n a e e r t u r e 2 0 0 C 0 1 1 ~d L i n s )and ncrase Teperpture 300~ C (Dotted Lines).
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